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ABSTRACT
@his thesis examines the growing recognition of the right to a healthy environment and its
potential influence on public policy and environmental protection. Dt includes an analysis
of 192 national constitutions, a survey of 500Z environmental law experts, an
examination of environmental laws and court decisions in 86 nations, and a comparison
of the environmental performance of nations with and without constitutional
environmental protection using three comprehensive indices and three time-series.
Constitutional environmental protection is widespread\incorporated in 140 national
constitutions\including 86 constitutions that explicitly recognize the right to a healthy
environment. Common law nations lag behind civil law nations in this regard.
Environmental rights also are recognized in four binding international agreements
covering 115 nations in the Americas, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East.
Constitutionalizing the right to a healthy environment appears to have significant legal
conse_uences. Dn 72 of 86 nations studied, national environmental laws were
strengthened and incorporated environmental rights post-constitutionalization. Dn 50Z
nations\spanning Hatin America, Europe, Asia, and Africa\courts have enforced the
right to a healthy environment. Argentina, -razil, Colombia, and Costa Rica have
pioneered simple and inexpensive judicial processes for protecting the right to a healthy
environment. Dncreasingly, international courts and commissions are applying
environmental rights in human rights cases.
Dn some nations, the constitutional right to a healthy environment appears to be
contributing to: enhanced enforcement of environmental lawsc a barrier to rollbacks in
environmental lawc greater government accountabilityc a level playing field with other
rightsc reduced environmental injusticec and improved access to information, public
participation in decision-making, and access to justice.
Preliminary analysis suggests a positive relationship between environmental protection
provisions in constitutions and environmental performance. Nations with constitutional
ii

environmental provisions have smaller ecological footprints, rank higher on
comprehensive indices of environmental indicators, and reduced emissions of air
pollutants and greenhouse gases faster than nations without such provisions. Additional
_uantitative research is needed to further explore the impact of constitutional provisions
on environmental outcomes.
Dn conclusion, constitutionalizing environmental protection, particularly the right to a
healthy environment, represents a potentially transformative act, capable of reconfiguring
legal systems to place unprecedented priority on ecological sustainability.
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CHAPTER 1. CONSTITUTIONS, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND THE
ENVIRONMENT: THE CONTEXT
New wrongs, unimagined by our founding fathers, must generate new rights
capable of preventing the recurrence of those wrongs.1

Introduction
Dn recent decades, three striking and related developments have taken place around the
world\a wave of new and amended constitutions in both emerging and established
democracies,2 the human rights revolution,3 and growth in the magnitude and awareness
of the global environmental crisis.4 @his thesis examines a concept that is situated at the
convergence of these three developments\the constitutional right to live in a healthy
environment. Public recognition of the global environmental crisis and the perceived
inade_uacy of state responses has prompted recourse to the powerful language of human
rights, resulting in constitutional changes, the emergence of public interest environmental
litigation, and an enhanced role for the judiciary.5
1

A. Dershowitz. 2004. Rights from Wrongs: A Secular Theory of the Origins of Rights.
New Mork: -asic -ooks, pp. 160, 232.
2
R. Hirschl. 2004. Towards Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New
Constitutionalism. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. -.A. Ackerman. 1997.
@he Rise of horld Constitutionalism,m Virginia Law Review 83: 771-97.
3
C. Epp. 1998. The Rights Revolution: Lawyers, Activists and Supreme Courts in
Comparative Perspective. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
4
Dntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 2007. Climate Change 2007: Synthesis
Report. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. www.ipcc.ch Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment. 2005. Ecosystems and Human Wellbeing: Synthesis. hashington, D.C.:
Dsland Press. www.millenniumassessment.org A. Prnss-ostnn and C. Corvalpn. 2006.
Preventing Disease Through Healthy Environments: Towards an Estimate of the
Environmental Burden of Disease. Geneva: horld Health Organization. E. Chivian and
A. -ernstein, eds. 2008. Sustaining Life: How Human Health Depends on Biodiversity.
Oxford: Oxford University Press. R. Carson. 1962. Silent Spring. -oston: Houghton
Mifflin.
5
D. Shelton. 2001. qEnvironmental Rights,m in P. Alston, ed. People’s Rights. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, pp. 185-258. A.E. -oyle and M.R. Anderson, eds. 1996. Human
Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection. Oxford: Clarendon Press. @. Hayward.
1

Constitution-making
Constitutions are where societies establish the values that are to guide political
and social discourse for generations to come, and also where those values are
protected by incorporating them as constitutional obligations or rights.6
@he first of the three broad developments contributing to the emergence of the
constitutional right to a healthy environment is the remarkable shift towards
constitutional democracy across the globe, including Eastern Europe, Hatin America,
Africa, and even in nations that have long traditions of parliamentary democracy. @he
tragic legacies of fascism, colonialism, and communism contributed to this
unprecedented wave of constitution-making.7 More than half of the worldis national
constitutions have been written since the mid 1970s, and many more have been
substantially overhauled.8
A constitution represents the highest or supreme law in a nation, establishing the formal
rules that direct and constrain government powers, defining the relationships between
government institutions, and protecting individual rights.9 Dn the words of a leading
constitutional scholar, qA countryis constitution is the set of fundamental principles that
together describe the organizational framework of the state and the nature, the scope of,
and the limitations on the exercise of state authority.m10 Dn federal nations, the

2005. Constitutional Environmental Rights. Oxford: Oxford University Press. ?.
Hancock. 2003. Environmental Human Rights: Power, Ethics, and Law. Aldershot:
Ashgate. S. jravchenko and ?.E. -onine. 2008. Human Rights and the Environment:
Cases, Law, and Policy. Durham, N.C.: Carolina Academic Press.
6
R.P. Hiskes. 2009. The Human Right to a Green Future: Environmental Rights and
Intergenerational Justice. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p. 130.
7
D.M. -eatty. 2004. The Ultimate Rule of Law. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
8
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. Constitutions of the
Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw. G. Sartori. 1997. Comparative
Constitutional Engineering, 2nd ed. Hondon: MacMillan Press, p. 197.
9
?.@. McHugh. 2002. Comparative Constitutional Traditions. New Mork: Peter Hang.
10
P.?. Monahan. 2006. Constitutional Law, 3rd ed. @oronto: Drwin Haw, p. 3.
2

constitution also allocates power and areas of legislative jurisdiction between the national
and sub-national governments. Constitutions trump other laws in the event of a conflict
between a constitutional provision and another law and are generally more difficult to
amend than other laws.11 @he design of a nationis constitution can influence and even
determine who gets to exercise power and who does not, who wins and loses in politics,
and how laws and policies are created.12 @here is also a vital normative role for
constitutions, which express the deepest, most cherished values of a society. @hus one
court has described a constitution as a qmirror reflecting the national soul.m13
Some scholars view the trend towards constitutionalism as a predominantly positive
evolution in governance. Constitutions, and particularly rights, provide guiding principles
for all branches of government in the discharging of their duties.14 Constitutions
implement the rule of law, creating predictability and security in the relationship between
government and people.15 According to @amanaha, qEveryone is better off, no matter
where they live and who they are, if government officials operate within a legal
framework . . . in the sense of abiding by the legal framework and in the sense that there
are limits on law-making power.m16
Hiberal constitutionalism is not without its critics. Hegal pluralists criticize
constitutionalism on three main grounds: failure to acknowledge the role of private as
opposed to public power, which is viewed as a serious flaw in an era dominated by
multinational corporationsc lack of consideration accorded to other sites of constitutional
law production in an era of globalization when for many nations economic and trade
11

E. Chemerinsky. 2006. Constitutional Law: Policies and Principles, 3rd ed. New Mork:
Aspen.
12
?. -uchanan. 2000. qhhy Do Constitutions Matterem in N. -erggren, N. jarlson, and ?.
Nergelius, eds. Why Constitutions Matter. Hondon: @ransaction Publishers, pp. 1-17.
13
State v. Acheson 1991 2 SA 805 NNmQ at 813.
14
R. Dworkin. 1996 Freedom’s Law: The Moral Reading of the American Constitution.
Oxford: Oxford University Press.
15
H. Alexander, ed. 1998. Constitutionalism: Philosophical Foundations. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
16
-.r. @amanaha. 2004. On the Rule of Law: History, Politics, Theory. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, p. 141.
3

considerations outweigh constitutional commitments to public welfarec and exaggeration
of the instrumental capacities of rights-based constitutionalism Nbecause law is subjective
and litigation often produces unintended and counterproductive conse_uencesQ.17 Hirschl
argues that constitutionalization of rights is motivated not by qpoliticiansi genuine
commitment to progressive notions of social justice or to an elevated vision of human
rightsm but rather by qattempts to maintain the social and political status _uo and to block
attempts to seriously challenge it through democratic politics.m18 Some researchers
believe that constitutions are qlegalistic window dressing,m extraneous to what
governments do, and serve largely as public relations exercises aimed at domestic or
international audiences to improve a nationis image.19
@he most common criti_ue of constitutionalism is that the emphasis on rights and the
empowerment of the courts Nthrough the process of judicial reviewQ undermines
democracy.20 Dn order to ensure that governments act within the limits set forth in a
constitution, the judicial branch is generally given the power to review legislation and
other government actions and enforce individual rights. @his results in a phenomenon
labeled the judicialization of politics, which refers to qthe infusion of judicial decisionmaking and of court-like procedures into political arenas where they did not previously
reside.m21 Drivers of this phenomenon include constitutional recognition of rights, a
dramatic rise in recourse to courts by interest groups, the public perception of courts as
expert and principled while politicians are corrupt and incompetent, and increasing

17

G.h. Anderson. 2005. Constitutional Rights after Globalization. Oxford: Hart
Publishing.
18
R. Hirschl. 2004. Towards Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New
Constitutionalism. Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, pp. 213-14.
19
C.A. Davenport. 1996. qConstitutional Promises and Repressive Reality: A CrossNational @ime-Series Dnvestigation of hhy Political and Civil Hiberties are Repressed,m
Journal of Politics 58N3Q: 627-54.
20
?. haldron. 1993. qA Rights-based Criti_ue of Constitutional Rights,m Oxford Journal
of Legal Studies 13: 18-51.
21
@. Rallinder. 1995. qhhere the Courts Go Marching Dn,m in C.N. @ate and @. Rallinder,
eds. The Global Expansion of Judicial Power. New Mork: NMU Press, p. 13. Ior an
overview of the debate, see C. Iorsyth, ed. 2000. ?udicial Review and the Constitution.
Oxford: Hart Publishing.
4

judicial activism Na willingness on the part of judges to substitute their own policy
solutions for those of the democratically elected majorityQ.22
More than eighty nations have enacted constitutional reforms that transfer some degree of
power from democratically elected institutions to judiciaries.23 Giving courts the power to
strike down legislation and administrative acts has been described as one of the most
significant political developments in democratic nations in recent decades.24 As Stotzky
observed: q@he tidal wave of democratization that has spread across the globe in the past
three decades is remarkable for its underlying dependence on the rule of law and the role
of the courts.m25
According to its supporters, judicial review is a fundamental aspect of constitutional
democracy because it provides protection for vulnerable groups and individuals against
the potential tyranny of majority rule. Courts are empowered to be guardians of both
human rights and the constitution itself. Dn the words of Sunstein, qhithout judicial
review, constitutions tend to be worth little more than the paper on which they are
written. @hey become mere words, or public relations documents, rather than instruments
which confer genuine rights.m26

22

C.N. @ate. 1995. qhhy the Expansion of ?udicial Powerem in C.N. @ate and @.
Rallinder, eds. The Global Expansion of Judicial Power. New Mork: NMU Press.
23
R. Hirschl. 2004. Towards Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New
Constitutionalism. Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press.
24
C.N. @ate and @. Rallinder, eds. 1995. The Global Expansion of Judicial Power. New
Mork: New Mork University Press. R. Hirschl. 2000. q@he Political Origins of ?udicial
Empowerment through the Constitutionalization of Rights: Hessons from Iour Polities,m
25 Law and Social Inquiry 91-149.
25
D.P. Stotzky. 2004. qHessons Hearned and the hay Iorward,m in S. Gloppen, R.
Gargarella, and E. Sklaar, eds Democratization and the Judiciary: The Accountability
Function of Courts in New Democracies. Hondon: Irank Cass, pp. 198-202 at 198.
26
C. Sunstein. 1994. qOn Property and Constitutionalism,m in M. Rosenfeld, ed.
Constitutionalism, Identity, Difference, and Legitimacy: Theoretical Perspectives.
Durham, NC: Duke University Press, p. 384. A.R. Dicey. 1961. Introduction to the Law
of the Constitution, 10th ed. 1961 Hondon: Macmillan, pp. 198-202.
5

On the other hand, it is a paradox of constitutional democracies that unelected qcourts sit
in judgment on the decisions made by the elected representatives of the people.m27 Critics
of judicial review argue that reliance on judges tends to undermine democracy, diminish
accountability, and distort public debate.28 @ate and Rallinder warn that the global
expansion of judicial power is a negative development because it is qlikely to weaken
majoritarian democratic institutions and sustain the rule of privileged and
unrepresentative elites, shutting out those who should be represented in a democratic
state from effective access to policy-making processes or to effective, responsive
administration.m29 According to haldron, open elections and decision-making by
majority rule are more likely to safeguard democracy, human rights, and the rule of law
than judicial review.30
@he rebuttal from defenders of constitutional democracy is that judicial power can be and
is used creatively, not to block democracy but to energize it and make it more
deliberative.31 Ior example, Hogg and -ushell describe the back and forth process
between governments and courts on issues of political and civil liberties and Aboriginal
rights in Canada as a constructive dialogue.32 As well, there are circumstances where
judicial power is used in a cautious fashion, because of particular national circumstances,
such as institutional weakness Ne.g. lack of tenure for judgesQ.33
27

D.M. -eatty. 2004. The Ultimate Rule of Law. Oxford: Oxford University Press, p.
181.
28
?. haldron. 2006. q@he Core of the Case Against ?udicial Review,m 115 Yale Law
Journal 1346-1406. R. -ellamy. 2007. Political Constitutionalism: A Defence of the
Constitutionality of Democracy. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
29
C.N. @ate and @. Rallinder. 1995. q?udicialization and the Iuture of Politics and
Policym in C.N. @ate and @. Rallinder, eds. 1995. The Global Expansion of Judicial
Power. New Mork: New Mork University Press, p 527.
30
?. haldron. 1999. Law and Disagreement. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
31
C. Sunstein. 2001. Designing Democracy: What Institutions Do. Oxford: Oxford
University Press. D.M. -eatty. 2004. The Ultimate Rule of Law. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
32
P.h. Hogg and A.A. -ushell 1997. q@he Charter Dialogue -etween Courts and
Hegislatures Nor perhaps the Charter Dsnit Such a -ad @hing After AllQ,m Osgoode Hall
L.J. 35: 75-124.
33
@. Ginsburg. 2003. Judicial Review in New Democracies: Constitutional Courts in
Asian Cases. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
6

The Rights Revolution
@here is a human rights revolution, with the freedom explosion that is taking
place all over the world.
Martin Huther jing, ?r. 1968
@he second broad development that spurred the emergence of the right to a healthy
environment is the rights revolution\at both the national and international levels. @he
lrights revolutioni refers to the sustained, developmental process that has produced new
or expanded existing human rights, resulting in unprecedented recognition and protection
of these rights and extension of rights to previously lright-lessi groups.34 -ecause of the
prominent role of courts in this process, the rights revolution is closely tied to
constitutionalism and the judicialization of politics. @he rights revolution is attributed to a
mixture of top-down and bottom-up factors. @he top-down factors include constitutional
guarantees of individual rights, judicial independence, the leadership of activist judges,
and government support for rights advocacy. @he bottom-up factors that collectively
enable strategic rights advocacy include human rights organizations, rights advocacy
lawyers, reliable funding sources, and rising rights consciousness and discourse in
popular culture,. @hese latter factors are described as the institutional support structure
for advocacy and litigation.35 Most of the initial rights revolution scholarship focused on
the United States.36 More recently, the concept has been applied in Dndia, Canada, Great
-ritain, Costa Rica, and other nations.37
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Human rights recognition and protection have grown immensely since horld har DD.38
@he proliferation of international human rights instruments began in 1945 with the UN
Charter, which established the rules governing the structure and operations of the United
Nations. @he Charter explicitly sought qto reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in
the dignity and worth of the human person.m39 @he entrenchment of human rights
advanced in 1948 with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in 1966 with the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. @hese instruments, with their focus on individuals
and their rights, were revolutionary in the field of international law, which had previously
focused primarily on relations between nations.40 Human rights have continued to expand
in breadth and depth at the global, regional, national, and sub-national levels.41
Hegal scholars have waxed elo_uent about the importance of human rights. McHugh
wrote that qthe most dynamic legal concept of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries has
been the idea of rights.m42 Henkin praised human rights as qthe idea of our time.m43
Iormer Secretary-General of the United Nations -outros -outros Ghali described rights
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as a qcommon language of humanity.m44 According to Mahoney, qthe modern human
rights movement has been, and continues to be, an astonishing moral phenomenon s
treflecting au remarkable development in human consciousness.m45
Rights represent reasonable minimum demands upon society that are rooted in moral
values and thus place compelling principles on the side of the person asserting a right.46
As Dgnatieff wrote, qRights are not just instruments of the law, they are expressions of
our moral identity as a people.m47 -ecause rights provide recognition for societyis most
cherished values, such as dignity, e_uality, and respect, the language of rights has
considerable symbolic force and can be a source of political power. @he power of rights
discourse is demonstrated by considerable success in some battles about justice, including
racism and the oppression of women.48 However, one of the key messages of the modern
human rights movement is that moral rights are not ade_uate and must be converted into
enforceable legal rights to make them meaningful. Hegal rights are said to empower
rights holders to control the behavior of others, and are famously described as ltrumpsi
by Dworkin.49 Shapiro argues that qrights review almost always places courts on the side
of the less politically powerful,m protecting minority interests against majority tyranny
and fecklessness.50
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Not everyone has been seduced by the siren song of the rights revolution. Dt can be
argued that rights are inherently undemocratic to the extent that they constrain
governments from enforcing the preferences of the majority Nas discussed earlierQ.51
Human rights are criticized for being individualistic, disregarding duties to others and the
interests of the broader community.52 Despite their purported universality, the hestern
conception of human rights has been criticized as a form of cultural imperialism. Rights
can be divisive when there are conflicts between deeply held values Nas in the ongoing
abortion debate that pits the rights of women against the rights of the fetusQ.53 @hus
Glendon called for more thought to be given to qwhether a particular issue is best
conceptualized as a right, the relation a given right should have to other rights and
interestsc the responsibilities, if any, that should be correlative with a given rightc the
social cost of rightsc and what effects a given right can be expected to have on the setting
of conditions for the durable protection of freedom and human dignity.m54 @here are also
criticisms that take aim at the processes used to create rights, particularly when rights are
established or enlarged through court decisions. Ior example, -ork argues that creating
rights through judicial interpretation is qheresym because the role of judges is to interpret
law, not make law.55
Critics also argue that the focus on rights has obscured underlying societal problems and
their root causes. Capitalism and globalization, with their focus on free trade and marketbased solutions, are often identified as contributing to the erosion of human rights.56
States are responsible for respecting, protecting, and fulfilling human rights but critics
51
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argue the power of states is declining relative to international institutions Ne.g. the horld
@rade OrganizationQ and transnational corporations. Ior example, -axi _uestions whether
the right to food can be reconciled with a global agribusiness industry dominated by a
handful of large corporations.57
Perhaps the most trenchant criti_ue is that the unprecedented global diffusion of rights on
paper is not matched by global respect for rights in practice. Riolations of human rights
remain commonplace, even in wealthy hestern nations. As Ialk observes, qthe
achievements in human rights over the course of the last fifty years are extraordinary, but
the obstacles to full realization seem as insurmountable as ever.m58

The Global Environmental Crisis
Now is our last chance to get the future right.
Ronald hright, A Short History of Progress
@he emergence of a global environmental crisis in the latter half of the 20th century is the
third factor spurring the development of the right to a healthy environment. Although
concerns about human impacts on nature date back decades and even centuries,
widespread public awareness of global environmental problems is generally considered to
have emerged in the 1960s. @he awakening was triggered by the publication of Rachel
Carsonis Silent Spring N1962Q and high profile ecological disasters including the @orrey
Canyon oil spill off the coast of England N1967Q, the so-called ldeathi of Hake Erie, and
the Cuyahoga River, known as the river that burned N1969Q. Humansi technological
prowess, consumptive appetite, and global economy have made us a geological force,
leading some scientists to conclude that the Holocene epoch has ended and we have
entered the Anthropocene.59 @here are close to seven billion people living on the Earth
57
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today, with the population expected to reach nine billion by the middle of the 21st
century.60 Agriculture, transportation, housing, industry, consumer goods, and day-to-day
human activities are placing an unprecedented level of pressure on the natural systems of
the planet. @he web of life, upon which our own future depends, is jeopardized by the
inter-related problems of climate change, extinction, and toxic pollution.61
Climate change is among the most daunting environmental challenges ever confronted by
humanity and was recently described as the paramount threat to public health in the 21st
century.62 @he burning of coal, oil, and natural gas has pushed levels of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere to the highest levels in at least 650,000 years. Agriculture, deforestation,
and livestock are also major contributors to climate change.63 Human emissions of
greenhouse gases are changing the climate in ways that will cause not only warmer
temperatures, but also more fre_uent and intense heat waves, storms, and other extreme
weather events, melting ice in the Arctic, Greenland, and the Antarctic, disappearing
glaciers, melting permafrost, reduced flows in rivers, rising sea levels, disruptive floods,
acidification of the oceans, droughts, and extinctions.64 Iorests are increasingly
vulnerable to pests, disease and wildfire, causing economic disruption of the forest
industry and social dislocation in forest dependent communities. Scientists are
increasingly concerned that abrupt, unpredictable climate shifts could occur.65 Climate
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change already causes an estimated 150,000 deaths and five million illnesses per year.66
@he horld Health Organization projects a doubling of these figures by 2030.67 @ens of
millions of people may be displaced from their homes by flooding, spawning an
unprecedented wave of environmental refugees. More than a billion people may face
chronic water shortages as precipitation patterns change and water supplies stored in
glaciers and snow packs decline.
-iological diversity\the richness of life measured at the species, ecosystem, or genetic
level\is disappearing more rapidly than at any time since the extinction of the dinosaurs
65 million years ago. Scientists estimate that species are going extinct at a rate that is 100
to 1,000 times faster than normal and fear that the pace of extinctions will accelerate in
the decades ahead.68 @he Hiving Planet Dndex, created by several different institutions
including the roological Society of Hondon and the horld hildlife Iund, tracks
populations of more than 1,300 vertebrate species\mammals, birds, fish, amphibians,
and reptiles\living in terrestrial, marine, and freshwater ecosystems. -etween 1970 and
2003, the Hiving Planet Dndex fell 30x. According to the horld hildlife Iund, qthis
global trend suggests that we are degrading natural ecosystems at a rate unprecedented in
human history.m69 @he UNis Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, a comprehensive
analysis of the state of life on Earth prepared by more than 1,300 experts, concluded
qHuman activity is putting such strain on the natural functions of the Earth that the ability
of the planetis ecosystems to sustain future generations can no longer be taken for
granted.m70 At least 60x of the worldis natural resources and life-supporting ecosystems
are in decline. Despite the fact that oceans cover close to three _uarters of the Earthis
66
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surface, marine ecosystems are among the most depleted on the planet. Populations of
large predatory fishes\bluefin tuna, swordfish, and sharks\have declined by more than
90x.71 Some scientists predict that if current fishing practices continue, all commercially
targeted fish species will suffer population collapses by 2048.72 As a result, the oceans
will be unable to contribute to feeding a growing human population, and marine
ecosystems will suffer a severe decrease in their ability to resist diseases, cope with
invasive species, filter pollutants, and rebound from stresses.73
@oxic industrial and agricultural chemicals now contaminate every ecosystem in the
world. Humans are exposed to hundreds, if not thousands, of hazardous substances
through air, food, water, and consumer products. @ests examining the blood and urine of
Americans, Canadians and Europeans find heavy metals, pesticides, flame retardants,
stain repellants, and PC-s.74 Even the cord blood of newborn infants in the US contains
over 200 industrial chemicals.75 @hese studies illustrate the fundamental connection
between humans and the environment. @otal releases of toxic chemicals into the
environment by large industries in the US and Canada alone are measured in the tens of
billions of kilograms annually.76 Agricultural run-off, urban run-off, small and mediumsized businesses, and motor vehicles release billions of additional kilograms of toxic
substances into the environment. Exposure to environmental hazards is a major cause of
death and disease around the world. According to the horld Health Organization,
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approximately one _uarter of the burden of disease globally is attributable to
environmental factors.77 Children are particularly vulnerable.78 Exposure to
environmental contaminants can cause cancer, increase the risk of birth defects, damage
the respiratory, cardiovascular, reproductive, hormonal, immune, and nervous systems,
and contribute to Parkinsonis, Alzheimeris, and other neurodegenerative diseases.79
Society has responded to the global environmental crisis with initiatives at every scale,
from the global to the local. @here has been an explosion of bilateral, regional, and global
treaties on environmental subjects in the past three decades, with more than 1,000 such
agreements now in force around the world.80 Dnternational environmental conventions
cover all of the environmental issues facing humanity, including inter alia, climate
change,81 ozone depletion,82 fisheries,83 marine ecosystems,84 biodiversity,85 air pollution,
water pollution, trade in hazardous substances,86 endangered species,87 environmental
assessment,88 and the prohibition of persistent organic pollutants.89 At the national and
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sub-national levels, new institutions have been created and new laws, regulations,
standards, and policies enacted. Among these myriad responses are constitutional
provisions related to environmental protection, including recognition of the right to live
in a healthy environment.

The Right to a Healthy Environment
Df, as many scholars assert, human rights trace their roots to specific historical wrongs,
then it is understandable that the right to a healthy environment is not found in pioneering
human rights instruments such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights N1948Q, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights N1966Q or the International
Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights N1966Q.90 Societyis awareness of the
magnitude, pace, and adverse conse_uences of environmental degradation was not
sufficiently advanced during the era when these agreements were drafted and negotiated
to warrant the inclusion of environmental concerns.91
@he first written suggestion that there should be a human right to a healthy environment
appears to come from Rachel Carson in 1962:
Df the -ill of Rights contains no guarantees that a citizen shall be secure against
lethal poisons distributed either by private individuals or by public officials, it is
surely only because our forefathers, despite their considerable wisdom and
foresight, could conceive of no such problem.92
Similarly, in her final public speech before dying of cancer, Carson testified before
President jennedyis Scientific Advisory Committee, urging them to consider
a much neglected problem, that of the right of the citizen to be secure in his own
home against the intrusion of poisons applied by other persons. D speak not as a
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lawyer but as a biologist and as a human being, but D strongly feel that this is or
ought to be one of the basic human rights.93
@he Stockholm Declaration in 1972 provided the first formal recognition of the right to a
healthy environment Nalbeit not in those wordsQ and the accompanying responsibility:
Principle 1
Man has the fundamental right to freedom, e_uality and ade_uate conditions of
life, in an environment of a _uality that permits a life of dignity and well-being,
and he bears a solemn responsibility to protect and improve the environment for
present and future generations.
Principle 2
@he natural resources of the earth including the air, water, land, flora and fauna
and especially representative samples of natural ecosystems must be safeguarded
for the benefit of present and future generations through careful planning or
management, as appropriate.94
Since 1972 there has been a protracted debate about the existence of the right to a healthy
environment, its philosophical underpinnings, its moral and legal validity, its theoretical
parameters, and its potential utility.95 Supporters argue that the potential benefits of
93
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recognizing the right to a healthy environment include: the enactment and enforcement of
stronger and more comprehensive environmental lawsc a level playing field vis-y-vis
other rightsc greater government and corporate accountabilityc protection of vulnerable
groups who currently shoulder a disproportionate burden of environmental harmsc and
increased citizen participation in decisions and actions to protect the environment.96
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Opponents argue that any prospective advantages are outweighed by problems such as:
low likelihood of effectivenessc redundancy with other rightsc negative implications for
democracyc the excessive focus on individualsc adverse effects on other rightsc
anthropocentrismc and the creation of false hopes.97
However, to date there is a noteworthy absence of discussion about whether and to what
extent the right to a healthy environment is in fact realizing these anticipated effects,
either positive or negative. @he debate has taken place in the absence of any empirical
evidence about the actual effects of constitutionalizing environmental protection.
Hayward, in one of the leading texts on this subject, discounts the possibility of
conducting such an assessment because of methodological difficulties.98 Shelton, another
leading scholar in the field of environmental rights, writes that constitutional
environmental rights qprobably halted some environmental deterioration in some
countries, although empirical studies are lacking and causality is difficult to
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demonstrate.m99 @hese challenges are not new, but are part of a broader discourse about
law, constitutions, and public policy.

Do Constitutions Matter?
@here are various strands of the longstanding debate about whether, and to what extent,
law matters.100 Do courts mattere101 Do constitutions mattere102 As Congleton asks, qAre
constitutions simply symbols of the political time at which they were adopted, or do they
systematically affect the course of public policyem103 Proponents of constitutional rights
argue that laws will strengthen, institutions will evolve, and lawsuits will improve the
living conditions of previously disadvantaged people.104 @here is an implicit faith that
legal systems will ensure the protection and fulfillment of rights.105 @his faith has come
under attack from critics claiming that context is as important as the words on paper, and
99
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that on-the ground results provide a compelling indictment of the failure of constitutional
rights to live up to their promises.106
Dgnatieff argues that the acid test of the worth of constitutional and international human
rights is whether they improve peoplesi lives.107 @his is a compelling argument, for
otherwise, rights may be mere paper tigers and their constitutional recognition nothing
more than lcheap talk.i108 Paper tigers and cheap talk could result from competing social
and economic priorities, a lack of resources for implementation and enforcement,
insufficient political will, or other social, legal, and cultural factors. Ior example, the
constitutions of many communist nations and dictatorships often included extensive lists
of human rights that were honored in the breach.109 Article 67 of the Constitution of the
Democratic Peopleis Republic of North jorea guarantees its citizens free speech,
freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, demonstration and association, as well as the
right to form democratic political parties. None of these rights exist in any real sense in
North jorea.110
@he North jorean example underscores the fact that the impact of constitutional
environmental provisions will depend on the specific culture and politics of an individual
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nation, institutional factors, the distribution of power between various polities, and the
presence and resources of advocacy groups. Dn some nations, the public may have a high
degree of interest in and knowledge about the constitution, whereas in other nations
people may have little knowledge of the constitution. @he availability of legal remedies
will depend on rules governing standing and judicial review, the enforceability of
constitutional provisions, and the costs of legal proceedings.
@he extent to which laws, including constitutions, matter can be addressed by either the
instrumental or the constitutive approach.111 @he instrumental approach investigates
specific changes by examining measurable or _uantifiable effects and outcomes. Ior
example, did the US Supreme Court decision in Brown vs. Board of Education change
the social, educational, and economic status of African Americanse112 Have laws
governing air and water pollution made the air and water cleanere Dn contrast, the
constitutive approach characterizes law as having a more pervasive Nbut more difficult to
measureQ impact on society through deeper channels, affecting fundamental beliefs,
institutions, behavior, and the legitimacy of authority. @he constitutive approach suggests
that law plays an influential role in shaping politics, economics, and culture. Another way
of categorizing the effects of constitutions is by separating legal and extra-legal effects.
Hegal effects include influencing legislation, public policy, and court decisions, while
extra-legal effects include the evolution of public opinion, attitudes, values, and behavior.
@he _uestion of whether constitutions matter has been asked, and at least partially
answered, in a number of different contexts, including Aboriginal rights,113 economic
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effects,114 civil and political rights,115 the right to health,116 and other social and economic
rights.117 Arthurs and Arnold assessed the impact of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms some two decades after that document revolutionized the Canadian legal
landscape, and found little evidence of positive effects on the status of women, the
income gap between rich and poor, or the socio-economic status of Aboriginal people.118
Hirschl examined the impact of constitutionalization of rights in Canada, Dsrael, New
realand, and South Africa on the status of historically disenfranchised groups, finding
little if any improvement in access to education, basic housing, health care, employment,
and distribution of wealth.119 Dn contrast, Carlson evaluated the effect of the recognition
of Aboriginal rights in the Canadian Constitution, concluding that transformative changes
have occurred in the recognition and protection of Aboriginal rights.120
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Montenegro identified a negative correlation between the length of a nationis constitution
and per capita income.121 De Ranssay and Spindler found that political rights have no
significant effect on economic growth and economic wealth, whereas economic freedom
Na concept that includes protection of property rightsQ and freedom of contract do have a
significant positive effect.122 Political scientists have examined the effects of
constitutions and particular types of civil and political rights in attempting to discern the
influence of institutions on a wide range of outcomes, including environmental
protection.123 Several scholars have reported that protection for civil and political rights is
positively correlated with environmental _uality.124 jinney and Clark found no
correlation between the strength of constitutional commitments to protect health and
average per capita government expenditures on health care.125
@o date, none of this literature has been referred to in the ongoing debate about the right
to a healthy environment, which continues to be characterized by theoretical rather than
empirical observations. @he approaches of these scholars offer valuable insights in
attempting to overcome the challenges inherent in assessing the effects of
constitutionalizing the right to a healthy environment. Rather than relying on a small
number of case studies, this thesis will look at all of the nations whose constitutions
include the right to a healthy environment. @he focus is on the national level because
121
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human rights are largely implemented and enforced at the national level. As Hiskes
observes, qAny human right, environmental or otherwise, is always operative mainly at
the national level in the legal sense, even if morally or politically the language used to
characterize it is more universal or at least global in scope.m126 An effort will be made to
discern broad patterns about the enforceability of the right to a healthy environment, its
influence on legislation, jurisprudence, and environmental performance, and the
interaction between national law and international law.

Overview of Thesis
@he _uestion at the heart of this thesis is: Do environmental provisions in constitutions,
and in particular the right to live in a healthy environment, matter, i.e. make observable
legal and extra-legal differences that contribute to improved environmental protection
and reduced risks to human healthe @he thesis consists of fourteen chapters.
Chapter 1 has provided an overview of the three developments\the wave of
constitution-making, the human rights revolution, and the global environmental crisis\
that contributed to the emergence of the concept of a constitutional right to a healthy
environment. Dt also sketched the history and broad parameters of the right to a healthy
environment and situated the research in the broader context of scholarly efforts to
determine whether constitutions matter.
Chapter 2 reviews the existing theoretical debate about the right to a healthy
environment. hhat is the nature and scope of the right to a healthy environmente Ds it a
human righte hhat are the theoretical advantages and disadvantages of constitutional
recognition of the right to a healthy environmente @hrough the lens of the right to a
healthy environment, Chapter 2 reviews many of the ongoing debates about different
categorizations of human rights, including first, second and third generation rights, legal
vs. moral rights, welfare NpositiveQ vs. liberty NnegativeQ rights, individual vs. collective
rights, and substantive vs. procedural rights.
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Chapter 3 examines the extent to which the constitutions of the 192 member states of the
United Nations incorporate provisions re_uiring environmental protection, including the
right to a healthy environment, by asking:
-How many national constitutions incorporate provisions related to environmental
protectione
-hhen were these constitutional provisions enactede
-hhat different types of environmental protection provisions are founde
-How many constitutions explicitly recognize that individuals have a right to a
healthy environmente
-Are there limits imposed on the right to a healthy environmente Are these limits
similar to, or different from, limits on other human rights protected by
constitutionse
-Are the environmental protection provisions enshrined in national constitutions,
at least on paper, enforceablee
@he answers to these _uestions will provide a solid foundation for the subse_uent
chapters that explore the practical effects of these constitutional provisions.
Chapter 4 describes the results of a survey of environmental lawyers that probed their
opinions about the effects of constitutional protection of the right to a healthy
environment. @he sample used for the expert survey consisted of members of the DUCNis
Commission on Environmental Haw NCEHQ. @he CEH is a network of environmental law
and policy experts from all regions of the world, operating under the auspices of the
Dnternational Union for the Conservation of Nature NDUCNQ. @he 500-plus members of
the CEH come from approximately 100 nations and are all lawyers with a significant
track record in the field of environmental law. @he survey explores the extent to which
experts believe that environmental protection provisions in constitutions, including the
right to a healthy environment, are fulfilling their theoretical advantages and
disadvantages.
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Chapters 5-11 examine environmental legislation and judicial decisions in the nations
whose constitutions incorporate the right to a healthy environment. @here are obvious
difficulties in establishing a cause and effect relationship between a constitutional
provision and an environmental outcome Ne.g. improved air _ualityQ. However these
chapters examine two lines of evidence\legislation and litigation\that could illustrate
how constitutional provisions related to environmental protection can be influential on
public policy and jurisprudence. How many nations that wrote or amended their
constitution to include the right to a healthy environment subse_uently enacted national
environmental laws that incorporate this righte Dn how many of these nations were court
decisions subse_uently adjudicated on the basis of the right to a healthy environmente
Environmental legislation and court decisions in five regions\Africa, Asia, Hatin
America, Eastern Europe and hestern Europe\are reviewed to determine whether and
to what extent the theoretical advantages and disadvantages of the constitutional right to a
healthy environment are being borne out in practice.
Chapter 12 compares the environmental performance of nations with and without
constitutional provisions related to environmental protection. Do nations with
constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have better environmental
recordse @he different data sets used in this comparison included:
-size of per capita ecological footprint for 150 nationsc
-rankings of environmental performance among nations of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development on 29 indicators by researchers at
Simon Iraser Universityc
-rankings of environmental performance among wealthy industrialized nations
published by the Conference -oard of Canadac
-progress in reducing greenhouse gas emissionsc
-trends in reducing sulphur dioxide emissionsc and
-trends in reducing nitrogen oxide emissions.
hhere appropriate, basic statistical analysis was undertaken to determine whether there is
a relationship between environmental provisions in constitutions Nparticularly the right to
a healthy environmentQ and environmental performance.
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Chapter 13 investigates the status of the right to a healthy environment at international
law, by reviewing global agreements, regional agreements, the jurisprudence of
international tribunals, and the opinions of international law scholars. @his perspective is
important because of the two-way relationship between international law and domestic
jurisprudence on the constitutional right to a healthy environment. @o what extent are
international agreements and court decisions contributing to national jurisprudencee @o
what extent are national constitutions and court decisions contributing to international
environmental lawe
Chapter 14 summarizes the results of the research, synthesizes the major conclusions,
and offers suggestions for future research on constitutional environmental rights.

Conclusion
@here continues to be extensive interest at the national, regional, and international levels
regarding constitutional protection of the environment and in particular, the right to live
in a healthy environment. Dn 2009, the President of the Maldives called for immediate
negotiations on a comprehensive environmental rights agreement as a key element in
addressing the threat to human rights posed by climate change.127 Ecuador made
headlines around the world in 2008 for adopting a new Constitution that grants legal
rights directly to Nature.128 New constitutions incorporating extensive environmental
provisions were enacted in 2008 in -olivia, -hutan, and the Maldives. Also in 2008, the
President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe stated qOne of the
objectives D have set myself during my term of office is the integration of the right to a
healthy environment into the European Convention on Human Rights.m129 ?amaicais draft
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Charter of Human Rights includes the right to a healthy environment, as does jenyais
draft Constitution. Dn the United jingdom, a ?oint Committee of the House of Commons
and the House of Hords recently recommended that the right to a healthy environment be
included in a proposed Uj -ill of Rights.130
Dn light of these ongoing developments, the implications of this thesis are global in scale.
@he conclusions will be relevant not only for nations that are engaged in implementing
constitutional environmental provisions, but also for nations whose constitutions do not
yet recognize the fundamental importance of protecting the environment. @his research
will also contribute to the broader debates about whether law matters, whether
constitutions matter, and about whether rights are an effective tool in promoting social
change. Analyzing the application and interpretation of the right to a healthy environment
in national courts will contribute to the burgeoning literature about the enforceability of
social, economic, and cultural rights.131
As well, this thesis establishes a foundation upon which deeper and more detailed
investigations of the effects of constitutional environmental provisions in specific nations
or regions may be built. Iuture research at the regional and national levels, and detailed
comparative studies of smaller sub-sets of nations, would offer extensive insights into
contextual factors affecting the implementation and influence of constitutional
environmental provisions. Dt is hoped that these in-depth studies will be informed by and
benefit from my findings.
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CHAPTER 2. THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO A HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT: FRAMING THE ISSUES
As the Cold har ended two great secular religions have come to grip the world:
environmentalism and human rights.132

Introduction
@he concept of a human right to a healthy environment has been the subject of extensive
discussion and ongoing debate since human rights and environmental concerns initially
converged in the early 1970s. Does the right to a healthy environment possess the
attributes of a universal human righte How does it fit with established civil, political,
economic, social, and cultural rightse hhat is the scope and nature of the righte Ds it an
individual and/or a collective righte Ds it a moral and/or a legal righte Ds it a negative
NlibertyQ or a positive NwelfareQ righte Ds the right subject to immediate or progressive
realizatione Should the focus be on a substantive environmental right or a set of
procedural environmental rightse
@his chapter will survey and engage in these ongoing debates because they play a critical
role in shaping the justification for, and potential content of, the right to a healthy
environment. However, the focus of this thesis is on the practical conse_uences of
constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment, which raises additional
_uestions. hhat kind of legal and extra-legal benefits does a constitutional right to a
healthy environment promisee hhat are the potential legal and extra-legal disadvantagese
@hese prospective pros and cons will be surveyed, with the expectation that subse_uent
chapters will provide insights into whether and to what extent they are being borne out in
practice.
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Human Rights and the Environment: Contentious Issues/Ongoing
Debates
Ds the Right to a Healthy Environment a Human Righte
@here are many definitions of human rights. Cranston wrote that a human right is usually
defined as va universal moral right, something which all men everywhere at all times
ought to have, something which no one may be deprived without a grave affront to
justice, something which is owing to every human being simply because he is human.v133
A more recent definition is provided by Cullet, who states that qAll human rights
represent universal claims necessary to ensure that every person can enjoy a decent
_uality of life\part of the core moral codes common to all societies.m134 @hese
definitions have three common elements.135 Iirst, human rights are universal, meaning
that they are both widely agreed upon and held by everyone. Universal applicability is
subject to the caveat that the precise interpretation or form of these rights can vary
significantly according to local social, economic, cultural, political, and environmental
conditions. Second, human rights have a moral basis, indicating that these rights exist
whether or not a particular nation, government, or legal system recognizes them. @hird,
the basic intent of human rights is to ensure the dignity of all human beings.
Does the right to a healthy environment meet these three prere_uisitese @he majority of
scholars answer this _uestion in the affirmative.136 Hayward asserts that qas a moral
133
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proposition, the claim that all human beings have the fundamental right to an
environment ade_uate for their health and well-being is . . . unimpeachable.m137 Shue
writes that qunpolluted air, unpolluted water, ade_uate foodm are among the basic human
rights.138 According to -irnie and -oyle, constitutional recognition of the right to a
healthy environment qwould recognize the vital character of the environment as a basic
condition of life, indispensable to the promotion of human dignity and welfare, and to the
fulfillment of other rights.m139 Only a handful of experts have reservations on this
point.140 Ior example, Miller writes that qClean air, like other welfare aspirations, is best
understood as a goalm rather than a right.141
@he extent to which the right to a healthy environment has been recognized as a human
right in national constitutions and international law will be examined in Chapters 3 and
13 respectively. Df a majority of nations, through national and/or international law, legally
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recognize the right to a healthy environment, this will lend weight to the conclusion that
it is in fact a human right.

@hree Generations of Human Rights
Some scholars argue that there are three categories, or generations, of human rights. @he
first generation of rights is the basic civil and political rights, including the right to life,
freedom of speech, the right to vote, etc. @hese rights are recognized in international law
through the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and are enshrined in
almost all national constitutions.142 @he second generation of rights includes social,
economic, and cultural rights, such as the right to health and the right to work. @hese
rights are recognized in international law through the International Covenant on
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, but are not as widely entrenched in national
constitutions as political and civil rights.143 @he third generation of rights\also called
collective or solidarity rights\includes the rights to peace, development, and a healthy
environment. @hird generation rights are described as qone of the responses of the
international community to changing circumstances and needs.m144
Some of the so-called third generation rights emerged relatively recently and continue to
be controversial. @here is no global human rights treaty recognizing third generation
rights in the same way that the two International Covenants enshrine civil, political,
economic, social, and cultural rights. Some scholars argue that a healthy environment,
peace, and development are more accurately described as social or public policy
objectives rather than legal rights. Ior example, Robertson and Merrills write qif one
wishes to see some objective achieved\a clean and healthy environment, for example\
it is tempting to say that this is a right to which we are all entitled. -ut it is not a good
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idea to take wishes for reality.m145 Other experts fear that recognizing third generation
rights will undermine the integrity of the human rights system and divert necessary
resources from the more important first and second generation rights.146 hhile
acknowledging the necessity of a dynamic approach to human rights, Alston warns of
qthe haphazard, almost anarchic manner in which this expansion is being achieved.
Dndeed, some such rights seem to have been literally conjured up, in the dictionary sense
of being brought into existence as if by magic.v147
Proponents of the right to a healthy environment respond that human rights evolve over
time, as demonstrated by the abolition of slavery, the evolution of Aboriginal rights, the
recognition of women as persons, the demise of racial segregation in the United States,
and the recognition of same-sex marriage. Marks argues that qif we are vigilant and
re_uire that proposed new rights be relevant to basic concerns of mankind, do not
impinge upon existing rights, and may be followed up through an appropriate
implementation machinery, there should be no reason to resist a new generation of human
rights.m148 Ultimately, the differentiation between different lgenerationsi of human rights
may not be helpful, or even valid. Many scholars believe that all human rights are
indivisible, interrelated, interdependent, and not subject to a hierarchical classification.149
@he U.N.is Vienna Declaration on Human Rights of 1993 supports this perspective.150
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@he extent to which national constitutions either treat rights e_ually or classify them in
groups with varying degrees of legal strength will be analyzed in Chapter 3 by
determining whether national constitutions treat the right to a healthy environment as a
fundamental right, as akin to social and economic rights, or as a collective third
generation right.

Hegal vs. Moral Rights
Dn the field of human rights, a crucial distinction is made between moral rights and legal
rights. Moral rights are possessed by individuals simply by virtue of being human. @hese
rights are universal, inalienable, and permanent, persisting even in emergencies and wars.
hhile states may recognize and respect moral rights, they cannot grant them or take them
away. Hegal or positive law rights, in contrast, include only those rights that are formally
recognized by the state or another level of government. Hegal rights are granted by the
state and can be taken away by the state. @here are four obligations on governments
flowing from legally recognized human rights:
-to avoid violating peopleis rightsc
-to prevent others from violating peopleis rightsc
-to assist people whose rights are being or have been violatedc and
-to maintain effective institutions for ensuring rights are enjoyed and fulfilled.151
As noted earlier, most scholars agree that the right to a healthy environment meets the
conditions to _ualify as a moral right, providing a strong rationale for granting it
constitutional protection.

Positive and Negative Rights
Another distinction fre_uently encountered in human rights discourse involves positive
NwelfareQ vs. negative NlibertyQ rights. Dn theory, civil and political rights such as free
speech, freedom of religion, and freedom of assembly are negative rights prohibiting state
interference or coercion. Negative rights are generally perceived as amenable to judicial
enforcement. Economic, social, and cultural rights, in contrast, are viewed as positive
151
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rights, placing a duty on the state to take action Nand expend resourcesQ in order to ensure
that the right was fulfilled. Examples include government programs to provide health
care or housing.
@oday the distinctions between positive and negative rights are becoming blurred.
According to Iredman, qPositive duties arising from human rights can no longer be
ignored, or hidden behind artificial distinctions between different categories of rights.m152
Dt is now widely recognized that negative rights can re_uire extensive and expensive state
investments in order to protect civil and political rights, as demonstrated by the costs of
policing, prisons, and the judicial system.153 @here is a new Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights establishing
mechanisms for pursuing individual complaints and in_uiries, further narrowing the
gap.154 @he right to a healthy environment appears to embody both negative and positive
aspects. @here is a negative right to be free from exposure to toxic substances produced
or sanctioned by the state. @here is a positive right to clean air, clean water, and a healthy
environment, which may re_uire an extensive system of regulation, implementation, and
enforcement as well as remediation efforts in polluted areas.

Dmmediate vs. Progressive Dmplementation of Rights
Another human rights duality that re_uires explanation is the difference between
immediate and progressive implementation of rights. Civil and political rights are to be
recognized and protected immediately. As stated in the International Covenant for Civil
and Political Rights:
Art. 2N2Q hhere not already provided for by existing legislative or other measures,
152
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each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take the necessary steps, in
accordance with its constitutional processes and with the provisions of the present
Covenant, to adopt such laws or other measures as may be necessary to give effect
to the rights recognized in the present Covenant.155
@he overwhelming majority of nations in the world have recognized the fundamental
nature of civil and political rights by enshrining them in their constitutions. Economic,
social, and cultural rights, in contrast, are subject to progressive realization, meaning that
the obligation of states is not necessarily to meet them immediately but to strive towards
fulfilling them over time as states ac_uire the necessary resources and expertise. Article
2N1Q of the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights states:
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps, individually
and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and
technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving
progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present Covenant
by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative
measures.156
@he UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has repeatedly stated that
many of the Covenantis provisions are capable of immediate implementation.157
However, as Hayward observes, q@here are clearly limits to the usefulness of seeking to
hold states to obligations which it is materially beyond their capacity to fulfill.m158
One of the major implications of this distinction is that while civil and political rights
became enforceable in courts of law, economic, social, and cultural rights were widely
held to be unenforceable. Some experts have extended this line of thinking to include the
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right to a healthy environment.159 However, the notion that economic, social and cultural
rights are not justiciable has been eroded by court decisions in many countries.160 A study
of the right to food, conducted by the UNis Iood and Agriculture Organization,
concluded qthe distinction between the types of human rights is gradually dissolving.m161
@he extent to which the constitutional right to a healthy environment is enforceable will
be examined in Chapters 3 and 4-11. Chapter 3 will look at whether the right is
enforceable on paper, while Chapters 4-11 will look at enforceability in practice.

Dndividual vs. Collective Rights
As noted earlier, the rights to environment, peace, and development are sometimes
described as collective rights. @his categorization has created conceptual difficulties,
because individuals rather than groups traditionally have been the focus of human
rights.162
@he right to a healthy environment appears to transcend this binary classification, as it
has both individual and collective aspects.163 Dn national constitutions and international
agreements, the right to a healthy environment is generally formulated and understood as
an individual right. However, there are exceptions. Several national constitutions include
159
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the right to a healthy environment in chapters devoted to collective rights.164 Most of the
environmental cases brought to the Dnter-American Court and the Dnter-American
Commission on Human Rights have dealt with the communal rights of indigenous
people.165 @he African Charter of Human and Peoples’ Rights expresses the right to a
healthy environment in the following terms: qAll peoples shall have the right to a general
satisfactory environment favourable to their development.m166

Substantive vs. Procedural Rights
Another ongoing debate revolves around whether the right to a healthy environment
should be substantive\entitling individuals to a certain level of environmental _uality\
or procedural, ensuring access to information, participation in decision-making, and
access to justice when oneis right is violated.
Substantive environmental rights provide an assurance to all persons that they can enjoy
environmental conditions that meet certain minimum re_uirements\clean air, clean
water, and a level of environmental _uality that does not unduly jeopardize their health or
well-being. Substantive rights create a corresponding obligation on the government to
both refrain from taking or authorizing actions that impair citizensi right to a healthy
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environment and, where necessary, to take actions to ensure or safeguard citizensi right
to environmental _uality.
hhat is not clear with respect to substantive environmental rights is precisely what level
of environmental _uality is to be protected. @his will depend, in part, on the specific
language of the right, as enacted in a constitution and/or legislation. Dt will also depend
on the economic, ecological, social, and political circumstances of a particular nation.
@he content of an environmental right will evolve over time, and just as other human
rights vary in content from nation to nation, so will environmental rights. @he right to life
is perhaps the most basic and universally embraced of all human rights, yet has very
different meanings in different nations. Ior example, some nations whose constitutions
recognize the right to life continue to allow capital punishment while others prohibit this
practice. A substantive right could provide: the right not to have oneis health harmed or
endangered by pollutionc the right to a reasonable level of environmental _uality
Neffectively protecting the environment as well as human healthQc the right to have oneis
private property protected from environmental damage caused by othersc and the right of
the environment to be protected for its own sake.167 A substantive environmental right
would likely have the corollary benefit of enhancing existing procedural rights or creating
new procedural rights.
Procedural rights related to the environment include access to information, the right to
participate in decision-making, and access to justice. @hese rights have deep roots in
human rights instruments, although not specifically in the environmental context. @he
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights guarantee access to information, the right to participate in decisionmaking, and the right to effective remedies.168 Dn some nations, procedural rights already
exist to some degree as a result of freedom of information legislation, policies and
programs that promote citizen involvement in decision-making, and through the gradual
167
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loosening of standing rules that had previously limited access to judicial and
administrative appeal processes.169
Dn the environmental context, procedural rights are essential complements to substantive
rights because they provide the tools to ensure that the latter are fulfilled. Procedural
rights are practical and easily enforced, enabling citizens and groups to contribute
actively to the protection of their environment.170 According to some scholars,
vprocedural rights promote the transparency, participation, and accountability that form
the cornerstones of environmental governance.v171 Eckersley has suggested that
procedural rights qwould facilitate the practice of ecological citizenship,m which could
help to address the pervasive implementation deficit that plagues environmental law in
Canada, the US, and around the world.172
Douglas-Scott argues that because of the extensive challenges facing the implementation
and enforcement of substantive environmental rights, a focus on procedural rights might
be more effective, since these rights encourage participatory democracy.173 Iitzmaurice
and Marshall go one step further, suggesting that qa procedural environmental right is a
more effective and flexible tool in achieving environmental justice than a substantive
right, which s is to a large extent only a policy statement.m174
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Despite their positive attributes, many academics, lawyers, and activists view procedural
environmental rights as necessary but not sufficient in addressing environmental
problems. On their own, procedural rights are generally regarded as less stringent and
less demanding, as they provide no guarantee of a specific substantive outcome.
According to Hayward, qprocedural rights alone do too little to counterbalance the
prevailing presumptions in favour of development and economic interests.m175 Similarly,
-oyle and Anderson conclude, qprocedures alone cannot guarantee environmental
protection.m176

The Promise of a Constitutional Right to a Healthy Environment
@here are ongoing arguments about the advisability of entrenching the right to a healthy
environment in national constitutions. Again, these arguments have taken place largely in
the theoretical or philosophical realm. Dn his book Constitutional Environmental Rights
Hayward argues\based on moral and philosophical principles\that qany state which is
constitutionally committed to the implementation and protection of human rights ought to
constitutionalize a right to an ade_uate environment.m177 Haywardis logic has three parts.
Iirst, he suggests that all fundamental human rights should be protected by constitutions,
which represent the highest form of law and provide the greatest assurance of ade_uate
enforcement. Second, he makes the case that environmental rights meet all of the various
tests for achieving the status of a recognized human right Nparamount moral importance,
universal, practicable, etc.Q. @hird, it follows logically from his first two conclusions that
the fundamental right to a healthy environment should be granted constitutional
protection.
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However, Hayward cautions qagainst supposing that the issue of effectiveness of a
constitutional environmental right can be settled one way or the other by means of purely
theoretical argument.m178 @he purpose of this thesis is to take the next step, going beyond
purely theoretical argument to begin the process of garnering empirical evidence to
determine whether the asserted advantages and disadvantages of constitutional
recognition for the right to a healthy environment are borne out in practice.
@he paramount objective of constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment is to reduce the level of harm being inflicted on humans and the Earth. Dt is
important to recognize that while much of the literature on the right to a healthy
environment focuses on judicial enforcement of the right, litigation is a merely a means
to an end. @he aim of a constitutional right to a healthy environment is to ensure the
enjoyment and protection of the right, not to foster litigation.
@he constitutional right to a healthy environment may result in or contribute to a broad
range of both legal and extra-legal outcomes that advance environmental protection.
@hose who support constitutional protection for the right to a healthy environment argue
that this step will:
-provide a stimulus for stronger environmental legislation and enhance the
coordination of environmental protection efforts by providing an over-arching
direction and unifying principlec
-bolster the implementation and enforcement of existing environmental laws and
policiesc
-offer a safety net, filling gaps in environmental legislationc
-protect vulnerable populations, including future generations, from
environmentally destructive acts of the majorityc
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- play an educational role, recognize the urgent importance of environmental
protection, reflect the environmental values expressed by citizens, and ratchet
political expectations upwardsc
-increase accountabilityc
-protect environmental laws and regulations from rollbacks under future
governmentsc
-promote greater citizen participation in decisions and actions to protect the
environment, in part through enhancing rights of access to information,
participation in decision-making, and access to justicec
-enable a better balance with competing economic and social rights by ensuring a
level playing fieldc
-increase the role of the courts and influence more environmentally sensitive
judgments by the judiciary.
Each of these prospective advantages is described in additional detail below. @he extent
to which these positive outcomes are being realized in practice in nations whose
constitutions recognize the right to a healthy environment will be assessed in Chapters 4
and 5-12.

Dmpetus for Stronger Environmental Haws
Constitutional protection of a right offers the strongest possible form of legal protection
because a constitution is the vfundamental and paramount law of the nation.v179 A basic
principle of constitutional law is that all legislation, regulation, and government policy
must be consistent with the constitution or risk being struck down by the judiciary. Ior
example, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms states vany law that is
inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution is, to the extent of the inconsistency,
of no force or effect.v180 @herefore lawmakers and government decision-makers must
always consider the implications of their actions on constitutionally protected rights.181
@hus constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment could have an
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integrating effect, putting environmental concerns on the agenda throughout government
rather than in one or two isolated and often weak departments. Dn many nations,
entrenchment of a constitutional right to a healthy environment would re_uire the
enactment of stronger environmental laws in order to protect and fulfill the right.
Stevenson anticipates that constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment
would cause environmental laws to improve qto a state in which they no longer flatter to
deceive but justify the high hopes and claims of the draftsmen and legislators.m182

Dmproved Enforcement of Environmental Haws
Constitutional rights are accompanied by an obligation upon the state to respect, protect,
and in some circumstances, take proactive steps to fulfill the right.183 Dn theory,
constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment should ensure that
governments establish and ade_uately resource a system for implementing, monitoring
compliance with, and enforcing environmental laws and regulations. Dn many nations,
both South and North, there is a longstanding history of lackadaisical enforcement of
environmental laws.184 According to Stevenson, constitutional recognition of the right to
a healthy environment qwould act as a powerful catalyst stimulating the more effective
enforcement of existing environmental protection laws.m185 As de Sadeleer writes, a
constitutional environmental provision qimposes on the law-maker and subordinate
authorities an obligation that they may not evade. E_uivocation is no longer an
option.m186
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Safety Net
@he right to a healthy environment could help address implementation gaps, enforcement
gaps, and policy gaps\the discrepancy between constitutional obligations and existing
laws, regulations, and policies. Gaps in environmental law and policy may occur because
of delays in addressing particular issues or because new threats arise. Delays may be
caused by a lack of legal and/or technical resources, or by a lack of priority being
assigned to particular environmental problems by the state. As an example of a new
threat, no government in the world has developed new health or environmental
regulations for the products emerging from the rapidly expanding field of
nanotechnology.187 @he existence of a constitutional right to a healthy environment gives
concerned citizens or groups a tool that may be effective in addressing the threat despite
the absence of legislation.188 Rights provide a flexibility and open-endedness that no rule
could ever provide.189

Prevent Environmental Rollbacks
Constitutions are harder to amend than ordinary laws. As Hayward states, qthe point of
constitutionalizing rights is to set them above the vicissitudes of everyday politics, and
this is also effectively to raise them above the possibility of routine democratic
revision.m190 Constitutional entrenchment of the right to a healthy environment may also
prevent governments from weakening environmental laws and standards in the future. Dn
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effect, the constitutional right establishes a floor below which environmental protection
cannot descend, while stimulating improvements in legislation and policy.

A More Prominent Role for the ?udiciary in Environmental Protection
A constitutional right to a healthy environment could increase the role of courts by
facilitating citizen access to judicial remedies and because the nature and scope of human
rights are often defined and refined through litigation. Stephens argues that courts are
ideally suited for this role:
@he institution of adjudication Nin its independenceQ, the process of argumentation
Naccording to criteria of rationalityQ, and the decision-making process Naccording
to lawQ means that courts, international and national, are uni_uely placed to speak
beyond the confines of the dispute at hand and confront the major environmental
challenges of our time.191
Citizens could use the constitutional right to a healthy environment both in seeking
remedies for violations of the right and also in a preventive manner by seeking to avoid
prospective environmental damage. Dn theory, the impartiality of courts should enable
them to balance competing economic and environmental interests, individual and
collective interests, and public and private interests. As Du -ois observes, courts qcan
make a uni_ue contribution by insulating environmental protection measures\typically
accompanied by high short-term costs and resultant political disfavor\from political
horse-trading.m192 Constitutional protection of the right to a healthy environment could
result in the evolution of jurisprudence that currently undermines the efficacy of
environmental law\issues regarding causation, the burden of proof, liability, and other
problems.193 Prere_uisites for the achievement of these promises include adherence to the
rule of law, the absence of corruption, and an independent judiciary.
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Hevel the Playing Iield
As global environmental problems demonstrate, when government and industry make
decisions, economic and social considerations often trump environmental concerns. @he
purpose of a constitutional right to a healthy environment is to seek a better balancing of
competing interests, not to unilaterally trump economic and social priorities. As -randl
and -ungert write, vdeclaring an environmental right in a constitution challenges the
privileged position accorded economic freedoms.v194 Constitutional protection of the
right to a healthy environment could tip the balance in many different regulatory,
administrative, corporate, and judicial decisions by acting as a guiding criterion in
discretionary decision-making and as a standard for interpretation.195

Ioster Accountability
Dn the absence of a constitutional right to a healthy environment it can be difficult to hold
government accountable for failing to protect human health and the environment. @here
may be a lack of publicly available information, an absence of opportunities to participate
in decisions that have significant environmental conse_uences, and a lack of access to
tribunals or courts when a person suffers harm because of environmental destruction or
pollution. -oth the substantive and procedural aspects of the constitutional right to a
healthy environment can contribute to overcoming these problems, ensuring that
processes and forums are available that enable citizens and groups to hold governments
accountable.

Strengthen Democracy
Recognition of a constitutional right to a healthy environment would empower citizens
and civil society, especially if it resulted in the strengthening of procedural rights such as
194
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access to information, participation in decision-making, standing in judicial review, and
the ability to enforce environmental laws. As Chapinelli states, constitutional
environmental rights would address the qinstitutional disenfranchisementm of individual
citizens at the hands of powerful corporations and faceless bureaucracies.196 Eckersley
asserts that constitutional environmental rights have the potential to qchallenge and
gradually transform not only the form, style, and content of democratic deliberation but
also societyis relationship with nature.m197 Dmproved enforcement of environmental law,
which demonstrates that the law applies to everyone, could enhance respect for the rule
of law, which is otherwise undermined by weak or selective enforcement.

Environmental ?ustice
At the heart of constitutional law is vthe idea of protecting minorities from majoritarian
actions,v or protecting the weak from the strong.198 -oth nationally and internationally,
there is a growing body of evidence that a disproportionate burden of harm from
environmental degradation\toxic pollution, over-fishing, habitat destruction, etc.\is
borne by people who are poor, belong to ethnic minorities, or are otherwise
disadvantaged.199 Dn theory, constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment could: increase the probability of effective protectionc provide vulnerable
individuals, affected communities, and civil society with a potentially powerful tool for
holding governments accountablec and offer remedies to people whose rights are being
196
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violated. As Shue writes, qA right is a rational basis for a justified demand. Dt puts deep
and compelling principles on the claimantis side.m200 Dn addition, lawsuits asserting the
right to a healthy environment qcan be used as mobilizing tools to gather community
support and momentum on issues of environmental justice.m201

Education and Public Ralues
A country~s constitution is intended to express, enshrine, and protect the most cherished
and fundamental values of people. Dt has long been recognized that constitutions both
reflect and shape these values. According to Iredman,
Human rights have an expressive and educational role, signaling the values a
society stands for, regardless of the method of their enforcement. Human rights
also constitute a focus for political and grassroots campaigning, giving a specific
and authoritative legitimacy to demands for their fulfillment.202
-randl and -ungert write that qconstitutional provisions provide a model character for
the citizenry to follow, and they influence and guide public discourse and behaviour.m203
As jiss writes, vevery Constitution has an educational value. Constitutionalization of
fundamental rights and freedoms has undoubtedly contributed to securing for them
general acceptance and observance.v204 @he public tends to be more familiar with
constitutional principles than the dull details of laws and regulations.205 Constitutional
recognition of the right to a healthy environment would both reflect and reinforce the
publicis growing concerns about the severity of todayis environmental problems,
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underscoring the fact that a healthy environment is a fundamental element of human
well-being, and a prere_uisite to the full enjoyment of other human rights.206

Critiques of the Constitutional Right to a Healthy Environment
Of course, not everyone is convinced that granting constitutional protection to the right to
a healthy environment is a good idea.207 Opponents of entrenching the right to a healthy
environment in national constitutions argue that the right is:
-vaguec
-absolutec
-redundantc
-undemocraticc
-anthropocentricc
-a form of cultural imperialismc
-neither enforceable nor justiciablec
-opening the floodgates to litigationc
-diverting attention from other more important rightsc
-unduly focused on individualsc
-likely to be ineffectivec and
-generating false hopes.
Dn many cases, the arguments made by opponents of constitutional environmental rights
apply e_ually to all human rights\e.g. vagueness, undemocratic reliance on courts, and
cultural imperialism. Each of these potential problems will be examined in detail below,
along with rebuttal arguments in favor of constitutional environmental rights.
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Ragueness
A common criticism of constitutionalizing the right to a healthy environment is that the
vagueness of the concept creates too much uncertainty about what level of environmental
_uality will be protected.208 Alston argues that for some new rights, such as the right to a
healthy environment, qit is their chameleon-like _uality that has facilitated the degree of
consensus support they have received.m209 @his concern is exacerbated by the fact that
many different adjectives are used to describe the environmental right in national
constitutions, including healthy, ade_uate, clean, safe, ecologically balanced, free from
contamination, and satisfactory. @here is also uncertainty about the beneficiaries of the
right and the duties correlated with the right. Are future generations included among
prospective beneficiariese Do the duties imposed by the right extend to private actors as
well as governmente As a result of these uncertainties, it is speculated, the right will be
difficult to implement, rendering it meaningless and ineffective.210
@he rebuttal to this criti_ue is that constitutional provisions are by necessity brief and
inherently vague. @he right to a healthy environment is no more vague or uncertain than
any other human right, from freedom of expression to protection from cruel and unusual
punishment. @he precise meaning of these words and phrases emerges over time, shaped
by the legal, political, social, and cultural context of a particular nation. As well, it is the
nature of human rights that they are dynamic rather than static, evolving with human
values. Hess than a century ago, women, Aboriginal people, African Americans, and
other groups were denied basic human rights. As jiss and Shelton write, qthe variability
of implementation demands imposed by the right to environment in response to different
208
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threats over time and place does not undermine the concept of the right, but merely takes
into consideration its dynamic character.m211
Dn the case of the right to a healthy environment, _uantitative standards will change over
time in response to the development of scientific knowledge and technological progress.
Ior example, the so-called safe level of exposure to toxic substances such as benzene and
lead has fallen repeatedly in recent decades. Anderson asserts that qsubstantive
ambiguitym can be an advantage because it provides flexibility in filling possible gaps in
legislation and dealing with new or emerging issues.212

Absolute NA @rump CardQ
Critics warn that the constitutional right to a healthy environment will introduce an
absolutist approach whereby environmental concerns always trump other societal
interests. Ior example, it is speculated, an absolutist interpretation of the right to a
healthy environment could enable activists to halt most forms of economic development.
Handl warns that constitutional environmental rights cannot be recognized if their
proponents insist that no derogations are possible.213 Dn developing nations, there are
concerns that the right to a healthy environment could trump the right to development.
Hazarus fears that creating competing moral claims Ne.g. right to healthy environment vs.
right to propertyQ could create a polarized atmosphere where qcompromise and
deliberative discussion are difficult.m214
@his argument appears to lack merit, in that rights are rarely absolute, and are almost
always balanced against other rights. @he aim of environmental rights is not to eliminate
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the balancing of competing constitutional rights, but rather to produce greater weight for
environmental considerations viz-a-viz rights such as property and freedom of commerce.
As -eatty observes with respect to constitutional rights, qeven when the language of the
text is strong and categorical, it is never understood to provide an absolute, ironclad
guarantee.m215 A constitutional right would no more be an absolute right to a pristine
environment than the right to free speech is a right to say absolutely anything at any time
or place. Iree speech is governed by laws prohibiting or restricting pornography, hate
literature, false advertising, excessive noise, and other forms of communication. @hese
laws achieve a balance by protecting other rights and interests. Rather than trumping
development, the right to a healthy environment would compel, or at least increase the
likelihood of, sustainable development.

Redundant
@he argument that the constitutional right to a healthy environment is redundant has two
elements. @he first is based on the proposition that other human rights\the right to life,
the right to health, and others\can be given a green interpretation in cases involving
environmental harm. @he second is based on the notion that existing environmental laws
are ade_uate and that, at least in common law nations, tort law already offers the same
remedies for environmental harm that a right to a healthy environment could provide.216
Among the established human rights that could potentially be used to address
environmental degradation and adverse health effects are the rights to life, health,
security of the person, privacy and the inviolability of home and family, property, and
e_uality. Ior example, qit has been argued that the right to a healthy environment is an
extension of the right to life. States are thus under a moral duty to pursue policies which
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are designed to ensure access to the means of survival for all individuals and peoples.m217
Advantages of greening current human rights include both widespread acceptance of the
binding legal nature of these rights and the presence of established courts, commissions,
and other bodies for seeking redress.218
On the other hand, the scope for pressing existing human rights into the service of
environmental ends is circumscribed. @here are limits to judicial creativity and legitimate
concerns about relying on judicial activism. Some situations, such as those calling for
preventive or precautionary measures or where Nature rather than human health is
threatened, cannot be shoehorned comfortably into existing human rights boxes.
Extensive judicial activism Nexpanding other rights to address environmental harms in the
absence of express recognition or precedentsQ would bolster a key argument against
constitutional environmental rights\that shifting environmental decision-making from
legislatures to courts is undemocratic.
At the end of the day, greening other constitutional rights need not be considered
mutually exclusive to recognizing the right to a healthy environment. Given the severity
of the global environmental crisis, it would seem that both greening existing human rights
and expanding the family of rights to include the right to a healthy environment are
potentially useful approaches.219
Dt is true that there has been a proliferation of environmental laws and policies in the past
three decades. However it is also true that these laws and policies have failed to solve
many of the problems they were intended to address, as the pervasive problems of
pollution, climate change, excessive use of natural resources, and declining biodiversity
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demonstrate.220 Dn Haywardis opinion, even in nations with strong laws governing both
human rights and environmental protection, qa substantial environmental right with
constitutional force would not be nugatory.m221

Undermines Democracy by @ransferring Power to Courts
Opponents of constitutional recognition of human rights argue that it is fundamentally
undemocratic to transfer decision-making power from elected legislators to unelected
judges.222 @his argument is based on viewing the legislatureis role as determining what
should be done and the courtsi role as limited to reviewing how things are done Ni.e.
focusing on process, not substanceQ.223 @herefore courts ought not to disturb the decisions
of elected government about the distribution of risks, costs, and benefits within society.
hith specific reference to the environmental context, Sax warned that courts qshould not
be authorized to function as an environmental czar against the clear wishes of the public
and its elected representatives.m224 -randl and -ungert describe the potential for costly
uncertainty due to the qdestabilizing juridification of environmental politics.m225
Iurthermore, these critics argue, courts lack the technical expertise and resources
re_uired to address complex environmental issues and are the wrong place for resolving
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polycentric issues involving conflicting values and interests.226 Eleftheriadis asserts that
the ambiguity in the phrase lright to a healthy environmenti makes it easy for judges to
substitute their judgment on environmental policy for that of elected policy-makers.227
Some judges share these concerns. Dn dismissing a recent lawsuit against chemical giant
E.D. DuPont, an American judge wrote q@he potential effects of these chemicals on
human health are of great public concern. Dssues of institutional competence, however,
caution against judicial involvement in regulatory affairs. Courts are designed to
remediate, not regulate.m228
On the other hand, the courts do have a legitimate supervisory role in constitutional
democracies, and elements of that role involve: defending the rule of lawc ensuring that
government laws, policies, and actions are within their constitutionally defined
jurisdictionc and adjudicating claims that constitutional rights have been violated. Courts
have extensive experience and expertise in defining and refining the parameters of human
rights in particular legal, cultural, and social contexts.229 @he judicial role may constrain
the legislature, but does not disable it. As well, courts rarely have the final word in
disputes about human rights. Dt is more likely that courts and legislatures will engage in a
dialogue about the interpretation of constitutional rights.230 Iredman thus argues that
constitutional protection for human rights enhances, rather than undermines, democracy
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and accountability.231 Dn the words of Dershowitz, qRights serve as a check on
democracy, and democracy serves as a check on rights.m232
Dn response to concerns about technical expertise, courts are adept at filtering complex
facts in a broad range of contexts from DNA evidence in criminal cases to -yzantine
corporate structures in commercial litigation. Elected representatives are no more likely
than judges to have environmental, medical, or scientific expertise.

Unenforceable/Unjusticiable
@here are two aspects of the criti_ue that the right to a healthy environment is neither
enforceable nor justiciable. Some scholars argue that the constitutional right to a healthy
environment is generally incapable of enforcement because the provision is not selfexecuting.233 A constitutional provision is not self-executing if it re_uires enabling
legislation in order to define its parameters, be implemented, and be enforced. More
broadly, the enforceability of a specific constitutional right to a healthy environment will
depend on the wording of the right, other constitutional provisions, and the overall legal
context of a particular nation.
@he justiciability of a constitutional provision is a subjective _uestion, as it addresses
whether an issue is qappropriate or suitable for adjudication by a court.m234 Ior many
years, the prevailing opinion was that social, economic, and cultural rights Nand by
extension the right to a healthy environmentQ ought not to be justiciable.235 @he main
arguments against the justiciability of these rights were the subversion of democracy
Nallowing unelected judges to substitute their opinion for elected legislatorsQ, the judicial
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systemis lack of capacity for resolving and monitoring complex, polycentric disputes,
and the vagueness of social, economic, and environmental rights.236 According to critics,
it is the exclusive purview of the legislature to determine how a governmentis budget is
allocated, and courts have no jurisdiction or competence in this field. @he concern is that
these rights may represent open-ended claims on societal resources and that judicial
decisions allocating those resources would be made without consideration of other
societal priorities.237 Sunstein once claimed that courts are incapable of properly
enforcing social, economic, and environmental rights because they cannot create
government programs and lack the resources to oversee government implementation of
orders. He argued that it would be a qlarge mistake, possibly a disasterm to include
positive rights, including the right to a healthy environment, in the new constitutions of
Eastern European nations.238 hriting about the new South African constitution, Davis
warned that social and economic rights would act as a @rojan horse for politics to enter
the courtroom, placing an undue amount of power in the hands of unelected judges.239
@oday, however, there appears to be a growing number of scholars who believe that
economic, social, and environmental rights ought to be considered justiciable.240 Courts
apply the principles of proportionality and reasonableness in cases that call for a careful
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balance between the economic and social rights of individuals and the public interest
Nrecognizing societal priorities and limited government resourcesQ on the other hand.241
@he decision of the South African Constitutional Court in Grootboom, a case about the
right to housing, played a pivotal role in demonstrating that qthe legal enforcement of
social and economic rights isnit so different from the protection that is provided by the
more traditional political and civil guarantees.m242 @he Grootboom case involved a group
of homeless people asserting their constitutional right to housing.243 South Africais
Constitutional Court did not re_uire the government to address the needs of the specific
individuals who brought the lawsuit but ruled the governmentis existing efforts to address
homelessness were inade_uate. @he Court ordered the government to develop and
implement a comprehensive and effective strategy to fulfil the right of access to
housing.244 Dnnovative and successful judicial interpretation and application of social and
economic rights in a number of different countries appears to be answering many, if not
all, of the objections that were raised against their implementation and enforcement. Dn
light of these judicial developments, Sunstein and Davis have reversed their opposition
and now endorse the justiciability of social and economic rights.245 Ramcharan concludes
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qthere is no doubt that the era of justiciability of economic, social, and cultural rights has
arrived.m246
As well, Schwartz points out that constitutions are not merely legal documents but are
also political, social, and moral instruments that reflect a nationis hopes and aspirations
for its future.247 Irom this perspective, even if concerns about enforceability and
justiciability are legitimate, there may be other compelling reasons for including the right
to a healthy environment in constitutions.

Opens the Iloodgates for Hitigation
An argument at the opposite end of the spectrum from unenforceability and/or lack of
justiciability of the right to a healthy environment is the fear that constitutionalizing this
right would open the floodgates to litigation, impeding economic development and
exacerbating the backlog already facing many courts.248 Hayward responds that
qprofessed worries about opening the floodgates to litigious busybodies who threaten to
undermine the legitimate activities of hard-pressed businesspersons or to overload the
courts ring very hollow in view of the prodigious expense involved in engaging in such a
pastime.m249 Other limits on litigation include restrictions on access to courts NstandingQ,
long delays, and the risk of losing.

@he Proliferation of New Rights haters Down Existing Rights
Another argument against the recognition of environmental rights Nand other so-called
third generation rightsQ is that doing so would diminish, devalue, and water down the
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importance and/or effectiveness of other, more basic human rights.250 Etzioni criticizes
qrights inflation,m claiming it devalues the core fundamental rights of liberty and
e_uality.251 As Miller states, qa plethora of rights might lead to a depreciation of those
which we value most.m252
Conversely, there are scholars who believe that qthe recognition of such lnewi rights as
the right to a healthy environment cannot have the effect of restricting but only of
complementing, enriching, and enhancing pre-existing rights.m253 Df the right to a healthy
environment meets all of the criteria for being a human right, it seems odd to think that it
ought not be constitutionally recognized because there is an unwritten limit on the
number of human rights that can be protected effectively.

Anthropocentric
-oth procedural and substantive versions of environmental rights are sometimes
criticized because of their anthropocentric approach, allegedly focusing on the
environment solely as an instrument for providing human health and well-being.254
Scholars, philosophers, and activists argue that because the environment has intrinsic
value, the qentire ecosystem that should be protected, rather than a particular human
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being or group of humans within that ecosystem.m255 Dn other words, Nature itself ought
to be protected, and human rights approaches by their very nature miss the mark.256
@he notion that Nature itself ought to have legal rights dates back many centuries.257 Dn
1972, Stone wrote a seminal article called qShould @rees Have Standingem in which he
argued that there was no legal barrier to granting rights to Nature given that other nonhuman entities such as ships and corporations had legal rights conferred upon them.258
@he idea achieved widespread notoriety when endorsed by ?ustice Douglas of the U.S.
Supreme Court in his dissenting opinion in a pioneering environmental lawsuit.259 Nash
asserts that the extension of legal rights to Nature represents the logical evolution of
rights.260 Sunstein argues that animals already enjoy extensive rights, at least in some
nations.261
Scholars have discussed and debated, at length, various means of ascribing rights to
Nature, but profound _uestions remain.262 Should rights be limited to sentient creatures,
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or held by all living organisms, including bacteria and virusese Should rights be extended
to non-living elements of Nature, such as stones, rivers, or mountainse How would these
rights be exercised\by specially appointed guardians or by ordinary citizens acting on
behalf of Naturee Or is extending rights to Nature merely an extension of the
anthropocentric approach, since it is humans who are making the determination of who or
what should enjoy rights, and what those rights will entaile263
Irom both pragmatic and positive legal perspectives, these debates are largely
philosophical. Eckersley concludes that qrights discourse becomes considerably strained
Nin all its dimensionsQ when we come to consider ecological entities.m264 Shelton asserts
that qby developing a holistic, rights-based approach to environmental _uality, long-term
soundness of environmental conditions and concern for biological diversity can be
brought into relationship with human rights s reflecting the reality of human
connectedness with all natural systems.m265 Chapters 6-11 of this thesis will explore
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whether the constitutional protection of a human right to a healthy environment has a
qfortuitous spill-over effect to non-humans.m266

Cultural Dmperialism
Human rights are occasionally accused of being a form of cultural imperialism in which
hestern values are imposed on other societies and cultures.267 Dt can be argued that the
constitutional right to a healthy environment qmay suffer from cultural relativism,
particularly from a North-South perspective, and lack the universal value normally
thought to be inherent in human rights.m268 Mushkat suggests that the right to a healthy
environment lacks legitimacy in some Asian nations, including China.269
Ds this criti_ue well grounded with regard to protection of the environmente Dnternational
environmental instruments such as the 1992 Rio Declaration have been endorsed by
virtually every nation in the world. Environmental protection is supported as a
fundamental value by all of the worldis religions.270 As Subedi writes, to claim that
human rights are a hestern concept qis to ignore the history and contributions of other
nations.m271 Chapter 3 will assess the extent to which environmental protection
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provisions, including the right to a healthy environment, have been incorporated into the
constitutions of nations South and North, East and hest, Muslim and Christian, thus
addressing the _uestion of whether the right to a healthy environment is a strictly hestern
concept.

Excessive Iocus on the Dndividual
A general criti_ue of human rights is that they focus excessively on individuals at the
expense of the broader public interest.272 @he focus on rights is accompanied by a lack of
attention to responsibility, leading to erosion of community.273 Dn the environmental
context, Handl suggests that a focus on individual rights is inappropriate because the
environment is a public good.274 -rown heiss argues that the obligation to protect the
planet deserves e_ual billing with the right to a healthy environment.275 Similarly,
Swaigen, hoods and others argue that environmental duties and responsibilities Ne.g. the
duty to conserve natural resources, or the duty to share e_uitably in these resourcesQ
would be more effective than rights.276
@he rebuttal to this criti_ue is that environmental damage and degradation harm both
individuals and the public interest. According to Raz, qat least some constitutional rights
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are primarily means of formal or informal institutional protection of collective goods.m277
As well, in law, there can be no right without a corresponding responsibility. As Cranston
states, qUnless certain interests give rise to clear corresponding duties, they do not
_ualify as rights.m278

Hikely to -e Dneffective
Critics claim that constitutional environmental rights would be ineffective.279 Scholars
have long recognized the gap between laws on paper and laws in action, even
constitutional laws.280 Ruhl writes that qin itself, a constitutional amendment would not
save a single wetland or forestc it would remove no cement plants or automobile
exhaustsc and it would clean no streams.m281 A strong argument can be made that
problems related to political economy\capitalism, technology, forms of production, and
pervasive wealth ine_uity\are the root cause of societyis environmental crisis, and that a
constitutional right does not address these root causes.282 As well, the legal system tends
to favor those with education, money, and power, rather than the poor and marginalized
communities who suffer the disproportionate burden of environmental harm.283 @he
opponents of environmental regulation are powerful and organized, while the prospective
beneficiaries are weak and diffuse. Scheingold argued that misperceptions about the
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power of rights have led social movements to focus on the law instead of potentially
more effective political strategies.284
Another argument used to suggest the ineffectiveness of constitutional rights to a healthy
environment is that the most pressing environmental problems facing humanity today are
global in scope. @herefore, critics suggest, individual rights are likely to be of limited
utility in addressing issues like climate change or the loss of biodiversity.
Dn response to these arguments, it must be acknowledged that constitutional rights are not
a silver bullet for todayis environmental problems. As Epp concludes, qrights are not
magical solutions to any or all problems.m285 Despite constitutional rights to e_uality, the
pernicious effects of racism, sexism and other forms of discrimination continue to
adversely affect many individuals in contemporary society. Met surely rights have
contributed to some amelioration of the wrongs they are intended to address.286 As well,
there are experts who believe that a rights-based approach to environmental protection is
the only effective alternative to todayis market-based approach, which is failing to
ade_uately protect the environment.287 Cullet argues that economic globalization needs to
be counter-balanced by the globalization of the right to a healthy environment.288
Ultimately, the effectiveness of constitutional environmental rights should not be judged
based on theoretical arguments but on practical experience and empirical evidence.
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Ialse Hopes
An argument related to ineffectiveness is that constitutional environmental rights create
false expectations when little environmental progress is likely in the short-term.289 East
Germany and other Communist nations had constitutions that recognized the right to a
healthy environment and mandated both the state and citizens to protect nature. @hese
constitutional provisions had little or no positive effect.290 -randl and -ungert suggest
that empty promises vmay be pernicious to the reputation of the constitution and detract
from the credibility of the legal system.v291
Ior many human rights there is a wide and disturbing gulf between what has been
promised and what is being delivered, both globally and locally. However this argument
cannot be used to obviate the need to recognize and protect the right to a healthy
environment. @he fact that the right to life or the right to food is not universally respected
does not mean that the rights themselves ought to be rescinded or ignored. All human
rights face implementation challenges, and the right to a healthy environment is no
exception. Dn many of the worldis nations, the right to a healthy environment may
represent an emerging value and an aspiration rather than a concrete reality, at least in the
short-term.

Conclusion
At the confluence of concerns regarding human rights and the environment are many
fascinating and contentious issues. @his chapter briefly highlighted some of these
ongoing theoretical controversies, which have important conse_uences for the normative
basis of environmental rights. Dn summary, the right to a healthy environment appears to
meet the criteria for recognition as a human right, and includes aspects of both positive
NwelfareQ and negative NlibertyQ rights, bringing the usefulness of this distinction into
289
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_uestion. Many of the arguments marshaled against recognition of the right to a healthy
environment have been leveled at other human rights and found wanting. All human
rights are phrased in brief, general terms whose meaning evolves over time. Rights are
almost always balanced against competing rights, so that absolutism is a non-issue.
hhether and to what extent the potential benefits and drawbacks of constitutionalizing
the right to a healthy environment will be borne out are _uestions that are best answered
with empirical evidence. On-the-ground experience with the right to a healthy
environment should shine new light on the longstanding theoretical arguments discussed
in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. THE PREVALENCE AND ENFORCEABILITY OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROVISIONS IN NATIONAL
CONSTITUTIONS
Introduction
@here have been previous surveys of environmental provisions in national constitutions.
@he first was published in Edith heiss -rownis groundbreaking book In Fairness to
Future Generations in 1989.292 Dn 1994, Iatma rohra jsentini, the UNis Special
Rapporteur on Human Rights and the Environment, included a survey with her Iinal
Report.293 Dn 1998, constitutional provisions related to the environment were inventoried
by Don Anton of Australiais Environmental Defenders Office.294 Dn recent years, similar
surveys have been published.295 @hese efforts share two critical problems: they are either
out of date or not comprehensivec and they do not address the fundamental issues of
enforceability or limits imposed by other constitutional provisions.
Given the high level of ongoing interest in constitutions, human rights, it would seem
useful to assess progress in constitutionalizing environmental protection by answering the
following _uestions:
-How many national constitutions incorporate provisions related to environmental
protectione
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-hhen were these constitutional provisions enactede
-hhat different types of environmental protection provisions are found in
constitutionse
-More specifically, how many constitutions recognize that individuals have a right
to a healthy environmente
-Are there limits imposed on the right to a healthy environmente Are these limits
similar to, or different from, limits on other human rights protected by
constitutionse
-Are the environmental protection provisions enshrined in national constitutions
enforceablee
@he more important _uestion\do these constitutional provisions affect public policy and
jurisprudence and ultimately make a difference in protecting human health and the
environmente\will be addressed in subse_uent chapters.
Professor @im Hayward, author of Constitutional Environmental Rights, acknowledges
that qthe exact number tof nations with constitutions recognizing environmental rightsu is
somewhat difficult to determinem because of uncertainties created by the qlanguage,
positioning, and framing of constitutional provisions.m296 However, these difficulties are
not insurmountable. Providing an accurate assessment of the prevalence of constitutional
provisions re_uiring environmental protection, the different types of provisions found, the
limits imposed on these provisions, and the prima facie extent to which these provisions
are enforceable will provide an essential foundation for future research as the debate over
the constitutionalization of environmental protection continues in the years ahead.
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Research Methods
Ior purposes of this research, the constitutions of the 192 nations that are members of the
United Nations were analyzed.297 A significant challenge involved in carrying out this
kind of assessment is that constitutions in some nations are subject to fre_uent
amendments and even complete rewriting. Ire_uent amendments can make it challenging
to locate current versions of constitutions, a problem which is exacerbated by the many
different languages in which constitutions are written.
Dn recent years, new constitutions or substantial constitutional amendments were passed
in -elgium, -hutan, -olivia, Ecuador, Egypt, Huxembourg, the Maldives, Montenegro,
Myanmar, Nepal, @hailand, and @urkmenistan. Constitutional amendments or new
constitutions have been proposed, are in the process of being drafted, or are being
negotiated in many nations, including ?amaica, jenya, @onga, @urkey, the United
jingdom, Uzbekistan, and rambia. Dn some nations\Cyprus, Nepal, Somalia, and
Sudan\interim constitutions are in place. @o ensure a consistent approach, this analysis
is based on constitutions that were legally in force as of ?anuary 1, 2010.
A two-stage approach to reviewing the 192 constitutions was undertaken to ensure the
accuracy of the analysis. Iirst, the most recent published versions of all constitutions
were reviewed, as provided by the leading subscription service, Constitutions of
Countries of the World.298 @hen online versions of current constitutions were identified
and reviewed to confirm that the documents in Constitutions of Countries of the World
were up to date. Approximately 10x of the 192 constitutions included in this study were
not available in their most recent version in Constitutions of Countries of the World.299
297
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Ior these nations, constitutions published on official government websites were used
whenever possible. Current versions of all constitutions under consideration were found
on the Dnternet, although significant numbers were available only in languages other than
English Npredominantly Spanish and IrenchQ.
-oth Constitutions of Countries of the World and Dnternet sources have advantages and
disadvantages, but by relying on both, their respective weaknesses will be minimized and
the rigor of the analysis maximized. Dnternet sources are capable of being as current as
possible, but can suffer from higher degrees of inaccuracy. Constitutions of Countries of
the World is the acknowledged authority in comparative constitutional law and strives to
achieve a consistent approach to translation. However, it can be dated with respect to
recent constitutional amendments and revisions.
All 192 constitutions were initially searched for a series of ten keywords or phrases
including biodiversity, ecology, environment, future generations, nature, natural
resources, sustainable, sustainability, toxic, and water. A search for e_uivalent terms in
Spanish and Irench was used for constitutions where English translations were
unavailable. All provisions containing these terms were reviewed to answer the following
_uestions:
aQ has a specific provision related to environmental protectione Occasionally,
some of the ten keywords or phrases are used in other constitutional contexts. Ior
example, pursuant to Art. 69N2Q of Portugalis Constitution, q@he state shall ensure
special protection for children who are orphaned, abandoned or deprived of a
normal family environment in any way.m300 @hese kinds of provisions, unrelated
to protection of the biophysical environment, were excluded from this study. @he
only constitutional provisions related to the biophysical environment that were
Cape Rerde, Ecuador, Guyana, Huxembourg, Maldives, Montenegro, San Marino,
@urkmenistan, Uruguay, and Memen.
300
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excluded from this analysis were those that merely authorized one or more levels
of government to enact environmental legislation, regulations, policies or
programs Nas opposed to re_uiring actionQ or simply allocated jurisdiction over
environmental matters between different levels of government. Ior example,
Article 117 of the Constitution of Dtaly states:
117. N1Q Hegislative power belongs to the state and the regions in accordance
with the Constitution and within the limits set by European Union law and
international obligations.
N2Q @he state has exclusive legislative power in the following matters:
s
sQ protection of the environment, of the ecosystem and of the cultural
heritage.301
bQ hhen were environmental provisions first incorporated into the constitutione Df
applicable, when was the right to a healthy environment recognizede
cQ hhat was the nature or type of the provisionse Iive categories of
environmental provisions were identified, including: a substantive individual right
to a healthy environmentc procedural environmental rightsc governmentis duty to
protect the environmentc individual environmental responsibilitiesc and
miscellaneous other provisions. @hese five categories are discussed in greater
detail below, in q@ypology of Environmental Protection Provisions.m
All constitutions including provisions related to protection of the biophysical
environment were then reviewed a second time. jeywords employed in this phase of the
research were rights, court, commission, defend, enforce, justiciable, and ombudsman.
@he purpose of the second review was twofold: first, to identify limits imposed on the
extent of substantive rights to a healthy environmentc and second, to identify
constitutional provisions that either explicitly authorized or constrained the enforceability
of environmental provisions. Ior purposes of this analysis, a simple working definition of
enforceability was adopted: the ability of an individual, group, or other organization to
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access the legal system to resolve a constitutional complaint.302 Dn some cases, the
authorization or prohibition of legal action is specific to a constitutionis environmental
provisions. Dn other cases, the authorization or prohibition relates to broader aspects of
the constitution, but applies e_ually to the environmental provisions. An example of an
explicit confirmation of enforceability is found in Portugalis Constitution:
Art. 52 NRight to petition and right to popular actionQ
3. Everyone shall be granted the right of actio popularis, to include the right to
apply for the appropriate compensation for an aggrieved party or parties, in such
cases and under such terms as the law may determine, either personally or via
associations that purport to defend the interests in _uestion. @he said right shall
particularly be exercised in order to:
aQ Promote the prevention, cessation or judicial prosecution of offences
against public health, consumer rights, the _uality of life or the
preservation of the environment and the cultural heritagec
bQ Safeguard the property of the state, the autonomous regions and local
authorities.303
Conversely, an example of an explicit limit on enforceability is found in qPart 4:
Responsibilities, Directive Principles and Policies of the Statem of the Constitution of
Nepal. Article 35N5Q of the Nepalese Constitution imposes extensive duties on the
government to protect the environment.304 However, Article 36 makes it clear that these
duties are not enforceable:
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@his definition of enforceability is based on the definition used by the UN Iood and
Agriculture Organization NIAOQ in its work on the right to food. @he IAO defined the
justiciability of the right to food as the ability qto be invoked before a judicial or _uasijudicial body.m Dntergovernmental horking Group for the Elaboration of a Set of
Roluntary Guidelines to Support the Progressive Realization of the Right to Ade_uate
Iood in the Context of National Iood Security. 2004. Justiciability of the Right to Food.
Rome: UN Iood and Agriculture Organization, p. 73.
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R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Portugal,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|R.
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35N5Q @he State shall make necessary arrangements to maintain clean environment.
@he State shall give priority to the protection of the environment, and also to the
prevention to its further damage due to physical development activities by increasing the
awareness of the general public about environmental cleanliness, and the State shall also
make arrangements for the special protection of the environment and the rare wildlife.
Provision shall be made for the protection of the forest, vegetation and biodiversity, its
sustainable use and for e_uitable distribution of the benefit derived from it. R. holfrum
and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of Nepal,m Constitutions
of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder |DDD.
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36. Kuestions not to be Raised in Courts: N1Q No _uestions shall be raised in any
court as to whether provisions contained in this Part are implemented or not.305

Caveats Regarding this Study
@his chapter is based on a plain reading of constitutional provisions related to
environmental protection and enforceability. However, constitutional language in some
circumstances is ambiguous. Ior example, while determining whether a particular
provision expresses a substantive right to live in a healthy environment is generally
straightforward, it is challenging in a handful of cases Ndiscussed belowQ. hhile every
effort was made to read the complete text of constitutions, in some cases this was not
possible due to language differences. @his may be problematic, because as -randl and
-ungert point out, qthe efficacy of a particular environmental constitutional provision is
directly related to the overall character and conception of the constitutionm306
Dn addition, this chapter is limited to the explicit language of national constitutions in 192
countries, and does not analyze environmental provisions in either supra-national
agreements Ne.g. the African Charter of Human and People’s RightsQ or sub-national
constitutions Ne.g. provincial or state constitutions in dozens of federal nations including
Argentina, Canada, and the United StatesQ.307 More importantly, it does not include
judicial interpretation of constitutional provisions that relate, directly or indirectly, to
environmental protection. As will be discussed in Chapters 5-11, in some nations Ne.g.
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R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Nepal,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
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E. -randl and H. -ungert. 1992. vConstitutional Entrenchment of Environmental
Protection: A Comparative Analysis of Experiences Abroad,v Harvard Environmental
Law Review 16N1Q: 1-82 at 7.
307
Although beyond the scope of the present study, an investigation into the extent and
effectiveness of environmental provisions in state, provincial, cantonal, and other subnational constitutions would be a useful addition to the field. G.A. @arr, R.I. hilliams
and ?. Marko, eds. 2004. Federalism, Subnational Constitutions, and Minority Rights.
hestport, C@: Greenwood. ?.A. Gardner. 2008. qDn Search of Subnational
Constitutionalism,m European Constitutional Law Review 4: 325-43. -.H. @hompson, ?r.
2006. q@he Environment and Natural Resources,m in G.A. @arr and R.I. hilliams, eds
State Constitutions for the Twenty-First Century: The Agenda of State Constitutional
Reform, Albany, NM: State University of New Mork Press, pp. 307-339.
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Dndia, DtalyQ, courts have liberally interpreted other constitutional provisions, especially
the rights to life and health, as encompassing and re_uiring environmental protection.308
As a result, the results of this chapter are inherently conservative in describing the extent
of constitutional protection for the environment.

The Prevalence of Environmental Provisions in National Constitutions
@here is a remarkable and ongoing shift toward constitutional recognition of the
importance of protecting the environment. At the time of the Stockholm Declaration in
1972, there were no constitutions that incorporated environmental rights and only a
handful of constitutions that imposed modest environmental responsibilities. @oday, more
than 70x of the worldis national constitutions N140 out of 192Q include explicit
references to environmental rights and/or environmental responsibilities Nsee Map 3.1Q.309
@his majority holds for nations belonging to the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, the Commonwealth, Ha Irancophonie, and even the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries. @he majority applies in all regions, including Africa, the
Americas Nexcept North AmericaQ, Asia-Pacific, Europe, and the Middle East/Central
308

Subhash Kumar v. State of Bihar, t1991u ADR 420 NSCQ. N. de Sadeleer, G. Roller, and
M. Dross. 2002. Access to Justice in Environmental Matters. Country Reports and Case
Studies, Part II: Germany, Italy, and Netherlands. ENR.A.3/E@U/2002/0030.
309
National constitutions that incorporate environmental protection provisions include
Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Austria,
Azerbaijan, -ahrain, -elarus, -elgium, -elize, -enin, -hutan, -olivia, -razil, -ulgaria,
-urkina Iaso, -urundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, Cape Rerde, Central African Republic,
Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Comoros, Congo--razzaville, Congo NDemocratic
Republic ofQ, Costa Rica, Cote diDvoire, Croatia, Cuba, Czech Republic, East @imor,
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, E_uatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Estonia, Ethiopia, Iinland,
Irance, Gabon, Gambia, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea,
Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Dndia, Dndonesia, Dran, Dra_, Dtaly, jazakhstan, jorea
NNorthQ, jorea NSouthQ, juwait, jyrgyzstan, Haos, Hatvia, Hesotho, Hithuania,
Huxembourg, Macedonia, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Malta, Mexico,
Micronesia, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro, Mozambi_ue, Myanmar, Namibia, Nepal,
Netherlands, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Palau, Panama, Papua New
Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Katar, Romania, Russia, Rwanda,
San Marino, Sao @ome and Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Somalia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Hanka, Sudan, Suriname,
Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, @ajikistan, @anzania, @hailand,
@ogo, @urkey, @urkmenistan, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay,
Uzbekistan, Ranuatu, Renezuela, Rietnam, Memen, and rambia.
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Asia. Appendix 1 provides a comprehensive list of the constitutional provisions related to
environmental protection from the 140 Nout of 192Q nations examined in this study.
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A handful of nations included some basic provisions related to protecting natural beauty
or conserving natural resources in their constitutions prior to the rise in global
environmental consciousness in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Ior example, the
constitutions of Dtaly N1948Q, Malta N1964Q, and San Marino N1974Q share similar
provisions re_uiring that the state qsafeguard natural beauty and the historical and artistic
heritage of the nation.m310 Dn a similar vein, the constitutions of four Middle Eastern
nations\juwait N1962Q, the United Arab Emirates N1971Q, -ahrain N1973Q, and the
Syrian Arab Republic N1973Q\contain provisions re_uiring the protection, preservation,
or proper use of natural resources.311 Iinally, it should be noted that for purposes of this
study, the purely symbolic constitutions of the Soviet-bloc communist nations were not
included, although many contained environmental provisions.312 Dnstead, the focus is on
the democratic constitutions established in these nations during the 1980s and 1990s.
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and the historical and artistic patrimony of the Nation.m R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds.
G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of Malta,m Constitutions of the Countries
of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder |D, Art. 9. Dn San Marino, pursuant to the
Constitution, q@he Republic protects the historic and artistic heritage and the natural
environment.m @he Constitution of San Marino is not in Constitutions of the Countries of
the World but can be found online Nin DtalianQ at
http://www.consigliograndeegenerale.sm/new/index.php3
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Arab Emirates,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw,
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Examples of environmental provisions in the constitutions of the Communist nations
of Eastern Europe include Czechoslovakia 1960, East Germany 1968, -ulgaria 1971,
Hungary 1972, Mugoslavia 1974, Albania 1976, Poland 1976, and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics NUSSRQ 1977. @hese rights were purely symbolic and were never
recognized or implemented. M. Grandbois. 1988. qHe droit a lienvironnement dans les
pays de liEst,m 33 McGill L.J. 540.
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@he first broad provisions focusing on the protection of the environment appear in the
constitutions of Switzerland N1971Q, Greece N1975Q, Papua New Guinea N1975Q, Dndia
N1976Q, and Portugal N1976Q. During the 1980s, the trend of greening constitutions was
led by nations in Hatin America and hestern Europe. @he number of nations
incorporating environmental provisions into their constitutions accelerated in the early
1990s, led by nations in Africa and Eastern Europe. @his pattern is consistent with other
observations about the pattern of constitutionalization. Hirschl describes six scenarios
about broader political events that led to constitutional changes, comprising: post horld
har DD reconstructionc the independence of former coloniesc the transition from
authoritarian or _uasi-democratic regimes to democracyc the dual transition to both
democracy and a market economy: the incorporation of international law into domestic
lawc and a no apparent transition scenario, where constitutional reform is not
accompanied by any fundamental changes in political or economic regimes.313
@he peak year for the incorporation of environmental rights and responsibilities into
national constitutions was 1992, with new environmental provisions included in 18
constitutions that year alone. Not coincidentally, 1992 was a peak year in terms of global
attention to environmental issues, marked by the Earth Summit in Rio, which attracted an
unprecedented number of heads of state to an international environmental meeting.314
-roken down by decade, the incorporation of environmental protection provisions in
national constitutions is as follows:
Pre 1972\5
1973-1979\16
1980-1989\24
1990-1999\68
2000-2009\27
A year-by-year breakdown is provided in @able 3.1.
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R. Hirschl. 2004. Towards Juristocracy: The Origins and Consequences of the New
Constitutionalism. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
314
M. Grubb. 1993. The Earth Summit Agreements: A Guide and Assessment. Hondon:
Earthscan.
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Table 3.1. Year Environmental Provisions First Included in National Constitutions
1948: Dtaly
1962: juwait
1964: Malta
1971: Switzerland, United Arab Emirates
1973: -ahrain, Syrian Arab Republic
1974: San Marino
1975: Greece, Papua New Guinea
1976: Cuba, Dndia, Portugal
1977: @anzania
1978: Micronesia, Spain, Sri Hanka, @hailand, Memen
1979: Dran, Peru
1980: Chile, Guyana, Ranuatu, Rietnam
1981: -elize, Palau
1982: China, E_uatorial Guinea, Honduras, @urkey
1983: El Salvador, Netherlands, Panama
1984: Austria, Ecuador
1985: Guatemala
1986: Nicaragua
1987: Haiti, Philippines, South jorea, Suriname, Sweden
1988: -razil
1989: Hungary
1990: -enin, Croatia, Guinea, Mozambi_ue, Namibia, Sao @ome and Principe
1991: -ulgaria, -urkina Iaso, Colombia, Gabon, Haos, Macedonia, Slovenia, rambia
1992: Angola, Cape Rerde, Czech Republic, Estonia, Ghana, Hithuania, Mali, Mexico,
Mongolia, Norway, Paraguay, Saudi Arabia, Slovak Republic, @ogo, @urkmenistan,
Uzbekistan
1993: Andorra, Cambodia, jyrgyzstan, Hesotho, Russia, Seychelles
1994: Argentina, -elarus, -elgium, Costa Rica, Germany, Malawi, Moldova, @ajikistan
1995: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, Iinland, Georgia, jazakhstan, Uganda
1996: Algeria, Cameroon, Chad, Gambia, Niger, Oman, South Africa, Ukraine, Uruguay
1997: Eritrea, Poland
1998: Albania, Hatvia, Madagascar, North jorea
1999: Nigeria, Renezuela
2000: Cote diDvoire NDvory CoastQ, Dndonesia
2001: Comoros, Senegal
2002: -olivia, Congo--razzaville, East @imor
2003: Katar, Romania, Rwanda
2004: Afghanistan, Central African Republic, Somalia
2005: -urundi, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Irance, Dra_, Sudan, Swaziland
2006: Nepal, Serbia
2007: Egypt, Huxembourg, Montenegro
2008: -hutan, Maldives, Myanmar
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@here are 52 UN members whose constitutions are silent on the matter of environmental
protection.315 Among these 52 nations one can discern several notable political,
geographic, and legal patterns. @he Uj is one of the 52 nations, as are thirty-two nations
that are former -ritish colonies.316 hhile the constitutions of most former -ritish
colonies contain -ills of Rights, these -ills adopt the classic liberal approach to human
rights\i.e. a focus on civil and political rights while economic, social, and cultural rights
are not protected Nexcept for propertyQ. Dt is also interesting to note that 26 of the 52
nations without constitutional environmental provisions are small island states.317 Almost
all N12 out of 13Q of the English-speaking common law nations of the Americas are
among the 52 nations without environmental provisions in their constitutions.318 @he
constitutions of these nations include few if any references to economic, social, or
cultural rights. -elize is the sole exception, and its constitutional environmental
provisions are limited to the Preamble.319 Dn contrast, all but one of the 22 non-English
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@he 52 nations without environmental protection provisions in their constitutions
include Antigua and -arbuda, Australia, -ahamas, -angladesh, -arbados, -osnia and
Herzegovina, -otswana, -runei Darussalam, Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, Djibouti,
Dominica, Dominican Republic, Iiji, Grenada, Guinea--issau, Dceland, Dreland, Dsrael,
?amaica, ?apan, ?ordan, jenya, jiribati, Hebanon, Hiberia, Hibya, Hiechtenstein,
Malaysia, Marshall Dslands, Mauritania, Mauritius, Monaco, Morocco, Nauru, New
realand, Pakistan, Saint jitts and Nevis, Saint Hucia, Saint Rincent and the Grenadines,
Samoa, Sierra Heone, Singapore, Solomon Dslands, @onga, @rinidad and @obago, @unisia,
@uvalu, the United jingdom, the United States, and rimbabwe.
316
@he 32 former -ritish colonies Nincluding nations that were part of -ritish coloniesQ
are Antigua and -arbuda, Australia, -ahamas, -angladesh, -arbados, -otswana, -runei
Darussalam, Canada, Cyprus, Dominica, Iiji, Grenada, Dreland, ?amaica, jenya, jiribati,
Malaysia, Mauritius, New realand, Pakistan, Saint jitts and Nevis, Saint Hucia, Saint
Rincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, Sierra Heone, Singapore, Solomon Dslands, @onga,
@rinidad and @obago, @uvalu, United States, and rimbabwe.
317
@he 26 small island nations are: Antigua and -arbuda, -ahamas, -arbados, -runei
Darussalam, Cyprus, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Iiji, Grenada, Dceland, Dreland,
?amaica, jiribati, Marshall Dslands, Mauritius, Nauru, New realand, Saint jitts and
Nevis, Saint Hucia, Saint Rincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, Singapore, Solomon
Dslands, @onga, @rinidad and @obago, and @uvalu.
318
@he US, Canada, Antigua and -arbuda, the -ahamas, -arbados, Dominica, Grenada,
?amaica, Saint jitts, Saint Hucia, Saint Rincent and the Grenadines, and @rinidad and
@obago.
319
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
-elize,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder DD.
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speaking nations in the Americas have incorporated environmental protection provisions
into their constitutions.320 @he sole exception is the Dominican Republic.321
National legal systems provide another pattern that partially explains the variation in the
presence of constitutional environmental provisions. @he UNis 192 member-states can be
divided into 15 categories according to the type of legal system.322 @here is a striking
difference between common and civil law nations in the extent to which environmental
provisions are or are not incorporated into constitutions. Of the 23 nations employing
common law mono-systems Nlegal systems based exclusively on common lawQ, only two
N8.7xQ have environmental provisions in their constitutions.323 @his reflects the AngloAmerican caution regarding constitutional recognition of social and economic rights, an
approach that has persisted in former -ritish colonies.324 Dn contrast, among the 77
nations with civil law mono-systems, 71 N92.2xQ have environmental provisions in their
constitutions.325 Among the 25 nations with mixed legal systems that combine civil law
and customary law, 23 N92xQ have environmental provisions in their constitutions.326 @he
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Argentina, -olivia, -razil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Suriname, Uruguay, and Renezuela.
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R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
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Haw, -inder RD.
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Irom ?uriglobe\horld Hegal Systems Research Group. 2009. University of Ottawa
http://www.juriglobe.ca/eng/syst-onu/rep-sys-juridi_ue.php‚syst1
323
@he only common law mono-systems with environmental provisions in their
constitutions are -elize and Palau.
324
D. Olowu. 2006. qHuman Rights and the Avoidance of Domestic Dmplementation:
@he Phenomenon of Non-?usticiable Constitutional Guarantees,m Saskatchewan Law
Review 69: 39-78.
325
@he only civil law mono-systems without environmental provisions in their
constitutions are -osnia and Herzegovina, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Dceland,
Hiechtenstein, and Monaco.
326
@he only mixed civil and customary law nations without environmental provisions in
their constitutions are Guinea--issau and ?apan.
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remaining types of legal mono-systems and mixed systems fall in between the civil and
common law extremes.327
@he distribution of constitutional environmental provisions across the world provides a
convincing rebuttal to the charge of cultural imperialism, leveled by critics who assert
that environmentalism is a hestern conception. @he 140 nations whose constitutions
include provisions related to environmental protection include a majority of nations in
Central and South America, Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and Eastern Europe. Dn fact, it
is in the hestern nations\the United States, the United jingdom, Canada, Australia,
and others\where constitutional recognition of the value of environmental protection
lags behind.
Dt is often mistakenly observed that virtually every constitution enacted or amended since
1970 has included either environmental rights or environmental responsibilities.328 Dn
fact, among the 52 nations whose constitutions remain silent on the matter of
environmental protection, two-thirds have written or amended their constitutions since
1990 without including environmental provisions.329 Dn 1996, an expert committee
tasking with reviewing Drelandis Constitution rejected the inclusion of a right to a healthy
environment but recommended inclusion of a government duty to protect the
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@he exception is Muslim mono-systems, as all three nations in this category
NAfghanistan, Maldives, and Saudi ArabiaQ have environmental provisions in their
constitutions.
328
M. Soveroski. 2007. qEnvironment Rights versus Environmental hrongs: Iorum over
Substanceem Review of European Community and International Environmental Law
16N3Q: 261-273. D. Shelton. 2001. qEnvironmental Rights,m in P. Alston, ed. People’s
Rights: The State of the Art. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 185-258 at 236. P.
@aylor. 1998. An Ecological Approach to International Law: Responding to Challenges
of Climate Change. Hondon: Routledge, p. 204.
329
-ahamas, -angladesh, -arbados, -osnia and Herzegovina, -otswana, Cyprus,
Djibouti, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Iiji, Guinea--issau, Dceland, Dreland, Dsrael,
?amaica, jenya, jiribati, Hebanon, Hiechtenstein, Malaysia, Marshall Dslands,
Mauritania, Mauritius, Monaco, Morocco, Pakistan, Samoa, Sierra Heone, Singapore,
Solomon Dslands, @onga, @rinidad and @obago, @unisia, Memen, and rimbabwe.
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environment.330 @he Drish Constitution has been amended nine times since the report but
still lacks any environmental protection provisions.331 @he proposed National
Constitution of jenya that was rejected in a referendum in 2005 contained explicit
provisions on the right to a healthy environment.332 Other nations that wrote or amended
their constitutions back in the 1970s and 1980s also failed to include environmental
provisions.333 Ior example, Canada, despite pleas from environmentalists, did not include
any environmental provisions in its 1982 Constitution. Dn short, while 140 nations have
included environmental rights and/or responsibilities in their constitutions since the early
1970s, 46 of the remaining 52 have bypassed the opportunity to include such provisions.

Typology of Environmental Protection Provisions in Constitutions
National constitutions include five categories of provisions related to environmental
protection, including: substantive rights to environmental _ualityc procedural
environmental rightsc governmentis responsibility to protect the environmentc individual
responsibility to protect the environmentc and a miscellaneous qcatch-allm category of less
common provisions. Each of these five categories is discussed in greater detail below:
1. Substantive rights to environmental _uality
@his is most often articulated as qevery person has the right to a healthy
environmentm or qevery person has the right to a healthy, ecologically balanced
environment.m Other similarly worded formulations were placed in this category
as long as both the concepts of a right and environmental protection were
included. Ior example, in the Constitution of Argentina:
Article 41. N1Q All inhabitants enjoy the right to a healthy, balanced
environment, which is fit for human development so that productive
330

Constitution Review Group, All-Party Oireachtas Committee on the Constitution.
1996. Report of the Constitution Review Group. Dublin: Stationery Office.
331
Citizens Dnformation -oard NGovernment of DrelandQ. 2009. qDrish Constitutionm
www.citizensinformation.ie/categories/government-in-ireland/irish-constitution-1
332
P. jameri-Mbote. 2009. qHaw, gender and environmental resources: womenis access
to environmental justice in East Africa,m in ?. Ebbesson and P. Okowa, eds.
Environmental Law and Justice in Context. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp.
390-408.
333
Antigua and -arbuda, -runei Darussalam, Canada, Grenada, ?ordan, Hiberia, Hibya,
Saint jitts and Nevis, Saint Hucia, Saint Rincent and the Grenadines, and @uvalu.
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activities satisfy current needs without compromising those of future
generations.334
2. Procedural rights related to environmental _uality
Procedural rights related to environmental _uality include rights to information,
participation in decision-making, and access to justice. Only procedural rights
specifically related to environmental protection were included in this category,
while generally applicable procedural rights were excluded. An example of the
former is provided by the Czech Republicis Constitution:
Article 35. N2Q Everybody is entitled to timely and complete information
about the state of the environment and natural resources.335
3. Governmentis duty to protect the environment
Iound in many distinct configurations, the government duty to protect the
environment includes provisions that impose upon the state some kind of
obligation to conserve or protect the environment. Ior example, in the
Instruments of Government Act, which is part of Swedenis Constitution:
Article 2. s
@he public institutions shall promote sustainable development leading to a
good environment for present and future generations.336
4. Dndividual duty or responsibility to protect the environment
@his duty is generally phrased as qeveryone has the duty Nor responsibilityQ to
conserve and protect nature and the environment.m Rarious formulations were
placed in this category when both the concepts of a duty and protection of the
environment were ascribed to individual persons Nboth biological and legalQ. Ior
example, in the Constitution of Dndia:
Article 51A. Dt shall be the duty of every citizen of Dndia:
334
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...
NgQ to protect and improve the natural environment including forests,
lakes, rivers and wild life, and to have compassion for living creatures337
5. Miscellaneous environmental protection provisions.
@here is a wide-ranging diversity of other environmental provisions found in
national constitutions. Among the most common in this catch-all category are:
authorization of restrictions on the use of private property in order to protect the
environment Ne.g. @hailandQc338 prohibitions on the importing of toxic, hazardous,
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Dt should be noted that a comparable provision is found in the constitutions of at least
17 former -ritish colonies NAntigua and -arbuda\Art. 9N4Q, -ahamas\27N2Q,
-arbados\16N2Q, -otswana\8N5Q, Dominica\6N6Q, Grenada\6N6Q, ?amaica\18N2Q,
jenya\76N5Q, jiribati\8, Mauritius\8, Saint jitts and Nevis\8, Saint Hucia\6,
Saint Rincent and the Grenadines\6, Samoa\14, Sierra Heone\21, Solomon Dslands\
8, and @uvalu\20Q that arguably authorizes the government to limit the use of private
property to protect the environment. Ior example, Art. 20 of @uvaluis Constitution states
that no person shall be deprived of their property, but:
N9Q Nothing in or done under a law shall be considered to be inconsistent with this
sectionNaQ to the extent that the law makes provision for deprivation of propertyNviiiQ in the case of land - for so long only as is necessary for the carrying
out on it ofNAQ work of conservation of natural resourcesc or
N-Q work relating to agricultural development or improvement that
the owner or occupier of the land has been re_uired, in accordance
with law, to carry out and has, without reasonable excuse, failed to
carry outc or
NCQ any survey to determine the existence or extent of mineral
Nincluding petroleumQ resourcesc
However these provisions are not included in this study because they do not require
government action to protect the environment but merely authorize such action. Iurther
study is warranted to invesigate whether and to what extent these provisions have been
relied upon by governments in circumstances related to environmental protection. R.
holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of @hailand,m
Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder |RDDD, Art.
42.
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or nuclear waste Ne.g. MicronesiaQc339 recognition of the right to clean water Ne.g.
UruguayQc340 and value statements regarding the importance placed on protecting
the environment Ne.g. CroatiaQ.341 Dn a handful of constitutions\-olivia, -razil,
Ecuador, Irance, Switzerland, @hailand, and Renezuela\provisions related to
environmental protection are extremely comprehensive, with a level of detail that
in most nations would be found in environmental legislation.
Appendix 2 indicates the types of environmental provisions found in each of the 140
national constitutions, and identifies the lack of environmental provisions in 52 national
constitutions.

Governmentis Environmental Duties
@he most common form of constitutional provision related to environmental protection is
the imposition of a duty on the government, found in 132 constitutions.342 Dn the majority
339

R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Micronesia,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw,
-inder |DD, Article |DDD, Section 2.
340
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Uruguay,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|D|, Art. 47.
341
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Croatia,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder R,
Art. 3.
342
National constitutions that impose a duty on the government to protect the
environment include Afghanistan, Albania, Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia,
Austria, Azerbaijan, -ahrain, -elarus, -elgium, -elize, -enin, -hutan, -olivia, -razil,
-ulgaria, -urkina Iaso, -urundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, Cape Rerde, Central African
Republic, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Comoros, Congo--razzaville, Congo
NDemocratic Republic ofQ, Costa Rica, Cote diDvoire, Croatia, Cuba, Czech Republic,
East @imor, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, E_uatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Iinland,
Irance, Gabon, Gambia, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea,
Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Dndia, Dndonesia, Dran, Dra_, Dtaly, jazakhstan, jorea
NNorthQ, jorea NSouthQ, juwait, jyrgyzstan, Hatvia, Hesotho, Hithuania, Huxembourg,
Macedonia, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Malta, Mexico, Moldova, Mongolia,
Montenegro, Mozambi_ue, Myanmar, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Niger,
Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Palau, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Katar, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, San Marino, Sao @ome and Principe, Saudi Arabia,
Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, Slovakia, Slovenia, Somalia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Hanka,
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of cases, the governmental duty is explicitly articulated. Ior example, Kataris
Constitution states:
Art. 33. @he State shall work to protect the environment and ecological balance so
as to achieve comprehensive and sustainable development for the generations to
come.343
Dn a handful of constitutions, there is no provision directly articulating the governmentis
obligation to protect the environment, but there is recognition of the right to live in a
healthy environment.344 Dn these cases, the basic human rights concept that there can be
no right in the absence of a corresponding duty can be used to infer that the government
has an obligation to protect the environment.345
@he likelihood that a governmental duty to protect the environment will be effective
depends on its wording, its location in a constitution, whether it is enforceable by
individuals and groups, and a host of other factors external to the constitution itself. Ior
example, it is unlikely that the environmental duty articulated in the Preamble to the
Constitution of -elize will be effective because preambles generally are not legally
binding.
Preamble
hhereas the people of -elize s
eQ re_uire policies of state s which protect the environment346
Dn contrast, legally binding and specific provisions, such as this excerpt from the
Constitution of -hutan, are more likely to be effective in ensuring governments are held
accountable:
Art. 5. Environment
2. @he Royal Government shall:
Sudan, Suriname, Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, @ajikistan, @anzania, @hailand,
@ogo, @urkey, @urkmenistan, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay,
Uzbekistan, Renezuela, Rietnam, Memen, and rambia.
343
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Katar,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder |R.
344
-elgium, Central African Republic, Comoros, Senegal
345
h.N. Hohfeld. 1923. Fundamental Legal Concepts as Applied in Judicial Reasoning.
New Haven: Male University Press.
346
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
-elize,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder DD.
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NaQ Protect, conserve and improve the pristine environment and safeguard
the biodiversity of the countryc
NbQ Prevent pollution and ecological degradationc
NcQ Secure ecologically balanced sustainable development while
promoting justifiable economic and social developmentc and
NdQ Ensure a safe and healthy environment.
3. @he Government shall ensure that, in order to conserve the countryis natural
resources and to prevent degradation of the ecosystem, a minimum of sixty
percent of -hutanis total land shall be maintained under forest cover for all
time.347

Substantive Environmental Rights
Depending on the interpretation of ambiguous provisions in six constitutions, between 80
and 86 national constitutions recognize that citizens have a substantive right to live in a
healthy environment Nsee Map 3.2Q.348 All of these environmental rights are universal Ni.e.
held by all individuals in a nationQ with the exception of El Salvador, where the right to a
healthy environment is limited to children, and the Maldives, where the right appears to
be limited to Muslims Na limitation discussed belowQ.349 @he constitution of -urundi is
also uni_ue because it does not explicitly mention the right to a healthy environment but
rather incorporates by reference all of the rights included in the African (Banjul) Charter

347

@he new Constitution of -hutan N2008Q is not available through Constitutions of the
Countries of the World, but is available online at:
http://www.constitution.bt/@sa@hrimx20Engx20NA5Q.pdf.
348
National constitutions that include the right to a healthy environment include Albania,
Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, -elarus, -elgium, -enin, -olivia,
-razil, -ulgaria, -urkina Iaso, -urundi, Cameroon, Cape Rerde, Central African
Republic, Chad, Chile, Colombia, Comoros, Congo--razzaville, Congo NDemocratic
Republic ofQ, Costa Rica, Cote diDvoire, Croatia, Czech Republic, East @imor, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Iinland, Irance, Gabon, Georgia, Greece, Guinea, Guyana,
Honduras, Hungary, Dndonesia, Dran, Dra_, jorea NSouthQ, jyrgyzstan, Hatvia,
Macedonia, Malawi, Maldives, Mali, Mexico, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro,
Mozambi_ue, Nepal, Netherlands, Nicaragua, Niger, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, Sao @ome and Principe,
Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sudan, @hailand,
@ogo, @urkey, @urkmenistan, Uganda, Ukraine, and Renezuela.
349
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of El
Salvador,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
RD, @itle DD: @he Rights and Iundamental Guarantees of the Person, Chapter DD: Social
Rights, Iirst Section: @he Iamily, Article 34.
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on Human and People’s Rights, which includes qthe right to a general satisfactory
environment.m350
@here is a major division between common law and civil law systems in the extent of
constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment. Of the 23 common law
mono-systems, not a single nation has incorporated the right to a healthy environment in
its constitution. Dn contrast, 52 out of 77 nations with civil law mono-systems have
constitutions that include the right to a healthy environment. Among mixed legal systems
that are partially based on common law, only 9 out of 44 nations have recognized the
right in their constitutions.351 @hese statistics indicate that there is still resistance among
common law nations to the constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment. @his resistance extends to social and economic rights as a group, which
may be a conse_uence of the continuing influence of the -ritish and American legal
systems.

350

R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
-urundi,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
DDD, @itle DD: Charter of Iundamental Rights and Duties of Dndividuals and Citizens,
Article 19. African (Banjul) Charter on Human and People’s Rights, adopted ?une 27,
1981, 21 D.H.M. 58 N1982Q, entered into force October 21, 1986.
351
Cameroon, Guyana, Malawi, Namibia, Nepal, Philippines, South Africa, Sudan, and
Uganda.
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Some scholars argue that constitutions without an explicit right to a healthy environment
but with a duty on governments to protect the environment contain an implicit right. @he
constitutions of 46 nations fall into this category, potentially raising the number of
constitutions that recognize the right to a healthy environment, explicitly and implicitly,
to 132 out of 192. As we will see in Chapters 5-11, courts in a number of nations have
been sympathetic to this interpretation. Some governments appear to share this
perspective. Ior example, although jazakhstanis Constitution does not include an
explicit right to a healthy environment, the new Environmental Code contains an
expansive articulation of the substantive and procedural aspects of the right, and the
governmentis report to the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee acknowledges
citizensi environmental rights.352 As well, a leading jazakh ENGO, Green Salvation, is
vigorously asserting the right to a healthy environment in numerous court cases.353
Portugal N1976Q and Spain N1978Q were the first nations to recognize the right to live in a
healthy environment. A timeline of the incorporation of the right to a healthy
environment in national constitutions is in @able 3.2. As was the case with environmental
provisions generally, the peak year for constitutionalization of the right to a healthy
environment was 1992.

352

Environmental Code, Haw No. 212-r. 9 ?an. 2007. http://faolex.fao.org Government
of jazakhstan. 2008. National Implementation Report NAarhus ConventionQ
ECE/MP.PP/DR/2008/jAr 4 April 2008.
353
See www.greensalvation.org/en/index.phpepage}legal-proceedings
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Table 3.2 Year that Right to a Healthy Environment First Included in National
Constitutions
1976: Portugal
1978: Spain
1979: Dran, Peru
1980: Chile, Guyana
1981: N/A
1982: Honduras, @urkey
1983: El Salvador, Netherlands, Panama
1984: Ecuador
1985: N/A
1986: Nicaragua
1987: Philippines, South jorea
1988: -razil
1989: Hungary
1990: -enin, Croatia, Guinea, Mozambi_ue, Sao @ome and Principe
1991: -ulgaria, -urkina Iaso, Colombia, Gabon, Macedonia, Slovenia
1992: Angola, Cape Rerde, Czech Republic, Mali, Mongolia, Norway, Paraguay, Slovak
Republic, @ogo
1993: Andorra, jyrgyzstan, Russia, Seychelles
1994: Argentina, -elarus, -elgium, Costa Rica, Malawi, Moldova
1995: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, Iinland, Georgia, Uganda
1996: Cameroon, Chad, Niger, South Africa, Ukraine
1997: Poland
1998: Albania, Hatvia
1999: Mexico, Renezuela
2000: Cote diDvoire, Dndonesia
2001: Comoros, Senegal
2002: -olivia, Republic of Congo N-razzavilleQ, East @imor, Greece
2003: Romania, Rwanda
2004: Central African Republic
2005: -urundi, Democratic Republic of Congo, Irance, Dra_, Sudan
2006: Nepal, Serbia
2007: Egypt, Montenegro, @hailand
2008: Maldives, @urkmenistan
-roken down by decade, the incorporation of provisions recognizing the right to a
healthy environment in national constitutions is as follows:
1976-1979\4
1980-1989\13
1990-1999\46
2000-2009\23
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-roken down by region, the incorporation of provisions recognizing the right to a healthy
environment in national constitutions is as follows:354
Africa\28355
Asia\13356
Europe\29357
Hatin America\16358
North America\0
Caribbean\0
Oceania\0
Iifty-eight of the 86 constitutions that include substantive environmental rights use the
language of a healthy environment or an environment that is not harmful to health.
@wenty of the 86 constitutions also describe the right in terms of an ecologically balanced
environment, language that could, to some extent, assuage concerns about the
anthropocentric focus of human rights. @en of the 86 constitutions refer to an
environment that is fit or ade_uate for human development or wellbeing. A wide variety
of other words and phrases are used to describe the right to a healthy environment,
including Nwith their fre_uency in parenthesesQ preserved/protected N7Q, clean N6Q, safe
N6Q, favorable N5Q, satisfying N5Q, natural N3Q, unpolluted N2Q, sound N2Q, free from

354

@here are some disagreements among geographers as to what continent some
countries belong to, with Russia being an obvious example. See
www.worldatlas.com/cntycont.htm
355
Angola, -enin, -urkina Iaso, -urundi, Cameroon, Cape Rerde, Central African
Republic, Chad, Comoros, Cote diDvoire, Congo N-razzavilleQ, Congo NDemocratic
RepublicQ, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, Guinea, Malawi, Mali, Mozambi_ue, Niger, Rwanda,
Sao @ome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, South Africa, Sudan, @ogo, and Uganda.
356
East @imor, Dndonesia, Dran, Dra_, jyrgyzstan, Maldives, Mongolia, Nepal,
Philippines, South jorea, @hailand, @urkey, and @urkmenistan.
357
Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Azerbaijan, -elarus, -elgium, -ulgaria, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Iinland, Irance, Georgia, Greece, Hungary, Hatvia, Macedonia, Moldova,
Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovak
Republic, Slovenia, Spain, and Ukraine.
358
Argentina, -olivia, -razil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Guyana, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, and Renezuela.
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contamination N2Q, sustainable N2Q, good N2Q, diverse N2Q, harmonious N2Q, wholesome N1Q,
lasting N1Q, human N1Q, pleasant N1Q, and benevolent N1Q.359 Dt should be noted that some of
this variability might be a result of inconsistent translation.
@he six ambiguous environmental rights provisions occur in the constitutions of Albania,
Andorra, Honduras, Malawi, the Netherlands, and Poland. Again, it is possible that the
ambiguity is caused by translation difficulties. @hese provisions merit further
examination, although the ultimate resolution of the ambiguity will depend on the
interpretations of national legislatures and courts.
Dn Albania, the constitution provides:
Part Two: Fundamental Human Rights and Freedoms, Chapter IV,
Economic Social and Cultural Rights and Freedoms
Article 56. Everyone has the right to be informed about the status of the
environment and its protection.360
Article 56 could be read in several ways. Narrowly interpreted, it could be read as limited
to a right to information about both the status of the environment and the protection of the
environment. -roadly interpreted, it could be read as a right to information about the
status of the environment and a right to the protection of the environment.
@he Constitution of Andorra states:
Article 31. @he State has the task of ensuring the rational use of the soil and of all
the natural resources, so as to guarantee a befitting _uality of life for all and, for
the sake of the coming generations, to restore and maintain a reasonable
ecological balance in the atmosphere, water and land, as well as to protect the
autochthonous flora and fauna.361
Article 31 is in a chapter of the Andorran Constitution that explicitly recognizes rights
Nincluding the right to propertyQ, but also includes qeconomic, social and cultural
359

@he total of descriptive words and phrases adds up to more than 86 because many
constitutions use more than one word or phrase to describe the right to an environment.
360
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Albania,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder D.
361
@he Constitution of Andorra is not in Constitutions of the Countries of the World but
can be found online at http://www.andorramania.com/constitzgb.htm
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principles.m Article 31 does not specifically use the word lrighti, but it does use the word
lguaranteei which may be interpreted as reflecting the kind of entitlement inherent in the
nature of rights. Some academics and NGOs have concluded that Andorrais Constitution
does recognize the right to a healthy environment.362
@he Honduran Constitution re_uires the State to maintain a qsatisfactory environmentm as
part of the right to health:
Title III: Declarations, Rights, and Guarantees, Chapter VII: Health
Article 145. @he right to the protection of one~s health is hereby recognized.
Dt is everyoneis duty to participate in the promotion and preservation of individual
and community health.
@he State shall maintain a satisfactory environment for the protection of
everyone~s health.363
Although the Honduran Constitution does not otherwise include a stand-alone
environmental right, the wording of the right to health appears to create a de facto right to
a healthy environment. @he right to a qsatisfactory environment for the protection of
everyoneis healthm may be narrower in scope than a right to a healthy environment, since
the focus of the former is limited specifically to concerns about adverse effects on human
health, rather than the broader conception of a healthy environment.
Dn Malawi the constitution provides as follows:
13. @he State shall actively promote the welfare and development of the people of
Malawi by progressively adopting and implementing policies and legislation
aimed at achieving the following goals {
...
(d) The Environment
@o manage the environment responsibly in order to i. prevent the degradation of the environmentc
ii. provide a healthy living and working environment for the people of
Malawic
362

?.R. May. 2005-6. qConstituting Iundamental Environmental Rights horldwide,m 23
Pace Environmental Law Review 113-182. Earthjustice Hegal Defense Iund. 2008.
Environmental Rights Report 2008: Human Rights and the Environment. San Irancisco:
Earthjustice. www.earthjustice.org
363
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Honduras,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
RDDD.
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iii. accord full recognition to the rights of future generations by means of
environmental protection and the sustainable development of natural
resourcesc and
iv. conserve and enhance the biological diversity of Malawi.364
Malawiis constitution refers to providing a healthy environment for people but does not
refer explicitly to the environmental rights of the present generation. Dnstead, the
constitution refers to the rights of future generations to environmental protection and
sustainable development. Dt would be anomalous for a constitution to grant greater rights
to future generations than to the present generation. Arguably, then, the present
generationis right to live in a healthy environment could be qread inm to sections 13NdQNiiQ
and NiiiQ.
Dn the Netherlands, in the first chapter of the constitution, titled Iundamental Rights,
Article 21 NEnvironmentQ states qDt shall be the concern of the authorities to keep the
country habitable and to protect and improve the environment.m365 Although located in
the Iundamental Rights chapter of the Dutch Constitution, it is not clear from its wording
that Article 21 actually establishes an individual right to a healthy environment.366 @he
word lrighti is conspicuous by its absence, as are any references to individual
entitlements or guarantees.
Dn Poland, as in Honduras, the constitution recognizes a right to health and imposes a
duty on the government to prevent environmental degradation in order to fulfill this right:
Chapter II: Freedoms, Rights, and Duties of Man and Citizens,
Economic, Social, and Cultural Freedoms and Rights
Article 68 N1Q Everyone has the right to health protection.
364

R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Malawi,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|D.
365
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of the
Netherlands,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw,
-inder |DDD.
366
?. Rerschuuren. 1993. q@he Constitutional Right to Protection of the Environment in
the Netherlands,m Austrian Journal for Public and International Law 46N1Q: 67-77. ?.M.
van Dunne. 1996. qNarrative Coherence and Dts Iunction in ?udicial Decision Making
and Hegislation,m American Journal of Comparative Law 44N3Q: 463-86.
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...
N4Q Public authorities shall combat epidemic illnesses and prevent the negative
health conse_uences of degradation of the environment.367
As discussed above in the context of the Honduran constitution, the explicit inclusion of
the stateis obligation to protect the environment within a provision setting forth the right
to health appears to establish an implicit right to a healthy environment.
Limits on Constitutional Rights, Including the Right to a Healthy Environment
@here are four types of constitutional provisions that can limit all or a subset of the rights
recognized in a given constitution\generic limits, restrictions during emergencies,
acknowledgement that rights will be fulfilled on the basis of progressive implementation,
and limits on who is eligible to enjoy constitutional rights. Dn some cases, more than one
of these limitations can be found in the same constitution.
Iirst, constitutions may include provisions that authorize restrictions on all human rights
in order to meet the public interest in security, order, health, and/or the exercise of other
rights. @hese generic limits are found in the constitutions of 38 of the 86 nations that
recognize the right to live in a healthy environment.368 Ior example, the Constitution of
South Africa describes the types of limits that can be imposed on human rights:
Chapter 2: Bill of Rights
36. Himitation of rights
N1Q @he rights in the -ill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general
application to the extent that the limit is reasonable and justifiable in an open and
democratic society based on human dignity, e_uality and freedom, taking into
account all relevant factors, including
367

R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Poland,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|R.
368
Albania NArt. 17Q, Angola N52Q, Armenia N43, 83.5Q, -elarus N23Q, -ulgaria N57Q,
-urundi N19, 47Q, Cape Rerde N16Q, Chile N19N26QQ, Croatia N16Q, Czech Republic N4Q, East
@imor N24Q, Greece N25Q, Guinea N22Q, Honduras N62, 64Q, Hungary N8N2QQ, Dndonesia N28D,
28?Q, Dra_ N46Q, jyrghyzstan N17Q, Malawi N44Q, Maldives N16Q, Moldova N54Q,
Montenegro N24Q, Mozambi_ue N96Q, Poland N31Q, Portugal N18Q, Romania N53Q, Russia
N55N3QQ, Rwanda N43Q, Sao @ome and Principe N18Q, Serbia N18, 20Q, Slovak Republic
N13Q, Slovenia N15Q, South Africa N36Q, South jorea N37Q, @hailand N29Q, @ogo N10Q,
@urkey N13Q, and Uganda N43, 44Q.
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a. the nature of the rightc
b. the importance of the purpose of the limitationc
c. the nature and extent of the limitationc
d. the relation between the limitation and the purposec and
e. less restrictive means to achieve the purpose.
N2Q Except as provided in subsection N1Q or in any other provision of the
Constitution, no law may limit any right entrenched in the -ill of Rights.369
@hese kinds of provisions make it clear that no rights are intended to be absolute,
contrary to concerns raised by critics of constitutionalizing rights.
Second, 43 out of 86 constitutions expressly authorize restrictions on the exercise of
human rights during emergencies such as wars, invasions, and natural disasters.370 @hese
emergency provisions either enumerate specific human rights that can be suspended or
identify specific rights that cannot be restricted even during these times of crisis. @here
are four nations where environmental rights are not listed among those that may be
suspended.371 No constitutions identify the right to a healthy environment as one of the
rights that is immune from restriction during emergencies.
@hird, in the constitutions of six nations, the right to a healthy environment and other
social and economic rights are explicitly limited by the concept of progressive
implementation Ndescribed in Chapter 2Q.372 @o reiterate briefly, progressive
implementation recognizes that individual nations have different capacities and resources
369

R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of South
Africa,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|RD.
370
Albania NArticles 170, 175Q, Andorra N42Q, Angola N52Q, Armenia N44Q, Azerbaijan
N71Q, -elarus N63Q, Cape Rerde N25Q, Chad N87Q, Colombia N214Q, Congo\Democratic
Republic of N61, 143Q, Croatia N17Q, East @imor N25Q, Ethiopia N93Q, Iinland N23Q, Georgia
N46Q, Honduras N187Q, Hungary N8N4QQ, Macedonia N54Q, Maldives N253-255Q, Mexico
N29Q, Mongolia N19N2QQ, Montenegro N25Q, Mozambi_ue N106Q, Nepal N143Q, Nicaragua
N185-86Q, Panama N55Q, Peru N137Q, Poland N228, 233Q, Portugal N19Q, Romania N53Q,
Russia N56Q, Sao @ome and Principe N18Q, Senegal N70Q, Seychelles N41, 43Q, Slovenia
N16Q, South Africa N37Q, Spain N55Q, Sudan N211Q, @urkey N15Q, @urkmenistan N47Q,
Uganda N46Q, Ukraine N64Q, and Renezuela N337Q.
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Costa Rica NArticle 121N7QQ, Hatvia N116Q, Netherlands N103Q, and Spain N55Q
372
Central African Republic NArticle 9Q, Gabon NArt. 1N8QQ, Malawi NArt. 13Q, Maldives
NArt. 23Q, South Africa NArt 27N2QQ, and @urkey NArt. 65Q.
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for respecting, protecting, and fulfilling social and economic rights. Dn this sense, social
and economic rights have traditionally been distinguished from civil and political rights,
which are subject to immediate implementation. An example of a provision re_uiring
progressive implementation is found in the Constitution of @urkey, which classifies the
right to a healthy environment among the social and economic rights:
Part Two: Fundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter Three: Social and
Economic Rights and Duties, XIII. The Extent of Social and Economic Duties
of the State
Article 65. @he State shall fulfill its duties as laid down in the Constitution in the
social and economic fields within the capacity of its financial resources, taking
into consideration the priorities appropriate with the aims of these duties.373
Iourth, the Maldives provides an example of a constitution where provisions seemingly
unrelated to the right to a healthy environment appear to narrow or restrict the application
of the right. @he Constitution of the Maldives recognizes that every citizen has the right
to a healthy and ecologically balanced environment, but also states that qa non-Muslim
may not become a citizen of the Maldives.m374 Article 9NdQ of the Constitution of the
Maldives has been criticized as inconsistent with international human rights law by
constitutional experts because it appears to indicate that non-Muslims in the Maldives do
not have e_ual constitutional rights, including the right to a healthy environment.375
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R. Grote. 2008. q@he Republic of Maldives: Dntroductory Note,m in R. holfrum and R.
Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus, Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New
Mork: Oceana, -inder |D. US Department of State. 2009. Report on International
Religious Freedom - Maldives, 26 October 2009.
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Iinally, there do not appear to be any explicit limitations placed on the right to a healthy
environment in the constitutions of 23 nations.376 @his ought not to be interpreted as
suggesting that the right to a healthy environment is absolute. @he right to a healthy
environment will still have to be balanced against other rights in cases where conflicts
arise.
@he location and classification of the right to a healthy environment within a constitution
may also influence its implementation, enforceability, and judicial interpretation, albeit in
an indirect manner, merely by creating particular perceptions about the nature of the
right. Dn 52 out of 86 constitutions, the right to a healthy environment is articulated in the
same section or chapter as other fundamental human rights.377 @heoretically, this will
result in similar treatment for all of the human rights identified as fundamental, although
legal developments in practice may not always reflect words on paper or the intent of the
constitutionis framers. Dn 17 constitutions, the right to a healthy environment is grouped
together with economic, social, and cultural rights, a classification that is sometimes
viewed as of secondary importance compared to civil and political rights.378 @en nations
describe the right to a healthy environment in a section of their constitutions that set out
general provisions or guiding objectives and principles of state policy.379 @his may
diminish the legal strength of the environmental right. Dn two constitutions NCameroon
and the ComorosQ, the right to a healthy environment is found in the preamble, where it
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Argentina, -enin, -olivia, -razil, -urkina Iaso, Cameroon, Comoros, CongoRepublic of, Costa Rica, Cote diDvoire, Ecuador, El Salvador, Irance, Guyana, Dran,
Hatvia, Mali, Netherlands, Niger, Norway, Paraguay, and Philippines.
377
Angola, Armenia, Azerbaijan, -elarus, -elgium, -enin, -olivia, -ulgaria, -urundi,
Chad, Chile, Congo--razzaville, Cote diDvoire, Ecuador, Iinland, Gabon, Georgia,
Greece, Guinea, Guyana, Honduras, Dndonesia, jyrgyzstan, Hatvia, Maldives, Mali,
Mexico, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro, Mozambi_ue, Nepal, Netherlands, Niger,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, Senegal, Serbia, Seychelles,
Slovakia, South Africa, South jorea, @hailand, @ogo, @urkmenistan, Uganda, Ukraine,
and Renezuela.
378
Albania, Andorra, -urkina Iaso, Cape Rerde, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic,
East @imor, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Dra_, Macedonia, Nicaragua, Poland, Portugal, Sao
@ome and Principe, and @urkey.
379
-razil, Central African Republic, Hungary, Dran, Malawi, Norway, Philippines,
Slovenia, Spain, and the Sudan.
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would generally be of limited practical value. However, the Constitutions of both of these
nations place all human rights in the preamble only and explicitly state that the preamble
is an integral part of the constitution. Dn two constitutions NColombia, Democratic
Republic of the CongoQ, the right to a healthy environment is included in a chapter called
qCollective Rightsm that follows a chapter enumerating social, economic, and cultural
rights. @here are three other nations with uni_ue constitutional arrangements for the right
to a healthy environment, including Argentina NNew Rights and GuaranteesQ, Egypt
NPublic RightsQ, and Irance Nthe Charter for the EnvironmentQ. Dt is possible that the
unusual location of the right to a healthy environment within these constitutions could
affect its interpretation.

Procedural Environmental Rights
@wenty-eight national constitutions provide procedural rights specifically related to
environmental protection, including the right to information, the right to participate in
decision-making, and the right of access to the judicial system to challenge particular
decisions, unconstitutional laws, or alleged violations of individual rights.380 Dt is
important to recognize that many other national constitutions incorporate similar
procedural rights that are generic in their nature\applying to a broad spectrum of issues
including the environment. As well, in many industrialized nations these procedural
rights are already available to citizens because of existing laws and policies, although
constitutional affirmation will generally strengthen the individualis position.
Dn almost every case, the procedural environmental rights are included in constitutions
that also contain a substantive right to live in a healthy environment. Austria is the only
nation that offers citizens procedural environmental rights in the absence of a substantive
environmental right. @his suggests that most nations view procedural environmental
rights as a complement to, rather than a substitute for, substantive environmental rights.
380

National constitutions that include procedural environmental rights include Albania,
Argentina, Austria, Azerbaijan, -elarus, -olivia, -razil, -urkina Iaso, Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Czech Republic, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Irance, Georgia, Hatvia, Moldova,
Montenegro, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, @hailand, Ukraine, and
Renezuela.
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Procedural environmental rights are most commonly found in constitutions from Eastern
Europe and Hatin America. Dn some countries, this may be due to the historical
suppression of environmental information by autocratic regimes. Ior example, in the
Ukraine, a compelling motivation for the inclusion of guaranteed access to environmental
information in the constitution was the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, where vital
information about high radiation levels was withheld from the public.381
Many constitutions also create an independent office with responsibility for monitoring
human rights violations. @his can take the form of an independent human rights
commission, an ombudsman, or a defender of human rights. Dn general, these officials
can act on complaints received by citizens or initiate their own investigations. Ior
example, El Salvador has a Procurator for the Defense of Human Rights.382 Dn 2008,
Irance passed a set of constitutional amendments that include the establishment of a
Defender of Rights, to whom citizens can refer complaints.383 @here is a wide variability
in the powers available to these human rights bodies and officers, ranging from merely
preparing reports to initiating litigation intended to protect citizensi rights and ordering
reparation for rights that have been violated. Namibiais Constitution is noteworthy, as it
specifically empowers the Ombudsman to investigate problems related to environmental
damage.384
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M. Shemshuchenko. 1995. qHuman Rights in the Iield of Environmental Protection in
the Draft of the New Constitution of the Ukraine,m in S. Deimann and -. Dyssli, eds.
Environmental Rights: Law, Litigation and Access to Justice. Hondon: Cameron May, pp.
33-40.
382
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of El
Salvador,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
RD, Articles 191-194.
383
Provisions related to the Irench Defender of Rights are not yet in force. R. holfrum
and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of Irance,m
Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder RDD.
384
Chapter |: @he Ombudsman
Art. 91. @he functions of the Ombudsman shall be defined and prescribed by an Act
of Parliament and shall include the following:
s
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Dndividual Environmental Duties
A Declaration of Rights is, by reciprocity, a Declaration of Duties also. hhatever
is my right as a man, is also the right of anotherc and it becomes my duty to
guarantee, as well as to possess.
@om Paine
Dndividual responsibility for protecting the environment is provided in 78 out of 192
constitutions, a total just slightly lower than the number of constitutions recognizing the
right to live in a healthy environment.385 However the presence of an environmental right
in a nationis constitution does not guarantee that there will be a corresponding individual
duty. Iifty-three constitutions provide both an individual environmental right and an
individual environmental responsibility, while 25 constitutions impose the individual
duty without a corresponding right. On the other hand, 33 constitutions recognize the
right to live in a healthy environment but make no mention of an individual duty to
protect the environment.

cQ the duty to investigate complaints concerning the over-utilization of living
natural resources, the irrational exploitation of non-renewable resources, the
degradation and destruction of ecosystems and failure to protect the beauty and
character of Namibia.
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Namibia,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|DD.
385
National constitutions that include individual responsibility to protect the environment
include Algeria, Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, -elarus, -enin, -hutan, -olivia,
-razil, -ulgaria, -urkina Iaso, Cameroon, Cape Rerde, Chad, Colombia, Comoros,
Congo--razzaville, Congo NDemocratic Republic ofQ, Cote diDvoire, Croatia, Cuba,
Czech Republic, East @imor, Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia, Ethiopia, Iinland, Irance,
Gambia, Georgia, Ghana, Guyana, Haiti, Dndia, jazakhstan, jorea NSouthQ, Haos,
Hithuania, Macedonia, Madagascar, Maldives, Mali, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro,
Mozambi_ue, Myanmar, Niger, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Russia, Rwanda, Sao @ome and Principe, Serbia, Seychelles, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Somalia, Spain, Sri Hanka, Sudan, Swaziland, Syrian Arab Republic, @ajikistan,
@anzania, @hailand, @urkey, Ukraine, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Ranuatu, Renezuela,
Rietnam, and Memen.
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@here are six nations where constitutions establish an individual duty to protect the
environment but neither establish an individual right to a healthy environment nor impose
environmental obligations upon the state.386 @his seems to run counter to the fundamental
idea that constitutions are intended to provide constraints upon government power.387
Constitutions are generally enforceable against the state, not individuals. Dt is unclear
what legal purpose is served by the constitutionalization of individual environmental
duties. @heir role appears to be more symbolic, hortatory, and educational, confirming
that everyone has a part to play in protecting the environment from human-imposed
damage and degradation. @he Gambiais Constitution explicitly states that the individualis
duty to protect the environment is unenforceable.388

Other Environmental Protection Provisions
Not surprisingly, given the diverse legal systems of the world, there is a broad variety of
constitutional environmental provisions, from very generic to highly detailed. Many
constitutions authorize limits on the exercise of private property rights that are justified
by the public interest, which is not defined but generally refers to a suite of
considerations including environmental concerns. Ior example, Article 27N2Q of the
Constitution of Andorra states that: qNo one shall be deprived of his or her goods or
rights, unless upon justified consideration of the public interest, with just compensation
by or pursuant to a law.m389 At least 15 constitutions specifically restrict the use of private
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Algeria, Estonia, Haos, Papua New Guinea, Syrian Arab Republic, and Ranuatu.
P.?. Monahan. 2006. Constitutional Law, 3rd ed. @oronto: Drwin Haw, p.3.
388
Chapter ||: Directive Principles of State Policy
220. N1Q @he exercise and enjoyment of rights and freedoms are inseparable from
the performance of duties and obligations, and accordingly, every citizen shall s
NjQ protect and conserve the environment of @he Gambia.
N2Q Dt shall be the duty of every citizen to abide by and conform with the
provisions set out in subsection N1Q, but such duties shall not, of themselves,
render any person liable to proceedings of any kind in any court.
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of the
Gambia,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
RDD.
389
@he Constitution of Andorra is not in Constitutions of the Countries of the World but
can be found online at http://www.andorramania.com/constitzgb.htm
387
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property when that use could cause environmental damage.390 Ior example, the
Constitution of Romania states q@he right to own property implies an obligation to
comply with duties relating to environmental protection.m391 @he inclusion of both
property rights and the right to a healthy environment in a constitution will create
conflicts that re_uire careful balancing by legislatures, bureaucracies, and courts.
However, constitutions that explicitly authorize environmental constraints on the use of
private property suggest that environmental considerations are intended to be able to
trump otherwise valid property rights.
A handful of nations, employing a very different constitutional model, spell out
environmental policies in considerable detail, closer to what ordinarily, in a nation like
Canada or the US, would be found in environmental legislation. Ior example,
Switzerland~s Constitution includes specific provisions about zoning, water, forests,
nature reserves, fishing, hunting, protecting alpine ecosystems, energy policy, and
biotechnology.392 Many African nations have provisions in their constitutions dealing
with environmental issues of particular concern to their citizens or uni_ue to their history.
Ior example, -enin, Chad, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Niger each have
provisions prohibiting the importation of toxic or hazardous waste.393 Uganda and
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Armenia NArt. 31Q, -elarus NArt. 44N6QQ, Chile NArt. 24Q, Croatia NArt. 50Q, Czech
Republic NArt. 11N3Q of the CharterQ, Mexico NArt. 27Q, Moldova Nart. 46N5QQ, Romania
NArt. 44N7QQ, Russia NArt 36N2QQ, Slovak Republic NArt. 20N3QQ, Slovenia NArt. 67Q,
@hailand NArt. 42Q, Ukraine NArt. 41Q, Uzbekistan NArt. 54Q, and Serbia NArts. 83 and 88Q.
391
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Romania,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|R, @itle DD: Iundamental Rights, Ireedoms, and Duties, Chapter DD: Iundamental Rights
and Ireedoms, Article 44N7Q.
392
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Switzerland,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw,
-inder |RDD.
393
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
-enin,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder DD.
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of Chad,m
Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder DR. R.
holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of Democratic
Republic of Congo,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana
Haw, -inder R. R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009.
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Malawi have specific references to the protection of biological diversity.394 Several
Oceanic nations Ne.g. Micronesia and PalauQ have specific sections prohibiting nuclear
testing or the deployment of nuclear weapons within their territories.395
Some constitutions specifically re_uire legislation, planning processes, or budgets
intended to ade_uately protect the environment. -razilis Constitution re_uires qa prior
environmental impact study, which shall be made public, for the installation of works or
activities which may cause significant degradation of the environment.m396 Dn Argentina,
the Constitution re_uires the federal government to qdictate laws containing a minimum
budget necessary for protecting the environment.m397 Portugalis Constitution re_uires the
government to ensure qthat tax policy renders development compatible with the
protection of the environment and the _uality of life.m398
Hatin America has been a leader in constitutional innovation, with numerous novel
provisions related to environmental protection. Dn -razil, Colombia, and several other
nations, the Constitution empowers an independent agency, known as the Ministerio
qConstitution of Niger,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana
Haw, -inder |DDD.
394
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Uganda,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|D|. R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Malawi,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|D.
395
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Palau,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|DR. R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Micronesia,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw,
-inder |DD.
396
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
-razil,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder DDD,
@itle RDDD: @he Social Order, Chapter RD: @he Environment, Article 225N1QNRQ.
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R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Argentina,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
D, Part D, Chapter DD: New Rights and Guarantees, Article 41N3Q.
398
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Portugal,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|R, Part D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, @itle DDD: Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights and Duties, Chapter DD: Social Rights and Duties, Article 66N2QNhQ.
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Publico, to protect collective interests, including the environment. Dn effect, these
agencies function as public prosecutors, at arms-length from the state, to whom the public
can turn to enforce environmental laws and prevent actions that could cause ecological
damage and violate the right to a healthy environment. Constitutions throughout Hatin
America also provide for a suite of expedited forms of legal action, known variously as
the amparo, writ of protection, and tutela. hhile the precise procedure varies from nation
to nation, they have in common a relaxation or simplification of the legal process that
lowers costs, reduces delays, and dramatically increases access to the judicial system in
constitutional cases.399 @he right of amparo dates back to the Mexican Constitution of
1857, and has been adopted in almost every Spanish-speaking nation in Hatin America.400
Dn 2008, Ecuador became the first nation in the world to provide explicit constitutional
recognition of rights of Nature, followed by -olivia in 2009.401 As noted in Chapter 2,
there has been an intense debate among scholars regarding the viability of extending the
human rights paradigm to Nature, dating back to the 1960s and 1970s. Now there is an
opportunity to observe whether the results predicted by legal experts and philosophers
will be borne out. Ecuador and -olivia have among the most detailed constitutions in the
world in terms of provisions related to environmental protection. Ior example, Ecuadoris
399

A.R. -rewer-Carias. 2009. Constitutional Protection of Human Rights in Latin
America: A Comparative Study of Amparo Proceedings. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.
400
R. Grote. 2008. q@he United Mexican States: Dntroductory Note,m in R.holfrum and
R. Grote, eds, GH Ilanz Ed. Emeritus, Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New
Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder |DD.
401
Ecuador Constitution, Art. 71. Nature or Pachamama, where life is reproduced and
exists, has the right to exist, persist, maintain and regenerate its vital cycles, structure,
functions and its processes in evolution. Every person, people, community or nationality,
will be able to demand the recognitions of rights for nature before the public organisms.
@he application and interpretation of these rights will follow the related principles
established in the Constitution.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Ecuador/ecuador08.html NOriginal version in
Spanish, translated by author, accessed November 14, 2009Q
-olivia Constitution, Art. 33. People have a right to a healthy protected and balanced
environment. @he exercise of this right should enable individuals and communities of
present and future generations, and other living beings, to develop normally and
permanently. http://pdba.georgetown.edu/constitutions/bolivia/bolivia.html NOriginal in
Spanish, translated by author, accessed November 14, 2009Q
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new Constitution: prohibits genetically modified organismsc reverses the legal burden of
proof so that those accused of causing environmental harm must prove that their actions
caused no such harmc mandates that uncertainties regarding the interpretation of
environmental laws be resolved in favor of Naturec and re_uires the promotion of nonmotorized forms of transport in urban areas, particularly through the building of cycling
routes.402
More than 40 nations include constitutional references to the rights, health, or well-being
of future generations.403 Almost all of these references appear in the context of provisions
dealing with environmental concerns.404 Ior example, in -razil, qthe Government and the
community have a duty to defend and preserve the environment for present and future
generations.m405 @he constitutions of -hutan and Portugal refer to the closely related
concept of inter-generational e_uity.406
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Ecuador Constitution, Arts. 395N4Q, 397N1Q, 401, and 415.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Ecuador/ecuador08.html NOriginal version in
Spanish, translated by author, accessed November 14, 2009Q
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Guyana, Dran, Hesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives, Moldova, Namibia, Norway,
Papua New Guinea, Poland, Portugal, Katar, Russia, Seychelles, South Africa,
Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, @ajikistan, Uganda, Uzbekistan, Ranuatu, Renezuela,
and rambia.
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@he exceptions, which include generic references to the interests of future generations
or qposteritym include Moldova, Russia, Seychelles, @ajikistan, and Uzbekistan.
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R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
-razil,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder DDD,
@itle RDDD: @he Social Order, Chapter RD: @he Environment, Article 225.
406
Article 5N4Q of -hutanis Constitution authorizes Parliament to qenact environmental
legislation to ensure sustainable use of natural resources and maintain intergenerational
e_uity.m @he new Constitution of -hutan N2008Q is not available through Constitutions of
the Countries of the World, but is available online at:
http://www.constitution.bt/@sa@hrimx20Engx20NA5Q.pdf
Article 66N2QNdQ of the Portuguese Constitution refers to qpromoting the rational use of
natural resources, while safeguarding their ability to renew themselves and maintain
ecological stability, with respect for the principle of inter-generational solidarity.m R.
holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of Portugal,m
Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder |R.
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Iinally, a growing number of constitutions address the emerging human right to an
ade_uate supply of clean water. South Africa is perhaps best known for incorporating this
right into its constitution, as follows:
27. Health care, food, water, and social security
N1Q Everyone has the right to have access to\
...
NbQ sufficient food and water
...
N2Q @he state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its
available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of each of these
rights.407
Constitutional provisions re_uiring the protection and/or provision of clean water are
found in at least another 14 nations.408

The Enforceability of Environmental Provisions in National
Constitutions
Enforceability is an essential aspect of all constitutional rights and responsibilities, for it
ensures accountability when rights are violated or responsibilities go unfulfilled. Dn the
absence of enforceability, governments may be free to avoid their responsibility to
protect the environment, and affected individuals may be deprived of a remedy for
violations of their right to a healthy environment. Although an unenforceable right is a
toothless tiger, it may retain normative value, provide guidance, facilitate interpretation
and decision-making, and offer moral, symbolic, and educational value.
@here are both internal and external considerations that affect the enforceability of
constitutional provisions. Dnternal considerations refer to explicit guarantees or limits
within the text of a constitution. External considerations encompass a broad range of
407

R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of South
Africa,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
|RD.
408
-olivia NArt. 16NDQQ Colombia NArt. 366Q, the Democratic Republic of Congo NArt. 48Q,
Ecuador NArt. 12Q, Ethiopia NArt. 90N1QQ, Gambia NArt. 216N4QQ, the Maldives NArt. 23Q,
Panama NArts. 110 and 118Q, Swaziland NArt. 215Q, Switzerland NArt. 76Q, Uganda NArts.
|DRNbQ and ||DQ, Uruguay NArt. 47Q, Renezuela NArts. 127 and 304Q, and rambia NArt.
112NdQQ.
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legal, social, political, and cultural and factors. Ior example, conservative rules regarding
standing Nas in many jurisdictions where a direct injury to a person, either physical or
financial was traditionally re_uiredQ represent a legal limit on enforceability.409 Another
external limit is that lack of financial resources may act as a de facto bar to enforceability
for poor communities, who are likely to suffer a disproportionate share of the pollution
burden.410 Alternatively, a nationis judiciary may be extremely conservative or even
unfamiliar with judicial review of government action. Ior example, judicial review was
introduced into ?apanis legal system by the post-horld har DD rewriting of the ?apanese
Constitution but continues to have limited utility due to societal and judicial
conservatism.411 @his chapter focuses on internal factors that affect the enforceability of
environmental provisions in constitutions, while external factors are examined in
Chapters 5-11.

Enforceability of the Right to a Healthy Environment
Of the 86 national constitutions that include recognition of a right to live in a healthy
environment, 63 include provisions that clearly support enforceability.412 An example of
a prima facie guarantee of enforceability is found in the Chilean Constitution:
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Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 N1992Q.
R.D. -ullard, ed. 2005. The Quest for Environmental Justice: Human Rights and the
Politics of Pollution. San Irancisco: Sierra Club -ooks. R. Hofrichter, ed. 2002. Toxic
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of Utah Press.
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and Howem in Ricki C. ?ackson and M. @ushnet, eds. Defining the Field of Comparative
Constitutional Law. hestport, C@: Praeger Publishers, pp. 35-59.
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National constitutions where the right to a healthy environment appears to be
enforceable include Albania, Angola, Argentina, Azerbaijan, -elarus, -olivia, -razil,
-ulgaria, -urkina Iaso, -urundi, Cape Rerde, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile,
Colombia, Comoros, Congo--razzaville, Congo NDemocratic Republic ofQ, Costa Rica,
Cote diDvoire, Croatia, East @imor, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Iinland, Gabon,
Georgia, Greece, Guyana, Honduras, Dran, Dra_, jyrgyzstan, Hatvia, Macedonia,
Maldives, Mexico, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro, Mozambi_ue, Nepal, Nicaragua,
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Article 20. s
@he action for the protection of fundamental rights Nrecurso de proteccionQ shall
always lie in the case of numeral 8 of Article 19, when the right to live in an
environment free from contamination has been affected by an illegal act or
omission imputable to an authority or specific person.413
Dn twelve nations, constitutional provisions specify that certain rights, including the right
to a healthy environment, may only be invoked according to specific conditions
determined by law.414 @his is described as a constitutional provision that is not lselfexecuting.i Ior example, in Spain, the right to a healthy environment is among the
principles set forth in Chapter DDD, so the following restriction applies:
Art. 53 N3Q Recognition, respect and protection of the principles recognized in
Chapter DDD shall guide legislation, judicial practice and actions by the public
authorities. @hey may only be invoked before the ordinary courts in accordance
with the legal provisions implementing them.415
Article 53N3Q of the Spanish Constitution limits the ability of citizens and NGOs to file
lawsuits based directly on their constitutional right to a healthy environment, re_uiring
them to rely on other legal provisions as well. A similar provision in South joreais
Constitution led Grote to conclude that while most rights in the jorean -ill of Rights are
guaranteed in unconditional terms, qthe practical significance of this right tto a healthy
environmentu is limited since its substance has to be defined by parliamentary
legislation.m416
Eight national constitutions contain no provisions that directly address the issue of
enforceability Ni.e. they are silent about citizenis access to court and the availability of
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Spain,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
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Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of the Republic of jorea,m
Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder |, p. 14.
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remedies for breaches of constitutional rightsQ.417 Dn these countries, standing to address
alleged violations of constitutional rights will be determined on the basis of legislation,
jurisprudence, and custom.
Dn Malawi, the right to a healthy environment does not appear to be not enforceable
because the right is expressed as a directive principle, so Art. 14 applies:
Article 14. @he principles of national policy contained in this Chapter shall be
directory in nature but courts shall be entitled to have regard to them in interpreting
and applying any of the provisions of this Constitution or of any law or in
determining the validity of decisions of the executive and in the interpretation of
the provisions of this Constitution.418
Analyzing the enforceability of constitutional provisions related to environmental
protection in Hungary and the Netherlands entails greater complexity. @he section of
Hungaryis Constitution that authorizes citizens to enforce their rights appears to apply
only to the qIundamental Rights and Dutiesm described in Chapter |DD:
Article 70/j.
Claims arising from infringement of fundamental rights, and objections to the
decisions of public authorities regarding the fulfillment of duties may be brought
before a court of law.419
However the right to a healthy environment is listed in qChapter D: General Provisionsm
rather than among the qIundamental Rights and Duties.m @o complicate matters further,
the right to health in qChapter |DD: Iundamental Rights and Dutiesm includes a duty on
the government to protect the urban and natural environments. -ecause of the legal
complexities and uncertainty caused by these various provisions, the enforceability of the
right to a healthy environment in Hungary will be decided by the Hungarian courts.
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@he nations with constitutional environmental rights but no provisions related to
enforceability include -enin, Cameroon, Guinea, Dndonesia, Mali, Norway, Rwanda, and
@ogo. Dt is interesting that five of these nations are former Irench colonies with very
similar constitutions N-enin, Cameroon, Guinea, Mali, and @ogoQ.
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Dn the Netherlands, whose constitutional provision related to the right to a healthy
environment is ambiguous, the Constitution provides:
Chapter 1: Fundamental Rights
Article 17. No one may be prevented against his will from being heard by the
courts to which he is entitled to apply under the law.420
However, Article 120 states:
Chapter 6: The Administration of Justice
Article 120. @he constitutionality of Acts of Parliament and treaties shall not be
reviewed by the courts.421
Article 120 is intended to maintain the supremacy of Parliament in the Netherlands. @he
combined effect of Articles 17 and 120 is that the right to a healthy environment may be
directly enforced through litigation against some government actions Ne.g. administrative
decisionsQ but not against Acts or treaties.
Some nations go further than authorizing enforcement of human rights by individuals and
groups, providing constitutional guarantees of legal aid Nfree legal assistanceQ for efforts
to protect rights. Ior example, the Constitution of -elarus states:
Article 62. Everyone shall have the right to legal assistance to exercise and defend
his rights and liberties, including the right to make use, at any time, of the
assistance of lawyers and one~s other representatives in court, other state bodies,
bodies of local government, enterprises, establishments, organizations and public
associations, and also in relations with officials and citizens. Dn the instances
specified in law, legal assistance shall be rendered from public funds.
Opposition to the rendering of legal assistance shall be prohibited in the Republic
of -elarus.422
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Iinally it is worth reiterating the potential importance of innovative procedures for
enforcing constitutional provisions in Hatin American nations, described earlier in this
chapter. Most Hatin American constitutions not only include the right to a healthy
environment but also explicitly authorize the use of expedited and simplified legal
proceedings to deal with alleged and threatened violations of constitutional rights.

Enforceability of Procedural Environmental Rights
@he enforceability of the procedural environmental rights is effectively identical to that of
the substantive environmental rights in 27 out of 28 nations because the procedural
provisions overlap with substantive rights. Dn Austria, the only nation with procedural
environmental rights but no substantive right, the constitutional rights related to
environmental impact assessment in Austria do appear to be prima facie enforceable NArt.
19N4Q, 24NhQN8QQ.423 However some experts suggest that the Austrian constitutionis
environmental provisions may not be enforceable.424

Enforceability of Governmental Responsibilities to Protect the Environment
hhile much of the enforceability debate focuses on individual rights, it is also possible to
hold governments accountable through legal actions intended to ensure that they fulfill
their constitutional obligations. @here are 132 national constitutions that impose
responsibilities upon government to protect the environment. Among these 132 nations,
86 also include individual rights to healthy environment, whose enforceability was
reviewed in the preceding section. @herefore there is some degree of overlap in the
following analysis. Of the 132 constitutions that incorporate environmental
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R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Austria,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder D.
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Austriais constitutional provisions are not self-implementing and therefore do qnot
have any binding effect on industry or private citizens, tbutu it clearly represents a
guiding principle NStaatszielbestimmungQ for federal branch activities, and also serves as
a general interpretative device.m h. Plesser and P. Huiki. 1996. qEnvironmental Haw of
Austria,m in N.A. Robinson, ed. Comparative Environmental Law and Regulation. Dobbs
Ierry NM: Oceana Publications, Dnc., p. 10.
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responsibilities for government, 83 include explicit provisions that support
enforceability.425 Article 51 of the Constitution of Memen provides a typical example:
Article 51. Citizens have the right of recourse to the courts to protect their rights
and lawful interests. @hey also have the right to submit their complaints,
criticisms, and suggestions to the various government bodies directly or
indirectly.426
@wenty national constitutions contain no provisions that directly address the issue of the
enforceability of governmentis duty to protect the environment Ni.e. they are silent about
citizenis access to courtQ.427 Dn these countries, standing to address governmentis failure
to fulfill its constitutional obligation to protect the environment will be determined on the
basis of legislation, jurisprudence, and custom.
@hirteen nations have constitutions where the enforceability of government duties to
protect the environment is explicitly precluded.428 Each of these 13 nations has
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National constitutions where the governmentis duty to protect the environment
appears to be enforceable include Afghanistan, Angola, Argentina, Azerbaijan, -ahrain,
-elarus, -olivia, -razil, -ulgaria, -urkina Iaso, -urundi, Cambodia, Cape Rerde,
Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, Colombia, Comoros, Congo--razzaville, Congo
NDemocratic Republic ofQ, Costa Rica, Cote diDvoire, Croatia, East @imor, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, Eritrea, Iinland, Gabon, Georgia, Greece, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti,
Honduras, Hungary, Dran, Dra_, Dtaly, jazakhstan, juwait, jyrgyzstan, Hatvia, Hithuania,
Macedonia, Madagascar, Maldives, Mexico, Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro,
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Philippines, Portugal, Katar, Romania, Russia, Sao @ome and Principe, San Marino,
Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Seychelles, Slovenia, Somalia, South Africa, Suriname, Sweden,
Switzerland, @urkey, @ajikistan, @urkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Renezuela, and
Memen.
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@he current Constitution of Memen N2008Q is not available through Constitutions of the
Countries of the World, but is available online at:
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/category,HEGAH,,,MEM,3fc4c1e94,0.html
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@he nations with constitutional environmental responsibilities for government but no
explicit provisions related to enforceability include Austria, -elize, -enin, Cameroon,
China, Cuba, E_uatorial Guinea, Guinea, Dndonesia, Huxembourg, Mali, Norway, Palau,
Rwanda, South jorea, North jorea, @ogo, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, and
Rietnam.
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Government duties to protect the environment are not directly enforceable because
they are framed as Directive Principles of State Policy in Gambia, Ghana, Hesotho,
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rambia.
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constitutional environmental provisions that are expressed in terms of qDirective
Principles of State Policy.m Ior example, in Gambia the Directive Principles include
protecting the environment for posterity and cooperating in preserving the global
environment. However, qthese principles shall not confer legal rights or be enforceable in
any court.m429 Olowu describes guiding principles as qworthless platitudes because of
their inherently emasculated constitutional status.m430
Iive nations\Albania, Ethiopia, Nepal, @hailand, and Uganda\have constitutions with
a mixture of enforceable and non-enforceable provisions related to environmental
protection. Dn these five countries, government responsibilities related to protecting the
right to a healthy environment are enforceable while government duties identified as
directive principles of state policy are not enforceable. Ior example, in Ethiopia, the right
to a healthy environment is listed among the fundamental rights and freedoms.431 Article
37 articulates the right of access to justice, ensuring that the right is enforceable.432 On
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Chapter ||: Directive Principles of State Policy
211. @he principles of state policy in this chapter shall form part of the public policy of
@he Gambia for the establishement of a just, free, and democratic state. @hese principles
shall not confer legal rights or be enforceable in any court butNaQ subject to the limits of the economic capacity and development of @he
Gambia, the Executive, the Hegislature and all other organs of the State in taking
policy decisions, making laws and in the administration of the Gambia, shall
according to their respective functions be guided by and observe them with a view
to achieving by legislation or otherwise the full realisation of these principlesc and
NbQ the courts are entitled to have regard to these principles in interpreting any laws based
on them.
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Gambia,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
RDD.
430
D. Olowu. 2006. qHuman Rights and the Avoidance of Domestic Dmplementation:
@he Phenomenon of Non-?usticiable Constitutional Guarantees,m Saskatchewan Law
Review 69: 39-78 at 56.
431
Chapter @hree: Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms, Part @wo: Democratic Rights
Article 44. Environmental Rights
1. Everyone has the right to a clean and healthy environment.
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Ethiopia,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
RD.
432
Chapter @hree: Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms, Part @wo: Democratic Rights
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the other hand, a number of governmentis environmental duties are elaborated as
objectives:
Chapter Ten: National Policy Principles and Objectives
Article 92. Environmental Objectives
1. @he State shall have the responsibility to strive to ensure a clean and healthy
environment for all Ethiopians.
2. Any economic development activity shall not in any way be disruptive to the
ecological balance or damaging to the environment.433
@hese objectives do not appear to be enforceable but rather are intended to guide
governments qin the implementation of the Constitution, other laws and public policiesm
NArt. 85Q.434
Dn seven nations, the enforceability of governmentis duty to protect the environment is
unclear.435 Dn the constitutions of these countries, the enforceability of the right to a
healthy environment is subject to enabling legislation, but the enforceability of
government duties Nincluding the duty to protect the environmentQ is not specifically
mentioned.

Article 37. Right of Access to ?ustice
1. Everyone has the right to bring a justiciable matter to, and to obtain a decision or
judgment by, a court of law or any other competent body with judicial power.
2. @he decision or judgment referred to under sub-Article 1 of this Article may also
be sought by:
NaQ Any association representing the Collective or individual interest of its
membersc or
NbQ Any group or person who is a member of, or represents a group with similar
interests.
R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of
Ethiopia,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder
RD.
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RD.
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Andorra, Armenia, -elgium, Czech Republic, Poland, Senegal, and Slovakia.
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Dn at least seven nations, progressive implementation is another factor that could restrain
the enforceability of governmentis duty to protect the environment.436 hhere a
constitution includes this government duty but specifically states that the duty is subject
to the availability of financial resources and other national priorities, it is less likely that a
court will enforce the duty by substituting its policy judgment for that of the government.
Ior example, Gabonis constitution provides that qthe State, according to its possibilities,
shall guarantee to all, notably to the child, the mother, the handicapped, to aged workers
and to the elderly, s a preserved natural environment.m
@here are four nations\-hutan, Irance, Germany, and Dndia\where the enforceability
of government duties to protect the environment is ambiguous. Dn -hutan, there are two
related provisions that make it difficult to reach a conclusion regarding enforceability:
Article 7: Fundamental Rights
23. All persons in -hutan shall have the right to initiate appropriate proceedings
in the Supreme Court or High Court for the enforcement of the rights conferred by
this Article, subject to section 22 of this Article and procedures prescribed by law.
Article 21: The Judiciary
18. Every person has the right to approach the courts in matters arising out of the
Constitution or other laws subject to section 23 of Article 7.437
Although Article 21N18Q appears to support enforceability, it is subject to Article 7N23Q,
which limits enforcement to the Iundamental Rights set forth in Article 7. @he
governmentis responsibilities regarding protection of the environment are contained in
Article 5, not Article 7. Definitive resolution of the enforceability of the provisions in
Article 5 will be left to the -hutanese legislature and the judiciary.
@he Irench Constitution stipulates that:
Art. 34. Statutes shall determine the rules concerning:
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Armenia, Central African Republic, Gabon, Malawi, Maldives, South Africa, and
@urkey.
437
@he new Constitution of -hutan N2008Q is not available through Constitutions of the
Countries of the World, but is available online at:
http://www.constitution.bt/@sa@hrimx20Engx20NA5Q.pdf.
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-civic rights and the fundamental guarantees granted to citizens for the
exercise of their civil libertiesc438
@here are no other provisions in the Irench Constitution that address the enforceability of
the environmental provisions enshrined in Iranceis Charter of the Environment. @he
matter is left to the discretion of Irench legislators and judges.
@he German Constitution makes it clear that constitutional rights are enforceable:
I. Basic Rights
Article 19N4Q Should any personis rights be violated by public authority, he may
have recourse to the courts. Df no other jurisdiction has been established, recourse
shall be to the ordinary courts. @he second sentence of paragraph N2Q of Article 10
shall not be affected by this paragraph.439
However, the duty on government to protect the environment NArticle 20aQ is found in a
different part of the German Constitution Nq@he Iederation and the HandermQ and is not
among the constitutional rights. Hike the German Constitution, the Constitution of Dndia
makes rights enforceable.440 However there is no explicit right to a healthy environment
in Dndiais Constitution, and the governmentis duties to protect the environment NArt.
48AQ are found among the explicitly unenforceable qPart DR: Directive Principles of State
Policy:m
Article 37. @he provisions contained in this Part shall not be enforceable by any
court, but the principles therein laid down are nevertheless fundamental in the
governance of the country and it shall be the duty of the State to apply these
principles in making laws.441
438
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Part DDD: Iundamental Rights
Article 32. Right to constitutional remedies
N1Q @he right to move the Supreme Court by appropriate proceedings for the
enforcement of the rights conferred by this Part is guaranteed.
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@he environmental responsibilities in the Dndian Constitution appear to be unenforceable.
However, as will be described in more detail in Chapter 8, courts in Dndia have
consistently and in some cases dramatically circumvented the plain words of the
constitution in their effort to achieve justice.442 Despite the seemingly clear language in
Article 37, the Supreme Court of Dndia has built a considerable body of jurisprudence that
effectively interprets the directive principle regarding environmental protection as legally
binding.443 @he experience of Dndia raises a vitally important point. @he words of a
constitution on paper do not always coincide with the interpretations one might expect
from the courts or more broadly the state of affairs in the real world. @he result can be a
significant difference between enforceability on paper and enforceability in practice.
Dndian jurisprudence serves as a compelling example of the unpredictability of
constitutional law, and is a powerful reminder not to reach abstract conclusions regarding
the enforceability of particular constitutional provisions. As -eatty observed, qeven
though most constitutions now contain provisions guaranteeing some set of social and
economic rights, it is rare that the particular way they are written in the text is the critical
or determining factor in how cases are resolved.m444
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Conclusion
@his chapter assesses the extent to which constitutions across the world have entrenched
environmental protection provisions in their constitutions in recent decades, and the
extent to which these provisions appear to be enforceable. As of ?anuary 1, 2010, 140 out
of 192 national constitutions incorporate environmental protection provisions, including
governmentis duty to protect the environment, the individual right to a healthy
environment, procedural environmental rights, the individual responsibility to protect the
environment, and a diverse array of other provisions Nsee Iigure 3.1Q. Constitutional
environmental provisions are now the norm throughout Europe, Asia, Hatin America, and
Africa. @he 52 nations whose constitutions remain silent on environmental protection are
mainly former -ritish colonies, nations with common law legal systems, and small island
states Nwith some overlap in these three categoriesQ. @he constitutionalization of
environmental protection began in earnest in the 1970s, peaked in the early 1990s, and
the trend continues. jenyais draft Constitution includes the right to a healthy
environment and extensive additional provisions related to environmental protection.445
?amaicais draft Charter of Rights and Ireedoms also includes the right to a healthy
environment.446 @he proposed constitutional amendments in jenya and ?amaica carry
additional importance because both nations are former -ritish colonies with common law
legal systems, where the right to a healthy environment has made minimal inroads to
date.
@he right to live in a healthy environment enjoys explicit recognition in 86 constitutions.
Ior purposes of comparison, the right to health is recognized in 74 constitutions while the
right to food is recognized in at least 21 constitutions.447 @he constitutional right to a
445

See www.nation.co.ke/blob/view/-/687282/data/113655/-/tvxtg2z/-/draft.pdf
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public health services. E.D. jinney and -.A. Clark. 2004. qProvisions for Health and
Health Care in the Constitutions of the Countries of the horld,m 37 Cornell Int’l L.J. 285.
@he right to food is found in the national constitutions of -angladesh, -olivia, -razil,
Colombia, Congo--razzaville, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Ethiopia,
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healthy environment is common in Hatin America, Europe, Africa, and to a lesser extent
Asia, yet is absent in North America, the Caribbean, and Oceania. Dn most constitutions,
the right to a healthy environment is treated in much the same way as any other
fundamental human right. Dn a minority of cases, the right to a healthy environment and
other social, economic, and cultural rights have a diminished level of legal priority
compared to civil and political rights.
Figure 3.1 Prevalence of Environmental Protection Provisions in National
Constitutions

A review of the enforceability of constitutional environmental provisions indicates that
the majority appear to be prima facie enforceable. @his conclusion applies to the
individual right to live in a healthy environment, procedural environmental rights, and
governmentis duty to protect the environment. Only in a small number of nations are
these constitutional provisions described as unenforceable guiding principles or subject to
re_uirements that enabling legislation be introduced to facilitate their enforcement.
Overall, these constitutional developments appear to reflect a rapid evolution of human
values, with environmental protection gaining the re_uisite moral importance to merit
inclusion in written documents that express a societyis most cherished and deeply held
Sri Hanka, Uganda, and Ukraine. UN Iood and Agriculture Organization. Right to Food
Project. http://www.fao.org/righttofood/portalzen.htm
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values. Having comprehensively assessed constitutional environmental provisions on
paper, the next ten chapters seek to determine the practical conse_uences of the
implementation, interpretation, and enforcement of the constitutional right to a healthy
environment.
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CHAPTER 4. DOES CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION OF THE
ENVIRONMENT MATTER? THE RESULTS OF AN EXPERT
SURVEY
Introduction
Chapter 3 presented evidence that 140 constitutions worldwide now contain rights and/or
responsibilities related to protection of the environment, with many of these provisions
dating back several decades. @o what extent is constitutional protection for the
environment making a difference\either delivering upon the benefits envisioned by
advocates or causing the drawbacks anticipated by criticse One way to answer these
_uestions is to ask legal experts for their opinion. Asking experts is an established means
of assessing the effects of legal or political changes and can be used to complement or
direct empirical research.448
Expert surveys are generally perceived as reliable because experts are assumed to be well
informed.449 As Christopoulos explains, qexpert professionals possess knowledge or can
make assessments that are not available in the public domain.m450 Expert surveys are
practical in terms of minimizing time and expenses.451 As well, the qpragmatic
perspectives of practitionersm can be used to enrich research projects, including
dissertations.452 On the other hand, expert opinion is, by definition, subjective in nature.
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As hhitefield and others note, qexperts, like the rest of us, make mistakes. Depending on
the phenomena the experts are asked to evaluate, their knowledge of the subject in
_uestion, and the way in which their expertise is tapped, their evaluations may not be
accurate.m453 Dn this dissertation, the expert survey is employed as complementary to
other lines of evidence rather than as a substitute for empirical evidence.454
@he selection and definition of lexpertsi can be controversial.455 Dt is challenging to
determine an appropriate sample of potential respondents for an expert survey on
constitutional protection for the environment, because it is a highly specialized field of
knowledge and these provisions exist in 140 diverse nations. @he approach taken in this
chapter was based on similar surveys of environmental management, in that the
respondents sought were those with the best knowledge and information to answer the
survey _uestions.456

About the Survey
Dn an effort to identify legal experts from a large number of nations and from different
professional backgrounds, the Commission on Environmental Haw NCEHQ was selected as
a source of potential respondents. Operating under the auspices of the Dnternational Union
for the Conservation of Nature NDUCNQ, the CEH is a network of environmental law and
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policy experts from all regions of the world.457 @he CEH is the most venerable
international environmental law organization in the world, with a history dating back to
1960. Dt provides legal advice on all aspects of environmental law to the DUCN, its
members, and its collaborating institutions.
Members of the CEH must be lawyers with a significant track record in the field of
environmental law, and are nominated by existing CEH members. CEH members serve in
their personal capacity, although they work for governments, non-governmental
organizations, private law firms, corporations, international organizations, or universities.
@hey represent every region of the world and their expertise spans the full spectrum of
environmental law from pollution to biodiversity conservation. hhile it is thus assured
that CEH members are experts in environmental law, it does not necessarily follow that
they have expertise or experience in constitutional law. However, because constitutions
establish the basic ground rules for legal systems, it is reasonable to assume that most
environmental lawyers should have some familiarity with constitutional provisions
related to environmental protection in their own nation.
Permission was granted by the Chair of the CEH to send two emails to the CEHis listserve\an initial email invitation to participate in the survey and a subse_uent reminder
notice. @he email included a cover letter and a link to the survey, which was hosted
online at www.surveymonkey.com. Prospective respondents were given approximately
one month to complete the survey. @he invitation was followed by a reminder email
approximately two weeks prior to the deadline for completing the survey. All materials,
including the invitation, the reminder, and the survey itself were provided in English,
Spanish, and Irench.
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Ior information on the history, mission, activities, and membership of the CEH, see
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@he decision to use a web-based survey was based on practical reasons. heb-based
surveys save time and money compared to traditional surveys.458 However, one of the
tradeoffs is that web-based surveys generally yield lower response rates than paper-andpencil surveys.459 Constraints on access to the CEH list-serve precluded a separate
invitation, so the only way to access the CEH members was through a mass email. Mass
invitations to participate in a survey are less effective than individually addressed
invitations as they can be diverted by spam filters or disregarded by recipients unfamiliar
with the sender.460 Survey invitations sent by e-mail with a link to the survey included in
the invitation also tend to lower response rates compared to when invitations are sent out
before the survey.461
@he survey of CEH members was intended to test the theoretical advantages and
disadvantages of constitutionalizing environmental protection. @he survey was designed
to divide respondents into two sub-groups based on their response to a threshold _uestion
about the effects of constitutional provisions related to the environment. Respondents
identifying significant or very significant effects were asked a series of _uestions
intended to probe the types of effects that had been observed. Respondents who indicated
a lack of significant effects were asked a set of _uestions formulated to investigate the
reasons behind this opinion.
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@he types of potential effects canvassed in the survey were drawn from the debate about
the potential benefits and drawbacks of constitutionalizing environmental protection. As
described in Chapter 2, advocates emphasize the following beneficial outcomes:
-Stronger environmental laws and policies
-More rigorous implementation and enforcement of environmental laws and
policies
-Dmprovements in environmental _uality
-Dncreased role of the courts in supervising environmental decision-making
-Reduced risks to human health from environmental hazards
-Reductions in the ine_uitable distribution of environmental hazards and benefits
Ni.e. a decline in environmental injusticeQ
-Greater public support for environmental protection
Opponents of constitutional protection for the environment focus on adverse effects on
economic growth, competitiveness, and the exercise of other human rights. Dn addition to
assessing the effects of constitutional protection for the environment, respondents were
also asked to provide specific examples of these effects, whether positive or negative.
@hese open-ended _uestions were intended to gather a depth of information that is not
available through multiple choice and other structured _uestions. @he _uestions were
designed to elicit _ualitative rather than _uantitative data. @herefore no statistical analysis
of the results was conducted.
@he survey was pre-tested with a small group of Canadian environmental lawyers and
law professors. As a result of their feedback, several _uestions and responses were
modified to improve clarity. @he final survey Nin all three languagesQ is included as
Appendix 3.

Results
Response Rate
At the time the survey was administered, the CEH list serve consisted of 576 members in
approximately 100 nations. @he number of incorrect email addresses could not be
ascertained because the emails were distributed by the CEH itself. A total of 86 people
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completed part or all of the survey. @herefore the overall rate of participation was 14.9x
N86 out of 576Q. However, an important distinction can be drawn between the response
rate of CEH members living in nations whose constitutions included environmental
provisions at 24.2x N79/327Q and those living in nations with constitutions that are silent
regarding environmental protection at 2.8x N7/249Q. CEH members in the latter category
were less likely to consider themselves experts on the subject of constitutions and the
environment. Dn addition, a substantial number of respondents discontinued the survey at
a preliminary stage. @he reasons for the low response rate and high attrition rate are not
known, but could include: recognition that respondents lacked the re_uisite depth of
understanding of the subject matterc a lack of time for completing the surveyc lack of
incentive for completing the surveyc language barriersc limited computer skills or limited
access to the Dnternetc and concerns about maintaining confidentiality while completing
an online survey.462 Attrition or drop-out rates tend to increase if many open-ended
_uestions are included in the survey.463
Although a higher response rate would have been preferred, the level of participation is
similar to other surveys in the field of environmental law. Dn 2006, Ruhl and Salzman
surveyed 900 members of the American -ar Associationis Section on Environment,
Energy, and Resources, obtaining a response rate of 17.6x.464 Dn an earlier survey of 500
members of the same group, Ruhl and others had a response rate of 33.6x.465 @his
response rate was described in a subse_uent law review article as qvery high.m466 Dn a
survey about human rights and the environment, Hancock obtained an overall response
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rate of 27.2x which varied among his targeted groups as follows: non-government
organizations 33x N64/196Qc governments 7.3x N3/41Qc corporations 18.2x N2/11Qc and
United Nations agencies plus global economic institutions 10x N1/10Q.467 Other surveys
of environmental experts have reported similar response rates, ranging from 17x to
36x.468
@he 86 respondents from the CEH represented 43 nations, from Africa, Asia, Europe,
Hatin America, North America, and Oceania.469 Respondents identified their legal
practices as primarily for universities N47.6xQ, non-government organizations N26.1xQ,
governments N7.1xQ, and business N4.8xQ. Several respondents worked for international
organizations while one respondent was a judge. Despite the broad range of respondents,
there is potential for bias if individuals pre-disposed to favor constitutional recognition of
environmental rights were over-represented. Slightly more than half of respondents
selected English as their preferred language N55.8xQ, with Spanish N23.2xQ and Irench
N20.9xQ chosen by slightly less than a _uarter of respondents.
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Algeria, Argentina, Australia, -angladesh, -elgium, -razil, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Czech Republic, Irance, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hong jong, Hungary,
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Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, South Africa, South jorea,
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@he Effects of Constitutional Environmental Provisions
A key finding of this survey is that the majority of respondents N68.9xQ believe that
constitutional provisions related to environmental protection are having very significant
N16.4xQ or significant effects N52.5xQ. See Iigure 4.1. @hese results vary significantly by
region. Respondents from Hatin America unanimously agreed that constitutional
protection for the environment is having a very significant N25xQ or significant N75xQ
impact, while responses from Europe, Asia, and Africa were more mixed. @he regional
variability in responses likely reflects the fact that there are many different political,
social, economic, cultural, and historical factors that influence the likelihood of
constitutional provisions having an impact. Although legal experts largely agree that
constitutional provisions do affect the protection of the environment, further research is
necessary at the level of individual regions or nations to identify the extent of the effects
and specific factors that contribute to either significant effects or the lack thereof.
Figure 4.1. Effect of Constitutional Environmental Provisions

hhen asked about the future effects of constitutional protection for the environment,
respondents are even more positive, with 92.8x anticipating either very significant
positive impacts on efforts to achieve a sustainable future N28.6xQ or significant positive
impacts N64.2xQ. See Iigure 4.2. @hese responses were consistent across geographic
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regions. @he high level of optimism regarding the future effects of constitutional
environmental provisions may reflect the fact that many of these provisions were enacted
relatively recently.
Figure 4.2. The Future Impact of Constitutional Environmental Provisions

A strong majority of respondents believe that constitutional protection for the
environment is resulting in stronger environmental laws and policies, more rigorous
implementation and enforcement of environmental laws and policies, improvements in
environmental _uality, and greater public support for protecting the environment Nsee
@able 4.1Q. Smaller majorities identified an increased role for the courts in environmental
decision-making and reduced risks to human health from environmental hazards. A
minority of respondents believe that constitutional provisions related to environmental
protection have reduced the ine_uitable distribution of environmental hazards. @he
majority of respondents also believe that constitutional protection for the environment
has neither negative effects on economic growth and competitiveness nor negative effects
on the exercise of other rights. Each of these findings will be explored in greater detail
below.
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Table 4.1. The Effects of Environmental Provisions in Constitutions

Stronger Environmental Haws and Policies
Over ninety percent of respondents N92.6xQ believe that constitutional protection for the
environment is resulting in stronger environmental laws and policies. Respondents from
Guatemala, Peru, South Africa, Colombia, @hailand, Paraguay, Spain, Costa Rica,
Mexico, -elgium, Argentina, Dndia, Greece, Germany, Hungary, and Irance provided
specific examples of stronger environmental laws. According to a German expert, the
qConstitution is used as a justification for governmental interventions Ne.g. mandatory
reduction of greenhouse gases in the framework of emission tradingQ.m One respondent
noted that qSouth Africa~s environmental laws Nespecially its framework legislationQ for
the most part developed only after the inclusion of the section 24 environmental right in
the Constitution of South Africa, 1996. Most environmental statutes make explicit
reference to section 24 of the Constitution.m Another respondent from South Africa
confirmed that qthe principles set out in the National Environmental Management Act
107 of 1998 reflect the underlying values expressed in the Constitution.m An expert from
Peru listed environmental laws that have been enacted or strengthened because of the
constitutional mandate, including legislation governing protected natural areas, protection
of the Amazon, and management of natural resources. According to a Colombian
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respondent, comprehensive environmental laws and policies were motivated by the
greening of the Constitution in 1991, including: the national framework environmental
lawc a land-use law that re_uires spatial planningc standards governing waterc rules
governing environmental liabilityc policies related to the urban environment, biodiversity,
and hazardous wastec and local environmental regulations.
Dn contrast, a Dutch expert noted that the Netherlands qalready has a broad array of public
environmental laws, which makes a constitutional provision less necessary.m @his opinion
was echoed by respondents from Australia and several hestern European nations. A
Spanish legal expert noted that legal directives from the European Union in the field of
environmental protection have also been a major impetus for the strengthening of
national legislation. @his latter point is important, as it draws attention to the fact that
constitutions are one of many factors that can contribute to stronger environmental laws
and policies.

More Rigorous Dmplementation and Enforcement
A strong majority of the experts surveyed N80.8xQ believe that constitutional protection
for the environment is resulting in more rigorous implementation and enforcement of
environmental law and policies. Respondents from South Africa, Colombia, @hailand,
Paraguay, Spain, Costa Rica, Hungary, Mexico, -elgium, Dndia, Greece, and
Huxembourg provided specific examples. Several respondents described institutional
changes, such as the establishment of government agencies dedicated to environmental
protection, or the hiring of environmental inspectors whose duty is to enforce the law. As
well, several experts pointed to improved business practices resulting from improved
implementation and enforcement of environmental laws. A respondent from Colombia
detailed the imposition of significant fines for environmental crimes as well as many
court orders re_uiring both individuals and corporations to adopt environmental
protection measures. A respondent from Costa Rica provided the example of the
Constitutional Court ordering the Ministry of Environment to expropriate land from
private owners in Has -aulas National Marine Park, in order to protect the habitat of
endangered species. A legal expert from Greece wrote: qthe creative interpretation of the
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constitutional provisions by the Greek Courts has contributed to some extent to the better
enforcement of the environmental legislation.m
A dissenting opinion was provided by a respondent from South Africa who observed that
constitutional provisions had not contributed to more rigorous implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws, and that the primary barrier was a lack of State
capacity and limited resources.

Dmprovements in Environmental Kuality
A strong majority of respondents N87.5xQ believe that constitutional protection for the
environment is resulting in improvements in environmental _uality. Specific examples
were provided by respondents from Guatemala, South Africa, Paraguay, Spain, Costa
Rica, Colombia, Hungary, -elgium, Argentina, Greece, Hungary, and Dndia. Ior
example, a respondent from Greece explained that the Supreme Administrative Court in
Greece Nalso known as the Council of StateQ has relied upon the constitutionis
environmental protection provisions to stop many projects that would have adversely
affected the Greek environment, including a complex irrigation project involving
multiple dams Nthe Acheloos River caseQ.470 Another example was provided by a
respondent from Dndia who described a series of court decisions re_uiring the conversion
of public transportation Nincluding buses, taxis, and autorickshawsQ from diesel to
compressed natural gas as making a significant contribution to improved air _uality in
Delhi.471
On the other hand, a respondent from South Africa who answered that constitutional
provisions had not contributed to improved environmental _uality observed that qAt this
stage South Africa suffers from massive underdevelopment and the enormous disparities
and ine_ualities still play themselves out in development being regarded as a major
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priority over environmental concerns. @he trade off for the time being will result in
environmental concerns being sidelined or played down.m

Greater Public Support for Environmental Protection
@hree _uarters of respondents N77.7xQ believe that constitutional protection for the
environment is contributing to greater public support for protecting the environment.
Respondents from Guatemala, South Africa, Colombia, @hailand, Paraguay, Spain, Costa
Rica, Greece, Germany, Hungary, and Irance provided detailed explanations of this
phenomenon. Among the most prominent themes expressed were more public
engagement and activism, more media coverage, and more public interest litigation.
Respondents from Paraguay and Guatemala mentioned the increased prominence of
environmental issues in the media and political discourse as well as the strengthening of
civil society organizations whose purpose is to protect the environment. According to a
respondent from Argentina, that nationis constitutional environmental provisions have
advanced the publicis understanding of qthe need to respect minimum standards of
environmental protection.m A South African expert explained that the constitution and
environmental legislation reflecting constitutional principles qhave provided greater
scope for public participation, comment and involvement in policy formulation and
legislation.m A Greek expert stated that qStrong environmental provisions in constitutions
have an invaluable impact on public environmental consciousness.m Another respondent
from Greece confirmed that:
@he creative interpretation of the relevant constitutional provisions by the Council
of State has contributed substantially in increasing public awareness on
environmental issues. -esides its ascribed functions, Council of State has become
an agent of transformation in Greece by emphasizing the importance of
environmental values in a materialistic society. Iurthermore, the relevant
decisions relating to access to environmental information and legal standing have
created sufficient conditions for public involvement in environmental issues.
A respondent from Huxembourg noted that the relatively recent constitutional obligation
on the State to ensure environmental protection Nenacted in 2007Q is still largely unknown
to the general public. Several respondents also commented on the methodological
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difficulty of attributing changes in public support for environmental protection to
constitutional provisions.

Dncreased Role for the Courts in Environmental Decision-making
@hree _uarters of respondents N74.1xQ agree that constitutional re_uirements for
environmental protection have increased the role of courts in environmental decisionmaking, with respondents from Guatemala, Colombia, @hailand, Spain, Costa Rica,
Hungary, South Africa, -elgium, Argentina, Dndia, Greece, and Irance providing specific
examples. Numerous respondents noted that constitutional recognition of the right to a
healthy environment has led to dramatic changes in the law of standing, enabling
concerned citizens and non-government organizations to bring cases before the courts
despite the lack of a traditional direct legal interest. Dn the words of a South African
respondent, qA key element of the constitutional provision and the constitution generally
was to provide for broader locus standi tstandingu to interested and affected parties
whose interest was previously considered too remote.m A second expert from South
Africa stated that q@he courts are used more widely than before by various stakeholders
to either force government to carry out its protection function or to prevent noncompliant parties from continuing breaches or in claims for damages as a result of harm
caused by breaches of legal provisions.m A third South African expert confirmed that the
Constitutional Court, Supreme Court of Appeal, and High Courts have all issued
important environmental decisions influenced by the constitution. Even in Huxembourg,
where environmental provisions were introduced into the Constitution only in 2007, at
least one significant court decision had already been made.472
Several experts from different nations referred to the activist approach of Dndiais
Supreme Court and High Courts, as these Courts have ruled that the right to a healthy
environment is an implicit and vital element of the right to life in the Dndian Constitution.
A respondent from Dndia listed several of the nationis leading decisions.473 Dn Spain,
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according to one expert, qthe Constitutional Court interprets the laws relating to natural
resources in the sense most favorable for the protection of the same,m and has applied
qprecautionary measuresm in environmental cases. Dn Hungary, the Constitutional Court
has declared that because of the right to a healthy environment, environmental laws
cannot be weakened except to avoid violation of another constitutionally protected right.
Similarly, in -elgium, courts have used the right to a healthy environment to create a
doctrine known as lstandstilli that prevents government from weakening the level of
environmental protection afforded by existing law Nexcept where other rights or
compelling social objectives are threatenedQ.474 However, the constitutional right to a
healthy environment in -elgium does not create an enforceable duty to strengthen
environmental laws. As a -elgian expert explained, qNo time limit is imposed on
legislators to achieve the objectives of Article 23 tthe right to a healthy environmentu, in
accordance with the idea that the realization of economic, social and cultural rights can
only be gradual.m
A respondent from Colombia observed that constitutional protection for the environment
has led to an increased role for the courts in many Hatin American nations including
Colombia, Argentina, -razil, Chile, Peru, and Ecuador. According to this expert, the
trend qhas made a significant difference in the hemisphere. -efore these provisions,
citizens had few, or no, legal actions available.m @he Colombian expert identified an
important 2008 decision of the Constitutional Court of Ecuador, in which the Court relied
on constitutional provisions related to the right to a healthy environment and the
precautionary principle to overturn the approval of a major water diversion and
hydroelectric project Nknown as the -aba DamQ.475 According to a Costa Rican expert,
courts in that country have ruled that biological diversity is an integral part of the right to
a healthy environment. @his kind of broad and ecological interpretation of constitutional
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environmental provisions could go a long ways towards assuaging criticsi concerns that
these provisions will have a strictly anthropocentric focus.
An expert from Greece explained that the prominent role of the Supreme Administrative
Court in environmental cases qis to some extent the result of the legislative and
administrative unwillingness to take the necessary measures.m However, the courtis
qactivist stance has become the subject of intense criti_ue.m Although the specific details
of the criti_ue were not provided, the focus is probably on the appropriate roles of courts
and legislatures in making environmental policy.
Respondents from Paraguay, Germany, and Mexico indicated that constitutional
environmental provisions have not increased the role of courts in decision-making, due to
weaknesses in the constitutional provisions themselves that make them unenforceable.
Ior example, a respondent referred to a 2008 decision of the Constitutional Chamber of
the Supreme Court of Paraguay, which ruled that specific laws must be enacted to enable
and govern the enforcement of the Constitutionis environmental provisions.476 Dn other
words, the constitutional right to a healthy environment is not lself-executingi and does
not constitute a sufficient basis for bringing a legal action. A Mexican legal expert
concluded that because existing constitutional provisions in that nation are ineffective,
there is qan urgent need to reform the constitution in order to recognize the collective
rights tincluding the right to a healthy environmentu and the law of amparo tan expedited
legal procedure enabling citizens to enforce their constitutional rightsu.m
@here are also constraints on direct enforcement of the constitutional environmental
provisions in Hungary, the Czech Republic, and the Netherlands. Dn Hungary, a lawsuit
cannot be based solely on the constitutional right to a healthy environment, while in the
Czech Republic, the right to a healthy environment and to environmental information
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qmay be claimed only within the confines of the laws implementing these provisions.m477
Dn the Netherlands, Dutch courts are not allowed to review normal legislation to
determine if it is in accordance with the constitution. Dn other words, the Dutch
constitution protects parliamentary sovereignty.

Reduced Risks to Human Health
@wo-thirds of respondents believe that constitutional re_uirements for environmental
protection have reduced risks to human health from environmental hazards. Respondents
from Guatemala, Colombia, Spain, Costa Rica, -elgium, and Dndia provided specific
examples. @hese examples fall into a number of categories that were mentioned
repeatedly, including cleaner air, safer drinking water, improvements in sewage
treatment, reduced noise levels, and more stringent re_uirements to reduce pollution from
mining and other industries.
On the other hand, a respondent from South Africa indicated that a lack of ade_uate
resources and enforcement, combined with development pressures, had precluded
reductions in risk to human health. @he ongoing health risks were caused by qa range of
problems from exploitation of natural resources to pollution of air, water and land by
mines and industry to poorly planned and situated residential development.m

Reductions in Environmental Dnjustices
Opinion was divided on the _uestion of whether constitutional provisions related to
environmental protection have reduced the ine_uitable distribution of environmental
hazards and benefits. hhile 40.7x of respondents agreed that this was the case, 44.4x
disagreed. Respondents from Spain, Costa Rica, Colombia, South Africa, and Greece
offered explanations regarding the positive effect of constitutional provisions in
alleviating environmental injustices. @hese explanations seemed to focus more on the
potential for promoting environmental justice rather than actual examples. Ior example, a
Colombian legal expert stated qConsidering that constitutional provisions broaden the
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possibilities for access to justice, it adds legal mechanisms that vulnerable communities
have when facing environmental injustices.m Similarly, a South African expert believes
that qthe environmental right together with the entire -ill of Rights in the Constitution
lays the foundation for environmental justice.m
Conversely, respondents from Germany and South Africa explained the reasons for their
opinion that constitutional environmental provisions had not addressed environmental
injustices. A respondent from Germany noted that environmental injustices were more
likely to be addressed as _uestions of e_ual protection instead of environmental
protection. A respondent from South Africa gave specific examples of communities
subjected to excessive air and hazardous waste pollution as well as une_ual access to and
payment for environmental goods and services.

Negative Effects on Economic Growth and Competitiveness
@he majority of respondents N84.6xQ believe that constitutional protection for the
environment does not have negative effects on economic growth and competitiveness,
with explanations provided by respondents from Colombia, @hailand, Spain, Costa Rica,
-elgium, Germany, and South Africa, and Hungary. A common theme was that
constitutional protection for the environment has had a modest economic impact, as
reflected by increasing levels of investment and development in both non-renewable
resources Ne.g. minerals and petroleumQ and renewable resources Ne.g. forestryQ. A
respondent from Spain indicated that stricter rules governing water _uality have had the
positive economic effect of spurring the development of a water treatment industry. More
generally, a respondent from Germany explained that the constitutional emphasis on a
sustainable future has contributed to technological innovation and a competitive
advantage for markets of the future Ne.g. renewable energy technologiesQ. Similarly, a
Greek expert observed that the constitutionalization of environmental protection provided
a qboost to the economy and to scientific research by stimulating the need to explore new,
environmentally friendly technologies.m
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Among the minority of respondents who agreed that constitutional provisions related to
environmental protection had a negative economic effect, a legal expert from Hungary
stated that qSome laws annulled by the Constitutional Court would have allowed more
exploitation of natural resources, e.g. forests. @his could have an impact on economic
growth or competitiveness.m An Dndian expert acknowledged several instances where
court orders resulted in the displacement of marginalized populations and/or increased
unemployment. Several respondents noted that it is difficult to establish a causal
connection between constitutional provisions and economic growth or competitiveness.

Negative Effects on the Exercise of Other Rights
@he majority of respondents N69.2xQ believe that constitutional protection for the
environment does not have negative effects on the exercise of other rights. Respondents
from Spain, South Africa, Mexico, and Irance explained the lack of adverse effects.
Many respondents mentioned the balancing of competing rights. Ior example, a South
African expert noted that qcourts make a big effort in fairly balancing, e.g. the
environmental right and the right to property.m A respondent from Spain pointed out that
the fundamental right to privacy at home is enhanced as a result of environmental
protection against various forms of pollution Ne.g. fumes and noiseQ.
Respondents from Colombia, Costa Rica, Greece, Germany, and Hungary provided
examples of rights that had been negatively affected by constitutional protection for the
environment. All examples involved restrictions on property rights\either for
individuals or for businesses. Several experts pointed out that this was a necessary result
given that the historical privileging of property rights has contributed to environmental
problems.

Other Effects of Constitutional Protection for the Environment
@he survey included an open-ended _uestion asking respondents whether constitutional
environmental provisions had other effects not addressed by previous _uestions. Several
respondents identified a comprehensive effect of bringing environmental considerations
to bear across the entire machinery of government. Ior example, a South African lawyer
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observed that the environmental provisions in the constitution qplace a firm positive
obligation on all public authorities Nthe entire governmentQ to take positive action towards
the realization of environmental goals and objectives. he therefore see a significant
focus on environmental concerns in government~s policies, for example.m Another South
African lawyer stated that qConstitutional environmental provisions lay the foundation
for environmental benchmarks and, if enforceable, ensure that a government acts in an
environmentally accountable fashion.m Several respondents from Hatin America
emphasized the increased access to environmental information, participation in decisionmaking, and access to justice. A Colombian expert pointed to the newfound ability of
third parties to intervene in administrative procedures Nwhere they previously would have
lacked standingQ, and the ability of citizens and NGOs to enforce environmental laws. An
Dndian legal expert noted that the Supreme Court of Dndia has been qwilling to fill gaps in
environmental legislation.m A respondent from Africa Ncountry not specified in survey
responseQ concluded that constitutional environmental provisions were having a qpositive
impact in terms of democracy and rule of law.m
A -elgian respondent wrote that q@he insertion of the right to protect a healthy
environment has undoubtedly altered the obligations of competent authorities in matters
concerning environmental management Nsuch as urban planning, for exampleQ,m re_uiring
an integrated approach. @he -elgian standstill principle, which prohibits weakening of
environmental laws, has had a significant impact on the drafting of new legislation. Dn
Irance, the incorporation of environmental provisions in the Constitution led President
Sarkozy to establish a national roundtable process NGrenelle de lienvironnementQ that
further strengthened Irench environmental policies and institutions. As well, the Irench
Economic and Social Council was restructured, becoming the Economic, Social, and
Environmental Council. A legal expert from Haos stated that qSymbolic hortatory policy
provisions do make a difference to help citizens become aware of and call upon the
government to act. @he Anglo aversion to constitutional rights as empty Nl@here is no
right without a remedyiQ ignores the educative, persuasive side of law.m
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Respondents also raised concerns about the adverse effects of constitutionalizing
environmental protection. A Greek respondent stated that some of the judicial decisions
of the Council of State have raised legitimacy concerns, because qin some cases the line
of demarcation between judicial review and legislative authority has been destabilized.m
@his is linked to the argument that transferring power and decision-making authority to
the courts can undermine democracy. A Hungarian expert wrote that legislators are
qalarmed that their discretionary power in environmental protection is limited.m A
respondent from @hailand warned that some individuals and non-government
organizations have abused constitutional environmental provisions in pursuit of political
agendas.

Constitutional Provision with Hargest Dmpact in Advancing @oward
Sustainable Iuture
Respondents identified the individualis right to live in a healthy environment as the type
of constitutional provision having the largest impact on advancing a nation toward a
sustainable future N55.2xQ, followed by the governmentis duty to protect the environment
N27.6xQ. @he individual responsibility to protect the environment was perceived as
having the least impact N17.2xQ. @he results were similar among respondents who did not
believe constitutional provisions are currently having a significant effect. @hese
respondents rated the future impacts of the individual right as the highest N50.0xQ,
followed by the government duty N28.6xQ, with individual responsibility trailing behind
N21.4xQ. @hese results are consistent with the general perception among lawyers that
rights represent a powerful type of social discourse and an effective legal tool in bringing
about social change. Entrenching an individual duty to protect the environment is seen as
more of a symbolic gesture, since there are currently no means of enforcing such a duty.
Experts identifying the right to a healthy environment as the constitutional provision
having the largest impact on advancing a nation toward a sustainable future made several
points to support their claim. A respondent from Spain noted that qin doctrine and
jurisprudence, greater importance have been given to the right to a environment than to
the other contents of the constitutional protection of the environment.m Respondents from
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Dndia and Argentina emphasized the enforceable nature of this right, enabling civil
society to hold government and industry accountable for violating the constitution or
environmental laws. Although the German Constitution does not include the right to live
in a healthy environment, a respondent from Germany emphasized that the future
recognition of such a right would be an important advance despite concerns about
budgetary implications, changes in the balance of power between parliament, the
executive and the judiciary, and the impossibility of achieving an absolute right to a
healthy environment. A respondent from Colombia emphasized the dual nature of the
right to a healthy environment as both an individual and a collective right. @his latter
aspect was deemed important because both adverse environmental effects and solutions
to environmental problems tend to be collective in nature.
Several respondents were critical of the effect of an individual right to a healthy
environment. A respondent from Hungary stated qsustainability re_uires action, and
rights are rarely a good basis for action, unlike obligations.m A respondent from Greece
voiced concern that the ambiguity of an individual right to a healthy environment may be
problematic, as broad judicial interpretations of the right can lead to debates about the
appropriate role of courts versus legislatures.
A legal expert from Costa Rica observed that the government duty to protect the
environment was the most important constitutional provision because it ensured
accountability in the event that the government did not implement ade_uate measures to
protect the environment.
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Conclusion
Caution must be exercised in interpreting the results of this survey because of the
relatively small number of respondents.478 However, the purpose of this survey was not to
reach definitive conclusions, but rather to generate one type of evidence about whether
the prospective advantages and disadvantages of constitutionalizing environmental
protection are being realized in practice. @he results suggest some preliminary
conclusions. Iirst, the majority of legal experts who responded to the survey believe that
constitutional provisions related to environmental protection do matter and are likely to
have an even more pronounced effect in the future. @he convergence of expert agreement
from different geographic regions strengthens this conclusion.
Second, according to the experts, environmental provisions in constitutions matter
because they: act as an impetus for stronger environmental laws and policiesc facilitate
access to environmental informationc make the judicial system accessible for the
resolution of environmental disputesc contribute to a greater role for citizens and NGOs
in decision-making processesc and increase government accountability for environmental
protection. Each of these observations is corroborated by specific national examples,
including new laws passed subse_uent to the incorporation of environmental provisions
in constitutions and court decisions that interpret and enforce the right to live in a healthy
environment.
Iew of the potential disadvantages of constitutionalizing environmental protection appear
to have been borne out. None of the respondents raised concerns about the vagueness of
these provisions, the anthropocentric bias, cultural imperialism, excessive focus on
478
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individuals and states, or overlap with other rights. Several experts did refer to concerns
about the appropriate balance of responsibility between legislatures and courts in
formulating environmental policy. A number of respondents from developing nations
noted that the effectiveness of constitutional environmental provisions in practice tended
to be muted because of daunting economic and social challenges that contribute to an
ongoing emphasis on development. As a South African legal expert concluded, qbecause
of our enormous social needs Nhuge unemployment, problems around delivery of social
services, logistical and organizational problemsQ the impact of the provision is less felt.
Nevertheless it has created the space for stakeholders to begin to push the boundaries of
untrammeled development.m
As noted earlier, there appear to be significant regional variations in the effects of
constitutional environmental provisions. @here was a relatively large proportion of
respondents from Hatin America, and these experts were the most positive about the
effects of constitutional provisions, particularly the right to a healthy environment. Iew
responses were received from Africa, except for South Africa, where debates about
constitutional rights Nincluding the right to a healthy environment and the right to waterQ
have received extensive political, judicial, and public attention since the new constitution
came into force in 1996. @he majority of respondents came from civil law nations, with
Dndia Ncommon law, Muslim law, and customary mixed law systemQ and South Africa
Ncivil law and common law mixed systemQ the only exceptions.
@he results of this survey offer the expert opinions of some of the worldis leading
environmental lawyers about the effects of constitutionalizing environmental protection.
@he evidence is, admittedly, largely anecdotal. Chapters 5-12 seek to assess these effects
in a more systematic fashion by reviewing national environmental legislation, the
jurisprudence of national courts, and the comparative environmental performance of
nations. As one survey respondent observed, qto confirm my observations, empirical
research must be undertaken.m
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CHAPTER 5. THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RIGHT TO A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT: AN EXAMINATION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND LITIGATION
Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, it can be challenging to determine whether and to what extent
the constitutional right to a healthy environment matters. @here are obvious difficulties in
establishing a cause and effect relationship between a constitutional provision such as the
right to a healthy environment and an environmental outcome Ne.g. improved air _ualityQ.
Among the key challenges is the lengthy chain of events, where each step is characterized
by multiple causality and pervasive uncertainty.479
Dn response to these challenges, this chapter identifies two lines of in_uiry capable of
confirming that constitutional provisions related to environmental protection can be
influential. Dnstead of trying to follow the long and complicated chain of events from
constitutional enactment to environmental outcomes, D focus on two much shorter and
more direct se_uences of events Nsee Iigures 5.1 and 5.2Q. @he first line of in_uiry
reviews national environmental legislation to determine whether the constitutional right
to a healthy environment is subse_uently incorporated in laws Nthe first step in Iigure
5.1Q. @he focus is on the framework environmental law of a nation because such laws are
qindispensable for the implementation of constitutional environmental provisions.m480
However, other substantive and procedural environmental laws are also examined in an
effort to gauge the full picture of constitutional influence. Df environmental laws and
policies are in fact strengthened subse_uent to constitutional recognition of the right to a
healthy environment, this provides a prima facie indication that the right does matter. Df
environmental laws and policies are amended to explicitly incorporate the right to a
479
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healthy environment or other references to the constitution, then the evidence of
influence is that much stronger.
Figure 5.1. From Constitution to Environmental Outcome via Legislation: A
Simplified Sequence
Constitution
|
Legislation
ƒ
Regulations
ƒ
Administrative agencies
ƒ
Policies/Practices/Procedures/Programs/Decisions
ƒ
Dmplementation
ƒ
Changes in societal behaviors Nindividuals, businesses, NGOs, governments, etc.Q
ƒ
Environmental outcomes
@he second line of in_uiry is whether lawsuits have been filed, and judicial decisions
made, that are directly based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment Nthe first
step in Iigure 5.2Q. Dt is widely believed that, like other human rights, the right to a
healthy environment needs to be enforceable in order to be effective. @he enforceability
of a constitutional right to a healthy environment is affected by many factors, including
the specific constitutional provisions, the status of a nationis judicial system, rules
governing access to information and access to justice Ne.g. standingQ, the availability of
lawyers able to prepare environmental cases, cost considerations, and the strength of civil
society. D found in Chapter 3 that, at least on paper, the majority of constitutional
environmental rights appear to be directly enforceable. However, in 2004, Hill, holfson,
and @arg claimed that a qvast minoritym of constitutional provisions recognizing the right
to a healthy environment are enforceable.481 Dn 2006, May wrote that of the constitutions
that recognize the right to a healthy environment, qonly a handful have earned judicial
481
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imprimatur as being enforceable by affected individuals.m482 Chapters 6-10 will examine
the empirical evidence in order to determine the extent to which constitutional
environmental rights are enforceable. @here is a direct relationship between a
constitutional right to a healthy environment and court decisions specifically based on
that right, minimizing concerns about causal influence.
Figure 5.2. From Constitution to Environmental Outcome via Litigation: A
Simplified Sequence
Lawsuit alleging violation of right to healthy environment
|
Court decision
ƒ
Dmplementation of court order
ƒ
Changes in societal behaviors NDndividuals, businesses, NGOs, governments, etc.Q
ƒ
Environmental outcomes
-oth of the foregoing lines of in_uiry could provide prima facie evidence to support the
argument that the constitutional right to a healthy environment does matter, and has an
observable influence on legislation and jurisprudence.
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Methods
Environmental Hegislation
Dn Chapter 3, D identified 86 nations whose constitutions explicitly recognize the right to a
healthy environment.483 Dn Chapters 6-10, the UN Iood and Agriculture Organizationis
IAOHE| database was used to identify national environmental legislation that explicitly
refers to the right to live in a healthy environment or other constitutional provisions
related to environmental protection.484 @he Advanced Search feature of the IAOHE|
database allows the specification of parameters including the type of legal instrument
Ne.g. legislation, regulation, agreement, or miscellaneousQ and subject matter Ne.g.
forestry, water, and energyQ. A search was conducted for each of the 86 nations whose
constitutions recognize the right to live in a healthy environment.
Once the relevant environmental laws of a specific nation were identified, they were
searched for two key words: lrighti and lconstitution.i Ior documents in Spanish and
Irench, the keywords used for searching were lderechoi and lconstitución,i and ldroiti
and lconstitution,i respectively. Ior legislation in other languages, Googleis translation
function was used to generate translations of lrighti and lconstitution.i485 Once legislative
provisions containing the words lrighti and/or lconstitutioni were identified, they were
reviewed to determine whether they were in fact directly related to either the right to a
healthy environment and/or other constitutional provisions re_uiring environmental
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protection. D translated Spanish and Irench provisions and converted legislative
provisions in other languages into English using Google @ranslate.
Ior a handful of countries, national environmental legislation was not available on
IAOHE| or was available but not in a format that was searchable or translatable. Ior
these nations, an additional effort was made using official government websites and an
array of other legal databases including ECOHE|, the horld Hegal Dnformation Dnstitute
NhORHDHDDQ,486 the horld Haw Guide,487 and the Global Hegal Dnformation Network.488

Court Decisions
@o identify court decisions based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment in
the 86 nations, a three-pronged approach was taken. Iirst, a search for court decisions in
each nation was undertaken on ECOHE|, the environmental law database jointly
operated by the UN Iood and Agriculture Organization NIAOQ, the UN Environment
Programme NUNEPQ, and the Dnternational Union for the Conservation of Nature
NDUCNQ.489 Second, searches for court decisions in each nation were conducted on the
relevant legal information databases, including:
-the horld Hegal Dnformation Dnstitutec
-the Global Hegal Dnformation Networkc
-the Common Hegal Dnformation Dnstitutec
-Asian Hegal Dnformation Dnstitutec
-Droit Irancophonec and
-Southern Africa Hegal Dnformation Dnstitute.
D used -oolean commands to search for the phrase qright to a healthy environmentm and
all of the words right, healthy, and environment. Dn nations where a different phrase is
used in the Constitution, the appropriate language was substituted. Ior example, in the
Philippines, the Constitution refers to the right to a qbalanced and healthful ecology.m
486
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@hird, individual searches were conducted on the websites of national courts, generally
the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court. Again, these searches looked for the
phrase qright to a healthy environmenti Nor its nation-specific e_uivalentQ, as well as the
words right AND environment. hhere the search function was not available in English,
Spanish, or Irench, a search was conducted on the specific number of the constitutional
provision Narticle or sectionQ that refers to the right to a healthy environment. Ior some
nations, the use of online databases maintained by national courts offers a much richer
and deeper picture of the use of litigation to enforce the constitutional right to a healthy
environment than previously understood.
@hese structured and systematic searches were supplemented by an opportunistic
sampling of the secondary legal literature, where court decisions are fre_uently discussed
and analyzed. @he purpose of combining these multiple searches was to ensure the most
comprehensive coverage possible. @here is no single repository of environmental or
constitutional jurisprudence that is comprehensive. Each of the databases used in this
research has gaps in coverage. D focused on the higher courts because their decisions
carry the greatest weight, but lower court decisions are far more numerous. Dn many
nations, not all court decisions are published. Although generally speaking the more
important court decisions are published, this practice means that a substantial proportion
of litigation is not easily accessible to researchers. Dn Dndia, for example, hundreds of
decisions of the Supreme Court are published annually, but these are only a small fraction
of the tens of thousands of cases heard by the Court.490 Stec and jravchenko both
identify the difficulty of locating judicial decisions from courts in Central and Eastern
Europe.491 As well, there may be difficulties arising from the translation of many
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different languages into English. @he bottom line is that for some nations the assessment
of litigation in Chapters 6-10 represents the tip of the iceberg of case law regarding the
right to a healthy environment.
Also included in this study are nations whose high courts have recognized a
constitutional right to a healthy environment despite the absence of an explicit right in the
national constitution. @hese nations include -angladesh, Estonia, Guatemala, Dndia,
Dsrael, Dtaly, jenya, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sri Hanka, @anzania, and Uruguay. @he rationale
used by these courts is that the right to live in a healthy environment is an essential
element of the constitutional right to life or right to health. @he Dndian courts, in
particular, are globally recognized for their constitutional jurisprudence related to the
right to live in a healthy environment. Court decisions from these thirteen nations were
identified using the same methods outlined above.
Dt should also be noted that this survey of court decisions includes cases where the
plaintiff or applicant asserting a violation of the right to a healthy environment was
successful, unsuccessful, and where the outcome could not easily be categorized Ne.g. a
court agrees that there has been a violation of the right but refuses to grant all or part of
the remedy being soughtQ. hhere data are available regarding the proportion of
environmental cases that are successful Ne.g. -razil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dndia, and the
NetherlandsQ, they are provided.492 As well, this analysis includes cases where the
constitutional right to a healthy environment was not the basis of the lawsuit but was
relied upon by the court in reaching its decision. Ior example, there are numerous cases
in which courts rejected legal challenges to environmental laws, regulations, and taxes
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and justified their decisions in whole or in part because of the constitutional basis for
environmental protection.

Analytical Framework
@o analyze the influence of the right to a healthy environment D employed two
approaches. Iirst, to evaluate the factors that affect the influence of the constitutional
right to a healthy environment, D adapted the analytical frameworks established by Epp
Nfor the civil and political rights revolutionQ and Gloppen Nthe role of courts in supporting
social and economic rightsQ to focus on the right to a healthy environment.493 Second, D
examine the anticipated benefits and drawbacks of constitutionalizing the right to a
healthy environment Ndiscussed in Chapter 2Q and evaluate the extent to which the
predicted conse_uences are occurring.
According to Epp and Gloppen, key factors in determining the extent to which rights will
be effective in promoting social change include: the strength of constitutional provisionsc
the pool of prospective litigants Nindividuals, NGOs, civil society, and state enforcement
institutionsQc access to justicec resources available for legal mobilization Nincluding
lawyers, rights advocacy networks, and sources of fundingQc the rule of law Ne.g. an
independent judiciary, effective legal institutionsQc the responsiveness of the judiciaryc
and social, economic, and political conditions. @he potential influence of the
constitutional right to a healthy environment is higher where: the wording of the
provision is clear, and it is treated as a fundamental right within the structure of a specific
constitutionc the rule of law is firmly entrenchedc there are activist judgesc there is a
robust ENGO communityc lawyers are available who specialize in public interest
environmental lawc funding is available to support the ENGOs and the lawyersc the
public is aware of their constitutional rights and connects them to environmental
degradationc and the legal system offers simplified processes for the resolution of cases
493
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involving alleged violations of constitutional rights. Iactors diminishing the potential
influence of the constitutional right to a healthy environment are ambiguous
constitutional wordingc long-term political crisesc extreme poverty and other adverse
socio-economic conditionsc a conservative judiciaryc and the absence of the litigation
support structure. @he particular balance of these factors in a given nation will determine
whether the constitutional right to a healthy environment has an extensive or limited
influence.
Each of these seven factors is the product of multiple considerations and will vary in
significance from nation to nation. @he strength of the constitutional provisions related to
the right to a healthy environment will depend on wording, provisions related to the
enforceability of rights, placement in the constitution, and a constitutionis role in a
specific political and legal culture. @he pool of prospective litigants is influenced by
awareness and knowledge of rights, associative capacity Nthe ability to join forces and
mobilize around environmental issuesQ, and attitudes toward the judicial system.494
Access to justice is affected by rules governing standing, procedural re_uirements,
language or cultural barriers, geography Nproximity to courtsQ, and both the risks and
costs of legal action. @he level of resources available for legal mobilization depends on
whether there are trained environmental lawyers, rights advocacy networks, applicable
legal aid programs, and alternative sources of funding.495 @he rule of law re_uires laws
that are clear, consistent, reasonably stable, generally applicable, enforced, and accepted
by most peoplec and the existence of accessible, independent courts to interpret and
enforce the law and review legislative and executive actions for legal conformity.496 As
Chavez notes, under the rule of law qpowerful state and private actors are subject to
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legality and are bound by formal rules of the game.m497 @he rule of law is thus
fundamentally important in determining the influence of constitutional environmental
rights. Dn nations governed by the rule of law, there is a higher likelihood that the
constitutional right to a healthy environment is exercising its anticipated influence. As
-eatty observes, for a right to be legally enforceable qimplies, at a minimum, a
functioning legal order, which can ensure the words on the page match the events in real
life.m498
@he judiciaryis responsiveness to cases asserting violations of the right to a healthy
environment is influenced by the composition of the bench Njudgesi professional and
social backgroundsQ, resources Naccess to legal material, specialized education related to
environmental law, case loads, infrastructure, and budgetsQ, attitudes regarding the role of
courts, and judicial independence Ntenure, appointment process, and freedom from
government and corporate influenceQ. Dickson suggests that judges have qconsiderable
discretion to decide disputes in accordance with personal predilectionsm but qare adept at
clothing their conclusions in legal language which disguises their personal
preferences.m499 Social, economic, and political conditions such as widespread poverty,
civil wars, and authoritarian or unstable governments can play a decisive role in
determining the influence of constitutional provisions. Collectively, these factors will be
used to explore and explain inter-regional differences in the extent of influence exercised
by the constitutional right to a healthy environment on legislation and litigation, as well
as the considerable variability within regions.
@he practical experiences with the constitutional right to a healthy environment in 86
nations could settle some of the theoretical debates regarding perceived strengths and
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weaknesses of the right. @o reiterate, the prospective benefits of constitutionalizing the
right to a healthy environment include:
-a stimulus for stronger environmental legislationc
-increased role of the courts and more environmentally sensitive judgments by the
judiciaryc
-enhanced implementation and enforcement of environmental laws and policiesc
-a level playing field with competing economic and social rightsc
-a safety net, filling gaps in environmental legislationc
-progress in alleviating the unjust distribution of environmental harmsc
-an educational role, expressing the urgent need for environmental protectionc
-increased accountabilityc
-environmental laws protected from rollbacks under future governmentsc and
-greater citizen participation in decisions and actions to protect the environment,
in part through enhancing rights of access to information, participation in
decision-making, and access to justice.
@he potential drawbacks associated with constitutionalizing the right to a healthy
environment include:
-vaguenessc
-absolutismc
-redundancyc
-undemocratic influencec
-anthropocentrismc
-cultural imperialismc
-a lack of enforceabilityc
-diversion from other more important rightsc
-opening the floodgates of litigationc
-undue focus on individualsc
-likelihood that it will be ineffectivec and
-creation of false hopes.
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Examining environmental laws and court decisions related to the constitutional right to a
healthy environment will begin to provide some evidence-based answers as to whether
these theoretical pros and cons have in fact been realized. Ior example, if the current
generation of environmental laws in nations with constitutional environmental protection
does not make any reference to the right to a healthy environment, it will undermine the
claim related to strengthening legislation. Similarly, arguments that the right to a healthy
environment is too vague to be effective would lose much of their weight if the right
consistently affects laws and court decisions across a broad spectrum of nations.

Conclusion
@he results of this legal research and analysis are presented in Chapters 6-11 on a regionby-region basis, because there are clear geographic patterns, as suggested by the survey
of experts in Chapter 4. @he five regions are Hatin America,500 Africa,501 Asia,502 Eastern
Europe,503 and hestern Europe.504 At the end of each regional chapter, D summarize the
key factors that have affected the influence of the constitutional right to a healthy
environment on legislation and litigation, based on the analytical framework identified in
this chapter. Chapter 11 summarizes the lessons learned from national experiences with
the constitutional right to a healthy environment over the past three decades. Dt is
essential to note that national legal systems and the cultures in which they are embedded
are complex, reflecting diverse economic, social, political, and historical attributes. A
500
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broad comparative approach raises the danger of overgeneralization. @herefore, the
findings presented in Chapters 6-11 should be corroborated by future research focusing
on in-depth national studies.
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CHAPTER 6. THE LEGAL INFLUENCE OF THE RIGHT TO A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN LATIN AMERICA
Dn many Hatin American nations, the 1980s and 1990s were a period of transition from
authoritarian regimes to democracy. Constitutional reforms during this period
incorporated a broad suite of social and economic rights, including the right to healthy
environment, as well as stronger and more independent judiciaries.505 @he right to a
healthy environment is now entrenched in 16 Hatin American constitutions, and there is
evidence that this right has influenced both legislation and litigation in the majority of
these nations. As early as 1994, Aguilar asserted that qno other region in the world has
witnessed the promotion and protection of environmental rights with the enthusiasm and
progressiveness as in Hatin America.m506 Dn 2003, Repetto reiterated that Hatin America is
in qthe vanguard of modern constitutionalism as regards environmental issues.m507 @he
following analysis confirms these assertions, particularly in a handful of leading nations.

Legislation
Dn 15 of 16 Hatin American nations, framework environmental legislation refers directly
to the right to live in a healthy environment Nsee @able 6.1Q. @ypically, the right to a
healthy environment is set forth as one of the fundamental principles governing the
framework environmental law. Dn many Hatin American nations, procedural rights related
to freedom of information, participation in decision-making, and access to justice are also
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H.j. McAllister. 2005. qPublic Prosecutors and Environmental Protection in -razil,m
in A. Romero and S. hest, eds. Environmental Issues in Latin America and the
Carribean. New Mork: Springer, pp. 207-229.
506
A.I. Aguilar. 1994. qEnforcing the Right to a Healthy Environment in Hatin
America,m Review of European Community and International Environmental Law
NRECDEHQ 3N4Q: 215. See also A.I. Aguilar and E. Arnal. 2002. Review of Jurisprudence
on Human Rights and the Environment in Latin America. ?oint UNEP-OHCHR Expert
Seminar on Human Rights and the Environment, 14-16 ?anuary, 2002. Geneva.
-ackground Paper No. 6. www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/environment/environ/bp6.htm
507
R.S. Repetto. 2003. qOpening hords,m in M.E. Di Paola, ed. Symposium of Judges
and Prosecutors of Latin America: Environmental Compliance and Enforcement. -uenos
Aires: Iundacion Ambiental y Recursos Naturales, pp. 15-17 at 16.
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spelled out in environmental legislation. Ankersen describes the constitutionalization of
environmental law in Hatin America as a revolutionary development.508
Several examples will illustrate the extent to which new constitutional recognition of the
right to a healthy environment has acted as an impetus to enact stronger, more
comprehensive environmental laws. According to halsh, the reform of Argentinais
Constitution in 1994 to include the right to a healthy environment qtriggered the need for
a new generation of environmental legislation.m509 After 1994, Argentina passed a new
comprehensive environmental law, a law governing access to environmental information,
and minimum standard laws governing industrial waste, PC-s, and water.510 Sabsay
writes that the General Environmental Law N2002Q qsought to make the Constitution a
reality.m511 @he national constitution also triggered a cascade effect, with provincial
constitutions incorporating the right to a healthy environment Ne.g. Rio Negro, Córdoba,
and @ierra del IuegoQ and new provincial environmental laws incorporating the right as a
guiding principle.512 Dn -razil, laws and institutions for protecting the environment were
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@.@. Ankersen. 2003. qShared jnowledge, Shared ?urisprudence: Hearning to Speak
Environmental Haw Creole NCriolloQ,m Tulane Environmental Law Journal 807-30, at
819.
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?.R. halsh. 2007. qArgentinais Constitution and General Environmental Haw as the
Iramework for Comprehensive Hand Use Regulation,m in N.?. Chalifour, P. jameriMbote, H.H. Hye, and ?.R. Nolon, eds. Land Use Law for Sustainable Development.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 503-25, at 505.
510
Hey No. 25.675, Ley General del Ambiente, Nov. 6, 2002. Hey Nacional N„ 25.831,
Régimen de libre acceso a la información p†blica ambiental. Sancionada: 26 de
noviembre de 2003. Minimum Standard Law regarding Industrial Waste is No 25.612
N-.O. 07-20-2002Q, the Minimum Standard Law regarding Management and Elimination
of PCBs is No 25.670 N-.O. 11-19-2002Q, and the Water Law is No. 25.688 N-.O:
01/03/2003Q.
511
D.A. Sabsay. 2003. qConstitution and Environment in Relation to Sustainable
Development,m in M.E. Di Paola, ed. Symposium of Judges and Prosecutors of Latin
America: Environmental Compliance and Enforcement. -uenos Aires: Iundacion
Ambiental y Recursos Naturales, pp. 33-43.
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An example of a provincial law that incorporates the right to a healthy environment as
a guiding principle is Rio Negrois Hey No. 3266, Ley sobre Evaluacion de Impacto
Ambiental, Sancionada 16/12/1998. D.A. Sabsay. Citizen Advocacy and Government
Reform Achieved through Work for the Environment in Argentina. Ioundation for the
Environment and Natural Resources NIARNQ. See www.glin.gov
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strengthened significantly following the constitutional reforms of 1988.513 @he
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development identified the Chilean
Constitution of 1980 as qthe paramount mandate for government actionm to protect the
environment, including safeguarding both human health and biodiversity from harm.514
Dn Colombia, dozens of new laws, regulations, and decrees have been passed since the
incorporation of detailed environmental provisions in the 1991 Constitution.515 Dn
Renezuela, qthe recognition of environmental rights as constitutional rights in the year
2000 has led to the creation and development of a contemporary environmental legal
framework.m516 Renezuelais Organic Law on the Environment, passed in 2006, is a
detailed law that refers repeatedly to the right to a safe, healthy, and ecologically
balanced environment, and procedural environmental rights.517 Article 4 states that
qenvironmental rights take precedence over economic and social rights, limiting them in
the terms established in the Constitution of the -olivarian Republic of Renezuela and
special laws.m Since 2000 Renezuela has also passed new environmental laws,
resolutions, and decrees governing water, solid waste, hazardous waste, forests,
biological diversity, parks, coastal zones, and agriculture.518
Peru and Paraguay are two countries where there appear to be conflicting views about
whether the environmental provisions in the constitution have strengthened the
513

Examples include the Toxic Substances Control Act, Water Act, Environmental
Crimes Act, and National Environmental Education Policy Act. D. Sarlet and @.
Iensterseifer. 2009. q-razil,m in H.?. jotze and A.R. Paterson, eds. The Role of the
Judiciary in Environmental Governance: Comparative Perspectives. jluwer Haw
Dnternational, pp. 249-68.
514
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 2005. Environmental
Performance Review: Chile. Paris: OECD, pp. 91, 125-5.
515
Colombian environmental legislation and regulations post-1991 can be identified by a
search at www.ecolex.org
516
E. Eljuri and h. Kuintero. 2009. qNew @rends and Evolution of Environmental
Regulation in Renezuela,m International Environmental Law Newsletter NAmerican -ar
Association Section of Energy, Environment and Natural ResourcesQ 12N1Q: 21-3 at 21.
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Organic Law on the Environment, 2006, Articles 1, 4, 39, and 43. www.ecolex.org
518
E. Eljuri and h. Kuintero. 2009. qNew @rends and Evolution of Environmental
Regulation in Renezuela,m International Environmental Law Newsletter NAmerican -ar
Association Section of Energy, Environment and Natural ResourcesQ 12N1Q: 21-3.
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development of environmental laws. According to -arrera-Hernandez, constitutional
principles are further defined in Peruis framework natural resource and environmental
laws.519 Ior example, Article 4 of Peruis General Environmental Law grants standing to
any person or NGO to bring a qfast, simple, and efficientm proceeding for actual or
imminent violation of the constitutional right to a healthy environment, regardless of
personal harm.520 @urner, however, argues that Peruis constitutional provisions have not
prevented the government from weakening environmental laws to encourage foreign
investment.521 Ior example, Peruis Code for Environment and Natural Resources N1990Q
was undermined by the Framework Law for the Creation of Private Investment N1991Q.522
@urner concludes that qthe environmental provisions within the constitution have not
necessarily influenced key legislation.m523 However, it would be more accurate to say that
although the Constitution has influenced the development of environmental legislation,
economic priorities continue to dominate decision-making and limit the enforcement of
environmental laws.524
Dn Paraguay, the 1992 Constitution and the transition to democracy triggered the
enactment of several environmental laws.525 However, Paraguay lacks a national
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Obligations of Decision-Makers towards the Environment. New Mork: jluwer Haw, p.
106.
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S.?. @urner. 2009. A Substantive Environmental Right: An Examination of the Legal
Obligations of Decision-Makers towards the Environment. New Mork: jluwer Haw.
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Sanctioning Crimes Against the Environment, Haw 716/96, 2 May 1996.
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framework environmental law, although one is reportedly under development.526 An
anomalous feature of the Paraguayan legal system is its heavy reliance on criminal law to
safeguard the environment Nas opposed to environmental, administrative, and civil
lawQ.527 @hese factors combine to result in a minimal role for the public and an
ineffective, reactive system for environmental protection.
@he sole exception to the rule that Hatin American constitutions influence environmental
legislation is Guyana. Despite constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment, environmental law in Guyana lags behind other Hatin American nations.528
@echnically, Guyana may not be considered part of Hatin America as it is not a Spanish
or Portuguese speaking nation. One possible explanation is that Guyana is a former
-ritish colony, and relies on a common law legal system as opposed to the civil law
system prevalent through most of Hatin America. As noted in Chapter 3, common law
nations trail civil law nations in recognizing social and economic rights as well as the
right to a healthy environment. Another factor is that Guyana is also one of the poorest
nations, if not the poorest nation, in Central and South America.529
Dn the few Hatin American nations lacking constitutional recognition of the right to a
healthy environment, the modernization of environmental legislation has lagged behind.
Ior example Uruguay, where there is no explicit constitutional right to a healthy
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environment, trails other Hatin American nations in updating and strengthening its
environmental legislation.530
Table 6.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Latin America
Nation
Argentina
-olivia
-razil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica

Year Env. Rt.
1994
2002
1988
1980
1991
1994

Legislation
Mes531
Mes533
Mes535
Mes537
Mes539
Mes541

Litigation
Mes532
Mes534
Mes536
Mes538
Mes540
Mes542

530

D. Martinez. 2001. qEl Acceso al ?usticia Ambiental en America Hatina durante la
Decada de las Noventa: Reformas y Desarrollos,m in N. Dslam and I. -urhenne-Guilmin,
eds. Environmental Law in Developing Countries: Selected Issues, Rolume 1. Gland,
Switzerland: DUCN, p. 51.
531
General Law on the Environment, 2002, Haw No. 25,675. Available through
www.faolex.org
532
Supreme Court of ?ustice, www.csjn.gov.ar/ Nineteen hits for the phrase qderecho a
un medio ambiente sano.m
533
Law on the Environment, Haw No. 1333 of April 1992, Art. 17, 92, 93. Available
through www.faolex.org
534
Supreme Court of ?ustice http://suprema.poderjudicial.gov.bo/ Eighty-eight hits for
medio ambiente but none appear to deal with constitutional right to a healthy
environment. -olivia established a new Supreme Court in 2009, and it is not clear how
much older jurisprudence is available online.
535
Haw 6938, National Environmental Policy. Available through www.faolex.org
536
Supreme Court of ?ustice www.stj.jus.br/SCON/. A search Nin PortugueseQ for Article
225 of the Constitution and environment produced 27 hits. See also Iederal Supreme
Court www.stf.gov.br A search Nin PortugueseQ for Article 225 of the Constitution and
environment produced 20 hits.
537
General Environment Framework Law, 1994, No. 19.300, Arts. 1, 33. Amended by
Haw No. 20.173.
538
Constitutional Court, www.tribunalconstitucional.cl Seven hits for the phrase qmedio
ambiente libre de contaminacion.m
539
Law No. 99 of 1993, Arts. 1, 65, 69, 74, 97. Available through www.faolex.org
540
Constitutional Court, www.corteconstitucional.gov.co/ A search of the Courtis
jurisprudence database for the phrase qderecho a un ambiente sanom Nright to a healthy
environmentQ yielded 107 decisions. Search was conducted October 28, 2009.
541
Organic Law on the Environment, Haw 7554 of 04/10/1995, Arts. 1, 2. Available
through www.faolex.org
542
Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court NSala DRQ, www.poderjudicial.go.cr/salaconstitucional/ A search of the Courtis jurisprudence database for the
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Nation
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guyana
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay

Year Env. Rt.
1984
1983
1980
1982
1999
1986
1983
1992

Legislation
Mes543
Mes545
No547
Mes549
Mes551
Mes553
Mes555
Mes557

Litigation
Mes544
Mes546
N/A548
N/A550
No552
N/A554
Mes556
Mes558

phrase qderecho a un ambiente sanom Nright to a healthy environmentQ yielded 449
decisions. Search was conducted ?anuary 5, 2010.
http://200.91.68.20/scij/bus_ueda/jurisprudencia/jurzrepartidor.aspeparam1}RS@•param
2}1•param3}IECHA•param4}DESC•tem1}derechox20ax20unx20ambientex20sa
no
543
Law of Environmental Management, 1999, No. 99-37, Preamble, Arts 28, 29, 41-44.
See also Decree 1040 of 22 April 2008, outlining participation mechanisms of the Law on
Environmental Management.
544
Constitutional Court, www.tribunalconstitucional.gov.ec/ Cases decided before 2008
Nwhen new Court was establishedQ are not searchable online. Six cases for qmedio
ambientem in 2008-2009, but details of cases not available online.
545
Environmental Law 1988, Decree No. 233, Arts 1, 2, 9. Available through
www.faolex.org
546
Supreme Court of ?ustice, Constitutional Chamber. Nine cases for qderecho a un
medio ambiente sano.m www.jurisprudencia.gob.sv/Jlibre.htm
547
Environmental Protection Act 5 ?une 1996. Available through www.faolex.org
548
Supreme Court of ?udicature consisting of a Court of Appeal Nthe highest courtQ and a
High Court. No website available.
549
General Environmental Law, Decree No. 104/93, Preamble, Art. 103.
550
?urisprudence available to subscribers only. Centro Electrónico de Documentación e
Dnformación ?udicial.
www.poderjudicial.gob.hn/ejes/institucional/organizacion/dependencias/cedij
551

General Law on Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental Protection, Arts. 1, 15.
Available through www.faolex.org
552
Supreme Court of ?ustice, www.scjn.gob.mx/default.asp. See also R. Ojeda-Mestre.
2007. qEnvironmental ?ustice in Mexico: Hopes and Disappointments,m Environmental
Policy and Law 37N2-3Qc 142 { 157.
553
General Law of Environment and Natural Resources, 1996, Haw No. 217, Art. 109.
Available through www.faolex.org
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?urisprudence not available through courtsi website:
www.web.poderjudicial.gob.ni/buscador/
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General Law on Environment, Haw No. 41, 1998, Arts. 117-119. Available at
www.faolex.org See also Haw 46 of 14 August 2001
556
Supreme Court of ?ustice. @wo reported decisions in 2009 on the right to a healthy
environment. www.organojudicial.gob.pa
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Nation
Year Env. Rt.
Legislation
Litigation
559
Peru
1993
Mes
Mes560
561
Renezuela
1999
Mes
Mes562
N/A } Not Available
Mear Env. Rt. } Mear when right to healthy environment was constitutionalized

Litigation
According to the United Nations Economic Commission for Hatin America and the
Caribbean, new constitutional provisions and stronger framework laws are qopening up
new spaces for citizen participation in defence of the environment.m563 Dn at least 12 of 16
Hatin American nations, there has been litigation based on the right to a healthy
environment Nsee @able 6.1Q.564 Aguilar observed in 1994 that throughout the region,
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Sanctioning Crimes Against the Environment, Haw 716/96, 2 May 1996. However,
Paraguay has no national framework environmental law, although a process for its
development is apparently underway. Sobrevivencia and Amigas de la @ierra Paraguay.
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Supreme Court of ?ustice, Constitutional Chamber, www.pj.gov.py/ @hree cases
dealing with the right to a healthy environment.
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General Environmental Law, Haw No. 28611, Arts D-R NPreliminary @itleQ, Arts. 1,
41, 46, 114, 127. Available at www.faolex.org
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Constitutional Court, www.tc.gob.pe/search/search.pl @wenty-two cases found when
searching for qderecho a un medio ambiente sano.m
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Organic Environmental Law, 2006, Arts. 1, 4, 39, 43. Available at www.faolex.org
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Supreme Court of ?ustice, www.tsj.gov.ve Sixty-three hits for qhealthy environment.m
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United Nations Economic Commission for Hatin America and the Caribbean. 2002.
The Sustainability of Development in Latin America and the Caribbean: Challenges and
Opportunities. Santiago, Chile: United Nations, p. 163. See also M.P. Garcia-Guadilla.
2006. Environmental Movements, Politics, and Agenda 21 in Latin America. Geneva:
United Nations Research Dnstitute for Social Development.
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An extensive review of cases involving the right to a healthy environment prior to
2000 in Argentina, -razil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, and Peru can
be found in Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Medio Ambiente. 2000. El Aceso a
la Justicia Ambiental en America Latina. Mexico City: PNUMA.
www.pnuma.org/deramb/DerAmbDesSostElAccesoala?usticiaAmbenAH2000.pdf
See also D. Martinez. 2000. El Aceso a la Justicia Ambiental en Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
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courts treat the right to a healthy environment as a fundamental right and have defined
the nature and content of the right.565 My review of the jurisprudence available through
the websites of Supreme Courts and Constitutional Courts in Hatin America in 2009
yielded more than 600 reported decisions based on the right to a healthy environment.
Courts in Argentina, -razil, Colombia, and Costa Rica appeared to be particularly active
in enforcing the right to a healthy environment, with more than 100 reported decisions in
each nation involving the right to a healthy environment.566 Cases based on the right to a
healthy environment appear to be brought less fre_uently in -olivia, Chile, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Panama, Peru, and Renezuela.567 Dn Mexico and Paraguay, the ability to
enforce the constitutional right to a healthy environment through litigation is highly
contested but does not appear to be possible at this time. D was unable to locate
information on environmental jurisprudence for Guyana, Honduras, or Nicaragua. Dt is
also essential to recognize that this research, to some extent, captures the tip of the
iceberg of litigation involving the constitutional right to a healthy environment.
Administrative and judicial decisions recognizing this right permeate the legal system in
many Hatin American nations, ranging from administrative decrees and directives right
up to the highest courts.568
One of the major factors contributing to the extensive use of litigation to enforce the
constitutional right to a healthy environment in Hatin American nations is the availability

America,m Review of European Community and International Environmental Law
NRECDEHQ 3N4Q: 215.
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A.I. Aguilar. 1994. qEnforcing the Right to a Healthy Environment in Hatin
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of several distinctive legal procedures.569 @he amparo, which has roots in Mexico dating
back to the middle of the 19th century, allows citizens to apply directly to courts when
their constitutional rights have been violated.570 Dronically, while the amparo is widely
used throughout Hatin America in enforcing the right to a healthy environment, Mexicois
amparo law re_uires a direct interest and does not extend to the protection of collective
or diffuse interests such as the environment.571 @he actio popular, or popular action,
allows citizens to use the courts to defend collective, as opposed to personal interests.
Although the precise name of the procedure varies from nation to nation Ne.g. tutela in
Colombia, amparo in Costa Rica, and recurso de proteccion in ChileQ, these special
judicial procedures tend to be expedited, informal, and inexpensive compared to regular
forms of litigation. @he amparo is used in Argentina, -olivia, -razil, Chile, Costa Rica,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, and Peru. Another
uni_ue Hatin American legal process is called habeas data and enables citizens or NGOs
to access information related to constitutional rights. Ior example, Peruis Supreme Court
has granted a habeas data motion brought by an ENGO to obtain government documents
related to a mine disaster that caused eight deaths and severe environmental damage.572 Dt
is important to recognize that the nations where courts are actively enforcing the right to
a healthy environment are generally more active in enforcing social and economic rights.
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@hus the right to a healthy environment is part of a broader rights revolution underway in
Hatin America.573

Argentina
According to Carballo, in Argentina, the constitutional right to a healthy environment
qconstitutes the main principle around which environmental law and governance
revolves.m574 Met prior to the 1994 constitutional reforms, qthere was a considerable
vacuum in national legislation on the judicial protection of so-called diffuse and
collective interestsm including the environment.575 @oday, Argentina is a Hatin American
leader in judicial recognition and enforcement of the constitutional right to live in a
healthy environment. @his has occurred in the context of a broader expansion of the
judiciaryis role in Argentine society.576 According to Argentinais Defensor del Pueblo
NOmbudspersonQ, there were 151 cases involving the right to a healthy environment in
2007.577 Cases have dealt with PC- contamination, the environmental impacts of the oil
and gas industry Nincluding spillsQ, wildlife, water pollution, noise pollution, high voltage
power lines, construction of a building in an ecological reserve, and ecosystem
restoration.578 According to one oft-cited Argentine court judgment, qthe right to live in a
573

-.M. hilson. 2009. qRights Revolutions in Unlikely Places: @he Cases of Colombia
and Costa Rica,m Journal of Politics in Latin America 1N2Q: 59-85. R. Gargarella, P.
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Democracies: An Institutional Voice for the Poor? Aldershot: Ashgate.
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Dnternational, pp. 269-94 at 270.
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healthy environment is a fundamental attribute of people. Any aggression to the
environment ends up becoming a threat to life itself and to the psychological and physical
integrity of the person, which is based on ecological balance.m579 @he right to clean
drinking water is regarded as an integral element of the constitutional right to a healthy
environment. Courts have repeatedly ordered governments to provide potable water,
construct drinking water treatment facilities, treat individuals harmed by contaminated
drinking water, and carry out environmental remediation.580 @he constitutional duty to
protect the environment led an Argentine court to order a suite of actions to minimize the
risk of contamination from PC-s.581 @he Court noted that while there remained some
scientific uncertainty as to the links between PC-s and cancer, the constitutional and
legislative provisions regarding environmental protection warranted a precautionary
approach. Argentinais General Environmental Law explicitly authorizes judges to take a
preventive approach.582 Dug and Iaggi conclude qpreventive action by judges has
become a key factor in the effective protection of the environment.m583
A recent Argentine case based on the constitutional right to live in a healthy environment
is sufficiently important to warrant a detailed description. Dn 2004, a group of concerned
citizens sued the national government, the provincial government, and the City of -uenos
Aires, along with 44 industrial facilities for polluting the Riachuelo River, asserting a
violation of their right to a healthy environment.584 Millions of people, many of them
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poor, live near the Riachuelo River, one of the most polluted rivers in South America. Dn
2006, the Supreme Court issued an order re_uiring the government to conduct an
environmental assessment of the state of the river and initiate an environmental education
program. @he Court also re_uired all of the polluting facilities to provide information
about their wastewater treatment e_uipment and programs.585 Dn 2007, the Supreme Court
ordered the government defendants to establish a comprehensive clean-up and restoration
plan for the river. Recognizing the limits of its own expertise in evaluating this plan, the
Court commissioned an independent evaluation by scientists at the University of -uenos
Aires. @he expert review and comments from both the plaintiffs and non-government
organizations identified extensive weaknesses in the draft restoration plan. @he Court also
called five public hearings to ensure that broad-based community participation informed
its judgment. Dn 2008, the Supreme Court issued a comprehensive final ruling in which it
identified three objectives:
1Q Dmproved _uality of life of the inhabitants of the basinc
2Q @he reconstruction of the environment in the basin in all of its components
Nwater, air and soilQc and
3Q @he prevention of injury with sufficient degree of predictability.
Accordingly, the Court ordered:
-ongoing judicial oversight of the implementation of the planc
-creation of a public information registry to monitor developmentsc
-inspections of all polluting enterprises, creation of wastewater treatment plans,
and implementation, all on a strict schedulec
-closure of all illegal dumpsc
-redevelopment of legal landfillsc
-cleaning up of the riverbanksc
-improvement of the drinking water treatment systems in the river basinc
-improvement of the sewage treatment and stormwater discharge systemsc
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-development of a regional environmental health plan, including contingencies for
possible emergenciesc
-that the federal Auditor General supervise the budget allocation for
implementation of the restoration planc
-that the NGOs involved in the litigation form a committee to monitor compliance
with the Courtis decisionc
-that a federal court judge be empowered to resolve any disputes related to the
implementation of the Courtis decisionc and
-that any violations of the timelines established by the court would result in daily
fines against the President of the Matanza-Riachuelo hatershed Authority Nthe
new intergovernmental body responsible for implementing the restoration planQ.
@he Courtis decisions were grounded on Articles 41 and 43 of the Constitution of
Argentina, recognizing the right to a healthy environment and the citizenis power to
defend their rights through recourse to the judicial system. @he remedies are intended to
restore past damage as well as prevent future degradation of the river system. @he
decision reflects the growing use of creative approaches to ensuring compliance with
court orders, including daily fines, reports to the judge, and entrusting compliance to a
third party.586 Carballo concluded that qthe court made it clear that extraordinary
measures may be re_uired on the side of judges where environmental issues and interests
are at stake.m587 @he national government has allocated ˆUS 1.8 billion over the next 15
years for the project and will increase the number of environmental inspectors in the
region from three to 250.588
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-razil
@he amendment of the -razilian Constitution in 1988 is widely heralded as a turning
point in both the environmental consciousness and the legal system in -razil.589 @he
constitutional reforms incorporated the right to a healthy environment and other legal
changes that have been central to environmental enforcement.590 @he 1988 Constitution
empowered the Ministerio Publico, whose previous mandate had been limited to criminal
matters, to enforce environmental laws and other aspects of the public interest, and
consolidated federal environmental agencies in the -razilian Dnstitute of the Environment
and Renewable Resources ND-AMAQ.591 Another change was the creation of a new form
of legal action, called the public civil action, and the extension of the acao popular
Npopular actionQ to cover environmental issues. @he public civil action authorizes access
to courts to protect diffuse and collective interests, such as urban air _uality.592 @he
popular action enables anyone eligible to vote to file a legal action, free of costs,
challenging any government act or omission that could harm the environment. @he direct
action of unconstitutionality can be brought against any government action, including
legislation, which is alleged to violate the Constitution. Dn 1998, another important
federal law, the Environmental Crimes Act, was passed.593
@he combined result of these legal changes has been a dramatic increase in the
enforcement of environmental laws, both by citizens and the Ministerio Publico.594
According to Arantes, these constitutional reforms have contributed to qthe development
of a veritable juridical subsystem, whereby new laws are guided by the idea of collective
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protection of rights and by the reinforcement of the guardianship role of the MP.m595
-razilian courts are somewhat unusual in several aspects: they do not defer to the
technical expertise of government agencies but rely on their own experts to reach factual
conclusionsc parties are not constrained by the administrative record and can present new
evidence to the courtc and the courts can consider new issues that were not raised in the
administrative proceedings.596 Dn one innovation, based on the constitutional right to a
healthy environment, -razilian courts have reversed the burden of proof so that
defendants must prove that their actions were not harmful to the environment.597 @his
eliminates one of the major hurdles to environmental prosecutions.
A -razilian judge _uoted by Passos de Ireitas writes that qhundreds of pages would be
needed to mention all the precedentsm set by -razilian courts in recent years dealing with
constitutional protection for the environment.598 McAllister reports that in the state of Sao
Paolo alone, between 1984 and 2004, the Ministerio Publico filed over 4,000 public civil
actions in environmental cases addressing issues ranging from deforestation to air
pollution.599 Iederal prosecutors successfully relied on the Constitutionis environmental
provisions in delaying construction of the proposed -elo Monte dam on the |ingu River
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Nan Amazon tributaryQ, which would be the worldis third largest hydroelectric project.600
A series of important cases have established that qa positive duty rests on the executive to
preserve, protect, and secure a core of environmental servicesm and budget constraints are
not a valid defense for failing to meet minimum standards for environmental _uality.601
Core environmental services include water, sanitation, and waste management.602 Dn
2007, a lawsuit brought by the state of Sao Paolois Ministerio Publico and an ENGO
NMovement Our Sao PaoloQ forced the government to enact stronger standards for diesel
fuel.603 Dt is estimated that 67.5x of environmental public civil actions are successful, and
63x of injunction re_uests are granted.604 Daibert concludes that -razilis constitutional
right to a healthy environment has made qa fundamental difference.m605 According to
McAllister, the constitutionalization of environmental protection qbrought a degree of
legal fidelity and sanctioning power that environmental regulatory agencies lacked, and
prosecution of environmental cases worked to dispel the longstanding notion of impunity
for environmental harm.m606
Despite the legal reforms, there continues to be concern about weak enforcement of
environmental laws in -razil.607 Roberts and @hanos _uote -razilian prosecutor ?ose
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Carlos Meloni Sicoli stating q@he legislative arsenal in -razil is infinitely superior to
those in countries like the USA, for example, but the implementation of the law there is
still light-years more efficient than here. As a result, betting on impunity is still
fre_uent.m608 As well, the explosion of litigation to protect constitutional rights
reportedly has caused a backlog of cases, long delays, and growing public distrust.609
@here are also concerns about prosecutorial accountability, because of the independence
of the Ministerio Publico.610

Colombia
Dn 1991, the new Colombian Constitution set forth a comprehensive suite of social,
economic, and environmental rights, as well as enhanced powers for the Constitutional
Court. According to Cepeda Espinosa qthrough the production of an extraordinary
amount of case law in regards to practically every phase of Colombian affairs s the
Constitutional Court has become a vital actor.m611 @he Colombian Constitution provides
for several innovative legal actions including the acciones populares, acciones de tutela,
and acciones de cumplimiento.612 Acciones populares are lawsuits based on the defence
of collective interests Nwhere under traditional legal rules, plaintiffs would have been
denied standing based on a lack of direct economic or personal interestQ. Acciones de
tutela enable citizens to apply for immediate protection where violations of constitutional
rights pose a danger of imminent harm to life or health. Remarkably, judges must rule on
608
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tutela cases within ten days of the action being filed.613 Acciones de cumplimiento are
enforcement actions to re_uire full compliance with environmental laws. Colombiais
Constitution, like -razilis, empowers the Ministerio Publico to protect collective
interests, including the environment.614 Although the right to a healthy environment is
described as a collective right in the Colombian Constitution, it is enforceable by
individuals.
Colombiais Defensor del Pueblo has published detailed studies of the use of
constitutional lawsuits to protect the right to water and the right to health. @here were
7,961 tutela cases in Colombia between 1991 and 2008 related to the provision of potable
drinking water and basic sanitation.615 Of these cases, 239 were brought primarily on the
basis of violations of the constitutional right to a healthy environment.616 During the same
period, there were 1,041 acciones populares between 1991 and 2008 related to the
provision of potable drinking water and basic sanitation, of which 137 cases were brought
based on violations of the right to healthy environment.617 Dn 53x of the acciones
populares the plaintiffs were successful.618 Among the tutelas that were brought between
2003 and 2005, 1,089 invoked collective constitutional rights, which include the right to a
healthy environment Nas well as consumer protectionQ.619 Dn 2008 alone, court decisions
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protected the right to a healthy environment in at least 45 acciones populares.620 @hese
statistics demonstrate that the constitutional right to a healthy environment is being
directly and regularly enforced in Colombian courts.
Cases based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment have involved dumping
of untreated sewage, location of landfills, mining, industrial pollution, noise, burning
coal, hog farms, drinking water _uality, ozone depletion, protection of health from toxic
substances, and urban planning.621 @he Constitutional Court has stated that:
Side by side with fundamental rights such as liberty, e_uality, and necessary
conditions for peoples life, there is the right to the environment s@he right to a
healthy environment cannot be separated from the right to life and health of
human beings. Dn fact, factors that are deleterious to the environment cause
irreparable harm to human beings. Df this is so we can state that the right to
environment is a right fundamental to the existence of humanity.622
@he NGO Iundepublico NIundación para la Defensa del Dnterés P†blicoQ was a pioneer in
using litigation to enforce the constitutional right to a healthy environment, in cases
involving air pollution from an asphalt plant,623 a chemical companyis obligation to
disclose information, a ban on imports of toxic waste,624 and legal obligations to restore
lands damaged by clearcut logging.625
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@o some extent, the Constitutional Court has altered the balance of political power in
Colombia, strengthening the position of previously marginalized or weak groups,
including poor communities harmed by pollution.626 As Aguilar concluded, qthe
Colombian courts have not only written remarkable decisions in defence of the right to a
healthy environment, but have also ordered concrete enforcement measures to this
end.m627

Costa Rica
Costa Rica is acknowledged as a leader in environmental protection in Hatin America,
with the Constitution and court decisions contributing to stronger laws and better
enforcement.628 According to hilson, the creation of a new Costa Rican Constitutional
Court in 1989 qsparked a judicial revolution that shook the countryis judicial system out
of a 200-year slumber and has touched virtually every aspect of the countryis social,
economic, and political life.m629 @he new Courtis caseload _uickly grew from 2,000 cases
to more than 10,000 cases annually, necessitating reliance on expedited and simplified
processes.630 @o put this caseload in perspective, a total of approximately 150 cases of
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unconstitutionality were filed with the Supreme Court between 1938 and 1989.631
Procedural rules have been relaxed so that anyone can file a recurso de amparo for
protection of a constitutional right, with or without a lawyer, with no filing fees, and the
court is open 24 hours a day 365 days a year with at least one magistrate always
available. @he Court employs dozens of lawyers whose mandate is to transform public
submissions into cases that can be properly adjudicated.632
@he rights revolution in Costa Rica has included a surge in judicial attention to
environmental issues. @he Supreme Court first affirmed the right to a healthy
environment in a 1993 case concerning a municipalityis practice of dumping waste in a
stream in close proximity to a poor neighbourhood.633 @he Court stated that life: qis only
possible when it exists in solidarity with nature, which nourishes and sustains us -- not
only with regard to food, but also with physical well-being. Dt constitutes a right that all
citizens possess to live in an environment free from contamination. @his is the basis of a
just and productive society.m @he case was initiated by a letter to the court from a minor,
demonstrating the relaxation of procedural re_uirements. Dn a 1994 decision, the court
stated that the right to health and to a healthy environment emanate from the right to life
and from the stateis obligation to protect nature. @he court added that without recognition
of the rights to health and to the environment the right to life would be severely
limited.634 Dn 1995, the court stated that in order to avoid degradation and deterioration of
the environment, precaution and prevention must be the dominant legal principles and the
concept of qin dubio, pro naturam must be applied, meaning if there is any doubt
regarding legal interpretation, the resolution should favor nature.635
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More than one hundred cases involving the constitutional right to a healthy environment
now are reported on the website of the Constitutional Court.636 Dn approximately twothirds of sixty leading cases, the party asserting a violation of their constitutional right
was successful.637 Courts have ruled in cases involving solid waste, sewage treatment, air
pollution, and illegal construction that the right to a healthy environment includes a
number of key principles including the precautionary principle, the polluter pays
principle, and the principle of inter-generational e_uity.638 According to the Supreme
Court, the constitutional right to a healthy environment imposes two duties on
governments: to refrain from directly violating the right through their own actions, and to
prevent the activities of others from violating the right.639 Another key decision by the
Constitutional Chamber of the Supreme Court of Costa Rica is that the right to water is
included within the right to a healthy environment.640
A series of controversial decisions in which the Constitutional Court struck down
approvals for offshore oil and gas exploration led to a dispute between the government of
Costa Rica and Harken Energy.641 Costa Rica eventually rescinded Harkenis contract,
prompting Harken to sue for ˆ57 billion in damages through the horld -ankis
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Dnternational Center for the Settlement of Dnvestment Disputes NDCSDDQ.642 Costa Rica
rejected DCSDDis jurisdiction and refused to pay compensation, citing Harkenis failure to
comply with environmental laws as a breach of the contract. Garbino described the
outcome as a qresounding victorym in Costa Ricais efforts to protect the environment
even when threatened with a multi-billion dollar lawsuit by a foreign investor.643
@he Supreme Court of Costa Rica has also made a number of rulings protecting
endangered species and their habitat. Dn 1999, the Constitutional Court ruled that a law
permitting the hunting of green turtles violated both international law Nthe Convention on
International Trade in Endangered SpeciesQ and the constitutional right to a healthy and
ecologically balanced environment.644 Dn 2002, the Court struck down government
authorization of timber harvesting in habitat for the endangered green macaw.645 Dn 2004,
the Constitutional Court ruled that the Costa Rican government was violating the right to
a healthy and ecologically balanced environment by failing to stop the wasteful practice
of shark finning. Dn 2008, the Constitutional Court nullified a municipal zoning regulation
that authorized construction in Heatherback National Park. @he Court also ordered the
government to expropriate private lands within the national park that were slated for
tourist development.646
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An important precedent was established in 2004 by the Linda Vista case, which reversed
previous case law that the courtis role was not to engage in the technical details of
environmental assessments.647 @he Linda Vista case involved a proposed high-density
urban development in an area important for groundwater recharging. hhen the
development was approved, local citizens filed a lawsuit. @he Constitutional Court
scrutinized the technical evidence closely and ruled that the government had failed to
exercise the precautionary principle, failed to comply with the law, and violated the right
to a healthy environment. @he Court set forth a range of detailed measures to be taken by
the government to protect groundwater and made it clear that a lack of resources was not
an ade_uate excuse for failing to protect a resource vital to human health and the
environment.648
Dn 2009, the Constitutional Court issued a ruling that illustrates the dialogic relationship
between the Court and the executive branch.649 Citizens and NGOs brought a lawsuit
based on the governmentis failure to enact regulations re_uired for the implementation of
the Fisheries and Aquaculture Act. @he Court agreed that the failure to enact regulations
violated the constitutional right to a healthy and ecologically balanced environment, and
gave the government 90 days to enact the regulations.

Peru
Hike many Hatin nations, Peruis Constitution authorizes the use of amparo proceedings
to enforce constitutional rights.650 Peruis Constitutional Court has ruled repeatedly that
the constitutional right to a healthy environment imposes a two-fold duty upon the
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government: to not impair the right through its own actionsc and to undertake positive
actions to prevent the violation of the right by others Nsuch as businessesQ.651
Cases based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment have challenged the
toxic contamination of a town, suspended shrimp farming in coastal mangroves, ordered
restoration of shrimp farms to their natural state, and struck down a municipal ordinance
that rezoned parkland for intensive commercial use.652 An ongoing case involves the
town of Ha Oroya, where an American multinational NDoe RunQ operated a lead smelter
that is alleged to have poisoned an entire town. Ninety-nine percent of children tested had
blood lead levels exceeding the horld Health Organizationis recommended maximum
and many children were hospitalized. @he Constitutional Court of Peru ordered the
implementation of a variety of measures to protect peoplesi health and the environment,
including the declaration of a state of emergency, immediate steps to protect vulnerable
populations Nchildren and pregnant womenQ, and creation of monitoring programs.653
@he Peruvian governmentis failure to ade_uately follow the Courtis orders is the subject
of a complaint to the Dnter-American Commission on Human Rights Nsee Chapter 13Q.654
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A recent Peruvian case sheds light on the judicial approach to balancing the constitutional
right to a healthy environment with other protected rights.655 @he controversial Camisea
project involved a network of pipelines and a natural gas plant, with the latter to be sited
in the buffer zone of Paracas National Park, an area listed under CD@ES and designated as
a RAMSAR site. @he Constitutional Court held that the certainty of substantial social and
economic benefits outweighed potential but uncertain environmental harms. @o rule in
favor of the plaintiffs, in the Courtis opinion, would have violated the proportionality
principle. @urner criticized the Court for failing to give ade_uate weight to environmental
considerations, arguing that the outcome illustrates the ineffectiveness of Peruis
constitutional environmental provisions.656

Chile
Since 1980, the Chilean Constitution has specified that the right to live in a healthy
environment is subject to judicial enforcement through a special procedure called the
recurso de proteccion. Article 20 of the Constitution states:
Article 20.
s
@he action for the protection of fundamental rights shall always lie in the case of
Article 19N8Q, when the right to live in an environment free from contamination
has been affected by an illegal act or omission imputable to an authority or
specific person.
Chilean courts have made it clear that the constitutional recognition of the right to a
healthy environment authorizes restrictions and limitations on the exercise and enjoyment
of other rights, including the right to property.657 One of the most important early court
decisions enforcing the constitutional right to a healthy environment occurred in Chile.
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Residents of Chanaral and local farmers won a legal action against CODEHCO, the
National Copper Company of Chile, the worldis leading copper producing company.658
@he Supreme Court ordered CODEHCO to stop discharging tailing wastes onto Chilean
beaches and into adjoining waters.659 Although there did not appear to be any violation of
Chilean environmental legislation, the court ruled that the severe impact on marine life
violated peopleis constitutional right to live in an environment free from contamination.
@he Supreme Court explained that these problems qaffect not only the well being of man
but also his own life, and actually not only the tthe livelihoodu of a single community of
persons at present: future generations would claim the lack of foresight of their
predecessors if the environment would be polluted and nature destroyed.m660 @he mining
company was ordered to build facilities for waste disposal and treatment. @he case
demonstrated that citizens empowered by constitutional environmental rights could
successfully fight large corporations and governments.661
@he Chilean Supreme Court also voided a timber license in a case where the government
approved an environmental impact assessment despite a lack of evidence. According to
-ruch, Coker, and Ran Arsdale, q@he Court held that by acting in such an arbitrary and
illegal way, the government violated the rights of all Chileans, not just those who would
be affected locally.m662 Dn 2007, hundreds of Chilean citizens received compensation for
the violation of their right to live in a healthy environment. Residents suffered the
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adverse effects of living near a site where a foreign company, with government approval,
dumped toxic waste Nincluding lead, arsenic, cadmium and mercuryQ.663 Also in 2007, the
Supreme Court ordered a wastewater treatment plant to cease its toxic emissions because
of a violation of the rights to life and an environment free of pollution.664 Most recently,
an American companyis plan to build a coal-burning power plant in an environmentally
protected area was blocked by Chileis Supreme Court on several grounds, including
violation of the constitutional right to live in an environment free of pollution.665
Other efforts, such as cases brought to stop the construction of a pulp mill and to prevent
a mining company from constructing a tailings dam near the headwaters of a river, have
been unsuccessful.666 Economic interests have outweighed environmental concerns
despite constitutional protection of the right to a healthy environment. Dn the latter case,
residents reached an out-of-court settlement, with the mining company agreeing to pay
them compensation.667 @he OECD reports that many environmental cases are brought to
Chilean courts, but that qthe judicial system lacks the capacity to deal ade_uately with
many environmental matters, for instance when it comes to obtaining evidence or
estimating environmental damage and compensation values.m668 Couso observes that
despite the presence of growing numbers of NGOs and the strong provisions of the
Chilean Constitution, there has been no rights revolution in Chile because of judicial
conservatism.669
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El Salvador, Panama, and Renezuela
Dn El Salvador, Panama, and Renezuela, litigation based on the right to a healthy
environment appears to be relatively uncommon compared to the preceding Hatin
American nations. However, in Panama, courts recently nullified a permit authorizing
construction of a commercial cable car operation in a nature reserve and suspended the
construction of a cellular telephone tower.670 Although the right to a healthy environment
in El Salvadoris Constitution appears limited to children, the Constitutional Chamber of
El Salvadoris Supreme Court of ?ustice has ruled that this constitutional right is held by
everyone by virtue of the Stateis obligation to protect the environment and the
importance of a healthy environment for fulfilling the rights to life and dignity.671
Renezuelais 1999 Constitution replaced the Supreme Court with a Supreme @ribunal
consisting of six salas or chambers. However the Supreme @ribunal has been the subject
of political interference and thus its efforts have been compromised by a perceived lack
of impartiality. ?udges are appointed by Congress Nled by the PresidentQ and have
consistently ruled in governmentis favor.672

-olivia and Ecuador
-olivia and Ecuador recently passed new Constitutions that reiterate recognition of the
right to a healthy environment found in earlier constitutions and include extensive new
provisions related to environmental protection Nincluding rights for NatureQ. Dt is too soon
to assess the extent to which these new provisions are influencing litigation. However,
there was litigation brought by citizens and NGOs under the previous constitutional
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regimes. Ecuador~s Constitutional Court ruled that the sale of leaded gasoline violated the
right to a healthy environment.673 Dn a case involving proposed mining activities in a
national park, the Court said: qEnvironmental degradation in Podocarpus National Park is
a threat to the environmental human right of the inhabitants of the provinces of Hoja and
ramora Chinchipe to have an area which ensures the natural and continuous provision of
water, air, oxygenation, and recreation.m674 Dn 2008, the Constitutional Court ruled that
the proposed construction of a water diversion and dam project Nthe -aba Multi-purpose
ProjectQ could not proceed because the anticipated impacts on human health and ecology
would have violated the constitutional right to a healthy and ecologically balanced
environment.675 Although the extent of the anticipated effects was uncertain, the Court
applied the precautionary principle in its determination that the project was
unconstitutional.

Paraguay
Dn Paraguay, courts have relied on the constitutional right to a healthy environment to
reject lawsuits claiming that environmental regulations violated the constitutional rights
to property and economic development.676 @he Supreme Court of Paraguay referred to
the profound importance of environmental protection to the well-being of citizens and
held that the public interest can outweigh private interests.677 As well, a Paraguayan court
ruled that venvironmental crimes are in open breach of Article 7 of the Constitution,
which enshrines the right of everyone to live in a healthy environment.m678
673
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Paraguayan courts previously had ruled that citizens have the right to bring constitutional
cases to protect their right to live in a healthy environment.679 However, in December
2008, the Supreme Court of Paraguay issued a ruling in a case brought by indigenous
people whose land was flooded by a new hydroelectric facility.680 @he indigenous people
brought a lawsuit based, in part, on their constitutional right to live in a healthy and
balanced environment, and won at lower court. @he decision was overturned by the
Supreme Court who ruled that because the government of Paraguay had negotiated an
international treaty and passed domestic legislation, the judiciary could not second guess
those decisions, although people ought to be compensated if adversely affected for the
greater good of society. @he Paraguayan Supreme Court contradicted some of its earlier
decisions by concluding that collective rights such as the right to a healthy environment
are not directly enforceable in courts but must be regulated through legislation.
According to the Supreme Court, the complexity involved in environmental problems
makes them ill-suited for judicial resolution, and instead, they should be addressed
qthrough sustainable policies planned in a coordinated manner by the national
government, through compliance with laws passed by Congress, and through bodies such
as the Ministry of Environment.m681 Abed concludes that qthe juridical configuration of
the Paraguayan environmental judicial system is dysfunctional with regard to the
objective of guaranteeing the right to live in a healthy and ecologically e_uilibrated
environment.m682
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Mexico
Article 4 of the Mexican Constitution was amended in 1999 to recognize the right to a
healthy environment, but not a single case has been brought successfully to a Mexican
court on the basis of a violation of this constitutional clause.683 Although the Supreme
Court has become increasingly activist on other social and economic issues, it has ruled
repeatedly that citizens do not have the right to bring amparo cases involving
environmental protection despite their constitutional rights.684 Dn response to these
decisions, Ojeda-Mestre asserts that qthe ignorance of judges, magistrates, and ministers
about environmental laws is shocking.m685 @he courtsi jurisprudence has led to a vigorous
effort by civil society to have the constitutional right to a healthy environment
strengthened to enable citizens to enforce their rights.686

Guatemala and Uruguay
Dn at least two other Hatin American nations, courts apparently have recognized an
implicit constitutional right to live in a healthy environment despite the absence of
explicit language. Guatemalais Constitutional Court explained that the objective of
environmental measures is to guarantee the right to health and the achievement of a
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standard of living that guarantees the survival of future generations.687 Guatemalan courts
have allowed NGOs to bring lawsuits based on the constitutional right to a healthy
environment.688 Uruguayan legal experts argue that the right to a healthy environment is
implicit in that countryis constitution.689 @he right to a healthy environment is recognized
explicitly in Uruguayis framework environmental law.690
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Figure 6.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Latin America

Factors Affecting the Influence of the Constitutional Right to a Healthy
Environment in Latin America
Across a wide range of human rights and environmental issues, courts are playing an
increasingly important role across much of Hatin America.691 @he region is a global
leader in recognition of the constitutional right to a healthy environment. jey factors in
the emerging environmental rights revolution in Hatin America include Nsee @able 6.2Q:
-constitutional reform, including recognition of the right to a healthy environment,
stronger provisions for judicial review, increased scope of judicial powers, and
the creation of institutions such as the Ministerio Publico and Defensor del
Puebloc
-shifting legal culture, with greater emphasis on public law, precedents, and
public interest litigationc
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-increased legal mobilization as non-governmental organizations and networks of
activist lawyers are advancing rights cases, in part because the legislative and
executive branches of government are not fulfilling constitutional rightsc
-improved access to justice, achieved though procedural innovationsc and
-the influence of international norms, networks, and institutions.692
Table 6.2 Factors Influencing the Extent of the Environmental Rights Revolution in
Latin America
Iactor

Resources for legal
mobilization

x

Rule of law

x

Examples of positive
influence
Argentina, -razil,
Colombia, Costa Rica
Argentina, -razil,
Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica
Argentina, -razil,
Colombia, Costa Rica
Argentina, -razil,
Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Ecuador, Peru
Argentina, Costa Rica

x

Argentina, -razil,
Colombia, Costa Rica
Costa Rica

Constitutional
provisions
Prospective litigants
Access to justice

Responsive judiciary
Social, economic, and
political conditions

Generally
Positive
x

Generally
Negative

Mixed

x
x

x

Examples of negative
influence
Honduras, Mexico

Chile, Mexico,
Paraguay
Guyana, Honduras,
Peru

Guyana, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Paraguay
-olivia, Mexico,
Paraguay
Guyana, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Paraguay
-olivia, Renezuela

Hatin American nations are characterized by strong civil society movements, including
NGOs that specialize in environmental law. Examples include El Centro de Derecho
Ambiental y de los Recursos Naturales NCEDARENAQ in Costa Rica, Iundación
Derechos Humanos y Ambiente NCEDHAQ and Iundación Ambiente y Recursos
Naturales NIARNQ in Argentina, Iiscalia del Medio Ambiente NIDMAQ in Chile,
Iundación para la Defensa del Dnterés P†blico NIundepublicoQ in Colombia, and Sociedad
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Peruana de Derecho Ambiental NSPDAQ in Peru.693 @hese NGOs both advocate for
stronger environmental legislation and provide legal representation to concerned citizens,
communities, and environmental groups.
@hese legal organizations benefit from their participation in international networks that
provide strategic advice and financial assistance, including the Asociacion Dnteramerican
para la Defensa del Ambiente NADDAQ and the Environmental Haw Alliance horldwide
NEHAhQ.694 Many Hatin American environmental law NGOs are dependent on American
and European foundations and governments for funding.695 Additional dissemination of
laws, policies, and precedents occurs through the Organization of American States
NOASQ, United Nations Environment Programme NUNEPQ, and the Dnternational Union
for the Conservation of Nature NDUCNQ. Dnternational networking facilitates the diffusion
of ideas, particularly with respect to successful litigation strategies and precedents from
foreign courts. Sikkink points out the interaction between domestic and international
systems, as key actors employ venue shopping, transfer precedents between systems, and
strategically use multiple options to maximize impacts.696
As noted earlier, judicial systems in Hatin America have pioneered the use of simplified
and expedited legal procedures that have dramatically increased access to justice. @hese
processes have provided citizens and ENGOs with an unprecedented opportunity to
employ the judicial system in pursuit of the right to a healthy environment. @he
simplified procedures and elimination of barriers to access have reduced the need for
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what Epp described as the litigation support structure to facilitate the rights revolution.697
Dndividuals in countries such as Costa Rica and Colombia can easily go to court to
enforce their right to a healthy environment, without lawyers or high costs. On the other
hand, the OECD has warned that the excessive use of amparo procedures can undermine
the effectiveness of laws and policies enacted by the democratically elected legislative
branches of government.698 Another downside of increasing access to the courts is that
high numbers of cases can contribute to backlogs and delays.699
One key factor that appears to explain the variability among Hatin American nations in
the volume of litigation based on the right to a healthy environment is the degree of
judicial activism.700 @he creation of a new Constitutional Court in Costa Rica triggered an
era of unprecedented judicial activism in that nation, which has encouraged citizens and
NGOs to defend their rights in court.701 Constitutional changes in Colombia in 1991
created a strong and independent Constitutional Court, paving the way for greater
activism.702 Responding to media interest in its landmark Mendoza case Ninvolving the
restoration of the Riachuelo RiverQ, the Chief ?ustice of Argentinais Supreme Court noted
that qone of a courtis functions is to make noise.m703 Dn contrast, Chileis Constitutional
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Court continues to be far more conservative, a tendency attributed to the legal culture,
legal education, and socialization of Chilean judges.704
According to Rojas and Dza, qin order to prevent the existence of the right to a healthy
and ecologically balanced environment being restricted to the semantic level,
environmental law has integrated a number of guiding principles that guarantee the
effective protection of the right.m705 @hese principles, including the precautionary
principle, the polluter pays, and intergenerational e_uity have become widely accepted in
Hatin American environmental law, partially in response to the constitutionalization of
environmental protection.
Hatin American laws are notorious for being strong on paper but weak in reality. @he
main reasons are a lack of enforcement resources and a reluctance to enforce laws where
doing so could adversely affect economic interests.706 Enforcement is a major challenge
because of ineffective, complicated, and incomplete lawsc officials who lack skills,
training, preparation, and resourcesc high costsc and the need for extensive technical and
scientific expertise.707 Dmplementation and enforcement of environmental laws in Hatin
America also has been constrained by high inflation, regional financial crises, and
international agendas related to deregulation and privatization.708 Some Hatin American
704
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nations face ongoing political turmoil Ndemonstrated by the recent coup dietat in
HondurasQ, poverty, and dependence on a small number of export products, mainly
agricultural products, minerals, and energy resources.709 Hatin America is a major
supplier of natural resources to the global economy, at a significant cost to the regional
environment.710 Some Hatin American nations are plagued by what R.-. Chavez
describes as lultra-presidentialism,i in which the President has extraordinary powers that
undermine both the operation of, and respect for, the rule of law.711

Conclusion
Despite these ongoing challenges, the overall conclusion, based on an assessment of
legislation and litigation, is that constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment has had a major effect on the development of environmental law and policy
in most Hatin American nations Nwith exceptions such as Mexico and ParaguayQ.712 -oth
the legislative and judicial branches of government have relied extensively on the right to
a healthy environment in attempting to move towards ecologically sustainable
development. Even among the Hatin American leaders NArgentina, -razil, Colombia, and
Costa RicaQ, however, a note of caution is warranted because of the difficulties related to
implementation and enforcement. Salazaris warning, though specific to Costa Rica, can
be applied more broadly: qAlthough Costa Ricais environmental law frameworks are
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innovative and far-reaching in intent and have had an important presence in the country,
there are many shortcomings that hinder their effectiveness.m713

713

R. Salazar. 2004. qEnvironmental Haw of Costa Rica: Development and
Enforcement,m in G.h. Irankie, A. Mata, and S.-. Rinson, eds. Biodiversity
Conservation in Costa Rica: Learning the Lessons in a Seasonal Dry Forest. -erkeley:
University of California Press, pp. 281-88 at 282.
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CHAPTER 7. THE LEGAL INFLUENCE OF THE RIGHT TO A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN AFRICA
Dn a short period of time, constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment
has become fairly common in Africa. Since 1990, when -enin, Guinea, Mozambi_ue,
and Sao @ome and Principe all incorporated this right into their constitutions, a total of 29
African nations have taken this step. Ior a host of social, economic, political, and cultural
reasons, fulfilling the right to a healthy environment represents a stiff challenge in Africa.
Most of the 29 nations have taken an initial step towards implementing the right to a
healthy environment by strengthening national environmental legislation and
incorporating the right therein. However, judicial enforcement of the right appears to be
rare, occurring in reported cases in only a handful of nations. hhile the proliferation of
constitutional provisions recognizing the right to a healthy environment offers a beacon
of hope, the current capacity of African states to fulfill this aspiration is limited.

Legislation
Of the 29 African nations whose constitutions recognize the right to live in a healthy
environment, at least twenty have enacted environmental laws incorporating this right
Nsee @able 7.1Q. Dn part, this reflects ongoing national efforts, supported by international
agencies, to modernize environmental laws throughout Africa. South Africa offers a
leading example of the influence of constitutional provisions on environmental
legislation.714 @he new South African Constitution triggered a complete overhaul of the
countryis environmental legislation. @he National Environmental Management Act, 1998
repeatedly refers to the right to a healthy environment, articulates the right of access to
information, and guarantees legal standing for citizens and groups to challenge and
enforce environmental laws.715 @he right to a healthy environment in South Africa is also
714
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Africa: @oward a More Sustainable Environmental Governance and Hand Use Regime,m
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included in other major environmental laws dealing with water, air _uality, and
biodiversity, as well as legislation outlining the responsibilities of local governments.716
Dn 2000, South Africa also passed legislation implementing the procedural rights
entrenched in the Constitution, which are essential for the full enjoyment of substantive
environmental rights.717
-enin amended its Constitution in 1990 to recognize the right to a healthy, satisfying and
sustainable environment NArt. 27Q. @he first article of the framework environmental law
that came into effect in 1999 states q@his Act lays the foundation for environmental
policy and organizes its implementation in accordance with Articles 27, 28, 29, 74 and 98
of the Constitution of the Republic of Benin.m Article 3 of the framework law sets out
general principles of environmental management, including:
bQ every citizen has the right to an environment that is healthy, satisfactory, and
sustainable
@he framework law then guides the establishment of air _uality standards, drinking water
standards, environmental assessment regulations, and other important legal rules.718
Similarly, Uganda passed a suite of environmental laws following recognition of the right
to a healthy environment in its 1995 Constitution, including a National Environment Act
that also guarantees the right to a healthy environment.719
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National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act, 2004 NAct No. 39 of 2004Q,
Arts. 2, 3. National Environmental Management of Biodiversity Act, 2004 NNo. 10 of
2004Q, Art. 3. National Water Act, Act No. 36 of 1998, Preamble, Art 4. Local
Government Municipal Structures Act No. 117 of 1998. Local Government Municipal
Systems Act, No. 32 of 2000.
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Promotion of Access to Information Act 2000, and Promotion of Administrative
Justice Act 2000.
718
Decree 2001-094 establishing Drinking Water Quality Standards for Benin. Ieb. 20,
2001. Decree 2001-110 establishing Air Quality Standards for Benin. April 4, 2001.
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Decree 2001-235 establishing Environmental Impact Study Regulations for Benin.
http://faolex.fao.org/
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@he transformation of environmental laws subse_uent to constitutional recognition of the
right to a healthy environment is not always as broad or as deep as in South Africa,
-enin, or Uganda. Dn Ethiopia, for example, national environmental laws passed
subse_uent to the inclusion of the right to a healthy environment and other environmental
protection provisions in the 1995 Constitution simply re_uire that the environmental
rights and objectives set forth in the Constitution be achieved or fostered.720 Dn some
cases, the national framework environmental law included the right to a healthy
environment before the constitution recognized this right. Dn Comoros, for example, the
right is included in Framework Law No. 94-018 relating to the environment N1994Q, while
constitutional recognition did not occur until 2001.
Table 7.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Africa
Nation
Angola
-enin
-urkina Iaso
-urundi
Cameroon
720

Yr. Env. Rt.
1992
1990
1991
2005
1996

Legislation
Mes721
Mes723
Mes725
Mes727
Mes729

Litigation
N/A722
N/A724
N/A726
N/A728
N/A730

Environmental Protection Organs Establishment Proclamation NNo. 295 of 2002Q, s.

6.
Environmental Impact Assessment Proclamation NNo. 299 of 2002Q, preamble.
http://faolex.fao.org/
721
General Environmental Law, Haw No. 5, 1998, Arts. 1, 3, 4, 8, 21, and 22.
http://faolex.fao.org/docs/texts/ang18069.doc
722
Angola Constitutional Court. Available only in Portuguese, no search function.
www.tribunalconstitucional.ao
723
Haw No. 98-030 Framework Law on the Environment,
http://faolex.fao.org/docs/pdf/ben16685.pdf
724
-enin Constitutional Court. No search function available. www.courconstitutionnelle-benin.org/
725

Environmental Code for Burkina Faso, 1997, Haw No. 005/97/ADP. See also Act No.
002/2001/AN Act guidance on water management, Art. 2. http://faolex.fao.org/
726
Constitutional Court of -urkina Iaso. No search function. www.conseilconstitutionnel.gov.bf
727
Code on the Environment, Haw No. 1/010, 30 ?une 2000. http://faolex.fao.org/
728
Constitutional Court of -urundi. No website available as of ?uly 25, 2009.
729
Law No. 96-12 concerning law on environmental management. Aug. 5/1996.
http://faolex.fao.org/
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Nation
Cape Rerde
Central African
Republic
Chad
Comoros
Congo-razzaville
Congo, Dem.
Republic
Cote diDvoire
Egypt

Yr. Env. Rt.
1992
2004

Legislation
Mes731
No733

Litigation
N/A732
N/A734

1996
2001
2002

No735
Mes737
No739

N/A 736
N/A 738
N/A 740

2005

No741

N/A 742

2000
2007

Mes743
No745

N/A 744
N/A 746

730

Supreme Court of Cameroon, No hits for environment NenvironnementQ
www.coursupreme.cm/
731
Act No. 86/IV/93 of 26 June 1993 defining environmental policy, Arts 1, 2, 41, 43, 45.
http://faolex.fao.org/
732
Cape Rerde Supreme Court of ?ustice. No hits for environment Nambiente in
PortugueseQ
www.stj.cv/
733
Reviewed 55 statutory instruments related to environmental protection. No reference
to the right to a healthy environment. http://faolex.fao.org/
734
No website available.
735
Law No 014/PR/98 Act defining the general principles of environmental protection.
No references to the Constitution or the right to a healthy environment.
http://faolex.fao.org/
736
No jurisprudence available on judicial website. www.primaturetchad.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=16&Itemid=20
737

Framework law relating to the environment, Haw No. 94-018, ?une 22, 1994, Art. 4.
http://faolex.fao.org/
738
Constitutional Court of Comoros. No website available.
739
Haw on the protection of the environment. Haw No. 003/91. No mention of right to a
healthy environment. http://faolex.fao.org/
740
No website available.
741
Ordinance No. 75-231 determining the functions of the department of environment,
nature conservation and tourism and supplementing Ordinance No. 69-147 of 1 August
1969. No mention of rights Nalthough this legislation predates recent constitutional
recognition of the right to a healthy environmentQ. http://faolex.fao.org/
742
No website available.
743
Framework Law No. 96-766 on the Environmental Code. N1996Q, Arts. 2. 35, 36.
http://faolex.fao.org/
744
Constitutional Court of Cote diDvoire. No access to decisions.
www.gouv.ci/conconst.php‚
745
Law No. 4 of 1994 on environment. No mention of rights or constitution Nalthough this
legislation predates recent constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environmentQ. http://faolex.fao.org/
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Nation
Ethiopia
Gabon
Guinea
Malawi
Maldives
Mali
Mozambi_ue
Niger
Rwanda
Sao @ome •
Principe

Yr. Env. Rt.
1995
1991
1990
1994
2008
1992
1990
1996
2003
1990

Legislation
Mes747
Mes749
No751
Mes753
No755
Mes757
Mes759
Mes761
Mes763
Mes765

Litigation
N/A 748
N/A 750
N/A752
Mes754
N/A 756
N/A 758
N/A 760
N/A 762
N/A 764
N/A 766

746

Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt\no website available in English
Environmental Protection Organs Establishment Proclamation NNo. 295 of 2002Q,
Art. 6. http://faolex.fao.org/
748
Ethiopiais Iederal Supreme Court. No case database to search. www.fsc.gov.et
749
Loi nº 16/93 relative à la protection de l'environnement, Art. 3. http://faolex.fao.org/
750
Constitutional Court of Gabon, No jurisprudence available http://www.courconstitutionnelle.gouv.ga/
751
Ordonnance nº 045\\PRG\\87 portant Code sur la protection et la mise en valeur de
l'environnement. N1987Q. No mention of rights or constitution. http://faolex.fao.org/
752
Supreme Court of Guinea\no website available
753
Environment Management Act NNo. 23 of 1996Q, Art. 5. http://faolex.fao.org/
754
Malawiis Supreme Court of Appeal and High Court. www.judiciary.mw No
environment cases on website but case reported at www.saflii.org
755
Environmental Protection and Preservation Act of Maldives, Haw No. 4/93. Predates
constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment.
756
Maldives Supreme Court. No website available Ncourt established in 2008Q.
757
Law No. 01-020 relating to pollution and nuisance. http://faolex.fao.org/
758
Constitutional Court of Mali. No website available.
759
Environment Act, Haw No. 20/97 N1997Q, Arts. 4, 19-24. http://faolex.fao.org/
760
Mozambi_ue Constitutional Council. No website available.
761
Framework Law on Environmental Management. Haw 98-56 N1998Q
http://faolex.fao.org/
762
Constitutional Court of Niger. No website available. Searched for healthy
environment Nenvironnement sainQ at
http://juriniger.lexum.umontreal.ca/juriniger/index.do No environmental cases found.
763
Organic Law No 04/2005 laying down rules to protect, preserve and promote the
environment in Rwanda, Arts. 1, 3, 6. http://faolex.fao.org/
764
Supreme Court of Rwanda. No reported cases about the environment
www.supremecourt.gov.rw
765
Basic Law of the Environment, Haw No. 10/1999, Arts. 1, 2, 8, 9, 54-56.
http://faolex.fao.org/
766
Constitutional Court of Sao @ome and Principe Nestablished 2005Q. No website
available.
747
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Nation
Yr. Env. Rt.
Legislation
Litigation
767
Senegal
2001
Mes
N/A 768
769
Seychelles
1993
No
Mes770
South Africa
1996
Mes771
Mes772
773
Sudan
2005
N/A
N/A774
@ogo
1992
Mes775
N/A 776
777
Uganda
1995
Mes
Mes778
N/A } Not Available
Mear Env. Rt. } Mear when right to healthy environment was constitutionalized

Litigation
An extensive search of legal databases and secondary sources revealed only four nations
out of 29 where the constitutional right to a healthy environment has been enforced or
767

Code on the Environment. Haw No. 2001-01, Arts. 1, 7, 107. http://faolex.fao.org/
Senegal Constitutional Council. No case law on website
www.gouv.sn/institutions/conseilzconst.html
769
@he Environmental Protection Act, Act 9 of 1994, Chapter 71 makes no mention of
rights or the Constitution, although environmental protection provisions Nincluding the
right to a healthy environmentQ were incorporated into the Constitution in 1993.
http://faolex.fao.org/
770
R. v. Marengo, Azemia, Antat, et al. N2004Q 18 May 2004, Supreme Court of
Seychelles, Perera, ?. www.ecolex.org/server2.php/libcat/docs/COU-143656E.pdf
771
National Environmental Management Act, No. 107 of 1998, Preamble, Arts 2, 31.
National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act, 2004 NAct No. 39 of 2004Q, Arts.
2, 3. National Environmental Management of Biodiversity Act, 2004 NNo. 10 of 2004Q,
Art. 3. National Water Act, Act No. 36 of 1998, Preamble, Art 4. http://faolex.fao.org/
772
Constitutional Court of South Africa, www.constitutionalcourt.org.za Cases from
other South African courts available through www.saflii.org
773
Environmental Protection Act of 2001. Unable to locate English translation Ndocument
only available in ArabicQ. http://faolex.fao.org/
774
Constitutional Court of Sudan. No website available. However, Sudan has established
several environmental courts at the local level where cases dealing with environmental
violations are routinely heard, and citizens can bring actions despite the absence of
personal injury. @he first environmental court was established in jhartoum State in 1998
and among the laws applied is the Environmental Protection Act of 2001.
http://www.unep.org/dec/onlinemanual/Enforcement/DnstitutionalIrameworks/EstablishE
ffectiveCourts/Resource/tabid/1062/Default.aspx
775
Framework Law on the Environment, Haw 2008-005, Arts. 1, 3, 5.
http://faolex.fao.org/
776
Constitutional Court of @ogo. No website available.
777
National Environment Act, 1995 NStatute No. 4 of 1995Q, Ch. 153, Arts. 2, 3, 4.
http://faolex.fao.org/
778
?udiciary of the Republic of Uganda, www.judicature.go.ug, Case law at
www.uliii.org NUganda Hegal Dnformation DnstituteQ
768
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mentioned in court decisions Nsee @able 7.1Q. @he four nations are South Africa, Uganda,
Seychelles, and Malawi, and leading cases are discussed below. @he inability to identify
court decisions based on the right to a healthy environment does not provide conclusive
evidence that no such decisions have been issued, but suggests that the constitutional
provisions are having a minimal effect on litigation to date. @he right to a healthy
environment has played a major role in environmental litigation in several African
nations where the right is not explicitly included in national constitutions. Dn Nigeria,
jenya, and @anzania, courts have enforced the right to a healthy environment as part of
the constitutional right to life.

South Africa
Even before the new Constitution of South Africa took effect in 1997, there was a
vigorous debate about the extent to which courts would enforce the extensive social,
economic, and environmental rights. Dn Grootboom, a landmark case involving the right
to housing, the Constitutional Court wrote qSocio-economic rights are expressly included
in the -ill of Rightsc they cannot be said to exist on paper only. s @he _uestion is
therefore not whether socio-economic rights are justiciable under our Constitution, but
how to enforce them in a given case.m779 According to Corder, qthe formulation of socioeconomic rights clearly anticipates a relatively extensive but nuanced judicial role for
their appropriate realization, and the judges have generally not disappointed.m780
@he combination of the constitutional right to a healthy environment and the provisions
in the National Environmental Management Act have led to very open rules governing
standing.781 South African courts have applied the right to a healthy environment in cases
involving commercial land development, mining, nuclear energy, air pollution, waste
779

Government of the Republic of South Africa and Others v. Grootboom and Others
N2000Q 11 -CHR 1169 NCCQ at 1183.
780
H. Corder. 2007. qSouth Africais @op Courts Since 1994,m in -. Dickson, ed. Judicial
Activism in Common Law Supreme Courts. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 323362, at 341.
781
H.?. jotze and A.R. Paterson. 2009. qSouth Africa,m in H.?. jotze and A.R. Paterson,
eds. The Role of the Judiciary in Environmental Governance: Comparative Perspectives.
jluwer Haw Dnternational, pp. 557-602.
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incineration, and toxic substances.782 Among the remedies available to plaintiffs are
rulings that laws or regulations are invalid, the setting aside of administrative actions,
injunctions, declarations, and damages.783 Dn Director, Mineral Development, Gauteng
Region and another v Save the Vaal Environment, a case involving open-pit mining, the
Supreme Court of Appeal of South Africa held that:
Our Constitution, by including environmental rights as fundamental, justiciable
human rights, by necessary implication re_uires that environmental considerations
be accorded appropriate recognition and respect in the administrative processes in
our country. @ogether with the change in the ideological climate must also come a
change in our legal and administrative approach to environmental concerns.784
Dn Khabisi, the Court warned that if a real estate project went ahead in an area with high
biodiversity values and several endangered species, qthe resultant damage and harm to
the environment would have far-reaching and irreversible conse_uences for the broader
society which would nullify the government lofty ideals encapsulated in the Constitution
of a healthy environment for everyone.m785 Dn another case, the High Court wrote q-y
elevating the environment to a fundamental justiciable human right, South Africa has
irreversibly embarked on a road which will lead to the goal of attaining a protected
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Khabisi NO and Another v Aquarella Investment 83 (Pty) Ltd and Others N9114/2007Q
t2007u rAGPHC 116c 2008 N4Q SA 195 N@Q c t2007u 4 All SA 1439 N@Q N22 ?une 2007Q.
Harmony Gold Mining Company Limited v Regional Director Free State Department of
Water Affairs and Forestry and Another N269/05Q t2006u rASCA 66c t2006u SCA 65
NRSAQ N29 May 2006Q Supreme Court of Appeal of South Africa. Chief Pule Shadrack
VII Bareki NO and Another v Gencor Limited and Others N2005Q rAGPHC 109, High
Court of South Africa, 19 October 2005. Wildlife and Environment Society of South
Africa v MEC for Economic Affairs, Environment and Tourism, Eastern Cape Provincial
Government and Others N2005Q rAECHC 14, High Court of South Africa. Earthlife
Africa (Cape Town) v Director General Department of Environmental Affairs and
Tourism and Another N2005Q rAhCHC 7c 2005 N3Q SA 156 NCQ High Court of South
Africa. Minister of Health v. Woodcarb (Pty) Ltd and Another, High Court of South
Africa, Natal Division, 1996 N3Q SA 155. Pretoria City Council v Walker 1998 N2Q SA
363 NCCQ.
783
H.?. jotze and A.R. Paterson. 2009. qSouth Africa,m in H.?. jotze and A.R. Paterson,
eds. The Role of the Judiciary in Environmental Governance: Comparative Perspectives.
jluwer Haw Dnternational, pp. 557-602.
784
Director, Mineral Development, Gauteng Region and another v Save the Vaal
Environment and others N1999Q rASCA 9, Supreme Court of Appeal of South Africa.
785
Khabisi NO and Another v Aquarella Investment 83 (Pty) Ltd and Others N9114/2007Q
t2007u rAGPHC 116c 2008 N4Q SA 195 N@Q c t2007u 4 All SA 1439 N@Q N22 ?une 2007Q.
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environment by an integrated approach, which takes into consideration, inter alia, socioeconomic concerns and principles.m786 Iurthermore, the qbalancing of environmental
interests with justifiable economic and social development is to be conceptualized well
beyond the interests of the present living generation.m787
@he Constitutional Courtis leading decision to date on the right to a healthy environment
arose under unexpected circumstances, with a national association of gasoline stations
using the right in an attempt to prevent the approval of a competing business, ostensibly
on environmental grounds.788 Dn the words of Sachs, ?. qDt is ironic that the first appeal in
this court to invoke the majestic protection provided for the environment in the -ill of
Rights comes not from concerned ecologists but from an organized section of an industry
fre_uently lambasted both for establishing worldwide reliance on nonrenewable energy
sources and for spawning pollution. So be it. @he doors of the Court are open to all sm789
@he Court overturned the authorization of the proposed gas station, concluding that qthe
present generation holds the Earth in trust for the next generation. @his trusteeship
position carries with it the responsibility to look after the environment. Dt is the duty of
the court to ensure that this responsibility is carried out.m790
Dn a 2009 decision involving the right to information in an environmental context, the
Constitutional Court observed that the protection of the right to a healthy environment
will depend not only on the diligence of public officials but also on the active
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BP South Africa v. MEC for Agriculture, Conservation and Land Affairs t2004u 5 SA
124 hHD.
787
BP South Africa v. MEC for Agriculture, Conservation and Land Affairs t2004u 5 SA
124 hHD.
788
Fuel Retailers Association of South Africa v. Director-General: Environmental
Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment, Mpumalanga
Province, et al. N2007Q 6 S.A.H.R. 4 NC.C.Q.
789
Fuel Retailers Association of South Africa v. Director-General: Environmental
Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment, Mpumalanga
Province, et al. N2007Q 6 S.A.H.R. 4 NC.C.Q, Sachs ?, dissenting, para 109.
790
Fuel Retailers Association of South Africa v. Director-General: Environmental
Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment, Mpumalanga
Province, et al. N2007Q 6 S.A.H.R. 4 NC.C.Q, Ngcobo, ?, para 102.
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participation of civil society and in some cases public interest litigation.791 @he Court
held that litigants acting in the public interest Ne.g. seeking to enforce or defend
constitutionally protected rightsQ should be exempt from the usual cost rules re_uiring
unsuccessful plaintiffs to reimburse the legal costs of their opponents.
Among the factors that set South Africa apart from other nations in Africa is the presence
of a relatively strong civil society. South Africa ranks near the top of the Dbrahim Dndex
of African Governance, with particularly high scores on indicators related to qRule of
law, transparency, and corruptionm and qParticipation and human rights.m792 South Africa
also enjoys advantages related to specific provisions in its Constitution, including the
right of access to information Ns. 32Q, the right to enforce individual rights Ns. 38Q, and the
section on administrative justice Ns. 33Q. @he latter section is vital because so many
environmental conflicts involve the exercise of administrative decision-making powers,
such as the approval of a landfill or the issuance of a license for an industrial activity.793
Glazewski concludes that:
while it is difficult to give a precise legal definition to the abstract notion of
environmental justice, the inclusion of an environmental clause in the -ill of
Rights has added considerable momentum to its legal development. Dn South
Africa this has been done both judicially and legislatively by the new
governmentis clear commitment to give effect to the imperative of the
environmental clauses to enact legislative and other measures for environmental
protection.794
jidd suggests that the South African courts have been inconsistent in their decisions
applying constitutional environmental provisions, while jotze concludes that the
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judiciary has, at least in most instances, reinforced the protective value and objectives of
the environmental right to the benefit of South Africans.795

Uganda
@he right to a healthy environment was incorporated into the Ugandan Constitution in
1995. -ased on the constitutional right, courts have taken a liberal approach to
standing.796 Cases based on the right to a healthy environment have been brought on
issues including a re_uest to cancel the issuance of a permit for a sugar cane farm in a
forest reserve Na type of legally protected natural conservation areaQ, the development of a
power project without a completed environmental impact assessment, excessive dust
from a factory, and a prohibition on the export of chimpanzees.797 Dn a recent case, the
Environmental Action Network sought a declaration that smoking in public places
violated the right to a healthy environment.798 -efore the Court issued a final ruling, the
National Environment Management Agency issued a new regulation that limits smoking
in public places.799 Another example of litigation influencing legislation involved a court
795
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case that sought regulation of the manufacture, distribution, and use of plastic bags.800
Although the court did not issue such an order, legislation banning plastic bags was
subse_uently enacted.
Since 2000, a leading Ugandan ENGO, Greenwatch, has organized an ongoing series of
educational workshops on the enforcement of environmental laws for environmental
officers, police, magistrates, and judges of the High Court, Court of Appeal, and the
Supreme Court.801 Ugandan courts have begun to rely on jurisprudence from other
nations in shaping their decisions about the right to a healthy environment. Ior example,
in Advocates Coalition for Development and Environment, the High Court of Uganda
cited case law from Dndia in striking down a sugar cane license issued in a forest
conservation area and granting the plaintiffs all of the remedies they sought.802 @he
Dndian case law had been presented to Ugandan High Court judges as part of the judicial
education programs on environmental laws launched in 2000.803
However, Ugandan courts are generally conservative and reluctant to grant substantial
and effective remedies. Several cases in which citizens asserted violations of their
constitutional right to a healthy environment have been dismissed on the basis of legal
technicalities.804 As well, the costs of litigation are high, environmental and human rights
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knowledge is low, and widespread poverty makes litigation uncommon.805 Another major
concern is that Parliament does not always respect judicial decisions. Dn the Advocates
Coalition for Development and Environment case referred to above, Parliament
effectively over-ruled the court and allowed the company to proceed with agricultural
activities in the forest conservation area.806
Despite these challenges, Okidi notes that Ugandais civil society has been relatively
active in using litigation to protect the right to a healthy environment and has been
reasonably successful in the courts.807 @winomugisha concludes that qthrough a creative
application of the right, the judiciary has to some extent held the state, its agencies, and
private actors accountable for violations of the right.m808

Seychelles and Malawi
Dn both the Seychelles and Malawi, there is one reported case in which reference to the
constitutional right to a healthy environment plays a significant role. Dn a case involving
the prosecution of eight individuals for unlawful possession of meat from protected
species including sea turtles and boobies, the Supreme Court of Seychelles referred to the
constitutional right to a healthy and ecologically balanced environment in interpreting the
Wild Animals and Birds Protection Act.809 @he Court wrote: qthe right to a healthy
environment has become a fundamental right. Dn Seychelles that right extends to the
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Management of Marine Resources as well as protected Hand or Sea -irds.m @he Court
also referred to jurisprudence from the Supreme Court of Dndia on the right to a healthy
environment.810 @he Supreme Court of Seychelles noted that the countryis Constitutional
Court had not yet heard a case based directly on the right to a healthy environment Nas of
2004Q.811
@he only reported decision from Malawi involving the right to a healthy environment
involved an effort to remove protection from an area of land owned by a former President
of Malawi.812 Malawiis High Court cited the Constitution and the Environmental
Management Act as the basis for standing to enforce the right to a healthy environment.
@he Court took a strong stand on environmental protection, ruling that the governmentis
proposed action would result in qenvironmental degradation and unsustainable utilization
of the resourcesm thereby violating the Constitution.813 Generally, however, Malawiis
constitutional provisions Nincluding the ambiguous right to a healthy environmentQ are
undermined by their relative weakness compared to other rights Nproperty, economic
810
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activity, and developmentQ, which are directly enforceable instead of mere guiding
principles.814 Gloppen and janyongolo add that poverty and lack of legal literacy are de
facto limits on access to courts for most Malawians.815

jenya, Nigeria, and @anzania
Courts in jenya, Nigeria, and @anzania have held that the right to a healthy environment
is implicitly incorporated in the right to life even where no explicit constitutional
provisions exist. Dn jenya, access to courts has broadened in recent years, contrary to an
environmental case in 1989 that denied standing to hangari Maathai Nwho later won the
Nobel Peace PrizeQ.816 A growing number of cases are based on the right to a healthy
environment, which despite a lack of explicit constitutional recognition, is included in the
Environmental Management and Coordination Act.817 Not coincidentally, jenyan High
Court and Court of Appeal judges were trained in environmental law principles between
2005 and 2007.818 jenya also has a National Environmental @ribunal that decides cases
Nincluding cases that raise the right to a healthy environmentQ.819 A new Constitution for
jenya, which did not pass a referendum in 2005, included an explicit right to a healthy
environment.820 jameri-Mbote suggests that constitutional weaknesses are an important
814
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reason for the jenyan governmentis weak environmental record.821
Dn Nigeria, several court decisions have relied on the right to a healthy environment. Ior
example, the High Court ruled that Shellis practice of flaring gas from its oil operations
in the Niger Delta qis a gross violation of the fundamental right to life Nincluding healthy
environmentQ and dignity of human person as enshrined in the Constitution.m822 @his
decision is under appeal and has not yet been implemented, and severe environmental and
health problems in the region are ongoing.823 @he Nigerian Court of Appeal overturned a
High Court decision that refused to grant standing to an individual who argued that the
construction of a hazardous li_uefied natural gas plant without the re_uisite
environmental assessment violated his right to a healthy environment under Article 24 of
the African Charter. 824 However, prospects for asserting constitutional environmental
rights in Nigeria are limited because courts are reputedly subject to political interference
and generally adhere strictly to rules on standing, procedure, and costs.825
Dn @anzania, there have been several high profile cases involving the operation of garbage
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dumps near residential communities. @he High Court ruled that the right to a healthy
environment is an integral part of the right to life and was violated.826 As in jenya,
@anzaniais framework environmental law recognizes the right to a healthy
environment.827 However, Pallangyo expressed concern that @anzaniais Constitution
qdoes not directly spell out the environmental rights which could prompt the development
of environmental laws.m828
Figure 7.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Africa
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Factors Affecting the Influence of the Constitutional Right to a Healthy
Environment in Africa
hhen dealing with a huge and diverse continent such as Africa, one must be cautious in
making generalizations, for there are bound to be exceptions, distinctions, and nuances
lost in the process. Africa faces massive environmental challenges including
deforestation, desertification, loss of biodiversity, air and water pollution, and improper
waste disposal. Exacerbating these problems are a growing population, stagnant
economies, migration, corruption, political instability, and foreign debt.829 @here has been
a rapid proliferation of environmental laws, regulations, and policies in Africa since the
early 1990s. hhile the development of framework laws and other environmental policies
is a step in the right direction, there continues to be a huge gap between the aspirations
expressed on paper and the actions that take place on the ground. Dmplementation and
enforcement of environmental law, including the right to a healthy environment, is
limited in the majority of African nations Nsee @able 7.2Q.830 An anonymous African
official _uoted by jeeley and Scoones said q@here are too many conferences and
workshops. hhat are they actually doing to improve thingsem831
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Table 7.2 Factors Influencing the Extent of the Environmental Rights Revolution in
Africa
Iactor

Prospective litigants

x

South Africa, Uganda

Examples of negative
influence
-urundi, Central
African Republic,
Gabon, Malawi,
Maldives
Most African nations

Access to justice

x

South Africa, Uganda

Most African nations

Resources for legal
mobilization
Rule of law

x

South Africa, Uganda

Most African nations

x

South Africa

Chad, Cote diDvoire,
Dem. Republic of
Congo, Sudan

Constitutional
provisions

Responsive judiciary
Social, economic, and
political conditions

Generally
Positive
x

Generally
Negative

x

Mixed

Examples of positive
influence
South Africa, Uganda

jenya, South Africa,
@anzania, Uganda
x

All African nations

@he short-term prospects for recognition and fulfillment of the right to live in a healthy
environment in Africa are limited by massive social, economic, and political challenges
including poverty, corruption, illiteracy, and armed conflicts.832 Among the problems
hindering enforcement of environmental laws in Africa are: government institutions lack
the financial and human resources to monitor and control activitiesc government officials
entrusted with enforcing laws or protecting rights under those laws often have more to
gain by condoning violations or engaging in violations themselvesc court systems are
backlogged or bankruptc and the imperatives of daily life for the poor overwhelm any
likely risks associated with violating the law.833 African constitutions have failed to
constrain the use and abuse of executive power, which is at the heart of what
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constitutions must achieve, leading people to perceive them as mere rhetoric.834
Dhonvbere writes that governance in Africa often has been interpreted as qan opportunity
to get rich and use public instruments of violence to protect class interests twhileu power
is used arbitrarily and irresponsibly.m835
National governments seek foreign investment, but this often comes at the expense of
local people, communities, and the environment.836 Ioreign governments and
multinational corporations are racing to exploit Africais rich natural resources, inflicting
environmental damage that is rarely monitored or remedied because of a lack of
enforcement. Despite framework laws and EDA regulations in most African nations,
environmental abuses persist, with Nigeria providing a notorious example.837 -illions of
dollars worth of oil have been extracted from the Niger Delta, yet the region is qsuffering
from administrative neglect, crumbling social infrastructure and services, high
unemployment, social deprivation, abject poverty, filth and s_ualor, and endemic
conflict.m838 -ecause of extreme poverty and the compelling need for economic
development, environmental protection is often not a priority.839 Moseley _uotes a
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Malian official: q@he priority is development. One cannot stop development, even to save
the countryis heritage.m840
Effective legal and political institutions are prere_uisites for the rule of law but are
lacking in many African nations.841 Dn some countries, military governments and oneparty governments ignore judicial decisions.842 Some judicial systems suffer from
inade_uate budgets, a shortage of trained professionals, and extensive political
interference.843 Other problems that constrain efforts to protect the environment include
jurisdictional battles between levels of government and ministries within governmentc
institutional instability, caused by shuffling of ministers and responsibilitiesc lack of
institutional capabilities and resources Nfinancial, human, and technologicalQc and lack of
public concern/understanding.844 Dn some nations, such as -urkina Iaso, customary rules
are still more important to the majority of the population than formal national laws.
Environmental laws are poorly known, rarely applied, and generally ineffective.845 Many
nations have limited ENGO communities, while existing organizations often lack
resources, information, and expertise.846 Iew African ENGOs, apart from Greenwatch in
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Uganda, specialize in environmental law.

Conclusion
Optimists suggest that environmental law is rapidly evolving in Africa and that the
continent is on the brink of an environmental renaissance.847 Dhonvbere writes that
although previous constitutions lacked legitimacy, new democratically formulated
constitutions are a step forward and as a result, qAfricans are beginning to see the
constitution as an instrument for addressing pressing socio-economic, cultural, and
economic _uestions.m848 @he process of democratization should provide an impetus to the
implementation and enforcement of environmental law, including the right to a healthy
environment.849 South Africa represents a beacon of hope with its strong Constitution and
comprehensive environmental laws. Amechi concludes that qthere must be a shift in the
attitude of African governments towards the protection or conservation of the
environment if African citizenry are ever to enjoy the right to a general satisfactory
environment favorable to their development.m850 Dn conclusion, despite constitutional
environmental provisions and strengthened environmental laws, the other prere_uisites
for respecting and protecting the human right to a healthy environment\the rule of law,
independent judiciary, strong civil society, and litigation support infrastructure\are
largely not yet present in most African nations.851
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Irance: Université de Himoges Iaculté de Droit et des Sciences Economi_ues, pp. 361-4.
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E.P. Amechi. 2009. qEnhancing Environmental Protection and Socio-Economic
Development in Africa: A Iresh Hook at the Right to a General Satisfactory Environment
under the African Charter on Human and Peoplesi Rights,m Law, Environment and
Development Journal 5N1Q: 58-72, at 72.
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Environmental Haw Dnstitute. 2007. Constitutional Environmental Law: Giving Force
to Fundamental Principles in Africa. hashington: EHD.
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CHAPTER 8. THE LEGAL INFLUENCE OF THE RIGHT TO A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN ASIA
Asia is a vast continent with an incredible diversity of cultures, languages, political
institutions, history, and legal systems. @hirteen nations in Asia explicitly recognize the
right to a healthy environment in their constitutions. Dn most of these countries, the
constitutional provision has influenced national environmental laws, whereas the
prevalence of litigation appears to be confined to just six countries. Met this
underestimates the extent of the rightis influence in the region, for a handful of South
Asian nations, led by Dndia, are global pioneers in judicial recognition of an implicit
constitutional right to a healthy environment as an essential element of the right to life.

Legislation
@en of the 13 Asian nations whose constitutions include the right to live in a healthy
environment have also incorporated this right into national environmental legislation Nsee
@able 8.1Q. East @imor, @urkmenistan, and Dran are the exceptions. East @imoris
Constitution is relatively recent N2002Q and the country faces political instability as well
as major social and economic challenges, so it is unsurprising that environmental
legislation has not yet been amended. @urkmenistanis framework environmental law
included the right to a healthy environment prior to constitutional recognition of the right.
D was unable to locate an English translation of Dranis environmental legislation.
Environmental laws in the Philippines are considered to be at the forefront among Asian
nations.852 @he Philippines has incorporated the right to a healthy environment
throughout its domestic environmental legislation, including the Clean Air Act of 1999,853
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R. Mushkat. 2004. International Environmental Law and Asian Values. Rancouver:
U-C Press, p. 40. H.H. Heng. 2002. qPublic Participation in the Environment: A SouthEast Asian Perspective,m in D.N. rillman, A.R. Hucas, and G. Pring, eds. Human Rights
in Natural Resource Development: Public Participation in the Sustainable Development
of Mining and Energy Resources. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 651-78.
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Clean Air Act of 1999, Republic Act No. 8749, ?une 23, 1999.
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Clean Water Act,854 Ecological Solid Waste Management Act,855 National Environmental
Awareness and Education Act of 2008,856 Climate Change Act of 2009,857 and the
regulations associated with implementing these statutes.858 @he Clean Air Act of 1999
expands upon the constitutional right to a healthful and balanced ecology as follows:
S. 4. Recognition of Rights. Pursuant to the above-declared principles, the
following rights of citizens are hereby sought to be recognized and the State shall
seek to guarantee their enjoyment:
NaQ @he right to breathe clean airc
NbQ @he right to utilize and enjoy all natural resources according to the principles
of sustainable developmentc
NcQ @he right to participate in the formulation, planning, implementation, and
monitoring of environmental policies and programs and in the decision-making
processc
NdQ @he right to participate in the decision-making process concerning
development policies, plans, programs, projects, or activities that may have
adverse impact on the environment and public healthc
NeQ @he right to be informed of the nature and extent of the potential hazard of any
activity, undertaking, or project and to be served timely notice of any significant
rise in the level of pollution and the accidental or deliberate release into the
atmosphere of harmful or hazardous substancesc
NfQ @he right of access to public records that a citizen may need to exercise his or
her rights effectively under this Actc
NgQ @he right to bring action in court or _uasi-judicial bodies to enjoin all
activities in violation of environmental laws and regulations, to compel the
rehabilitation and cleanup of affected areas, and to seek the imposition of penal
sanctions against violators of environmental lawsc and
NhQ @he right to bring action in court for compensation of personal damages
resulting from the adverse environmental and public health impact of a project or
activity.
As well, the Local Government Code of the Philippines imposes a duty on local
governments to promote citizensi right to a healthful and balanced ecology.859
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Clean Water Act, R.A. No. 9275, March 22, 2004.
Ecological Solid Waste Management Act, R.A. No. 9003, ?an. 26, 2001.
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Means of Solving Air Pollution,m Sept. 26, 1997.
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According to the UN Economic Commission for Europe, Azerbaijanis 1995 Constitution
laid qthe foundation for the development of national environmental policy.m860 @he
constitutional right to a healthy environment is implemented through specific references
in the Law on Environmental Protection, Law on Air Protection, Law on Environmental
Safety, and the Law on Sanitary-Epidemiological Services.861 Dn South jorea, the
incorporation of the right to a healthy environment in the constitution triggered the
establishment of the countryis first major environment agency and the passage of new
legislation, including the Framework Act on Environmental Policy, the Environmental
Dispute Adjustment Act, the Air Quality Conservation Act, the Water Quality
Conservation Act, the Noise and Vibration Control Act, and the Toxic Chemicals Control
Act.862 @urkey has strengthened its environmental laws significantly in recent years,
motivated in part by the constitutional mandate but also by a series of high profile
environmental scandals and the EU harmonization process.863
Table 8.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Asia
Nation
Azerbaijan
East @imor

Year Env. Rt.
1995
2002

Legislation
Mes864
No866

Litigation
N/A 865
N/A 867

860

Economic Commission for Europe, Committee on Environmental Policy. 2004.
Environmental Performance Reviews: Azerbaijan. Environmental Performance Reviews
Series No. 19. New Mork: United Nations, p. 14.
861
Law on Environmental Protection, 8 ?une 1999, Law on Air Protection, 2001, Law on
Environmental Safety, 8 ?une 1999, Law on Sanitary-Epidemiological Services
862
R.-H. jim. 2006. qPrinciples of Sustainable Development in jorean Environmental
Haw: @owards the Earth Charter Principles,m 4 New Zealand Postgraduate Law EJournal 1 www.earthcharterinaction.org/invent/images/uploads/RAj-HM‰1.PDI
863
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 2008. Environmental
Performance Review: Turkey. Paris: OECD.
864
Environmental Protection Law of 1999, Art. 2, 6, 7. See also Law No. 109 on
protection of atmospheric air. Law on access to environmental information N2002Q.
http://faolex.fao.org/
865
Supreme Court and Constitutional Court. ?udicial decisions do not appear to be
searchable. www.supremecourt.gov.az www.constcourt.gov.az
866
Examined 19 environmental laws, regulations, and decrees related to petroleum,
logging, fishing, and agriculture. No general environmental law. No references to
Constitution or the right to a healthy environment were found. http://faolex.fao.org/
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Nation
Dndonesia
Dran
Dra_
jyrgyzstan
Mongolia
Nepal
Philippines
S. jorea
@hailand

Year Env. Rt.
2000
1979
2005
1993
1992
2006
1987
1987
2007

Legislation
Mes868
N/A870
Mes872
Mes874
Mes876
Mes878
Mes880
Mes882
Mes884

Litigation
Mes869
N/A 871
N/A 873
N/A 875
N/A 877
Mes879
Mes881
Mes883
Mes885

867

Supreme Court of ?ustice. No jurisprudence for East @imor is available. www.timorleste.gov.tl/ministries/abtministries.aspeid}21
868
Environmental Management Act 1997 NNo. 23 of 1997Q, Arts 5, 6, 37-39.
869
Constitutional Court, www.mahkamahkonstitusi.go.id/ No hits for environment.
870
Environmental Protection Law. 1974. Available only in Iarsi. http://faolex.fao.org/
871
Dranian websites not accessible ?uly 15, 2009. www.iranjudiciary.org/homezen.html
http://majles.ir/mhtml/index.phpenewlang}english
872
Law No. 3 of 1997 on protection and improving the environment, Preamble.
873
Supreme Iederal Court, www.ira_ijudicature.com, www.ira_ja.org Not available in
English.
874
Law No. 53 on environmental protection, N1999Q, Arts. 3, 45, 46, 47.
http://faolex.fao.org/
875
?urisprudence not available in English.
876
Environmental Protection Law of Mongolia, Arts. 1, 2, 4, 5, 20. http://faolex.fao.org/
877
Search function not available in English www.court-decision.gov.mn No cases on
www.ecolex.org or www.asianlii.org
878
Environment Protection Act 1997 NNo. 24 of 1997Q. Hegislation enacted in response to
a Supreme Court of Nepal ruling on the implicit constitutional right to a healthy
environment. Surya Prasad Sharma Dhungel v. Godavari Marble Industries and others
N1995Q, hP 35/1992, Supreme Court of Nepal.
879
Supreme Court www.supremecourt.gov.np ?urisprudence not searchable. See also
cases on www.ecolex.org
880
Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999, Haw No. 8749, Art. 2, 4. www.asianlii.org See also
www.lawphil.net
881
Supreme Court http://sc.judiciary.gov.ph/ @hirty eight hits for right and qbalanced and
healthful ecology.m See also cases on www.ecolex.org and www.asianlii.org and
www.lawphil.net @he latter site also returned 38 hits for right and qbalanced and
healthful ecology.m
882
Framework Act on Environmental Policy N1990, as amendedQ, Arts. 1, 2, 6.
http://faolex.fao.org/
883
Constitutional Court, http://english.ccourt.go.kr/ Supreme Court,
http://eng.scourt.go.kr/eng/main/Main.work
See also www.asianlii.org
884
@he national framework environmental law does not refer to the right to a healthy
environment. Enhancement and Conservation of National Environmental Quality Act,
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Nation
@urkey
@urkmenistan

Year Env. Rt.
1982
2008

Legislation
Mes886
No888

Litigation
Mes887
N/A 889

N/A}Not Available
Mear Env. Rt. } Mear when right to healthy environment was constitutionalized

Litigation
Six of the 13 Asian nations have experienced litigation based on the right to a healthy
environment, including the Philippines, Nepal, @urkey, South jorea, @hailand, and
Dndonesia. ?urisprudence related to the right to a healthy environment could not be
identified for seven nations, including Azerbaijan, East @imor, Dran, Dra_, jyrgyzstan,
Mongolia, and @urkmenistan. @he major difficulties encountered in doing research were
lack of access to court decisions and language barriers. Court decisions in many Asian
nations are difficult to obtain, and the selection of cases for publication has been
-.E. 2535 N1992Q. http://faolex.fao.org/ However, the National Health Act, passed in
2007, states in Chapter D: Rights and Duties in Respect of Health, at Section 5, that qA
person shall enjoy the right to live in the healthy environment and environmental
conditions. A person shall have the duties in cooperation with State agency in generating
the environment and environmental conditions under paragraph one.m National Health
Act, -.E. 2550, N2007Q www.nationalhealth.or.th/Conzapil/ty.pdf
885
Supreme Administrative Court www.admincourt.go.th/amczeng/loginzeng.aspx No
judgments available. Constitutional Court www.concourt.or.th No hits for environment
Nalthough judgments in English limited to 1998-2003Q. However, news reports in
December 2009 indicated that @hailandis Supreme Administrative Court halted dozens of
major projects at a petrochemicals hub due to violations of the @hai Constitution arising
from health and environmental concerns. j. -oonlai and P. Changplayngam. 2009. q@hai
Court Halts Many New Plants in -ig Dndustrial rone,m Reuters, 3 Dec. 2009, ?udge j.
Comsatyadham. http://planetark.org/enviro-news/item/55776 A. Ahuja. 2009. q@hai
Environmental Group @akes Aim at More Iirms,m Reuters, 4 Dec. 2009.
www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/-jj98932.htm
886
Law No. 5491 amending the Environmental Law No. 2872. N2006Q, Art 3.
http://faolex.fao.org/
887
Constitutional Court. www.anayasa.gov.tr/general Not available in English N?uly
15/2009Q. Supreme Court. www.yargitay.gov.tr ?urisprudence not available in English.
However, several cases are available through www.ecolex.org
888
Law No. 600-XII on Environmental Protection, 12 November 1991. Although this law
predates the constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment, it does
include provisions recognizing this right NArts. 27-31Q. http://faolex.fao.org/
889
@he Supreme Court of @urkmenistan does not have an English website. No cases
reported at www.ecolex.org
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criticized as arbitrary.890 @herefore my failure to identify court decisions related to the
right to a healthy environment should not be interpreted as conclusive evidence of the
absence of such decisions.
@here is also an extensive body of case law on the constitutional right to live in a healthy
environment from Dndia, Pakistan, -angladesh, Sri Hanka, Malaysia, and Dsrael, despite
the absence of an explicit right to a healthy environment in the constitutions of these
nations. Public interest litigants have successfully persuaded courts that the right to life
includes an implicit, and enforceable, right to a healthy environment. Dndia is among the
world leaders in terms of the volume of cases brought based on the right to a healthy
environment, while courts in -angladesh, Pakistan, and Sri Hanka have followed Dndian
precedents. According to Hassan and Azfar, qthe South Asian judiciary leads the world in
its role as the guarantor of the legal protection of sustainable developmentm and in
particular the right to a clean or healthy environment.891 Courts in Malaysia and Dsrael
have referred to the constitutional right to a healthy environment but the case law in these
nations is ambiguous and limited in scope.

Philippines
@he first precedent-setting case on the constitutional right to a healthy environment in the
Philippines was decided in 1993. @he Minors Oposa case involved a lawsuit seeking
cancellation of all of the timber harvesting licenses in the Philippines.892 Dn a preliminary
hearing about the standing of the plaintiffs, the Supreme Court of the Philippines issued a
forceful ruling on the urgent need to protect the environment on behalf of both present
and future generations. Although the right to a qbalanced and healthful ecologym is found
under the Constitutionis qDeclaration of Principles and States Policiesm and not under the
q-ill of Rights,m the Court held that the right was legally enforceable without need for
890

S. Pompe. 2005. The Indonesian Supreme Court: A Study of Institutional Collapse.
Dthaca, NM: Cornell University Press.
891
P. Hassan and A. Azfar. 2004. qSecuring Environmental Rights @hrough Public
Dnterest Hitigation in South Asia,m Virginia Environmental Law Journal 22N3Q: 216-36 at
216.
892
Minors Oposa v. Factoran, Jr., Secretary of the Department of the Environment and
Natural Resources t1993u 224 SCRA 792, 33 DHM 173 N1994Q.
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further legislation\i.e. a self-executing provision. @he Minors Oposa case has been
criticized for not directly contributing to improved environmental conditions.893
However, when the case was filed, there were 92 @imber Heasing Agreements in the
Philippines and by 2006, there were only three, and the rate of deforestation had fallen.894
Dn a subse_uent lawsuit brought by a timber company, the Supreme Court upheld the
governmentis ability to cancel licenses, based in part on the Minors Oposa precedent.895
A retired Philippine judge, A.D. Agcaoili, observed in 2009 that Minors Oposa
“enunciated seminal principles likely to influence profoundly the direction and course of
the protection, management and preservation of the environment.m896
Other leading court decisions in the Philippines based on the right to a balanced and
healthful ecology have ordered an end to waste dumping, urged a concerted government
effort to stop illegal logging, and refused to recognize private title to land in public
forests.897 Hocal government regulations restricting destructive fishing practices have also
been upheld on the basis of the constitutional right to a healthy environment.898
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D.-. Gatmaytan. 2003. q@he Dllusion of Dntergenerational E_uity: Oposa v. Factoran
as Pyrrhic Rictory,m Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 15N3Q: 45785.
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O.A. Houck. 2007. qHight from the @rees: @he Stories of Minors Oposa and the
Russian Iorest Cases,m Georgetown International Environmental Law Review, 19: 32173.
895
C & M Timber Corporation v. A.C. Alcala, Secretary of the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources N1997Q GR. No. 111088, ?une 13, 1997.
896
A.D. Agcaoili. 2009. qRole of the Philippine ?udicial Academy in Environmental Haw
Dissemination, Enforcement, and Adjudication,m Speech at the Forum on Environmental
Justice: Upholding the Right to a Balanced and Healthful Ecology held on April 16-17,
2009, at the University of the Cordilleras, -aguio City, p. 4.
http://sc.judiciary.gov.ph/publications/ejforum/day2/presentations/agcaoili.pdf
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Laguna Lake Development Authority v. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 110120, March
16, 1994 NSupreme CourtQ. A.L. Momongan v. R.B. Omipon, No. M@?-93-874 March 14,
1995 Supreme Court, @hird Division. J.C. Reyes et al. v. Republic of the Philippines G.R.
No. 150862, August 3, 2006, Supreme Court.
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Alfredo Tano and others v. Hon. Gov. Salvador P. Socrates and others N1997Q PHSC
1472, Supreme Court of the Philippines.
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Dn 2008, the Supreme Court of the Philippines released another landmark judgment based
on the right to a healthy environment in the Concerned Residents of Manila Bay case.899
According to the Supreme Court:
@he importance of the Manila -ay as a sea resource, playground, and as a
historical landmark cannot be over-emphasized. Dt is not yet too late in the day to
restore the Manila -ay to its former splendor and bring back the plants and sea
life that once thrived in its blue waters. -ut the tasks ahead, daunting as they may
be, could only be accomplished if those mandated, with the help and cooperation
of all civic-minded individuals, would put their minds to these tasks and take
responsibility. @his means that the State, through petitioners, has to take the lead
in the preservation and protection of the Manila -ay.
@he era of delays, procrastination, and ad hoc measures is over. Petitioners must
transcend their limitations, real or imaginary, and buckle down to work before the
problem at hand becomes unmanageable. @hus, we must reiterate that different
government agencies and instrumentalities cannot shirk from their mandatesc they
must perform their basic functions in cleaning up and rehabilitating the Manila
-ay.
Dn a judgment reminiscent of the Argentine Supreme Courtis ruling in the Mendoza case,
the Court ordered twelve government agencies to develop a comprehensive plan, within
six months, to rehabilitate and restore Manila -ay to a level of water _uality ade_uate for
all kinds of recreation. More specifically, the Court ordered the responsible agencies to:
-install and operate sewage treatment facilitiesc
-clean up hazardous and toxic wastesc
-prevent pollution and wastes from shipsc
-develop ade_uate facilities and programs for the proper disposal of solid wastec
-remove structures that obstruct the free flow of waters to Manila -ayc
-revitalize the marine life by re-introducing indigenous a_uatic speciesc
-re_uire septic and sludge companies to use ade_uate treatment facilitiesc
-prevent all forms of illegal fishingc
-establish a comprehensive environmental education programc and
-allocate a budget sufficient to carry out the restoration plan.
899

Concerned Residents of Manila Bay et al v. Metropolitan Manila Development
Authority, Department of Environment and Natural Resources and others N2008Q G.R.
Nos. 171947-48 Supreme Court.
http://sc.judiciary.gov.ph/jurisprudence/2008/december2008/171947-48.htm
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-orrowing from the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court of Dndia, the Court adopted the
extraordinary remedy of continuing mandamus, giving itself ongoing supervision of the
implementation of the restoration plan with the goal qof ensuring that its decision would
not be set to naught by administrative inaction or indifference.m900 @he government
agencies are re_uired, by court order, to submit _uarterly progress reports. @he Supreme
Court also established an expert advisory committee to review the governmentis reports
and ensure that progress is satisfactory. Dn conclusion, the Court stated that the
responsible government agencies qcannot escape their obligation to future generations of
Iilipinos to keep the waters of the Manila -ay as clean and clear as humanly possible.
Anything less would be a betrayal of the trust reposed in them.m
Dn 2008, the Supreme Court of the Philippines announced plans to create a national
network of more than 100 environmental courts, using its uni_ue powers under the
Philippinesi Constitution.901 @hese lgreen courtsi will be staffed by judges with
specialized training in environmental matters. @he environmental courts are expected to
operate under simplified procedural rules, including relaxed re_uirements for standing,
the elimination of cost awards for public interest litigants, and expedited hearing
processes.902 @he Supreme Court also authorized the use of the amparo and habeas data
remedies that have been vital to the successful use of constitutional environmental rights
in countries like Argentina, Colombia, and Costa Rica. Collectively, these changes could
revolutionize access to justice, as has been the case in Hatin America.
Another potentially groundbreaking case is currently working its way through the
Iilipino judicial system. @wo lawyers are seeking to stop offshore oil and gas exploration
900

@he Court cited M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, 4 SC 463 N1987Q.
Resolution A.M. No. 07-11-12, authorized by the Constitution of the Philippines, Art.
RDDD, s. 5.
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by acting as legal guardians for whales, dolphins, and other species whose habitat would
be disturbed by underwater blasting and drilling. A decision by the Supreme Court is
pending. Iinally, it is worth noting that the Supreme Court of the Philippines recognizes
the boundary between its adjudicative role and the law-making role of the legislature. Dn a
2006 case, citizens sought an order of mandamus re_uiring the conversion of government
vehicles from diesel to CNG Ncompressed natural gasQ. @he Court recognized that
petitioners and future generations possessed a constitutional right to clean air. Despite
recognizing the adverse health and environmental conse_uences of motor vehicle
pollution, the Court concluded that qthe legislature should provide first the specific
statutory remedy to the complex environmental problems bared by herein petitioners
before any judicial recourse by mandamus is taken.m903

Nepal
hhile the interim Constitution of Nepal N2006Q explicitly recognizes the right to a healthy
environment, previous versions did not. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court of Nepal has
repeatedly ruled that the right to a healthy environment is a prere_uisite for the enjoyment
of other fundamental, constitutional human rights, including life and liberty. As the Court
stated, qsince a clean and healthy environment is an essential element for our survival, the
right to life encompasses the right to a clean and healthy environment.m904
Public interest environmental lawyers have won cases involving issues ranging from air
pollution from motor vehicles Nincluding the prohibition of leaded gasolineQ to industrial
pollution.905 Dn the Godavari Marble case, the Supreme Court of Nepal instructed the
executive to qframe an environmental piece of legislation as soon as possible so that it
903

H.M. Henares, Jr. et al. v Land Transportation Franchising and Regulatory Board et
al, G.R. No. 158290, Oct. 23, 2006, Supreme Court, @hird Division.
904
Suray Prasad Sharma Dhungel v. Godavari Marble Industries and others N1995Q, hP
35/1991, Supreme Court of Nepal.
905
Prakash Mani Sharma v. His Majesty’s Government Cabinet Secretariat and Others,
hP 2237/1990, Supreme Court of Nepal www.elaw.org/resources/text.aspeDD}2518
Surya Prasad Sharma Dhungel v. Godavari Marble Industries and others N1995Q, hP
35/1992, Supreme Court of Nepal, www.elaw.org/resources/text.aspeDD}2287 K.B.
Shrestha v HMG, Department of Transportation and Others, hrit No. 3109 N1999Q
Supreme Court of Nepal.
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can end the confusion on this matter and fulfill its national and international
obligations.m906 @he government responded by passing the Environmental Protection Act
1997 and Environmental Protection Regulations 1997.907 @he Supreme Court of Nepal
also used the constitutional right to a healthy environment as a basis for rejecting a
challenge to a government ban on certain highly polluting vehicles, stating that the right
to clean air outweighed the freedom to carry out business.908 Dn 2001, the Nepal Supreme
Court ordered the government to immediately stop the import of Dndian vehicles not
meeting Euro-D emission standards.909 Other cases have addressed water pollution, noise,
waste management, and the right to clean water.910 Experts anticipate that the stronger
provisions in the 2006 Constitution will increase access to justice and the likelihood of
successful environmental litigation in the future.911
Studies indicate that the right to a healthy environment appears to have greater utility for
urban residents than for rural Nepalese, for whom costs, distance from courts, lack of
familiarity with the judicial system, and dependence on customary law Ninstead of
statutory lawQ constitute significant barriers.912 As well, despite the strong environmental
decisions from the Supreme Court, their impact is limited by the judiciaryis relatively
weak role in Nepalese governance. Unfortunately, the promising developments in
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Study. -oston: Martinus Nijhoff, pp. 157-76.
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N. -elbase and H.-. @hapa. 2007. qNepal,m in P. Moore and I. Pastakia, eds.
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constitutional environmental law that took place in the 1990s have been slowed by the
rapid turnover of governments, the Maoist insurgency, and the institution of royal rule.913

@urkey
Dn @urkey, a strong body of environmental laws have been enacted since environmental
protection was incorporated into the constitution. However, citizens have been forced to
seek protection of their right to a healthy environment in the courts because @urkish
qgovernments have consistently resisted, delayed, or willfully misinterpreted
environmental legislationm and the Ministry of Environment has been chronically underfunded and excluded from important economic policy decisions.914 A major weakness in
@urkish environmental law is the relative lack of provision for public participation,
although now that @urkey has signed the Aarhus Convention, the situation is
improving.915 Although @urkish jurisprudence is generally inaccessible, several leading
cases have been translated and published. Dn part this is because lack of enforcement of
court orders in @urkey has led to complaints heard Nand upheld byQ the European Court of
Human Rights Nsee Chapter 13Q.
@he best-known @urkish case involving the right to a healthy environment involved a
controversy over a company called Eurogoldis use of cyanide leaching as a method of
gold mining.916 @hree lawsuits Nfiled on behalf of more than 650 plaintiffsQ sought
cancellation of the mineis operating permits. @he Iirst Administrative Court ruled against
the plaintiffs in 1996 but on appeal the Council of State N@urkeyis highest administrative
courtQ ruled for plaintiffs based on their constitutional rights to life and to a healthy,
913

S. Subedi. 2007. qAccess to Environmental ?ustice in a Politically Unstable
Environment,m in A.?. Harding, ed. Access to Environmental Justice: A Comparative
Study. -oston: Martinus Nijhoff, pp. 157-76.
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I. Adaman and M. Arsel. 2005. qDntroductionm in I. Adaman and M. Arsel, eds.
Environmentalism in Turkey: Between democracy and development? Aldershot: Ashgate,
pp. 1-11 at pp. 1-2.
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M. Gnnes • A.A. Coskun. 2005. qHegal structure of public participation in
environmental issues in @urkey,m Journal of Environmental Assessment Policy and
Management 7N3Q: 543-68.
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I. Adaman and M. Arsel, eds. 2005. Environmentalism in Turkey: Between
democracy and development? Aldershot: Ashgate.
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balanced environment, the public interest in environmental protection, and Law 2872 on
the Environment Na law focused on the concept of ecological balance, defined as qall of
the conditions necessary for the existence and development of human and other living
beingsmQ.917 @he government ordered a new study of the environmental risks of mining
using cyanide leaching and then reissued Eurogoldis permits in 2002. @he Council of
State issued a new ruling in 2004 that temporarily shut down the mine. @he mine was
again reopened, forcing citizens to take their case to the European Court of Human
Rights Nsee Chapter 13Q.918
@he other leading @urkish case involved a longstanding citizensi effort to address the
pollution generated by three coal-fired power plants. After public petitions failed,
lawsuits were filed in 1993 and 1994 based on alleged violations of the constitutional
right to a healthy environment. @urkeyis Aydin Administrative Court appointed a panel
of scientific experts to investigate the power plants. @he experts concluded that the plants
were generating excessive sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxide pollution and posed a
threat to human health and the environment. @he courts found that the air pollution
generated by these operations violated the right to a healthy environment and ordered the
government to either install pollution abatement e_uipment Nwhich would reduce
emissions by approximately 95xQ or close the plants. Dn 1998, the @urkish governmentis
appeal to the Supreme Administrative Court was dismissed. However, the @urkish
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government refused to comply with the courtis order, forcing the citizens to pursue their
complaint to the European Court of Human Rights Nsee Chapter 13Q.919

South jorea
South joreais Constitutional Court has been praised because qsince its establishment in
1988, the court has systematically sought to expand its jurisdiction to make itself
accessible to the public, has created new unwritten constitutional rights Ne.g. right to
informationQ, and has actively promoted freedom of expression.m920 Experts speculated
that the right to a healthy environment in Article 35 of the South jorean Constitution was
a promising trigger for public interest litigation.921 However, environmental cases are
relatively rare and the Constitutional Court has taken a conservative approach to
environmental jurisprudence.922 @he Court has determined that while the right to a
healthy environment may be used to buttress arguments in favor of upholding
environmental legislation, it does not give citizens standing to bring public interest
environmental lawsuits. @he wording of the right in the Constitution indicates that it is
not self-executing but re_uires enabling legislation. On the one hand, the Constitutional
Court upheld the legality of multiple pollution audits of a business based on the
constitutional right to a healthy environment and the related public interest in
environmental protection.923 On the other hand, the Court ruled in favor of property
developers who challenged limits on the use of land in a protected zone.924 @he
government argued that the limitations had a constitutional basis in the right to a healthy
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environment. However, the majority of the court struck down the impugned provisions of
the Urban Planning Act. A dissenting judge warned that:
@oday is the day that the Constitutional Court~s decision extinguished our
constitutional provision on the environment NArticle 35Q, the basis for realization
of human dignity and worth and pursuit of happiness. @he phrase carefully
calligraphed on the rice paper, vall people have right to live in a healthy and
enjoyable environment, and the state and people must work toward environmental
preservation . . .v was pushed out by the guarantee of private property into the role
of an anti_uarian decoration.925
joreais Supreme Court has also taken a very narrow approach to the constitutional right
to a healthy environment, construing the provision as not self-executing unless an
environmental suit is based upon a specific statute.926 Dn a recent case where concerned
citizens challenged the disposition of farmland and water rights, the Supreme Court held
that citizens living outside the directly affected area lacked standing.927 @he Court ruled
against two -uddhist temples and an ENGO in a case where the plaintiffs sought an
injunction to prevent construction of a tunnel through a mountain for a bullet train
network that would damage the habitat of about 30 different endangered species. @he
Court also stated that salamanders do not enjoy legal rights.928
One of the most prominent South jorean cases involved citizen efforts to stop the
construction of the worldis largest seawall and the conversion of over 40,000 hectares of
ecologically important tidal flats into farmland.929 Dn rejecting the legal challenge, the
Supreme Court held that Article 35 of the Constitution cannot be seen as establishing the
specific substance, subject, content, and means of exercise of the environmental right,
925
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and also held that Article 6 of the Framework Act on Environmental Policy does not
provide citizens with the specific right.930 -ecause both the environment and
development enjoy constitutional protection, the Court engaged in a balancing test and
ruled that the economic interests of the national community as a whole prevail over the
environmental interests of some individuals. @wo dissenting judges held that the value of
nature is not _uantifiable in monetary terms and thus cannot be weighed against
competing economic interests and the government should have applied the precautionary
principle.
However, lower courts in South jorea have recognized the right to a healthy
environment as representing a sufficient interest on which to base a lawsuit. Ior example,
residents living downstream from a proposed resort successfully brought a lawsuit
blocking construction of the resort based on concerns that waste water would contaminate
their drinking supply.931
Historically, South jorean courts have been reluctant to make decisions with adverse
economic conse_uences.932 Dn part, this may be due to the fact that the executive branch
of government maintains strong control over both the legislature and the judiciary Nthe
President appoints judges to both the Constitutional Court and the Supreme CourtQ.933
Several elements of the litigation support structure identified as prere_uisites for a rights
revolution are emerging in South jorea, including a growing NGO community and an
qexpanding legal profession, particularly an active civil rights bar.m934 Overall, judicial
oversight is increasing but still falls short of public expectations.935 Dn terms of
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environmental protection, Cho concludes that qhhile the bureaucracy neither behaves as
expected by the public nor performs as mandated by legislation, the courts just look on
with folded arms.m936

Dndonesia
@he Dndonesian Constitution was amended in 2000 to include the right to a healthy
environment. Although it is difficult to gain access to Dndonesian jurisprudence, there is
evidence in the secondary literature that citizens and NGOs are invoking the
constitutional right to a healthy environment in court cases.937 Dndonesiais Environmental
Management Act explicitly grants ENGOs standing to sue.938 After a deadly landslide
linked to poor forestry practices, citizens brought a class action lawsuit based in part on
their right to a healthy environment.939 @he District Court ordered restoration of the
affected area and compensation to affected individuals.940 @he Dndonesian Iorum on
Environment NhAHHDQ and the Dndonesian Center for Environmental Haw have both
brought court cases based on the right to a healthy environment.941 Dn a challenge to the
constitutionality of Dndonesiais Water Resources Law, the Constitutional Court held that
the right to water is part and parcel of the constitutionally guaranteed right to a healthy
environment.942
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Despite these promising precedents, the fact remains that recourse to judicial processes to
address environmental degradation is still infre_uent in Dndonesia. -edner conducted an
extensive search for civil and administrative environmental cases in Dndonesia and found
few cases despite the seemingly ade_uate legal framework.943 Among the main obstacles
to greater reliance on the judicial system are: the complex legal and regulatory
framework, with jurisdictional overlaps fostering buck-passingc the lack of institutional
capacityc cumbersome enforcement and prosecution processesc corruptionc a lack of
technical and legal skillsc lack of public knowledgec and opposition from powerful
business interests.944 @he majority of the lawsuits brought by ENGOs are unsuccessful.945
Dn a telling case, ENGOs challenged open-pit mines whose operations in protected forests
were grandfathered. @he Constitutional Court ruled in favor of the mining companies
based on their vested economic interests and the sanctity of contracts.946 -edner asserts
that the Dndonesian judiciary suffers from an qextremely negative imagem and qthere is a
widespread belief that in environmental disputes companies control the judiciary and the
government.m947 Rartnawati adds that there are also constraints in the availability of
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environmental information.948 Despite these barriers, Heringa concludes that the
incorporation of the right to a healthy environment in the Dndonesian constitution will
increase certainty Nbecause legislative, executive, and judicial decisions will be based
upon guiding principlesQ and provide a qbeacon about where to go and what to do.m949

@hailand
Dn a 1997 decision concerning complaints against the construction of a new airport,
@hailandis Supreme Court ruled that the 1997 Constitution recognized rights and duties
in the preservation and exploitation of natural resources and environment.950 According
to @hailandis National Human Rights Commission, the Court ruled that qa person shall
have the right to clean air for good health and _uality of life, the right to enjoy nature, and
the right to be free from the affects of environmental damages such as flood, traffic
congestion, tandu air pollution.m951 @hailandis 1997 Constitution was abrogated by the
2006 coup dietat and replaced by a new Constitution in 2007. @he first environmental
cases under @hailandis new Constitution reached the Supreme Administrative Court in
2009. @he Court halted dozens of major projects at a petrochemicals hub due to
violations of the @hai Constitution related to health and environmental protection.952
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Dndia
Among the nations whose constitutions do not recognize explicitly the right to a healthy
environment, no judiciary has gone further than the Supreme Court of Dndia. Article 48A
of the Constitution of Dndia mandates that the State qshall endeavour to protect and
improve the environment and to safeguard the forests and wildlife of the country.m953
Article 51A states that it shall be the duty of every citizen of Dndia qto protect and
improve the natural environment including forests, lakes, rivers, and wildlife, and to have
compassion for living creatures.m954 @he environmental provisions in the Dndian
Constitution are framed as Directive Principles of State Policy and explicitly qshall not be
enforceable by any court.m955 However, there is a long line of cases in Dndia in which the
Supreme Court and High Courts have sought the qharmonious constructionm of the
Directive Principles, Nwhich include many social, economic, and cultural rightsQ and the
Iundamental Rights Nthe traditional civil and political rightsQ.956 hhile the Directive
Principles are explicitly unenforceable, Art. 32 guarantees all citizens the right to petition
the Supreme Court when their fundamental rights are violated or threatened.
Dndia was traumatized in 1984 by the -hopal disaster, when toxic fumes from a Union
Carbide factory killed thousands of Dndians and harmed many more. Dn 1987, two cases
suggested in obiter dicta that there could be an implicit right to a healthy environment
among the fundamental rights in the Dndian Constitution.957 Dn a case dealing with
limestone _uarries causing deforestation, soil erosion, and river siltation, the Supreme
Court mentioned qthe right of the people to live in a healthy environment with minimal
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disturbance of the ecological balance.m958 @he High Court of Andhra Pradesh wrote that
qslow poisoning caused by environmental pollution and spoliation should be treated as
amounting to a violation of Article 21 of the Constitution.m959 Dn a 1988 case, the High
Court of Rajasthan indicated that the stateis constitutional duty to protect the
environment gave rise to a corresponding right to a healthy environment.960 Dn 1991, the
Supreme Court clarified the state of the law, ruling that:
@he right to live is a fundamental right under Article 21 of the Constitution and it
includes the right to enjoyment of pollution-free water and air for full enjoyment of
life. Df anything endangers or impairs that _uality of life in derogation of laws, a
citizen has the right to have recourse to Article 32 of the Constitution for removing
the pollution of water or air which may be detrimental to the _uality of life.961
Dn 1995, the Supreme Court expanded upon its earlier articulation of the right, stating that
the right to life:
encompasses within its ambit the protection and preservation of the environment,
ecological balance, freedom from pollution of air and water, and sanitation, without
which life cannot be enjoyed. Any contract or action which would cause
environmental pollution s should be regarded as amounting to violation of Article
21. s @herefore, there is a constitutional imperative on the state government and
the municipalities, not only to ensure and safeguard proper environment but also an
imperative duty to take ade_uate measures to promote, protect, and improve both
the manmade and the natural environment.962
Since that time, there have been hundreds of cases decided by the Supreme Court and
High Courts on the basis of, or influenced by the right to healthy environment.963 Among
the environmental issues addressed by these cases are:
-air pollution in Delhi caused by motor vehiclesc964
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-water pollution of the Ganges River by tanneriesc965
-protection of the @aj Mahal N292 industrial plants ordered to either switch from
coke/coal to natural gas or relocateQc966
-industrial air pollutionc967
-groundwater managementc968
-the right to waterc969
-location of a plant for li_uefied petroleum gasc970
-mining and _uarrying activitiesc971
-forest conservationc972
-disasters caused by hazardous activitiesc973
-large dam projectsc974
-sentencing for environmental crimesc975
-genetically modified organismsc976
-smoking in public placesc977
-protection of wildlifec978 and
-noise pollution.979
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?ariwala examined decisions of the Dndian Supreme Court up until 1999 and found that
nearly 80x of cases were resolved in favor of the environment.980 Cullet, however,
observes that the Court is less likely to rule against the government in cases involving
major development projects, such as the controversial Sardar Sarovar dam.981 A series of
recent cases has prompted concerns that the Courtis commitment to environment may be
weakening.982
Dndian environmental enforcement agencies have a dismal track record, except where
compelled to act by the judiciary.983 Dn response, the Supreme Court has emphasized the
importance of strict enforcement of Dndiais Environmental Protection Act, writing:
Dt is the duty of the State to make sure the fulfilment of conditions or direction
under the Act. hithout strict compliance, right to environment under Article 21
could not be guaranteed and the purpose of the Act will also be defeated.984
Many of the environmental rights cases brought to the Dndian courts fall under the rubric
of public interest or social action litigation, cases brought by concerned citizens or NGOs
to advance collective interests. Public interest litigation in Dndia incorporates five key
innovations, including: broad standing Nsimilar to actio popularisQc an independent
investigative role for the court that may be achieved by appointing experts or committeesc
enhanced collaboration between parties in finding solutionsc creative remediesc and post-
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litigation monitoring by the court.985
Dn addition to recognizing the right to a healthy environment, the Dndian Supreme Court
has relied upon constitutional protection for the environment to base decisions upon vital
principles including intergenerational e_uity,986 the public trust doctrine,987 absolute
liability for harm caused by hazardous industries,988 the polluter pays principle,989
reversal of the burden of proof onto the party that is allegedly causing environmental
harm,990 and the precautionary principle.991
One of the more innovative approaches taken by the Supreme Court of Dndia is known as
continuing mandamus, a remedy that is intended to overcome problems with the nonimplementation of court orders. Rather than issuing a judgment and closing a case as is
customary, continuing mandamus involves a court issuing directives to be implemented
by specific deadlines and re_uiring the government to report back to the court on its
progress. Complex cases involving motor vehicle pollution in Delhi, pollution of the
Ganges River, and forest conservation have been before the Court for more than a
decade, with the petitioners returning repeatedly to seek additional orders.992
@he lawsuit seeking the clean-up of motor vehicle pollution in Delhi, which also
addressed industrial pollution, was originally filed in 1985.993 @he Courtis first order in
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the case re_uired the municipal government to provide information on its pollution
initiatives and prosecutions against dirty vehicles. @hen the Court established an expert
committee to identify technological options for improving air _uality.994 Dn the 1990s, the
Court ordered the phase-out of leaded gasoline in Delhi and other major citiesc mandatory
installation of catalytic converters on new vehiclesc and conversion of all public
transportation Nbuses, taxis and autorickshaws or three wheeled taxisQ to CNG.995 Dn
1998, the Court ordered the city to begin removing all public and private vehicles older
than ten years and begin regular emissions testing of vehicles.996 Court orders in the
1990s also led to the closure or relocation of thousands of polluting facilities.997
Additional Court decisions were issued in 2002 and 2003 Nthe latter ordering the national
government and nine cities to develop air _uality action plansQ.998 @he transition to CNG
was supposed to be completed by 2001. As a result of delays, the Supreme Court issued
an order in 2002 mandating the immediate introduction of 1500 CNG buses and the
monthly replacement of 800 diesel buses and threatening fines for further delays. -y the
end of 2002, all public transport in Delhi was converted to CNG.999 According to the
Energy and Resources Dnstitute, qthe role of the judiciary in prodding the government to
act against rising air pollution has been significant.m1000 Studies about the effects on air
_uality offer mixed results.1001 However, a horld -ank study estimated that 3,629 lives
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are being saved annually due to improvements in Delhiis air _uality.1002
Dn the Ganges River pollution case, the Court published notices in newspapers inviting
industries and municipalities to enter an appearance in the litigation.1003 @he Court then
prohibited the discharge of untreated effluent and ordered the closure of hundreds of
polluting facilities Nmany through ex parte orders, meaning the facilities did not
participate in the legal proceedingsQ.1004
Dn the forest conservation case, the original writ petition focused on illegal logging in one
forest region, but the Court expanded the case to cover the entire countryis forests and
forest policies.1005 On the basis of this single lawsuit, the Supreme Court has addressed
deforestation, illegal logging, timber pricing, licensing, transport of timber, mining, and
planning.1006 @he Court created its own committee to investigate and report on illegal
mining in state forests.1007 More than 2,000 interlocutory applications related to forestry
have been adjudicated pursuant to this single writ petition.1008
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@he Supreme Court has opened the door wide to judicial remedies by treating the right to
a healthy environment as a fundamental right capable of being protected by citizens and
NGOs by means of writ petitions. @he procedures are relatively informal but the caseload
of the Court creates lengthy delays in the resolution of disputes. ?ariwala determined that
12x of environmental cases had taken at least a decade to reach a resolution.1009 @he
constitutional right to a healthy environment has also contributed to improvements in the
recognition of procedural rights including access to information and participation in
decision-making. Additional procedural innovations pioneered by the Supreme Court
include: making spot visits to assess environmental problems on-the-groundc appointing
amicus curiae to speak on behalf of the environmentc and encouraging petitioners and
lawyers to draw the attention of Court about environmental problems through cash
rewards.1010 Another innovative Nand somewhat controversialQ approach pioneered by the
Supreme Court involves orders re_uiring the government to implement environmental
education programs in schools and through the media.1011 Dn one of the tannery pollution
cases the Court directed the national government to re_uire all educational institutions in
Dndia to provide at least an hour of weekly instruction on protecting the natural
environment, with a specific direction that the government should have textbooks written
for this particular purpose and distributed to educational institutions for free.1012 A later
case included directions to have cinemas and media outlets provide environmental
education.1013
@he Supreme Court has strived to carefully balance competing interests, including
environment and development,1014 and nature conservation and the rights of tribal
1009
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people.1015 Ior example, the Court denied approval for Redanta Resourcesi bauxite mine
on the grounds that the proposed mine did not meet the constitutional re_uirement of
sustainable development due to environmental impacts, impacts on tribal people, and lack
of local economic benefits. @he Court outlined a list of potential improvements to the
proposal and invited the company to re-apply.1016 Dn another case, petitioners challenged,
on the basis of violation of the constitutional right to a healthy environment, the issuance
of a large number of fishing permits to members of tribes who previously lived in what is
now Pench National Park @iger Reserve.1017 @he Court balanced the right to a healthy
environment with the right to livelihood of tribal villagers by upholding the fishing
permits but attaching additional conservation re_uirements.
On the basis of its considerable environmental jurisprudence, the Dndian Supreme Court
has been both complimented and condemned. Supporters argue that the Court has: filled a
vacuum left by the environmental negligence of the legislative and executive branches of
governmentc provided remedies to marginalized communities that were
disproportionately harmed by environmental degradationc and leveled the playing field
between development and environmental protection.1018 @raditional barriers to
environmental litigation\restrictions on standing, complex legal procedures, high costs,
and challenges associated with the burden of proof\have been removed. Sharma argued
that Dndiais judicial environmental activism is qthe impetus for new legislation
encouraging more effective and _uicker executive resolution of environmental
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issues.m1019 Ior example, three years after a Supreme Court decision that banned smoking
in public places, the government of Dndia passed the Anti-Smoking Act (2004).1020 A
horld -ank report concluded that a vocal civil society and the judiciary qhave
successfully directed the executive branch to act far more aggressively than would have
been otherwise possible.m1021 @he Haw Commission of Dndia concluded that qthe Supreme
Court of Dndia has made tanu immense contribution to ttheu environmental jurisprudence
of our country.m1022 Narain and -ell write that the Supreme Court played a constructive
and defensible judicial role by pushing the government in two main ways: to implement
existing policiesc and to develop new policies to address air pollution. @he Court prodded
the government to get past bureaucratic logjams and partisan politics and qprovided a
form of protective cover that allowed the government to avoid taking direct responsibility
for implementing controversial policies.m1023 According to Sharma, the qextension of
constitutional umbrella over environmental issues through dynamic judicial activism has
augured well for environmental governance in Dndia.m1024
Critics of the Dndian Supreme Court raise a number of points. A major criti_ue is that the
Court has trespassed on the jurisdiction of the legislative and executive branches of
government, thus upsetting the separation of powers and undermining democracy. Dam
and @ewary suggest that qthe Courtis overenthusiasm in environmental matters has
severely dented Dndiais institutional balance and has contributed to a polity that is
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becoming consistently reliant on the judiciary for remedying all its problems, of both life
and law.m1025 Cassels identifies a series of weaknesses in litigation about constitutional
rights in Dndia, including non-adversarial proceedings, the spectre of judge shopping, and
undermining democracy and courtis legitimacy by trespassing on legislative and
executive terrain.1026 Dyer acknowledges that there have been some significant
improvements in environmental _uality, the protection of human rights, and respect for
the rule of law but expresses concerns about violations of the principles of natural justice
Ne.g. court appointed experts provide evidence but are not subject to cross-examination,
firms are ordered to cease operations without an opportunity to make arguments in courtQ,
disregard for the role of the legislature, disregard for the costs of judgments, and
articulation of detailed re_uirements without necessarily having proper _ualifications.1027
On the other hand, the Supreme Court has also been criticized for failing to do enough to
protect the environment Nfavoring the trivial environmental concerns of the wealthy
rather than the pressing problems of the poorQ and punish polluters such as Union
Carbide, the company responsible for the -hopal disaster.1028 Galanter and jrishnan
claim that the middle class has effectively used public interest litigation to improve the
environment in the cities, in many cases leaving the poor worse off, and thereby breeding
skepticism toward public interest litigation.1029
Dt is the long-term cases involving motor vehicle pollution, the Ganges River, and forest
conservation that inflame the critics. @he Courtis detailed involvement in forest policy
decisions in the forest conservation case has prompted charges of inappropriate
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micromanagement.1030 Rosencranz, -oenig, and Dutta assert that the Courtis qvast
assumption of powersm in the forest conservation case paralyzed Dndiais timber
industry.1031 Sahu suggests that the constitutional rights of tribal people have been
overlooked in the forest conservation case and that public support for the court is
declining.1032 Rosencranz and ?ackson warn that the Courtis actions in the Delhi motor
vehicle case threaten the institutional and constitutional structure of the nation by
undermining the authority of the Pollution Control -oards and the legislature.1033
Critics and supporters agree that the Dndian courts are plagued by major backlogs and
long delays. -ack in 1987 the Supreme Court warned that it could take up to 15 years to
address the backlog of public interest petitions.1034 Dn 2007, there were 28 million
pending court cases in Dndia N40,000 in the Supreme Court, 3 million in the High Courts,
and 25 million in the lower courtsQ.1035 One-sixth of all High Court cases have been
pending for more than ten years.1036
Dt is difficult to reach a defensible conclusion regarding the role of Dndian courts in
protecting the right to a healthy environment because expert opinion is widely divergent.
Epp concludes that qthe Dndian Supreme Court clearly tried to spark a rights revolution\
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but nothing happened.m1037 Anderson, on the other hand, writes that the Dndian Supreme
Court is responsible for qnothing short of a revolution in constitutional jurisprudence.m1038
@he situation in Dndia is a paradox, with the Supreme Court issuing many bold court
orders based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment while overall
environmental _uality remains poor. Ultimately, this paradox qpoints to the importance of
making rights effective with well-designed enforcement strategies, as well as the limits of
a rights-based approach to environmental protection without an underlying
transformation in social and economic conditions.m1039

Pakistan
Pakistanis Constitution is silent on environmental protection. @he leading case in
Pakistan on the constitutional right to live in a healthy environment involved the potential
hazard of electro-magnetic radiation from an electrical grid station and associated high
voltage power lines. Hocal residents in a suburb of Dslamabad, led by the widow of
Pakistanis former ruler, filed a petition with the Supreme Court based on an alleged
violation of their constitutional right to life. @he Supreme Court held that the rights to life
and dignity under the Constitution of Pakistan included a qclean atmosphere and
unpolluted environment.m1040 @he Court stayed construction of the project pending the
report of a court-appointed expert commission and a court-ordered public consultation
process. Another case focused on the right to clean water, threatened by effluent from
coal mining operations. @he Supreme Court held that qthe right to have water free from
pollution and contamination is a right to life itself . . . the right to have unpolluted water
is the right of every person wherever he lives.m1041 Dn a procedural innovation, the
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Supreme Court appointed an expert commission to inspect the jhewra regionis water
supply to ensure that water was not being polluted by mining effluents and to recommend
methods of preventing further damage.1042 @hese Supreme Court decisions invoked
international environmental law and case law from the Supreme Court of Dndia.1043 Other
cases involved illegal urban development, dumping of waste in coastal areas, sewage
treatment in jarachi, and plastic bags Non the grounds that they were not biodegradable
and burning them contributes to harmful air pollutionQ.1044
Hower courts also have applied the constitutional right to a healthy environment.1045 Ior
example, in a lawsuit about health problems caused by poor municipal solid waste
management, the Hahore High Court stated:
Hives of tens of thousands of citizens of this countrysare sinking in the ocean of
dirt, solid waste, garbage and pollution and that too, at the hands of City District
Government. Dt is high time that the public functionaries should realize their duties
and perform their functions, keeping in view the import of word qlifem as defined
by the apex Court of this country in the Shehla Zia case.1046
An expert commission was appointed by the court in this case to formulate recommended
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actions and priorities for solid waste management in Hahore.1047 @he commission
included government officials, scientists, and members of civil society. Among the
recommendations implemented was a composting facility that now handles roughly 20x
of the cityis solid waste, producing 250 tonnes of organic fertilizer daily.
@he courts in Pakistan have been praised for their progressive articulation of the right to a
healthy environment.1048 According to Hassan, the Pakistani judiciary is qboldly and
proactively applying international and national laws to meet local needs and in granting
the widest latitude in procedural matters that may affect the vindication of environmental
rights.m1049 @he use of expert commissions has the potential to resolve complex
environmental issues in a collaborative and open manner. @he judiciary in Pakistan is
cognizant of its own limited powers. Dn a case that challenged the lack of air and noise
pollution standards for motor vehicles and industry, the court declined to formulate such
rules but ordered the responsible government authorities to take action.1050
However, there is relatively little public interest environmental litigation in Pakistan,
despite the magnitude and urgency of the environmental problems facing large swaths of
the population. As Hassan and Hassan observe, Pakistanis Supreme Court has qaccorded
environmental rights constitutional legitimacy and status, which is the highest legal status
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in Pakistanm yet the qactivism of the courts is not a substitute for proper policy-making
and implementation.m1051 One of the major challenges to fulfillment of the right to a
healthy environment is the lack of respect for the rule of law. @he judiciary is not
independent Nand has approved of military coups that violated Pakistanis ConstitutionQ.
As Hau remarks, qa climate of military dictatorship is not conducive to the enforcement
of fundamental rights.m1052 @he Chief ?ustice of the Supreme Court of Pakistan, who had
issued a number of decisions that could be described as environmentally friendly Nand
contrary to government and business interestsQ, was deposed by General Musharaf Nand
later reinstatedQ.1053

-angladesh
Hike Pakistan, -angladeshis Constitution contains no environmental protection
provisions. Article 31 of the Constitution of -angladesh states that every citizen has the
right to protection from qaction detrimental to the life, liberty, body, reputation, or
propertym while Article 32 states qNo person shall be deprived of life or personal liberty
except in accordance with the law.m @he leading case on the constitutional right to a
healthy environment in -angladesh involved a petition against various authorities for not
fulfilling their statutory duties to mitigate air and noise pollution caused by motor
vehicles in the capital city of Dhaka. @he Court stated, in a ruling similar to many
decisions of Dndiais Supreme Court: qArticles 31 and 32 of our constitution protect right
to life as a fundamental right. Dt encompasses within its ambit, the protection and
preservation of environment, ecological balance free from pollution of air and water, and
sanitation without which life can hardly be enjoyed. Any act or omission contrary thereto
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will be violative of the said right to life.m1054 @he court ordered the elimination of
miniature taxis using highly polluting two stroke diesel engines, conversion of
government vehicles to CNG, and re_uired that all imported vehicles be e_uipped with
catalytic converters.
@he -angladesh Environmental Hawyers Association has brought additional cases based
on the constitutional right to a healthy environment\addressing industrial air pollution,
illegal shrimp cultivation, lack of compliance with environmental permitting
re_uirements, and commercial development in municipal green space.1055

Sri Hanka
Sri Hankais Constitution imposes a duty on the government and the people to protect the
environment. Dt is not clear whether the Supreme Court of Sri Hanka has explicitly
recognized the right to a healthy environment as an essential part of other constitutional
rights, including the right to life.1056 However, in several cases the Court has implicitly
endorsed this right. Ior example, in 1998 an environmental lawyer filed a lawsuit
claiming that his constitutional right to life, including a healthy environment, was
violated by the governmentis failure to enact standards to protect air _uality from vehicle
emissions.1057 @he Minister of Iorestry and Environment provided the Court with an
undertaking to enact regulations to control vehicle emissions, making it unnecessary to
decide the legal issues related to the rights to life and a healthy environment. @he
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promised regulations were enacted.1058 Dn another case, the Supreme Court of Sri Hanka
determined that a proposal to develop a phosphate mine without conducting an
environmental impact assessment violated the fundamental constitutional rights of a
group of concerned local citizens. @he Court referred to the collective fundamental rights
of the petitioners and enjoined the government from entering into a contract to develop
the phosphate mine until a comprehensive environmental assessment had been completed
and all relevant environmental permits approved. Dn the words of the court:
decisions with regard to the nature and scale of activity re_uire the most anxious
consideration from the point of view of safeguarding the health and safety of the
people, naturally, including the petitioners, ensuring the viability of their
occupations, and protecting the rights of future generations of Sri Hankans.1059
Atapattu concludes that while these are encouraging decisions, they are limited to a few
judges rather than the Supreme Court of Sri Hanka as a whole.1060

Malaysia
A government committee recommended the addition of a right to a healthy environment
in the Malaysian Constitution in 1993 but the recommendation has not been
implemented.1061 @he Malaysian Court of Appeal has a mixed record in referring to the
right to a healthy environment as part of the constitutional right to life. Dn several cases,
the Court followed the lead of the Supreme Court of Dndia by interpreting the right to life
broadly as including qthe right to live in a reasonably healthy and pollution free
environment.m1062 However in a case involving a proposed hydroelectric project with
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Ministry of Science, @echnology, and Environment. 1993. The Report of the
Environmental Law Review Committee. juala Humpur.
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Tan Tek Seng v Suruhanjaya Perkhidmatan Pendidikan t1996u 1 MH? 261 at 288.
Malaysian Vermicelli Manufacturers (Melaka) Sdn Bhd v. PP t2001u 7 CH?. -oth cases
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major environmental conse_uences and impacts on indigenous people, the Malaysian
Court of Appeal reverted to a narrower interpretation of the constitutional right to life.1063
Sharom described the -akun Dam case as the qfinal nailm for public interest litigation in
Malaysia and concluded that qas long as economic growth is the driving force of
Malaysian policy, environmental matters will always be the neglected stepchildren in
official action and decision-making.m1064 Many human rights are suppressed in Malaysia,
and environmental activism is discouraged by the government.1065 On balance, it cannot
be concluded that Malaysia recognizes the constitutional right to a healthy environment.

Dsrael
Dsrael does not have a conventional constitution but rather a series of -asic Haws with
constitutional status. An Dsraeli ENGO brought a constitutional Nor -asic HawQ challenge
to the Dsraeli Law on Planning and Construction, which was amended in 2002 to
accelerate approvals for major national infrastructure projects.1066 @he Supreme Court of
Dsrael wrote that there is an implicit constitutional right to a minimum environmental
_uality Nwhich it did not defineQ, based on the constitutional right to qhonor of his being
and his freedom.m1067 However, in the absence of legislative action, the right does not
extend to a level of qappropriate environmental _ualitym Nalso undefinedQ. According to
Hevinson and Page, the decision qimplicitly clarifies that property rights \ also
enshrined in _uasi-constitutional fashion \ will invariably trump a claim to an
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A. Harding ed. Access to Environmental Justice: A Comparative Study. Heiden,
Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, pp. 125-56.
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lappropriatei level of environmental protection as a constitutional matter where a conflict
between property rights and lappropriatei environmental _uality exists.m1068
Figure 8.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Asia

Factors Affecting the Influence of the Constitutional Right to a Healthy
Environment in Asia
@here is a wide variety of legal cultures in Asia, as well as major differences in history,
political institutions, economic development, and society, all of which militate against
making broad generalizations about such a vast and diverse region. @he so-called Asian
tigers or dragons\South jorea, @hailand, and Malaysia\experienced rapid
industrialization in recent decades, with the attendant environmental conse_uences.
Azerbaijan, jyrgyzstan, and @urkmenistan are experiencing the turbulent changes
associated with the transition from communism to capitalism, and from authoritarian
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@. Hevinson and @.?. Page. 2004. qA Constitutional Nor -asic HawQ Right to
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government to democracy. East @imor is newly independent. @urkey is in the process of
joining the European Union.
Despite these differences, there are some features common to many Asian nations.
Prevalent environmental problems include rapid urbanization, acute industrial pollution,
and overexploitation of natural resources.1069 @he prioritization of economic growth is
widely viewed as a systemic problem that undermines the implementation and
enforcement of environmental laws.1070 @he regional economic crises that struck during
the 1990s caused cuts to environmental budgets and increased reluctance to enact and
enforce strong environmental laws and policies. A summary of the factors influencing the
extent of the environmental rights revolution in Asia is provided in @able 8.2.

Table 8.2 Factors Influencing the Extent of the Environmental Rights Revolution in
Asia
Iactor
Constitutional
provisions
Prospective litigants

Generally
Positive

Generally
Negative

x
x

Access to justice
Resources for legal
mobilization
Rule of law

x

Examples of
positive
influence
Philippines,
@urkey
Dndia,
Philippines
Dndia,
Philippines

x
x

Responsive judiciary
Social, economic, and
political conditions

Mixed

x
x

Dndia, Nepal,
Philippines

Examples of
negative influence
@hailand

East @imor, Dran,
Dra_,
East @imor, Dran,
Dra_,
Dndonesia, South
jorea
East @imor, Dran,
Dra_, Nepal,
Pakistan
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-. -oer, R. Ramsay, D.R. Rothwell. 1998. International Environmental Law in the
Asia Pacific. Hondon: jluwer Haw Dnternational.
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Dn some of these nations, the rule of law is fragile or in early stages of development.
Richardson offers a useful conception of the minimum elements for achieving the rule of
law in Asia: laws that are clear, consistent, reasonably stable, generally applicable,
enforced, and accepted by most peoplec and the existence of independent courts to
interpret and enforce the law.1071 Political turmoil is prominent in Dran, Dra_, Nepal, and
Pakistan. Rapid constitutional turnover undermines legal stability. Dn @hailand, for
example, there have been more than 19 constitutions since 1932.1072 Governments in
some Asian nations continue to be plagued by corruption, collusion, and nepotism.1073
Noted environmental lawyer M.C. Mehta has identified rampant corruption as the single
most important factor inhibiting the enforcement of environmental law in Dndia.1074
Dn some nations, the perception is that qenvironmental issues are primarily a lhesterni
ethic being unduly imposed on developing countries.m1075 A compelling rebuttal is that
environmental values are actually an integral part of many Asian cultures, from Dslam to
-uddhism. @ookeyis observation that qlike much of @hailandis flora and fauna,
traditional @hai values are heading for extinctionm is applicable to many Asian
nations.1076
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Environmental laws in some nations are weak, plagued by poor drafting, vague language,
undefined terms, gaps, and inconsistencies.1077 Dn Dndonesia, laws are strong on paper but
qwhen one grasps at the practical operation of the rules, their substance has a tendency to
disappear between the fingers.m1078 Dnade_uate implementation and enforcement is the
Achilles heel of environmental law in much of Asia.1079 Another major problem in the
region is the failure to coordinate laws, policies, and enforcement between national and
sub-national levels of government.1080 Other problems that undermine environmental
protection in Asia include:
-legislation is diffuse and sectoral rather than coordinated and comprehensivec
-lack of systematic planning or policy coordinationc
-lack of detailed regulationsc
-gaps in terms of more recent challenges such as greenhouse gas emissionsc
-lenient standardsc
-inade_uate use of economic instrumentsc
-lack of political willc
-lack of capacity for implementation and enforcementc and
-lack of training for judges, prosecutors, and enforcement officials.1081
1077
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Robinson suggests that increased reliance on the constitutional right to live in a healthy
environment reflects recognition of the inade_uacy of traditional legal approaches to
environmental protection.1082 Dnternational organizations\UNEP, UNDP, and the
DUCN\are working to strengthen laws, policies, and institutions.1083
Asian judicial systems also pose problems in terms of enforcing the constitutional right to
a healthy environment. hhile some judiciaries are fairly powerful Ne.g. Dndia,
PhilippinesQ, others are weak Ne.g. NepalQ. Dn some nations, such as Dndonesia, courts
continue to be perceived as a relic of colonialism.1084 ?udges are criticized for their
deferential attitude towards legislative and executive branches of government Ne.g. South
joreaQ, and their lack of environmental awareness and knowledge. Dn general, there is a
pressing need for additional capacity, training, and institutional development.1085 @here
are signs of improvement, including extensive environmental education programs for
judges in countries ranging from Dndonesia to the Philippines. @he Supreme Court of
Dndia, with its progressive jurisprudence interpreting the right to life as incorporating the
right to a healthy environment, has influenced courts throughout Asia Nand beyondQ.
@he extent of the litigation support structure varies dramatically from nation to nation.
@here is increasing activity of ENGOs throughout the region, consistent with the overall
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rise in the importance of civil society.1086 @he Philippines and Dndia have particularly
vibrant ENGO cultures. @here are legal NGOs in some nations, such as the -angladesh
Environmental Hawyers Association and the Center for Dndonesian Environmental Haw.
Unlike in Hatin America, many environmental lawyers work independently rather than in
organizations.1087 Environmental laws in some nations\Dndonesia, @hailand, and the
Philippines\recognize the important role that ENGOs can play in environmental
governance. On the other hand, @urkmenistan passed a Law on Public Associations in
2003 that imposes harsh restrictions on NGOs and led to the termination of most ENGOs
by the Ministry of ?ustice.1088 A complaint was lodged against @urkmenistan with the
Compliance Committee of the Aarhus Convention, who determined that @urkmenistan
was violating the Convention.1089 Dn most Asian nations, even those with ade_uate legal
provisions, there are still practical barriers to access to information, participation in
decision-making, and access to justice.1090 @hese barriers include lack of awareness and
knowledge, high costs, and limited institutional capacity.
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Conclusion
A decade ago, -oer concluded that qthe great revolution of environmental law has only
just begun, particularly in the countries of the Asia region.m1091 @oday, the extent of the
revolution varies but is still primarily in its early stages. Overall, the legal influence of
the constitutional right to a healthy environment in Asia ranges from extensive in nations
such as the Philippines and Dndia to negligible Nto dateQ in nations like East @imor. As
more constitutions, laws, and courts recognize this fundamental right, its influence\both
legal and extra-legal\is likely to continue to grow.
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CHAPTER 9. THE LEGAL INFLUENCE OF THE RIGHT TO A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN EASTERN EUROPE
Many of the nations in Eastern Europe recently underwent a transition from authoritarian
rule to democracy.1092 Almost all of their constitutions have been written or substantially
amended since 1989, with nineteen national constitutions in the region now recognizing
the right to live in a healthy environment. Many of these nations bear the scars of the
communist era, when the Dron Curtain hid some of the most dramatic declines in
environmental _uality in the world.1093 @he Chernobyl disaster had lasting repercussions
in terms of environmental awareness, mistrust of the state, and the importance of access
to information.1094 Carrying out environmental restoration in Eastern Europe will cost
hundreds of billions of dollars and take decades to complete.1095

Legislation
Environmental provisions in the new generation of Eastern European constitutions,
including the right to a healthy environment, appear to have influenced the development
of legislation in all nineteen nations Nsee @able 9.1Q. According to the OECD, because
Slovak citizens have a constitutional right to a healthy environment, environmental
legislation was strengthened subse_uent to 1992.1096 New and improved Slovakian laws
govern air _uality, waste management, nature and landscape protection, environmental
impact assessment, and access to environmental information. Similarly, subse_uent to the
1092
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constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment -ulgaria passed new laws
including the Environmental Protection Act N1991Q, Clean Air Act N1996Q, Law on
Forests N1997Q, Law on Protected Areas N1998Q, Waters Act N1999Q and the Public Access
to Information Act N1999Q.1097 According to Oldfield, Russiais 1993 Constitution acted as
an important driver in the overhaul of environmental laws and policies during the
1990s.1098 Among the key new pieces of legislation were the Law Concerning Ecological
Expertise N1995Q, Law Concerning Specially Protected Natural Areas N1995Q, Law
Concerning Wildlife N1995Q, Water Code N1995Q, Forestry Code N1997Q, Law Concerning
Wastes of Production and Consumption N1998Q Law Concerning Protection of the
Atmosphere N1999Q, Law Concerning the Sanitary-Epidemiological Well-being of the
Population N1999Q, and the major revision of the Law Concerning the Protection of the
Environment N2002Q.1099
Dn Georgia, the 1995 Constitution is recognized as the basis for a new generation of
environmental laws.1100 Georgiais Framework Law on Environmental Protection,
adopted in 1996, lists citizensi environmental rights, including: the right to live in a
healthy environmentc to use natural resourcesc to obtain full, true and timely information
on the state of the environmentc to join public environmental protection organizationsc to
take part in decision-makingc to receive compensation for environmental damagec and to
challenge decisions on new projects, or the construction, reconstruction and use of
facilities that create a risk to the environment. Romaniais framework environmental law
contains similar provisions.1101 @he UN Economic Commission for Europe describes the
constitutions of Serbia and Montenegro, with their recognition of the right to a healthy
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environment, as the foundations of environmental legislation and institutions.1102
Iollowing the incorporation of environmental considerations in the constitution in 1994,
most of Moldovais environmental laws were written between 1995 and 1999.1103
Constitutional provisions have clearly had a significant influence in strengthening
environmental legislation in Eastern Europe, although there are other factors at play, such
as the influence of the European Union NEUQ. @he Czech Republic, Hungary, Hatvia,
Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia joined the EU in 2004. -ulgaria and Romania became
members in 2007. Each of these nations was re_uired to upgrade environmental laws to
EU standards as a prere_uisite to membership. @he Council of Europe drafted model
environmental framework legislation in the early 1990s for nations in transition. Dt
included the following provision:
Everyone has the right to an ecologically stable and healthy environment. Such a
right can be exercised not only in respect of any normative or administrative acts
by the public authorities but also in respect of the actions of private persons which
are likely to have a significant effect on the environment.1104
Hungary illustrates the extent of the EUis influence on environmental legislation, as it
was re_uired to adopt or amend roughly 300 environmental laws, regulations, and
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standards.1105 @he Aarhus Convention also has played an important role in advancing
both procedural and substantive rights to a healthy environment in Eastern Europe.1106
Table 9.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation In
Eastern Europe
Nation
Albania
Armenia
-elarus
-ulgaria

Year Env. Rt.
1998
1995
1994
1991

Legislation
Mes1107
Mes1109
Mes1111
Mes1113

Litigation
N/A1108
Mes1110
N/A 1112
Mes1114

1105
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1107
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http://faolex.fao.org/docs/pdf/alb60655E.pdf
Chapter D, General Provisions
Article 1. @his law regulates the relation between the man and the environment, protects
the environmental elements and processes and guarantees the material conditions for the
sustainable development by completing the necessary legal frame for the implementation
of the constitutional right to have an ecologically sound environment.
Chapter DD, Environmental Policies
Article 7. State Policies on the Environment
1. @he state policy of environmental protection aims at the implementation of the
re_uirements of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania on the environment. All state
bodies are committed to its formulation and implementation, each of them in their own
line.
1108
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Article 56, and environment. No hits for either.
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Nation
Croatia
Czech Republic
Georgia
Hungary
Hatvia
Macedonia
Moldova

Year Env. Rt.
1990
1992
1995
1989
1998
1991
1994

Legislation
Mes1115
Mes1117
Mes1119
Mes1121
Mes1123
Mes1125
Mes1127

Litigation
Mes1116
Mes1118
N/A 1120
Mes1122
Mes1124
Mes1126
N/A 1128
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Nation
Montenegro
Poland
Romania
Russia
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia

Year Env. Rt.
2007
1997
2003
1993
2006
1992
1991

Legislation
Mes1129
Mes1131
Mes1133
Mes1135
Mes1137
Mes1139
Mes1141

Litigation
N/A 1130
N/A 1132
Mes1134
Mes1136
N/A 1138
Mes1140
Mes1142
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cases based on violation of the right to a healthy environment had been brought, but that
NGOs were preparing such cases. UN Economic Commission for Europe, Committee on
Environmental Policy. 2005. Environmental Performance Reviews: Moldova, Second
Review. Environmental Performance Reviews Series No. 23. New Mork: United Nations,
p. 27.
1129
Law on Environment 2008, OG 48/08.
1130
Constitutional Court. Rery limited case law online. None related to environment
www.ustavnisudcg.cg.yu/engleska/praksae.htm
1131
Environmental Protection Act N2001Q. See also Act on making information on
environment and its protection available, N2008Q http://faolex.fao.org/
1132
Constitutional @ribunal of Poland, www.trybunal.gov.pl/eng/index.htm
Summaries of cases available in English reviewed. No relevant cases found
1133
Law on the Protection of the Environment, Haw No. 137, 1995. Art. 5.
http://faolex.fao.org/ See also Government Emergency Ordinance No. 243/2000 on
atmospheric protection Napproved by Haw no. 655/2001Q, Art 1N2Q.
1134
Constitutional Court, www.ccr.ro/default.aspxelang}EN
Selected cases available 1992-2009. No references to environment. However, see
Supreme Court of ?ustice decision No. 1112 of 12 ?une 1997, cited in M. Dutu. 2004.
qConstitutionalising the Right to a Healthy Environment and its Dmplications in
Romanian Hegislation,m RRDM 1N3Q: 5-28. www.environmentallaw.ro/nr12004/1zMx20DutuzConstitutionalizarea.pdf
1135
Federal Law No. 7-FZ on environmental protection. 2002, Preamble, Arts. 2, 3, 1113. http://faolex.fao.org/
1136
Supreme Court of the Russian Iederation www.supcourt.ru and Constitutional Court
www.ksrf.ru Neither offers access to cases in English. However, see Ruling No. 8, 31
Oct. 1995 of the Supreme Court.
1137
Environmental Protection Law. 2004, Arts. 1, 2, 7, 9. http://faolex.fao.org/
1138
Supreme Court www.vrhovni.sud.srbija.yu/code/navigate.phpeDd}32
No case law available
1139
Environmental Protection Act NNo.17/1992 of 1991Q http://faolex.fao.org/
1140
Constitutional Court, www.concourt.sk Only 1992-2003 cases available in English.
See Iinding of the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic Ref. No. DD. ‹S 58/01 of
31 October 2001 NNo. 45/01Q.
1141
Environmental Protection Act 2004, No. 41/04, arts. 1, 13, 14.
http://www.mop.gov.si/en/legislation/environment/thezevnironmentzprotectionzact/
1142
Constitutional Court, www.us-rs.si Search for healthy environment yielded 24 cases
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Nation
Ukraine

Year Env. Rt.
1996

Legislation
Mes1143

Litigation
Mes1144

N/A} Not Available
Mear Env. Rt. } Mear when right to healthy environment was constitutionalized

Litigation
@he right to a healthy environment has been enforced by courts in at least 12 of the 19
Eastern European nations Nsee @able 9.1Q. As well, in at least one nation NEstoniaQ, the
courts have recognized a constitutional right to a healthy environment in the absence of
an explicit provision. @his level of constitutional rights litigation is _uite remarkable, for
as Goldston observes, qPDH tpublic interest litigationu is a post-Communist
phenomenon.m1145 @he full extent of litigation based on the constitutional right to a
healthy environment is difficult to ascertain because of a lack of access to court
decisions.1146
Dn some of the remaining seven Eastern European nations, citizens and ENGOS are using
litigation as a tool, but less fre_uently, and it is unclear whether and to what extent they
are invoking the right to a healthy environment. Dn other nations, litigation is not a viable
strategy. Dn -elarus, as the UN Economic Commission for Europe observed, qCases of
citizens challenging administrative decisions in courts or of public prosecutors pursuing
environmental offenders are extremely rare. Similarly non-existent are cases of individual

N?uly 8, 2009Q. Ior example, see Decision No U-D-30/95-26, 1/15-1996. National
Association of Ecologists.
1143
Law No. 1264-XII on environmental protection. ?une 25, 1995, Arts. 9-12.
http://faolex.fao.org/
1144
Constitutional Court, www.ccu.gov.ua Searched English summaries of cases from
each year 2000-2009. No environmental cases. However, cases reported in secondary
literature. See cases brought by the ENGO Environment, People, Haw to protect the right
to a healthy environment at http://epl.org.ua/en/lawnbspnbspnbsp/access-to-justice/cases/
1145
?.A. Goldston. 2006. qPublic Dnterest Hitigation in Central and Eastern Europe: Roots,
Prospects, and Challenges,m Human Rights Quarterly 28N2Q: 492-527
1146
S. Stec. 2009. qEnvironmental ?ustice @hrough Courts in Countries in Economic
@ransition,m in ?. Ebbesson and P. Okowa, eds. Environmental Law and Justice in
Context. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 158-75.
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citizens or NGOs seeking a judicial review of the infringement of their environmental
rights.m1147

Hungary
Dn Hungary, the Constitution and legislation guarantee that ENGOs have standing to
challenge environmental decisions in court.1148 @here have been several precedent-setting
decisions from Hungaryis Constitutional Court regarding the interpretation and
implementation of the constitutional right to a healthy environment. @he first decision, in
1990, held that because of the right to a healthy environment, the state was re_uired to
establish and maintain the institutions and programs necessary to protect this right.1149 Dn
the 1994 Forests Case, the Constitutional Court struck down provisions of a law that
purported to privatize forested lands that had previously been declared protected, on the
basis of citizens~ right to a healthy environment and to the highest possible level of
physical and spiritual health. @he Court interpreted the Hungarian Constitution as
imposing upon the government a binding obligation to maintain a high level of
environmental protection. @his high level of environmental protection, according to the
court, could only be diminished if necessary to fulfill other constitutional rights.1150 As
well, the Court observed that in environmental matters, prevention must take priority over
sanctions and remediation after damage has occurred. Hegal experts believe that the
decision of the Constitutional Court in the Forests Case qwill certainly have a lasting
significance on future Hungarian environmental legislation.m1151 Dn recognition of the
greater difficulties and higher costs associated with restoring damaged ecosystems, the
1147

UN Economic Commission for Europe NCommittee on Environmental PolicyQ. 2005.
Environmental Performance Reviews: Belarus (Second Review). New Mork: United
Nations. http://www.unece.org/env/epr/eprzstudies/belarusx20DD.pdf
1148
Environmental Protection Act, 1995, Art. 98.
1149
Constitutional Court, decision No. 996/G/1990. Cited in G. -andi. 1993. q@he Right
to Environment in @heory and Practice: @he Hungarian Experience,m 8 Conn J Intl L 43962.
1150
Decision No. 28 of 1994, R.20 A-, p. 1919. Hungarian Constitutional Court.
1151
G. -andi. 2003. qEnlargement and its Conse_uences for EU Environmental Haw,m in
?. ?ans, ed. The European Convention and the Future of European Environmental Law:
Proceedings of the Avosetta Group of European Environmental Lawyers. Amsterdam:
Europa Haw Publishing, pp. 97-113, at p. 111.
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Constitutional Court ruled in a 1997 nature conservation case that q@he implementation
of the right to environment re_uires not only keeping the present level of protection, but
also that the state should not step backward towards liability based protection from the
preventive measures.m1152
Hungarian courts often not only review the procedural legality of an administrative
decision, also but the scientific correctness of the decision and supporting technical
documentation, particularly environmental impact statements.1153 Dn two recent cases\
dealing with a luxury hotel to be built on a protected wetland and a proposed cement
factory\Hungarian courts have appointed independent experts to review the technical
correctness of environmental impact statements prepared by project proponents.1154
Despite these promising judicial developments, the leading Hungarian environmental law
NGO warns that qthere is no court in Hungary that would stop an investment worth
several billions of forints tHungarian currencyu based on environmental arguments.m1155
Dn some cases, the Hungarian courts have used a narrow definition of what constitutes an
environmental case in order to deny standing to NGOs.1156 However an important
milestone in the development of Hungarian jurisprudence was the so-called Uniformity
1152

?udgement 48/1997. N|. 6.Q A- Decision, cited in -. Majtenyi. 2006. q@he
Dnstitutional System of Hungarian Environmental Haw,m Gazzetta Ambiente 5: 149-54.
1153
P. Cerny. 2009. qPractical Application of the Aarhus Convention in some EU
Countries\Some Comparative Remarks,m Selected Problems of the Aarhus Convention
Application Based on Experience and Court Practice of NGOs in 7 EU Countries.
www.justiceandenvironment.org/wpcontent/uploads/2009/09/accessztozjusticezcollection.pdf
1154
C. jiss. 2009. qSelected Problems of the Dmplementation of the Aarhus Convention
in Hungary,m in Selected Problems of the Aarhus Convention Application Based on
Experience and Court Practice of NGOs in 7 EU Countries.
www.justiceandenvironment.org/wpcontent/uploads/2009/09/accessztozjusticezcollection.pdf
1155
Environmental Management and Haw Association. 2003. Ten Years of the
Environmental Management and Law Association. -udapest: EMHA, p. 29.
www.emla.hu/aa2.8/imgzupload/eeaa9e7beb9a36cd884a1ab6d09d7faf/EMHAzevkonyvz
angol.dbk.pdf
1156
See for example, the Balaton Highway case in S. Stec. 2003. Handbook on Access to
Environmental Justice. Hungary: Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern
Europe.
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Decision of the Supreme Court in 2004, which provides that environmental NGOs may
appeal decisions made Ne.g. permits grantedQ by any government decision-maker who has
sought expert advice from the environmental authorities.1157

Hatvia
@he right to a healthy environment in the Hatvian constitution is worded as follows:
Art. 115. @he State shall protect the right of everyone to live in a benevolent
environment by providing information about environmental conditions and by
promoting the preservation and improvement of the environment.
hhile the right to information is explicitly included, the Constitutional Court has also
read in the rights to participate in environmental decision-making and to bring legal
challenges.1158 Dn the words of the Court, these three qprocedural elements form a part of
the obligations of the State to ensure a benevolent environment for the next
generations.m1159 Hatviais Constitutional Court has been active in protecting the right to a
healthy environment, which it applies directly and immediately like all other fundamental
rights.1160 Dn several cases, environmental laws\including the Environmental Protection
Law, Spatial Planning Law, and Protected Zones Law\have been given forceful
interpretations based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment.1161 @he
Constitutional Court has ruled that the right to a healthy environment imposes on public
institutions, both national and local, qthe duty to create and secure an effective system of
environment protection.m1162 Hand use plans have been successfully challenged by
1157

Uniformity Decision No.1/2004, Constitutional Court of Hungary. Cited by
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 2008. Environmental
Performance Reviews: Hungary Paris: OECD, pp. 174-5.
1158
Judgment of 14 February 2003 by the Constitutional Court in the case No. 2002-1404, Para 1 of the Motives; Judgment of 8 February 2007 in the case No. 2006-09-03,
Para 11 and Judgment of 21 December 2007 in the case No. 2007-12-03, Para 13.
Decisions of the Hatvian Constitutional Court are available in English at
www.satv.tiesa.gov.lv/elang}2•mid}19
1159
Judgment of 17 January, 2008 in the Case 2007-11-03.
1160
@he reference to qdirectly and immediatelym comes from Judgment of December 5,
2001 by the Constitutional Court in the case No. 2001-07-0103, Para 1 of the Concluding
Part.
1161
Judgment of 21 December 2007 in the case No. 2007-12-03.
1162
qConformity of Part of Garkalne Parish @erritorial Planning with respect to
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concerned citizens and environmental groups for allowing building in flood plains, failure
to conduct environmental assessments, and failure to protect ecologically valuable
habitat.1163 All of these challenges have been based on violations of the constitutional
right to a healthy environment.

Russia
@he Russian experience with the constitutional right to a healthy environment offers a
mixed record. Dn a non-environmental case of major significance decided in 1995, the
Supreme Court of the Russian Iederation ruled that constitutional rights are directly
enforceable, authorizing individuals to take complaints about breaches of basic rights to
the ordinary courts.1164 Citizens and NGOs in Moscow filed a lawsuit in 1995 and applied
repeatedly for injunctions to prevent the reduction in size of a municipal park and the
felling of hundreds of old trees.1165 @he lawsuit was based on, inter alia, the right to a
healthy environment. hhile no injunction was ever granted, after a series of appeals the
court ruled that the government had acted illegally and ordered construction halted and
trees replanted.
@hose precedents were followed by groundbreaking environmental rights cases in Russia
involving the privatization of forests and the plans for offshore oil and gas drilling near
Sakhalin Dsland. @he forest privatization cases involved a series of government decrees
that downgraded strictly protected public forests to a status that permitted development.
More than 100 plaintiffs, including Russiais largest ENGOs, filed the case and were
initially rebuffed. Iollowing a series of appeals, the Russian Supreme Court declared 12
government decrees, covering more than 18,000 hectares of forest, illegal.1166 @his case is

Construction on -altezers Hake Iloodplain,m ?udgment of Iebruary 8, 2007 by the
Constitutional Court in the case No. 2006-09-03, Para 11.
1163
Decisions of the Hatvian Constitutional Court are available in English at
www.satv.tiesa.gov.lv/elang}2•mid}19
1164
No. 8, 31 Oct. 1995, Supreme Court of the Russian Iederation.
1165
S. Stec. 2003. qRussia Case 3: @he Shrinking Park,m in Handbook on Access to
Environmental Justice, Hungary: Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern
Europe, pp. 181-83.
1166
T.V. Zlotnikova, K.E. Lebedeva et. al. v. Russian Federation, 1998, Supreme Court of
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hailed as a major milestone in Russian constitutional and environmental
jurisprudence.1167 @he offshore oil and gas case involved a successful challenge to a
government decree that would have permitted Exxon to discharge toxic drilling waste
into the ocean, contrary to conventional industry practice and Russian environmental
laws.1168
Greenpeace, the Movement for Nuclear Safety, and citizens of the Chelyabinsk region
filed a legal challenge in response to shipments of spent nuclear fuel from Hungary
destined for disposal in Russia. @he Supreme Court of the Russian Iederation upheld the
petition based on violation of the right to a clean environment, as well as the rights to
health and reliable information.1169 Since then, Russian ENGOs have gone to court to
challenge oil leasing, nuclear waste disposal, and a trans-Siberian pipeline.1170 A number
of citizens have challenged toxic pollution released from Russiais largest steel
manufacturing facility, the Severstal plant in Cherepovets, alleging violation of their right

the Russian Iederation, No. GPjD 97-249, Ruling of 17 Ieb. 1998. See also R.
Mischenko and E. Rosenthal. 1999. qCitizen Environmental Enforcement in Russia: @he
Iirst Successful Nationwide Case,m Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on
Environmental Compliance and Enforcement, pp. 419-21.
www.inece.org/5thvol1/mischenko.pdf
1167
H. Powell. 2002. qhestern and Russian Environmental NGOs: A Greener Russiaem in
S.E. Mendelson and ?.j. Glenn, eds. The Power and Limits of NGOs: A critical look at
building democracy in Eastern Europe and Eurasia. New Mork: Columbia University
Press, pp. 125-51 at 146.
1168
R.H. Mischenko. 2001. qPublic Participation in Environmentally Sound Decisionmaking,m in The Role of Environmental NGOs: Russian Challenges, American Lessons,
Proceedings of a horkshop. hashington, D.C.: National Academy Press, pp. 179-190.
www.nap.edu/catalog.phperecordzid}10240 R. Mischenko and E. Rosenthal. 2002.
qConflicts Over @ransnational Oil and Gas Development off Sakhalin Dsland in the
Russian Iar East: A David and Goliath @alem in H. rarsky, ed. Human Rights and the
Environment: Conflicts and Norms in a Globalizing World. Hondon: Earthscan, pp. 96121.
1169
Country/Region Reports. 2002. Yearbook of International Environmental Law, pp.
594-95.
1170
O.A. Houck. 2007. qHight from the @rees: @he Stories of Minors Oposa and the
Russian Iorest Cases,m Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 19: 32173.
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to live in a healthy environment.1171 @he government had a longstanding but unfulfilled
promise to relocate residents living in close proximity to the steel plant to a safer
location. Russian courts agreed that the governmentis failure to protect people from toxic
pollution, either by reducing emissions or resettling nearby residents, violated their
constitutional right to a favorable environment.1172 However, the Russian governmentis
response was to place the residents on a waiting list for safe housing, leading residents to
file appeals with the European Court of Human Rights Nsee Chapter 13Q.1173 Dn 2007, the
Supreme Court of the Republic of Sakha ruled that a federal environmental impact
review for a portion of the Siberia Pacific Pipeline was inade_uate and violated the
constitutional right to a healthy environment.1174
@here has been political backlash against the successes of the Russian environmental
movement. President Rladimir Putin qhas moved aggressively to curb environmental law
and environmental civil society.m1175 Putin abolished the Ministry of Environment
Nknown as the State Committee on EcologyQ and the Ministry of Iorests NIederal Iorest
ServiceQ, transferring all responsibilities to the more commercially minded Ministry of
Natural Resources. @hese decisions were challenged in court, both in Russia and in the
European Court of Human Rights, without success.1176 Houck surveyed the anti-

1171

Fadeyeva v. Russia N2005Q, European Court of Human Rights, Application No.
55723/00, ?une 9, 2005. Ledyayeva, Dobrokhotova, Zolotareva et Romashina v. Russia,
Applications No. 53157/99, 53247/99, 53695/00 and 56850/00, 26 October 2006,
European Court of Human Rights.
1172
Rologda Regional Court opinion in the Ledyayeva case, Ieb. 11, 2002.
1173
Dn both cases, the ECHR found that the levels of pollution violated s. 8 of the
European Convention on Human Rights, which safeguards the right to respect for
privacy, family life, and home. Fadeyeva v. Russia N2005Q, European Court of Human
Rights, Application No. 55723/00, ?une 9, 2005. Ledyayeva, Dobrokhotova, Zolotareva
et Romashina v. Russia, Applications No. 53157/99, 53247/99, 53695/00 and 56850/00,
26 October 2006, European Court of Human Rights.
1174
Pacific Environment. 2007. qSiberia Pacific Pipeline: Another Dmportant Rictory,m
http://pacificenvironment.org/article.phpeid}2421
1175
O.A. Houck. 2007. qHight from the @rees: @he Stories of Minors Oposa and the
Russian Iorest Cases,m Georgetown International Environmental Law Review, 19: 321 at
pp. 365-66.
1176
S. jravchenko. 2004. qCitizen Enforcement of Environmental Haw in Eastern
Europe,m 10 Widener L. Rev. 475.
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environmental actions taken by the Putin government and the courtsi unwillingness to
intervene, and concluded that qthe Supreme Court temporarily found its voice in the
forest cases but has since blown hot and cold on the idea of reviewing government
decisions.m1177

Slovakia
Dn 2009, the Supreme Court of Slovakia revoked the permits of a waste processing
landfill based on violations of constitutional environmental rights.1178 Other cases
brought by Ria Duris Nformerly the Center for Environmental Public AdvocacyQ\the
leading Slovakian legal advocacy organization\have involved a planned dam, the
expansion of a polluting paper mill, the operation of a landfill, and a gas station in a
neighbourhood.1179
However, Slovakia passed legislation in 2007 and 2008 that limits access to justice and
participation in environmental decision-making Ne.g. ENGOs are no longer allowed to
challenge permit decisions in courtQ.1180 Changes were made to the Nature Protection
Act, Environmental Impact Assessment Act, and Act on the Use of Genetically Modified
Organisms that reduce the level of public participation and prevent access to justice.1181
@he European Commission has commenced infringement proceedings against Slovakia
because these laws are inconsistent with EU re_uirements for public participation.1182

1177

O.A. Houck. 2007. qHight from the @rees: @he Stories of Minors Oposa and the
Russian Iorest Cases,m Georgetown International Environmental Law Review, 19: 321 at
372.
1178
www.viaiuris.sk/english/view/a/citizens-no-to-a-toxic-landfill/
1179
www.viaiuris.sk/english/activities/strategic-litigation/examples-of-strategic-litigation/
1180
P. hilfling. 2009. qSlovakia: Convention Against Public Participationem Participate,
No. 24, Spring 2009, p. 1.
1181
See Act 454/2007.
1182
See Directive 85/337/EEC. Citizen and Democracy Association. 2008. Alternative
Report on the Implementation of the Aarhus Convention in Slovakia.
www.unece.org/env/pp/electronictools/AlternativezNGOzreportzAarhuszConventionzS
HORAjDA.pdf
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Slovenia
Among Eastern European nations, Slovenia has been one of the most active in terms of
litigation invoking the constitutional right to a healthy environment, with at least 24
decisions reported on the Constitutional Courtis website.1183 According to -onine,
because of the constitutional right to a healthy environment, qit has become ordinary for
environmental matters to come to the Constitutional Court.m1184 @he Constitutional Court
made a key decision in 1995 that the constitutional right to a healthy environment
includes a duty and an interest that give rise to standing in cases of environmental
degradation.1185 @he National Association of Ecologists challenged the legality of a
development plan for a small business/manufacturing zone in the hinterland of Hake
-led. @he Slovenian Constitutional Court articulated a broad conception of standing
wherein every person has a legal interest in protecting the environment even if the harm
is not imminent and the location of the harm is not close to where he or she lives. @he
development plan was annulled because it was inconsistent with municipal and state
long-term plans.1186
Dn a case challenging the legality of a tax on water pollution, the Constitutional Court
held that the relevant provisions of the Environmental Protection Act were valid, based
on the constitutional right to a healthy environment.1187 Other cases based on violations
of the constitutional right to a healthy environment have involved electromagnetic

1183

Constitutional Court, www.us-rs.si Search for healthy environment yielded 24 cases
N?uly 8, 2009Q. Ior example, see National Association of Ecologists, Decision No U-D30/95-26, 1/15-1996.
1184
?.E. -onine. 2002. q@he Construction of Participatory Democracy in Central and
Eastern Europe,m in D.N. rillman, A.R. Hucas, and G. Pring, eds. Human Rights in
Natural Resource Development: Public Participation in the Sustainable Development of
Mining and Energy Resources. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 505-548 at p. 536.
1185
Doc. AN01045, 21 December 1995, Official Gazette RS, No. 3/96. Cited in S. Stec,
A. Antypas, and @. Steger. 2006. q@ransition and Governance: the Case of PostCommunist States,m in G. hinter, ed. Multilevel Governance of Global Environmental
Change. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 358-384.
1186
Decision No U-D-30/95-26, 1/15-1996. S. Stec. 2003. Handbook on Access to Justice.
Hungary: Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe, p. 239.
1187
Pavel Ocepek, Breg pri Komendi N1999Q, Up-344/96, 04/01/1999.
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radiation,1188 waste incineration,1189 noise,1190 and regulations governing wild species.1191
Dn 2006, Slovenia passed a law that limits standing in administrative proceedings to
NGOs that meet certain re_uirements.1192 As of 2008, no ENGOs had _ualified.1193
However, ENGOs continue to have standing under other legislation and pursuant to the
Constitution, so it is unclear how these new standing rules will affect protection of the
right to a healthy environment.

Romania
Romania did not include the right to a healthy environment in its constitution until 2003,
making it one of the most recent Eastern European nations to do so. @he 2003
amendments were intended to ensure that Romaniais Constitution was compatible with
accession to the European Union. Dt was a decision of Romaniais Constitutional Court,
based upon a review of the proposed constitutional amendments, which directed the
government to include the right to a healthy environment in the Iundamental Rights
chapter of the revised Constitution.1194 @he original draft amendments included a
government duty to protect the environment in the Iundamental Rights chapter of the
Constitution, but not an individual right, which the Court found illogical.
@he 1991 Constitution included a government duty to protect the environment. Dn a 1997
case, Romaniais Supreme Court of ?ustice used the government duty to as the basis for

1188

Case No. U-D-254/99.
Case No. U-D-113/00.
1190
Case U-D-80-04, Official Gazette RS, No. 109/2005, Doc. No. AN02813.
1191
Case No. U-D-386/06, Decision O3/13/2008 Published in Official Gazette RS, No.
32/2008.
1192
Milieu Htd. 2007. Measures on Access to Justice in Environmental Matters: Country
Report for Slovenia. Report prepared for the European Commission. -russels: Milieu
Htd.
1193
Slovenia. 2008. National Implementation Report, Aarhus Convention.
ECE/MP.PP/DR/2008/SRN, 4 ?une 2008.
1194
Decision 148 of 16 April 2003, Constitutional Court of Romania.
www.ccr.ro/decisions/pdf/en/2003/D148z03.pdf
1189
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finding an implicit fundamental right to a healthy environment.1195 @he Court decided
that construction of a hotel in a park established to protect ecological values violated the
Constitution. @he Romanian Center for Hegal Resources has brought numerous cases,
winning at least two that related to the disclosure of environmental information.1196
-ased on the implicit constitutional right to a healthy environment, Romanian courts
have increased access to justice for ENGOs through generous standing rules. Iour cases
stemmed from a catastrophe in 2000 near the town of -aia Mare, when a mineis tailing
dam broke spilling water laced with cyanide and other toxic substances.1197 However, at
least two cases decided by the European Court of Human Rights indicate that Romanian
courts are not ade_uately enforcing and protecting the constitutional right to a healthy
environment Nsee Chapter 13Q.1198

1195

Supreme Court of ?ustice decision No. 1112 of 12 ?une 1997, cited in M. Dutu. 2004.
qConstitutionalising the Right to a Healthy Environment and its Dmplications in
Romanian Hegislation,m RRDM 1N3Q: 5-28 www.environmentallaw.ro/nr12004/1zMx20DutuzConstitutionalizarea.pdf
1196
R.C. Mihaela. 2009. qAarhus Convention in Romania,m Presentation at Dnternational
Symposium on Access to Environmental Dnformation, Potsdam, 18-19 ?une 2009.
www.lda.brandenburg.de/media/lbm1.a.2628.de/Radulescuz090619.pdf
1197
Asociatia Aurarilor Alburnus Maior in Rosia Montana v. Inspectoratul de Protectie a
Mediului Alba N4052/2005Q NDecision No. 279/CA/2005, Alba @ribunal, Commercial and
Administrative Section, 6 September 2005Qc Asociatia Aurarilor Alburnus Maior in Rosia
Montana v. Alba Local Council N5199/2004Q NDecision No. 349/CA/2005, Alba @ribunal,
Commercial and Administrative Section, 12 October 2005Qc Asociatia Aurarilor Alburnus
Maior in Rosia Montana v. Inspectoratul de Protectie a Mediului Alba N5057/2005Q
NDecision No. 363/CA/2005, Alba @ribunal, Commercial and Administrative Section, 26
October 2005Qc Asociatia Aurarilor Alburnus Maior in Rosia Montana v. Inspectoratul de
Protectie a Mediului Alba N5132/2005Q NDecision No. 14/CA/2006, Alba @ribunal,
Commercial and Administrative Section, 17 ?anuary 2006Q.
1198
Dn the Tatar case, residents living near the -aia Mare mining operation that was using
sodium cyanide were unable to secure a remedy from Romanian courts. @he European
Court noted the constitutional right to a healthy environment in Romania and concluded
that the government had violated Art. 8 of the European Convention by failing to take
ade_uate measures to protect the rights of parties to respect for their privacy, their home
and, more generally, to the enjoyment of a healthy and protected environment. Tatar and
Tatar v. Romania, No. 67021/01 27 ?anuary 2009, European Court of Human Rights. Dn
the Branduse case, the European Court found that the Romanian governmentis failure to
address the pollution from a landfill violated Art. 8 of the European Convention.
Branduse v. Romania, No. 6586/03, 7 April 2009, European Court of Human Rights.
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Croatia
@here are relatively few cases in Croatia involving the right to a healthy environment.
One unsuccessful challenge involved the construction of a new electrical power station,
and another involved Green Action ragrebis opposition to construction in a public
park.1199 Dn both cases, the Constitutional Court ruled that the developments were
proceeding in a manner consistent with the law and that ade_uate steps were being taken
to mitigate environmental damage.

Macedonia
Hitigation based on the right to a healthy environment also appears to be rare in
Macedonia. Dn a leading case, the Constitutional Court ruled that proposed urban
developments had the potential to harm the ecology of three lakes and were therefore
contrary to the constitutional right to a healthy environment.1200 Dn the words of the
Constitutional Court:
Irom the analysis of the constitutional and legal provisions mentioned, it derives
that the basic function of the state is the establishment of a balance between man
and nature, between economic and ecologic spheres. Hence, the development of
the economy and industry may not take place in an uncontrolled manner and to
the maximum without paying attention to the conse_uences to the environment
and nature stemming from it. Namely, it concerns a fundamental value having a
universal character and as such it should be safeguarded and protected in the
environment we live in.1201

-ulgaria
Hitigation based on the right to a healthy environment in -ulgaria does not appear to be
common but does exist. Article 5 of the -ulgarian Constitution states that constitutional
1199

Decision U-DDD/69/2002. Decision to reject a constitutional complaint. Administrative
proceedings and administrative dispute concerning a license to build an electrical powerstation. Decision U-DD/4833/2005. Proceedings for the review of constitutionality and
legality of the Decision to pass the Master Plan of the City of ragreb NOfficial Gazette of
the City of ragreb No. 14/03Q are not to be accepted. www.usud.hr
1200
No: U.no.176/2004 N05/04/2005Q. See also No. 152/2004, No. 192/2004, and No.
197/2004. Constitutional Court of the Republic of Macedonia, www.usud.gov.mk
1201
No: U.no.176/2004 N05/04/2005Q. Constitutional Court of the Republic of Macedonia,
www.usud.gov.mk
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rights are, in general, directly applicable and enforceable without implementing
legislation.1202 Court cases have challenged transportation laws favoring motor vehicles
and amendments that weakened environmental impact assessment legislation.1203 @he
Constitutional Court did not make a strong environmental ruling in either of these cases.
Eventually, however, the law governing environmental impact assessment was
strengthened to address the deficiencies introduced by the earlier amendments.1204
Overall, progress in implementing and enforcing the constitutional right to a healthy
environment in -ulgaria is slow.1205

Czech Republic
Despite the constitutional right to a healthy environment, Czech courts take a narrow
view of standing, limited to those whose interests are directly affected, with few
exceptions.1206 Ior example, Czech ENGOs seeking to limit logging in Sumava National
Park were denied standing by both the High Court and the Constitutional Court.1207 hhen
citizens allege that the government, by act or omission, has violated national
environmental laws, they cannot enforce the law in court themselves but are limited to
submitting informal applications to the Supreme State Prosecutor, the Czech
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Constitution of -ulgaria, Articles 5. R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed.
Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of -ulgaria,m Constitutions of the Countries of the World.
New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder DDD.
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Decision No. 3 of 13 April 2006, CC No. 4/2006. Decision No. 10, 10 ?uly 1995, on
CC No. 8/95. www.constcourt.bg
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S. Stec, A. Antypas, and @. Steger. 2006. q@ransition and Governance: the Case of
Post-Communist States,m in G. hinter, ed. Multilevel Governance of Global
Environment. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 358-384.
1205
j. Medarova and A. Antypas. 2006. qDmplementation of the Aarhus Convention in
-ulgaria: Himping towards effectiveness,m Environmental Liability 14N1Q: 13-22.
1206
P. Cerny. 2009. qSelected Problems of the Aarhus Convention Application in Czech
Republic,m in Selected problems of the Aarhus Convention application based on
experience and court practice of NGOs in 7 EU countries. -ackground material for the
conference on the implementation of the Aarhus Convention in practice, held in -rno, 16
and 17 April 2009.
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Hnuti Duha v. Sumava National Park Authority, Decision No. U-D-30/95-26 N1996Q,
cited in S. Stec, ed. 2003. Handbook on Access to Justice Under the Aarhus Convention.
Hungary: Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe.
http://pdc.ceu.hu/archive/00002416/01/accesstojustice.pdf
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Environmental Dnspectorate or the Ombudsman.1208 Even when ENGOs are granted
standing, courts often limit their arguments to procedural issues and preclude
consideration of substantive issues Nbecause according to the Constitutional Court,
ENGOs as non-biological or legal persons do not enjoy the substantive right to a healthy
environmentQ.1209 Cases challenging the approval of nuclear plants, permission of mining
in protected areas, and excessive noise have been rejected by the courts.1210
Several decisions in the 1990s appeared to signal a more open and accessible approach
from the courts in cases related to highway construction, limestone _uarrying, and the
failure to involve the public in environmental impact assessments.1211 However, a series
of recent decisions from both the Supreme Administrative Court and the Constitutional
Court have maintained the narrow interpretations of both standing and the scope of
judicial review.1212 Dn 2008, the Constitutional Court rejected a lawsuit alleging that the
right to a healthy environment was violated by the proposed construction of a storage
facility for spent nuclear waste.1213 A study prepared for the European Commission
concluded that, in general, opportunities to protect the right to a healthy environment
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Milieu Htd. 2007. Measures on Access to Justice in Environmental Matters: Country
Report for the Czech Republic. Prepared for the European Commission, DG
Environment. http://ec.europa.eu/environment/aarhus/studyzaccess.htm
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Decision of the Constitutional Court N‹S 282/97Q.
1210
P. Cerny. 2009. qSelected Problems of the Aarhus Convention Application in Czech
Republic,m in Selected problems of the Aarhus Convention application based on
experience and court practice of NGOs in 7 EU countries. -ackground material for the
conference on the implementation of the Aarhus Convention in practice, held in -rno, 16
and 17 April 2009.
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A. -eckmann. 1999. qA Kuiet Revolution: @he Dnfluence of Environmental
Organizations in the Czech Republic,m Central Europe Review 1N12Q www.cereview.org/99/12/beckmann12.html
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Relevant decisions of the Supreme Administrative Court include 1 As 39/2006-55c 2
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Cited in D. ?ancarova. 2009. Recent Developments in Member State Environmental Law:
Czech Republic. Avosetta Group Meeting, Iebruary 2009. www.avosetta.org
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through the Czech courts are limited.1214 Nevertheless, Czech environmental lawyers
continue to file lawsuits asserting constitutional environmental rights.1215

Ukraine
@he leading environmental law NGO in the Ukraine\Environment, People, Haw
Nformerly Ecopravo, with offices in jyiv, Hviv, and jharkivQ\has brought many court
cases that invoke the constitutional rights to environmental information, participation in
decision-making, and a healthy environment.1216 @hese cases have involved air, water,
and soil pollution from coal mining and processing operations, toxic hazards posed by a
waste processing plant, the import and incineration of hazardous wastes, construction of a
new highway through a village, residential construction replacing a public garden,
nuclear reactors, a cement plant, a steel factory, and a _uarry. Other Ukrainian lawyers
have also brought cases that cite the right to a healthy environment.1217
However, jravchenko cautions that although the Ukraineis laws are strong on paper, the
reality is that constitutional environmental rights are not being protected.1218 @he UN
Economic Commission for Europe recommended that the Ukraine improve public access
to environmental information, enhance public participation in decision-making,
encourage the public to pursue their environmental rights, and develop effective
mechanisms to ensure citizensi access to justice.1219
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Milieu Htd. 2007. Measures on Access to Justice in Environmental Matters: Country
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Armenia
@here is little evidence available regarding litigation in Armenia based on the
constitutional right to a healthy environment. Dn one publicized case, journalists frustrated
by the governmentis refusal to release environmental information sued the Ministry of
Ecology.1220 A mediated settlement was reached, and reports indicate that the Ministry of
Ecology is now a leader in the expeditious release of information.1221 @he 2008 annual
report of Armeniais Human Rights Defender makes it clear that many violations of the
right to a healthy environment\from commercial exploitation of the ecologically vital
Hake Sevan to unconstrained construction that has turned the capital city of Merevan into
an qenvironmental disaster zonem\are ongoing but are not being addressed.1222 Armenia
has also been criticized by the Compliance Committee of the Aarhus Convention for
failing to disclose environmental information, provide ade_uate opportunities for public
participation in environmental decision-making, or provide access to justice.1223

Poland
Polandis framework environmental law explicitly grants NGOs standing to challenge
government decisions in court.1224 More than 100 court cases have been brought before
administrative courts on access to environmental information, participation in decisionmaking, or access to justice.1225 Polandis Environmental Haw Center Nand its predecessor,
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Association of Investigative Journalists v. Ministry of Environment N2003Q Central
and Nork-Marash Iirst Dnstance Court, cited in ?.A. Goldston. 2006. qPublic Dnterest
Hitigation in Central and Eastern Europe: Roots, Prospects, and Challenges,m Human
Rights Quarterly 28N2Q: 492-527 at 522.
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the Environmental Haw Dnformation ServiceQ reportedly won almost 100 administrative
appeals and nearly 50 court cases between 1992 and 2002.1226 However it is not known
whether any of the foregoing cases explicitly referenced the right to live in a healthy
environment. Polandis 2008 implementation report to the Aarhus Convention states that
q@he law does presently not contain provisions on the right of every person to the
thealthyu environment.m1227 Overall, the constitutional status of the right to a healthy
environment in Poland remains unclear.

Georgia, Moldova, -elarus, Montenegro
@here were 38 legal actions launched in Georgia between 2000 and 2004 in pursuit of
environmental information and two cases before courts regarding alleged violations of
the publicis right to participate in environmental decision-making.1228 Dt is not clear
whether any of these cases involved the constitutional right to a healthy environment. Dn
Montenegro, the Constitutional Court has made rulings related to the unconstitutionality
of urban development plans because of a lack of public participation.1229 Court cases
seeking environmental protection have also been brought in Moldova and -elarus.1230
Again, it is not known whether or to what extent the litigants in filing these lawsuits or
the courts in making their decisions relied on the constitutional right to a healthy
environment.
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Estonia
@he Estonian Constitution makes no explicit reference to the right to a healthy
environment, although it does include a government duty to protect the environment.
Nevertheless, Estonian courts now recognize that individuals enjoy a constitutional right
to a healthy environment.1231 @he Courts reached their conclusion through an analysis of
Estoniais Constitution, the Aarhus Convention, and jurisprudence from the European
Court of Human Rights.1232 Andersson notes that the recognition of an implicit
constitutional right to a healthy environment has contributed to relaxation of previously
restrictive standing re_uirements, enabling citizens and ENGOs to employ the courts.1233
@he Supreme Court of Estonia has endorsed the concept of actio popularis in
environmental cases.1234 On the other hand, Raarmari contends that Estonia is still having
difficulty meeting the re_uirements of the Aarhus Convention.1235
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Figure 9.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Eastern Europe

Factors Affecting the Influence of the Constitutional Right to a Healthy
Environment in Eastern Europe
A wide variety of historical, political, cultural, and legal factors affect the influence of
constitutional provisions recognizing the right to a healthy environment in Eastern
Europe Nsee @able 9.2Q. hhile some generalizations can be made about common
challenges and opportunities, it is important to acknowledge that there are critical
differences between nations. Ior example, the differing degree to which the communist
governments were authoritarian in nations such as Hungary and Romania has contributed
to different levels of NGO presence.1236
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H. -otcheva. 1996. qIocus and effectiveness of environmental activism in Eastern
Europe: A comparative study of environmental movements in -ulgaria, Hungary,
Slovakia, and Romania,m The Journal of Environment & Development 5N3Q 292-308.
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Table 9.2 Factors Influencing the Extent of the Environmental Rights Revolution in
Eastern Europe
Iactor
Constitutional
provisions
Prospective litigants

Generally
Positive

Generally
Negative

Mixed

x

Hungary, Hatvia
x

Access to justice

x

Resources for legal
mobilization

x

Rule of law

x

Responsive judiciary

x

Social, economic, and
political conditions

Examples of
positive influence

x

Hungary,
Montenegro
Hungary, Hatvia,
Slovenia
Ukraine, Poland,
Slovenia,
Slovakia
Hungary
Estonia, Hatvia,
Slovenia

Examples of
negative
influence
Armenia, Czech
Republic, Poland
-elarus,
Romania
Armenia, Czech
Republic, Slovak
Republic
Georgia,
Moldova
Russia
Croatia,
-ulgaria, Czech
Republic
Russia, Serbia

Among the overarching problems facing the region are widespread poverty, weakness of
the state, low levels of democracy in some nations, and institutional instability.1237 Dn
some nations, corruption, partisanship, concentrated wealth and power, and bureaucratic
arbitrariness are deeply rooted in political culture.1238 @he rule of law in some nations is
fragile, with governments having trouble policing themselves, let alone industrial and
commercial interests.1239 hhere these problems are less severe, human rights\including
the right to a healthy environment\are more likely to gain traction. Stec suggests that
the European nations that belong to the Commonwealth of Dndependent States NArmenia,
-elarus, Georgia, Moldova, Russia, and the UkraineQ are experiencing slower progress
environmentally because of ongoing political instability and a penchant for anti-
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democratic responses to that instability.1240 His observation is buttressed by the findings
of this research, which had difficulty accessing information about court decisions in four
of these six nations. jravchenko concludes that full enjoyment of constitutional
environmental rights will not become a reality qwithout a firm commitment to the
development of the rule of law in the region.m1241
Environmental concerns occupy a uni_ue place in the modern history of many Central
and Eastern European nations. Dn Hungary, Hatvia, Czechoslovakia, and -ulgaria
environmentalism played a critical role in mobilizing the public to bring about the
transformation to democracy.1242 Dn Hungary, citizens coalesced in opposition to the
proposed Nagymaros Dam on the Danube River.1243 Dn Hatvia, the public united against
plans to dam the Daugava River.1244 Dn Estonia and Czechoslovakia citizens protested air
pollution.1245 Green movements in these nations as well as Poland and Romania provided
a politically acceptable outlet for public dissatisfaction with the communist regimes
because they were not perceived as a threat.1246
Dn the early years of democratization there was a tidal wave of change, including new
constitutions, new institutions, and in many nations substantial re-writing of
1240
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1241
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Resource Development: Public Participation in the Sustainable Development of Mining
and Energy Resources. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 467-503 at 503.
1242
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environmental laws.1247 @he magnitude of the challenge was immense. -oth constitutions
and environmental laws under the Communist regimes served a largely symbolic
function, intended to support the image of a nation and the communist system.1248 Dn
practice the laws were unrealistically stringent, incomplete, and rarely enforced.
Environmental decision-making was a closed process, with information closely guarded
by the state and little or no citizen involvement.1249 Salvo argues that Eastern European
nations depend economically on polluting, inefficient industries and cannot afford to
enforce environmental laws, despite constitutional provisions.1250
@he economic, political, and social upheaval that occurred in the 1990s following the
break-up of the Soviet Union and the transition to democracy in the former Communist
nations meant that environmental protection was a lower priority. Dnternational financial
institutions pressured governments to adopt liberalization packages, promote
privatization, and encourage foreign investment Nwhich targeted natural resource
industriesQ.1251 Achieving political stability and economic recovery became paramount.
Environmental groups lost their qmobilizational utility,m their mass support, and much of
their influence.1252 Ior Eastern European environmentalists, qexpectations were often
disappointed in the actual process of transition, which involved economic disruption,
establishment of new power elites for whom environment was not a major concern, and
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continued problems with corruption.m1253 @he economic crisis qthwarted any moves
extending beyond weak sustainability towards deeper, systemic reform.m1254
Dn many nations detailed regulations, specific standards, permitting processes, and
reporting re_uirements are still lacking, and weak enforcement continues to be an
Achilles heel.1255 Dn some nations, regulations from the Soviet Union era are still in
force.1256 According to the OECD, environmental agencies suffer from weak authority,
scarce resources, outdated management approaches, high turnover of professionals,
fre_uent restructuring, and lack of incentives.1257 Other problems include lack of
leadership, limited access to key information, poor se_uencing of reforms, limited public
participation, and reform fatigue.1258
On the positive side, the budgets of most environment ministries are increasing, national
environmental standards and targets have been set, access to information and levels of
public participation in decision-making are improving, judiciaries are becoming more
independent and environmentally aware, and training programs are in place for civil
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servants, enforcement officials, and judges.1259 @he DUCN, UNEP, and other agencies
have provided expert advice. A major source of financing for the improvement of
environmental laws, institutions, policies, and programs has come from foreign aid, both
bilateral assistance from hestern nations and multilateral assistance from institutions
including the UN Development Programme, European Commission, European -ank for
Reconstruction and Development, and the horld -ank.1260 At the same time the flow of
funds for projects that caused additional environmental damage was much higher, albeit
under the guise of economic development.1261
@he litigation support structure needed to enable a lrights revolutioni is slowly taking
shape, with growth in civil society, networks of environmental lawyers, and new sources
of funding. @here are hundreds of ENGOs operating in Eastern Europe. Many ENGOs
are small, cash-strapped, and weak compared to other societal actors. @o make matters
worse, some Eastern European nations have passed laws that make it difficult to operate
NGOs, while in nations like Russia, the difficulties extend to harassment and
intimidation.1262 Ior example, -elarus has imposed very tight restrictions on the
registration, operation, and financing of NGOs, who are scrutinized by judicial
authorities.1263 As a result, the number of NGOs in -elarus, including environmental
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ones, is very low compared to many other countries in Eastern Europe.1264 Dn contrast,
Montenegro is enjoying rapid growth in civil society in part due to a law that encourages
these organizations instead of constraining them.1265 Goldston identified three key factors
contributing to the emergence of public interest environmental litigation in postcommunist Europe.1266 Iirst, the prospect of admission to the European Union, with its
common economic rules and legal standards qacted as a powerful incentive for postCommunist governments to rapidly professionalize their courts and bars and to enhance
the independence of the judiciary as an institution.m1267 Second, NGO movements with
their experience in protest and dissent, saw litigation as a potentially powerful tool. @hird,
there was an infusion of financial support from foreign donors. Goldston also identified a
number of constraints: widespread distrust of the legal profession and courts because of
their historical role supporting the statec high costsc procedural obstaclesc long delaysc
and limited remedies.1268
As Stec observes, competent legal assistance is critically important in a law-based
society.1269 Public interest environmental law organizations are operating in many
nations, including the Ukraine, Moldova, Armenia, Poland, Uzbekistan, Slovenia,
Slovakia, Russia and the Czech Republic.1270 Dnternational donors have played a major
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role in establishing and funding these organizations.1271 Ior example, USADD helped set
up Environmental Public Advocacy Centers across Central and Eastern Europe in the
1990s.1272 Harge US foundations including Iord and Rockefeller funded environmental
law organizations in Hungary and Slovakia.1273 American NGOs, including E-HAh and
the Environmental Haw Dnstitute, have also provided assistance.
Significant advances have been made in terms of access to information, public
participation in environmental decision-making, and access to justice. Constitutional
provisions guaranteeing the right to a healthy environment and procedural rights are a
driving force behind this progress.1274 Gravelle identifies public interest standing as the
most important element in enforcing the right to a healthy environment.1275 Many Eastern
European nations have liberalized their rules regarding standing although the extent to
which public interest standing is recognized varies from open Ne.g. HatviaQ to very
restrictive Ne.g. Czech RepublicQ.1276

rillman, A.R. Hucas, and G. Pring, eds. Human Rights in Natural Resource
Development: Public Participation in the Sustainable Development of Mining and
Energy Resources. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 505-548.
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EMHA NHungaryQ and Center for Environmental Public Advocacy Nnow Ria Duris
Center for Public AdvocacyQ in Slovakia. E. Rekosh. 2008. qConstructing Public Dnterest
Haw: @ransnational Collaboration and Exchange in Central and Eastern Europe,m 13
UCLA J Int’l & Foreign Aff. 55.
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States,m in D.N. rillman, A.R. Hucas, and G. Pring, eds. Human Rights in Natural
Resource Development: Public Participation in the Sustainable Development of Mining
and Energy Resources. Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 467-503.
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on Access to Justice in Environmental Matters. Report prepared for the European
Commission. -russels: Milieu Htd.
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@he Aarhus Convention also is contributing to major advances in access to environmental
information, public participation in decision-making, and access to justice.1277 Aarhus
raises the bar for all parties to the Convention, but particularly for the nations of Eastern
Europe. hhile citizen complaints, independent reports, and determinations of the Aarhus
Compliance Committee indicate there is still room for improvement, considerable
progress has been made.1278 @he increased availability of procedural rights should be a
major boost to protection and enforcement of the substantive right to a healthy
environment.
However, there are still significant barriers to bringing court challenges, including the
lack of lawyers with environmental training, the costs, the time commitment, lack of
public confidence in the judicial system, and a lack of environmental awareness and
expertise in the judiciary.1279 Citizens in many Eastern European nations have little
knowledge regarding their environmental rights.1280 Stec notes that qdespite the concerted
efforts over many years of legions of legal professionals, particularly those engaged in
international assistance, to stimulate the bringing forward of test cases, these societies
have remained largely non-litigious.m1281 As -rown observes, Eastern European nations
must overcome a social tradition of disenfranchisement before citizens can fully engage
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UN Economic Commission for Europe, Committee on Environmental policy. 2003.
Environmental Performance Reviews: Georgia. Environmental Performance Reviews
Series No. 18. New Mork: United Nations, pp. 41-42.
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Series No. 18. New Mork: United Nations.
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in environmental decision making and access to justice.1282 @he number of lawsuits about
gaining access to environmental information and securing participation in environmental
decision-making reflect ongoing problems with governments using control of information
as a form of power and a paternalistic attitude toward public participation.1283
Unlike Hatin America, Eastern European nations have not developed simplified and
expedited judicial procedures for citizens and NGOs whose constitutional rights have
allegedly been violated. Hawsuits asserting violation of the right to a healthy
environment, to the extent that this right is enforceable, must be pursued through the
regular civil and administrative courts. @he conse_uences include high costs, delays, and
the need for professional legal assistance. @here is often a fee imposed for filing a
lawsuit, and many courts re_uire a bond to be posted if a litigant seeks injunctive relief
Ne.g. halting construction of an allegedly unlawful projectQ.1284 @he availability of interim
relief ranges widely, from very difficult to obtain Ne.g. Czech RepublicQ to readily
available upon proof of irreparable harm Ne.g. Hungary, Hatvia, and SloveniaQ.1285 Many
Eastern European nations follow the loser pays system, which makes unsuccessful
litigants bear the costs of opposing parties Nthe government and sometimes businessesQ.
Some nations have altered their rules of court so that NGOs and citizens are exempt from
administrative legal fees.1286
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E. -rown. 1993. qComment. Dn defense of environmental rights in East European
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Conclusion
Perhaps because of the past experience of Communist nations, some scholars were
skeptical about whether the new constitutional environmental rights of the emerging
democracies in Eastern Europe would be more effective than their historical
predecessors.1287 On the other hand, Shemshuchenko and jravchenko both see
environmental rights in Eastern Europe as not mere social intention but as substantive
rights that citizens can rely upon.1288 Dn some countries, such as Hungary, there is a sense
of constitutional optimism, a belief that in a post-communist world rules have to be
obeyed.1289 Effective protection of the right to a healthy environment in much of Eastern
Europe will re_uire the development of a governance culture that offers newfound respect
for both human rights and the environment.
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CHAPTER 10. THE LEGAL INFLUENCE OF THE RIGHT TO A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN WESTERN EUROPE
Nine hestern European nations have constitutions that explicitly recognize the right to a
healthy environment. Seven of these nine countries are members of the European Union,
with Andorra and Norway the exceptions. Dn hestern Europe, democratic traditions and
well-established public access to judicial systems provide fertile ground for the
development of constitutional environmental rights. Portugal N1976Q and Spain N1978Q
were global pioneers in constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment,
and their leadership had a significant influence on Hatin America.

Legislation
hestern European nations are recognized for having some of the strongest environmental
laws and policies in the world.1290 Dn eight of the nine nations whose constitutions
recognize the right to a healthy environment, legislation reflects the influence of this right
Nsee @able 10.1Q. Dn Portugal, as the OECD observes, qthe Constitution designates
protection of the environment and conservation of natural resources as being among the
essential tasks of the Portuguese State, and sets out the Stateis obligations regarding the
prevention and control of pollution and its effectsm Nemphasis in originalQ.1291 Portugalis
Framework Law on the Environment expands on the constitutional right and outlines the
stateis responsibility to protect the right.1292 @he Framework Law: reiterates the right to a
healthy and ecologically balanced environmentc guarantees public participation in
decision-makingc ensures access to courts to prevent environmental harm, seek
1290

H. jramer. 2006. q@hirty Mears of Environmental Governance in the European
Union,m in R. Macrory, ed. Reflections on 30 Years of EU Environmenta Law: A High
Level of Protection? Amsterdam: Europe Haw Publishing, pp. 553-77. A. ?ordan, ed.
2005. Environmental Policy in the European Union: Actors, Institutions and Processes,
2nd ed. Hondon: Earthscan. C. Demmke. 2003. q@rends in European Environmental
Regulation: Dssues in Dmplementation and Enforcement,m Yearbook of European
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compensation, or compel government actionc and encourages the formation of and
participation in ENGOs.
Although Spainis Constitution recognized the right to a healthy environment in 1978, it
continues to exert a major influence on the development of environmental legislation. Ior
example, the 2007 Environmental Responsibility Law and the 2007 Law on Natural
Heritage and Biodiversity make repeated reference to Article 45 of the Constitution.1293
@he OECD concluded that Spainis 1978 Constitution prompted the qmajor revision and
amplification of environmental policies s tandu facilitated the development of
inspection, monitoring and enforcement.m1294
According to jaracostas and Dacoronia, Article 24 of the Greek Constitution has
strengthened the application of provisions of the Greek Civil Code related to
environmental protection.1295 Similarly, the Belgian Civil Code includes recognition of
the right to live in a healthy environment and a responsibility to protect it.1296 Dn Iinland,
several important environmental laws have been strengthened to reflect the constitutional
right to a healthy environment.1297 @he OECD states that Irance has a qvast, coherent
body of environmental legislationm which is further strengthened by the incorporation of
1293

Haw No. 26/2007 Environmental Responsibility Law Article 1. Purpose.
@his law regulates the responsibility of operators to prevent, avoid and repair
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Law No. 42/2007 on Natural Heritage and Biodiversity Article 1. Purpose.
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improvement and restoration of natural heritage and biodiversity, as part of the duty to
preserve and enjoy the right to an ade_uate environment for the development of the
person established by Article 45.2 of the Constitution.
See also Haw 27/2006 of 18 ?uly, which regulates the rights of access to information,
public participation and access to justice in environmental matters. http://faolex.fao.org/
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the Environmental Charter into the Constitution in 2005.1298 @he Charter, through a
review process governed by the Constitutional Council, will preclude the enactment of
legislation contrary to its provisions, thus shaping future Irench laws.1299
@he only hestern European nation in this study whose environmental legislation does not
explicitly mention the constitution or the right to a healthy environment is the
Netherlands. Nevertheless, Rerschuuren argues that qenvironmental law has its
foundation in the Dutch Constitution.m1300
Table 10.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Western Europe
Nation
Andorra
-elgium
Iinland
Irance
Greece

Year Env. Rt.
1993
1994
1995
2005
2002

Legislation
Mes1301
Mes1303
Mes1305
Mes1307
Mes1309

Litigation
Mes1302
Mes1304
Mes1306
Mes1308
Mes1310

1298

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 2005. Environmental
Performance Review: France. Paris: OECD, p. 18.
1299
D. Marrani. 2008. q@he second anniversary of the constitutionalisation of the Irench
charter for the environment: Constitutional and environmental implications,m
Environmental Law Review 10N1Q: 9-27.
1300
?. Rerschuuren. 2009. q@he Netherlands,m in H.?. jotze and A.R. Paterson, eds. The
Role of the Judiciary in Environmental Governance: Comparative Perspectives. jluwer
Haw Dnternational, pp. 55-84 at 57.
1301
Decree on access to environmental information relating to waste management. 2008.
www.ecolex.org
1302
Constitutional Court, www.tribunalconstitucional.ad
1303
5 August 2006. Law on the public access to environmental information.
1304
Constitutional Court Nknown as the Court of Arbitration prior to 2007Q, www.constcourt.be Dozens of cases related to the right to a healthy environment.
1305
Environmental Protection Act, Haw No. 86/2000, www.finlex.fi
1306
Supreme Court and Supreme Administrative Court www.finlex.fi
1307
Environmental Code N2000Q, -ook D Common Provisions, General Principles
Articles H110-2, H-124, H-125, and H-220. www.legifrance.gouv.fr
1308
Constitutional Council, www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr
Council of State, www.conseil-etat.fr Court of Cassation www.courdecassation.fr
1309
Haw No. 3422/2005 of 12 December 2005, Law No. 1650/86 on the protection for the
environment, as amended by Haw 3010/2002 http://aix.meng.auth.gr/ADREDA/GREEj/N1650EN/1650zc.htm
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Nation
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain

Year Env. Rt.
1983
1992
1976
1978

Legislation
No1311
Mes1313
Mes1315
Mes1317

Litigation
Mes1312
N/A1314
Mes1316
Mes1318

N/A} Not Available
Mear Env. Rt. } Mear when right to healthy environment was constitutionalized

Litigation
Dn eight of the nine hestern European nations whose constitutions recognize the right to
a healthy environment there has been litigation enforcing and interpreting the right Nsee
1310

Council of State www.ste.gr/councilofstate/indexzgr.jsp
Supreme Court of Civil and Penal Haw Nalso known as the Court of CassationQ
www.areiospagos.gr/en/DNDE|.htm Neither website has decisions available in English
Greek Hegal Dnformation Database NAthens -ar AssociationQ
www.dsanet.gr/1024x768.htm Also only available in Greek.
1311
Environmental Management Act N2004 version, published in 2002 and amendedQ
http://faolex.fao.org/
1312
Administration of ?ustice, www.rechtspraak.nl, Not available in English, but
314 hits in Dutch for milieu NenvironmentQ. Council of State, www.raadvanstate.nl
Not available in English, but 672 hits in Dutch for milieu NenvironmentQ.
1313
Pollution Control Act, Act of 13 March 1981 No.6 concerning protection against
pollution and concerning waste Nthe Pollution Control ActQ, most recently amended by
Act of 20 ?une 2003 No.45. No mention of right to a healthy environment. Procedural
rights are provided in Act No. 31 of 2003 relative to the right to information regarding
the environment and the right to participate in decision-making processes affecting the
environment (Environment Information Act).
1314
Supreme Court of Norway, www.domstol.no Search for environment yielded four
English summaries of environmental cases, none involving right to healthy environment.
1315
Framework Act on the Environment NAct No. 11/87Q, Arts. 1, 2, 40.
1316
Constitutional Court, www.tribunalconstitucional.pt @hirty-nine hits for search
containing all words: ConstituiŒ•o artigo 66 ambiente NConstitution, Article 66,
environmentQ.
1317
Haw No. 26/2007, Environmental Responsibility Law, Preamble, Art. 1. See also Haw
No. 42/2007, Act regarding Natural Heritage and Biodiversity. Haw 38/1995, of
December 12, on the right of access to information in environmental matters.
http://www.glin.gov
1318
Constitutional Court, www.tribunalconstitucional.es Nine hits for search on qel
derecho a disfrutar de un medio ambiente adecuadom Nthe right to enjoy an ade_uate
environmentQ. Supreme Court, www.poderjudicial.es Iifty-nine hits for search on qel
derecho a disfrutar de un medio ambiente adecuadom Nthe right to enjoy an ade_uate
environmentQ.
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@able 10.1Q. Norway is the exception, as the environmental right provision in the
Norwegian Constitution is explicitly not self-executing and Norway is not a litigious
society. Dn at least one additional hestern European nation, Dtaly, courts recognize the
constitutional right to a healthy environment as implicit in other fundamental rights and
therefore worthy of legal protection.

Andorra
Andorra is a microstate with a population of 84,424 N2007Q and an area of 468 km2.1319
Andorra is one of the six nations identified in Chapter 3 whose Constitution includes an
ambiguous right to a healthy environment. However Andorrais Constitutional Court has
resolved the ambiguity, treating the constitutional provision as a fundamental right. Dn
1996, the Court ruled that the constitutional right to a healthy environment served as
sufficient grounds to grant standing to the Association for the Protection of Animals,
Plants and the Environment, an ENGO that sought to appeal the approval of a highway
extension.1320 @he constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have also
been used to justify municipal environmental regulations challenged by the national
government.1321 Environmental lawsuits are, not surprisingly, rare in this small nation.

Iinland
Dn 1995, the Iinnish Constitution was amended to include the right to a healthy
environment. Nergelius suggested that it qwould probably be difficult to base a legal
claim before a courtm on the right to a healthy environment in Iinlandis Constitution.1322
Met this constitutional right played a critical role in determining the outcome of one of
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Government of Andorra NDepartment of StatisticsQ. 2009. qSociety and Population.m
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Association for the Protection of Animals, Plants and the Environment, Causa 96-6RE. No. 102-1996. Recurs diempara. 7 Sept. 1996. Constitutional Court.
1321
Causa 2003-1-CC, No. 43-2003. 13 March 2003. Constitutional Court.
1322
?. Nergelius. 2006. @he Republic of Iinland: Dntroductory Note,m p. 10 in R. holfrum
and R. Grote, eds. G.H. Ilanz, Ed. Emeritus. 2009. qConstitution of Iinland,m
Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oceana Haw, -inder RDD.
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the most prominent environmental controversies in Iinnish history.1323 Plans to build a
hydroelectric dam and reservoir in the headwaters of the jemijoki River first emerged in
the 1950s but were rejected repeatedly because of the high natural values of the area,
internationally renowned as important for migratory birds. Dn 1992, a company reapplied
for permission to construct the dam and create a reservoir flooding 240 s_uare kilometers.
@he application was approved in 2000, triggering a legal challenge by opponents of the
plan. -ased in part on the constitutional right to a healthy environment, the legal
challenge was successful. @he permit was _uashed by the Raasa Administrative Court in
2001. Dn 2002, Iinlandis Supreme Administrative Court rejected the companyis
appeal.1324 @he Court asserted that the Water Act qmust be interpreted in light of Article
20 of the Iinnish Constitution, which guarantees the right to a decent environment.m1325
@he Court noted that the constitutional provision was both a prescription to legislators
and a principle for interpreting and applying the law. @his case illustrates the important
influence that constitutional environmental rights can have on the interpretation of other
laws and policies.
Dn 2006, 288 of the 3,793 matters N7.6xQ submitted to Iinlandis Supreme Administrative
Court were environmental cases, while 2,829 out of 24,000 appeals N11.8xQ filed with
the lower administrative courts were environment related.1326 Dt is not known whether and
to what extent the constitutional right to a healthy environment played a role in these
cases. Davies believes that, thanks in part to the influence of its constitutional provisions
re_uiring environmental protection and participation in decision-making, Iinland has
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@. joivurova. 2004. q@he Case of Ruotos: Dnterplay between Dnternational,
Community, and National Haw,m Review of European Community and International
Environmental Law 13N1Q: 47-60.
1324
Country/Region Reports. 2002. Mearbook of Dnternational Environmental Haw, pp.
482-83.
1325
@. joivurova. 2004. q@he Case of Ruotos: Dnterplay between Dnternational,
Community, and National Haw,m Review of European Community and International
Environmental Law 13N1Q: 47-60 at 57. @he actual decision, in Iinnish, can be found at
http://www.finlex.fi/fi/oikeus/kho/vuosikirjat/2002/200203339
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Iinland. 2008. National Implementation Report (Aarhus Convention).
ECE/MP.PP/DR/2008/IDN, 8 April 2008, p. 23.
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gone beyond the re_uirements of the Aarhus Convention.1327 @he OECD agrees.1328
However, juusiniemi argues that there are still significant restrictions on the standing of
ENGOs, particularly in cases involving forestry and mining.1329

Portugal
As mentioned earlier, Portugalis 1976 Constitution was a pioneering document. Dn
addition to recognizing the right to a healthy and ecologically balanced environment, it
established the actio popularis, enabling individuals and NGOs to protect collective
rights through the judicial system without meeting the traditional standing re_uirement of
a direct personal interest. Dn addition to the Constitution, a series of laws expand upon the
environmental rights of Portuguese citizens.1330 ENGOs and citizens also are exempt
from a number of fees usually imposed in judicial and administrative processes.1331 As a
result of these progressive actions, Portugal is regarded as the EU country qwith the
widest accessibility to administrative and judicial remediesm in environmental matters.1332
Portugal joined the EU in 1986, leading to higher environmental standards and access to
the European court system but also a major infusion of funds for infrastructure projects,
with significant environmental repercussions. According to Rasconcelos and -aptista,
qDuring the last thirty years, the country has radically changed from a rural society,
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Law Review 9N3Q: 190-200.
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in the EU. @he Hague: jluwer Haw Dnternational, pp. 177-202.
1330
Popular Action Law, Haw 83/95 N31 Aug. 1995Q. Environmental NGOs Law NHaw
35/98Q.
1331
?.P. Reis and M. de Andrade Neves. 2002. qPortugal,m in ?. Ebbesson, ed. Access to
Environmental Matters in the EU. @he Hague: jluwer Haw Dnternational, pp. 399-420.
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centered around traditional values, to late industrialization and chaotic urbanization, both
of which have caused dramatic concern over the environment.m1333
A review of the jurisprudence available on the Constitutional Courtis website identified
39 decisions citing Article 66 of the Constitution, which sets out the right to a healthy and
ecologically balanced environment as well as the stateis extensive duties to protect the
environment.1334 Additional cases have been decided by other Portuguese courts and
tribunals. -etween 1995 and 2002, the actio popularis was used to bring 101 cases,
mostly administrative appeals.1335 However, de Andrade suggests that the rate of success
in these cases was fairly low, as administrative courts appear to resist the new values and
principles of environmental law.1336
Examples of successful cases include:1337
-a court decision that a gas station could not be built beside an elementary school
because the constitutional right to a healthy environment justifies preventive
actionc1338
-a prosecution for cutting down trees that held the nests of a legally protected
speciesc1339
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H. Rasconcelos and D. -aptista. 2002. q@he Role of Environmental Activism in
Society,m in H. Rasconcelos and D -aptista NedsQ Environmental Activism in Society.
Hisbon: HUSO-American Development Ioundation, pp. 110-125 at 112.
1334
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Portuguese Actio Popularis - Haw and practice,m ELNI Review 1: 11-16.
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@he following cases are cited in A. Aragao. 2004. q@he Application and
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Group of European Environmental Lawyers. Amsterdam: Europa Haw Publishing, pp.
159-77.
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-a court ordering a halt to the construction of a landfill, on the basis that the
constitutional right to a healthy environment demands prevention, not
compensation, and preventive action is warranted on a precautionary basisc
and1340
-court orders for the protection of bird habitat in an urban setting.1341
Reis and Neves assert that lawsuits brought by ENGOs qhave contributed to a growing
awareness of environmental matters in the Portuguese courts.m1342
An earlier assessment found that although Portugal offers extensive legal procedures for
both individuals and NGOs to protect the constitutional right to a healthy environment,
there is a relatively low rate of use of these tools.1343 Possible explanations include a lack
of public knowledge of rights and a general lack of faith in judicial system Ne.g. it takes
too long, court decisions are too late, and environmental protection is not ade_uately
valuedQ.1344 Overall, da Cruz concludes that qEnvironmental Haw, in general, and
environmental protection, in particular, have become richer with the constitutional
recognition of a right to a healthy and ecologically balanced environment.m1345
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Greece
Dn 1975 Greece was among the first countries in the world to make reference to the
environment in its Constitution. @he explicit right to a healthy environment was added to
the Greek Constitution in 2001, although courts had already recognized that it was
implicit in Article 24 Nwhich articulated the stateis duty to protect the environmentQ.1346
According to jarageorgou, it is qwidely recognized that there has been a significant gap
in the field of environmental protectionm caused by the inade_uate legislative
framework.1347 @he Council of State, Greeceis supreme administrative court, has played
an important role in filling that gap.1348 -ased on Article 24, the Council of State has
issued a series of strong decisions holding that the environment is not merely a factor to
be considered but a core protected value to be disregarded only in exceptional cases
where there is no demonstrable alternative and a compelling public purpose.1349 Dn 1992,
a Iifth Division of the Council of State was created especially for environmental cases, a
step that has contributed to innovative environmental jurisprudence.1350 According to the
Greek government, qin environmental cases the scope of legal standing has been
remarkably expanded as a result of the jurisprudence of the Council of State.m1351 Sioutis
and Gerapetritis report that qmany legal provisions have been ruled unconstitutional and
many regulations and administrative acts have been annulled.m1352 -ecause the
environment is a constitutionally protected value, the Council of State has repeatedly
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directed government to take preventive measures.1353
@he leading Greek case involved the Council of Stateis repeated cancellation of permits
for a major water diversion project that would have dammed and re-routed the Acheloos
River. @he first decision was based on inade_uacies in the environmental assessment Nthe
project was divided into pieces without cumulative assessmentQ.1354 Hater decisions Nin
2000 and 2005Q were based on adverse effects on cultural and environmental heritage that
violated the Constitution.1355 Another case canceled the authorization of a major gold
mine because of unacceptable environmental impacts.1356 Greek courts have granted
injunctions re_uiring removal of cell phone base stations because of concerns regarding
electromagnetic radiation.1357 According to Papadopolou, the Constitutional provisions
re_uire precautionary action and remove some of the discretion that has long
characterized administrative decision-making.1358
Greek courts have applied the principle of lpractical harmonyi or proportionality to
balance the right to a healthy environment with other constitutional rights.1359 However,
the Council of State has recognized that environmental protection must occasionally
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trump property rights.1360 Ior example, it has limited construction in areas important for
the reproduction of sea turtles.1361 @here have been some concerns raised about whether
the Council of State has overstepped its bounds and intruded upon the legislative and
executive realms. @he OECD cautions that Council of State decisions to stop projects that
lack proper, independent EDAs do not always in fact lead to the cancellation of projects,
as the legislature has occasionally ignored or over-ruled court decisions.1362
Dn summary, the constitutional provisions for environmental protection have had
significant legal effects in Greece. @he Council of State has relied on the constitutional
provisions re_uiring environmental protection qas the basis for a body of decisions that is
playing an important role in pressing the executive branch to take the environment into
account in its actions.m1363 @he strengthening of the Constitution in 2001 to explicitly
recognize the right to a healthy and ecologically balanced environment is expected to
have an even greater effect, reaching qbeyond the law.m1364

Irance
hith the oldest constitution in Europe, Irance has the newest environmental provisions.
@he Charter of the Environment Nthe CharterQ was added to the Irench Constitution in
2005. Dt would be premature to reach any conclusions about the effects of the Irench
Charter after only four years of existence. @here has been an intense debate about
whether the Charter is legally significant or merely intended as symbolic politics.1365
1360
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After reviewing the legislative history, Irench constitutional law, and the Charter itself,
Prieur concludes that the creation of a substantive right to a healthy environment is sure
to have substantial effects, though they may not be foreseeable today, just as the longterm effects of the first human rights instruments were unforeseeable.1366 One extra-legal
effect of the Charter that has already occurred is the increased attention to environmental
education in the curriculum of Irench primary and secondary schools.1367
Irance offers broad access to justice in environmental matters although there are
concerns that high costs may pose a barrier to individuals and ENGOs Nfor whom legal
aid is generally not availableQ.1368 Approximately 3,000 civil cases reach the courts
annually seeking interim relief or damages for harm caused by an environmental
nuisance.1369 @he Charter could have an upward influence on the number of civil cases.
Despite its recent vintage, the Charter has already had a marked effect on Irench law.
@he Constitutional Council evaluated the consistency of the new law on genetically
modified organisms NGMOsQ with the Charter.1370 @he Council of State Nthe highest
administrative court in IranceQ has based more than a dozen decisions on the Charter on
issues ranging from nuclear power to the protection of mountain lakes.1371 Dn one case, a
group of organic farmers asserted their right to a healthy environment in challenging the
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mandatory chemical treatment of their cattle for a disease.1372 Several lower courts have
accepted that the right to a healthy environment can inform defenses against criminal
charges stemming from the destruction of GMO crops, although these decisions were
overturned by appellate courts.1373 Similarly, several lower court decisions annulling
government authorizations to grow genetically modified corn were overturned by the
Council of State.1374
hhile it was anticipated that the Charter would increase the prominence of
environmental issues in Irench law, Marrani asserts that qit has developed beyond all
predictions during the first two years of enforcement.m1375 Other scholars express
disappointment at the conservative approach of the higher courts, particularly the Council
of State.1376 Puechavy points out that to be made really effective, the right to a healthy
environment needs to be elaborated through legislative and regulatory mechanisms that
ensure the right to drink clean water, the right to breathe clean air, and the right to enjoy
the benefits of biodiversity.1377 @he scope of the right to a healthy environment has yet to
be defined conclusively by the courts. Although progress is being made, qthere is still a
long ways to go.m1378
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Spain
Article 45 of the Spanish Constitution is not found in qChapter DD: Rights and Ireedoms,m
but rather is situated in qChapter DDD: Guiding Principles of Economic and Social Policy:m
@itle D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter DDD: Guiding Principles of
Economic and Social Policy
Article 45.
N1Q Everyone has the right to enjoy an environment suitable for the development
of the person, as well as the duty to preserve it.
N2Q @he public authorities shall concern themselves with the rational use of all
natural resources for the purpose of protecting and improving the _uality of life
and protecting and restoring the environment, by relying on an indispensable
collective solidarity.
N3Q Ior those who violate the provisions of the foregoing paragraph, criminal or
administrative sanctions, as applicable, shall be established and they shall be
obliged to repair the damage caused.1379
Unlike the fundamental rights in Chapter DD of the Spanish Constitution, which are
directly enforceable in courts, Chapter DDDis qGuiding Principles of Economic and Social
Policym are explicitly not self-executing, enforceable rights.1380 Dnstead, the right to a
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healthy environment is intended to guide legislators, judges, and civil servants in
formulating, implementing, and enforcing laws, policies, judgments, and programs. @here
is an ongoing debate about the implications of Article 45 of the Spanish Constitution.1381
@he Constitutional Court and Supreme Court have issued a number of decisions that refer
to the right to a healthy environment\in cases on soil contamination, environmental
taxes, conservation of biodiversity and natural areas, protection of the maritime shoreline,
and noise pollution\but the status of the right remains uncertain.1382 Most experts
conclude that the wording of the constitution precludes citizens and ENGOs from filing
amparo cases before the Constitutional Court solely on the basis that their right to a
healthy environment has been violated.1383 Other rights, such as the right to life or the
right to privacy and respect for the home, need to be incorporated into lawsuits.1384
Iigueroa Alegre warns that unless the uncertainty is clarified, the right to a healthy
environment is at risk of becoming a qdead right.m1385
Spanish law does not provide any special legal procedures for environmental cases.1386
Spain recognizes the actio popularis for ENGOs in cases involving environmental
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protection, so standing generally is not an obstacle.1387 A recent law guarantees that
ENGOs meeting certain criteria will be guaranteed legal aid in bringing lawsuits.1388 @he
main procedural obstacle facing defenders of the environment in Spain is a re_uirement
for large financial undertakings when injunctive relief is sought.1389
Dn 2007, based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment, the Supreme Court
upheld a complaint about noise from machinery.1390 Dn its decision, the Court referred to
the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights in the Lopez Ostra and Moreno
Gomez cases, where the European Court found Spain had violated the rights of its
citizens in environmental cases Nsee Chapter 13Q.1391 Overall, the subordinate status for
the right to a healthy environment in Spain has limited the role of courts in protecting the
right.1392

@he Netherlands
@he Dutch Constitution does not create an explicit right to a healthy environment, but in
the qIundamental Rightsm chapter, it imposes a duty upon the government to protect and
improve the environment.1393 Dn spite of the uncertainty, courts have relied on Article 21
of the Dutch Constitution in a wide range of cases, ordering the clean up of hazardous
wastes, placing restrictions on the operating hours of airports, protecting the habitat of an
endangered species of salamander, and placing greater weight on environmental
1387
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considerations than economic concerns.1394 As well, the recognition of an implicit
constitutional right to a healthy environment has strengthened the rights of Dutch citizens
to information and to participation in environmental decision-making.1395
Rerschuuren notes that qstanding for environmental NGOs is often considered to be a
conse_uence of the constitutional right to environmental protection, laid down in Article
21 of the Dutch Constitution.m1396 According to -ackes, there are qample possibilities for
access to justice in environmental cases for individuals and NGOs alike.m1397 However,
recent years have witnessed some disturbing trends, including the elimination of the actio
popularis Nthat allowed groups to defend diffuse or collective interestsQ and more selfregulation Nmeaning fewer permits are issued and subject to appealQ.1398 Critics of
environmental litigation have based their arguments on the impropriety of allowing nondemocratic ENGOs to mount legal challenges to the decisions of democratically elected
government and the adverse economic effects of projects being delayed or canceled.1399
Although seen as a disturbing development, the elimination of the actio popularis is
likely to have only a modest effect because ENGOs are generally considered to have a
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legitimate interest in environmental matters.1400 Another negative development in terms
of access to justice in environmental matters is the development of a list of decisions Ne.g.
airport expansionQ that are no longer subject to administrative review.1401
@here has been a decline in the number of environmental court cases in recent years,
which Rerschuuren attributes to a hostile political climate Nin part because an employee
of ENGO killed the high profile leader of a new right wing political partyQ and to ENGOs
frustrated by winning cases on legal grounds only to see government re-affirm its
decision or re-issue a permit after correctly following the procedural re_uirements.1402
Roughly 70x of the victories in environmental cases are on formal, procedural
grounds.1403
Iactors contributing to the limited impact of Article 21 include the vagueness of the
wording of the provision, the extensive environmental legislation Nwhich courts rely on
instead of the constitutionQ, and the high level of deference Dutch courts grant to
government decision-makers.1404 Dutch courts focus on procedural issues and rarely
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address the substantive matters that are at the heart of most environmental litigation.1405 Dt
should be noted that litigation on constitutional rights is more constrained in the
Netherlands than most nations because the courts do not have the authority to review
Acts of Parliament.1406
Scholars of Dutch environmental policy assert that there has been a shift away from
qformal constitutional-legal approaches to governancem towards a neoliberal marketoriented approach.1407 As a result of the negative legal developments in the Netherlands,
van Rijswick and Robbe conclude that Article 21is ambiguous constitutional provision
has been reduced to symbolic meaning and should be replaced with a classic enforceable
right.1408

-elgium
@he drafters of -elgiumis constitutional right to a healthy environment did not intend it
to be an enforceable right.1409 Nevertheless, courts have developed a large body of
jurisprudence about the right and have often relied on it to overturn government
decisions. Ior example, a -elgian court overruled the government~s approval of a waste
incinerator because the decision ignored expert reports about the threats posed to human
1405
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health and the environment.1410 @he Constitutional Court overturned government attempts
to do an end run around the public participation re_uirements of municipal planning
law.1411 -elgian jurisprudence has interpreted the right to a healthy environment broadly,
not as limited to protecting humans from pollution but also nature and biodiversity.1412
-elgian courts have held that the right to a healthy environment includes the right to
water.1413 Approximately 8x of Constitutional Court cases and 22x of Council of State
cases deal with the environment or municipal law and planning.1414
@wo important principles enunciated by -elgian courts as a result of the constitutional
right to a healthy environment are the standstill doctrine and in dubio pro natura. @he
crux of the standstill doctrine is that -elgian authorities are precluded from weakening
levels of environmental protection except in limited circumstances, where there is a
compelling public interest.1415 Ior example, an attempt to relax rules for motor racing
violated the standstill aspect of the right to a healthy environment.1416 @he phrase in
dubio pro natura Nin doubt, favor natureQ means that where there is uncertainty or
ambiguity, the interpretation that protects the environment should be chosen. @hus
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constitutional principles can restrict the wide discretion that government enjoys and force
them to make decisions consistent with protection of the environment.1417
Dn -elgium, standing is at the discretion of courts, and this has resulted in inconsistencies
and restrictions.1418 @he Constitutional Court has adopted a liberal approach to standing
in environmental matters, while the Council of State Nthe supreme administrative courtQ
has taken a narrow view of standing.1419 @he Council of Stateis jurisprudence was
criticized by the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee following a complaint filed
by a -elgian ENGO.1420
-ecause of the constitutional right to a healthy environment, the principles of precaution,
prevention, and integration have a constitutional basis that strengthens their influence on
court decisions, government policies, and administrative decisions.1421 @he Council of
State relied on the constitutional provisions in using the precautionary principle to cancel
a permit for proposed cell phone infrastructure.1422 -elgian courts apply the fair balance
or proportionality principle, meaning that there is no absolute right to a healthy
environment but rather any interference with the right is examined in light of all the
circumstances to determine whether the infringement is excessive.1423 @he Constitutional
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Court has rejected challenges to environmental laws and regulation based on property
rights and freedom of commerce because of the compelling and constitutional interest in
environmental protection.1424

Norway
@he right to a healthy environment in Norwayis Constitution is explicitly not selfexecuting but is subject to the caveat that q@he State authorities shall issue further
provisions for the implementation of these principles.m As a result, Mestad suggests that
it is qvery unlikelym that anyone can base a legal action directly on the constitutional
provision.1425 hhile it has long been established that ENGOs have legal standing, there is
little environmental litigation in Norway.1426 Norwegian ENGOs tend to have a
cooperative rather than confrontational relationship with the state, lessening the
motivation to use litigation.1427 Met Hafferty, Harsen, and Ruud assert that Norwayis
constitutional provisions represent a powerful mandate for prioritizing environmental
protection that the government has not yet acknowledged.1428
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Dtaly
Dn Dtaly, there is no explicit constitutional right to a healthy environment. However, courts
have interpreted the constitutional right to health as incorporating the right to live in a
healthy environment.1429 @he first recognition of this concept came from the
Constitutional Court in 1987 when it held that with regard to Articles 9 Nstateis duty to
safeguard natural beautyQ and 32 Nright to healthQ of the Dtalian Constitution, qhe must
recognize the ongoing efforts to give specific recognition to the protection of the
environment as a fundamental human right.m1430 Dn 1990, the Constitutional Court held
that environmental protection must take priority over economic considerations when
acceptable limits for human health are exceeded.1431 Since then, many successful cases
have invoked the right to a healthy environment.1432 Environmental rights can be
defended in administrative courts, civil courts, and criminal courts. However ENGOs in
Dtaly are only assured of standing if the Minister of Environment has issued a decree
recognizing their official status, and no such decree exists for the majority of ENGOs.1433
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Figure 10.1 Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and Litigation in
Western Europe

Factors Affecting the Influence of the Constitutional Right to a Healthy
Environment in Western Europe
Even within hestern Europe, the most homogenous of the regions in this study, there are
different legal systems, histories, cultures, and institutions Nsee @able 10.2Q. According to
?ordan and Hiefferink, EU membership has accelerated the modernization and
convergence of environmental laws and policies to some extent, but national factors\
culture, history, institutions, and policies continue to be more important in shaping
environmental law.1434 Despite the uni_ue national contexts, some general observations
are possible regarding the influence of the constitutional right to a healthy environment
on legislation and litigation.
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Table 10.2 Factors Influencing the Extent of the Environmental Rights Revolution
in Western Europe
Iactor

Generally
Positive

Constitutional
provisions
Prospective litigants

x

Access to justice

x

Resources for legal
mobilization
Rule of law

x
x

Responsive judiciary

Social, economic, and
political conditions

Generally
Negative
x

Mixed

Examples of
positive influence
Irance, Portugal
All hestern
European nations
Irance, Greece,
Portugal
All hestern
European nations
All hestern
European nations
-elgium
NConstitutional
CourtQ, Greece,
Netherlands

x

Examples of
negative influence
Andorra, -elgium,
Netherlands,
Norway, Spain
-elgium

-elgium NCouncil of
StateQ
Netherlands

@he clarity and strength of the constitutional provisions can have a significant effect on
their legal influence. heak or ambiguous expressions of the right to a healthy
environment Ne.g. Netherlands and SpainQ have constrained the impact of the right in
those nations. @he Netherlands, with its unclear constitutional provision, is the only
hestern European nation in this study where there is no clear evidence of constitutional
influence on environmental legislation. Dt is possible that one of the reasons Spanish
environmental laws and policies have lagged behind the rest of Europe is the ambiguous
nature of its constitutional environmental provisions.1435
More than any other region in this study, the rule of law is firmly entrenched in hestern
Europe. @here is a consistently high degree of transparency regarding the law, the judicial
branch of government is well-established and independent, and governments generally
respect the law. As well, these nations generally enjoy a high standard of living, although
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per capita income is generally lower in the southern nations NPortugal, Spain, Dtaly, and
GreeceQ.
Dn terms of the litigation support structure, again there is a greater degree of homogeneity
in hestern Europe. Dn all nine nations covered by this study, ENGOs are numerous, well
organized, and well funded.1436 @here are many lawyers trained with a specialty in
environmental law, and ENGOs dedicated specifically to providing environmental law
advice and services, supported in many cases by experts from the academic sector.
Dnternational networks enable these lawyers to share precedents, advice, and
strategies.1437
Access to information is widely available and there is generally ample opportunity for
public participation in environmental decision-making. @hese conclusions are buttressed
by the paucity of public complaints lodged with the Aarhus Convention’s Compliance
Committee against the nine hestern European nations in this study.1438 Access to justice
is less consistent. @he hestern European nations in this study employ different rules on
standing, costs, evidence, and types of proceedings. @here is broad public interest
standing in Portugal, Netherlands Nalthough it is erodingQ, and Greece, whereas standing
is narrowly based on private interests in nations such as Germany and Denmark that do
not recognize the constitutional right to a healthy environment.1439 Germany is described
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as a laggard among European nations in terms of environmental litigation because of the
lack of recognition of the right to a healthy environment.1440
One area where there is a high degree of variability among the hestern European nations
is in terms of judicial activism. At one end of the spectrum, Greeceis Council of State has
taken the most activist approach to interpreting and applying constitutional environmental
provisions, on the basis of both the governmentis duty to protect the environment N1975Q
and the right to a healthy environment Nadded in 2001Q. At the other end of the spectrum,
courts in Spain have taken a conservative approach to cases involving the assertion of
environmental rights. Iurther research is re_uired to ascertain the reasons behind these
differences, although the relative youth of the Spanish Constitutional Court Nestablished
in 1979Q could be a factor Ncompared to the Greek Council of State dating back to 1835Q.

Conclusion
Overall, constitutionalization of the right to a healthy environment has had a positive
influence in hestern Europe, contributing to stronger environmental laws, enhancing
access to justice, and supporting the development of some environmentally friendly court
decisions. @hus far, the constitutional right to a healthy environment appears to have been
most influential in Greece and Portugal, with the weakness in the wording of the right
undermining its role in -elgium, the Netherlands, Norway, and Spain. @he evolving
jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights on the right to a healthy
environment could have a significant impact throughout hestern Europe as could the
proposed protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights on the right to a healthy
environment Nboth discussed in Chapter 13Q.
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CHAPTER 11. REVISITING THE THEORETICAL DEBATES IN
LIGHT OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE RIGHT TO A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT IN 86 NATIONS
Chapter 2 described the prospective advantages and disadvantages of recognizing a
constitutional right to a healthy environment. @he ensuing analysis revisits that debate in
light of the experiences of 86 nations in implementing the right through legislation and
litigation. Consistent with the focus of Chapters 6-10, the emphasis is on the legal effects
of constitutionalization, although some extra-legal effects are given brief consideration.

The Theoretical Advantages of Constitutionalizing the Right to a
Healthy Environment
Stronger Environmental Haws
@here is extensive evidence indicating that constitutional recognition of the right to a
healthy environment influences the development of national environmental legislation. Dn
at least 72 out of 86 nations, environmental laws have been strengthened after the
constitutionalization of environmental protection to incorporate both substantive and
procedural environmental rights. @his includes all surveyed nations in Eastern Europe,
almost all nations in Hatin America, and a clear majority in Africa, Asia, and hestern
Europe. Among the small minority of nations where no constitutional influence on
environmental laws could be discerned are countries whose constitutional environmental
provisions are very recent Ne.g. Egypt-2007, Maldives-2008, @urkmenistan-2008Q and
countries that are wracked by civil war and other over-riding social, economic, or
political crises Ne.g. Democratic Republic of the Congo, SudanQ. More than half of the 14
nations where there is no evidence of constitutional influence on environmental laws are
in Africa.
Constitutional provisions are not the only factor contributing to improved environmental
laws. @he EU accession process had a demonstrable influence on the environmental
legislation of the nations of Eastern Europe. Other factors include public pressure, the
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migration of ideas and legislative approaches, and international assistance from agencies
such as UNEP and the DUCN. However the consistent inclusion in environmental laws of
direct references to the constitution, the right to a healthy environment, and procedural
rights, plus the opinions of legal experts and organizations including the OECD and the
UN Economic Commission for Europe provide compelling support for the conclusion
that constitutions have been highly influential on national environmental legislation.
Dn some nations, the constitutional right to a healthy environment has become a unifying
principle, permeating not only national framework laws but also the entire body of
environmental law and policy. @his is most clearly the case in Argentina Nwhere the right
has been incorporated into provincial constitutions and legislationQ, Costa Rica, -razil,
Colombia, South Africa, Portugal, and the Philippines.
@he constitutionalization of environmental protection provides another major benefit to
environmental legislation. Among nations whose constitutions recognize the right to a
healthy environment and the corresponding government duty to protect it, courts have
buttressed and defended environmental laws and regulations. Challenges to
environmental laws based on property rights and free exercise of business often fail. Ior
example, the Slovenian Constitutional Court upheld a tax on water pollution based on the
constitutional interest in environmental protection.1441 Dn -elgium, as Havrysen observes,
qcourts are no longer inclined when facing conflicting interests, to automatically sacrifice
environmental interests in favor of economic interests.m1442 Dn contrast, in nations lacking
a constitutional right to a healthy environment, such as Germany and the U.S., litigation
involving fundamental rights such as property rights and free exercise of profession or
business is more likely to constrain governmentis ability to protect the environment.1443
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jnowing that environmental laws have a constitutional backstop may also encourage
governments to enact stronger environmental laws with the confidence that the laws will
withstand legal challenges.
Another benefit of constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment is that
all prospective laws and regulations are screened to determine whether they are consistent
with the right. Dn some nations, this can be a formal process. Ior example, in Irance, the
Constitutional Court reviews proposed legislation. Dn other nations, such as Colombia, the
screening process is informal. Cepeda Espinosa describes a phenomenon called the
lanticipation effecti wherein the close supervision of the Colombian Constitutional Court
has compelled legislators to consider constitutional case law when drafting and debating
the content of new legislation.1444 Dt is likely that all governments where the right to a
healthy environment is constitutionally protected task lawyers with ensuring that
proposed legislation is consistent with the governmental duty to respect, protect and
fulfill the right.
@he positive influence of the constitutional right to a healthy environment and other
constitutional environmental provisions on legislation has been largely overlooked, with
the majority of the scholarly literature focusing on litigation. Met Chapters 6-10 suggest
that it may be through contributing to the enactment of stronger legislation that
constitutional environmental provisions have their largest impact. Studies indicate that
legislation is more effective than litigation in achieving environmental protection.1445
Hegislators can act proactively, whereas courts by their very nature can only respond to
cases brought to them. Hegislation, if implemented and enforced, tackles all instances of a
problem and applies nationally, as opposed to the generally ad hoc nature of litigation,
and A. Paterson, eds. The Role of the Judiciary in Environmental Governance:
Comparative Perspectives. jluwer Haw Dnternational, pp. 181-208.
1444
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where the effects are often limited to the parties. Ior example, strong national legislation
to protect the habitat of endangered species should, in theory, protect all the critical
habitat of all endangered species in a country. Dn contrast, a lawsuit will generally focus
on protecting a subset of the critical habitat of one specific species. @o be sure, litigation
can have radiating effects, which are the indirect effects of litigation that ripple outward
into society.1446 -ut radiating effects occur under limited circumstances, whereas
legislation is generally intended to have the e_uivalent of radiating effects. As well,
litigation can be part of a broader strategy and is valued for its lmobilization potential,i
its high public profile, and for demanding a formal response from government.1447

An Dncreased Role for the Courts
@he influence of the constitutional right to a healthy environment on jurisprudence
presents a more complex picture. Court decisions based on the right to a healthy
environment have been made in at least 42 of 86 nations and are increasing in fre_uency
and significance. Plus, in at least 12 other nations, high courts have ruled that the right to
a healthy environment is implicit in other constitutional rights and therefore directly
enforceable. hell over 1,000 reported cases are available, led by Colombia, Costa Rica,
-razil, Argentina, Dndia, the Philippines, -elgium, and Greece. @he suggestion that
constitutional environmental rights are enforceable in only a qhandfulm of nations is
clearly no longer accurate.1448 Difficulties in accessing the jurisprudence of 43 nations
mean that the statistics presented here may underestimate the full extent of litigation
based on the right to a healthy environment.
Available data\from -razil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Europe, and Dndia\indicate that the
majority of lawsuits based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment are
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successful.1449 Dn -razil, it appears that environmental public civil actions are successful
in 67.5x of cases.1450 Dn Colombia, the applicants were successful in 53x of the acciones
populares related to drinking water based on the right to a healthy environment brought
between 1991 and 2008.1451 Dn Costa Rica, it appears that roughly 66x of cases asserting
violations of the right to a healthy environment are successful.1452 ?ariwala estimated that
nearly 80x of environmental cases brought in Dndia up until 1999 were successful.1453
Additional research into the success rates of cases based on the right to a healthy
environment, and the attributes of successful/unsuccessful cases, is needed.
Hooking at the numbers on a regional basis, enforcement of the constitutional right to a
healthy environment is common in Hatin America and hestern Europe, becoming more
fre_uent in Eastern Europe and parts of Asia Nparticularly the South Asia regionQ, and
remains rare in Africa.1454 @wenty-five of the 43 nations where no court decisions are
available for the constitutional right to a healthy environment are in Africa. @his regional
pattern is consistent with Eppis hypothesis about the rights revolution, which stipulates
that certain conditions need to be present in order for courts to play a significant role in
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defending human rights.1455 @he presence of these conditions\clear constitutional
provisions, the rule of law, an independent and activist judiciary, and legal infrastructure
supportive of rights-based litigation Nlawyers, NGOs, networks and fundingQ\is
correlated with the extent of court decisions about the right to a healthy environment in
each of the five regions examined. Clear constitutional articulation of the right to a
healthy environment Ne.g. Costa Rica, -razil, Colombia, and ArgentinaQ will generally
lead to a larger role for courts than an ambiguous provision Ne.g. SpainQ although Dndia
and other nations with no explicit recognition of the right confound this generalization.
@he absence of the rule of law, in combination with a host of daunting social, economic,
and political problems, dramatically reduces the potential influence of the constitutional
right in parts of Africa, although South Africa offers hope that the situation can be
reversed.
One central element of Eppis hypothesis regarding the rights revolution may need
rethinking in light of the evidence presented in Chapters 6-10. According to Epp, the
litigation support structure\meaning rights lawyers, NGOs, networks, and funding
sources\is a prere_uisite to the rights revolution.1456 Met in several Hatin American
nations\Costa Rica and Colombia in particular\the environmental rights revolution has
taken place without these elements playing a central role. -ecause of the remarkable
innovations in legal procedure, such as the amparo and tutela, that simplify and expedite
cases involving constitutional rights, individuals and communities have been able to
bring lawsuits without lawyers, funding, or support from NGOs. @he Philippines is
implementing a similar suite of procedural reforms. Dn -razil, constitutional changes that
empowered the Ministerio Publico to enforce constitutional environmental provisions
have also resulted in a dramatic increase in enforcement without reliance on some of the
litigation support structure described by Epp.1457
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Dt is rare for courts to decide that the constitutional right to a healthy environment is not
directly enforceable, although this is the case in South jorea, Spain, Mexico, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, and, because of a recent court decision that reversed earlier
precedents, Paraguay. Dn most of these nations, the courts are following constitutional
language specifying that the right can only be enforced pursuant to enabling legislation
Ni.e the right is not self-executingQ. However, these nations are exceptions to the general
rule that the constitutional right to a healthy environment is a directly enforceable right.
Even in nations where the constitutional right to a healthy environment is not directly
enforceable or self-executing, it can still play an important role in litigation, as the
experiences of Andorra, -elgium, and Irance demonstrate. As well there are at least 12
national high courts that, despite the absence of an explicit constitutional right to a
healthy environment, have ruled that this right is implicit in other constitutional rights
and thus enforceable. Overall, constitutional principles related to the right to a healthy
environment qhave created the right conditions for courts of law s to begin to play a
more prominent role in protecting the environment.m1458
Courts have ruled that the constitutional right to a healthy environment imposes three
duties upon government: to respect the right by not infringing it through state actionc to
protect the right from infringement by third parties Nwhich may re_uire regulations,
implementation, and enforcementQc and to take actions to fulfill the right Ne.g. through the
provision of environmental services including clean water, sanitation, and waste
managementQ. As well, courts have consistently held that laws, regulations, and
administrative actions that violate the constitutional right to a healthy environment will
be struck down. @he Netherlands provides a limited exception, as courts are not permitted
to review the constitutionality of legislation.
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Figure 11.1 Overall Constitutional Influence on Environmental Legislation and
Litigation

Prevents Rollbacks
Another theoretical advantage of constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment related to environmental law that is being achieved in practice in some
nations is the prevention of rollbacks. jnown in -elgium as the standstill principle but
also recognized in Hungary, South Africa, and throughout many nations in Hatin
America, courts have articulated the principle, based on the right to a healthy
environment, that todayis environmental laws and policies represent a baseline that can
be improved but not weakened.1459 Dn societyis _uest for sustainable development, courts
recognize that there is only one viable direction, and that is stronger environmental laws
and policies.
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Safety Net
Dn addition to providing an impetus for strengthening environmental laws, the
constitutional right to a healthy environment has also been used by public interest
litigants to close gaps in environmental law. Nepal NpollutionQ and Costa Rica NfisheriesQ
offer clear examples of courts ordering governments to enact legislation.1460 @he Courts
do not spell out the details of the laws but merely clarify that the laws are an essential
element of fulfilling the governmentis obligation to respect, protect, and fulfill the right
to a healthy environment. Dn other nations, courts did not compel governments to enact
laws but clearly influenced states to take action Ne.g. legislation governing plastic bags in
Uganda, public smoking in Dndia, and air _uality standards in Sri HankaQ.1461 Courts do
not always side with citizens and NGOs. @he Supreme Court of the Philippines, despite
agreeing that air pollution from motor vehicles was a toxic threat to health, declined to
order the government to convert all of its vehicles to CNG.1462

Dmproved Dmplementation and Enforcement
Dn many nations laws have been strengthened, but the capacity or political will to enforce
them is still lacking. As Pound wrote almost a century ago, the qcomplaint of nonenforcement of law is nothing new. Dt is as old as the law.m1463 @he environmental law
implementation and enforcement gap is not limited to developing countries, but is
pervasive. @his is illustrated by the fact that a disproportionate share of the European
Commissionis infringement cases is in the environmental field Nas many as one-third in
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some years despite environment being a relatively minor policy area compared to sectors
such as agriculture, trade, and social policyQ.1464 Hitigation based on the constitutional
right to a healthy environment can facilitate increased implementation and enforcement.
Citizens and ENGOs in Hatin America, Europe, and Asia have supplemented the
enforcement efforts of the state, drawn attention to violations, and created an impetus for
the allocation of additional resources to environmental services and protection. A leading
example is the cooperative approach taken in -razil where the public and ENGOs report
alleged violations of constitutional rights and environmental laws, which can then be
investigated and prosecuted by the Ministerio Publico.1465

Environmental ?ustice
Despite the extensive evidence of improvements in environmental laws, which, if
implemented and enforced should improve environmental conditions for everyone, there
is little indication that lawmakers are intentionally targeting those most affected by
environmental degradation as a priority. However, politically weak and marginalized
communities have enjoyed some success in the courts in enforcing their right to a healthy
environment. Many cases in Hatin America in particular deal with the provision of clean
water, sewage treatment, and landfills, environmental concerns more likely to face the
poor than middle or upper classes. An Argentine case involving Chacras de la Merced, a
poor community whose drinking water was being contaminated by inade_uate
wastewater treatment in an upstream municipality, illustrates the potential for using the
right to a healthy environment to advance environmental justice.1466 An Argentine
environmental law NGO, CEDHA, brought an amparo action against the municipality
and the province on behalf of local residents asserting a violation of the constitutional
right to a healthy environment. @he Court agreed that there was a violation of the right
and ordered the government to upgrade the wastewater treatment plant and, in the
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interim, provide a supply of clean water to the residents of Chacras de la Merced. @he
judge wrote that:
hhile it is good that in a State of rule of law s a judicial entity tdoesu not
conduct activities that are the responsibility of the Parliament s the action of the
?udicial power, in the face of the degeneration of those responsibilities, does not
imply an invasion of one power over another, but rather the framing of public
authority to uphold the Constitution and the law.1467
@he court-ordered infrastructure improvements have been completed, and in an
interesting development, the municipality passed a law mandating that all future sewage
and sanitation tax revenues must be re-invested in the sewage system.1468 Many poor
residents in Colombia, Costa Rica, and Argentina now enjoy clean drinking water
because litigation based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment has
compelled governments to make necessary investments in infrastructure. Dn contrast,
consider the situation in Canada, a wealthy industrialized nation where the constitution is
silent regarding environmental protection and nearly 100 communities Npredominantly
AboriginalQ face long-term boil water advisories because of inade_uate water treatment
facilities.1469
-ecause of litigation based on their constitutional environmental rights, the people of Ha
Oroya, Peru, are finally receiving medical treatment for their long-term exposure to lead
and other heavy metals caused by a smelter.1470 Citizens in Russia, Romania, Chile, and
@urkey have brought lawsuits based on their right to a healthy environment and
eventually received compensation for threats posed to their health by industrial
pollution.1471 hhile these examples are anecdotal, there are some situations where
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systemic changes apparently are being produced by constitutions, legislation, and
litigation. Dn -razil, litigation based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment
has produced a policy that all citizens have the right to a core minimum of environmental
services including water, sanitation, and waste management.1472 Dn South Africa,
constitutional recognition of the right to water has been translated into legislation, policy,
and a major investment in infrastructure. @he extension of clean drinking water to
millions of South Africans Npredominantly black and poorQ since the mid 1990s is
described by Nelson Mandela as qamongst the most important achievements of
democracy in our country.m1473
On the other hand, the fact remains that it is harder for the communities most affected by
environmental degradation to influence the law and policy-making process or take
advantage of their constitutional right to a healthy environment. -arriers include lack of
awareness of their rights, lack of financial resources, lack of access to legal assistance,
and distrust of the judicial system. Some critics claim that environmental litigation
brought by middle class litigants to enforce their right to a healthy environment worsens
the plight of the poor. Ior example, the closure or relocation of polluting factories in
Dndia is alleged to have displaced workers and caused adverse socio-economic effects.1474
More broadly, there are unresolved _uestions about leakage, wherein legislation,
litigation, or other societal forces displace environmentally harmful activities to poorer
nations or regions.1475
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Dncreased Public Dnvolvement
Constitutional environmental provisions have substantially increased the publicis role in
all aspects of environmental governance. @he constitutional right to a healthy
environment has consistently been interpreted by legislators, the executive, and the
judiciary as including procedural environmental rights\access to information,
participation in decision-making, and access to justice. Other major factors contributing
to the growing public role in environmental governance include the growing importance
of civil society, advances in communications technology Nparticularly the DnternetQ, and
in many nations the transition to democracy. A key development in terms of access to
justice has been the use of constitutional right to a healthy environment Nand legislation
implementing this rightQ to rewrite traditional rules of standing to include collective and
diffuse interests. Dn most nations studied here, the courthouse doors are now open to
litigants without a traditional economic or personal interest at stake. @he state has lost its
monopoly in terms of representing the public interest.
Several Hatin American nations\Costa Rica, Colombia, Argentina, and -razil{are in a
class of their own in terms of access to justice. Procedural innovations have radically
increased the ability of citizens, communities, and ENGOs to seek judicial protection.
Simplified, expedited actions include the amparo, tutela, recurso de proteccion, direct
action of unconstitutionality, popular action, and public civil action. Dndiais Supreme
Court, with its simple hrit Petition procedure, is not far behind, and the Philippines is
moving in the same direction. As M.C. Mehta, the prominent Dndian lawyer writes,
qordinarily it is very difficult for a citizen to go to court for environmental relief under
the existing laws. Dt is only under the constitutional provisions that it became possible s
to move the courts for judicial relief.m1476
Progress is not uniform across and within all regions. Africa lags behind on all indicators
of public involvement, due to the extensive social, economic, and political problems
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facing large swaths of that continent. @here is high variability between nations within
Eastern Europe and Asia, with a correlation between the overall health of democracy and
the extent of public participation in environmental governance. hhere authoritarian
regimes maintain power, as in @urkmenistan, constitutional environmental provisions are
primarily symbolic rather than effective. hhere democracy is more robust, as in the
Philippines and Slovenia, constitutional environmental provisions are more influential.

Dncreased Accountability
Dt is vital to bear in mind that public interest litigation based on the constitutional right
will only be successful if the government is in fact proven to be violating the constitution.
@he judiciary has a legitimate role in a constitutional democracy to protect human rights
against state violations. hhat is novel about judicial protection of the right to a healthy
environment is that it can impose a positive duty on the state to take preventive or
remedial action. Dn this sense, judicial protection of the right to a healthy environment is
distinct from the courtis historical role in protecting individuals and their property from
state interference. Courts are protecting a collective public interest, which was
historically the prerogative of the legislature. -y constitutionalizing the right to a healthy
environment, both the public and the judiciary are newly empowered to hold
governments accountable for protecting the environment. @he landmark court decisions
regarding the restoration of the Riachuelo River in Argentina and Manila -ay in the
Philippines are leading examples.1477 Dn both cases, a generation of political leaders
promised to clean up these environmental disasters but took few concrete steps.
Hitigation brought by concerned citizens, based on the right to a healthy environment, has
created obligations that will be difficult for current and future generations of political
leaders to avoid. Courts in both of these cases, alert to concerns about the non-
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enforcement of court orders in the past, have created special monitoring arrangements
and penalties for non-compliance.

Hevel Playing Iield
Another theoretical advantage of the constitutional right to a healthy environment is the
prospect of a level playing field with competing social and economic rights. @he
strengthening of environmental laws chronicled in Chapters 6-10 is a significant advance
in that direction. Environmental legislation often constrains the exercise of property
rights, recognizing that there are circumstances in which the public interest trumps the
individual interest. @here is case law in many nations where courts have rejected
constitutional challenges against environmental laws or administrative decisions where
plaintiffs alleged that their property rights were violated. Courts often refer to
constitutional protection of the environment as a compelling rationale justifying the
infringement of private property rights.1478 Dn contrast, South jorea and Dsrael are rare
examples of nations where courts have ruled that property rights continue to trump the
right to a healthy environment.1479
Rights can and do collide, in complex, multi-faceted disputes. A plan to establish
electricity lines through Canaima Park in Renezuela to reach -razil caused ENGOs to
protest a violation of their environmental rights, indigenous people their cultural rights,
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and business its economic rights.1480 @he constitutional right to a healthy environment is
not applied as a systematic trump card. Courts go to great efforts to balance competing
rights and competing social priorities. Ior example, in a @urkish case involving air
pollution from coal-fired power plants, the courts did not order closure of the facilities
but installation of pollution abatement e_uipment.1481 Some would argue that courts have
not gone far enough to level the playing field, particularly in cases involving major
projects, such as the Sardar Sarovar Dam in Dndia or the Camisea natural gas project in
Peru.1482 On the other hand, the constitutional right to a healthy environment played an
instrumental role in the Greek Council of Stateis repeated decisions to strike down
approvals for the Acheloos water diversion project,1483 the Iinnish Supreme
Administrative Courtis decision blocking the Ruotos hydroelectric project,1484 Costa
Rican court decisions blocking offshore oil and gas development,1485 the Ecuadorian
Constitutional Courtis rejection of the -aba Dam,1486 and the @hai Supreme Courtis
decision to block dozens of petrochemical projects.1487 All of these cases involved major
economic conse_uences, yet courts took bold decisions. National context and specific
circumstances are critical in determining whether a particular case will be successful or
not.
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Education
Among the many laws spurred, at least in part, by the constitutionalization of
environmental protection are national laws related to environmental education in the
Philippines,1488 Armenia,1489 and -razil.1490 Courts in Dndia,1491 Argentina,1492 and the
Philippines1493 have ordered governments to develop and implement environmental
education programs. @he Irench Charter of the Environment has revitalized
environmental education in Irance.1494 Iurther research is re_uired to determine whether
the constitutional right to a healthy environment is contributing to increased ecological
literacy.

The Theoretical Disadvantages of Constitutionalizing the Right to a
Healthy Environment
Practical experience with the right to a healthy environment is debunking many of the
theoretical criticisms and potential drawbacks associated with it, while lending some
support to two criti_ues\that it is undemocratic and ineffective\which continue to raise
substantive concerns.

Rague, Absolute, and Redundante
@he argument has been made that the constitutional right to a healthy environment is too
vague to be implemented and protected effectively. Met more than 70 legislatures and 50
1488
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courts have managed to implement the right, as hundreds of laws and court decisions
demonstrate. @here is an occasional exception, such as the recent Supreme Court decision
in Paraguay suggesting that the impreciseness of the right was one reason for deferring to
the legislature.1495 @he specific adjectives used to describe the right, including healthy,
clean, safe, favorable, etc. do not appear to influence the outcome of litigation, although
further research could be conducted to examine this _uestion. Concerns that the right to a
healthy environment would be applied in an absolutist fashion, trumping other rights,
have not materialized in any of the nations whose constitutions recognize the right. @he
extensive reliance upon the right to a healthy environment by legislators, citizens,
ENGOs, and judges should put to rest the notion that it is redundant.

Anthropocentrice
Among the 72 nations where legislation has been influenced by constitutional
environmental provisions, many laws intended to protect forests, oceans, wildlife, and
biodiversity have been enacted. hhile an argument can be made that there are
anthropocentric motives for the conservation and preservation of Nature, these laws also
include recognition of the intrinsic value of the natural world. Dn some cases this
recognition is implicit, while in other cases it is explicit. Ior example, Costa Ricais Law
of Biodiversity includes as one of its general principles qRespect for all forms of life. All
living things have the right to live, independently of actual or potential economic
value.m1496
@here have been many successful lawsuits brought by citizens, NGOs, and prosecutors to
protect Nature itself\national parks, dolphins, sharks, lakes, forests, birds, sea turtles,
and other species.1497 Dn a leading Portuguese case, swallows were nesting on the outer
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wall of a courthouse. horkers claimed dust from the nests was disturbing them, causing a
nuisance and allergies, so the government planned to destroy the nests. Dnstead, a lawsuit
was filed and the court ordered the protection of the birdsi homes.1498 As Collins
proposed, the right to a healthy environment is being qunderstood as encompassing both
human-centred and eco-centric aspects, as in an environment that is both healthy for
humans and healthy in its own right Ne.g. a healthy lake, a healthy forest, a healthy
ecosystemQ.m1499 -ased on the enactment of new environmental laws and the rulings of
courts, the constitutional right to a healthy environment, while technically a human right,
is having positive ecocentric spillover effects.1500

Cultural Dmperialisme
Evidence also undermines the criti_ue of cultural imperialism. National legislatures in all
regions of the world have enacted constitutions and laws that recognize the right to a
healthy environment. Unlike deregulation, privatization, and other policies imposed on
nations by international financial institutions, there is no powerful source of international
pressure compelling nations to recognize environmental rights, apart from civil society.
High courts in all regions of the world are directly applying and protecting the right to a
healthy environment, again undermining the cultural imperialism argument. Dronically, it
is hestern nations\the US, Uj, Canada, and Australia\where constitutional protection
for the environment, including the right to a healthy environment, lags behind.
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Unenforceable or Unjusticiablee
Dn practice, for the most part, the constitutional right to a healthy environment is treated
as an enforceable right, unless the constitution itself clearly states that it re_uires enabling
legislation in order to be implemented. As noted earlier, the right is enforceable in at least
50 nations. @here are only a handful of countries\South jorea, Mexico, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, and most recently Paraguay\where courts have declined to enforce
the constitutional right to a healthy environment.
@he argument that the right to a healthy environment, like other social and economic
rights, ought not to be justiciable because policy decisions are the sole purview of the
legislature also should be put to rest by the evidence in Chapters 6-10. @his theoretical
objection largely is extinguished by the willingness of courts to take a principled and
pragmatic approach to the _uestion of rights, balancing the interests of the individual with
the interests of society. -eatty concludes that recent qjurisprudence shows that a lot of
judges think that the legal enforcement of social and economic rights isnit so different
from the protection that is provided by the more traditional political and civil
guarantees.m1501 @he same could be said regarding legal enforcement of environmental
rights. Courts do not generally dictate environmental policy, except in exceptional
circumstances, but do critically scrutinize government policies and actions to determine
whether they offer ade_uate protection for constitutional rights. @he Mendoza case in
Argentina illustrates how todayis judiciaries can undermine the objection that courts are
not an appropriate arena for addressing polycentric disputes.1502 @his objection loses
much of its persuasive strength when courts open their doors to multiple parties and
amicus curiae Nfriends of the courtQ, hold public hearings, and engage independent
experts, as the Argentine Supreme Court did in the Mendoza case.
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Open the Iloodgates to Hitigatione
As Chapters 6-10 demonstrate, constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment does result in additional cases being brought to court. Dn some nations with
very open rules regarding standing and expedited procedures, such as Dndia, -razil,
Colombia, Argentina, and Costa Rica, courts face a huge caseload, resulting in backlogs
and delays that may result in injustices.1503 However, cases based on the constitutional
right to a healthy environment represent a very small fraction of the total number of cases
in any given nation, according to empirical evidence from Europe, Colombia, Iinland,
-elgium, and -razil.1504 Dn Colombia, for example, since 1991 there have been over
300,000 cases filed to enforce the right to health, which is roughly 300 times the number
of cases brought to enforce the right to a healthy environment.1505 Environmental lawsuits
tend to have a higher success rate than other types of public interest litigation, negating
the related argument that frivolous and vexatious lawsuits will proliferate if standing and
procedural rules are liberalized.1506
1503
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Undemocratic
@he first drawback of constitutionalizing the right to a healthy environment that finds
some support in the national experiences surveyed in Chapters 6-10 involves potentially
undemocratic conse_uences. @his argument does not apply to the rightis influence on
legislation, since duly enacted laws express the will of the people through their
democratically elected representatives. @he criti_ue focuses on the role of the judiciary.
Ior the most part, courts are well aware of the separation of powers and act
conscientiously to avoid crossing the line into legislative and executive action. @his is
especially true in new democracies where an excessively ambitious agenda for courts can
cause undue politicization and undermine both the legitimacy of the courts and the
foundation of the rule of law.1507
Dn some nations, however, judges have taken an activist stance in interpreting and
applying the constitutional right to a healthy environment, as well as other social and
economic rights. Excessive judicial activism creates a risk that governments responsible
for protecting the environment will be unable to rationally establish priorities or allocate
resources. @he nations where this criti_ue is strongest are those where these rights have
been used the most extensively\Colombia, Costa Rica, -razil, Argentina, Dndia, Greece,
and the Philippines. @he argument of the critics is perhaps even stronger in those nations
where courts have enforced the right to a healthy environment despite the absence of
explicit language guaranteeing the right. @welve nations fall into this category, with Dndia
the most well known example.1508 @he Supreme Court of Dndia has been accused of
crossing the line in several high profile cases, including the Delhi motor vehicle case, the
Environmental ?ustice: An Overview,m in S.j. Rerma and j. jusum, eds. Fifty Years of
the Supreme Court of India: Its Grasp and Reach. New Delhi: Oxford University Press,
pp. 469-94.
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Gloppen, R. Gargarella, and E. Sklaar, eds. Democratization and the Judiciary: The
Accountability Function of Courts in New Democracies. Hondon: Irank Cass, pp. 70-91.
@. Ginsburg. 2003. Judicial Review in New Democracies: Constitutional Courts in Asian
Cases. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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Ganges water pollution case, and the forest conservation case.1509 hhile the Courtis
orders may have trespassed into the legislative or executive realms, these actions can
arguably be justified on the basis of governmentis persistent failure to implement and
enforce Dndiais environmental laws, as mandated by the Constitution.
@here are two compelling rebuttals to the charge that the constitutional right to a healthy
environment is undemocratic. @he first lies in the expansion and enforcement of
procedural environmental rights. Dmproving access to information and participation in
environmental decision-making enhance democracy by enabling more people to play a
hands-on role in shaping the policies and decisions that affect their lives.1510 @he survey
of legislation and litigation in Chapters 6-10 demonstrates that the constitutional right to
a healthy environment is contributing to democracy by providing a robust legal basis for
the enjoyment of these procedural rights. Dn general, constitutional recognition of
environmental rights across Hatin America and to a lesser extent in other regions has
qcreated a vehicle for new and more democratic relations to resolve conflicts between the
state and civil society, given the increased legitimacy of new visions of society.m1511
@he second rebuttal is that excessive judicial activism is rare, and must be distinguished
from cases where courts are fulfilling their roles as constitutional guardians. Constitutions
empower courts to safeguard human rights, so the judiciary is fulfilling one of its basic
functions by protecting the right to a healthy environment. P.-. Relasco, ?r NAssociate
?ustice, Supreme Court of the PhilippinesQ responded to criticism of the Manila Bay
judgment by stating qSurely, it is not judicial activism when courts carry out their
constitutionally assigned function of judicial review and in the process enjoin those
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charged with implementing a law to so implement the law.m1512 South Africa has gained
worldwide reknown for the constructive democratic dialogue between judges and
legislators, with courts telling governments that they must make best efforts to fulfill
social and economic rights Ne.g. housing, waterQ without necessarily spelling out in detail
how to do so, except in compelling circumstances Ne.g. nationwide provision of
nevirapine to pregnant women with HDR/ADDSQ. Corder and other experts have
concluded that qan admirable balance has been struck between activism and restraintm in
South African courts.1513

Dneffective
@he second substantive criticism directed at constitutionalizing the right to a healthy
environment is that it will be ineffective because it fails to address the political economy
of environmental degradation. hhile there is undoubtedly some truth to this claim,
experience indicates that the right can act as a countervailing force to some of the factors
identified as key drivers of unsustainability, including deregulation and privatization. @he
standstill doctrine Ne.g. -elgium, HungaryQ effectively blocks deregulation, unless there is
a compelling societal justification for rolling back environmental laws. Courts from Costa
Rica to Russia have struck down efforts to privatize public resources, from forests to the
seabed.1514 Dn fact, the Costa Rican Constitutional Court has even reversed the process of
privatization, by mandating the expropriation of privately owned land that provides
critical habitat for endangered sea turtles.1515 Critics should bear in mind that the main
1512
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reason that environmental legislation is ineffective is a lack of implementation and
enforcement. Constitutionalizing the right to a healthy environment, as demonstrated in
Chapters 6-10, provides multiple means for improving implementation and enforcement.
Critics of constitutional rights argue that civil and political rights have been appropriated
by societal elites to entrench and extend their power Ne.g. corporations using free speech
to strike down government regulation of advertisingQ.1516 However, the right to a healthy
environment has been used predominantly to advance public, not private interests. @he
only prominent example to the contrary is the South African case where the Iuel
Retaileris Association used the right to a healthy environment to protect itself from
competition.1517 Dn general, the right to a healthy environment and other constitutional
environmental provisions impose positive obligations on the state and are thus progovernment rather than anti-government Nas is the case with negative or liberty rightsQ. Dn
Hatin America, and particularly in the leading nations of Costa Rica, Colombia,
Argentina, and -razil, constitutional litigation Nincluding but not limited to the right to a
healthy environmentQ is beginning to alter some of the structural ine_ualities and power
relations that are at the heart of unsustainability.1518
A second concern about effectiveness that arises from the legislation and litigation
reviewed in Chapters 6-10 is the danger of proceduralisation.1519 joskenniemi describes
lproceduralisationi as a process where courts seek outcomes that are broadly acceptable
to parties by focusing on process rather than substantive outcomes. Dn nations where there
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is a major emphasis on the procedural environmental rights\particularly in Europe, as a
result of the Aarhus Convention\there is a possibility that substantive outcomes will go
unchallenged or unchanged. Dn the Netherlands, one of the main reasons for the decline in
environmental litigation is that courts focus almost exclusively on the procedural aspects
of government decision-making and are reluctant to scrutinize the substantive rationale
for decisions.1520 Many lawsuits in Eastern Europe based on the right to a healthy
environment appear to fall into the same category. Cases are brought to force the
disclosure of environmental information or re_uire greater public participation in
environmental decision-making. Environmentally harmful projects and policies may
continue after procedural shortcomings have been rectified. A common example occurs
when opponents of a project file a lawsuit alleging deficiencies in the environmental
assessment process. Even if they win the lawsuit, the procedural deficiencies can be
remedied and approval granted for an environmentally damaging project to proceed.
A third concern about the effectiveness of litigation based on the constitutional right to a
healthy environment is that some governments do not respect or implement court orders.
A notorious example is gas flaring in Nigeria, which continues despite a courtis
conclusion that this practice violates the right to a healthy environment. Citizens in
@urkey, Romania, and Russia have won cases in court based on their constitutional right
to a healthy environment only to see governments circumvent the courtsi decisions,
forcing citizens to take their cases to the European Court of Human Rights. @here are also
instances where, in the dialogue between courts and legislatures, the latter insist on
having the last word even though courts have determined that a project violates
constitutional rights. Ior example, the OECD reports that the government of Greece
occasionally passes legislation that overturns environmental decisions of the Council of
State.1521
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Conclusion
@hree key findings emerge from this review of legislation and litigation in the 86 nations
whose constitutions explicitly recognize the right to live in a healthy environment. Iirst,
the majority N72 out of 86Q of these nations have taken the important step of incorporating
the right to live in a healthy environment in their major environmental laws. Somewhat
unexpectedly, it may be that this influence on legislation represents the most important
effect of constitutionalizing environmental rights, although litigation garners far more
media and scholarly attention. Second, constitutions are having a less pervasive, but
growing influence on the filing and adjudication of environmental lawsuits. @hird,
procedural environmental rights\to information, participation in decision-making, and
access to justice\are almost universally recognized as complements to the substantive
right to a healthy environment. @hus the suggestion, often encountered in the literature,
that a choice must be made between substantive and procedural environmental rights, is
out-dated.
@his research also reveals extensive synergy between constitutional provisions,
environmental legislation, and litigation. Constitutional provisions can spur legislation,
and create unprecedented opportunities for public participation and litigation. Hitigation
can be used to compel government to fill gaps, implement laws, enforce laws, and
exercise their discretion in environmentally friendly ways. @he constitutional basis of
environmental laws can insulate them to some degree from legal and political challenges,
potentially contributing to greater certainty in their application. Dncreasing the
enforcement of environmental laws, and applying them more consistently, can lead to
enhanced respect for the environment and for the rule of law.
@he foregoing examination of national environmental laws and jurisprudence provides a
fairly robust and extensive body of evidence that constitutional environmental rights do
indeed matter, and are delivering many of the anticipated benefits and few of the
potential drawbacks forecast by legal experts. @o some degree, this may not be
surprising, given that constitutions are theoretically intended to create meta-rules that
guide legislators, administrative decision-makers, and judges. Ior practical purposes,
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there are still some nations, predominantly in Africa, and to a much lesser extent in Asia
and Eastern Europe, where the rule of law and a functioning legal order are still not
present. Dn some nations, democracy is still in its infancy and qthe political and legal
climates do not tolerate litigation and political activism.m1522
Dt should be reiterated that stronger environmental laws and ecologically conscious court
decisions are merely means towards the ultimate objective of reducing environmental
degradation and improving human well-being. hhether or not the constitutional right to a
healthy environment is effective is ultimately a _uestion that goes beyond legal
considerations and re_uires assessment of environmental outcomes such as cleaner air,
cleaner water, and reduced pressure on natural resources. @he _uestion of whether
constitutionalizing environmental protection has a systemic effect on environmental
performance is the focus of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 12. DO ENVIRONMENTAL PROVISIONS IN
CONSTITUTIONS INFLUENCE ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES?
A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
@he appropriate strategy for research in this area is to remove the strong
ideological lenses and systematically to examine the evidence in an effort to
distinguish the rhetoric from the reality.1523

Introduction
@he majority of nations N140 out of 192Q have incorporated environmental protection
provisions into their constitutions. @he right to a healthy environment is entrenched in the
constitutions of 86 nations. Hegislatures in at least 72 nations have re-written
environmental laws to reflect the constitutional recognition of the right. Courts in more
than 50 countries have made decisions that interpret and enforce the right. Dn light of
these developments, it is essential to assess whether, and to what extent, the right to a
healthy environment is affecting the environmental performance of nations\improving
environmental _uality and reducing pressure on ecosystems.
@here are two types of _uantitative studies used in comparative constitutional law\basic
and advanced. -asic _uantitative studies are exploratory, asking if there is a relationship
between a constitutional feature and another variable of interest. Ior example,
Montenegro found a negative correlation between the length of a constitution and
economic performance Nas measured by GDP per capitaQ.1524 jinney and Clark found no
correlation between constitutional recognition of the right to health and per capita health
care expenditures.1525 Hirschl found no correlation between the constitutionalization of
rights and improvements in the status of disadvantaged groups in terms of education,
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access to health care, housing, employment, and income.1526 -asic _uantitative studies
can only demonstrate correlation, and do not imply causation.
Dn contrast, advanced _uantitative studies are much more sophisticated, using multiple
regression models to determine if there is a causal relationship between a constitutional
feature or provision and one or more variables of interest. Ior example, -arrett and
Graddy sought to determine whether civil and political freedoms affect environmental
_uality. @heir hypothesis was that environmental outcomes depend on:
qcitizens being able to ac_uire information about the _uality of their environment,
to assemble and organize, and to give voice to their preferences for environmental
_ualityc and on governments having an incentive to satisfy these preferences by
changing policy, perhaps the most powerful incentive being the desire to get
elected or re-elected. Dn short, they will depend on civil and political
freedoms.m1527
-arrett and Graddy conducted a sophisticated regression analysis using income,
population density, industrial structure, geography, and civil/political freedoms as
explanatory variables, and several measures of environmental _uality as the dependent
variables. @hey found that increasing civil and political freedoms has a demonstrable,
beneficial effect on environmental _uality.1528
@his chapter will take the basic approach, asking whether there is a relationship between
constitutional provisions re_uiring environmental protection and environmental
performance. @he results of this analysis, to be clear, will not demonstrate that
constitutionalizing environmental protection does Nor does notQ cause improved
environmental performance. As noted in Chapter 1, Hayward discounted the possibility
of conducting such an examination because of methodological difficulties.1529 Shelton
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also observed that qcausality is difficult to demonstrate.m1530 @he crux of the problem is
that there are many factors\geographic, demographic, economic, political, social, and
institutional\that can influence environmental performance. @o isolate the effects of
constitutionalization and conclude that environmental provisions in constitutions cause
changes in environmental outcomes is possible but would re_uire advanced _uantitative
analysis that is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Challenges in Measuring Environmental Performance
@here is no ideal approach to making cross-national comparisons of environmental
performance.1531 Gleditsch and Sverdrup observe that qcompared to existing data sets for
economic performance, demographic developments, political rights, democratization, or
armed conflict, international data sets for environmental issues are still in their
infancy.m1532 @here are countless potential sources of data that could be used to evaluate
the environmental performance of nations, all of which have advantages and
disadvantages.1533 Dndicators used to measure environmental performance can be divided
into three categories: pressure, state, and response indicators.1534 Greenhouse gas
emissions, water consumption, and pesticides used per s_uare kilometer of arable land are
pressure indicators. Ambient levels of air pollutants and the number of threatened or
endangered species are state indicators. Pollution abatement and control expenditures,
1530
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proportion of tax revenues from environmental taxes, and ratification of international
agreements are response indicators. An indicator describes one characteristic of the
condition of a system, usually through observed or estimated data. An index is a
_uantitative aggregation of many indicators and can qprovide a simplified, coherent,
multidimensional view of a system.m1535
Dt is important to acknowledge that there are major discrepancies between different
approaches to measuring sustainability, for example, depending on whether socioeconomic considerations are incorporated.1536 A nation like Canada fares reasonably well
according to some environmental indices Ne.g. 12th of 149 nations on Male Universityis
Environmental Performance DndexQ and poorly on other indices N7th largest per capita
ecological footprint among 150 nations, 15th of 17 nations on the Conference -oard of
Canadais environmental rankingsQ. No one index is optimal, and when using them
limitations and biases should be made clear. @he use of several indices NtriangulationQ
may be helpful in overcoming the weaknesses of a single index. @he focus of this
research is not on the broader issue of sustainability, which incorporates social and
economic considerations, but is restricted to environmental performance.
Reliance on one or a small number of indicators can lead to inaccurate conclusions. @his
appears to have been the situation with researchers investigating the Environmental
juznets Curve hypothesis NEjCQ. Early studies found an inverse u-shaped relationship
between wealth and pollution, suggesting that a nationis environmental record
deteriorates in the early stages of industrialization and then improves once a certain
threshold of wealth has been attained.1537 -eckermann and others concluded that the best
way to solve environmental problems is to get rich, a policy conclusion that has been
1535
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widely repeated.1538 @he EjC is derived from the juznets curve, which theorizes a
similar tendency regarding economic ine_uality.1539 However, the weight of evidence is
now clear that the EjC has limited application. Dndicators of local environmental
conditions Ne.g. ambient air _ualityQ fit the hypothesis while indicators related to global
problems Ne.g. greenhouse gas emissionsQ do not.1540

Environmental Indicators and Methods
@o minimize the problems associated with individual environmental indicators, this
chapter relies on three indices and three indicators that measure environmental
performance. Specifically, the data examined in this chapter include:
-the ecological footprints of 150 nations, as published in 2008 by the Global
Iootprint Networkc1541
-the ranking of 30 nations in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development NOECDQ based on their overall performance on 29 environmental
indicators, using OECD data assembled by researchers at Simon Iraser
Universityc1542
-the ranking of 17 OECD nations Nselected on the basis of geographic and
economic similarityQ on 15 environmental indicators selected by the Conference
-oard of Canadac1543 and
-time-series data related to nitrogen oxide emissions N1980-2005Q, sulphur dioxide
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emissions N1980-2005Q, and greenhouse gas emissions N1990-2005Q.
Ior purposes of comparison, nations were divided into three groups:
-nations with no constitutional provisions related to environmental protectionc
-nations with constitutional provisions re_uiring the government to protect the
environment but no explicit recognition of the right to live in a healthy
environmentc and
-nations whose constitutions include both a government duty to protect the
environment and the right to a healthy environment.
@his approach allows not only a comparison between nations with and without
environmental provisions in their constitutions but also enables a comparison of the
relative effects of different types of constitutional provisions.

@he Ecological Iootprint
@he ecological footprint is an index that measures how much of the regenerative capacity
of the biosphere is used by human activities.1544 -ased primarily on UN statistics, the
ecological footprint is defined as qthe area of biologically productive land and water
re_uired to produce the resources consumed and to assimilate the wastes generated by
humanity, under the predominant management and production practices in any given
year.m1545 Calculations of the ecological footprint include the area of land and water
needed to produce crops, livestock, fish, wood products, and energy, as well as the area
needed to absorb the carbon dioxide produced by burning fossil fuels. Iootprints are
generally compared with biological capacity to determine whether a nation is living
within its means or whether the Earth can sustain a particular nationis or individualis
level of impact. Overshoot Nexceeding biocapacityQ at the national level is not necessarily
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unsustainable, as international trade provides a means of appropriating biocapacity from
other nations. Overshoot at the global level is inherently unsustainable.
Hike any composite environmental metric, the ecological footprint has its strengths and
weaknesses.1546 One of the main strengths of the ecological footprint is that it reflects
strong sustainability, which is based on the premise that not all ecological functions and
resources can be substituted with technological or other anthropogenic replacements,
whereas weak sustainability assumes universal substitution.1547 Dn other words, the
ecological footprint qhighlights the reality of the limited biological carrying capacity of
the planet.m1548 Ierguson concludes that the ecological footprint is qthe best method
available for making a _uantitative assessment of the extent to which consumption is
exceeding biocapacity.m1549 Another strength is that the ecological footprint aggregates in
a single unit NhectaresQ a large number of heterogeneous impacts, which makes it a simple
and understandable metric.1550 Dts proponents argue that the ecological footprint has
become qa leading biophysical accounting tool for comparing present aggregate human
demand on the biosphere with the Earth~s gross ecological capacity to sustain human
life.m1551
Dts creators acknowledge that the ecological footprint is exclusively a measure of
anthropogenic pressure on the environment and does not measure the state of the
environment or ecosystem health, non-ecological aspects of sustainability, depletion of
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non-renewable materials, or problems associated with the release of heavy metals,
radioactive substances, and persistent, bioaccumulative, toxic chemicals.1552 @he
ecological footprint also has methodological limitations in terms of how it deals with
freshwater use, nuclear power, non- CO2 greenhouse gas emissions, and waste flows
Nexcept to the extent that these factors contribute to reduced bioproductivityQ.1553
@he ecological footprint has been the subject of extensive methodological criti_ues.
Noted weaknesses include the potential inade_uacy of the assumptions re_uired to
convert consumption data into land area and convert energy use into land area used to
absorb CO2 emissions. Many critics have noted that there are other ways to se_uester
CO2 emissions beyond absorption by forests. Ayres criticizes the ecological footprint for
ignoring the oceans, failing to acknowledge the potential for technological change, and
for establishing a metric of sustainability Nwhether a nation is living within its
biocapacityQ that ignores trade.1554 van jooten and -ulte criticize the ecological footprint
for including incomplete data, failing to acknowledge that trade, substitution and
technology can increase biocapacity, and methodological uncertainties.1555 van den -ergh
and Rerbruggen base their case against the ecological footprint on its alleged anti-trade
bias, the use of arbitrary boundaries Nnational bordersQ, exaggeration of energy and land
use impacts, and failure to distinguish between sustainable and unsustainable land use.1556
Iiala argues that rather than measuring sustainability of a given area, the footprint of a
region or nation in fact measures ine_uality of resources between nations while ignoring
variance within nations. 1557 As well, Iiala criticizes the ecological footprint for not
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ade_uately addressing the issues of land degradation and advances in technology that
could lessen the effect of future increases in consumption.
Some of the criticisms have been addressed through improvements in the methodology of
calculating the ecological footprint.1558 A review of six widely used metrics of
sustainability found that the ecological footprint came the closest to approximating strong
sustainability.1559 An increasing number of governments at the municipal, regional, and
national level are incorporating the ecological footprint into their planning and
measurement programs.1560 Although it clearly has weaknesses, the ecological footprint
provides a useful single measure for assessing the relative ecological sustainability of
different nations.1561

Environmental Rankings of OECD Nations by Simon Iraser University
Dn 2005, researchers at Simon Iraser University NSIUQ compared the environmental
performance of all 30 nations in the Organization for Economic Cooperation NOECDQ on
a suite of 29 indicators.1562 @he OECD regularly publishes comprehensive environmental
data for its thirty member nations and employs an extensive due diligence process to
ensure reliability and comparability of data.1563 Despite the OECDis best efforts, there are
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still differences in the _uality of data collected by member nations, different definitions,
and differences in the most recent year for which data are available.1564 @he SIU study is
weighted towards pressure indicators N18Q with fewer state N4Q and response N7Q
indicators.1565 @he 29 indicators are listed in Appendix 5.
@he SIU study is distinct from the ecological footprint approach in several ways. Iirst,
the ecological footprint data involved a heterogeneous group of 150 nations large and
small, rich and poor. @he thirty nations in the OECD are more homogeneous, including
27 wealthy industrialized nations and three newly industrializing countries NPoland,
Mexico, and @urkeyQ.1566 Second, the SIU data include a mixture of pressure, state, and
response indicators, whereas the ecological footprint is exclusively focused on pressure
indicators. Although there is some overlap, the reliance on different indicators is likely to
result in different assessments of environmental performance.1567
@he SIU study used an ordinal ranking system. Each country was ranked in order from 1
to 30 for each indicator. @he average rank for the each country was calculated Nbased on
e_ual weighting for all 29 indicatorsQ, and used to provide an overall country rank. @he
advantage of this approach is its simplicity. @he disadvantage is that the ordinal scale
only measures whether one nation is ahead of another nationc it does not measure the
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magnitude of the difference. Nations far apart in ranks may still be relatively close in
environmental performance, whereas countries close in ranking may be far apart in
environmental performance.

Conference -oard of Canada Environmental Performance Rankings
Every year, the Conference -oard of Canada prepares a report comparing the
performance of 17 advanced industrialized nations across six domains including
environment, economy, education and skills, health, innovation, and society.1568 @he
Conference -oard selected the 17 nations from among the 38 nations deemed qhigh
incomem by the horld -ank. According to the Conference -oard, qthis is the group of
countries likely to have achieved a high and sustainable _uality of life, and would
therefore serve as a worthy peer group.m1569 @he Conference -oard then applied three
filters: removing nations with populations smaller than one million Ne.g. Dceland and
HuxembourgQc eliminating nations with an area smaller than 10,000 s_uare kilometers
Ne.g. SingaporeQc and dropping nations whose per capita income was below the mean per
capita income Nbased on a five year average of GDP per capitaQ. @he seventeen remaining
nations represent a relatively homogenous subset of the 30 OECD nations. Dn effect, the
screening process employed by the Conference -oard of Canada partially controls for the
effects of geographic size and economic wealth. @he assessment of time-series data in
this chapter will focus on these 17 nations, applying the lmost similar casesi approach to
comparative constitutional law, which increases the explanatory power of the
independent variable.1570
@he Conference -oard of Canadais environmental comparison covers fifteen indicators
in six areas: air _ualityc wastec water _uality and _uantityc natural resource managementc
biodiversity and conservationc and climate change and energy efficiency Nsee Appendix
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6Q.1571 hithin these broad areas, the Conference -oard focused on what it describes as
qoutcomem indicators, indicators that measure what nations are achieving, rather than the
type or extent of effort being undertaken. @here is some degree of overlap with SIUis
ranking of 30 OECD nations, as six of the Conference -oardis 15 indicators are identical
to indicators used in the SIU study.1572

Constitutions and Environmental Performance
Ecological Iootprints and Constitutions
Using the most recent data from the Global Iootprint Network Npublished in 2008, using
data primarily from 2005Q, D compared the ecological footprints of 150 nations Nsee @able
12.1Q. Overall, nations without any environmental protection provisions in their
constitution Nn}34Q had an ecological footprint averaging 3.58 hectares per capita while
nations with environmental protection provisions in their constitution Nn}116Q had an
ecological footprint averaging 2.36 hectares per capita Nsee Iigure 12.1Q. Among the
nations with constitutional provisions related to environmental protection, the nations
with only a government duty to protect the environment Nn}41Q had an average ecological
footprint of 2.24 ha/capita, while nations whose constitutions included both a government
duty and an individual right to a healthy environment Nn}75Q had an average ecological
footprint of 2.42 ha/capita.
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Figure 12.1 Constitutions and Ecological Footprints

Table 12.1 Constitutional Provisions and Ecological Footprints

A one-way analysis of variance NANORAQ was calculated on the per capita ecological
footprints of nations with various constitutional provisions.1573 An alpha level of .05 was
used for all statistical tests. @he analysis of variance revealed a significant difference in
the means of the three groups F N2, 147Q, p } 0.004. Nations without constitutional
1573

I.?. Gravetter and H.-. hallnau. 2008. Essentials of Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences, Sixth Edition. -elmont CA: @homson hadsworth.
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provisions related to environmental protection have larger ecological footprints NM }
3.58, SD } 2.89Q than nations with either constitutional government duties to protect the
environment NM } 2.24, SD } 1.64Q or government duties and individual rights to live in
a healthy environment NM } 2.42, SD } 1.39Q. Multiple comparisons Ncalculated using the
@ukey HSD @estQ indicated that the ecological footprints of nations with no constitutional
provisions related to the environment were significantly different from both nations with
a government duty to protect the environment and nations with a government duty and an
individual right.1574 Comparisons also indicated that the ecological footprints of nations
with only a government duty to protect the environment were not significantly different
from the footprints of nations with both a government duty and an individual right.
Similarly, in each of the five global regions NAfrica, Americas, Asia-Pacific, Europe, and
Middle East/Central AsiaQ, the ecological footprints of nations with constitutional
environmental provisions were smaller. A one-way ANORA was calculated for each
region. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. @he results were significant
for the Asia-Pacific region F N2, 20Q, p}0.049, Europe F N2, 32Q, p}0.026, and the Middle
East/Central Asia F N2, 18Q, p}0.044. @he results were not significant for Africa F N2, 44Q,
p}0.196 or the Americas F N2, 21Q, p}0.172.

Environmental Rankings of OECD Nations
A clear pattern is evident from the ranking of OECD nations Nsee @able 12.2 and Iigure
12.2Q. Iourteen of the fifteen top-performing nations are among those whose
constitutions include protection for the environment. Denmark is the sole exception.
Conversely, nine of the fifteen nations making up the bottom half of the OECD rankings
lack constitutional environmental provisions. Among the seven nations with the worst
environmental records, only -elgium has constitutional provisions related to the
environment. @he average ranking of the 20 nations with environmental rights and/or
responsibilities in their constitutions is 12.2 Nwhere 1 is the top performing nation and 30
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is the worst performing nationQ, while the average ranking of the 10 nations with
constitutions silent on the environment is 21.8.
Table 12.2 Constitutions and Environmental Performance of OECD Nations
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Figure 12.2 Constitutions and Environmental Ranking of OECD Nations

-ecause the OECD index uses rankings, it is necessary to use a jruskal hallis test for
nonparametric data, instead of one-way ANORA.1575 @he jruskal-hallis test is applied
under the same conditions as one-way ANORA, except that the dependent variable need
not be normally distributed. Dn applying the jruskal-hallis test, the 30 OECD nations are
sorted into three separate samples based on their constitutional provisions Nor lack
thereofQ related to environmental protection. @he first group consists of the nations with
no environmental protection provisions in their constitutions Nn}10Q. @he second group is
the nations whose constitutions impose a duty upon the government to protect the
environment Nn}5Q. @he third group includes nations whose constitutions include both a
government duty and an individual right to live in a healthy environment Nn}15Q. @he null
hypothesis stipulates that there are no differences in the mean ranks of the three groups.
@he results of a jruskal{hallis test were significant NH}11.02, d.f.}2, p}0.004Q. @he
jruskal-hallis test indicates that there is a statistically significant difference between the
rankings of OECD nations based on whether their constitutions contain provisions
re_uiring environmental protection. Nations whose constitutions include a government
1575
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obligation to protect the environment and/or an individual right to live in a healthy
environment perform better on a suite of 29 environmental indicators.

Conference -oard of Canada Environmental Performance Rankings
Again, a clear pattern can be observed by looking at the rankings of environmental
performance in @able 12.3. Eight of the nine top-ranked nations in the Conference
-oardis comparison are nations with environmental protection provisions in their
constitutions. Conversely, six of the eight lowest ranked nations have no environmental
protection provisions in their constitutions. @he average ranking of nations with no
constitutional protection for environment is 12.6 Nn}7Q. Dn contrast, the average ranking
for nations with only government duty to protect the environment is 5.8 Nn}5Q. @he
average ranking of nations with a government duty and constitutional recognition of the
right to live in a healthy environment is 7.2 Nn}5Q.
Table 12.3 Constitutions and Conference Board of Canada Environmental
Rankings
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-ecause the Conference -oard appraisal of environmental performance uses rankings, it
is again necessary to use a jruskal-hallis test for nonparametric data, instead of one way
ANORA. Dn applying the jruskal-hallis test, the 17 nations in the Conference -oard
comparison are sorted into three separate samples based on their constitutional provisions
Nor lack thereofQ related to environmental protection. @he first group consists of the
nations with no environmental protection provisions in their constitutions Nn}7Q. @he
second group is the nations whose constitutions impose a duty upon the government to
protect the environment Nn}5Q. @he third group includes nations whose constitutions
include both a government duty and a individual right to live in a healthy environment
Nn}5Q. @he null hypothesis stipulates that there are no differences in the mean ranks of the
three groups.
@he results of the jruskal{hallis test were significant NH}6.14, d.f.}2, p}0.046Q. @he
jruskal-hallis test indicates that there is a statistically significant difference between the
rankings of nations based on whether their constitutions contain provisions re_uiring
environmental protection. Nations whose constitutions include a government obligation
to protect the environment and/or an individual right to live in a healthy environment
perform better on a suite of 15 environmental indicators.

Constitutions and Progress in Addressing Air Pollution and Climate
Change
@hus far, the _uantitative evidence has consisted of snapshots of environmental
performance at a given point in time. Dt is more illuminating to examine the pattern of
performance over time compared with the enactment of constitutional provisions related
to environmental protection. However, problems related to data _uality, consistency, and
reliability for environmental indicators become more acute the further back in time one
looks. @herefore, the following assessment focuses on three specific indicators: nitrogen
oxides, sulphur oxides, and greenhouse gas emissions. Air pollution has been the focus of
remedial efforts since prior to 1980 in all of the major industrialized nations. @he OECD
has published data for nitrogen oxide and sulphur oxide emissions for the period 19802005. @he OECD data on greenhouse gas emissions are available for a shorter time
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period N1990-2005Q, due to the fact that climate change did not appear on the public
policy radar screen until the late 1980s. Ior purposes of the following analysis, Irance
was included among the nations without environmental protection provisions in their
constitutions because its Charter on the Environment did not come into force until 2005
Ni.e. at the very end of the data setQ.
Comparative trends in environmental performance between countries must be interpreted
with caution because the percent change recorded depends on the starting point. @he
choice of a particular year as a starting point could penalize so-called learly movers,i the
nations that acted first to address a particular problem. A country may demonstrate a
seemingly large increase in emissions because of particular political or economic
circumstances associated with the base year. On the other hand, countries may show a
major improvement because they recorded an unusually high volume of emissions in the
base year. Environmental performance could still be relatively poor or good, despite the
percent change in value.

Progress in Reducing Nitrogen Oxide Emissions
Nitrogen oxides are produced by the combustion of fossil fuels and contribute to acid
precipitation, ozone, smog, and particulate matter. Exposure to elevated levels of nitrogen
oxides can contribute to eye, nose, and throat irritation, shortness of breath, respiratory
illness, aggravation of asthma, decreased lung function, increased risk of respiratory
infection, and reduced lung growth in children.
hhen one examines the progress of the 17 wealthy industrialized nations in reducing
emissions of nitrogen oxides NNOxQ, an interesting pattern again emerges Nsee @able
12.4Q. Among nations with no environmental provisions in their constitutions, total NOx
emissions fell an average of 3.1x over the 25-year period from 1980 to 2005. @he
average annual decrease in NOx emissions among these eight nations was 0.1x.
During the same period, total NOx emissions declined by an average of 32.3x among
nations that have environmental protection provisions in their constitutions. @he average
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annual decrease among these nine nations was 1.5x.1576 Dn other words, NOx emissions
fell more than ten times faster between 1980 and 2005 in nations where constitutional
provisions re_uired environmental protection. Not all of the nations that have
environmental provisions in their constitutions today had those provisions in place at
1980. Among the seven nations that incorporated environmental protection provisions in
their constitutions during this time span NAustria, -elgium, Iinland, Germany,
Netherlands, Norway, and SwedenQ, NOx emissions declined by an average of 1.1x per
year prior to the incorporation of these provisions and by an average of 1.9x per year
after the incorporation of these provisions. Dt must be noted that there are other potential
factors for the widespread decline in NOx emissions, including technological advances
and the UNis Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution Nto which 15 of
these 17 nations became parties in the early 1980sQ.1577
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Dn Dtaly, where constitutional provisions related to environmental protection predated
this time series, NOx emissions fell 29.7x in 25 years Nan annual average decline of
1.2xQ. Dn Switzerland, where constitutional environmental provisions existed prior to
1980 but were strengthened in 1999, the rate of decline in NOx emissions accelerated
after these changes were made. Dn Sweden, the rate of decline in NOx emissions also
accelerated after the constitutionis environmental provisions were strengthened in 2002.
1577
UN Convention on Transboundary Air Pollution N1979Q 18 D.H.M. 1442, entered into
force March 16 1983. Australia and ?apan are not parties. See
www.unece.org/env/lrtap/status/lrtapzst.htm
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Table 12.4 Constitutions and Changes in Nitrogen Oxide Emissions, 1980-2005
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Constitutions and Progress in Reducing Sulphur Dioxide Emissions
Sulphur dioxide emissions are produced by the production, processing, and combustion
of fossil fuels, as well as by metal smelting and refining. Sulphur dioxide is a major
contributor to acid precipitation, which damages forests, soils, lakes, and other
ecosystems. Sulphur dioxide also reacts with other air pollutants to form particulate
matter. Exposure to sulphur dioxide can cause severe problems for people with asthma
and is linked to increased risks of lung cancer and chronic bronchitis.1578
Data on sulphur dioxide emissions are available from the OECD for the 25-year period
between 1980 and 2005, except for Australia, -elgium, and Germany, for whom data are
only available from 1990 to 2005.1579 @he eight nations without environmental protection
provisions in their constitutions achieved an average total reduction in sulphur dioxide
emissions of 52.8x Nan average annual reduction of 2.1xQ. See @able 12.5. Df one
removes Australia as an outlier, because of its 53.7x increase in sulphur dioxide
emissions between 1990 and 2005, then the nations without constitutional provisions
re_uiring environmental protection had an average total decrease of 68.0x Nand an
average decrease of 2.7x per yearQ.
Dn comparison, the nine nations with environmental provisions in their constitutions
during the relevant time period achieved an average total reduction in SO2 emissions of
84.8x over 25 years Nan average reduction of 3.8x per yearQ. @he decline in sulphur
dioxide emissions was slightly higher in nations with only a constitutional government
duty to protect the environment Nannual decrease of 4.0xQ than nations with both a
government duty and an individual right. @hese results are consistent with the other
empirical evidence examined in this chapter. Nations with constitutional provisions
re_uiring environmental protection demonstrate superior environmental performance.
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Hooking at emission trends prior to and after the enactment or strengthening of
constitutional environmental provisions yields unanticipated results. Among the eight
nations that enacted or strengthened environmental provisions in their constitutions
between 1980 and 2005, the annual rate of emissions reductions declined subse_uent to
the constitutional changes. Sweden was the sole exception.1580 A potential explanation is
that the most cost-effective steps to reduce SO2 emissions were taken in earlier years Ni.e.
the low-hanging fruit hypothesisQ. An examination of emission trends across all 17
nations supports this hypothesis as the rate of decline of SO2 emissions slowed over time.

1580

@he rate of decrease in Swedish SO2 emissions declined after 1987 when
environmental provisions were initially inserted in the Swedish constitution, from 7.9x/year N1980-1987Q to -5.0x/year N1987-2002Q. However, the rate of decline
increased after the environmental provisions in the Swedish constitution were
strengthened in 2002, from -5.0x/year N1987-2002Q to -10.3x/year N2002-2005Q.
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Table 12.5 Constitutions and Changes in Sulphur Dioxide Emissions, 1980-2005
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Constitutions and Changes in Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Climate change was recognized as a serious environmental problem in the late 1980s. Dn
1992 the nations of the world agreed upon the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change. Data for the 15-year period from 1990 to 2005 are available from both
the UN and the OECD.1581 -etween 1990 and 2005, the eight nations without
environmental protection provisions in their constitutions saw total GHG emissions
increase by 9.6x, e_ual to an average annual increase of 0.6x NSee @able 12.6Q. Dn
comparison, the nine nations with environmental provisions in their constitutions during
the relevant time period saw total GHG emissions increase by 1.2x, e_ual to an average
annual increase of 0.08x. Dn other words, total GHG emissions in nations without
constitutional environmental provisions grew eight times faster than total GHG emissions
in nations with constitutional environmental provisions.
Among the five nations whose constitutions re_uire government to protect the
environment, the average total change in greenhouse gas emissions between 1990 and
2005 was 1.2x. As for the four nations whose constitutions recognize the right to a
healthy environment and impose a government duty, the average total change in
greenhouse gas emissions between 1990 and 2005 was 1.1x.
Dt might be tempting to suggest that constitutional environmental provisions have
contributed to superior performance in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Dnstead, there
are reasons to believe that greenhouse gas emission trends represent a classic illustration
of the difficulty of making causal inferences. Iirst, although the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change was created in 1992, the Kyoto Protocol was not
completed until 1997 and did not come into force until 2005. @herefore, there was no
binding obligation under international law to reduce GHG emissions until the end of the
1581

United Nations Iramework Convention on Climate Change, Subsidiary -ody for
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period for which emission trends are being assessed. Dn many nations, potentially
effective laws and policies to reduce emissions were not established until the later years
in the 1990-2005 period, or are still lacking. Second, there are multiple competing
explanations for the variability in GHG emissions including economic trends, population
growth, and policies aimed at energy conservation and energy security rather than
reducing GHG emissions. @he largest reductions in GHG emissions came from two
nations without constitutional protection for the environment. Dn the Uj, fuel-switching
Nfrom coal to natural gasQ was a prominent factor, while in Germany, reunification had a
major effect on the rate of GHG emissions. Despite the relationship between
constitutional provisions related to environmental protection and reductions in GHG
emissions between 1990 and 2005, it is unlikely that there is a causal relationship.
Table 12.6 Changes in Greenhouse Gas Emissions, 1990-2005
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Discussion
@he results of this basic _uantitative analysis are surprising in their degree of consistency.
Across three indices and three indicators, there is a consistent correlation between
constitutional environmental provisions and superior environmental performance.
Nations with environmental provisions in their constitutions have smaller ecological
footprints, rank higher on comprehensive indices of environmental indicators created by
researchers at SIU and the Conference -oard of Canada, and made faster progress in
reducing emissions of sulphur dioxides, nitrogen oxides, and greenhouse gases than
nations without such provisions. Although correlation does not imply causation, the
consistency of the association indicates that further investigation, using advanced
_uantitative techni_ues, is warranted.
@here are two outliers in assessments of the environmental performance of OECD
nations: Denmark and -elgium. Despite the absence of environmental provisions in the
Danish constitution, Denmark ranks 3rd highest out of 30 OECD nations according to the
SIU index. @here are a number of factors that may be responsible for this anomaly.
Denmarkis constitution has not been amended since it was enacted in 1953 Nwell before
the first incorporation of environmental considerations into national constitutionsQ. @he
Danish Constitution is among the most difficult in the world to amend. According to
section 88 of the Constitution: any proposed changes must be passed by the national
legislature Nthe IolketingQc a general election must be called and the proposed changes
approved again by the newly reconstituted national legislaturec and the proposed changes
must be endorsed by the majority in a public referendum, which must constitute at least
40x of all eligible voters.1582 @his latter condition may be difficult to fulfill in an era of
declining voter turnout.1583
Despite the static nature of its constitution, Denmarkis environmental policies have been
influenced by its membership in the European Union and by the cultural and geographic
1582

The Constitutional Act of Denmark, ?une 5, 1953, s. 88.
Government of Denmark. 2009. qConstitutional changes.m
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connections to the Scandinavian nations renowned for their environmental leadership.
@he OECD praises Denmarkis qexcellent environmental policiesm including some
qinnovative policy instruments.m1584 However, Denmark does not fare as well on other
indices of environmental performance. Denmark is among the 15 nations identified by
hilson, @yedmers, and Pelot as ranking among the best in the world on some
sustainability metrics and among the worst in the world on others, such as the ecological
footprint N4th largest out of 150 nationsQ.1585 @he OECDis 2007 review of Denmarkis
environmental performance concluded that despite strong showings in reducing sulphur
dioxide emissions, improving wastewater treatment, and reducing energy intensity,
qDenmarkis environmental policies have not always been strong enough to counter the
pressures exerted on the environment from transport, agriculture, fisheries and other
economic activities, as well as from consumption patterns.m1586
-elgium is an outlier in the opposite direction. Despite having recognized the right to a
healthy environment in its constitution since 1994, -elgiumis environmental record ranks
at the bottom of industrialized nations N29th out of 30 OECD countriesQ. A contributing
factor to -elgiumis relatively poor environmental performance may be that the sole
environmental provision in the -elgian constitution is weak and ambiguous.1587 @he
wording of the article is unusual in that it states that citizens have qthe right to protection
of a healthy environmentm rather than a right to a healthy environment per se. hhile it is
acknowledged that the environmental provisions in the -elgian constitution are relatively
weak, other factors are likely to blame for -elgiumis generally poor environmental
record.
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Iirst, during the 1980s and 1990s, -elgium undertook an extended process of political
and institutional reforms associated with the countryis transition to federalism. According
to the OECD, this lengthy process was a major impediment to the creation and
implementation of environmental laws and policies, resulting in a backlog of
environmental problems.1588 Iurthermore, -elgium is a relatively small nation that is
densely populated and heavily industrialized. More than one _uarter of the geographic
area of -elgium territory is built-up or covered with dense networks of roads, railways
and navigation canals. As the OECD observes, qindustry, heavy freight and passenger
traffic, and intensive livestock production and crop cultivation also put pressure on the
air, soil, water resources and nature.m1589
@he problems created by the lack of attention to environmental challenges during the
transition to federalism and the dense, industrialized, resource-intensive economy are
compounded by barriers to environmental information and constraints on access to
justice. Environmental information is scattered amongst a wide range of government
agencies at the federal, regional and provincial levels. -elgian citizens, according to the
OECD, are not well informed about their rights of access to information and access to
courts. @he OECD recommended that -elgium qincrease citizensi access to justice in
environmental matters.m1590
A final factor contributing to -elgiumis poor environmental performance is unfavorable
judicial interpretation of the constitutional provision.1591 -elgian courts have deemed the
provision unenforceable, contrary to the intentions of the drafters of the -elgian
Constitution. -elgian courts have limited access to the judicial system by NGOs through
a restrictive interpretation of linterest.i Standing to bring legal actions is limited to parties
1588
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that can show a direct personal, physical, or financial interest. -ecause the -elgian courts
have limited standing, a -elgian NGO called -ond -eter Heefmilieu Rlaanderen Rrh
filed a complaint with the Compliance Committee of the Aarhus Convention, alleging
that -elgium is violating the convention.1592 Dn adjudicating the complaint, the
Compliance Committee concluded that the jurisprudence of -elgian courts was
excessively restrictive, effectively limiting access to judicial remedies for environmental
organizations.1593 @he Compliance Committee recommended that -elgium
NaQ Undertake practical and legislative measures to overcome the previous
shortcomings reflected in the jurisprudence of the Council of State in providing
environmental organizations with access to justice in cases concerning town
planning permits as well as in cases concerning area plansc and
NbQ Promote awareness of the Convention, and in particular the provisions
concerning access to justice, among the -elgian judiciary.
-elgium has responded to the Compliance Committeeis recommendations with several
actions including a publicity campaign and draft federal legislation that would broaden
the definition of standing to include parties defending collective interests Nsuch as
environmental protectionQ.1594 More importantly, -elgium also amended its Constitution
in 2007 to strengthen its environmental provisions.1595
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Methodological Himitations
@his basic attempt to investigate the relationship between environmental provisions in
constitutions and environmental performance confronted several methodological
challenges. One difficulty is that cross-country data on environmental performance are
often characterized by problems including: differences in definition Ne.g. the definition of
municipal waste may include commercial and construction waste or merely household
wasteQc data _uality problems Ne.g. unaudited self-reporting of toxic releases by industryQc
and gaps in data Ne.g. emissions data for some air pollutants may be unavailable for some
yearsQ.
@he second major limitation of the approach undertaken in this chapter is that it merely
demonstrates an association between constitutional provisions re_uiring environmental
protection and environmental performance. hhile the consistent association between
constitutional provisions and environmental performance is provocative, it does not
establish causation. Dt may be that nations with strong environmental records are more
likely to amend their constitutions to reflect environmental considerations because the
costs of implementation are perceived as small. -ecause of multiple causality, it is
difficult to disentangle the effects of constitutional provisions related to the environment
from other potentially influential factors, including geographic size, population density,
wealth, economic structure, level of urbanization, domestic income ine_uality,
international trade profile Ntypes of imports and exportsQ, public opinion, history, climate,
natural resource endowment, strength of environmental policy, and socio-economic
status.1596 Iurther research is re_uired to substantiate these initial results and take the next
step of trying to determine whether there is a cause and effect relationship. -oth
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individual case studies that employ process tracing to probe deeply into the effects of
constitutional environmental provisions and comparative approaches will be needed.
Researchers should incorporate constitutional provisions as an explanatory or
independent variable in multiple regression analysis to identify the factors driving
environmental performance over time.1597
A third challenge in the context of this particular thesis involves the scope of the
investigation. Dn a review of the effects of constitutionalizing rights upon socioeconomic
outcomes Nincome distribution, educational attainment, housing conditions, and political
representation of minority groupsQ, Hirschl observed that a comprehensive effort for the
four countries under consideration qwould re_uire a large group of researchers with
almost unlimited time and research budgets and would probably yield a series of
volumes, reaching thousands of pages, and even at that might be incomplete.m1598 @his
chapter looks at between 17 and 150 nations, making the task of being comprehensive
even more daunting. As a result, this chapter is best viewed as a first step for future
research to challenge, build on, and refine.
Iinally, the time frame re_uired to observe differences in environmental performance
flowing from the implementation of constitutional provisions is difficult to establish and
will vary from nation to nation depending on legislative and judicial processes as well as
political, social, economic, and cultural factors. Ior example, it will take time to develop
or strengthen environmental legislation, create detailed regulations, establish or enhance
the capacity of the bureaucracy, and implement and enforce new laws and policies.
Similarly, it will take time for concerned citizens or civil society organizations to identify
violations of constitutional rights and duties and then bring their cases to court. @he
process of judicial hearings and appeals may mean that years pass before a court order is
obtained, and the enforcement of court orders can add additional years of delay. All of
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these factors could contribute to a significant lag before constitutional provisions related
to the environment have an effect.

Conclusion
@he evidence presented in this chapter indicates that nations with constitutional
provisions related to environmental protection have superior environmental records.
Nations with environmental provisions in their constitutions:
-have smaller per capita ecological footprints Nboth among 150 nations globally
and within five broad geographic regions including Africa, the Americas, AsiaPacific, Europe, and the Middle East/Central AsiaQc
-rank higher on environmental performance measured by a suite of 29 indicators
NOECD data for 30 nationsQc
- rank higher on environmental performance measured by a suite of 15 indicators
Namong 17 similar nations assessed by the Conference -oard of CanadaQc
-have achieved deeper cuts in emissions of nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxidec
and
-have experienced slower growth in greenhouse gas emissions.
@he consistency of the relationship between nations with constitutional provisions
re_uiring environmental protection and superior environmental performance across three
indices and three indicators reduces the likelihood that this relationship is merely the
result of chance. @he relationship was consistent in a heterogeneous group of 150 nations
from across the world and in two smaller groups of more homogenous nations N30 OECD
nations and 17 wealthy democraciesQ. @he results presented in this chapter do not prove
that constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have a significant effect
on environmental outcomes but underscore the need for more advanced _uantitative
analysis to address this _uestion. However, when combined with the evidence of
strengthened environmental legislation, increasing judicial enforcement of the right to a
healthy environment, and the opinions expressed by legal experts, the case in favor of
constitutionalizing environmental protection gains strength.
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CHAPTER 13. THE GLOBALIZATION OF THE RIGHT TO
A HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT
Introduction
@he focus of the thesis thus far has been on the right to a healthy environment at the
national level. @his chapter shifts gears to examine the globalization of the right to a
healthy environment, meaning the increasing recognition of the right at all levels
Nnational, regional, and globalQ. @his chapter has three parts: a detailed assessment of the
status of the right to a healthy environment under international law Nincluding the
influence of national lawQc an examination of the influence of international law upon
national recognition of the right to a healthy environmentc and a look at the transnational
processes that are stimulating the globalization of the right to a healthy environment.
@hese transnational processes involve judges, lawyers, ENGOs, constitutions, legislation,
and court decisions. Overall, what appear to be occurring are processes of migration and
accretion, where legal developments Nconstitutional, legislative, or judicialQ at any level
or in any region contribute to further recognition of the right to a healthy environment at
all levels and in all regions. @o borrow heineris apt language, national environmental
law is quploadedm into international law while international principles and precedents are
qdownloadedm into national and regional systems.1599 @he result is what Mang and
Percival describe as qglobal environmental lawm\a field of law that is international,
national, and transnational in character all at once.1600

The Right to a Healthy Environment in International Law
Environmental lawyers and activists began exploring international human rights law
because qfor those whose well-being suffers due to environmental degradation, human
rights law currently provides the only set of international legal procedures that can be
invoked to seek redress for harm that is the conse_uence of an act or omission
1599
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attributable to a state.m1601 hhereas international environmental laws are generally
limited by the principle of state sovereignty, international human rights laws have the
potential to constrain what states can do within their sphere of sovereignty.1602 @he
international human rights systems offers courts, commissions, and other institutions that
can respond to complaints from individuals or non-government organizations. Dn essence,
these international bodies offer a court of last resort for those whose complaints fall upon
deaf ears in national judicial arenas.
hhether international law recognizes the right to live in a healthy environment as a
substantive human right is qa hotly debated issue.m1603 Scholars come down on both sides
of the fence and also straddle the fence, arguing about whether the right to a healthy
environment is lex lata Nthe law as it existsQ, lex ferenda Nthe law as it ought to beQ, or
somewhere in between, in the process of emerging as a legally enforceable right but not
yet established in all regions of the world. @his chapter will examine the evidence both
for and against the proposition that the right to live in a healthy environment is now
established in the international legal system. Dt will _uickly become apparent that
assessing the status of any given right at international law is more of a subjective exercise
than an objective one, an art rather than a science. Despite the complexity and ambiguity
involved, determining the status of the right to a healthy environment at international law
is a vitally important exercise. Not only are there a growing number of regional human
rights institutions where this right can be enforced, but also there is a dynamic dialogue
between international law and national law that is contributing to the evolution of the
right to a healthy environment.1604
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@he Sources of Dnternational Haw
Dn order to determine whether the right to a healthy environment has ac_uired binding
status under international law, it is imperative to grasp the mechanisms responsible for
the somewhat arcane and contentious process of establishing international law. @here is
widespread agreement that the Statute of the International Court of Justice sets out the
basic framework, identifying the sources of international law:
Art. 38N1Q. @he Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with
international law such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply:
a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules
expressly recognized by the contesting statesc
b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as lawc
c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized nationsc
d. subject to the provisions of Article 59,1605 judicial decisions and the teachings
of the most highly _ualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means
for the determination of rules of law.1606
Article 38 sets out sources of hard law or lex lata. However, the traditional categories of
international law are supplemented by a wide range of instruments known as lsoft law.i
Currie, Iorcese and Oosterveld define soft law as qprinciples with potentially great
political, practical, humanitarian, moral, or other persuasive authority, but which do not
strictly speaking correspond to extant legal obligations or rights.m1607 Soft law covers a
grey zone, where instruments may affect the international behaviour of states but are not
regarded as legally binding per se and therefore are not directly enforceable in courts or
tribunals.1608 Soft law includes non-binding state declarations, resolutions of the U.N.
General Assembly and other international institutions, statements of principles, and other
so-called laspirationali authorities.
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One of the major factors behind the rising importance of soft law is the proliferation of
international organizations that are promoting action on matters of general concern, such
as human rights.1609 hhere there are perceived gaps in the law, soft law can fill the void.
Soft law can be more responsive than hard law and more attractive to states because: it
can be easier to reach agreement, and statements or declarations can thus be more
detailed and precisec for some states, soft law may enable them to avoid political
difficulties associated with the domestic treaty ratification processc and soft law
instruments may be more flexible than formal treaties\easier to amend, supplement, or
replace.1610 -ecause of these attributes, soft law is particularly important in international
environmental law and international human rights law.1611 @he Rio Declaration of 1992
is a good example, as it is fairly detailed, was negotiated _uickly, and was endorsed by
175 nations. A treaty covering similar ground would likely have taken longer, included
fewer commitments, and attracted fewer parties.1612
Some scholars argue that soft law is an increasingly important source of international
environmental law, while others maintain that it is of no probative value. @his debate is
of central importance to the _uestion of the right to a healthy environment because so
many of the international declarations and resolutions articulating and recognizing
environmental rights must be considered soft law instruments. Guzman, Clapham, and
-oyle endorse a less formal approach to international human rights law, arguing that
there is really little practical difference between the traditional sources of international
law and lsofti law.1613 On the other hand, traditionalist legal scholars maintain that only
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hard law can create legally binding rights and obligations. As heil wrote about soft law
instruments, vneither is there any warrant for considering that, by dint of repetition, nonnormative resolutions can be transmuted into positive law through a sort of incantatory
effect: the accumulation of non-law or pre-law is no more sufficient to create law than is
thrice of nothing to make something.v1614 Szekely believes that states have made a
deliberate effort in many areas within the field of international environmental law to not
create or develop binding or enforceable commitments.1615
On balance, it appears that soft law has the potential to gradually evolve into, or influence
the creation of, hard law, i.e. more formal and binding international law norms.1616
Cassese describes soft law instruments as the qbuilding blocksm of treaties and customary
rules.1617 -oyle notes that qwidespread acceptance of soft law instruments will tend to
legitimize conduct, and make the legality of opposing positions harder to sustain.m1618
Soft law also can be used as evidence of existing law, state practice, and opinio juris. A
prominent example of this in the environmental context is the Stockholm Declaration,
which set forth non-binding principles of international environmental law, some of
which, arguably, have evolved into, or influenced the development of, binding rules of
customary international law.
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Conventional Dnternational Haw
Conventional international law is comprised of:
-treaties, conventions, and other forms of legally binding agreements at the global
or regional levelc and
-bilateral treaties between nations.
Conventions represent legally binding commitments, often described as analogous to
contracts between nations governing their actions and behavior. @he advantages of
conventional international law are its relative clarity, its binding nature, and the existence
of mechanisms for enforcement in the event of violations.1619 -ecause of these
advantages treaties, such as the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer,
form an integral part of international environmental law.1620 However, treaties are subject
to some troubling weaknesses, including include the slow and cumbersome negotiation
process, the tendency to end up with lowest common denominator provisions, the failure
of some states to participate, and delays or weaknesses in implementation.1621 Another
shortcoming is that, unlike customary international law, treaties are only binding on
participants. @hese weaknesses are demonstrated by the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto Protocol.1622
Global Treaties and Agreements
@he main human rights agreements were negotiated at a time when the pace and
magnitude of human-induced environmental degradation were not widely recognized.
@hus it is hardly surprising that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the International Covenant on
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, make no mention of an explicit right to live in a
healthy environment. As jennedy observed, the drafters of these documents could not be
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expected to qforesee the enormity of ecological degradation and the conse_uent necessity
for human rights norms to encompass environmental considerations.m1623
@hree international human rights treaties\the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women, and the
Geneva Conventions governing state conduct in times of war\indirectly suggest that
some minimum level of environmental _uality is a basic human right. @he Convention on
the Rights of the Child, as part of childrenis right to health, guarantees vthe provision of
ade_uate nutritious foods and clean drinking water, taking into consideration the dangers
and risks of environmental pollution.v1624 @he Convention on the Rights of the Child also
re_uires that childrenis education include qthe development of respect for the natural
environment.m1625 Iitzmaurice claims that the Convention on the Rights of a Child should
be interpreted as recognizing the right to a healthy environment.1626 -rice disagrees.1627
?ansen argues that the qvarious provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child
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cannot be honoured or implemented without addressing the environment as an integral
component of their realization.m1628 @he Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination Against Women re_uires governments to ensure that women venjoy
ade_uate living conditions, particularly in relation to . . . sanitation, electricity, and water
supply.v1629 @he Geneva Conventions and related Protocols governing humanitarian
standards during wars explicitly set forth an obligation to provide prisoners of war and
internees with potable drinking water.1630 Dt would be contradictory and illogical if
prisoners of war somehow enjoyed greater rights than ordinary civilians, or if greater
rights were applicable in times of war than times of peace. An Additional Protocol to the
Geneva Conventions, finalized in 1977, imposes a duty on governments to protect the
environment from qwidespread, long-term and severe damagem even during times of
war.1631
hhile the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Discrimination Against Women, and Geneva Conventions include provisions
linking human rights and the environment, it strains the language of these treaties to
suggest that they recognize the right to a healthy environment. Given the lack of explicit
1628
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treaty references to the right to live in a healthy environment, it is often argued that this
right is a prere_uisite to, an element of, or implicit in, other more widely recognized
human rights such as the right to life, the right to health, the right to decent living
conditions, and the right to respect for private and family life and the home.1632 @hese
basic human rights are entrenched in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which
is the backbone of international human rights law, despite not originally being drafted as
a legally binding agreement.1633 @he two detailed treaties negotiated to supplement it\
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights NICCPRQ and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights NICESCRQ\are legally binding on
state parties. @he Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights articulate the right to life:
Article 6. N1QqEvery human being has the inherent right to life. @he right shall be
protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.m1634
Dt is often argued that the right to a healthy environment is an essential component of the
right to life.1635 As reported in Chapters 6-10, this approach has been adopted by at least a
dozen national courts in expansively interpreting the constitutional right to life.
@he most authoritative expression of the right to health, which includes an explicit
reference to the environment, is found in the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights:
Article 12. N1Q @he States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right to
the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.
N2Q @he steps to be taken by the State Parties in the present Covenant to achieve
the full realization of this right shall include those necessary for:
s
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NbQ @he improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial
hygienec1636
Article 12N2QNbQ has been interpreted as referring to environmental health\i.e.
environmental risk factors that harm or threaten to harm peopleis health\which seems to
be a broader concept than environmental hygiene.1637 @he UN Committee on Economic,
Social, and Cultural Rights has stated that Art. 12N2QNbQ:
includes, inter alia, s the re_uirement to secure an ade_uate supply of safe and
potable water and basic sanitationc to prevent and reduce the populationis
exposure to harmful substances such as radiation and harmful chemicals or other
detrimental environmental conditions that directly or indirectly impact upon
human health s1638
@he UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights also noted that States
violate their duty to protect the right to health if they fail to qenact or enforce laws to
prevent the pollution of water, air and soil by extractive and manufacturing
industries.m1639 According to @oebes, environment-related obligations stemming from the
right to health in the ICESCR include:
-abstaining from environmental and industrial policies detrimental to healthc
-not withholding environmental informationc
-adopting legislation to protect people against environmental activities that could
harm their healthc
-ensuring dissemination of ade_uate information on environmental risksc
-taking measures to ensure, safeguard, and promote a healthy environmentc and
-providing basic water and sanitation services.1640
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Article 12.1, International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, 16
December 1966, 6 D.H.M. 360, adopted in 1966 Nand entered into force in 1976Q.
1637
-.C.A. @oebes. 1999. The Right to Health as a Human Right in International Law.
Oxford: Dntersentia, p. 257.
1638
UN Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. 2000. General Comment
No. 14. Substantive Issues Arising in the Implementation of the International Covenant
on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights: The Right to the Highest Attainable Standard
of Health. @wenty-second Session, Geneva, April 25-May 12, 2000, Dtem 3 of the
Agenda. E/C. 12/2000/4, para 15.
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/publisher,CESCR,GENERAH,,4538838d0,0.html
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UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. 2000. General Comment 14
on the Highest Attainable Standard of Health, E/C.12/2000/4, para 51.
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-.C.A. @oebes. 1999. The Right to Health as a Human Right in International Law.
Oxford: Dntersentia.
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@here is clearly some degree of overlap between the rights to life, health, and a healthy
environment. hhile the rights to life and health are well established in global treaties and
can be used in some cases of environmental degradation Ndirectly affecting humansQ,
there is not yet a global treaty that explicitly recognizes the right to a healthy
environment.1641
Regional Treaties and Agreements
@he right to a healthy environment is recognized in regional agreements covering Africa,
the Americas, Europe, and the Middle East. @hese treaties are binding on the nations that
have ratified them, and provide formal processes for addressing claims that human rights
have been violated. At least 115 UN member nations are parties to these regional
agreements.1642 @here are no comparable agreements in Asia or Oceania, although the
draft Asian Human Rights Charter incorporates the right to a healthy environment and
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations NASEANQ has ratified a Charter that includes
references to human rights and the environment.1643
Africa
@he 1981 African (Banjul) Charter on Human and People's Rights states:
Article 24. All peoples shall have the right to a general satisfactory environment
favorable to their development.1644

1641

D. Shelton. 2006. qHuman Rights and the Environment: hhat Specific Rights Have
-een Recognizedem 35N1Q Denver Journal of International Law and Policy 129-171.
1642
@he African Charter has been ratified by 53 nations, of whom 52 are UN members.
@he San Salvador Protocol has been ratified by 14 nations. @he Aarhus Convention has
been ratified by 43 nations, although the United jingdom filed a reservation with its
ratification refusing to acknowledge that there is a substantive right to a healthy
environment. @he Arab Charter has been ratified by at least ten nations NAlgeria, -ahrain,
?ordan, Hibya, Palestine, Katar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, United Arab Emirates, and MemenQ.
Algeria and Hibya have ratified both the African Charter and the Arab Charter, while
Palestine is not a UN member. All ratification data are current to ?anuary 1, 2010.
1643
Article 3.2 of the 1998 Asian Human Rights Charter explicitly recognizes the right to
a healthy environment. Asian Human Rights Charter, reproduced in D. Shelton 2008.
Regional Protection of Human Rights. New Mork: Oxford University Press, p. 1079.
1644
Article 24, African Charter on Human and People's Rights, adopted 27 ?une 1981,
entered into force 21 October 1986, 21 D.H.M. 58 N1982Q.
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@he African Charter is the earliest regional human rights treaty to explicitly recognize the
right to live in a healthy environment. Iifty-three nations are parties to the African
Charter.1645 @he recent Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights
on the Rights of Women in Africa states that qhomen shall have the right to live in a
healthy and sustainable environment.m1646 @he reference to qAll peoplesm in Article 24 led
-irnie and -oyle to argue that the African Charter protects only a collective right rather
than an individual right.1647 However, the African Commission has interpreted it as

1645

African Commission on Human and Peoplesi Rights. 2009.
http://www.achpr.org/english/ratifications/ratificationzafricanx20charter.pdf
1646
Article 18. Right to a Healthy and Sustainable Environment
1. homen shall have the right to live in a healthy and sustainable environment.
2. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to:
aQ ensure greater participation of women in the planning, management and preservation
of the environment and the sustainable use of natural resources at all levelsc
bQ promote research and investment in new and renewable energy sources and
appropriate technologies, including information technologies and facilitate women~s
access to, and participation in their controlc
cQ protect and enable the development of womenis indigenous knowledge systems;
dQ regulate the management, processing, storage and disposal of domestic wastec and
eQ ensure that proper standards are followed for the storage, transportation and disposal of
toxic waste.
Article 19. Right to Sustainable Development
homen shall have the right to fully enjoy their right to sustainable development. Dn this
connection, the States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to:
aQ introduce the gender perspective in the national development planning proceduresc
bQ ensure participation of women at all levels in the conceptualisation, decision-making,
implementation and evaluation of development policies and programmesc
cQ promote womenis access to and control over productive resources such as land and
guarantee their right to propertyc
dQ promote womenis access to credit, training, skills development and extension services
at rural and urban levels in order to provide women with a higher _uality of life and
reduce the level of poverty among womenc
eQ take into account indicators of human development specifically relating to women in
the elaboration of development policies and programmesc and
fQ ensure that the negative effects of globalisation and any adverse effects of the
implementation of trade and economic policies and programmes are reduced to the
minimum for women.
1647
P. -irnie and A. -oyle. 2002. International Law and the Environment, 2nd ed.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 254.
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encompassing both.1648 Article 24 has been criticized as being of qminimal legal
significance since it gives no indication as to how a lgeneral satisfactory environmenti is
to be defined.m1649 Met the African Commission on Human Rights had no trouble in
discerning the meaning of the provision: qthe right to a general satisfactory environment,
as guaranteed under Article 24 of the African Charter, or the right to a healthy
environment as it is widely known.m1650 Concerns about the unusual wording of the
African Charter appear to be unwarranted.
@he African Commission on Human Rights has limited powers. Although it can receive
complaints Nformally known as lcommunicationsiQ from individuals and NGOs, it can
only produce reports and non-binding recommendations. As Nwobike points out, q@he
greatest institutional weakness of the African Commission is its inability to enforce its
decisions against State parties.m1651 -ecause of this fundamental weakness, an African
Court of Human and Peoplesi Rights with enhanced powers has been created.1652 @he
Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights Establishing the African
Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights entered into force in 2004. Unfortunately, Article 5
of the Protocol limits access to the court to states unless a state makes a declaration
accepting the competence of the court to hear cases from individuals and NGOs. @he
1648

Social and Economic Rights Action Centre (SERAC) and The Centre for Economic
and Social Rights (CESR) v. Nigeria, N2001Q, Communication No. 155/96, NAfrican
Commission on Human and Peoples~ RightsQ.
http://www.achpr.org/english/activityzreports/activity15zen.pdf
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M.@. Acevedo. 2000. q@he Dntersection of Human Rights and the Environmental
Protection in the European Convention of Human Rights,m 8 N.Y.U. Envtl. L. J. 437 at
461. E.A. Ankuma. 1996. The African Commission on Peoples’ and Human Rights:
Practice and Procedures. Martinus Nijhoff Publishers.
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Social and Economic Rights Action Centre (SERAC) and The Centre for Economic
and Social Rights (CESR) v. Nigeria, N2001Q, Communication No. 155/96, NAfrican
Commission on Human and Peoples~ RightsQ, para. 52.
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?.C. Nwobike. 2005. q@he African Commission on Human and Peoples~ Rights and
the Demystification of Second and @hird Generation Rights under the African Charter:
Social and Economic Rights Action Center (SERAC) and the Center for Economic and
Social Rights (CESR) v Nigeriam 1 African Journal of Legal Studies 129.
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@he Protocol to the African Charter of Human and Peoples’ Rights on the
Establishment of An African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights came into force in
2004. African Commission on Human and Peoplesi Rights. 2009.
http://www.achpr.org/english/ratifications/ratificationzcourt.pdf
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African Court issued its first decision in December 2009, in a case that did not involve
environmental issues.1653
Americas
@he Dnter-American human rights system was born with the adoption of the American
Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man in 1948.1654 Dn 1969, the American
Convention on Human Rights was adopted.1655 @he Convention entered into force in
1978, and has been ratified by 24 countries Nnot including the U.S. or CanadaQ.1656 @he
Dnter-American Commission on Human Rights issues reports on human rights and hears
cases regarding all member nations of the Organization of American States. @he
jurisdiction of the Dnter-American Court on Human Rights is limited to nations that have
ratified the American Convention and accepted the Courtis optional jurisdiction. Dn 1988,
parties to the American Convention agreed to the Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights, Nknown as the San Salvador ProtocolQ, which provides
that:
Article 11.1 Everyone shall have the right to live in a healthy environment and to
have access to basic public services.
11.2 @he state parties shall promote the protection, preservation, and
improvement of the environment.1657
@he San Salvador Protocol entered into force in 1999. However, only 14 out of the 24
nations that are parties to the American Convention have thus far ratified, or acceded to,
the agreement.1658 Although Article 11 seems, on the face of it, to be a strong articulation
1653

See www.african-court.org/
American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, N1948Q, reprinted in Basic
Documents Pertaining to Human Rights in the Inter-American System,
OEA/Ser.H.R/DD.82 doc.6 rev.1 at 17 N1992Q.
1655
American Convention on Human Rights, O.A.S. @reaty Series No. 36, 1144 U.N.@.S.
123, entered into force ?uly 18, 1978.
1656
Organization of American States, Department of Dnternational Haw. 2009.
http://www.oas.org/juridico/english/Sigs/b-32.html @rinidad and @obago originally
ratified the Convention in 1991 but filed a denunciation Ni.e. withdrawalQ in 1998.
1657
Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. 17 Nov. 1988, 28 D.H.M. 156.
1658
Organization of American States, Department of Dnternational Haw. 2009.
http://www.oas.org/juridico/English/sigs/a-52.html Iour additional nations NChile,
1654
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of the right to live in a healthy environment, it is weakened by several other articles.
Article 1 provides for the progressive, rather than immediate, implementation of the
Protocol’s rights.1659 Article 19N6Q of the Protocol does not include the right to a healthy
environment among the rights whose violation can give rise to individual petitions.1660
@his appears to preclude citizens who believe their right to live in a healthy environment
has been infringed from bringing a case based solely on this right before the DnterAmerican Commission on Human Rights.1661 Dn other words, the right to a healthy
environment in Article 11 of the San Salvador Protocol may not be enforceable unless
other human rights covered by either the Declaration or the Convention are also
violated.1662 -ecause of these provisions, the San Salvador Protocol is criticized by some
experts as being weak.1663

Dominican Republic, Haiti, and RenezuelaQ have signed the San Salvador Protocol but
have not ratified it as of ?anuary 22, 2009.
1659

Article 1. Obligation to Adopt Measures

@he States Parties to this Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human
Rights undertake to adopt the necessary measures, both domestically and through
international cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the extent allowed by
their available resources, and taking into account their degree of development, for the
purpose of achieving progressively and pursuant to their internal legislation, the full
observance of the rights recognized in this Protocol.
1660
Article 19N6Q. Any instance in which the rights established in paragraph aQ of Article
8 and in Article 13 are violated by action directly attributable to a State Party to this
Protocol may give rise, through participation of the Dnter-American Commission on
Human Rights and, when applicable, of the Dnter-American Court of Human Rights, to
application of the system of individual petitions governed by Article 44 through 51 and
61 through 69 of the American Convention on Human Rights. Articles 8 and 13 involve
the right to join trade unions and the right to education respectively.
1661
Although Article 11 cannot be enforced through an individual petition, it is arguably
incorporated, through Article 29 of the Convention, into the existing rights in the
Convention and Declaration. D. Hunter, ?. Salzman, and D. raelke. 2007. International
Environmental Law and Policy, 3rd ed. New Mork: Ioundation Press, p. 1378.
1662
?.D. @aillant. 2003. qEnvironmental Advocacy and the Dnter-American Human Rights
System,m in R. Picolotti and ?.D. @aillant, eds. Linking Human Rights and the
Environment. @ucson, Ar: University of Arizona Press, pp. 118-161.
1663
R.R. Churchill. 1996. qEnvironmental Rights in Existing Human Rights @reaties,m in
A.?. -oyle and M.R. Anderson, eds. Human Rights Approaches to Environmental
Protection, Oxford: Clarendon Press, pp. 89-108, at 100.
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Europe
Despite its reputation for environmental leadership, Europe lags behind Africa and the
Americas in crafting a regional human rights agreement that explicitly acknowledges the
right to live in a healthy environment. @he European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms N1950Q and the European Social Charter
N1961Q both predate the modern environmental era and are silent on the matter of
environmental rights. @he European Union~s Charter of Fundamental Rights, proclaimed
in 2000, states that va high level of environmental protection and the improvement of the
_uality of the environment must be integrated into the policies of the Union and ensured
in accordance with the principles of sustainable development.v1664 However despite calls
for it, the European Charter did not explicitly recognize the right to live in a healthy
environment, an omission criticized by NGOs and legal experts.1665 As well, neither the
1999 Treaty of Amsterdam, Nrevising the Maastricht Treaty of the European UnionQ, nor
the as-yet unratified European Constitution recognize the right to live in a healthy
environment.1666
Proposals to amend European human rights agreements to recognize the right to a healthy
environment date back four decades.1667 Dn 1970, the Council of Europe proposed adding
a new protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights qguaranteeing the right of
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Proclaimed by the European Parliament, the Council of the European Union, and the
European Commission, Article 37, 7 December 2000.
1665
European Council on Environmental Haw. 2001. The Right to Environment: A
Fundamental Right in the European Union. Resolution on the Right to Environment,
September 22, 2000.
1666
@here are extensive environmental provisions in the draft European Constitution but
none of them refer to a right to a healthy environment.
1667
Ior one example of a proposal to introduce explicit environmental rights at the EU
level, see -. Ran Dyke. 1994. qA Proposal to Dntroduce the Right to a Healthy
Environment into the European Convention Regime,m 13 Virginia Env. L.J. 323-374. D.
Hodkova. 1991. qDs @here a Right to a Healthy Environment in the Dnternational Hegal
Orderem 7 Conn. J. Int’l L. 65 at 70-71. C. Miller. 1998. Environmental Rights: Critical
Perspectives. Hondon: Routledge, p. 23.
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every individual to enjoy a healthy and unspoiled environment.m1668 Dn 1990, the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe proposed that the then-draft European
Charter of Fundamental Rights include a provision stating that qEvery person has the
fundamental right to an environment and living conditions conducive to his good health,
well-being, and development of the human personality.m1669 Dn 2009, the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe recommended the drafting of an additional protocol
to the European Convention on Human Rights concerning the right to a healthy
environment.1670
Although there is no European human rights agreement that explicitly recognizes the
right to a healthy environment, the 1998 Aarhus Convention on Access to Information,
Public Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters
includes the following provisions:1671
Preamble
...
Recognizing that ade_uate protection of the environment is essential to human
well-being and the enjoyment of basic human rights, including the right to life
itself,
Recognizing also that every person has the right to live in an environment
ade_uate to his or her health and well-being, and the duty, both individually and
in association with others, to protect and improve the environment for the benefit
of present and future generations,

1668

Declaration on the Management of the Natural Environment in Europe, cited in H.-.
Sohn. 1973. q@he Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment,m 14N3Q Harvard
Int’l L.J. 423 at 452, n. 88.
1669
Recommendation on the Iormulation of a Draft European Charter and a European
Convention on Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development. 1990.
Recommendation 1130, European Parliamentary Assembly, 42nd Assembly, reprinted in
YIEL 1 N1990Q, p. 484.
1670
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. 2009. Drafting an additional
protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights concerning the Right to a
Healthy Environment. Doc. No 12003, Sept. 11, 2009.
http://assembly.coe.int/Main.aspelink}/Documents/horkingDocs/Doc09/EDOC12003.ht
m
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Article 1. Objective
Dn order to contribute to the protection of the right of every person of present and
future generations to live in an environment ade_uate to his or her health and
well-being, each Party shall guarantee the rights of access to information, public
participation in decision-making, and access to justice in environmental matters in
accordance with the provisions of this Convention.
Although it is regional in scope, the Aarhus Convention is regarded as globally
significant in its recognition of environmental rights.1672 As Pallemaerts observes, qthe
Aarhus Convention is the first multilateral environmental agreement whose main purpose
is to impose on its contracting parties obligations toward their own citizens.m1673 Dn this
sense, Aarhus represents a hybrid of environmental law and human rights law. @he
Aarhus Convention has been ratified by 43 nations and the European Community.
However the Uj made the following reservation when ratifying the agreement:
@he United jingdom understands the references in article 1 and the seventh
preambular paragraph of this Convention to the ~right~ of every person ~to live in
an environment ade_uate to his or her health and well-being~ to express an
aspiration which motivated the negotiation of this Convention and which is shared
fully by the United jingdom. @he legal rights which each Party undertakes to
guarantee under article 1 are limited to the rights of access to information, public
participation in decision-making and access to justice in environmental matters in
accordance with the provisions of this Convention.1674
Dn other words, the Uj rejects recognition of a legally enforceable right to live in a
healthy environment. Other commentators have denied that Aarhus introduces a
substantive right to environmental protection, arguing it only safeguards procedural
rights.1675 Ior example, Pedersen suggests that qthe Convention refers to a right on an
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S. Stec. 2003. Handbook on Access to Justice under the Aarhus Convention.
Szentendre, Hungary: Ministry of Environment.
1673
M. Pallemaerts. 2002. q@he Human Right to Environment as a Substantive Right,m in
M. Dejeant-Pons and M. Pallemaerts, eds. Human Rights and the Environment.
Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing, pp. 11-21 at 18.
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P. Eleftheriadis. 2007. Environmental Rights in the EC Legal Order. University of
Oxford Iaculty of Haw Hegal Studies Research Paper Series. horking Paper 24, 2007.
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aspirational level.m1676 @his interpretation appears to be at odds with the plain wording of
the agreement and the decision of the Uj to make a reservation demurring on this
particular point. @he ongoing uncertainty about the status of the right to a healthy
environment in Europe could be addressed by the proposed additional protocol to the
European Convention on Human Rights.
Middle East
Article 38 of the 2004 Arab Charter on Human Rights explicitly acknowledges the right
to a healthy environment:
Article 38. Every person has the right to an ade_uate standard of living for
himself and his family, which ensures their well-being and a decent life, including
food, clothing, housing, services and the right to a healthy environment. @he
States Parties shall take the necessary measures commensurate with their
resources to guarantee these rights.1677
@he Arab Charter on Human Rights entered into force in 2008, and provides for the
creation of an Arab Human Rights Committee to review reports from States parties. @he
Committee does not have the authority to receive petitions or complaints from individuals
or NGOs. An Arab Court on Human Rights is being discussed but is not yet established
and would re_uire the negotiation of a Protocol to the Arab Charter.
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O.h. Pedersen. 2008. qEuropean Environmental Human Rights and Environmental
Rights: A Hong @ime Comingem 21 Georgetown International Environmental Law
Review 73 at 99.
1677
Arab Charter on Human Rights, 2004 in D. -rownlie and G.S. Goodwin-Gill, eds.
2006. Basic Documents on Human Rights, 5th ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press, p.
1070. Heague of Arab States, Arab Charter on Human Rights, May 22, 2004, reprinted in
12 Int'l Hum. Rts. Rep. 893 N2005Q, entered into force March 15, 2008. @he Arab Charter
has been ratified by at least ten nations NAlgeria, -ahrain, ?ordan, Hibya, Palestine, Katar,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, United Arab Emirates, and MemenQ. See Arab Human Development
Report 2009, p. 57. See www.arab-hdr.org/publications/contents/2009/ch3-e.pdf
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Customary Dnternational Haw
Customary international law, described by the Statute of the International Court of
Justice as qevidence of a general practice accepted as law,m has two key elements.1678 @he
first element is objective evidence of state practice, which must be relatively consistent
over time and across the majority of nations, although not necessarily uniform. @he
second element is subjective evidence that states perceive their conduct as responding to
legal obligations, a concept known as opinio juris. @his is comparable to the way that
proving guilt of some crimes re_uires evidence of both actus reus Nthe criminal actQ and
mens rea Nthe intention to commit the crimeQ. Customary law also includes peremptory
norms Nalso referred to as jus cogensQ, which are uniformly considered to be binding rules
by the international community. Peremptory norms in the realm of human rights include
prohibitions on slaveryc genocidec piracyc war crimesc the murder or intentional
disappearance of individualsc torture or other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or
punishmentc prolonged arbitrary detentionc systematic racial discriminationc and crimes
against humanity.1679
Evidence of customary international law is provided by constitutions, legislation,
regulations, government policy documents and statements, opinions of official legal
advisors, diplomatic correspondence, treaty ratifications, the practice of international
institutions, and UN General Assembly resolutions relating to legal _uestions.1680 ?udicial
decisions Nfrom national and international courts and tribunalsQ and teachings of
publicists can also influence customary international law.1681
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A.E. Roberts. 2001. q@raditional and Modern Approaches to Customary Dnternational
Haw: A Reconciliation,m 95 American Journal of International Law 757.
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A. Orakhelashvili. 2006. Peremptory Norms in International Law. Oxford: Oxford
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Practice, and Theory. @oronto: Drwin Haw.
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An important advantage of customary international law over conventional international
law is that whereas the latter is not binding on nations that are not parties, the former can
bind all states, even without their consent. As -irnie and -oyle describe it, qthe inactive
are carried along with the active.m1682 Only persistent objectors, meaning nations that
actively and consistently deny the applicability or existence of a rule of customary
international law, may not be bound by it.1683 Dn the environmental context, one of the
most fre_uently cited principles of customary international law is qthe existence of the
general obligation of States to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction and control
respect the environment of other states or of areas beyond national control.m1684
On the other hand, customary international law is controversial and complex because it is
unwritten and open to conflicting interpretation.1685 ?anis writes q@he determination of
customary international law is more an art than a scientific method.m1686 @he distinction
between what a state does and what it believes is inherently problematic, as it can be
difficult to discern the latter. @he problem has been addressed in several ways: by
assuming that state practice reflects an underlying intentc and by relying on statements of
belief and other positive evidence as a substitute for actual beliefs.1687 @here is an
ongoing dispute among legal scholars as to whether state practice or opinio juris should
be given greater weight in assessing the status of customary international law, echoing
the debate about hard and soft law.1688 Other weaknesses of customary international law
include the practical difficulty of demonstrating widespread or consistent practice in a
1682
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world with approximately 200 nations, the lengthy duration of time re_uired to establish
evidence of consistent practice, and the lack of institutions to adjudicate disputes or
enforce the law. -ecause of these weaknesses, Guzman argues that customary
international law can have less influence on the behavior of States than soft law.1689
Resolutions and Declarations
@he first time that the UN General Assembly made explicit the link between
environmental degradation and human rights was in 1968, in a resolution calling for an
international conference on the environment.1690 @he ensuing landmark Stockholm
Conference was held in 1972.
@he Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment
A seminal point in the evolution of the right to a healthy environment was the 1972
Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment Nthe Stockholm Declaration):1691
Principle 1
Man has the fundamental right to freedom, e_uality and ade_uate conditions of
life, in an environment of a _uality that permits a life of dignity and well-being,
and he bears a solemn responsibility to protect and improve the environment for
present and future generations.1692
Some scholars argue that Principle 1 of the Stockholm Declaration qstops short of
proclaiming a right to environment, but it clearly links human rights and environmental
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A.@. Guzman. 2008. How International Law Works: A Rational Choice Theory.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 214.
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UN General Assembly. 1968. Resolution 2398, U.N. Doc A/H553/Add. 1-4 N1968Q.
Expressed concerns about qthe effect of environmental degradation on the condition of
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H.R.L. Rev. 487.
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A/Conf.48/14/Rev.1.
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protection.m1693 Dn fact, the intention of the drafters of the Stockholm Declaration was to
recognize qthe rights of individuals to an ade_uate environment.m1694 Although not
generally considered to be a legally binding instrument of international law, the
Stockholm Declaration has had an enduring impact at both the national and international
levels. Gormley has claimed that the Stockholm Declaration, like the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, represents customary international law.1695 As Pallemaerts
argues, the vStockholm Declaration inspired many national constitutional provisions,
adopted since the early 1970s, which recognize the right to the environment as a
fundamental right under domestic law.v1696
@he horld Charter for Nature
@he World Charter for Nature was adopted in by the UN General Assembly in 1982.1697
@his instrument is uni_ue in that it is the first eco-centric international resolution,
including statements such as qMankind is a part of nature and life depends on the
uninterrupted functioning of natural systems which ensure the supply of energy and
nutrientsm and qEvery form of life is uni_ue, warranting respect regardless of its worth to
man.m Although cited by proponents of the right to a healthy environment,
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UN General Assembly Resolutions
Dn 1990, the U.N. General Assembly passed a resolution stating that qAll individuals are
entitled to live in an environment ade_uate for their health and well-being.m @he
resolution was adopted without a vote.1699 @here is some degree of ambiguity in the
wording because the General Assembly used the phrase lare entitled toi instead of lhave
the right toi although Donnelly argues that in general, an entitlement is the same as a
right.1700 Df, as -ilder famously suggested, a right is a right when the UN General
Assembly says it is a right, then the status of the right to a healthy environment would be
conclusively decided in the affirmative.1701 A more balanced perspective recognizes that
qGeneral Assembly resolutions are so varied in purpose, content, and support that their
legal value is very individual, depending on the circumstances under which they are
adopted and the principles that they state.m1702 Dn a speech opening the horld Conference
on Human Rights in 1993, -outros -outros-Ghali, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations claimed qthe General Assembly has proclaimed the right to a healthy
environment.m1703 Dn 2000, the General Assembly passed Resolution 55/107 qPromotion
of a democratic and e_uitable international orderm which affirmed qthat a democratic and
e_uitable international order re_uires, inter alia, the realization of the following: s q@he
entitlement of every person and all peoples to a healthy environment.m1704
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Other UN Resolutions
Dn addition to General Assembly resolutions, the UN Commission on Human Rights has
repeatedly confirmed the right to a healthy environment. Dn 1991, the Commission passed
a resolution recognizing that vall individuals are entitled to live in an environment
ade_uate for their health and well-being.m1705 A Commission resolution in 2000 stated
that qa democratic and e_uitable international order re_uires, inter alia, the realization of
... the right to a healthy environment for everyone.m1706 Nearly identical resolutions were
passed in 2001 and 2005.1707 Other Commission resolutions and reports refer to the right
to a healthy environment as an established human right.1708
@he Hague Declaration on the Environment
@he 1989 Hague Declaration on the Environment, signed by Canada and 23 other nations
following an international environmental conference, recognized vthe right to live in
dignity in a viable global environment, and the conse_uent duty of the community of
nations vis-y-vis present and future generations to do all that can be done to preserve the
_uality of the environment.v1709 @he Hague Declaration also emphasized the connection
between the right to life, the health of the planet, and humanity~s vfundamental duty to
preserve the ecosystem.v1710
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@he Rio Declaration on Environment and Development
At the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, the Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development was adopted by acclamation. Principle 1
of the Rio Declaration provides: vHuman beings . . . are entitled to a healthy and
productive life in harmony with nature.v1711 @he Rio Declaration was viewed by some
scholars as another step toward the codification of environmental rights in international
law, while others worried that the qfailure to give greater explicit emphasis to human
rights is indicative of continuing uncertainty and debate.m1712 Acevedo posits that the Rio
Declaration was weaker than the Stockholm Declaration in its articulation of the right to
a healthy environment.1713 hirth concluded that the Rio Declaration qstops well short of
enunciating a right.m1714 Schrijver, on the other hand, argues that Article 1 of Rio
Declaration clearly embodies the right to a healthy environment.1715 Collins argues that a
legal entitlement Nas embodied by Principle 1Q is effectively the same as a right.1716 Clear
proposals for a substantive environmental right were put forward in the preparatory
negotiations in advance of the Rio Earth Summit but not accepted. According to Shelton,
it was surprising that, qin light of two decades of convergence and growing acceptance of
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a right to environment in various legal instruments, consensus was absent.m1717 Dnstead of
focusing on the right to a healthy environment, the Rio Declaration emphasizes
procedural environmental rights, including the rights to information, participation, and
access to justice.
@he Rio Declaration was endorsed by more than 175 nations and has been repeatedly
affirmed Ne.g. at the 1994 U.N. Conference on Population and Development\179
nations, the 1995 horld Summit for Social Development\186 nations, and Habitat DD:
the 1996 Second Conference on Human Settlements\175 nationsQ.1718 Hee views this
pattern of endorsements as qevidence of a widespread and consistent state practice that
can contribute to the creation of a right to a healthy environment as a principle of
customary international law.m1719
horld Summit on Sustainable Development
@he 2002 horld Summit on Sustainable Development NhSSDQ was generally regarded
as disappointing in terms of progress in recognizing the right to a healthy
environment.1720 Unlike the Stockholm and Rio Declarations, the hSSD focused on
implementation rather than principles. @he only reference to the link between human
rights and environmental degradation came in paragraph 169 of the hSSD Plan of
Dmplementation:
Acknowledge the consideration being given to the possible relationship between
environment and human rights, including the right to development, with full and
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transparent participation of Member States of the United Nations and observer
States.1721
Earth Charter
@he Earth Charter is a uni_ue international agreement, drafted by civil society rather than
states, which has not been formally recognized or endorsed by nations, although that is
the eventual goal of the drafters. @he Earth Charter sets forth a detailed environmental
right, stating that it is necessary to vguarantee the right to potable water, clean air, food
security, uncontaminated soil, shelter, and safe sanitation, allocating the national and
international resources re_uired.v1722 @he legal status of the Earth Charter is unclear,
although -osselmann and @aylor state qIrom the perspective of international law, the
Earth Charter is a new and fascinating instrument.m1723
Malei Declaration on the Human Dimension of Climate Change
Dn 2007, the Alliance of Small Dsland States\thirty-nine nations united by their
environmental concerns\created a declaration that emphasized the effects of climate
change on human rights. @he Male’ Declaration included the following statement:
Noting that the fundamental right to an environment capable of supporting human
society and the full enjoyment of human rights is recognized, in varying
formulations, in the constitutions of over one hundred states and directly or
indirectly in several international instruments s1724
Other Dnternational Declarations
@he 1989 European Charter on Environment and Health, adopted by the horld Health
Organization, states that vevery individual is entitled to an environment conducive to the
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highest attainable level of health and well-being.v1725 @he Council of Europe issued the
Dublin Declaration in 1990, stating that the objective of environmental actions vmust be
to guarantee citizens the right to a clean and healthy environment.v1726 @he Cairo
Declaration on Human Rights in Islam states that qEveryone shall have the right to live
in a clean environment sm1727 @he 2007 Declaration on the Rights of Dndigenous Peoples
included rights related to environmental protection.1728
Critics observe that a mere proliferation of declarations cannot be e_uated with a legally
binding right to a healthy environment. Pevato writes that most of the international
declarations articulating environmental rights qset forth aspirational goals within non-
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legally binding soft law documents.m1729 On the other hand, declarations and resolutions
can influence both state behaviour and the evolution of binding law.1730

General Principles
National laws and the decisions of national courts serve as evidence of qthe general
principles of law recognized by civilized nationsm, the third source of international law
articulated by the Statute of the International Court of Justice. @his category of
international law is comprised of legal principles that are so basic and fundamental that
they are reflected in the majority of national legal systems, such as res judicata Nla matter
already judgedi is not subject to being litigated again by the same partiesQ. Determining
general principles of law is a matter of comparative analysis of national laws.1731 Again,
although this source of international law may sound relatively straightforward and
objective, in reality it is complex and subjective. How many nations must adhere to a
principle in order for it to _ualify as a general principlee Malone and Pasternack state that
qwhen a sufficient number of domestic constitutions recognize the same right, then the
right can be considered a general principle of law recognized by civilized nations.m1732
However, there is no golden rule or even rule of thumb as to what constitutes qa
sufficient numberm of nations.
@his is where the evidence presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 6-10 regarding constitutional
protection of the right to a healthy environment plays an important role vis-y-vis
international law. Can an argument be made that the right to live in a healthy
environment constitutes a general principle of law, based on domestic practice from
1729
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around the worlde Of the 192 nations in the world that are recognized as sovereign states
by the United Nations, there are 86 nations whose constitutions recognize the right to a
healthy environment.1733 An additional 12 nations without the explicit constitutional right
to a healthy environment have recognized an implicit right through decisions of their
Constitutional or Supreme Court.1734 On the basis of regional treaties, 115 UN member
nations recognize the right to a healthy environment.1735 Most importantly, on the basis of
either a constitutional right to a healthy environment or ratification of a regional treaty
that recognizes the right to a healthy environment, the total is 138 out of 192 nations.1736
Df one includes the members of the Alliance of Small Dsland States who signed the Male’
Declaration recognizing the right to a healthy environment, then 86x of UN nations N165
out of 192Q recognize the right to a healthy environment.1737 Df national legislation
1733
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recognizing the right to a healthy environment were included, the total would be even
higher. @his suggests that the right to a healthy environment is very close to becoming, if
it is not already, a general principle of international law.
Dn terms of regional recognition of the right to a healthy environment, when one
combines the nations with constitutional provisions and those who have signed regional
treaties including the right, there is unanimity in Africa and Hatin America and near
unanimity in Europe. hithin these three regions, a strong case can be made that the right
to a healthy environment has evolved from a normative concept to a legally enforceable
human right. Dn Asia, the majority of nations recognize the right to a healthy
environment, including Dndia and Dndonesia, two of the largest and most populous nations
in the region. As for the three remaining regions\North America, Oceania, and the
Caribbean\the picture is starkly different. @here are no nations within these regions
whose constitutions recognize the right to a healthy environment, nor have any national
courts ruled that this right is implicit in other constitutionally protected rights. @here is no
regional human rights agreement in Oceania, and while nations in North America and the
Caribbean are potentially part of the Dnter-American human rights system, none of them
have ratified the San Salvador Protocol.1738

?udicial Decisions and Hegal Experts
?udicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly _ualified experts are described in
the Statute of the International Court of Justice as a subsidiary means of determining
international law. -rownlie suggests the label lsubsidiary meansi in Art 38N1QNdQ ought
not be exaggerated in import and that judicial decisions should be regarded as
authoritative evidence of the state of the law.1739 As noted earlier, decisions of global and
regional courts and similar bodies also serve as evidence of customary international law.
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Almost all global and regional human rights institutions, including the UN Human Rights
Committee, the Dnter-American Court on Human Rights, the Dnter-American Commission
on Human Rights, the European Court of Human Rights, and the African Commission on
Human and Peopleis Rights have developed jurisprudence that links environmental
degradation to human rights violations. Air pollution, water pollution, toxic waste,
deforestation, and excessive noise have been implicated in violations of the rights to life,
health, property, information, and respect for private life, family life, and the home.
According to jiss and Shelton, qinternational courts and other treaty bodies have
expanded or reinterpreted these guarantees in light of environmental concerns, despite the
lack of explicit reference to environmental rights in most human rights instruments.m1740
Dn light of the foregoing, it is vital to distinguish between the many cases that link
environmental harm and human rights, and the small but growing number of cases that
specifically endorse the right to a healthy environment. @he following discussion will
provide a brief overview of some of the key environment/human rights decisions from
both global and regional courts and commissions. @aken as a whole, these decisions
indicate that the right to a healthy environment is gradually gaining broader recognition.
Decisions of Global Courts and Tribunals
Dnternational Court of ?ustice
@he Dnternational Court of ?ustice Nalso known as the horld CourtQ settles disputes
between members of the United Nations and issues advisory opinions on legal _uestions
submitted by authorized international institutions.1741 Dn 1993, the Dnternational Court of
?ustice established a special Chamber to deal with environmental _uestions, because of
the rapid growth of international concern for the environment.1742 @he specialized
environmental Chamber has yet to hear a case, and there have been no decisions of the
1740
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Dnternational Court of ?ustice directly addressing the _uestion of a right to a healthy
environment. However, there is one oft-cited portion of an Dnternational Court of ?ustice
decision linking environmental degradation and human rights. Dn the GabcikovoNagymaros Case, involving a controversial dam project in Eastern Europe, ?udge
heeramantry wrote, in a separate opinion, that:
@he protection of the environment is . . . a vital part of contemporary human
rights doctrine, for it is a sine qua non for numerous human rights such as the
right to health and the right to life itself. . . damage to the environment can impair
and undermine all the rights spoken of in the Universal Declaration and other
human rights instruments.1743
hhile ?udge heeramantry links environmental damage and human rights in an elo_uent
fashion, the passage does not specifically refer to the right to a healthy environment.
Nevertheless as a statement by a judge from the Dnternational Court of ?ustice it carries
substantial normative weight and is fre_uently cited by proponents of the right to a
healthy environment.1744
United Nations Human Rights Committee
@he UN Human Rights Committee was established to monitor the implementation of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Dndividuals can file
communications with the UN Human Rights Committee asserting violations of their
rights but only if their nation has ratified the Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.1745 @here also will be a process for adjudicating
complaints alleging violations of the human rights identified in the International
1743
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Covenant for Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, but not until the Optional Protocol
to the International Covenant for Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights comes into
force.1746
Irom 1976 to 2004, the UN Human Rights Committee received 1279 registered
communications.1747 Only a handful of these communications involved allegations of
environmental degradation.1748 Ior example, a group of 41 Sri Hankan citizens filed a
communication with the UN Human Rights Committee asserting that their right to life,
including a healthy environment, had been violated by the construction of a major
expressway. @he Committee found their claim to be inadmissible on technical
grounds.1749 @he most prominent environmental case addressed to the UN Human Rights
Committee also was ruled inadmissible, yet is fre_uently cited by proponents of the right
to a healthy environment.1750 Dn the Port Hope case, residents of a Canadian town and
members of an ENGO alleged that the dumping of nuclear waste in proximity to their
residences constituted pollution that threatened their lives and, by extension, their right to
life. @he Committee decided against the residents on a technicality Nthe failure to exhaust
domestic remediesQ, but did note that the case raised serious issues about the state~s
obligation to protect the right to life.1751 @he right to a healthy environment was not
raised specifically.
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Regional Court Decisions
Dnter-American Commission on Human Rights
@he Dnter-American Commission on Human Rights NDACHRQ has issued
recommendations in a number of cases where environmental degradation has affected
various human rights, including several cases where petitioners alleged a violation of
their right to a healthy environment. Most of the cases have involved adverse impacts
upon indigenous people. @he DACHR first established a link between environmental
_uality and the right to life in 1985, determining that a highway and authorizations for
natural resource exploitation violated the rights of the Manomani Dndians to life, liberty,
and personal security, the right of residence and free movement, and the right to the
preservation of health.1752 @he Manomani case against -razil was a legal success but the
contested highway was built prior to the DACHRis ruling.1753 Dn a similar situation
involving the effects of oil and gas development on Ecuador~s Manomani people, the
DACHR conducted an investigation and concluded that toxic chemicals were
contaminating the Manomaniis drinking and bathing water, air, and soil, thus jeopardizing
their health and their lives.1754 @he DACHR observed that:
@he realization of the right to life, and to physical security and integrity is
necessarily related to, and in some ways dependent upon oneis physical
environment. Accordingly, where physical contamination and degradation pose a
persistent threat to human life and health, the foregoing rights are implicated. s
Conditions of severe environmental pollution, which may cause serious physical
illness, impairment and suffering on the part of the local populace, are
inconsistent with the right to be respected as a human being.1755
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Case of Yanomani Indians, Case 7615 N-razilQ, Dnter-Am. C.H.R., OEA/Ser.H/R/DD.66
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Development through the Dnter-American Court System,m in M.-C. Cordonnier-Segger
and ?udge C.G. heeramantry, eds. Sustainable Justice: Reconciling Economic, Social
and Environmental Law. Hein: Martinus Nijhoff, pp. 513-48.
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http://cidh.org/countryrep/ecuador-eng/indexx20-x20ecuador.htm,
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@he recommendations of the DACHR are non-binding but are expected to influence future
government policies and actions. As well, if a state fails to follow the recommendations
of the DACHR, the Commission has the power to re_uest the Dnter-American Court to
issue an enforcement order. Scott argues that because of a lack of implementation, the
Commissionis recommendations regarding Ecuador and -razil qhave not effectively
improved conditions for native people and their lands.m1756 @he Manomani cases from
-razil and Ecuador both pre-date the San Salvador Protocol, where the right to a healthy
environment is explicitly recognized.
Several cases brought after the San Salvador Protocol came into force have directly
raised the issue of the right to a healthy environment but have been decided on the basis
that environmental degradation or hazards violated other protected human rights. Dn 2000,
the Association of Hhaka Honhat Aboriginal Communities alleged that a highway being
built in Argentina would violate their rights to life and to a healthy environment. @he
DACHR re_uested that Argentina conduct meaningful consultation.1757 Dn 2003, the Maya
Dndigenous Communities of the @oledo District alleged that logging and oil concessions
in -elize caused a violation of their right to a healthy environment as part of their rights
to life and health under the American Declaration. @he Maya also alleged violations of
their rights to property, religious freedom, family and protection thereof, take part in the
cultural life of the community, and participate in government. @he DACHR held that
environmental damage from logging was part of a broad suite of actions that violated the
right to property of the Maya, and determined it was unnecessary to address the other
alleged human rights violations.1758 Dn a second 2003 case, a mine contaminated a small
indigenous community in Peru with toxic sludge containing arsenic, lead, mercury, and
cadmium. @he DACHR re_uested that Peru implement provisional measures to protect
1756

D.j. Scott. 2000. q@he Dnter-American System of Human Rights: An Effective Means
of Environmental Protectionem 19 Virginia ELJ 197-237.
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Association of Lhaka Honhat Aboriginal Communities (Nuestra Tierra/Our Land) v.
Argentina, Precautionary Measures Re_uest, Dnter-Am C.H.R. N2000Q No.P12.094.
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Maya Indigenous Communities of the Toledo District (Belize Maya), Case 12.053,
Dnter-Am. C.H.R. Report 40/04 N2004Q N-elizeQ
http://www.cidh.org/annualrep/2004eng/belize.12053eng.htm
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human health, including conducting an environmental assessment and removing the toxic
waste.1759 A petition filed by Dnuit people from Canada and the US alleged that climate
change violated their human rights, including the right to live in a healthy environment,
but the petition was declared inadmissible.1760
Currently pending before the DACHR are two additional petitions linking environmental
degradation to human rights. @he Cacataibo people, residents of a remote region in the
Peruvian Amazon, filed a petition seeking to block oil and gas exploration in their
territory.1761 Dn 2006, the residents of Ha Oroya, a Peruvian town contaminated by the
operation of a lead smelter, won a case in Peruis Constitutional Court, on the basis that a
number of their rights were being violated, including the right to a healthy environment
Ndiscussed in Chapter 6Q. @he government had not complied fully with the Courtis order,
so the residents filed a petition with the DACHR. @he DACHR re_uested that the Peruvian
government take urgent precautionary measures to provide specialized medical treatment
to residents of Ha Oroya suffering poor health linked to air, water, and soil pollution.1762
Dn 2009, the DACHR agreed to adjudicate the case.1763
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Community of San Mateo de Huanchor and its members v. Peru, Case 504/03, Report
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@he Dnter-American Court on Human Rights
Hike the DACHR, the Dnter-American Court on Human Rights has decided a number of
cases involving the effect of environmental degradation on human rights.1764 Again, most
of the cases have involved indigenous or tribal communities. None of the Courtis
advisory opinions or judgments has directly addressed the right to a healthy environment.
Dn 2001, the Dnter-American Court held that Nicaraguais decision to grant timber licenses
to a foreign company without considering the dependence of indigenous people on the
land in _uestion violated their human rights.1765 @he Awas @ingni case represented the
first time that the Dnter-American Court, relying on the San Salvador Protocol, made the
connection between environmental degradation and human rights. @he Court ordered
Nicaragua to abstain from permitting any resources extraction activities within the area
occupied and used by the Awas @ingni. Dn 2008, the government of Nicaragua awarded
the Awas @ingni Community title to 73,000 hectares of its territory, located on the
countryis Atlantic Coast, marking a major step forward in the resolution of the case.
Dn 2003, the jichwa Peoples of the Sarayaku Dndigenous Community accused Ecuador of
allowing foreign oil companies to carry out activities on ancestral lands without consent
or due process.1766 @he DACHR re_uested Ecuador take provisional steps to protect
protestors, to secure the indigenous peopleis special relationship with their land, and
investigate criminal acts against the indigenous people. Ecuador refused to cooperate, so
the DACHR went to the Dnter-American Court to seek assistance in enforcing the
provisional measures. @he Dnter-American Court ordered Ecuador to comply with the
DACHRis recommendations.1767
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@he Makye Axa are an indigenous people that were re-settled and are seeking a return to
their ancestral lands in Paraguay. @heir traditional lands had been sold to multinational
corporations. Dn 2005, the Dnter-American Court found that Paraguay had violated the
Makye Axais right to life, interpreting right to life broadly as encompassing other rights
including the right to a healthy environment.1768 A similar case involving the
Sawhoyamaxa Dndigenous Community produced the same outcome.1769
@he most recent environmental decision of the Dnter-American Court came in 2007, in the
@welve Saramaka Clans case, involving the government of Surinameis actions in
granting mining and logging concessions in the traditional territory of the Saramaka
people.1770 @he Dnter-American Court found that serious environmental damage had
occurred, violating the Saramakais right to property Nin the collective senseQ and their
right to judicial protection Nsince the domestic legal system of Suriname failed to
recognize the legitimate legal interest represented by collective titleQ.1771
European Court of Human Rights
As noted earlier, there are no European human rights instruments at the regional level
that explicitly recognize the right to a healthy environment, with the recent exception of
the Aarhus Convention.1772 However, the European Court of Human Rights has
adjudicated numerous cases where victims of environmental degradation or hazards have
1768
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relied on other human rights in their search for redress.1773 Dn cases involving
environmental issues, the European Court of Human Rights has relied on several
different Articles of the Convention, including:
-Article 2 Nright to lifeQ
-Article 6 Nright to a fair trialQ
-Article 8 Nright to respect for private and family life, and homeQ
-Article 10 Nfreedom of expressionQ
-Article 11 Nright to peaceful assemblyQ
-Article 13 Nright to an effective remedyQ
-Article 1 of the Iirst Protocol Nright to peaceful enjoyment of propertyQ.1774
-ecause of the extensive nature of the European Courtis jurisprudence related to
environmental issues and human rights, each individual case will not be described in this
chapter. Dnstead, the analysis will draw out the key legal principles articulated by the
European Court in linking human rights and the environment, discuss crucial judgments,
trace the evolution of the right to a healthy environment, and evaluate its current status.
@he early European jurisprudence on human rights and the environment was not
promising, as two examples will illustrate. Dn 1976, in the first environmental case to
reach the European Commission on Human Rights, the applicants were members of an
ENGO that owned land used for nature observation. @hey complained that the use of
neighboring land for military purposes violated their rights to life, liberty and security
and the prohibition of torture and inhumane or degrading treatment. @he application was
declared inadmissible on the basis that the European Convention on Human Rights did
not include a right to nature preservation.1775 Dn a 1984 decision NG and E v. NorwayQ,
two members of the Sami people alleged a violation of Article 8 of the European
1773
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Convention due to a proposed hydroelectric project in Norway that would flood part of
their traditional reindeer grazing grounds. @he Commission _uestioned whether the
amount of land to be flooded was enough to constitute an interference and found that in
any case, the project was justified as necessary for the economic well-being of the
country.1776
Article 8: Respect for privacy, family life, and home
@he European Courtis first breakthrough in protecting human rights from environmental
harm came in 1994 in the Lopez Ostra case.1777 Of the European Convention’s
provisions, Article 8 has been the most fre_uently cited in an environmental context:
Article 8.1 Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his
home and correspondence.
8.2 @here shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this
right except such as in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic
society in the interest of security, public safety or the economic well-being of the
country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or
morals, or for protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
Dn Lopez Ostra, the European Court determined that vsevere environmental pollution may
affect individuals~ well-being and prevent them from enjoying their homes in such a way
as to affect their private and family life adversely without, however, seriously
endangering their health.v1778 @he Court found that the Spanish authorities had failed to
strike a fair balance between economic interests and the applicantis right to respect for
her home, resulting in a violation of Article 8. Sands wrote that the Lopez Ostra decision
qimplies a general right to a clean environmentm in Europe.1779 However, the European
Court itself has made conflicting statements on this point, as the following discussion will
demonstrate.
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Since the Lopez Ostra decision, many other cases have found violations of Article 8 on
the basis of various environmental hazards, including: toxic emissions from a fertilizer
factoryc1780 air pollution from a steel plantc1781 excessive noisec1782 the operation of a
hazardous waste treatment facilityc1783 and the use of sodium cyanide in gold mining.1784
Dn contrast, in several cases involving allegations of excessive noise from airports, the
Court did not find that Article 8 was violated. @he Court held that the measures taken by
states in relation to noise abatement were within the margin of appreciation Ndeference
accorded to government decision-makersQ and in these circumstances it was not for the
Court to substitute its assessment of what might constitute the best policy.1785
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Court found a violation of Article 8.
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2004, European Court of Human Rights. @he @urkish Supreme Administrative Court had
annulled a gold mining permit authorizing the use of sodium cyanide based on the
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Article 2: Right to Hife
Dn Oneryildiz, at least 26 people died because of an explosion at a municipal
dump/landfill site, when the evidence was that @urkish governments knew for years
about the serious danger of such an event.1786 Although the right to a healthy environment
was mentioned, the case was decided on the basis of violations of the rights to life,
effective remedies, and peaceful possession of property. Irom an environmental
perspective, Oneryildiz established a positive obligation upon States to protect life from
qindustrial activities, which by their very nature are dangerous, such as the operation of
waste-collection sites.m1787 Dn the words of the Court, q@he positive obligation to take all
appropriate steps to safeguard life for the purposes of Article 2 entails above all a primary
duty on the State to put in place a legislative and administrative framework designed to
provide effective deterrence against threats to the right to life.m1788 Oneryildiz, does not,
strictly speaking, advance recognition of a specific right to live in a healthy environment.
Article 6: @he Right to a Iair Hearing
Pursuant to Article 6 of the European Convention, qDn the determination of his civil
rights and obligations ..., everyone is entitled to a fair ... hearing ... by tau ... tribunal.m
Article 6 has been used to provide procedural safeguards in environmental cases. Dn
Zander, the lack of a judicial review process available to a Swedish citizen wishing to
challenge a permit for a neighbouring waste treatment facility was found to violate
Article 6.1789 Dn Okyay, the European Court found a violation of Article 6 because the
@urkish government failed to enforce court orders, obtained by the applicants on the basis
of general environmental damage, to halt operations of three thermal power plants.1790
@he court orders had been upheld on appeal by @urkeyis Supreme Administrative Court.
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@he case turned on whether the applicants could establish that they had a civil right
relevant to the operation of the power plants despite their acknowledgement that they had
suffered no physical or economic harm. -ecause their right to live in a healthy
environment was protected by the @urkish Constitution, the European Court held that
they had a civil right for purposes of Article 6. @he European Court also referred to
qrelevant international texts on the right to a healthy environment.m1791 Dn the Taskin case,
the Court also found a violation of Article 6, because @urkish authorities circumvented
court orders, again based on the constitutional right to a healthy environment, which
_uashed operating permits for a gold mine.1792
Other European Court ?urisprudence Related to the Environment
@he European Court has repeatedly defended the ability of states to infringe other human
rights in the legitimate pursuit of environmental protection objectives. Permission to
carry out construction in a green belt has been revoked, restrictions on fishing rights
justified, and revocation of a license to extract gravel upheld.1793 Most recently, the
European Court rejected a complaint about excessive noise allegedly caused by wind
turbines.1794 Dn these cases, the broader societal interest in environmental protection has
outweighed property rights and rights under Article 8. Dn several Article 10 cases
involving freedom of expression, the Court has placed a special emphasis on the
importance of information related to the environment as well as the watchdog role played
by civil society organizations.1795 @he Court has also addressed the right to peaceful
1791
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assembly NArticle 11Q in the context of a proposed rally by an environmental
organization.1796
@he preceding discussion focuses on the European Courtis case law to the extent that it
has found violations of various human rights explicitly recognized in the European
Convention caused by environmental hazards or harm. @he European Court also has
made a number of observations regarding the right to a healthy environment. Dn Hatton,
the Grand Chamber split 12-5 on whether Article 8 was violated by excessive noise from
Heathrow Airport. @he majority wrote q@here is no explicit right in the Convention to a
clean and _uiet environment, but where an individual is directly and seriously affected by
noise or other pollution, an issue may arise under Article 8.m1797 @he dissenting judges
wrote qArticle 8 of the Convention guarantees the right to a healthy environmentm
including qprotection against nuisance caused by harmful chemicals, offensive smells,
agents which precipitate respiratory ailments, noise, and so onm and therefore the majority
judgment qseems to us to deviate from the above developments in the case-law and even
to take a step backwardsm.1798 Dn Kyrtatos, the Court reiterated its position that the crucial
element in determining whether environmental damage interferes with Article 8N1Q is:
the existence of a harmful effect on a personis private or family sphere and not
simply the general deterioration of the environment. Neither Article 8 nor any of
the other Articles of the Convention are specifically designed to provide general
protection of the environment as suchc to that effect, other international
democratic society. Bladet Tromso and Stensaas v. Norway N1999Q, App. No. 21980/93,
20 May 1999, European Court of Human Rights. @he State cannot extend defamation
laws to restrict dissemination of environmental information that is of public interest. @he
Norwegian government had fined a newspaper and its editor for publishing excerpts from
the report of a government seal hunting inspector.
1796
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instruments and domestic legislation are more pertinent in dealing with this
particular aspect.1799
Dn Kyrtatos, the Court ruled that urban development, which harmed a swamp, damaging
birds and other protected species, did not constitute interference with Article 8.1800 Dn a
perplexing statement, however, the Court wrote that qDt might have been otherwise if, for
instance, the environmental deterioration complained of had consisted in the destruction
of a forest area in the vicinity of the applicantsi house, a situation which could have
affected more directly the applicantsi own well-being.m1801 One might reasonably ask
why the destruction of a forest would cause a different legal outcome than the destruction
of a swamp. Dn Fadeyeva, a Russian air pollution case, the Court reiterated that qArticle 8
has been relied on in various cases involving environmental concern, yet it is not violated
every time that environmental deterioration occurs: no right to nature preservation is as
such included among the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention.m1802
@he Courtis pronouncements regarding the right to a healthy environment in Hatton,
Kyrtatos, and Fadeyeva may now have been superceded. Tatar, the most recent
environmental decision of the European Court N?anuary 27, 2009Q contains the clearest
endorsement of a right to a healthy environment by the Court.1803 Dn Tatar, a Romanian
case dealing with the dangers of using sodium cyanide for mining, the Court observed
that the right to a healthy environment is protected in both the Romanian Constitution and
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Romanian environmental legislation.1804 @he Court concluded that the stateis failure to
take positive actions to prevent an environmental disaster violated qthe rights to life,
private and family life and, more generally, to the enjoyment of a healthy and protected
environment.m1805
Despite the fact that the European Convention does not contain explicit language
recognizing such the right to a healthy environment, the European Court has progressed
toward recognition of such a right. As Shelton concludes, qenvironmental rights have
found a place in the European system, despite the lack of reference to them in the
Convention.m1806 However, there are limits on what the Court considers as falling within
the ambit of the right. @he human rights guarantees in the European Convention have
been useful primarily when the environmental harm consists of pollution Nair, water, or
noiseQ that poses a threat to human health. At the present time, nature conservation and
protecting biological diversity appear to be excluded. @he Courtis musings about damage
to a forest in Kyrtatos and the more open-ended description of the right to live in a
healthy and protected environment in Tatar suggest that it may be open to expanding the
scope of this right in future cases.
European Committee of Social Rights
@he European Committee of Social Rights, established in 1998 to address alleged
violations of the European Social Charter, recently entered the debate about the right to a
1804

Tatar and Tatar v. Romania, No. 67021/01 27 ?anuary 2009, European Court of
Human Rights, para 109. @he Court cites Romaniais Constitution and Act No. 137/95 on
Environmental Protection.
1805
@he Tatar decision is not yet available in English. @he passage cited here is the
authoris translation from para. 107 in the judgment:
107. Elle estime toutefois _ue malgré l~absence d~une probabilité causale en l~esp•ce,
l~existence d~un ris_ue sérieux et substantiel pour la santé et pour le bien-‘tre des
re_uérants faisait peser sur l~Žtat l~obligation positive d~adopter des mesures raisonnables
et adé_uates capables y protéger les droits des intéressés au respect de leur vie privée et
leur domicile et, plus généralement, y la jouissance d~un environnement sain et protégé.
@he Court again refers to the right to a healthy environment in para 112. Tatar and Tatar
v. Romania, No. 67021/01 27 ?anuary 2009, European Court of Human Rights.
1806
D. Shelton 2008. Regional Protection of Human Rights. New Mork: Oxford
University Press, p. 205.
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healthy environment.1807 Dn a case asserting that the Greek government was failing to
ade_uately address air pollution from coal mining, the European Committee of Social
Rights issued a strong decision that right to a healthy environment is embodied in the
right to health.1808 @rilsch described the Marangopoulos case as one of the most
important decisions of the European Committee of Social Rights to date, as it qplaces the
right to a healthy environment in the mainstream of human rights.m1809
African Commission on Human Rights
@he African Commission on Human Rights has issued one major decision that focuses
specifically on the impact of environmental degradation on human rights, while a more
recent decision involves indigenous people and the protection of the environment.1810 Dn
SERAC and Others v. Nigeria, the Commission concluded that the failure of the Nigerian
government to prevent the escape of toxic waste from oil development activities violated
both the right to health and the right to a general satisfactory environment in the African
Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights. @he Nigerian government argued unsuccessfully
that the economic, social, and cultural rights in the African Charter are vague and
incapable of legal enforcement. @he SERAC decision is significant because the African
Commission rejected this claim, instead offering a comprehensive interpretation of the
right to a healthy environment. @he African Commission concluded that Article 24
1807

M. @rilsch. 2009. qEuropean Committee of Social Rights: @he Right to a Healthy
Environment,m Dnternational ?ournal of Constitutional Haw 7N3Q: 529-38.
1808
Marangopoulos Foundation for Human Rights v Greece, Complaint No. 30/2005,
European Committee of Social Rights N6 December 2006Q. See
http://hudoc.esc.coe.int/esc2008/_uery.aspelanguage}en
1809
M. @rilsch. 2009. qEuropean Committee of Social Rights: @he Right to a Healthy
Environment,m International Journal of Constitutional Law 7N3Q: 529-38 at 534.
1810
Social and Economic Rights Action Centre (SERAC) and The Centre for Economic
and Social Rights (CESR) v. Nigeria, (2001), Communication No. 155/96, (African
Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights), para. 52.
http://www.achpr.org/english/activityzreports/activity15zen.pdf
@he more recent decision of the African Commission involved a case brought by the
Endorois indigenous people, who were expelled from their ancestral lands and denied
access to natural resources vital to their physical and cultural well-being.
African Commission on Human and Peoplesi Rights. 2010. Communication 276/2003 {
Centre for Minority Rights Development on behalf of Endorois Community v. Kenya. See
www.achpr.org
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qimposes clear obligations upon a government s to take reasonable measures to prevent
pollution and ecological degradation, to promote conservation, and to secure an
ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources.m1811 @he Commission
used strong language, including statements such as qthe Government of Nigeria
facilitated the destruction of the Ogonilandm and qthe Nigerian government has given the
green light to private actors, and the oil companies in particular, to devastatingly affect
the well-being of the Ogonis.m1812
jiss and Shelton note that q@he Commission gives the right to environment meaningful
content by re_uiring the state to adopt various techni_ues of environmental protection,
such as environmental impact assessment, public information and participation, access to
justice for environmental harm, and monitoring of potentially harmful activities.m1813
Shelton describes this decision as qlandmark, like the decisions of the Dnter-American
Commission on Human Rights in its investigations of Ecuador and -razil,m in that it
offers qa blueprint for merging environmental protection, economic development, and
guarantees of human rights.m1814 Despite the seemingly powerful decision, there
apparently has been little change on the ground in Nigeria.1815 As noted earlier, the
Commissionis decisions are neither legally binding nor enforceable.
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Social and Economic Rights Action Centre (SERAC) and The Centre for Economic
and Social Rights (CESR) v. Nigeria, (2001), Communication No. 155/96, (African
Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights), para. 52.
http://www.achpr.org/english/activityzreports/activity15zen.pdf
1812
SERAC et al v. Nigeria, para. 58.
1813
A. jiss and D. Shelton. 2004. International Environmental Law, 3rd ed. Ardsley,
N.M. : @ransnational Publishers, p. 716.
1814
D. Shelton. 2004. qHuman rights and the environment,m 13 Yearbook of International
Environmental Law N2002Q: 199-206, at 206. See also D.M. Chirwa. 2002. qA Iresh
Commitment to Dmplementing Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights in Africa: Social
and Economic Rights Action Center NSERACQ and the Center for Economic and Social
Rights v. Nigeria,m 3N2Q ESR Review 19.
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j.S.A. Ebuku. 2007. qConstitutional Right to a Healthy Environment and Human
Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection in Nigeria: Gbemre v. Shell Revisited,m
16N3Q RECIEL 312-320.
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Opinions of Legal Experts
@he final source of the content of international law is qthe teachings of the most highly
_ualified publicists of the various nations,m referring to the published work of academics,
lawyers, and judges. Over the years, the academic and legal communities have been
divided on both the legal status of, and the general desirability of, the right to a healthy
environment. However, a clear trend has emerged in recent years as international law
organizations, the majority of scholarly books and articles, and the majority of
environmental law experts agree that there is an emerging human right to a healthy
environment. However, there is a vocal minority who raise some important objections,
and their perspective should not be overlooked.
horld Commission on Environment and Development N1987Q
Dn the mid-1980s, a panel of international law experts was assembled by the horld
Commission on Environment and Development Nalso known as the -rundtland
CommissionQ to set forth the key principles of international environmental law. @he first
principle articulated by the experts was that qAll human beings have the fundamental
right to an environment ade_uate for their health and well-being.m1816 @his
recommendation was incorporated into the -rundtland Commission~s influential report,
titled vOur Common Iuture.v1817
Declaration of Principles on Human Rights and the Environment N1994Q
Dn 1989, the UN appointed a Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and the Environment,
Iatima rohra jsentini. jsentiniis final report concluded that there had been a
fundamental shift in environmental law towards recognizing the right to a healthy
environment, and that the right was now established at the national, regional, and
international levels.1818 Appended to jsentiniis final report was the 1994 Draft

1816

Experts Group on Environmental Haw NhCEDQ. 1986. Environmental Protection and
Sustainable Development: Legal Principles and Recommendations, p. 25.
1817
horld Commission on Environment and Development N-rundtland CommissionQ.
1987. Our Common Future. Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 348.
1818
I.r. jsentini, 1994, Review of Iurther Developments in Iields with which the
Sub-Commission has been Concerned, Human Rights and the Environment. Final Report
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Declaration of Principles on Human Rights and the Environment, developed by eighteen
internationally renowned jurists.1819 @he Draft Declaration began with the following
provisions:
Article 1. Human rights, an ecologically sound environment, sustainable
development and peace are interdependent and indivisible.
Article 2. All persons have the right to a secure, healthy, and ecologically sound
environment s
Article 3. All persons shall be free from any form of discrimination in regard to
actions and decisions that affect the environment.
Article 4. All persons have the right to an environment ade_uate to meet e_uitably
the needs of present generations and that does not impair the rights of future
generations to meet e_uitably their needs.v1820
jsentini expressed hope that the Draft Declaration would form the basis for a legally
binding UN treaty. -irnie and -oyle describe the Draft Declaration as the world~s most
vextensive and sophisticated statement of environmental rights and obligations.v1821
However, the reaction of some nations and scholars to the jsentini report was less than
enthusiastic.1822 @he Uj, for example, stated that focusing on the environment would
distract the UN Commission for Human Rights from its core activity of protecting human
rights.1823 holfe wrote that the Draft Declaration qreads like a lkitchen-sinki approach

of the UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of
Minorities. UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/9 N6 ?uly 1994Q, paras. 238, 240, 256.
http://www.unhchr.ch/Huridocda/Huridoca.nsf/0/eeab2b6937bccaa18025675c005779c3e
Opendocument
1819
I.r. jsentini, Review of Iurther Developments in Iields with which the
Sub-Commission has been Concerned, Human Rights and the Environment. Final Report
of the UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of
Minorities. UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/9 N6 ?uly 1994Q.
1820
I.r. jsentini. 1994. Review of Iurther Developments in Iields with which the SubCommission has -een Concerned. Human Rights and the Environment. Iinal Report of
the UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of
Minorities. UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/9 N6 ?uly 1994Q.
1821
P. -irnie and A. -oyle. 2002. International Law and the Environment, 2nd ed.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 255.
1822
S. Atapattu, 2002. q@he Right to a Healthy Hife or the Right to Die Pollutede: @he
Emergence of a Human Right to a Healthy Environment under Dnternational Haw,m 16
Tul. Envtl. L. J. 65 at 79.
1823
UN Doc. E/CN.4/1997/18. Human Rights and the Environment. Report of the
Secretary-General. 9 Dec. 1996. Part 1.E.
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to environmental human rights, rather than a focused attempt to strengthen the connection
between human rights and environmental protection.m1824
@he UN Human Rights Council has not pursued the idea of an environmental rights
treaty, convention, or other formal codification of the Draft Declaration. Pevato argued
that qit seems in retrospect both na’ve and overly optimistic to believe a draft document
that had not been through rigorous negotiation processes of standard-setting within the
UN could be adopted as a fait accompli by the Member States.m1825
Global ?udges Symposium N2002Q
A Global ?udges Symposium was held just prior to the 2002 horld Summit on
Sustainable Development in ?ohannesburg, South Africa. More than 100 judges, from 59
countries, adopted a declaration recognizing environmental rights. Specifically, this
group of judges committed to, inter alia, qimprovement in the level of public
participation in environmental decision-making, access to justice for the settlement of
environmental disputes and the defence and enforcement of environmental rights, and
public access to relevant information.m1826
Other Experts and Organizations
@he right to a healthy environment has been endorsed by many different experts and
organizations specializing in the fields of international and environmental law, including:
-the Dnternational Haw Associationc1827
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j. holfe. 2003. qGreening the Dnternational Human Rights Spheree Environmental
Rights and the Draft Declaration of Principles on Human Rights and the Environment,m 9
Appeal: Review of Current Law and Law Reform 45 at 48.
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P.M. Pevato, 1999. qA Right to Environment in Dnternational Haw: Current Status
and
Iuture Outlook,m 8N3Q RECIEL at 310.
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Johannesburg Principles on the Role of Law and Sustainable Development. 2003.
Adopted at the Global ?udges Symposium held in ?ohannesburg, South Africa, August
18-20, 2002. 15 ?ournal of Environmental Haw 107-110.
1827
N.?. Schrijver and I. heiss. 1995. Report of the Expert Group on Identification of
Principles of International Law for Sustainable Development. Dnternational Haw
Association, para. 31.
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-the DUCNis Commission on Environmental Haw and the Dnternational Council of
Environmental Hawc1828
-an international group of experts brought together in 1999 by the UN
Educational, Social, and Cultural Organization and the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rightsc1829
-the European Associations of Environmental Hawc1830
-the Dnstitute of Dnternational Hawc1831 and
-a group of experts assembled in 2002 by the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights and the UN Environment Programme.1832
Experts in international law have also produced a series of declarations endorsing the
right to a healthy environment, including:
-the 1991 Draft Charter on Environmental Rights and Obligations1833
-the 1999 Bizkaia Declaration on the Right to the Environment; 1834
-the Himoges Declarations N1990, 2001Qc1835 and
1828

Commission on Environmental Haw of the DUCN Nin cooperation with the
Dnternational Council of Environmental HawQ. 1995. International Covenant on
Environment and Development, Art. 12. Excerpts in M. Dejeant-Pons and M.
Pallemaerts, eds. 2002. Human Rights and the Environment: Compendium of instruments
and other international texts on individual and collective rights relating to the
environment in the international and European framework. Strasbourg: Council of
Europe Publishing, p. 89.
1829
Bizkaia Declaration on the right to environment, issued at the Dnternational Seminar
of Experts on the Right to the Environment, organized by UNESCO and the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights, UN Doc. 30C/DNI.11 24.09.1999
1830
European Associations of Environmental Haw. 1991. Reprinted in Environmental
Policy and Law N1991Qc p. 39.
1831
Excerpts in M. Dejeant-Pons and M. Pallemaerts, eds. 2002. Human Rights and the
Environment: Compendium of instruments and other international texts on individual and
collective rights relating to the environment in the international and European framework.
Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing, p. 91.
1832
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and UN Environment Programme. 2002.
Meeting of Experts on Human Rights and the Environment, Final Text N?anuary 16,
2002Q, para. 15, available at:
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/environment/environ/conclusions.htm
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Experts Meeting held in Oslo, Oct. 29-31, 1990. Reprinted in Environmental Policy
and Haw N1991Q: p. 81.
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Bizkaia Declaration on the right to environment, issued at the Dnternational Seminar
of Experts on the Right to the Environment, organized by UNESCO and the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights, UN Doc. 30C/DNI.11 24.09.1999
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-the Draft International Declaration on Human Rights and Environment.1836
Heading Scholars in the Iields of Dnternational Environmental Haw, Dnternational Human
Rights Haw, and Dnternational Haw
An examination of 20 leading texts in the fields of international environmental law,
international human rights law and international law yielded: four books that did not
mention the right to a healthy environment NCassese,1837 Currie, Iorcese, and
Oosterveld,1838 Houka,1839 Martin, Schnably, hilson, et al.1840Qc five that discussed the
right to a healthy environment but expressed no opinion regarding its status at
international law N-odansky, -runnee, and Hey,1841 -rownlie,1842 Hunter, Salzman, and
raelke1843 ?anis,1844 Steiner, Alston, and Goodman1845Qc one that acknowledged the
1835

Dnternational Centre of Comparative Environmental Haw. 2001. Declaration de
Limoges II: Towards a New Environmental Law. horld Conference of Environmental
Haw Organizations. http://www.cidce.org/pdf/declalimoges2/declalimoges2eng.pdf
Dnternational Centre of Comparative Environmental Haw. 1990. Declaration de Limoges.
horld Conference of Environmental Haw Organizations. http://www.cidce.org/
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Center for Human Rights and Environment and the Center for Dnternational
Environmental Haw. 2002. Draft International Declaration on Human Rights and
Environment.
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A. Cassese. 2005. International Law, 2nd ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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?.H. Currie, C. Iorcese, and R. Oosterveld. 2007. International Law: Doctrine,
Practice, and Theory. @oronto: Drwin Haw.
1839 E. Houka. 2006. International Environmental Law: Fairness, Effectiveness, and World Order. Cambridge: Cambridge
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I.I. Martin, S.?. Schnably, R.?. hilson, ?.S. Simon, and M.R. @ushnet. International
Human Rights and Humanitarian Law: Treaties, Cases, and Analysis. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
1841
?.G. Merrills. 2007. qEnvironmental Rights,m in D. -odansky, ?. -runnee, and E.
Hey, eds. The Oxford Handbook of International Environmental Law. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, pp. 663-680. Merrills focuses on moral, not legal rights, but
acknowledges that a broad right to a healthy environment already exists at the regional
level in the African Charter and the San Salvador Protocol.
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D. -rownlie. 2003. Principles of Public International Law, 6th ed. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, pp. 540-41. @he right to a decent environment is a third generation
right, and these are a heterogeneous class qin terms both of historical provenance and
legal implications.m
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D. Hunter, ?. Salzman, and D. raelke. 2007. International Environmental Law and
Policy, 3rd ed. New Mork: Ioundation Press, p. 1378. qDn recent years, a trend has
emerged, particularly in national constitutions, to recognize some variation of a right to a
healthy environment.m
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existence of the right regionally but not globally NIreeman and van Ert1846Qc and ten that
considered the right to a healthy environment to be emerging or gaining broader
acceptance both regionally and globally NAtapattu,1847 -irnie and -oyle,1848 Cordonier
Segger and jhalfan,1849 jindred and Saunders,1850 jiss and Shelton,1851 Nanda and
Pring,1852 Sands,1853 Shaw,1854 Smith,1855 and heissbrodt and de la RegaQ.1856
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S.A. Atapattu. 2006. Emerging Principles of International Environmental Law.
Ardsley, NM: @ransnational Publishers, pp. 16-34. Atapattu writes that the right to a
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practice to crystallize it into a customary international law principlem Np. 21Q. She adds
that this right already exists in common law Nthrough tort, nuisance, public trust, etc.Q and
is therefore a general principle of international law Np. 23Q.
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treatiesm Np. 254Q.
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and jhalfan conclude that the right to a healthy environment is not yet globally
established but is emerging, particularly at regional and national levels Np. 72Q.
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H.M. jindred and P.M. Saunders, eds. 2006. International Law Chiefly as Applied
and Interpreted in Canada, 7th ed. @oronto: Emond Montgomery, p. 1038. qt@uhere are
some developments supporting an independent right to a healthy or satisfactory
environment.m
1851
A. jiss and D. Shelton. 2004. International Environmental Law, 3rd ed. Ardsley,
N.M. : @ransnational Publishers. jiss and Shelton write qthe recognition that human
survival depends on a safe and healthy environment places the claim of a right to
environment fully on the human rights agendam Np. 709Q.
1852
R.P. Nanda and G. Pring, 2003. International Environmental Law and Policy for the
21st Century. Ardsley, NM: @ransnational Publishers. Nanda and Pring describe the right
to a healthy environment as a qfundamental principlem of international environmental law
yet acknowledge that in practice the right remains a qdistant aspirational goalm Npp. 17,
29, and 475Q.
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Other Scholars
Scholars can be characterized according to their viewpoints about the right to a healthy
environment as evangelical idealists, frustrated idealists, hopeful realists, and hardened
cynics. At one end of the spectrum are the evangelical idealists, a small minority of
scholars who appear to look at the legal evidence through rose-coloured glasses, going so
far as to suggest that the right to a healthy environment is jus cogens, meaning a principle
of law that is so deeply entrenched as to be beyond debate.1857 Other scholars assert that
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P. Sands. 2003. Principles of International Environmental Law, 2d ed. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press. According to Sands, the qinternational community has not,
however, defined in practical terms the threshold below which the level of environmental
_uality must fall before a breach of a personis human rights will have occurredm Np. 294Q.
Met Sands notes that qrecent judicial decisions indicate that international courts and
tribunals are increasingly willing to find violations of substantive environmental rightsm
Np. 297Q.
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M.N. Shaw. 2003. International Law, 5th ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University
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D. heissbrodt and C. de la Rega. 2007. International Human Rights Law: An
Introduction. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. heissbrodt and de la Rega
write that qIrom the right to life and the right to an ade_uate standard of living for health
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the right to a clean and healthy environment is an established principle of customary
international law.1858
Irustrated idealists believe that the right to a healthy environment should be an
established principle of international environmental law but lament its current lack of
legal recognition. Ior example, Atapattu writes qDt seems unjust to deny the right to
environment, which by far is more fundamental than any of the protected rights in
existence today.m1859
Hopeful realists perceive the right to a healthy environment as a promising development
in solving environmental problems, but take a more measured view of the state of the
law. Many experts working in the fields of international environmental and human rights
law today fall into this category.1860 @hese scholars believe that it is premature to speak of
1858

?. Hee. 2000. q@he Underlying Hegal @heory to Support a hell-Defined Human Right
to a Healthy Environment as a Principle of Customary Dnternational Haw,m 25 Colum. J.
Envtl. L. 283. S.D. Cahalan. 1993. qNDM-M: Not in Mexicois -ackyard: A case for
recognition of a human right to a healthy environment in the American states,m 23N2Q
Georgia J. of Int’l. and Comparative Law 409-433. Cahalan claims that qone of the
staunchest principles of international environmental law is the fundamental right to an
environment ade_uate to support human health and dignitym Np. 420Q. H. -erat. 1993.
qDefending the Right to a Healthy Environment: @oward a Crime of Geocide in
Dnternational Haw,m 11 Boston U. Int’l L. J. 327-48 at p. 338. -erat writes that qit seems
clear that the right to a healthy environment, by virtue of its fre_uent repetition at the
international, regional, and national levels has become part of customary international
law.m
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the right to a healthy environment as a globally recognized principle of international law.
However these hopeful realists describe the right to a healthy environment as an
emerging principle of international law that is firmly entrenched in some regions, based
on regional human rights agreements, decisions of national and regional courts, trends in
state practice, and numerous international declarations. Singh, former President of the
Dnternational Court of ?ustice, argues that environmental rights qdeserve to be promoted
with all possible vigourm but acknowledges that the right to a healthy environment is not
well established in international law.1861
@he hardened cynics deny the existence of the right to a healthy environment under
international law and in some cases go further, either rejecting its bona fides as a human
right, or contending that there are fundamental practical weaknesses that make the
recognition of the right to a healthy environment undesirable.1862 Handl argues that the
right to a healthy environment has an qexceedingly slim evidentiary basis in international
law.m1863 Alston reached a similar conclusion.1864 Robertson and Merrills write that
environmental goals are desirable objectives of social policy, but not legally enforceable
claims. @hey assert that the right to a healthy environment simply does not exist.1865
Generation for the 1980sem 33 Rutgers L. Rev. 435. ?.A. Downs. 1993. qA Healthy and
Ecologically -alanced Environment: An Argument for a @hird Generation Right,m 3
Duke J. Comp. & Int’l L. 351. ?. h. Nickel. 1993. q@he Human Right to a Safe
Environment: Philosophical Perspectives on Dts Scope and ?ustification,m 18 Yale J. Int’l
L. 281. ?.@. McClymonds. 1992. q@he human right to a healthy environment: An
international legal perspective,m 37N4Q New York Law School L.R. 583-633.
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-rownlie is skeptical about all purported third generation human rights, including the
right to a healthy environment.1866 Some experts believe that recognition of the right to a
healthy environment is unnecessary because where environmental degradation results in
human rights violations, there are extensive laws and procedures available for seeking
redress, through both environmental law and human rights law.1867 @he hardened cynics,
like their evangelical idealist counterparts, tend to ignore evidence that does not agree
with their arguments. Dt is difficult, if not impossible, to maintain that there are no signs
of the emergence of a right to a healthy environment when faced with four regional
human rights agreements and more than eighty national constitutions that explicitly
recognize it, as well as a growing number of regional and domestic court decisions that
implement and interpret it.
Summary of the Status of the Right to a Healthy Environment in International Law
Dt is now clear beyond a reasonable doubt that environmental degradation violates several
established human rights including the rights life, health, respect for private and family
life and the home, and peaceful enjoyment of property. As Collins points out, the cause of
violations of human rights is largely irrelevant. @o argue otherwise would be to create an
arbitrary and unjustifiable environmental exemption from human rights violations.1868
-ut what about the more contentious _uestion of the status of the right to a healthy
environment in international lawe Dt has been suggested that the answer to this _uestion
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depends on oneis perspective.1869 @hose who favor a liberal, progressive interpretation of
international law are more likely to affirm the establishment of the right to a healthy
environment while those who adhere to a more traditional, positivist approach will deny
the existence of this right. @he evidence assembled in this chapter indicates that the
traditionalists need to rethink their conclusion. @he academic debate has been overtaken
by recent developments including new regional treaties, new constitutions, and new court
decisions at the regional and national level.
@here are now four regional treaties that explicitly recognize the right to a healthy
environment, including human rights agreements in Africa, Hatin America, and the
Middle East plus the Aarhus Convention, which has been ratified by European and Asian
nations. Dn total, these regional agreements recognizing the right to a healthy environment
are binding upon at least 115 nations. Regional courts and commissions have developed
an extensive body of case law recognizing the right to a healthy environment, including:
-the African Commissionis powerful ruling in the SERAC casec
-numerous decisions linking environmental degradation and human rights from the
Dnter-American Commission and Dnter-American Court on Human Rights Nalthough
they have yet to decide a case on the basis of the right to a healthy environmentQc
-the evolving jurisprudence of the European Court on Human Rights, most recently
expressed in the Tatar decision that expressly recognizes the right to a healthy
environmentc and
-the recent decision of the European Committee of Social Rights that the right to a
healthy environment is implicit in the right to health and thus enforceable.
Given the existence of these regional agreements and decisions of regional courts and
commissions, it is important to note the principle that regional customary international
law may take precedence over general customary international law.1870
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At the national level, at least eighty-six national constitutions recognize the right to a
healthy environment, including the majority of nations in Europe, Africa, and Hatin
America. @he trend toward constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment continues, with 23 nations doing so in the past decade and several more
planning to do so in the near future Ne.g. ?amaica, jenyaQ. Dn at least 12 additional
countries, courts have interpreted other constitutional provisions Neither the right to life or
the right to healthQ as implicitly including the right to a healthy environment. Overall, 165
of the UNis 192 nations either recognize the right to a healthy environment either through
their constitutions, implicitly through their courts, by ratifying regional treaties, or by
signing the Male’ Declaration.
@here are many global declarations and resolutions\dating back to the 1972 Stockholm
Declaration\that support the recognition of the right to a healthy environment. @he UN
General Assembly and various UN organs have repeatedly endorsed the right to a healthy
environment, albeit sometimes in ambiguous language. Admittedly, these are soft law
instruments, but soft law can have a significant influence on the behavior of states in the
fields of international environmental law and international human rights law. Many
experts and environmental law organizations\from lawyers who assisted the -rundtland
Commission to the Dnternational Haw Association\have endorsed the right to a healthy
environment. Iinally, the majority of scholars in the fields of international environmental
law and international human rights law agree that the right to a healthy environment is
entrenched in certain regions and emerging globally.
On the other hand, there is some evidence that still can be used to challenge the
emergence of a right to a healthy environment. @here is no global treaty and there are no
decisions from global courts or tribunals recognizing the right to a healthy environment.
@here are no regional human rights treaties covering Asia or Oceania. @he San Salvador
Protocol, which recognizes the right to a healthy environment, has been ratified by fewer
than half of the members of the Organization of American States. @he majority of
national constitutions\including all constitutions in North America, Oceania, and the
Caribbean\do not explicitly recognize the right to a healthy environment. @he Rio
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Declaration in 1992 was seen by some as a step back from the Stockholm Declaration.
@he horld Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002 qconspicuously avoided the
language of human rights or a rights-based approach to sustainable development.1871
Some legal experts, although in the minority, continue to deny the emergence of the right
to a healthy environment.1872
Overall, legal developments are heading in the same direction\ regional treaties,
decisions of regional courts and commissions, international resolutions, national
constitutions, and national court decisions. @he right to live in a healthy environment is
now a firmly established legal principle in Africa, Hatin America, and Europe. Dt is
emerging in Asia and the Middle East. hhile there is not yet global unanimity regarding
the right to a healthy environment, the threshold for becoming customary international
law or a general principle of international law is very close to being met, if it has not
already been surpassed.

Downloading International Law into National Law
Dt is well established that international environmental law influences national
environmental law.1873 Dncreasing recognition of the right to a healthy environment at the
global and regional levels has had a strong influence on the development of the law
within nations, affecting constitutions, legislation, and jurisprudence. @he Stockholm
Declaration is commonly cited as the inspiration for the incorporation of the right to a
healthy environment and other environmental protection provisions in national
1871
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constitutions.1874 Every year since the 1972 Stockholm Declaration, at least one nation
has written or amended its constitution to include provisions related to environmental
protection Nsee Chapter 3Q. Davies suggests that the Aarhus Convention influenced the
amendment of Iinlandis Constitution to include environmental provisions.1875 Hancock
reports that international environmental law was a factor in the decisions of Argentina
and Georgia to provide constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy
environment.1876 According to Sarlet and Iensterseifer, -razilis constitutional right to a
healthy environment was strongly influenced by international environmental law.1877
Dn terms of jurisprudence, examples abound of international law influencing judges
deciding cases about the right to a healthy environment in national court systems. @he
Stockholm Declaration’s recognition of the right to a healthy environment has had a
major influence on the Supreme Court of Dndiais decisions protecting the constitutional
right to a healthy environment.1878 @he right to a healthy environment in the African
Charter led jenyan and Nigerian courts to make important rulings based on this right,
finding it to be an essential part of the constitutional right to life, although not explicitly
articulated as such in either the jenyan or Nigerian constitutions.1879 Costa Rican courts
have cited the right to a healthy environment in the San Salvador Protocol in cases
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involving the constitutional right to a healthy environment.1880 Irom Colombia to the
Philippines, national courts interpreting the right to a healthy environment turn to
international law for guidance.
Dn Europe, because the regional law created by European courts is effectively superior to
national law, the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights NECHRQ has a
powerful effect, which grows larger in reach as the EU adds nations from Eastern Europe.
Hasser has observed that in Europe, an qinter-institutional dynamic has prompted a frantic
race to the ltopim with the result that the qrights revolution is transforming the judicial
landscape at breakneck speed.m1881 Dn essence, Europeis regional and national courts are
competing with each other to push the envelope of human rights jurisprudence, with no
court wanting to be left behind. Dn addition to its growing legal influence, the ECHR is
also experiencing a dramatic increase in its caseload, from 3,500 in 1995 to 10,500 in
2000 to over 40,000 cases in 2007.1882 As discussed earlier, after deciding many
environmental cases based on violations of other human rights, the ECHR has now
explicitly recognized the right to a healthy environment.1883 @his decision will create a
ripple effect through the national courts of Europe. hhile many European nations and
courts already recognize the right to a healthy environment at the domestic level, others
do not. Hottelier and Martenet suggest that the emerging case law of the ECHR may hold
the key to recognition of the right to a healthy environment in Switzerland, because of the
ECHRis influence on Swiss courts.1884
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Dn environmental cases, the ECHR consistently refers to the constitutional right to a
healthy environment in nations from which cases originate Ne.g. Romania, Russia,
@urkeyQ.1885 @he ECHR has ruled that the failure of national authorities to implement
domestic court orders based on violations of the right to a healthy environment is a
breach of Article 6 of the European Convention. Dn effect, the European Court has
become the final appellate court for violations of the right to a healthy environment that
are either not recognized by domestic courts or not enforced by national authorities.1886

Transnational Cross-pollination and the Right to a Healthy
Environment
Environmental law is becoming increasingly globalized. Mang and Percival describe four
processes contributing to the globalization of environmental law: transplantation,
harmonization, convergence and integration.1887 @ransplantation is the qdeliberate
copying and adaptation of significant portions of statutes or particular doctrines of law by
one country from another.m1888 Dt is clear that this has occurred in the context of the
constitutional right to a healthy environment, given similar language being used in
constitutions around the world. Ior example, the phrase qright to a healthy and
ecologically balanced environmentm was first used in the Portuguese constitution in 1976
and is now found in nineteen other constitutions. National courts fre_uently cite decisions
from other national courts. @he Supreme Court of Dndiais decisions on the right to a
healthy environment have influenced courts in -angladesh, Pakistan, Sri Hanka, Uganda,
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and jenya.1889 An Dndonesian court relied on the right to a healthy environment as well
as precedents from Spain, Portugal, and Netherlands to grant standing to an
ENGO.1890@he Dnternet facilitates transplantation by making constitutions, legislation,
and case law increasingly accessible. As Slaughter observed, qcourts are talking to one
another all over the world,m especially about human rights because of their universal
nature.1891 @hese developments are not without their critics. McCrudden raises concerns
about cherry-picking, and the fear that important cultural differences could be glossed
over.1892
Harmonization is the adjusting and conforming of national standards to meet the
re_uirements of an international system. Dntegration is the process of linking national
legal systems. -oth harmonization and integration are occurring, most prominently in the
European Union, where new members must upgrade environmental laws as part of the
accession process and all members must comply with EU-wide environmental directives.
Convergence describes how distinct legal systems, like biological species, can evolve to
become more similar not because of deliberate acts of copying but rather as a response to
similar external pressures, especially environmental pressures.1893 Again, this
phenomenon can be observed in the similarities between constitutions, national
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environmental laws, and court decisions related to the right to a healthy environment. Ior
example, the court decisions in the leading cases involving Manila -ay in the Philippines
and the Riachuelo River in Argentina share many common elements.1894 Dn both cases,
the courts imposed extensive duties upon multiple government agencies, employed
independent scientific experts to inform their judgments, and established innovative
measures to ensure compliance with their orders. @he judgments appear to have arisen
independently despite their similarities.
Hiefferink and ?ordan describe elite networking Ni.e. sharing of ideas among individuals
who interact internationallyQ as another process contributing to the cross-pollination of
environmental law.1895 Elite networking has played a vital role in the globalization of the
right to a healthy environment through the activities of judges, prosecutors, legislators,
academics, lawyers, and ENGOs.1896

?udges
?udges have formed organizations and issued resolutions to promote the importance of
ecologically informed judicial decision-making. Ior example, the EU Iorum of ?udges
for the Environment was established in 2004 to promote the enforcement of national,
European, and international environmental law.1897 @he organization hosts regular forums
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for judges interested in environmental law.1898 @he Philippine Supreme Court has hosted
meetings to share its innovative policies, practices and precedents with judges from other
Asian nations.1899 Prior to the horld Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002, there
was a Global ?udges Symposium held in South Africa. More than 100 judges from 50
nations produced the ?ohannesburg Principles on the Role of Haw and Sustainable
Development, which state, in part:
he emphasize that the fragile state of the global environment re_uires the
judiciary, as the guardian of the Rule of Haw, to boldly and fearlessly implement
and enforce applicable international and national laws, which in the field of
environment and sustainable development will assist in alleviating poverty and
sustaining an enduring civilization, and ensuring that the present generation will
enjoy and improve the _uality of life of all peoples, while also ensuring that the
rights and interests of succeeding generations are not compromised
s
he recognize that the people most affected by environmental degradation are the
poor, and that, therefore, there is an urgent need to strengthen the capacity of the
poor and their representatives to defend environmental rights, so as to ensure that
the weakest sections of society are not prejudiced by environmental degradation
and are enabled to enjoy their right to live in a social and physical environment
that respects and promotes their dignity.1900
@he past decade has witnessed an explosion in efforts to train judges in environmental
law. @he United Nations Environment Programme has an extensive project dedicated to
providing environmental education for judges, which offers capacity building,
handbooks, casebooks, and information on international treaties.1901 UNEP hosted at least
eight regional symposia for judges between 1995 and 2003.1902 Along with several
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partner organizations, UNEP provided judicial training of all jenyan High Court and
Court of Appeal judges in 2005-2007.1903
Governments and ENGOs also offer environmental education programs for judges.1904
@hese programs often include materials related to the right to a healthy environment,
including cases from different jurisdictions. Dn Mozambi_ue, for example, international
organizations provide training courses, reference materials, and bi-national exchanges for
judges, lawyers, and civil servants.1905 A leading Ugandan NGO, Greenwatch, has
organized an ongoing series of educational workshops on the enforcement of
environmental laws for environmental officers, police, magistrates, and judges of the
High Court, Court of Appeal, and the Supreme Court.1906 @he US-based Environmental
Haw Dnstitute runs education programs for judges from all over the world, striving to
familiarize them with environmental law and also cross-pollinating jurisprudence
between nations.1907 An Australian program NAusAidQ has produced over 800 judges with
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environmental specialization in Dndonesia.1908 @aken together, these efforts are instilling
an unprecedented level of environmental awareness in judges, with positive implications
for decisions involving the right to a healthy environment.

Hawyers and Environmental Haw NGOs
Hawyers participate in international networks that share cases, precedents, and litigation
strategies. @here are networks of public interest environmental law organizations both
globally and regionally at the forefront of litigation seeking to enforce the right to a
healthy environment. @he Environmental Haw Alliance horldwide NE-HAhQ works with
partners on every continent to share scientific and legal information.1909 @he DnterAmerican Association for Environmental Defense NADDAQ includes environmental law
NGOs in the US, Canada, Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, Costa Rica, Peru, and Mexico. @he
GU@A Association includes lawyers from Central and Eastern Europe and the Newly
Dndependent States.1910 ?ustice and Environment is a European network of environmental
law organizations from 12 nations.1911
Dn addition to litigation, lawyers from around the world are involved in the drafting of
new constitutions and constitutional amendments. Epp describes lawyers qengaging in
lconstitutional engineering,i the process of creating new constitutions for other
countries\on the assumption that new or revised constitutional structures or guarantees
will re-form other societies.m1912 Dn the recent development of Ecuadoris groundbreaking
constitutional provisions recognizing the rights of Nature, the government of Ecuador
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consulted groups ranging from the UN Iood and Agriculture Organization to the
Community Environmental Hegal Defense Iund, a small NGO based in Pennsylvania.1913
Dnternational organizations that specialize in environmental law, including the DUCN
Commission on Environmental Haw,1914 the DUCN Academy of Environmental Haw,1915
Dnternational Network for Environmental Compliance and Enforcement,1916 and the UN
Environment Programme, do extensive work related to constitutions and environmental
rights.1917 Ior example, the DUCN operates a project whose goal involves
lmainstreamingi the right to a healthy environment in Nepal.1918
A recent court case involving the right to water under South Africais Constitution
illustrates the globalization of constitutional law. @he case was brought on behalf of
impoverished residents in the township of Soweto, outside ?ohannesburg. @he Centre for
Housing Rights and Evictions NCOHREQ, an NGO based in Switzerland that runs a
program on the right to water, intervened in the case.1919 COHRE is funded by the
governments of Sweden, Iinland, and the Netherlands as well as the Iord Ioundation.
Peter Gleick, a renowned water policy expert from Californiais Pacific Dnstitute for
Studies in Development, Environment, and Security provided affidavit evidence in the
case on behalf of COHRE.1920
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Conclusion
@he evidence suggests that the right to a healthy environment is on the threshold of
becoming, or has already become, either customary international law or a general
principle of international law, or both. Out of 192 UN nations, 138 have assumed legal
obligations to respect, protect, and fulfill the right to a healthy environment, through
constitutionalization N86 nationsQ, constitutional case law Nat least 12 nationsQ, and
regional treaties N115 nationsQ. Another 27 UN member states signed the Malei
Declaration, recognizing the right to a healthy environment, and bringing the total to 165
nations, or 86x of UN nations. @he right to a healthy environment is recognized in the
jurisprudence of the African Commission on Human and Peoples Rights, the DnterAmerican Commission and Court of Human Rights, the European Court of Human
Rights, and the European Committee on Social Rights.
@his rapid legal evolution was facilitated by a back and forth dialogue between
international environmental and human rights law and national environmental and
constitutional law. @he diffusion or migration of the idea of incorporating environmental
protection into constitutions can be attributed to the processes of transplantation,
convergence, harmonization, integration, elite networking, and the dedicated efforts of
legislators, judges, lawyers, academics, non-governmental organizations, and
international organizations.1921 Since the seminal Stockholm Declaration in 1972,
international law has had a profound effect on the constitutionalization of environmental
protection and the national case law on the right to a healthy environment. As Mang and
Percival conclude, qNo longer can one see the national environmental law systems as
distinct or separate from international environmental law or from each other. Dnstead,
global environmental law is emerging as an amalgam of national and international
environmental law and their interactions.m1922
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CHAPTER 14. THE RIGHT TO A HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT: AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME
Introduction
Hocated at the convergence of constitution-making, human rights, and the global
environmental crisis, the environmental rights revolution is well underway, at least in
most regions of the world. @he right to a healthy environment is a relatively recent legal
concept but it has become widely recognized in international, constitutional, and
environmental law. @he theoretical advantages and disadvantages of constitutionalizing
the right to a healthy environment have been extensively debated, but far less attention
has been paid to the practical conse_uences of implementing the right.
Although law exerts a pervasive influence on our daily lives, to trace, _uantify, and prove
the extent of that influence is a complex and contentious endeavor.1923 As Moung
observed in the context of evaluating the effectiveness of international environmental
law, qComplex relationships between institutions, ideas, and material conditions make it
virtually impossible to arrive at simple conclusions.m1924 @he challenges, while daunting,
are not insurmountable. @his dissertation employed pragmatic approaches to identify the
legal effects of constitutionalizing the right to a healthy environment: a survey of
environmental law expertsc a review of national environmental legislationc an assessment
of court decisions based on the constitutional right to a healthy environmentc a basic
attempt to determine whether there is a correlation between constitutional environmental
protection and national environmental performancec and an examination of the dynamic
relationship between national and international law vis-y-vis the right to a healthy
environment.
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@he key findings of this research are as follows:
-constitutional environmental protection, including the right to a healthy
environment, is widespread and steadily increasingc
-common law nations are lagging behind in constitutional environmental
protection, particularly with respect to the right to a healthy environmentc
-the constitutional right to a healthy environment is exerting extensive influence
on national environmental legislationc
-the constitutional right to a healthy environment is enforceable in many more
nations than previously recognizedc
-courts are playing a greater role in environmental governance because of
increased access to the judicial system, resulting in a growing number of cases,
and court decisions with more significant conse_uencesc
-Hatin America, the Philippines, and Dndia have emerged as global hotspots of
innovation in constitutional and environmental lawc
-constitutional environmental provisions appear to be consistently correlated with
superior environmental performancec and
-recognition of the right to a healthy environment at the international level is
developing rapidly and is both influencing, and influenced by, national legal
developments.

The Rapid Spread of Constitutional Environmental Protection
Since the landmark Stockholm Declaration in 1972, slightly more than half of the worldis
nations have recognized the constitutional right to a healthy environment. Eighty-six
nations have explicitly incorporated the right into their constitutions while high courts in
another 12 nations have ruled that the right is implicit in the constitutional rights to life
and health. A total of 140 national constitutions include environmental protection
provisions, including one or more of: a government duty to protect the environment N132
nationsQc an individual right to a healthy environment N86 nationsQc an individual duty to
protect the environment N78 nationsQc and procedural environmental rights N28 nationsQ.
@his represents a remarkably rapid evolution of law.
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A map of the world reflecting constitutionalization of environmental protection is
predominantly green except for North America, the Caribbean, and Oceania. Dt is in
common law nations, including the Uj, the US, Canada, and Australia, where the
environmental rights revolution has not yet taken hold. @he peak of constitutionalization
occurred in the 1990s as many Eastern European and African nations drafted new
constitutions, but the steady flow of nations recognizing the right to a healthy
environment continues unabated. ?amaica and jenya are on the verge of joining the
environmental rights revolution. @he editors of Constitutions of Countries of the World,
the leading compendium of the worldis constitutions, now regard the right to a healthy
environment as one of the standard rights included in contemporary constitutions.1925 Dt is
important to acknowledge, however, that many nations have amended their constitutions
in recent years without including the right to a healthy environment or other
environmental provisions.

Below the Radar Screen: The Constitutional Influence on Legislation
@he most under-rated effect of the constitutional right to a healthy environment has been
its influence on environmental legislation. Dn 72 out of 86 nations studied, national
environmental laws have been strengthened, and have incorporated substantive and
procedural environmental rights. Hundreds of laws have been affected. Dn a growing
number of nations, led by Argentina, -razil, Colombia, Costa Rica, the Philippines,
Portugal, and South Africa, the right to a healthy environment is a fundamental element
of environmental governance. Dn these nations, the right is a unifying principle that
permeates legislation, regulations, policies, and administrative decision-making.
Although litigation based on the right to a healthy environment has garnered more
attention from scholars, activists, and the media, it is likely that legislation has a larger
impact. Numerous studies comparing the importance of legislation and litigation in
1925
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environmental protection have concluded that legislation is more effective because of its
ability to be preventive and comprehensive. Hegislation also has the advantage of relying
on government agencies with resources to ensure its implementation and enforcement.

The Last Line of Defense: Judicial Enforcement of the Right to a
Healthy Environment
Dn more than fifty nations\spanning Asia, Africa, Eastern Europe, hestern Europe, and
Hatin America\there is a growing body of court decisions interpreting and enforcing the
constitutional right to a healthy environment. As Mang and Percival observe, qeven in
countries with very different legal traditions like Dndia and Argentina, the judiciary has
used constitutional provisions relating to the environment to intervene when the other
branches of government fail to respond ade_uately to severe pollution problems.m1926
Court decisions based on the right to a healthy environment represent a remarkable
evolution for the judiciary, whose focus for hundreds of years has been the protection of
private interests while the protection of public interests was the exclusive domain of the
legislature.1927 Dt is likely that this tectonic shift contributed to the initial reluctance of
courts to defend environmental interests. @odayis judges are more receptive to
environmental issues than their predecessors, as the hundreds of decisions referred to in
Chapters 6-10 demonstrate.1928 @he constitutional right to a healthy environment has been
used as a sword to attack government and corporate actions that cause environmental
damage and as a shield to defend environmental laws from attacks based on property
rights and freedom of commerce. Dn some nations, the constitutionalization of
environmental protection has led to the creation of the standstill doctrine, where courts
have ruled that governments cannot weaken environmental laws or current levels of
protection unless there is a compelling justification for taking such an unconstitutional
action.
1926
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Until recently, the leading precedents on the constitutional right to a healthy environment
tended to be symbolic victories like the elo_uent endorsement of the rights of future
generations in the Minors Oposa case Na decision on standing in a case that never actually
went to trial on its meritsQ, the Russian forest privatization case whose seemingly bright
light has been cloaked in shadows by subse_uent events, or the Nigerian gas flaring case,
where the judgment has yet to be enforced. @oday there are so many cases from so many
nations that it is challenging to identify leading decisions. Hundreds of cases can be cited
as proof that the constitutional right to a healthy environment is having positive practical
conse_uences. @wo recent court decisions based on the constitutional right to a healthy
environment stand out: the Manila Bay case from the Philippines and the Mendoza case
from Argentina. @wo water bodies damaged by decades of abuse, two groups of
concerned citizens, and two remarkable Supreme Court judgments. Dn both cases a host
of government agencies and corporations were ordered to perform a series of clean-up,
restoration, and pollution prevention activities that will cost billions of dollars. @he legal
processes were open, flexible, and relied on independent experts for scientific assistance.
@he court orders incorporated innovative mechanisms to ensure compliance including
third party supervision, mandatory progress reports to the court, and substantial courtimposed fines for non-compliance. Df these court orders are implemented successfully,
they will mark a watershed in the judicial role in environmental protection.

Regional Differences: Latin America Leads the World
@here are major regional differences in the extent to which the constitutional right to a
healthy environment is exerting influence. @he most far-reaching changes have taken
place in Hatin America, where nations such as -razil, Costa Rica, Argentina, and
Colombia are experiencing broad rights revolutions that include environmental rights. Df
one is looking for creative ideas at the convergence of constitutions, human rights, and
environmental protection, these nations are at the top of the list. Courthouse doors have
been thrown wide open by the elimination of traditional standing re_uirements. @o
overcome the barriers of costs, delays, and lack of legal representation, these nations have
adopted simplified and expedited procedures for the enforcement of constitutional rights.
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@he result of these innovations is a level of access to judicial protection that is globally
unprecedented. @he rights revolution is occurring without the extensive litigation support
structure previously believed to be necessary. Dn addition, -olivia and Ecuador recently
passed the most ecologically advanced constitutions in the world, with provisions
recognizing not only the human right to a healthy environment, but also rights for Nature.
@he collective aspect of the right to a healthy environment seems to reflect the politics of
Hatin America, where there is still a strong class consciousness.1929 At least four
presidents elected in recent years are advocates of radical social transformation NMorales
in -olivia, Correa in Ecuador, Chavez in Renezuela, and Hula in -razilQ. @he four nations
at the forefront of the Hatin American rights revolution NCosta Rica, Colombia, -razil,
and ArgentinaQ are among the top 15 nations on the Happy Planet Dndex, which ranks 143
nations based on life expectancy, life satisfaction, and the ecological footprint.1930
@he constitutional right to a healthy environment is recognized across most of Europe.
Major differences persist between hestern and Eastern European nations despite the
rapid growth in EU membership. Dn Eastern Europe, the constitutionalization of the right
to a healthy environment reflects an ecological consciousness that played a central role in
the democratic transformation of the region two decades ago. However, the process of
change has been so politically, socially, and economically turbulent that greater progress
has been made in terms of environmental law and policy on paper than in practice.
Nevertheless, jravchenko concludes that qthe seeds of participatory democracy, after
being sown, are now growing.m1931 Dt will be essential to ensure that the procedural gains
being made in Eastern Europe are translated into substantive improvements in
environmental _uality. Dn hestern Europe, the constitutional right to a healthy
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environment appears to play more of a complementary role. Environmental legislation,
already the strongest in the world, grows ever stronger, with an occasional push from
litigation. Dn Portugal and Greece, the constitutionalization of environmental protection
has played a more prominent role, perhaps because of the strength of the environmental
provisions in the Portuguese Constitution and the judicial activism of the Greek Council
of State.
Asia generally lags behind Hatin America and Europe in constitutional protection for the
environment, with several remarkable exceptions. @he Philippines is among global
leaders in terms of legislation and litigation that have been deeply influenced by the right
to a healthy environment, and is moving further ahead by simplifying procedural
re_uirements and creating specialized environmental courts. Dndiais Supreme Court is
unrivaled in terms of building a comprehensive jurisprudence around the right to a
healthy environment despite the lack of explicit reference to such a right in the Dndian
constitution. Courts in Pakistan, -angladesh, and Sri Hanka have been influenced by the
Supreme Court of Dndiais pioneering decisions. Despite the exemplary activism, there are
limits to what the judiciary in these nations can accomplish on its own, without the
legislative and executive branches of government taking ade_uate steps to develop,
implement, and enforce environmental laws, policies, and programs.
Dn Africa, the right to a healthy environment is widely recognized in constitutions and
legislation but daunting social, political, and economic challenges have, for the most part,
prevented its implementation and enforcement. @here are promising signs in South
Africa, Uganda, and jenya, both in terms of stronger legislation and progressive court
decisions but for most of the continent, the right to a healthy environment remains
primarily an aspiration.
Dn North America, neither Canada nor the US have constitutionalized environmental
protection, although Canadais Supreme Court has on several occasions made positive
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references to the concept of a right to a healthy environment.1932 Dn fact, all 25 nations
with common law mono-systems, including Canada, the US, and the Uj, trail the rest of
the world in constitutional recognition of social, economic, and environmental rights. @he
rationale generally offered is that these kinds of rights are not justiciable, as they involve
issues best left to democratically elected legislatures. @his argument is steadily losing its
credibility as more and more nations enjoy successful experiences with the constitutional
protection of these rights.

Constitutions and Environmental Performance
A preliminary assessment revealed a consistent relationship between constitutional
environmental protection and superior environmental performance. Globally, nations
with environmental provisions in their constitutions have smaller ecological footprints
than nations without such provisions. @his relationship is consistent on a regional basis
across Africa, Asia-Pacific, the Americas, Europe, and the Middle East/Central Asia.
Nations with environmental provisions in their constitutions also ranked higher on
comprehensive indices of environmental indicators and made faster progress in reducing
emissions of sulphur dioxides, nitrogen oxides, and greenhouse gases. @o be clear, this
assessment demonstrates a correlation and cannot be used as the basis for reaching
conclusions about causation. Nevertheless, the results raise a tantalizing possibility that
should be explored through more sophisticated _uantitative analysis.

The Globalization of the Right to a Healthy Environment
hhile there is not yet a global treaty explicitly recognizing the right to a healthy
environment, there is a renewed push for such an agreement, driven by emerging
recognition of the connection between climate change and human rights.1933 @he UN
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Development Programme describes climate change as a qsystematic violation of the
human rights of the worldis poor and future generations.m1934 At the regional level, the
right to a healthy environment is recognized in four binding agreements covering 115
nations in the Americas, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East. Dncluding nations that
explicitly recognize the right to a healthy environment in their constitutions, nations
whose high courts have ruled that the right is implicit in their constitutions, nations that
have signed binding regional treaties, and nations that signed the Male’ Declaration on
climate change endorsing the right to a healthy environment, at least 165 out of 192 UN
member nations support the right to a healthy environment. Dn other words, at least 86x
of the countries in the world support legal recognition of the right to a healthy
environment.
@he right to a healthy environment is becoming an accepted part of the landscape of
international law, both on paper and more importantly, in practice. Dnternational courts
and commissions\the African Commission on Human and Peoples Rights, the DnterAmerican Commission on Human Rights, the Dnter-American Court on Human Rights,
the European Court of Human Rights, and the European Social Committee\have moved
in the direction of explicitly recognizing the right to a healthy environment. @he UNis
Handbook for the preparation of National Action Plans for Human Rights instructs
governments to treat the right to healthy environment as one of the fundamental human
rights.1935
@he globalization of the right to a healthy environment has been fueled not only by the
wave of constitution-making, the rights revolution, and growing environmental concerns.
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@here also has been an iterative dialogue between international law and national law,
with actors including judges, parliamentarians, prosecutors, lawyers, ENGOs, and their
respective networks. Constitutional provisions, laws, and judicial precedents have been
shared and emulated. @he increasing accessibility of legal information via the Dnternet
means that this process will become even more prominent in the future. Hasseris
observation that European courts are engaged in a race to the top in terms of human rights
decisions is likely to be repeated at the global level.1936

Implications of this Research
Often it is only comparison that can indicate to us that something may be wrong
with our usual way of explaining things.1937
@his thesis focuses on the experiences of nations that already recognize the constitutional
right to live in a healthy environment, but its implications are relevant for all nations. Ior
those in the process of implementing this right, the experiences of other nations can offer
ideas, insights, and guidance. Ior nations that have not yet recognized constitutional
environmental rights, Hirschlis observation on social and economic rights is relevant:
-y expanding our knowledge of the possibilities to advance progressive notions
of distributive justice through constitutional and interpretive innovation s
comparative studies not only elevate the level of sophistication in discussing the
concept of positive constitutional entitlements, but also inject new life into the
near-moribund issue of welfare rights in North American constitutional law.1938
Dn a similar vein, but referring directly to constitutional protection for the environment,
Mang and Percival state that qthere is much that the United States can learn about
governance systems that take environmental human rights seriously enough to back them
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specifically in the law.m1939 @his statement applies with e_ual force to the Uj, Canada,
Australia, and other nations that have not yet constitutionalized environmental protection.
As Portuguese environmental lawyer -ranca Martins da Cruz argues, in order to achieve
a sustainable future qthe recognition to all of a right to the environment becomes an
imperative and, with all due respect, the nations that havenit it yet in their fundamental
laws live with a crippled Environmental Haw System.m1940

Priorities for Future Research
Many of the academic debates about the implications of constitutional recognition of the
right to a healthy environment have been answered, to varying degrees, by four decades
of practical experience. Ior example, the distinctions between generations of rights,
positive and negative rights, and civil and political rights on the one hand and social and
economic rights on the other are gradually eroding.1941 Dn some nations, governments and
courts increasingly are treating all human rights as interdependent and indivisible, not
hierarchical. @he debate about substantive versus procedural environmental rights has
been resolved by recognition that they are both necessary and complementary. Dn
practice, substantive environmental rights almost always include procedural
environmental rights. Most of the anticipated benefits of constitutionalizing the right to a
healthy environment are being realized to some extent, including stronger environmental
laws, improved access to information and public participation in environmental decisionmaking, increased access to justice, more ecologically conscious court decisions, barriers
to rollbacks in environmental law, and a greater effort by both governments and courts to
give ade_uate weight to environmental considerations. @o be clear, no claim is being
advanced that the constitutional right to a healthy environment has single-handedly
delivered these benefits, or that they are being universally enjoyed. However, the
evidence suggests that the constitutional right is exerting a significant influence on these
1939
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positive outcomes, both through the legal channels studied in this dissertation as well as
through extra-legal effects that are more difficult to _uantify and re_uire additional
research.
On the other hand, few of the potential disadvantages of the right to a healthy
environment are being borne out by experience. @heoretical concerns related to
vagueness, redundancy, absolutism, and cultural imperialism lack credibility in the face
of the available evidence. @he debate about the judicialization of environmental politics
will continue, but should recognize that environmental rights actually enhance democracy
by enabling more people to participate in shaping environmental policies and decisions
that affect their lives.
Given these developments, scholars need to redirect their focus away from whether or not
the right to a healthy environment merits legal and constitutional protection. @hat horse,
with all due respect, has left the barn. @he central research _uestions that need to be
answered involve evaluating the most effective, efficient, and e_uitable means of
ensuring that everyoneis right to a healthy environment is respected, protected, and
fulfilled.
@here is large body of work on the effectiveness, or lack thereof, of law. Many scholars
argue that legal tactics are never sufficient on their own to bring about transformative
social change.1942 @hat argument seems to be attacking a straw person. Nobody is
suggesting that the constitutional right to a healthy environment is a silver bullet capable
of single-handedly securing a sustainable future. Dnstead, constitutional recognition of the
right to a healthy environment is viewed as a useful additional tool for the societal actors
engaged in the process of attempting to transform todayis unsustainable societies.
-ecause of the constitutionis paramount place in contemporary legal systems,
constitutionalizing environmental protection is a potentially powerful legal change.
1942
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Iuture research in this field should focus on evaluating, both within nations and in
comparative studies, the extent of influence that constitutional provisions have on
environmental performance Ntracing the steps in the causal chain from constitution to onthe-ground outcomesQc assessing the relative effectiveness of the various types of
constitutional environmental provisions Ni.e. individual rights versus government dutiesQc
evaluating the relative roles of legislation and litigation in contributing to environmental
progressc and identifying contextual factors that influence the fulfillment of constitutional
rights and responsibilities related to environmental protection. @he focus needs to be on
_uantitative evidence about the conse_uences of environmental law, an area that is
notoriously difficult but vitally important.1943
@hese over-arching research _uestions raise many more specific issues. How do
constitutional provisions affect environmental agencies and the entities they regulatee
Does constitutional recognition of the right to a healthy environment affect the
distribution of environmental harms and benefitse Does constitutionalizing environmental
protection affect implementation and enforcemente How do constitutional environmental
provisions affect the attitudes and decisions of legislators, civil servants, and judgese Are
court orders related to environmental protection being complied with and enforcede Ds
judicial involvement in environmental governance interfering with the governmentis
ability to rationally set priorities and allocate resourcese
@he focus of this dissertation has been on the instrumental effects of the constitutional
right to a healthy environment. hhat are the constitutive effects of constitutionalizing
environmental protectione Do societyis values and attitudes towards environmental
protection and environmental policy changee More importantly, does behavior changee
How does the constitutionalization of environmental protection affect civil societye Does
the right to a healthy environment serve as a mobilizing tool or does it impede
1943
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mobilization by focusing energy and resources on legal processes that are inaccessible to
the majority of peoplee
@he composition of the judiciary is a crucial factor influencing the role of courts, and
needs to be examined on a country-by-country basis. hhat is the pool of people from
which judges are appointede hho makes the appointments and on what basise hhat kind
of legal training do they receivee hhat are the judgesi general perspectives on
environmental protectione hhat is the legal and political culture in which they make
decisionse According to Goldsworthy, these may be the determining factors in
constitutional interpretation, as qjudges somehow find ways of adjusting their
constitutions to the felt necessities of the time.m1944 @hese factors play a major role in
explaining why the level of judicial activism in domestic courts varies significantly
between nations Ne.g. conservative in Chile and Spain, activist in Greece and ColombiaQ
and within nations at different times.1945
@his dissertation revealed a major difference between nations employing common law
and civil law legal systems, raising important _uestions. hhy do common law nations lag
behind in recognizing the right to a healthy environmente Are common law nations
simply emulating the -ritish and American approach to constitutional rights, which is
averse to social, economic, and cultural rights as well as the right to a healthy
environmente Ds the objection based on the issue of justiciability, or do powerful elites in
these nations block progress because of fears related to the redistribution of power and
resourcese Ds the common law legal system an impediment to environmental
sustainabilitye Df so, how can this systemic weakness be overcomee
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Scholarly opinion is divided about whether litigation-focused strategies have been
effective in securing other social and economic rights.1946 @here is also a body of
evidence about regulatory enforcement in industrialized countries indicating that a
legalistic approach to environmental enforcement may lead to uncertainty, high
compliance-related costs, and adversarial relationships.1947 Dn light of the extraordinary
constitutional developments taking place in Argentina, -razil, Colombia, Costa Rica, and
the Philippines, are these observations applicablee As McAllister observes, qthe subject
of environmental regulation and enforcement in most developing countries remains
intellectual tierra incognita.m1948
A final aspect of the constitutionalization of environmental protection that deserves
greater attention is the individual duty to protect the environment.1949 As holfrum and
Grote note, Iranceis Charter of the Environment qputs the obligations of the individual
with regard to the environment on an e_ual footing with his/her rights.m1950 More than
seventy constitutions incorporate this duty but it has been almost completely
overshadowed by the right to a healthy environment. @he importance of the duty gains
additional weight when the intergenerational aspect of environmental protection is taken
into consideration.
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Final Thoughts
Dn less than fifty years, the right to a healthy environment has gone from an idea
articulated by Rachel Carson to a concept that is legally recognized in most of the world.
@he remarkably rapid proliferation of environmental rights and responsibilities in the
worldis national constitutions is a hopeful sign for the future well-being of the Earth and
its inhabitants. @he presence of these constitutional provisions demonstrates an important
commitment to environmental protection, given that constitutions represent our most
deeply held and cherished values and are the supreme law of nations. As Hiskes
concludes, qthe power of human rights is uni_uely suited to assisting us in gathering the
collective will necessary to preserve the planet.m1951
At the end of the day, human rights only matter if they make a difference in peoplesi
lives. Measured by this yardstick, the constitutional right to a healthy environment is
beginning to matter. @here are hundreds of inspiring stories of individuals, NGOs, and
communities seizing the elo_uent words printed in their national constitutions and
bringing them to life. @he right to a healthy environment is gaining momentum, case by
case, law by law, nation by nation. As a result of the right to a healthy environment,
people in many communities have gained access to safe drinking water. Millions of
people are breathing cleaner air. Haw-breaking polluters and despoilers have been hauled
into court, fined, and forced to clean up their act. And while the right to a healthy
environment has focused primarily on people, Nature too has benefited. @he habitats of
endangered species\sea turtles in Greece, green macaws in Costa Rica, salamanders in
the Netherlands, and many others\have been protected. Damaged ecosystems\from
Argentina to the Philippines\are being restored.
hhile constitutional environmental law slowly spreads its wings, the ongoing
environmental challenges facing the world\climate change, toxic pollution, resource
depletion, and the decline of biological diversity\indicate that we have a long way to go
1951

R.P. Hiskes. 2009. The Human Right to a Green Future: Environmental Rights and
Intergenerational Justice. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p. 117.
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in achieving a sustainable future. Environmental protection remains more of an aspiration
than a goal that has been achieved. A parallel can be drawn with the fact that despite the
long history of human rights, people throughout the world still experience ine_uality,
poverty, oppression, hunger, and illiteracy. @he right to a healthy environment recognizes
that humanityis most common link is that we all share this small planet. he all breathe
the same air. he all cherish our childrenis future. Constitutional protection for the
environment, especially the right to a healthy environment, has the legal and symbolic
power to both change the rules of the game and alter our vision of the world, bringing us
closer to the elusive goal of achieving sustainability.
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Legislation
A comprehensive database of environmental laws for all UN nations is available at
http://faolex.fao.org/

hestern Europe
Andorra
Decree on access to environmental information relating to waste management. 2008.
Belgium
Law on the public access to environmental information. 5 August 2006.
Finland
Environmental Protection Act, Haw No. 86/2000.
France
Environmental Code N2000Q.
Greece
Law No. 3422/2005 of 12 December 2005.
Law No. 1650/86 on the protection for the environment, as amended by Haw 3010/2002.
The Netherlands
Environmental Management Act N2004 version, published in 2002 and amendedQ.
Norway
Pollution Control Act, Act of 13 March 1981 No.6, most recently amended by Act of 20
?une 2003 No. 45.
Environment Information Act No. 31 of 2003 relative to the right to information
regarding the environment and the right to participate in decision-making processes
affecting the environment.
Portugal
Framework Act on the Environment NAct No. 11/87Q.
Popular Action Law, Haw 83/95 N31 Aug. 1995Q.
Environmental NGOs Law NHaw 35/98Q.
Spain
Haw No. 26/2007, Environmental Responsibility Law.
Haw No. 42/2007, Act regarding Natural Heritage and Biodiversity.
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Haw 27/2006 on Access to Information, Public Participation and Access to Justice in
Environmental Matters, 18 ?uly 2006.

Eastern Europe
Albania
Law No. 8934 on environmental protection N5.09.2002Q.
Armenia
Law on Provision of Sanitary-Epidemiological Security of the Population, Dec. 29, 1998.
Law on ecological education of the population N2001Q. Nov. 20, 2001.
Law No. ZR-21 of 1995 on expertise of environmental impact.
Belarus
Law on Protection of the Environment, No. 1982-XII of November 26, 1992.
Law On Public Associations, amended in 1999.
Bulgaria
Law of Preservation of Environment, SG 91/25 Sept 2002.
Croatia
Environmental Protection Act, 2007. Class: 011-01/07-01/122, Reg. No. 71-05-03/1-072, 10 Oct. 2007.
Czech Republic
Act on Environment, No. 17/1992.
Georgia
Law of 1996 on environmental protection.
Hungary
Environmental Protection Act, 1995.
Latvia
Environmental Protection Law. 2006.
Macedonia
Act on Environment and Nature Protection and Promotion, 1996.
Law on Ambient Air Quality, 2004.
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Moldova
Law on environmental protection. 1993.
Montenegro
Law on Environment 2008, OG 48/08.
Law on Administrative Fees NOfficial Gazette of Montenegro, No. 55/03, 81/05, 2/06Q.
Law on Non-Governmental Organizations NOfficial Gazette, Republic of Montenegro No.
27/1999Q.
Poland
Environmental Protection Act N2001Q.
Act on making information on environment and its protection available, N2008Q
Romania
Law on the Protection of the Environment, Haw No. 137, 1995.
Government Emergency Ordinance No. 243/2000 on atmospheric protection Napproved
by Haw no. 655/2001Q.
Russia
Federal Law No. 7-FZ on environmental protection. 2002.
Serbia
Environmental Protection Law. 2004.
Slovak Republic
Environmental Protection Act NNo.17/1992 of 1991Q.
Slovenia
Environmental Protection Act 2004, No. 41/04.
Ukraine
Law No. 1264-XII on environmental protection. ?une 25, 1995.

Asia
Azerbaijan
Environmental Protection Law of 1999, 8 ?une 1999.
Law No. 109 on protection of atmospheric air N2001Q.
Law on access to environmental information N2002Q.
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Law on Sanitary-Epidemiological Services.
Indonesia
Environmental Management Act 1997 NNo. 23 of 1997Q.
Iran
Environmental Protection Law. 1974.
Iraq
Law No. 3 of 1997 on protection and improving the environment.
Kazakhstan
Environmental Code, Haw No. 212-r. 9 ?an. 2007.
Kyrgyzstan
Law No. 53 on environmental protection, N1999Q.
Mongolia
Environmental Protection Law of Mongolia.
Nepal
Environment Protection Act 1997 NNo. 24 of 1997Q.
Philippines
Clean Air Act of 1999, Republic Act No. 8749, ?une 23, 1999.
Clean Water Act, R.A. No. 9275, March 22, 2004.
Ecological Solid Waste Management Act, R.A. No. 9003, ?an. 26, 2001.
National Environmental Awareness and Education Act of 2008, R.A. No. 9512, Dec. 12,
2008.
Climate Change Act of 2009, R.A. No. 9729, ?uly 27, 2009.
Executive Order No. 446, qMandating the Phase-out of Headed Gasoline as one of the
Means of Solving Air Pollution,m Sept. 26, 1997.
Local Government Code N1991Q, R.A. No. 7160.
South Korea
Framework Act on Environmental Policy N1990, as amendedQ.
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Sri Lanka
National Environmental (Air, Fuel and Vehicle Importation Standards) Regulations No.
01 of 2003. Gazette Extraordinary No. 1295/11 dated ?une 30, 2003 with an operational
date of ?uly 1, 2003.
Thailand
Enhancement and Conservation of National Environmental Quality Act, -.E. 2535
N1992Q.
National Health Act, -.E. 2550, N2007Q
Turkey
Law No. 5491 amending the Environmental Law No. 2872. N2006Q.
Turkmenistan
Law No. 600-XII on Environmental Protection, 12 November 1991.

Africa
Angola
General Environmental Law, Haw No. 5, 1998.
Benin
Haw No. 98-030 Framework Law on the Environment.
Decree 2001-094 establishing Drinking Water Quality Standards for Benin. Ieb. 20,
2001.
Decree 2001-110 establishing Air Quality Standards for Benin. April 4, 2001.
Decree 2005-437 organizing Environmental Inspections for Benin. ?uly 22, 2005.
Decree 2001-235 establishing Environmental Impact Study Regulations for Benin.
Burkina Faso
Environmental Code for Burkina Faso, 1997, Haw No. 005/97/ADP. See also Act No.
002/2001/AN Act guidance on water management,
Burundi
Code on the Environment, Haw No. 1/010, 30 ?une 2000.
Cameroon
Law No. 96-12 concerning law on environmental management. Aug. 5/1996.
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Cape Verde
Act No. 86/IV/93 of 26 June 1993 defining environmental policy.
Chad
Law No 014/PR/98 Act defining the general principles of environmental protection.
Comoros
Framework law relating to the environment, Haw No. 94-018, ?une 22, 1994.
Congo-Brazzaville
Haw on the protection of the environment. Haw No. 003/91.
Congo, Democratic Republic of
Ordinance No. 75-231 determining the functions of the department of environment,
nature conservation and tourism and supplementing Ordinance No. 69-147 of 1 August
1969.
Cote d’Ivoire
Framework Law No. 96-766 on the Environmental Code. N1996Q.
Egypt
Law No. 4 of 1994 on environment.
Ethiopia
Environmental Protection Organs Establishment Proclamation NNo. 295 of 2002Q.
Environmental Impact Assessment Proclamation NNo. 299 of 2002Q.
Gabon
Loi nº 16/93 relative à la protection de l'environnement.
Guinea
Ordonnance nº 045\\PRG\\87 portant Code sur la protection et la mise en valeur de
l'environnement. N1987Q.
Malawi
Environment Management Act NNo. 23 of 1996Q.
Maldives
Environmental Protection and Preservation Act of Maldives, Haw No. 4/93.
Mali
Law No. 01-020 relating to pollution and nuisance.
Mozambique
Environment Act, Haw No. 20/97 N1997Q.
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Niger
Framework Law on Environmental Management. Haw 98-56 N1998Q.
Rwanda
Organic Law No 04/2005 laying down rules to protect, preserve and promote the
environment in Rwanda.
Sao Tome and Principe
Basic Law of the Environment, Haw No. 10/1999.
Senegal
Code on the Environment. Haw No. 2001-01.
Seychelles
Environmental Protection Act, Act 9 of 1994, Chapter 71.
South Africa
National Environmental Management Act, 1998, Act No. 107 of 1998.
National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act, 2004 NAct No. 39 of 2004Q.
National Environmental Management of Biodiversity Act, 2004 NNo. 10 of 2004Q.
National Water Act, Act No. 36 of 1998.
Local Government Municipal Structures Act No. 117 of 1998.
Local Government Municipal Systems Act, No. 32 of 2000.
Promotion of Access to Information Act 2000.
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 2000.
Sudan
Environmental Protection Act of 2001.
Tanzania
Environmental Management Act, Cap. 191 of Haws of @anzania, rev. ed. 2002.
Togo
Framework Law on the Environment, Haw 2008-005.
Uganda
National Environment Act, 1995 NStatute No. 4 of 1995Q, Ch. 153.
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National Environmental (Control of Smoking in Public Places) Regulations, Statutory
Dnstrument No.12/04.

Hatin America
Argentina
Ley General del Ambiente, Hey No. 25.675, Nov. 6, 2002.
Hey Nacional N„ 25.831, Régimen de libre acceso a la información pública ambiental.
Sancionada: 26 de noviembre de 2003.
Minimum Standard Law regarding Industrial Waste, No 25.612 N-.O. 07-20-2002Q,
Minimum Standard Law regarding Management and Elimination of PCBs, No 25.670
N-.O. 11-19-2002Q.
Rio Negro Hey No. 3266, Ley sobre Evaluacion de Impacto Ambiental, Sancionada
16/12/1998.
Water Law, No. 25.688 N-.O: 01/03/2003Q.
Bolivia
Law on the Environment, Haw No. 1333 of April 1992.
Brazil
National Environmental Policy Law. Haw 6,938/1981.
Public Civil Action Law, Iederal Haw 7,347 of 24 ?uly 1985.
Toxic Substances Control Act,
Water Act,
Environmental Crimes Act, Haw 9,605/1998.
National Environmental Education Policy Act, Haw 9.795 of 1999.
Chile
General Environment Framework Law, 1994, No. 19.300. Amended by Haw No. 20.173.
Colombia
Law No. 99 of 1993.
Costa Rica
Organic Law on the Environment, Haw 7554 of 04/10/1995.
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Law on Biodiversity, Haw No. 7.788, 23 April 1998.
Ecuador
Law of Environmental Management, 1999, No. 99-37.
Decree 1040 of 22 April 2008, outlining participation mechanisms of the Law on
Environmental Management.
El Salvador
Environmental Law 1988, Decree No. 233.
Honduras
Environmental Protection Act 5 ?une 1996.
General Environmental Law, Decree No. 104/93.
Mexico
General Law on Ecological Equilibrium and Environmental Protection.
Congress of the United Mexican States, Ley de Amparo, Official ?ournal of the
Iederation, ?anuary 10, 1936.
Nicaragua
General Law of Environment and Natural Resources, 1996, Haw No. 217.
Panama
General Law on Environment, Haw No. 41, 1998.
Paraguay
Sanctioning Crimes Against the Environment, Haw 716/96, 2 May 1996.
Peru
Ley General del Ambiente, Hey No. 28611.
Codigo del Medio Ambiente y los Recursos Naturales, Decreto Hegislativo 613, Sept. 7,
1990.
Ley Marco para el Crecimiento de la Inversion Privada, Decreto Hegislativo 757, Nov.
13 1991.
Uruguay
Law of Environmental Protection, 2000, Haw 17,283. 28 November 2000.
Venezuela
Organic Environmental Law, 2006.
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Dnternational Dnstruments
Aarhus Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making
and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters 1999, 38 D.H.M. 515.
Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. 17 Nov. 1988, 28 D.H.M. 156.
Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the
Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), 8 ?une 1977.
African (Banjul) Charter on Human and People’s Rights, adopted ?une 27, 1981, 21
D.H.M. 58 N1982Q, entered into force October 21, 1986.
American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, N1948Q, reprinted in Basic
Documents Pertaining to Human Rights in the Inter-American System,
OEA/Ser.H.R/DD.82 doc.6 rev.1 at 17 N1992Q.
American Convention on Human Rights, O.A.S. @reaty Series No. 36, 1144 U.N.@.S.
123, entered into force ?uly 18, 1978.
Arab Charter on Human Rights, May 22, 2004, reprinted in 12 Int'l Hum. Rts. Rep. 893
N2005Q, entered into force March 15, 2008.
Asian Human Rights Charter, reproduced in D. Shelton 2008. Regional Protection of
Human Rights. New Mork: Oxford University Press.
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 12 D.H.M. 1088 N1973Q.
Convention on the Rights of the Child, 28 D.H.M. 1448 N1989Q. Adopted 20 November
1989, entered into force 2 September 1990.
Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, tStockholm
Declarationu, UN Doc. A/Conf.48/14/Rev.1.
Espoo Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context 30
D.H.M. 802 N1991Q.
Geneva Convention (III) relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. Geneva, 12
August 1949.
Geneva Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War.
Geneva, 12 August 1949.
Hague Declaration on the Environment, 11 March 1989, 28 I.L.M. 1308 N1989Q.
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, 6 D.H.M. 368,
adopted in 1966 Nand entered into force in 1976Q.
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, 16 December 1966, 6
D.H.M. 360, adopted in 1966 Nand entered into force in 1976Q.
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, 26 D.H.M. 1541 N1987Q.
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APPENDIX 1. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND
ENFORCEABILITY: EXCERPTS FROM 140 NATIONAL
CONSTITUTIONS
All excerpts, unless otherwise noted, are from R. holfrum and R. Grote, eds. 2009. G.H.
Ilanz, Editor Emeritus. Constitutions of the Countries of the World. New Mork: Oxford
University Press, Rols. D-||. On-line versions of constitutions were checked to confirm
that the versions in holfrum and Grote are the most recent available. Dn the case of some
recent constitutions Ne.g. Ecuador 2008, @urkmenistan 2008, -olivia 2009Q, translations
were done by the author, and these should not be relied upon for any legal purpose.
Dates in brackets following the name of a nation refer to the date when environmental
provisions were included in that nationis constitution.
Afghanistan (2004)
Preamble
he the people of Afghanistan:
...
10. Ior ensuring a prosperous life and a sound environment for all those residing
in this land,
. . . Have adopted this Constitution . . .
Chapter 1: @he State
Article 9. Mines and other nderground resources are the property of the state. @he
protection, management and proper utilization of public properties as well as natural
resources shall be regulated by law.
Article 15. @he state is obligated to adopt necessary measures for safeguarding forests
and the environment.
Chapter 2: Iundamental Rights and Duties of Citizens
Article 51. Any individual suffering damage without due cause from the administration
shall deserve compensation, and shall appeal to a court for ac_uisition. Except in
conditions stipulated by law, the state shall not, without the order of an authoritative
court, claim its rights.
http://president.gov.af/english/constitution.mspx Naccessed 2008 Dec. 16Q
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Albania (1998)
Chapter D: General Principles
Article 17.
1. @he limitation of the rights and freedoms provided for in this Constitution may be
established only by law for a public interest or for the protection of the rights of others. A
limitation shall be in proportion with the situation that has dictated it.
2. @hese limitations may not infringe the essence of the rights and freedoms and in no
case may exceed the limitations provided for in the European Convention on Human
Rights.
Part @wo: Iundamental Human Rights and Ireedoms, Chapter DD: Iundamental Rights
and Ireedoms
Article 42.
1. @he freedom, property, and rights recognized in the Constitution and by law may not
be infringed without due process.
2. Everyone, to protect his constitutional and legal rights, freedoms, and interests, or in
the case of an accusation raised against him, has the right to a fair and public trial, within
a reasonable time, by an independent and impartial court specified by law.
Part @wo: Iundamental Human Rights and Ireedoms, Chapter DR: Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights and Ireedoms
Article 56. Everyone has the right to be informed about the status of the environment and
its protection.
Part @wo: Iundamental Human Rights and Ireedoms, Chapter R: Social Objectives
Article 59.
1. @he State, within its constitutional powers and the means at its disposal, aims to
supplement private initiative and responsibility with:
...
eQ a healthy and ecologically ade_uate environment for the present and future
generationsc and
fQ rational exploitation of forests, waters, pastures and other natural resources on
the basis of the principle of sustainable development.
2. Iulfillment of social objectives may not be claimed directly in court. @he law defines
the conditions and extent to which the realization of these objectives can be claimed.
Part @wo: Iundamental Human Rights and Ireedoms, Chapter RD: Peopleis Advocate
Article 60.
1. @he People~s Advocate defends the rights, freedoms and lawful interests of individuals
from unlawful or improper actions or failures to act of the organs of public
administration.
2. @he People~s Advocate is independent in the exercise of his duties.
3. @he People~s Advocate has his own budget, which he administers himself. He proposes
the budget pursuant to law.
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Article 63.
1. @he People~s Advocate presents an annual report before the Assembly.
2. @he People~s Advocate reports before the Assembly when it is re_uested of him, and he
may re_uest the Assembly to hear him on matters he determines important.
3. @he People~s Advocate has the right to make recommendations and to propose
measures when he observes violations of human rights and freedoms by the public
administration.
4. Public organs and officials are obligated to present to the People~s Advocate all
documents and information re_uested by him.
Part Sixteen: Extraordinary Measures
Article 170.
1. Extraordinary measures can be taken due to a state of war, state of emergency, or
natural disaster and last for as long as these states continue.
2. @he principles for actions of public organs, as well as the extent of limitations on
human rights and freedoms during the existence of such situations that re_uire
extraordinary measures, are defined by law.
3. @he law must define the principles, the areas, and the manner of compensation for
losses caused as a result of the limitation of human rights and freedoms during the period
in which extraordinary measures are taken.
4. Acts taken as a result of extraordinary measures must be in proportion with the level of
risk and must aim to re-establish the conditions for the normal functioning of the state, as
soon as possible.
...
Article 175.
1. During the state of war or state of emergency the rights and freedoms contemplated by
articles: 15c 18c 19c 20c 21c 24c 25c 29c 30c 31c 32c 34c 39, paragraph 1c 41, paragraphs 1,
2, 3, and 5c 42c 43c 48c 54c 55 may not be limited.
2. During the state of natural disaster the rights and freedoms contemplated by articles:
37c 38c 41, paragraph 4c 49c 51 may be limited.
3. @he acts for declaring the state of war, emergency or natural disaster must specify the
rights and freedoms which are limited according to paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article.
http://www.ipls.org/services/kusht/contents.html Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Algeria (1996)
Part 1: General Principles Governing Algerian Society, Chapter DDD: @he State
Article 17. Public property belongs to the national collectivity.
Dt includes the underground, the mines and _uarries, the natural resources of energy, the
mineral, natural and living resources in the different zones, national maritime areas,
waters and forests.
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Part 1: General Principles Governing Algerian Society, Chapter R: Duties
Article 66. @he duty of every citizen is to protect the public property and the interests of
the national community and to respect the property of others.
http://www.algeria-un.org/default.aspedoc}-const Naccessed 2008 Sept. 17Q
Andorra (1993)
Preamble:
@he Andorran People, with full liberty and independence, and in the exercise of their own
sovereignty,
hilling to bring their collaboration and effort to all the common causes of mankind, and
especially to those of preserving the integrity of the Earth and guaranteeing an
environment fit for life for the coming generations,
Approve the present Constitution, in the exercise of their sovereignty:
Chapter R: Rights, and economic, social and cultural principles.
Article 31. @he State has the task of ensuring the rational use of the soil and of all the
natural resources, so as to guarantee a befitting _uality of life for all and, for the sake of
the coming generations, to restore and maintain a reasonable ecological balance in the
atmosphere, water and land, as well as to protect the autochthonous flora and fauna.
Chapter RDD: Guarantees of rights and freedoms
Article 39.
1. @he rights and freedoms recognised in chapters DDD and DR of this @itle bind
immediately all public authorities as directly enforceable law. @heir contents cannot be
limited by law and are protected by the Courts.
2. Aliens legally resident in Andorra can freely exercise the rights and freedoms of
chapter DD of this @itle.
3. @he rights of chapter R form the basis of the legislation and the actions of the public
authorities, but they may only be invoked within the conditions determined by the laws.
Article 41.
1. @he rights and freedoms recognised in chapters DDD and DR are protected by regular
courts through urgent and preferent proceedings regulated by law, which in any case shall
be transacted in two instances.
2. A law shall create an exceptional Procedure of Appeal before the Constitutional Court
against the acts of the public authorities which may violate the essential contents of the
rights mentioned in the paragraph above, with the exception of the case provided for in
article 22.
@itle RDD: ?ustice
Article 86. s
4. @he jurisdictional defence of the general interest may be carried out by means of
popular action in the cases regulated by the laws of procedure.
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@itle RDDD: Constitutional Court
Article 102.
A constitutional appeal against the acts of public authorities impairing fundamental rights
may be lodged by:
aQ @hose having been part or accessory to the previous legal proceedings referred to
in article 41.2 of this Constitution.
bQ @hose having a legal interest related to non-enforceable provisions or acts of the
Counsel General.
cQ @he Public Prosecutor in case of violation of the fundamental right to
jurisdiction.
http://www.andorramania.com/constitzgb.htm Naccessed 2008 Nov. 6Q
Angola (1992)
Part DD: Iundamental Rights and Duties
Article 24.
N1Q All citizens shall have the right to live in a healthy and unpolluted environment.
N2Q @he State shall take the re_uisite measures to protect the environment and national
species of flora and fauna throughout the national territory and maintain ecological
balance.
N3Q Acts that damage or directly or indirectly jeopardize conservation of the environment
shall be punishable by law.
Article 43. Citizens shall have the right to contest and take legal action against any acts
that violate their rights as set out in the present Constitutional Haw and other legislation.
Article 52.
N1Q @he exercise of the rights, freedoms and guarantees of citizens may be restricted or
suspended only in accordance with the law if such constitute a threat to public order,
community interests, individual rights, freedoms and guarantees, or in the event of the
declaration, a state of siege or emergency, and such restrictions shall always be limited to
necessary and ade_uate measures to maintain public order, in the interest of the
community and the restoration of constitutional normality.
N2Q On no account shall the declaration of a state of siege or state of emergency affect the
right to life, personal integrity, personal identity, civil capacity, citizenship, the nonretroactive nature of penal law, the right of the accused to defense or freedom of
conscience and religion.
N3Q A state of siege and state of emergency shall be regulated by a specific law.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/ao00000z.html Naccessed 2008 Oct.24Q
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Argentina (1994)
Part D, Chapter DD: New Rights and Guarantees
Article 41.
N1Q All inhabitants enjoy the right to a healthy, balanced environment which is fit for
human development so that productive activities satisfy current needs without
compromising those of future generationsc and have the duty to preserve the
environment. Damaging the environment generates the obligation to repair it, as a
priority, in the manner that is established by law.
N2Q @he authorities shall provide for the protection of this right, for the rational use of
natural resources, for the preservation of the natural and cultural patrimony and of
biological diversity, and for providing environmental information and education.
N3Q Dt falls to the Nation to dictate laws containing a minimum budget necessary for
protecting the environment, and to the Provinces to dictate those laws necessary to
complement the National laws, without such laws altering local jurisdiction.
N4Q @he entry into the National territory of dangerous or potentially dangerous wastes and
of radioactive materials is prohibited.
Article 43. Any person shall file a prompt and swift amparo tsummary proceedingu
regarding constitutional guarantees, provided there is no other legal remedy, against any
act or omission of the public authorities or individuals which currently or imminently
may damage, limit, modify or threaten rights and guarantees recognized by this
Constitution, treaties or laws, with open arbitrariness or illegality. Dn such case, the judge
may declare that the act or omission is based on an unconstitutional rule.
@his summary proceeding against any form of discrimination and about rights protecting
the environment, competition, users and consumers, as well as about rights of general
public interest, may be filed by the affected party, the Defender of the People
tombudsmanu and the associations which foster such ends that are registered according to
a law determining the re_uirements and forms of their organization.
Part D, Chapter RDD: @he Ombudsman
Section 86. @he Ombudsman is an independent authority created within the sphere of the
National Congress operating with full autonomy and without receiving instructions from
any other authority. @he mission of the Ombudsman is the defense and protection of
human rights and other rights, guarantees and interests sheltered under this Constitution
and the laws, in the face of deeds, acts or omissions of the Administrationc as well as the
control of public administrative functions.
@he Ombudsman has capacity to be a party in a lawsuit. He is appointed and removed by
Congress with the vote of two-thirds of the members present of each House. He has the
immunities and privileges of legislators. He shall hold office for the term of five years
and may only be re-appointed on one occasion. @he organization and operation of this
body shall be ruled by a special law.
http://www.argentina.gov.ar/argentina/portal/documentos/constitucionzingles.pdf
Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
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Armenia (1995)
Preamble
q. . . ensure the freedom, general well-being and civic harmony of future generations . . .m
Chapter 1: @he Ioundations of Constitutional Order
Article 3. @he human being, his/her dignity and the fundamental human rights and
freedoms are an ultimate value.
@he state shall ensure the protection of fundamental human and civil rights in conformity
with the principles and norms of the international law.
@he state shall be limited by fundamental human and civil rights as directly applicable
rights.
Article 10. @he state shall ensure the protection and reproduction of the environment and
the rational utilization of natural resources.
Chapter 2: Iundamental Human and Civil Rights and Ireedoms
Article 18. Everyone shall be entitled to effective legal remedies to protect his/her rights
and freedoms before judicial as well as other public bodies.
Everyone shall have a right to protect his/her rights and freedoms by any means not
prohibited by the law.
Everyone shall be entitled to have the support of the Human Rightsi Defender for the
protection of his/her rights and freedoms on the grounds and in conformity with the
procedure prescribed by law.
Everyone shall in conformity with the international treaties of the Republic of Armenia
be entitled to apply to the international institutions protecting human rights and freedoms
with a re_uest to protect his/her rights and freedoms.
Article 31. Everyone shall have the right to freely own, use, dispose of and be_ueath the
property belonging to him/her. @he right to property shall not be exercised so as to cause
damage to the environment or infringe on the rights and lawful interests of other persons,
society, or the state.
Article 33.2 Everyone shall have the right to live in an environment favorable to his/her
health and well-being, and shall be obliged to, individually or as a group, protect and
improve it.
@he public officials shall be held responsible for the concealment of or denial of access to
information on environmental issues.
Article 43. @he fundamental human and civil rights and freedoms set forth in Articles 2325, 27, 28-30, 30.1, Part 3 of Article 32 may be temporarily restricted only by the law if it
is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public order,
crime prevention, protection of public health and morality, constitutional rights and
freedoms, as well as honor and reputation of others.
Himitations on fundamental human and civil rights and freedoms may not exceed the
scope defined by the international commitments assumed by the Republic of Armenia.
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Article 44. Special categories of fundamental human and civil rights, except for those
stipulated in Articles 15, 17-22 and 42 of the Constitution may be temporarily restricted
as prescribed by the law in case of martial law or state of emergency within the scope of
the assumed international commitments on deviating from commitments in cases of
emergency.
Article 48. @he basic tasks of the state in the economic, social and cultural spheres are:
...
10Q to pursue the environmental security policy for present and future generationsc
...
@he state shall, within the scope of its possibilities, be obliged to undertake necessary
measures for the fulfillment of the purposes prescribed in this Article.
Chapter 4: @he National Assembly
Article 83.5
@he issues below shall be set forth exclusively by the laws of the Republic of Armenia:
1Q terms and procedures for the exercise and protection of the rights by natural
persons and legal entitiesc
2Q restrictions on the rights and freedoms of natural persons and legal entities, their
obligations, as well as forms, extent and procedure for liability thereof, means of
compulsion and the procedure for such, types, amounts and procedures for the
payment of taxes, duties and other binding fees paid by natural persons and legal
entitiesc
s
Chapter 6: @he ?udicial Power
Article 101. Dn conformity with the procedure set forth in the Constitution and the law on
the Constitutional Court the application to the Constitutional Court may be filed by:
6Q every person in a specific case when the final judicial act has been adopted,
when the possibilities of judicial protection have been exhausted and when the
constitutionality of a law provision applied by the act in _uestion is being
challengedc
...
8Q the Human Rights Defender { on the issue of compliance of normative acts listed
in clause 1 of Article 100 of the Constitution tlaws, resolutions of the National
Assembly, decrees and orders of the President, decisions of the Prime Minister and
local self-governmentu with the provisions of Chapter 2 of the Constitutionc
...
@he Constitutional Court shall start proceedings only upon the receipt of an application.
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Chapter 9: Iinal and @ransitional Provisions
Article 117. After the amendments to the Constitution come into force:
s
3Q @he social rights provided in the Constitution shall be valid to extent specified
by the appropriate laws.
http://www.president.am/library/constitution/eng Naccessed 2008 October 24Q
Austria (1984)1952
Iederal Act dated 27th November 1984 for comprehensive protection of the environment.
€ 1. N1Q @he Republic of Austria NIederation, Haender and MunicipalitiesQ acknowledges
its responsibility for the comprehensive protection of the environment.
N2Q Comprehensive protection of the environment is protecting the natural environment as
the basis of mankindis life resources against detrimental effects. Comprehensive
protection of the environment consists in particular of measures to keep air, water and
soils clean and to avoid disturbing noise.
€ 2. @he Iederal Government shall be in charge of executing this Iederal Constitutional
Act.
Iederal Act on Environmental Dmpact Assessment NEnvironmental Dmpact Assessment
Act 2000Q
Locus standi, right of participation and right of appeal
19 N4Q NConstitutional provisionQ Comments according to Article 9 N5Q may be supported
by entering oneis name, address, date of birth and signature on a list of signatures. @he
list of signatures shall be submitted at the same time as the comment. Df a comment is
supported by 200 persons or more who have the right to vote in municipal elections in the
host municipality or in a directly adjoining municipality at the time of expressing their
support, this group of persons Ncitizensi groupQ shall have locus standi in the
development consent procedure for the project and in the procedure according to Article
20 or shall be considered to be a party involved Nparagraph 2Q. Citizensi groups having
locus standi shall be entitled to claim the observance of environmental provisions as a
subjective right in the procedure and to complain to the Administrative Court or the
Constitutional Court.
...
N7Q NConstitutional provisionQ Dn agreement with the Iederal Minister for Economic
Affairs and Habour, the Iederal Minister of Agriculture and Iorestry, Environment and
1952

Austriais legal system is uni_ue in that it is very easy to amend the body of laws
known as qconstitutional lawm, even by identifying a passage in regular legislation as
qconstitutionalm. @he only re_uirement is a majority of two-thirds in the National
Council. Only fundamental changes to the constitution\such as Austria~s accession to
the European Union in 1995\re_uire a confirmation by referendum.
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hater Management shall decide upon re_uest by administrative order whether an
environmental organisation meets the criteria of paragraph 6 and in which Laender the
environmental organisation is entitled to exercise the rights related to locus standi.
Complaints against the decision may also be filed with the Constitutional Court.
Procedures, Authority: Decision and post-project analysis
24NhQ N8Q NConstitutional provisionQ @he persons stipulated in the applicable
administrative provisions and the persons affected by the subject of individual procedures
pursuant to Article 19 N1Q no. 1 shall have locus standi in the development consent
procedures according to paragraph 6. @he persons listed in Article 19 N1Q no. 3 to 6 shall
have locus standi subject to the provisions of Article 19, the right to demand compliance
with provisions of environmental protection as a subjective right in the procedure and the
right to complain to the Administrative Courtc citizensi groups shall also be entitled to
complain to the Constitutional Court. Persons according to Article 19 N1Q no. 7 shall have
locus standi subject to the provisions of Article 19, the right to demand compliance with
provisions of environmental protection in the procedure and the right to complain to the
Administrative Court. Df the environmental impact assessment was performed in a
simplified procedure, citizensi groups in accordance with Article 19 N4Q may participate
in the simplified procedure as parties involved with the right to inspect the files. Article
24c N2Q and N3Q shall apply to the development consent procedures pursuant to paragraph
6 and co-ordination according to paragraph 7.
Sources
Original version: Iederal Haw Gazette No. 491/1984 date of the version: 1 August 2005
http://ris2.bka.gv.at/Dokument.wxeeKueryDD}Erv•Dokumentnummer}ERRz1984z491
Naccessed 2008 Sept. 17Q
http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/englische-rv/ Naccessed 2008 Sept. 17Q
Azerbaijan (1995)
Part D: General, Chapter DD: -asis of State
Article 16. Social development and state
...
DD. @he Azerbaijanian state participates in development of culture, education, public
health, science, arts, protects environment, historical, material and spiritual heritage of
the people.
Section DD: -asic Rights, Hiberties and Responsibilities, Chapter DDD: -asic Rights and
Hiberties of a Person and Citizen
Article 39. Right to life in a healthy environment
D. Everyone has the right to live in a healthy environment.
DD. Everyone has the right to collect information on the environmental situation and to get
compensation for damage rendered to the health and property due to the violation of
ecological rights.
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Article 60. Guarantee of rights and liberties by law court
D. Hegal protection of rights and liberties of every citizen is ensured.
DD. Everyone may appeal to law court regarding decisions and activity Nor inactivityQ of
state bodies, political parties, trade unions, other public organizations and officials.
Article 71. Protection of rights and liberties of a human being and citizen
D. @o observe and to protect rights and liberties of a human being and citizen specified in
the Constitution is the responsibility of bodies of legislative, executive and legal power.
DD. No one may restrict implementation of rights and liberties of a human being and
citizen.
DDD. Rights and liberties of a human being and citizen may be partially and temporarily
restricted on announcement of war, martial law and state of emergency, and also
mobilization, taking into consideration international obligations of the Azerbaijan
Republic. Population of the Republic shall be notified in advance about restrictions as
regards their rights and liberties.
...
RDD. Any arguments related to violation of rights and liberties of a human being and
citizen are settled in law courts.
Section DD: -asic Rights, Hiberties and Responsibilities, Chapter DR: Main
Responsibilities of Citizens
Article 78. Environmental Protection
Protection of the environment is the duty of everyone.
Section DDD: State Power, Chapter RDD: ?udicial Power
Article 130. . . .
R. Everyone claiming to be the victim of a violation of his/her rights and freedoms by the
decisions of legislative, executive and judiciary, municipal acts set forth in the items 1-7
of the Para DDD of this Article may appeal, in accordance with the procedure provided for
by law, to the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Azerbaijan with the view of the
restoration of violated human rights and freedoms.
RD. Dn accordance with the procedure provided for by the laws of Azerbaijan Republic the
courts may file the Constitutional Court of Azerbaijan Republic a re_uest on
interpretation of the Constitution and the laws of Azerbaijan Republic as regards the
matters concerning the implementation of human rights and freedoms.
RDD. Ombudsman of Azerbaijan Republic in accordance with the procedure provided for
by the laws of the Republic of Azerbaijan for solving the matters indicated in items 1-7,
para DDD of the given Article shall apply to the Constitutional Court of the Republic of
Azerbaijan in cases where the rights and freedoms of a person had been violated by
legislative acts in force, normative acts of executive power, municipalities as well as the
court decisions
http://www.president.az/browse.phpeseczid}52 Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
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Bahrain (1973)
Chapter DD: -asic Constituents of Society
Article 9h. @he State shall take the necessary measures for the protection of the
environment and the conservation of wildlife.
Article 11. All natural wealth and resources are State property. @he State shall safeguard
them and exploit them properly, while observing the re_uirements of the security of the
State and of the national economy.
Chapter DR: Public Authorities, Section DR: ?udicial Authority
Article 106
N1Q A Constitutional Court shall be established, and shall comprise a President and six
members, all of whom are appointed by a Royal Order for a period specified by the law.
@he court~s area of competence is to watch over the constitutionality of laws and statutes.
N2Q @he law shall state the regulations that ensure that the members of the Court are not
liable to dismissal, and specifies the procedures that are followed before the Court. @he
law shall guarantee the right of the Government, Consultative Council, the Chamber of
Deputies and notable individuals and others to challenge before the Court the
constitutionality of laws and statutes. A ruling by the Court that a text in a law or a statute
is unconstitutional shall have a direct effect, unless the Court specifies a subse_uent date
for the purpose.
N3Q @he jing may refer to the Court any draft laws before they are adopted to determine
the extent of their agreement with the Constitution. @he Court~s determination is binding
on all State authorities and on everyone.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/law/icl/ba00000z.html Naccessed 2008 Sept. 17Q
Belarus (1994)
Section DD: @he Dndividual, Society, and the State
Article 23. Restriction of personal rights and liberties shall be permitted only in the
instances specified in law, in the interest of national security, public order, the protection
of the morals and health of the population as well as rights and liberties of other persons.
No one may enjoy advantages and privileges that are contrary to the law.
Article 34. Citizens of the Republic of -elarus shall be guaranteed the right to receive,
store, and disseminate complete, reliable, and timely information on the activities of state
bodies and public associations, on political, economic, and international life, and on the
state of the environment.
Article 44. @he State shall guarantee everyone the right of property and shall contribute
to its ac_uisition.
...
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N6Q @he exercise of the right of property shall not be harmful to the environment
or historical and cultural treasures, or infringe upon the rights and legally
protected interests of others.
Article 45. Citizens of the Republic of -elarus shall be guaranteed the right to health
care, including free treatment at state health-care establishments. @he State shall make
health care facilities accessible to all of its citizens. @he right of citizens of the Republic
of -elarus to health care shall also be secured by the development of physical training
and sport, measures to improve the environment, the opportunity to use fitness
establishments and improvements in occupational safety.
Article 46. Everyone is entitled to a wholesome environment and to compensation for
loss or damage caused by the violation of this right. @he State shall supervise the rational
utilization of natural resources, protects and improves living conditions, and preserves
and restores the environment.
Article 55. Dt is the duty of everyone to protect the environment.
Article 60. Everyone shall be guaranteed protection of one~s rights and liberties by a
competent, independent and impartial court of law within time periods specified in law.
@o defend their rights, liberties, honour and dignity, citizens shall be entitled in
accordance with the law to recover, through the courts, both property damage and
financial compensation for moral injury.
Article 61. Everyone shall have the right in accordance with the international instruments
ratified by the Republic of -elarus to appeal to international organizations to defend their
rights and liberties, provided all available intrastate means of legal defence have been
exhausted.
Article 62. Everyone shall have the right to legal assistance to exercise and defend his
rights and liberties, including the right to make use, at any time, of the assistance of
lawyers and one~s other representatives in court, other state bodies, bodies of local
government, enterprises, establishments, organizations and public associations, and also
in relations with officials and citizens. Dn the instances specified in law, legal assistance
shall be rendered from public funds.
Opposition to the rendering of legal assistance shall be prohibited in the Republic of
-elarus.
Article 63. @he exercise of the personal rights and liberties specified in this Constitution
may be suspended only during a state of emergency or martial law under the procedure
and within the limits specified in the Constitution and the law.
Dn carrying out special measures during a state of emergency, the rights specified in
Article 24, part three of Article 25 and Articles 26 and 31 of the Constitution may not be
restricted.
http://www.president.gov.by/en/press10669.html Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
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Belgium (1994)
@itle D On Iederal -elgium, its Components and its @erritory: General Political Objective
Article 7bis. Dn the exercise of their respective powers, the federal state, the communities
and the regions pursue the objective of sustainable development, in its social, economic,
and environmental dimensions, taking into account the solidarity between generations.
tAdded in 2007.u
@itle DD -elgians and their Rights
Article 23. Everyone has the right to lead a life worthy of human dignity. @o this end, the
laws, decrees and rulings specified in Article 134 guarantee tthese rightsu, taking into
account corresponding obligations, economic, social and cultural rights, and determine
the conditions for exercising them.
@hese rights in particular include:
...
4. @he right to enjoy the protection of a sound environmentc
http://www.fed-parl.be/constitutionzuk.html Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Belize (1981)
Preamble
hhereas the people of -elize
...
eQ re_uire policies of state . . . which protect the environment
http://www.belizelaw.org/belizezconstitution01.pdf Naccessed 2008 Sept. 17Q
Benin (1990)
@itle DD--Rights and Duties of the Dndividual
Article 7. @he rights and duties proclaimed and guaranteed by the African Charter on
Human and Peoples’ Rights adopted in 1981 by the Organization of African Unity and
ratified by -enin on ?anuary 20, 1986 shall be an integral part of the Constitution and
-eninese law.
Article 27. Every person has the right to a healthy, satisfying and lasting environment and
has the duty to defend it. @he State shall watch over the protection of the environment.
Article 28. @he storage, handling, and removal of toxic wastes or pollutants originating
from factories and other industrial or cottage industry units installed in the national
territory shall be regulated by law.
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Article 29. @he transportation, importation, storage, burying and the discharging on the
national territory of toxic wastes or foreign pollutants and any agreement relating to it
shall constitute a crime against the nation. @he applicable sanctions shall be defined by
law.
Dn Irench: http://droit.francophonie.org/df-web/publication.doepublicationDd}4219
Naccessed 2008 Nov. 6Q
Bhutan (2008)
Article 5: Environment
1. Every -hutanese is a trustee of the jingdomis natural resources and environment for
the benefit of the present and future generations and it is the fundamental duty of every
citizen to contribute to the protection of the natural environment, conservation of the rich
biodiversity of -hutan and prevention of all forms of ecological degradation including
noise, visual and physical pollution through the adoption and support of environment
friendly practices and policies.
2. @he Royal Government shall:
NaQ Protect, conserve and improve the pristine environment and safeguard the
biodiversity of the countryc
NbQ Prevent pollution and ecological degradationc
NcQ Secure ecologically balanced sustainable development while promoting
justifiable economic and social developmentc and
NdQ Ensure a safe and healthy environment.
3. @he Government shall ensure that, in order to conserve the countryis natural resources
and to prevent degradation of the ecosystem, a minimum of sixty percent of -hutanis
total land shall be maintained under forest cover for all time.
4. Parliament may enact environmental legislation to ensure sustainable use of natural
resources and maintain intergenerational e_uity and reaffirm the sovereign rights of the
State over its own biological resources.
5. Parliament may, by law, declare any part of the country to be a National Park, hildlife
Reserve, Nature Reserve, Protected Iorest, -iosphere Reserve, Critical hatershed and
such other categories meriting protection.
Article 7: Iundamental Rights
...
22. Notwithstanding the rights conferred by this Constitution, nothing in this Article shall
prevent the State from subjecting reasonable restriction by law, when it concerns:
NaQ @he interests of the sovereignty, security, unity and integrity of -hutanc
NbQ @he interests of peace, stability and well-being of the nationc
NcQ @he interests of friendly relations with foreign Statesc
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NdQ Dncitement to an offence on the grounds of race, sex, language, religion or
regionc
NeQ @he disclosure of information received in regard to the affairs of the State or in
discharge of official dutiesc or
NfQ @he rights and freedom of others.
23. All persons in -hutan shall have the right to initiate appropriate proceedings in the
Supreme Court or High Court for the enforcement of the rights conferred by this Article,
subject to section 22 of this Article and procedures prescribed by law.
Article 8 Iundamental Duties
...
2. A -hutanese citizen shall have the duty to preserve, protect and respect the
environment, culture and heritage of the nation.
Article 21: @he ?udiciary
...
18. Every person has the right to approach the courts in matters arising out of the
Constitution or other laws subject to section 23 of Article 7.
http://www.constitution.bt/@sa@hrimx20Engx20NA5Q.pdf Naccessed 2008 Sept. 17Q
Bolivia (2002, amended 2009)
Part D: Iundamental -asis of State Rights, Duties, and Guarantees
@itle D: Iundamental -asis of the State
Chapter @wo: Principles, Ralues, and Aims of the State
Article 9. Essential State purposes and functions, in addition to those established by the
Constitution and laws, are:
s
6. @o promote and ensure responsible and planned use of natural resources, and
promote industrialization through the development and strengthening the
productive base in different dimensions and levels as well as environmental
conservation, for the welfare of generations present and future.
@itle DD: Iundamental Rights and Guarantees
Chapter @wo: Iundamental Rights
Article 16.
D. Everyone has the right to water and food.
DD. @he State has an obligation to ensure food security for the whole population through a
healthy, ade_uate, and sufficient diet.
Chapter Iour: Rights of the Dndigenous Original Rural Nations and Peoples
Article 30.
D. @he human community that shares cultural identity, language, historical traditions,
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institutions, territoriality and world view, whose existence predates the Spanish colonial
invasion is the indigenous original rural nations and peoples.
DD. Under the state~s unity and in accordance with this Constitution, the original rural
indigenous peoples and nations enjoy the following rights:
s
@o live in a healthy environment, with proper management and use of ecosystems.
Chapter Iive: Social and Economic Rights
Section D: Right to a Healthy Environment
Article 33. People have a right to a healthy protected and balanced environment. @he
exercise of this right should enable individuals and communities of present and future
generations, and other living beings, to develop normally and permanently.
Article 34.
Any person, individually or on behalf of a community, is empowered to bring legal
actions in defense of environmental rights, without prejudice to the obligation of public
institutions to act on their own against attacks on the environment.
Section DR: @he Right to Property
Article 56.
D. Everyone has the right to private property individually or collectively, provided it
fulfills a social function.
DD. Private property is guaranteed provided that the use made thereof is not harmful to
collective interests.
Chapter Six: Education, Multiculturalism, and Cultural Rights
Section D: Education
Article 80.
D. Education shall aim at the integral formation of individuals and the strengthening of
critical social consciousness in life and for life. Education shall be directed: to individual
and collective trainingc the development of physical and intellectual skills, aptitudes, and
abilities to link theory with productive practicec and to conservation and protection of the
environment, biodiversity, and land for living well. Dts regulation and enforcement will be
established by law.
@itle DDD: Duties
Article 108. @he duties of -olivia and the -olivians are to:
s
15. Protect and defend natural resources and contribute to their sustainable use, to
preserve the rights of future generations.
16. Protect and defend an environment ade_uate for the development of living
beings.
@itle DR: ?udicial Guarantees and Defense Actions
Chapter One: ?udicial Guarantees
Article 109.
D. All rights under the Constitution are directly applicable and enjoy e_ual protection of
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their guarantees.
DD. @he rights and guarantees may only be regulated by law.
Article 110.
D. People who violate constitutional rights are subject to the jurisdiction and venue of the
-olivian authorities.
DD. @he violation of constitutional rights makes their material and intellectual authors
accountable.
Article 113.
D. @he infringement of rights grants victims the right to indemnification, reparation and
compensation for damage and harms in a timely manner.
DD. Df the state is ordered to pay financial restitution for damages, it shall bring action for
recourse against the authority or public servant responsible for the act or omission which
caused the damage.
Article 115.
D. All persons will be protected by the judges and courts in a timely and effectively
manner in the exercise of their rights and interests.
DD. @he State guarantees the right to due process, defense and timely, free, transparent and
expeditious justice.
Chapter @wo: Defense Actions
Section DD: Constitutional Protection Action NAmparoQ
Article 128. @he Constitutional Protection Action NAmparoQ will be used against unlawful
acts or omissions or misuse of public servants, or a specific person or group, that restrict,
deny or threaten to restrict or deny the rights conferred by the Constitution and the law.
Article 129.
D. @he Constitutional Protection Action NAmparoQ is filed by the affected person, or
another person with sufficient power or with the authority according to the Constitution,
before any competent court, provided there is no other means or remedy for the
immediate protection of the rights and guarantees restricted, suppressed or threatened.
DD. @he constitutional amparo must be filed within six months, counted from the
commission of the alleged infringement or notification of the latest administrative or
judicial decision.
DDD. @he authority or person accused shall be summoned in the manner provided for the
Action of Hiberty with the purpose of giving this information and, where appropriate, the
action taken concerning the act denounced, not later than forty-eight hours after the
presentation of the Action.
DR. @he final hearing shall be public and will take place immediately after receiving the
information from the authority or defendant and, failing that, it does so on the basis of the
evidence offered by the individual plaintiff. @he judicial authority shall examine the
competency of the public servant or public official or of the defendant and, if the demand
is found to be true and effective, give the remedy re_uested. @he decision can be
appealed to the Constitutional Court for review within twenty-four hours after the
issuance of the verdict.
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R. @he final decision granting the claim for constitutional protection will be implemented
immediately and without objection. Dn case of resistance, plaintiff may proceed in
accordance with the stipulations stated in the Action of Hiberty. @he appropriate judicial
authority that does not act in accordance with the provisions of this article shall be
subject to the penalties provided by law.
Section DR: Action of Unconstitutionality
Article 132. Any individual or group affected by a rule of law contrary to the Constitution
shall be entitled to pursue the Action of Unconstitutionality, in accordance with
procedures established by law.
Article 133.
@he ruling declaring the unconstitutionality of a law, decree, or any kind of non-judicial
resolution makes it inapplicable and has full effect for all.
Section R: Enforcement Action
Article 134.
D. @he Enforcement Action will proceed in case of breach of constitutional provisions or
of the law by public servants, in order to guarantee the implementation of the law or
standard omitted.
DD. @he action can be filed by the affected individual or group, or by another, with
sufficient power, in their name, before a competent court and shall be handled in the
same way as the Constitutional Protection Action NAmparoQ.
DDD. @he final resolution shall be announced in open court, immediately after receiving the
information from the defendant authority and, failing that, it does so on the basis of the
evidence offered by the applicant. @he judicial authority shall examine the background
and, if found the demand is true and effective, approve the Action and order the
immediate implementation of the duty omitted.
DR. @he decision may be appealed to the Constitutional Court for review within twentyfour hours after the issuance of the verdict, without thereby suspending the execution of
the decision.
R. @he final decision granting enforcement action will be implemented immediately and
without objection. Dn case of resistance, plaintiff may proceed in accordance with the
stipulations stated in the Action of Hiberty. @he appropriate judicial authority that does
not act in accordance with the provisions of this article shall be subject to the penalties
provided by law.
Section RD: Peopleis Action
Article 135. @he Peopleis Action will proceed against any act or omission of the
authorities or specific individuals or groups that violate or threaten to violate rights and
interests related to property, space, safety and public health, environment and others of a
similar nature recognized by this Constitution.
Article 136.
D. @he Peopleis Action may be brought during the ongoing violation or threat to
collective rights and interests. @o bring this action it is not necessary to exhaust the
judicial or administrative proceedings that may exist.
DD. @his action may be brought by any person, individually or on behalf of a community
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and, in mandatory terms, the Public Prosecutor and the Ombudsman, when in the
performance of their duties they become aware of these acts. @he procedure of the
Constitutional Protection Action NAmparoQ will apply.
Chapter @hree: States of Emergency
Article 137. Dn case of danger to state security, external threats, internal disorder or
natural disaster, the President of the State shall have the power to declare a state of
emergency in all or part of the territory where necessary. @he declaration of emergency
rule may in no case suspend the guarantees of the rights or fundamental rights, the right
to due process, the right to information and the rights of detainees.
Part DD: Structure and Iunctional Organization of the State
@itle DDD: Constitutional Court and National ?udicial -ody
Chapter @hree: Agri-Environmental Court
Article 186. @he Agri-Environmental Court is the highest court specializing in agrienvironmental matters. Dt applies the principles of social function, integrity, immediacy,
sustainability, and multiculturalism.
Article 187. @o be selected as a ?udge of the Agri-Environmental Court, one needs the
same re_uirements as members of the Supreme Court, in addition to expertise in these
areas and have served capably, ethically and honestly in the agricultural judiciary or as a
university professor in this area for eight years. @he screening of candidates will ensure
the diverse composition, considering criteria of multinationality.
Article 189. @he powers of the Agri-Environmental Court, in addition to those identified
by law, include:
1. Resolve appeals and actions in farming, forestry, environmental, water, rights
and use of renewable natural resources Nincluding water, forests, and
biodiversityQc complaints about acts threatening the fauna, flora, water and
environment, and practices that endanger the ecosystem and the conservation of
species or animals.
s
3. Hear and resolve in a single instance the administrative proceedings arising
from the contracts, negotiations, permits, granting, distribution, and redistribution
of rights of use of renewable natural resources and other administrative acts and
decisions.
4. Organize the Agri-Environmental courts.
Part DR: Economic Structure and Organization of the State
@itle D: State Economic Organization
Chapter One: General Provisions
Article 312.
D. All economic activity should contribute to strengthening the country~s economic
sovereignty. @he private accumulation of economic power to such an extent that it
endangers the economic sovereignty of the state will not be allowed.
DD. All forms of economic organization are re_uired to generate decent work and
contribute to reducing ine_ualities and eradicating poverty.
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DDD. All forms of economic organization have an obligation to protect the environment.
Chapter @hree: Economic Policy
Article 319.
D. @he industrialization of natural resources will be the priority in economic policies in a
framework of respect and protection of the environment and the rights of indigenous rural
nations and peoples. @he joint exploitation of natural resources with the domestic
productive apparatus will be a priority in economic policies of the state.
DD. Dn the commercialization of strategic natural resources and energy, the State shall
consider, in determining the costs of commercialization, taxes, royalties and shares
payable for the public finances.
Section Iour: Sectoral Policies
Article 337.
D. @ourism is a strategic economic activity to be developed in a sustainable manner taking
into account the wealth of cultures and respect for the environment.
@itle DD: Environment, Natural Resources, Hand, and @erritory
Chapter One: Environment
Article 342. Dt is the duty of the State and people to preserve, protect and sustainably use
natural resources and biodiversity and maintain environmental balance.
Article 343. @he public has a right to participation in environmental management, to be
consulted and informed in advance about decisions that might affect the _uality of the
environment.
Article 344.
D. @he manufacture and use of chemical, biological and nuclear weapons in the -olivian
territory, and the import, transit and storage of nuclear waste and toxic waste are
prohibited.
DD. @he State shall regulate the import, production, marketing, and use of techni_ues,
methods, materials and substances that affect health and the environment.
Article 345.
Environmental management policies are based on:
1. Participatory planning and management, with social control.
2. @he application of systems of environmental impact assessment and
environmental _uality control, no exceptions and across any activity of producing
goods and services that use, process, or affect natural resources and the
environment.
3. @he responsibility for implementing any activity that produces environmental
damage and the resulting civil penalty, criminal and administrative liability for
breach of the rules of environmental protection.
Article 346. @he natural heritage is of public and strategic interest for the country~s
sustainable development. Dts conservation and utilization for the benefit of the population
will be the exclusive responsibility and accountability of the State, and does not
compromise the Stateis sovereignty over natural resources. @he law establishes the
principles and arrangements for its management.
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Article 347.
D. @he State and society shall promote the mitigation of harmful effects to the
environment, and environmental liabilities affecting the country. Dt states the
responsibility for historical environmental damage and applicability of environmental
crimes.
DD. @hose engaged in impact on the environment should, at all stages of production, avoid,
minimize, mitigate, remedy, redress and compensate for the damage which occurs to the
environment and health of people, and establish security measures needed to neutralize
the possible effects of environmental liabilities.
Chapter @wo: Natural Resources
Article 348.
D. Natural resources include minerals in all their states, oil, water, air, soil and subsoil,
forests, biodiversity, the electromagnetic spectrum, and all those elements and physical
forces that can be exploited.
DD. Natural resources are of strategic character and public interest for the development of
the country.
Article 349.
D. Natural resources are directly owned and controlled, indivisible, and inalienable of the
-olivian people and for the State administration on the basis of collective interest.
DD. @he State shall recognize and respect individual and collective property rights over
land and rights of use and exploitation of other natural resources.
DDD. Agriculture, livestock, and hunting and fishing activities that do not involve protected
species, are activities that are governed by the provisions in Part DR of this Constitution
relating to the structure and economic organization of the State.
Article 351.
D. @he State will assume control and management of the exploration, exploitation,
industrialization, transport, and marketing of strategic natural resources through public
agencies, cooperatives or community organizations, which in turn can hire private
companies and form joint ventures.
DD. @he State may enter into contracts with legal entities, -olivian or foreign, for the use
of natural resources. Must ensure the economic profits reinvested in the country.
s
Article 352. @he exploitation of natural resources within a given territory shall be subject
to a consultation process with the affected population, convened by the State, that will be
free, timely, and informed. @his ensures public participation in environmental
management and will promote the conservation of ecosystems, in accordance with the
Constitution and the law. Ior the indigenous rural nations and peoples, consultation will
take place while respecting their own rules and procedures.
Article 353. @he -olivian people have e_uitable access to benefits arising from the use of
all natural resources. Priority of participation will be assigned to territories where natural
resources are located, and indigenous rural nations and peoples.
Article 354. @he State shall develop and promote research concerning the management,
conservation and utilization of natural resources and biodiversity.
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Article 355.
D. @he industrialization and commercialization of natural resources will be priority for the
State.
DD. Proceeds derived from the exploitation and industrialization of natural resources will
be distributed and reinvested to promote economic diversification in the different
territorial levels of the state. @he percentage distribution of profits shall be established by
law.
DDD. @he industrialization process will be carried out preferably in the place of origin of
production and create conditions that promote competitiveness in domestic and
international markets.
Article 356. @he exploration, exploitation, refining, processing, transportation and
marketing of non-renewable natural resources will have the character of state necessity
and public utility.
Article 358. @he rights to use and exploit natural resources must be subject to the
provisions of the Constitution and the law. @hese rights are subject to regular monitoring
of compliance with technical, economic and environmental regulations. @he breach of the
law will result in the reversal or cancellation of rights of use or benefit.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/constitutions/bolivia/bolivia.html NOriginal in Spanish,
translated by author, accessed 2009 Nov. 14Q
Brazil (1988)
@itle DD: Iundamental Rights and Guarantees, Chapter 1: Dndividual and Collective Rights
and Duties
Article 5.
...
H||DDD. any citizen has standing to institute a peopleis legal action seeking to annul an
act to the public property or to property pertaining to an entity in which the State
participates, to administrative morality, to the environment, and to historical and cultural
monuments, and the plaintiff shall, except in the event of proven bad faith, be exempt
from court costs and from the burden of paying the prevailing partyis attorneysi fees and
costsc
...
@itle RDDD: @he Social Order, Chapter RD: @he Environment
Article 225. tEnvironment Protectionu
Everyone has the right to an ecologically balanced environment, which is a public good
for the people~s use and is essential to healthy life. @he Government and the community
have a duty to defend and preserve the environment for present and future generations.
N1Q Dn order to ensure the effectiveness of this right, it is the responsibility of the
Government to:
D. preserve and restore essential ecological processes and provide ecological management
of species and ecosystemsc
DD. preserve the diversity and integrity of -razil~s genetic wealth and supervise entities
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engaged in research and manipulation of genetic materialc
DDD. determine, in all units of the Iederation, territorial spaces and components which are
to receive special protection, any alteration and suppression only being allowed by means
of law, and prohibiting any use which adversely affects the integrity of the attributes
which justify their protectionc
DR. re_uire, as provided by law, a prior environment impact study, which shall be made
public, for the installation of works or activities which may cause significant degradation
of the environmentc
R. control the production, marketing, and use of techni_ues, methods, and substances
which represent a risk to life, to the _uality of life, and to the environmentc
RD. promote environmental education at all school levels and public awareness of the
need to preserve the environmentc
RDD. protect the fauna and the flora, prohibiting, as provided by the law, all practices
which jeopardize their ecological function, cause the extinction of species or subject
animals to cruelty.
N2Q @hose who exploit mineral resources shall be re_uired to restore the degraded
environment, in accordance with the technical solutions re_uired by the proper
government agencies, as re_uired by the law.
N3Q Conduct and activities considered harmful to the environment shall subject the
individual or corporate wrongdoers to criminal and administrative sanctions, in addition
to the obligation to repair the damages caused.
N4Q @he -razilian Amazon Iorest, the Atlantic hoodlands, the Serra do Mar, the Pantanal
of Mato Grosso, and the Coastal rone are part of the national wealth, and they shall be
used, according to the law, under conditions which ensure preservation of the
environment, including the use of natural resources.
N5Q Racant lands or lands which have reverted to the States through discriminatory
actions, which are necessary to protect natural ecosystems, are inalienable.
N6Q Power plants with nuclear reactors shall have their location defined in a federal law
and may otherwise not be installed.
http://www.v-brazil.com/government/laws/constitution.html Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Bulgaria (1991)
Chapter One: Iundamental Principles
Article 5. N1Q @he Constitution shall be the supreme law, and no other law shall
contravene it.
N2Q @he provisions of the Constitution shall apply directly.
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Article 15. @he Republic of -ulgaria shall ensure the protection and reproduction of the
environment, the conservation of living Nature in all its variety, and the sensible
utilization of the country~s natural wealth and resources.
Article 21. N1Q Hand, as a chief national asset, shall enjoy particular protection on the part
of the State and society.
N2Q Arable land shall be used for agricultural purposes only. Any change in purposes shall
be allowed only in exceptional circumstances, when necessity has been proven, and on
terms and by a procedure established by a law.
Chapter @wo: Iundamental Rights and Duties of Citizens
Article 55. Citizens shall have the right to a healthy and favorable environment
corresponding to the established standards and norms. @hey are obligated to protect the
environment.
Article 57. N1Q @he fundamental civil rights shall be irrevocable.
N2Q Rights shall not be abused, nor shall they be exercised to the detriment of the rights or
the legitimate interests of others.
N3Q Iollowing a proclamation of war, martial law or a state of emergency the exercise of
individual civil rights may be temporarily curtailed by law, except for the rights
established by Art. 28, Art. 29, Art. 31 paras 1, 2 and 3, Art. 32 para 1, and Art. 37.
Chapter @hree: National Assembly
Article 91a. N1Q @he National Assembly shall elect an Ombudsman, who shall defend the
rights and freedoms of the citizens.
N2Q @he powers and activities of the Ombudsman shall be regulated by a law.
Chapter Six: @he ?udiciary
Article 120.
N1Q @he courts shall supervise the legality of the acts and actions of the administrative
bodies.
N2Q Citizens and legal entities shall be free to challenge any administrative act which
affects them, except those listed expressly by the laws.
Chapter Eight: Constitutional Court
Article 150. . . .
N3Q @he Ombudsman may approach the Constitutional Court with a re_uest for declaring
as unconstitutional a law which infringes human rights and freedoms.
http://www.parliament.bg/epage}const•lng}en Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
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Burkina Faso (1991)
Preamble
he the Sovereign People of -urkina Iaso
...
Conscious of the absolute necessity of protecting the environment
Approve and Adopt this Constitution of which this preamble is made an integral part.
@itle D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter DDD: Economic Rights and Duties
Article 14. @he natural wealth and resources belong to the people. @hey are utilized for
the amelioration of their conditions of life.
@itle D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter DR: Social and Cultural Rights and
Duties
Article 29. @he right to a healthy environment shall be recognizedc the protection,
defense and promotion of the environment shall be a duty to all.
Article 30. Every citizen shall have the right to initiate an action or to join a collective
action under the form of a petition against these acts:
-harming the public heritagec
-harming the interests of social communitiesc
-harming the environment or the cultural or historic heritage.
@itle RD: Respective Domains of the Haw and of the Rergulation
Article 101. @he law determines the rules concerning:
-citizenship, civic rights, and the exercise of public freedoms
s
@itle RDDD: Of the ?udicial Power
Article 125. @he ?udicial Power is the guardian of individual and collective liberties.
Dt sees to the respect of the rights and liberties defined in the present Constitution.
Dn Irench-- http://www.legiburkina.bf/codes/constitutionzduzburkinazfaso.htm Naccessed
2008 Oct. 24Q
Burundi (2005)
@itle DD: Charter of Iundamental Rights and Duties of Dndividuals and Citizens
Article 19. @he rights and duties proclaimed and guaranteed, among others, by the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenants on Human Rights,
the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women and the Convention on the Rights of the
Child are an integral part of the Constitution of -urundi.
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@hese fundamental rights are not subject to any restriction or derogation, except in certain
circumstances which can be justified by the general interest or the protection of a
fundamental right.
@itle DD: Charter of Iundamental Rights and Dutes of Dndividuals and Citizens, Chapter 1:
Iundamental Rights
Article 35. @he State guarantees the sound management and the efficient exploitation of
the natural resources of the country, while preserving the environment and tensuringu the
conservation of these resources for future generations.
Article 38. Every person is entitled, in judicial or administrative proceedings, to a fair
hearing of his cause and to a judgment within a reasonable time.
Article 47. Any restriction of a basic right must be founded on a legal basisc it must be
justified by the general interest or the protection of a basic right of othersc it must be
proportionate with the set aim.
Article 48. @he fundamental rights must be respected throughout the whole legal,
administrative and institutional order. @he Constitution is the supreme law. @he
legislative, the exeutive and the judiciary have to enforce it. Any law which is not in
conformity with the Constitution is void.
Article 52. Any person is entitled to obtain the satisfaction of the economic, social, and
cultural rights essential to her dignity and the free development of her person, thanks to
the national effort and taking into account the resources of the country.
Article 60. @he judiciary, guardian of the public rights and freedoms, guarantees the
respect for these rights and freedoms in the conditions specified by law.
@itle RDDD: @he ?udicial Power
Article 230. s
Every interested physical or moral person, as well as the Public Ministry, may re_uest the
Constitutional Court to rule on the constitutionality of laws, either directly by means of
an action or by the procedure of objection of unconstitutionality invoked in a matter tried
before another jurisdiction.
@itle D|: @he Ombudsman
Article 237. @he Ombudsman receives the complaints and conducts the en_uiries
concerning management failures and violations of the rights of citizens by agents of the
public function and the judiciary and submits recommendations on the subject to the
competent authorities. He also ensures mediation between the Administration and the
citizens and between the ministries and the Administration and fulfills a monitoring role
concerning the functioning of the public administration.
@he organization and the functioning of his service are established by law.
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@itle |DDD: Dnternational @reaties and Agreements
Article 293. Agreements authorizing the storage of toxic wastes or other substances likely
to harm the environment are prohibited.
Dn Irench\
http://se2.isn.ch/serviceengine/IileContenteserviceDD}23•fileid}5-6D7E1A-II-E44-8--1A4-EED04D3EE---•lng}en Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Cambodia (1993)
Chapter DDD: @he Rights and Duties of jhmer Citizens
Article 39. jhmer citizens shall have the right to denounce, make complaints or file
claims against any breach of the law by state and social organs or by members of such
organs committed during the course of their duties. @he settlement of complaints and
claims shall be the competence of the courts.
Chapter R: Economy
Article 59. @he State shall protect the environment and balance of abundant natural
resources and establish a precise plan of management of land, water, air, wind, geology,
ecological system, mines, energy, petrol and gas, rocks and sand, gems, forests and
forestry products, wildlife, fish, and a_uatic resources.
Chapter |D: @he ?udiciary
Article 128. @he ?udiciary shall guarantee and uphold impartiality and protect the rights
and freedoms of the citizens.
http://www.cambodia.gov.kh/unis_l1/egov/english/organ.constitution.html Naccessed
2008 Sept. 17Q
Cameroon (1996)
Preamble:
...
every person shall have a right to healthy environment. @he protection of the environment
shall be the duty of every citizen. @he State shall ensure the protection and improvement
of the environmentc
...
Part |DD Special Provisions
Article 65. @he Preamble is an integral part of the Constitution.
http://confinder.richmond.edu/admin/docs/Cameroon.pdf Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
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Cape Verde (1992)1953
Part D: Iundamental Principles, @itle D: @he Republic
Article 7. Duties of the State
@he following are the fundamental duties of the State:
...
iQ @o create, progressively, the necessary conditions for the transformation and
modernization of the economic and social structures, so as to make the economic,
social and cultural rights effectivec
NjQ @o protect the land, nature, natural resources and the environmentc
Part DD: Rights and Duties of Citizens, @itle D: General Principles
Article 14. Recognition of the Dnviolability of Rights, Hiberties and Guarantees
1. @he State shall recognize the rights and liberties enshrined in the Constitution as being
inviolable and shall guarantee their protection.
2. Any public authority shall have the duty to respect and guarantee the free exercise of
the rights and liberties and the compliance with the constitutional or legal duties.
Article 15. Responsibility of the public entities
1. @he State and other public entities shall be liable for actions or omissions of their
agents, that take place in the exercise of their public functions or resulting therefrom and
which, by any means, violate the rights, liberties and guarantees in detriment of the
holder of such rights, liberties and guarantees or of third parties.
2. @he agents of the State or of any public entity shall be criminally responsible for
actions or omissions which result in violation of the rights, liberties and guarantees
enshrined in the Constitution or established by law.
1953

Revisions to the environmental provisions in Cape Rerdeis constitution were
introduced in 1999 but have not yet been updated in Constitutions of Countries of the
World. Dn Portuguese, these are the amended provisions:
Artigo 72„ NDireito ao ambienteQ
1.@odos t‘m direito a um ambiente sadio e ecologicamente e_uilibrado e o dever de o
defender e valorizar.
2.Para garantir o direito ao ambiente, incumbe aos poderes p†blicos:
aQ Elaborar e executar pol‡ticas ade_uadas de ordenamento do território, de defesa e
preservaŒ•o do ambiente e de promoŒ•o do aproveitamento racional de todos os
recursos naturais, salvaguardando a sua capacidade de renovaŒ•o e a estabilidade
ecológicac
bQ Promover a educaŒ•o ambiental, o respeito pelos valores do ambiente, a luta
contra a desertificaŒ•o e os efeitos da seca.
Artigo 84„ NDeveres para com a NaŒ•o e a comunidadeQ
@odo o cidad•o tem o dever de :
s
hQ Defender e promover a sa†de, o ambiente e o património cultural.
http://www.parlamento.cv/constituicao/const00.htm Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
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3. Everyone shall have the right to re_uest compensation for the damages caused to him
by the violation of his fundamental rights and liberties.
Article 16. Ambit and Direction of Rights, Hiberties and Guarantees
...
3. @he constitutional and legal norm concerning fundamental rights shall be interpreted
and the gaps filled in conformity with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
4. @he rights, liberties and guarantees shall be limited by law only when expressly
allowed by the Constitution.
5. @he laws limiting rights, liberties and guarantees shall be necessarily of a general and
abstract character and shall not have retroactive effect, nor shall they diminish the ambit
and the essential content of constitutional norms and they shall be strictly limited to the
safeguard of other constitutionally protected rights.
Article 19. Protection of Rights, Hiberties and Guarantees
1. Every citizen shall have the right to re_uest the Supreme Court of ?ustice, through the
amparo appeal, the protection of his constitutionally recognized fundamental rights,
liberties and guarantees, in accordance with the law and pursuant to the following:
aQ @he amparo appeal shall only be filed against acts or omissions of public
authorities, which are injurious of the fundamental rights, liberties and guarantees,
once all other means of ordinary appeal have been exhaustedc
bQ @he amparo appeal shall be filed through a simple petition and have an urgent
character and its procedure shall be based on the summary principle.
2. Every citizen shall have the right to present, individually or collectively, to the public
authority and to the representative organs of the people, complaints or claims against acts
or omissions of the public powers that offend or threaten to offend his rights, liberties and
guarantees.
Article 20. Access to the Courts
1. Every citizen shall have the right of access to judicial means, irrespective of his
economic condition, and shall have the right to obtain, in a reasonable period, the
effective protection of his rights or legitimate interests from the courts.
2. Every citizen shall have the right of defense and counsel assistance, as well as the
access to information and legal consultancy, in accordance with the law.
Article 25. Suspension of Rights, Hiberties and Guarantees
@he rights, liberties and guarantees shall only be suspended in case of the state of siege or
emergency, in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution.
Part DD: Rights and Duties of Citizens, @itle DDD: Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
and Duties
Article 70. Environment
1. Everyone shall have the right to a healthy, ecologically balanced environment, and the
duty to defend and conserve it.
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2. @he State and the municipalities, with the collaboration of the associations for
environment protection, shall adopt policies for the protection and conservation of the
environment and shall ensure the rational utilization of all natural resources.
3. @he State shall stimulate and support the creation of associations for the protection of
the environment and natural resources.
Part DD: Rights and Duties of Citizens, @itle DR: Duties
Article 82. Duties to the Community
All individuals shall have the duty:
...
NfQ @o defend and conserve the environment.
Part DDD: Economic, Iinancial, and Iiscal Organization, @itle D: @he Economic System
Article 88. General Principles
3. @he economic activities shall not jeopardize the eco-system, nor should they contribute
to the dise_uilibrium of the relations between man and the environment.
Part R: Organization of Political Power, @itle RDD: @he Public Administration
Article 267. Rights and guarantees of the citizens before the administration
1. Any citizen shall, directly or through the association or organization to which he
belongs and in accordance with the law, have the right:
aQ @o be heard in respect to administrative processes in which he has a vested
interestc
bQ @o be informed by the Administration, whenever he so re_uests, about the
evolution of the said processes, should he be so directly interestedc
cQ @o be notified about administrative acts in which he has a vested interest and
which shall always be substantiated in fact and in lawc
dQ @o appeal judicially against any administrative act which offends his rights and
legitimate interests, based on argument of illegality.
2. @he citizen shall also have, in accordance with the law, the following rights:
...
bQ @he access to administrative judicial means for the defense of his rights and
legitimate interestsc
cQ @he compensation for damages suffered as a result of the violation of his rights
or legitimate interests, caused by action or omission of the civil servants and
remaining agents of the State and of other public entities that take place in the
exercise of their functions and as a result of them.
http://confinder.richmond.edu/admin/docs/CapeRerde.pdf Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
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Central African Republic (2004)
Preamble
@he Central African People,
...
Aware of the fact that only dedicated work and the rigorous and transparent management
of public affairs and of the environment can ensure harmonious, rational and sustainable
development,
...
@itle D: @he Iundamental -ases of Society
Article 9. @he Republic guarantees to each citizen the right to work, to a clean
environment, to rest and to leisure subject to the re_uirements of national development. . .
.
Article 17. Every individual who is a victim of a violation of Articles 1 to 15 of the
present @itle has a right to reparation.
@itle RD: Constitutional Court
Article 73. . . .
Any person who considers himself wronged may apply to the Constitutional Court with
regard to the constitutionality of laws, either directly or by the procedure of objection of
unconstitutionality raised before a jurisdiction in a case concerning him. @he
Constitutional Court is re_uired to give its ruling within the period of one month. Dn the
case of urgency, this period may be reduced to eight N8Q days.
Dn Irench: http://www.sangonet.com/actu-snews/DCAR/Dsp/constitution2004-_mout.html
NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
Chad (1996)
@itle DD: Hiberties, Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter D: Hiberties and Iundamental
Rights
Article 47. Every person has the right to a healthy environment.
Article 48. @he State and the Decentralized @erritorial Collectivities must see to the
protection of the environment.
@he conditions of stocking, handling, and removal of toxic or polluting wastes originating
from national activities are determined by law.
@he transit, importation, stocking, burying, and dumping on the national territory of
foreign toxic or polluting wastes are forbidden.
@itle DD: Hiberties, Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter DD: Duties
Article 52. Every citizen has the duty to respect and protect the environment.
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@itle DDD: @he Executive Power, Chapter D: @he President of the Republic
Article 87. hhen the institutions of the Republic, the independence of the nation, the
territorial integrity or the execution of international commitments are threatened in a
grave and immediate manner and when the regular functioning of the public powers is
interrupted, the President of the Republic, after consultation with the Presidents of the
Assemblies and the President of the Constitutional Council, may take in the Council of
Ministers for a period not exceeding fifteen N15Q days, such exceptional measures as are
re_uired by the circumstances. @his period may only be extended following the
affirmation of the two Assemblies. @he President of the Republic informs the nation by a
message. @he Parliament meets of right if it is not in session. @hese exceptional measures
may never justify any negative effects to the rights to life, to moral and physical integrity
and to the jurisdictional guarantees granted to individuals.
@itle RDD: @he Constitutional Council
Article 171. Every citizen may raise the exception of unconstitutionality before any
jurisdiction regarding a matter that concerns him. Dn such a case, the jurisdiction suspends
judgment and seizes the Constitutional Council, which must make a decision within a
maximum of forty-five days.
English summary-www.chr.up.ac.za/hrzdocs/constitutions/docs/ChadCx20Nenglishx20summaryQNrevQ.doc
Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Dn Irench: http://droit.francophonie.org/df-web/publication.doepublicationDd}4322
Naccessed 2008 Nov. 5Q
Chile (1980)
Chapter DDD: Constitutional Rights and Duties
Article 19. @he Constitution guarantees to all persons:
...
N8Q. @he right to live in an environment free from contamination.
Dt is the duty of the State to watch over the preservation of nature and ensure that
this right is not affected.
@he law may establish specific restrictions on the exercise of certain rights or
freedoms in order to protect the environment
...
N24Q. @he right of property in its different forms over all classes of corporeal and
incorporeal property.
Only the law may establish the manner to ac_uire property and to use, enjoy and
dispose of it, and the limitations and obligations derived from its social function.
@his includes, to the extent re_uired by the general interests of the Nation, national
security, public utility and public health, and the conservation of the environmental
patrimony.
...
N26Q. @he assurance that the legal precepts which, by mandate of the Constitution,
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regulate or complement the guarantees established therein or which should limit
them in the cases authorized by the Constitution, may not affect the rights in their
essence nor impose conditions, taxes or re_uirements which may prevent their free
exercise.
@he norms relative to conditions of constitutional exception and others which the
Constitution itself contemplates are excepted.
Article 20. s
@he action for the protection of fundamental rights Nrecurso de proteccionQ shall always
lie in the case of numeral 8 of Article 19, when the right to live in an environment free
from contamination has been affected by an illegal act or omission imputable to an
authority or specific person.
Chapter DR: Government
Article 39. @he rights and guarantees, ensured to all persons by the Constitution, may
only be affected in the following exceptional situations: foreign or internal war, internal
disturbances, emergency and public calamity.
Chapter RD: ?udiciary
Article 80. @he Supreme Court may, by means of an official letter or upon re_uest of a
party, in matters of which it takes cognizance, or which may have been submitted to it by
an appeal filed for a cause followed before another Court, declare inapplicable for such
particular cases all legal precepts contrary to the Constitution. @his appeal may be filed
during any stage of the proceedings and the Court may order stay of proceedings.
Dn Spanish, with 2005 amendments
http://www.gobiernodechile.cl/viewEstado.aspxeidArticulo}22484 Naccessed 2008 Oct.
24Q
China (1982)
Chapter D: General Principles
Article 9. All mineral resources, waters, forests, mountains, grasslands, unreclaimed land,
beaches and other natural resources are owned by the state, that is, by the whole people,
with the exception of the forests, mountains, grasslands, unreclaimed land and beaches
that are owned by collectives in accordance with the law.
@he state ensures the rational use of natural resources and protects rare animals and
plants. Appropriation or damaging of natural resources by any organization or individual
by whatever means is prohibited.
Article 26. @he state protects and improves the living environment and the ecological
environment. Dt prevents and controls pollution and other public hazards.
@he state organizes and encourages afforestation and the protection of forests.
http://english.gov.cn/2005-08/05/contentz20813.htm Naccessed 2008 Sept. 22Q
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Colombia (1991)
@itle D: Iundamental Principles
Article 8. Dt is the obligation of the State and individuals to protect the cultural and
natural assets of the nation.
@itle DD: Rights, Guarantees, and Duties, Chapter DD: Social, Economic, and Cultural
Rights
Article 49. Public health and environmental protection are public services for which the
state is responsible. All individuals are guaranteed access to services that promote,
protect, and rehabilitate public health.
Dt is the responsibility of the state to organize, direct, and regulate the delivery of health
services and of environmental protection to the population in accordance with the
principles of efficiency, universality, and cooperation, and to establish policies for the
provision of health services by private entities and to exercise supervision and control
over them. . . .
Article 67. Education is an individual right and a public service that has a social function.
@hrough education individuals seek access to knowledge, science, technology, and the
other benefits and values of culture.
@he Colombian citizen will be educated in the respect for human rights, peace, and
democracy, and in the use of work and recreation for cultural, scientific, and
technological improvement and for the protection of the environment.
...
@itle DD: Rights, Guarantees, and Duties, Chapter DDD: Collective Rights and the
Environment
Article 79. Every individual has the right to enjoy a healthy environment. @he law will
guarantee the community~s participation in the decisions that may affect it.
Dt is the duty of the state to protect the diversity and integrity of the environment, to
conserve the areas of special ecological importance, and to foster education for the
achievement of these ends.
Article 80. @he state will plan the handling and use of natural resources in order to
guarantee their sustainable development, conservation, restoration, or replacement.
Additionally, it will have to prevent and control the factors of environmental
deterioration, impose legal sanctions, and demand the repair of any damage caused.
Dn the same way, it will cooperate with other nations in the protection of the ecosystems
located in the border areas.
Article 81. @he manufacture, importation, possession, and use of chemical, biological, or
nuclear weapons are prohibited as is the introduction into the national territory of nuclear
and toxic wastes.
@he state will regulate the importation and exportation of genetic resources and their use,
in accordance with the national interest.
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Article 82. Dt is the duty of the state to protect the integrity of public space and its
assignment to common use, which has priority over the individual interest.
Public entities will participate in the profits generated by their urban planning activities
and will regulate the use of the soil and the urban air space in order to protect the
common interest.
@itle DD: Rights, Guarantees, and Duties, Chapter DR: @he Protection and Application of
Rights
Article 84. hhen a right or an activity has been regulated in a general way, the public
authorities may not establish or demand permits, licenses, or impose additional
conditions for its exercise.
Article 85.@he rights mentioned in Articles 11, 12,13, 14,15, 16,17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23,
24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37 and 40 are applicable immediately.
Article 86. Every person has the right to file a writ of protection before a judge, at any
time or place, through a preferential and summary proceeding, for himself/herself or by
whomever acts in his/her name for the immediate protection of his/her fundamental
constitutional rights when that person fears the latter may be violated by the action or
omission of any public authority.
@he protection will consist of all order issued by a judge enjoining others to act or refrain
from acting. @he order, which must be complied with immediately, may be challenged
before a superior court judge, and in any case the latter may send it to the Constitutional
Court for possible revision.
Article 87. Any person may appear before the legal authority to demand the application
of a law or fulfillment of an administrative act. Dn case of a successful action, the
sentence will order the delin_uent authority to perform its mandated duty.
Article 88. @he law will regulate popular actions for the protection of collective rights
and interests related to the homeland, space, public safety and health, administrative
morality, the environment, free economic competition, and others of a similar nature.
Dt will also regulate the actions arising out of harm caused to a large number of
individuals, without barring appropriate individual action. Dn the same way, it will define
cases of civil liability for damage caused to collective rights and interests.
@itle DD: Rights, Guarantees, and Duties, Chapter R: Duties and Obligations
Article 95. . . .
Every individual is obligated to obey the Constitution and the laws.
@he following are duties of the individual and of the citizen:
...
8. @o protect the country~s cultural and natural resources and to keep watch that a
healthy environment is being preservedc
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Chapter RD: Concerning the States of Exception
Article 214. @he states of exception referred to in the previous articles twar, serious
disruption of public orderu will be subject to the following provisions:
...
2. Neither human rights nor fundamental freedoms may be suspended. Dn all
cases, the rules of international humanitarian law will be observed. A statutory
law will regulate the powers of the government during the states of exception and
will establish the legal controls and a guarantee to protect rights, in accordance
with international treaties. @he measures which are adopted must be proportionate
to the gravity of the events.
@itle |: Supervisory -odies, Chapter D: @he Office of the Comptroller General of the
Republic
Article 267. Iiscal control is a public function to be exercised by the Office of the
Comptroller General of the Republic, which oversees the fiscal management of the
administration and of individuals or entities which handle funds or assets belonging to the
nation.
Said control will be exercised selectively ex post facto in accordance with the procedures,
systems, and principles established by law. However, the law may authorize that in
special cases, Colombian private enterprises, selected on the basis of a public
performance contest and contracted according to the plan of the Council of State, may
conduct the supervision.
Oversight of the fiscal management of the State includes the exercise of financial control,
management, and performance, based on efficiency, economy, e_uity, and appraising the
environmental costs.
@itle |: Supervisory -odies, Chapter DDc @he Public Ministry
Article 277. @he National Attorney General, by himself/herself or through his/her
delegates and agents, will have the following functions:
...
4. @o defend the collective interests, especially the protection of the environment.
@itle |DD: @he Economic and Iinancial Regime, Chapter D: General Provisions
Article 333. Economic activity and private initiative must not be impeded within the
limits of the public good. No one may re_uire permits or licenses to exercise economic
activity except when authorized by law. . . .
@he law will limit the scope of economic freedom when the social interest, the
environment, and the cultural patrimony of the nation re_uire it.
Article 334. @he general management of the economy is the responsibility of the state. -y
means of the law, the state will intervene in the exploitation of natural resources, land
use, the production, distribution, use, and consumption of goods, and in public and
private services in order to streamline the economy with the purpose of achieving an
improved _uality of life for the inhabitants, the e_uitable distribution of opportunities,
and the benefits of development and conservation of a healthy environment.
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@itle |DD: @he Economic and Iinancial Regime, Chapter R: @he Social Purpose of the
State and Public Services
Article 366. @he general welfare and improvement of the population _uality of life are
social purposes of the state. A basic objective of the state~s activity will be to address
unsatisfied public health, educational, environmental, and drinking water needs.
Ior this purpose, public social expenditures will have priority over any other allocation in
the plans and budgets of the nation and of the territorial entities.
http://confinder.richmond.edu/admin/docs/colombiazconst2.pdf Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Comoros (2001)
Preamble
@he Comorian people solemnly affirm their commitment to
...
the right to a healthy environment and the duty of all to protect the environment.
@his Preamble is an integral part of the constitution
@itle RD: Constitutional Court
Article 36. @he Constitutional Court is the judge of the constitutionality of the laws of the
Union and the Dslands. Dt supervises the regularity of electoral operations both in the
Dslands and on the level of the Union, including as regards referendumsc it judges any
electoral disputes. Dt guarantees finally the basic rights of the human person and public
freedoms. @he Constitutional Court is guarantor of the distribution of competences
between the Union and the Dslands. Dt is charged to rule on the conflicts of competence
between two or several institutions of the Union, between the Union and the Dslands, and
the Dslands themselves. Any citizen can seize the Constitutional Court on the
constitutionality of the laws, either directly, or by the procedure of exception of
unconstitutionality called upon in a case that relates to it in front of a jurisdiction of the
Union or Dslands. @hose must postpone their procedures until the decision of the
Constitutional Court, which must intervene within thirty days.
Dn Irench:
http://www.beit-salam.km/article.php3eidzarticle}34 Naccessed 2009 Dec. 1Q
Congo, Republic of, aka Congo-Brazzaville (2002)
@itle DD: Rights and Iundamental Hiberties
Article 35. Each citizen shall have the right to a healthy, satisfactory, and sustainable
environment and the duty to defend it. @he State shall strive for the protection and the
conservation of the environment.
Article 36. Storing, manipulating, incinerating, and discharging toxic, polluting or
radioactive wastes originating in factories and other industrial or artisan units installed on
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the national territory shall be regulated by law. All pollution or destruction resulting from
an economic activity provides rights for compensation.
Article 37. @he transport, importation, storage, concealment, dumping, in the continental
waters and maritime spaces under national jurisdiction and emission in the airspace, of
toxic, polluting, or radioactive wastes or any other dangerous product of a foreign origin
shall constitute a crime punishable by law.
Article 41. Every citizen who has experienced prejudice by an act of the administration
has the right to seek justice, in the forms determined by law.
@itle D|: Constitutional Court
Article 149. Any individual, be it directly or by the procedure of exception of
unconstitutionality, invoked before a jurisdiction in a matter that concerns him, may seize
the Constitutional Court on the constitutionality of laws. Dn the case of exception of
unconstitutionality, the seized jurisdiction is given one month to rule from the
notification of the decision.
English summary:
www.chr.up.ac.za/hrzdocs/constitutions/docs/CongoCx20Nenglishx20summaryQNrevQ.do
c Naccessed 2008 Sept. 22Q
Dn Irench: http://droit.francophonie.org/df-web/publication.doepublicationDd}4356
Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Congo (Democratic Republic of, formerly known as Zaire) 2005
@itle DD: Human Rights, Iundamental Hiberties and Duties of the Citizen and the State,
Chapter 2: Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
Article 47. @he right to health and to food security are guaranteed.
@he law defines the fundamental principles and the rules of organization for public health
and food security.
Article 48.@he right to decent housing, the right of access to drinking water, and to
electric energy are guaranteed. @he law establishes the conditions for the exercise of
these rights.
@itle DD: Human Rights, Iundamental Hiberties and Duties of the Citizen and the State,
Chapter 3: Collective Rights
Article 53. All persons have the right to a healthy environment that is favourable to their
development.
@hey have the duty to defend it.
@he State ensures the protection of the environment and the health of the population.
Article 54.@he conditions for the construction of industrial plants, the storage, the
manipulation, the burning and the removal of toxic, polluting or radioactive waste
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produced by industrial units or workshops in the national territory are regulated by law.
Any pollution or destruction resulting from an economic activity gives rise to
compensation and/or reparation.
@he law defines the nature of the compensatory and reparatory measures as well as the
conditions for their implementation.
Article 55. @he transfer, importation, storage, spilling and disposal of toxic, polluting or
radioactive waste or any other dangerous product in the internal waters or maritime
spaces under national jurisdiction, or their release into the airspace, whether they hail
from abroad or not, constitute a crime punishable by law.
Article 60. @he respect of human rights and fundamental liberties guaranteed by the
Constitution is incumbent on the public authorities and all persons.
Article 61. Dn no case, not even when the state of siege or the state of emergency has been
proclaimed in accordance with Articles 87 and 88 of this Constitution, is a derogation
admissible from the following rights and fundamental principles:
-the right to life
-the prohibition of torture and of cruel, inhumane or degrading punishment or
torture
-the prohibition of slavery and servitude
-the principle of legality of offenses and penalties
-the right to defense and to a remedy
-the prohibition of imprisonment for debt
-the freedom of thought, conscience and religion
@itle DDD: @he Organization and Exercise of Authority, Chapter D: Dnstitutions of the
Republic, Section DDD: @he Relationship -etween the Executive Power and the Hegislative
Power
Article 143.
...
@he rights and duties of the citizens in times of war or of invasion or of attack of the
national territory by foreign forces are regulated by law.
@itle DDD: @he Organization and Exercise of Authority, Chapter D: Dnstitutions of the
Republic, Section DR: ?udicial Authority, Sub-section R: @he Constitutional Court
Article 162. @he Constitutional Court rules on the objection of unconstitutionality raised
by or before a court.
Any individual may appeal to the Constitutional Court for unconstitutionality of a
stautory or regulatory measure.
Dn addition he/she may appeal to the Constitutional Court by way of raising an objection
of unconstitutionality in a matter affecting him/her before a court.
Dn Irench: http://droit.francophonie.org/df-web/displayDocument.doeid}16107 Naccessed
2008 Oct. 24Q
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Costa Rica (1994)
@itle D: @he Republic
Article 10. A specialized Chamber of the Supreme Court of ?ustice shall declare, by the
absolute majority vote of its members, the unconstitutionality of provisions of any nature
and acts subject to Public Haw.
@itle DR: Dndividual Rights and Guarantees
Article 46. . . .
@he consumers and users have right to the protection of their health, environment,
security and economic interests, to receive suitable and truthful informationc to the
freedom of election, and e_uitable treatment. @he State will support any bodies
established for defending these rights. @he law will regulate these matters.
Article 48. Every person has the right to present writs of habeas corpus to guarantee his
freedom and personal integrity and writs of amparo to maintain or reestablish the
enjoyment of other rights conferred by this Constitution as well as those of fundamental
nature established in international instruments on human rights, enforceable in the
Republic. -oth writs shall be within the jurisidiction of the Chamber indicated in Article
10.
@itle R: Social Rights and Guarantees
Article 50. @he State shall procure the greatest welfare of all inhabitants of the country,
organizing and promoting production and the most ade_uate distribution of wealth.
Every person has the right to a healthy and ecologically balanced environment, being
therefore entitled to denounce any acts that may infringe said right and claim redress for
the damage caused.
@he State shall guarantee, defend and preserve that right. @he Haw shall establish the
appropriate responsibilities and penalties.
@itle RDD: Education and Culture
Article 89. @he cultural aims of the Republic include: to protect its natural beauty, to
preserve and develop the historic and artistic wealth of the Nation, and to support private
initiative directed to scientific and artistic progress.
@itle D|: @he Hegislative -ranch, Chapter DD: Powers of the Hegislative Assembly
Article 121. Dn addition to other powers vested in it by this Constitution, the Hegislative
Assembly has exclusive powers to:
s
7. Suspend, by vote of no less than two thirds of its membership, in case of clear
public need, the individual rights and guarantees conferred by Articles 22, 23, 24,
26, 28, 29, 30, and 37 of this Constitution. @his suspension may include all or
certain rights and guarantees, throughout the territory or only in a part of it, and
for no more than thirty days. . . . Dn no case may individual rights and guarantees
not listed in this subsection be suspended.
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@itle |: @he Executive -ranch, Chapter DD: Powers and Duties of the Executive -ranch
Article 140. @he following are the joint powers of the President and the appropriate
Cabinet Minister:
s
4. During the period of adjournment of the Hegislative Assembly, to order the
suspension of the rights and guarantees to which Article 121N7Q refers, in the same
instances and with the same limitations as established therein, and to report it
immediately to the Assembly. A decree of suspension of guarantees is e_uivalent,
ipso facto, to a call of the Assembly, which shall meet in the next forty-eight
hours. Df the Assembly does not confirm the measure by a two-thirds majority of
its entire membership, the guarantees shall be considered reestablished.
Dn Spanish:
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Costa/costa2.html Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast) 2000
@itle D: Ireedoms, Rights, and Duties, Chapter D: Ireedoms and Rights
Article 19. @he right to a healthy environment is recognized to all.
Article 20. All persons have the right to free and e_ual access to ?ustice.
@itle D: Ireedoms, Rights, and Duties, Chapter DD: Duties
Article 28. @he protection of the environment and the promotion of the _uality of life are
a duty for the community and for each physical or moral person.
@itle R: Relations -etween the Executive Power and Hegislative Power
Article 71. @he National Assembly holds the legislative power. Dt alone votes the law.
@he law establishes the rules concerning:
-citizenship, the civic rights and the fundamental guarantees granted to the
citizens for the exercise of the public liberties
s
Article 77. @he laws can, before their promulgation, be referred to the Constitutional
Council by the President of the National Assembly or by one-tenth at least of the
Deputies or by the parliamentary groups. @he Associations of the Defense of the Rights
of Man legally constituted can e_ually defer to the Constitutional Council the laws
concerning the public freedoms. @he Constitutional Council decides in a time period of
fifteen days from being seized.
@itle RDD: @he Constitutional Council
Article 96. Any litigant may enter a plea of unconstitutionality of a law before any court.
@he conditions for referring a matter to the Constitutional Council shall be determined by
law.
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English summary:
www.chr.up.ac.za/hrzdocs/constitutions/docs/CoteD'ivoireNenglishx20summaryQNrevQ.
doc Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Dn Irench: http://droit.francophonie.org/df-web/publication.doepublicationDd}235
Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Croatia (1990)
Chapter DD: -asic Provisions
Article 3. Ireedom, e_ual rights, national e_uality and e_uality of genders, love of peace,
social justice, respect for human rights, inviolability of ownership, conservation of nature
and the environment, the rule of law, and a democratic multiparty system are the highest
values of the constitutional order of the Republic of Croatia.
Article 16. Ireedoms and rights may only be restricted by law in order to protect
freedoms and rights of others, public order, public morality and health.
Every restriction of freedoms or rights shall be proportional to the nature of the necessity
for restriction in each individual case.
Article 17. During a state of war or an immediate threat to the independence and unity of
the State, or in the event of severe natural disasters, individual freedoms and rights
guaranteed by the Constitution may be restricted. @his shall be decided by the Croatian
Parliament by a two-thirds majority of all members or, if the Croatian Parliament is
unable to meet, at the proposal of the Government and upon the counter-signature of the
Prime Minister, by the President of the Republic.
@he extent of such restrictions shall be ade_uate to the nature of the danger, and may not
result in the ine_uality of persons in respect of race, color, gender, language, religion,
national or social origin.
Not even in the case of an immediate threat to the existence of the State may restrictions
be imposed on the application of the provisions of this Constitution concerning the right
to life, prohibition of torture, cruel or degrading treatment or punishment, on the legal
definitions of penal offenses and punishments, or on freedom of thought, conscience and
religion.
Article 19. Dndividual decisions of administrative agencies and other bodies vested with
public authority shall be grounded on law.
?udicial review of decisions made by administrative agencies and other bodies vested
with public authority shall be guaranteed.
Chapter DDD: Protection of Human Rights and Iundamental Ireedoms, Part 3: Economic,
Social, and Cultural Rights
Article 50. Expropriation, Restrictions for -usinesses
N1Q Property may, in the interest of the Republic of Croatia, be restricted or expropriated
by law upon payment of compensation e_ual to its market value.
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N2Q @he exercise of entrepreneurial freedom and property rights may exceptionally be
restricted by law for the purposes of protecting the interests and security of the Republic
of Croatia, nature, the environment, and public health.
Article 52. @he sea, seashore and islands, waters, air space, mineral wealth and other
natural resources, as well as land, forests, fauna and flora, other parts of nature, real estate
and goods of special cultural, historic, economic or ecological significance which are
specified by law to be of interest to the Republic of Croatia shall enjoy its special
protection.
Article 69. Health, Environment, Nature
Everyone shall have the right to a healthy life.
@he State shall ensure citizens the right to a healthy environment.
Everyone shall be obligated, within their powers and activities, to pay special attention to
the protection of public health, nature and environment.
http://www.usud.hr/default.aspxeShow}ustavzrepublikezhrvatske•Hang}en Naccessed
2008 Oct. 24Q
Cuba (1976)
Chapter D: Political, Social, and Economic Principles of the State
Article 27. @he state protects the environment and natural resources of the country. Dt
recognizes the close links they have with sustainable economic and social development to
make human life more rational and to ensure the survival, well-being and security of
present and future generations. Dt corresponds to the competent bodies to implement this
policy.
Dt is the duty of citizens to contribute to the protection of the waters and the atmosphere,
and to the conservation of the soil, flora, fauna and natureis entire rich potential.
http://www.cubanet.org/ref/dis/constz92ze.htm Naccessed 2008 Sept. 22Q
Czech Republic (1992)
Constitution
Preamble
he, the citizens of the Czech Republic . . .
...
resolved to protect and develop their natural, cultural, material, and spiritual
heritage
...
Chapter D: Iundamental Provisions
Article 3. An integral component of the constitutional system of the Czech Republic is
the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms.
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Article 4. @he fundamental rights and basic freedoms shall enjoy the protection of
judicial bodies.
Article 7. @he state shall see to it that natural resources are used prudently and natural
wealth is protected.
Chapter DR: ?udicial Power
87. @he Constitutional Court shall rule on:
s
NdQ constitutional complaints filed against final decisions and other interventions
by agencies of public authority, violating constitutionally guaranteed fundamental
rights and freedoms
s
Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms
Preamble
@he Iederal Assembly,
...
Recalling its share of responsibility towards future generations for the fate of all life on
Earth, and
...
Has enacted this Charter of Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms:
Chapter One: General Provisions
Article 1. All people are free, have e_ual dignity, and enjoy e_uality of rights. @heir
fundamental rights and basic freedoms are inherent, inalienable, non-prescriptible, and
not subject to repeal.
Article 4.
N1Q Duties may be imposed upon persons only on the basis of and within the bounds of
law, and only while respecting the fundamental rights and basic freedoms of the
individual.
N2Q Himitations may be placed upon the fundamental rights and basic freedoms only by
law and under the conditions prescribed in this Charter of Fundamental Rights and Basic
Freedoms Nhereinafter vChartervQ.
N3Q Any statutory limitation upon the fundamental rights and basic freedoms must apply
in the same way to all cases which meet the specified conditions.
N4Q Dn employing the provisions concerning limitations upon the fundamental rights and
basic freedoms, the essence and significance of these rights and freedoms must be
preserved. Such limitations are not to be misused for purposes other than those for which
they were laid down.
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Chapter @wo: Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms, Division One: Iundamental Human
Rights and Ireedoms
Article 11. s
N3Q Ownership entails obligations. Dt may not be misused to the detriment of the rights of
others or against legally protected public interests. Dts exercise may not cause damage to
human health, nature and the environment beyond statutory limits.
Chapter Iour: Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
Article 35.
N1Q Everybody has the right to a favourable environment.
N2Q Everybody is entitled to timely and complete information about the state of the
environment and natural resources.
N3Q Dn exercising his or her rights nobody may endanger or cause damage to the
environment, natural resources, the wealth of natural species, and cultural monuments
beyond limits set by law.
Chapter Iive: @he Right to ?udicial and Other Hegal Protection
Article 36.
N1Q Everyone may assert, through the legally prescribed procedure, his rights before an
independent and impartial court or, in specified cases, before another body.
N2Q Unless a law provides otherwise, a person who claims that her rights were curtailed
by a decision of a public administrative authority may turn to a court for review of the
legality of that decision. However, judicial review of decisions affecting the fundamental
rights and basic freedoms listed in this Charter may not be removed from the jurisdiction
of courts.
N3Q Everybody is entitled to compensation for damage caused him by an unlawful
decision of a court, other state bodies, or public administrative authorities, or as the result
of an incorrect official procedure.
N4Q Conditions therefor and detailed provisions shall be set by law.
Chapter Six: General Provisions
Article 41.
N1Q @he rights specified in Article 26, Article 27N4Q, Articles 28 to 31, Article 32N1Q and
N3Q, Article 33, and Article 35 of this Charter may be claimed only within the confines of
the laws implementing these provisions.
Constitution:
http://www.hrad.cz/en/ustavazcr/index.shtml Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms:
http://angl.concourt.cz/anglzverze/rights.php Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
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East Timor 2002
Part D: Iundamental Principles
Article 6. Objectives of the State
@he fundamental objectives of the State shall be:
...
fQ @o protect the environment and to preserve natural resourcesc
Part DD: Rights, Duties, Hiberties and Iundamental Guarantees, @itle D: General Principles
Section 24. Restrictive laws
1. Restriction of rights, freedoms and guarantees can only be imposed by law in order to
safeguard other constitutionally protected rights or interests and in cases clearly provided
for by the Constitution.
2. Haws restricting rights, freedoms and guarantees have necessarily a general and
abstract nature and may not reduce the extent and scope of the essential contents of
constitutional provisions and shall not have a retroactive effect.
Article 25. State of exception
1. Suspension of the exercise of fundamental rights, freedoms and guarantees shall only
take place if a state of siege or a state of emergency has been declared as provided for by
the Constitution.
2. A state of siege or a state of emergency shall only be declared in case of effective or
impending aggression by a foreign force, of serious disturbance or threat of serious
disturbance to the democratic constitutional order, or of public disaster.
3. A declaration of a state of siege or a state of emergency shall be substantiated,
specifying rights, freedoms and guarantees the exercise of which is to be suspended.
4. A suspension shall not last for more than thirty days, without prejudice of possible
justified renewal, when strictly necessary, for e_ual periods of time.
5. Dn no case shall a declaration of a state of siege affect the right to life, physical
integrity, citizenship, non-retroactivity of the criminal law, defence in a criminal case and
freedom of conscience and religion, the right not to be subjected to torture, slavery or
servitude, the right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment, and the guarantee of non-discrimination.
6. Authorities shall restore constitutional normality as soon as possible.
Article 26. Access to courts is guaranteed to all for the defence of their legally protected
rights and interests.
?ustice shall not be denied for insufficient economic means.
Article 27. Ombudsman
1. @he Ombudsman shall be an independent organ in charge to examine and seek to settle
citizens~ complaints against public bodies, certify the conformity of the acts with the law,
prevent and initiate the whole process to remedy injustice.
2. Citizens may present complaints concerning acts or omissions on the part of public
bodies to the Ombudsman, who shall undertake a review, without power of decision, and
shall forward recommendations to the competent organs as deemed necessary.
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Part DD: Rights, Duties, Hiberties and Iundamental Guarantees, @itle DDD: Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights and Duties
Article 61. Environment
1. Everyone has the right to a humane, healthy, and ecologically balanced environment
and the duty to protect it and improve it for the benefit of the future generations.
2. @he State recognizes the need to preserve and rationalize natural resources.
3. @he State shall promote actions aimed at protecting the environment and safeguarding
the sustainable development of the economy.
Part DR: Economic and Iinancial Organisation, @itle D: General Principles
Article 139. Natural Resources
1. @he resources of the soil, the subsoil, the territorial waters, the continental shelf and
the exclusive economic zone, which are essential to the economy, shall be owned by the
State and shall be used in a fair and e_uitable manner in accordance with national
interests.
2. @he conditions for the exploitation of the natural resources referred to in item 1 above
should lend themselves to the establishment of mandatory financial reserves, in
accordance with the law.
3. @he exploitation of the natural resources shall preserve the ecological balance and
prevent destruction of ecosystems.
http://www.constitution.org/cons/eastztimor/constitution-eng.htm Naccessed 2008 Oct.
24Q
Ecuador (1984, amended 2008)
Preamble
he, the sovereign people of Ecuador
s
Celebrating Nature, the Pacha Mama, which are part and is vital to our existence,
s
he decided to build
s
A new form of citizen coexistence in diversity and harmony with nature, to achieve the
good life, the sumak kawsayc
s
@itle DD: Rights
Chapter One: Principles of implementation of rights
Article 10. Dndividuals, communities, nations, nationalities and groups hold and enjoy the
rights guaranteed in the Constitution and international instruments. Nature will be subject
to those rights recognized in the Constitution.
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Article 11. @he exercise of rights is governed by the following principles:
1. @he rights can be exercised, promoted and enforced individually or collectively with
the relevant authorities, these authorities will ensure compliance.
s
3. @he rights and guarantees established in the Constitution and international human
rights instruments will be of direct and immediate application and to any servant or
public servant, administrative or judicial, ex officio or on application. @o exercise rights
and constitutional guarantees re_uires no conditions or re_uirements that are not
established in the Constitution or the law. @he rights are fully justiciable. Mou cannot
claim lack of rule of law to justify its violation or disregard, to dismiss the action for
those events or deny them recognition.
4. No rule of law may restrict the content of rights or constitutional guarantees.
5. Dn terms of rights and constitutional guarantees, the servants and public servants,
administrative or judicial, must apply the rule and the interpretation most favoring its
actual effect.
6. All the principles and inalienable rights are inalienable, indivisible, interdependent and
of e_ual standing.
7. @he recognition of rights and guarantees established in the Constitution and
international human rights instruments, does not exclude other rights deriving from the
dignity of individuals, communities, peoples and nationalities, which are necessary for its
full development.
8. @he content of the rights will be developed progressively through the rules,
jurisprudence and public policy. @he State will create and ensure conditions for their full
recognition and exercise. Any act or omission relating to repealing, unjustifiably
impairing or nullifying the exercise of rights will be unconstitutional.
9. @he highest duty of the State to respect and enforce the rights guaranteed in the
Constitution. @he State, its delegates, licensees and any person acting in the exercise of
public authority are obliged to remedy violations of the rights of individuals by the lack
or deficiency in the provision of public services, or for acts or omissions of its officers,
officials, and public employees in performing their duties. @he State shall exercise
immediately the right of recourse against those responsible for the damage, without
prejudice to any civil, criminal, and administrative remedies. s
Chapter @wo: Rights of the good life
Section One: hater and food
Article 12. @he human right to water is fundamental and indispensable. hater is a
strategic national asset for public use, inalienable, indefeasible, unattachable and essential
for life.
Article 13. Dndividuals and communities are entitled to safe and permanent access to safe,
sufficient and nutritious food, preferably locally produced and in accordance with their
different cultural identities and traditions. @he Ecuadorian State shall promote food
sovereignty.
Section @wo: Healthy Environment
Article 14. @he right of people to live in a healthy and ecologically balanced environment
that ensures sustainability and good living, sumak kawsay. @here is a public interest in
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environmental preservation, conservation of ecosystems, biodiversity and genetic
integrity of the country, prevention of environmental damage, and the recovery of
degraded natural areas.
Article 15. @he State shall promote, in both public and private sectors, the use of
environmentally clean technologies and alternative clean low impact energy. Energy
sovereignty will not be achieved at the expense of food sovereignty, or affect the right to
water. @he development, production, holding, trading, import, transport, storage and use
of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons, and of highly toxic persistent organic
pollutants, agrochemicals banned internationally, and experimental technologies and
harmful biological agents and genetically modified organisms harmful to human health or
that violate the 25 ecosystems and food sovereignty and the introduction of nuclear waste
and toxic waste into the country are all prohibited.
Section Iive: Education
Article 27. Education will focus on the human being and ensure their holistic
development, in a framework of respect for human rights, environment and sustainable
democracy. Education will be participatory, mandatory, cultural, democratic, inclusive
and diverse, _uality and warmc promote gender e_uity, justice, solidarity and peace,
encourage critical thinking, art and physical culture, individual initiative and community,
and developing skills and abilities to create and work. Education is essential to
understanding the exercise of rights and the construction of a sovereign country and is a
strategic hub for national development.
Section Seven: Health
Article 32. Health is a right guaranteed by the state, whose performance is linked to the
exercise of other rights including the rights to water, food, education, physical education,
labor, social security, and healthy environments that support good living. @he State
guarantees this right through economic, social, cultural, educational, and environmental
policies and permanent access to timely Nand without exclusionQ programs, actions and
promotion services and comprehensive health care, sexual and reproductive health. @he
provision of health services shall be governed by principles of e_uity, universality,
solidarity, intercultural, _uality, efficiency, effectiveness, care and bioethics, with focus
on gender and generations.
Chapter Six: Rights of Ireedom
66. Dt is recognized and guaranteed to persons:
...
27. @he right to live in a healthy, ecologically balanced, pollution free
environment and in harmony with nature.
Chapter Seven: Rights of Nature
Article 71. Nature or Pacha Mama, where life plays and performs, is entitled to full
respect, existence, and the maintenance and regeneration of its vital cycles, structure,
functions and evolutionary processes. Any person, community, nation or nationality may
re_uire the public authority to comply with the rights of nature. @he principles enshrined
in the Constitution, will be used to apply and interpret these rights, as appropriate. @he
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State will encourage individuals, legal persons, and collective entities to protect nature
and promote respect for all the elements that form an ecosystem.
Article 72. Nature is entitled to restoration. @his restoration is independent of the
obligation of the State and persons or companies to compensate individuals and groups
that depend on affected natural systems. Dn cases of severe or permanent environmental
impact, including those linked to the exploitation of nonrenewable natural resources, the
State shall establish the most effective mechanisms to achieve the restoration, and take
appropriate measures to eliminate or mitigate adverse environmental conse_uences.
Article 73. @he State will apply precautionary and restrictive measures to activities that
could lead to species extinction, destruction of ecosystems, or the permanent alteration of
natural cycles. @he import of organisms and organic and inorganic material that may
ultimately alter the national genetic heritage is prohibited.
Article 74. Dndividuals, communities, peoples and nations are entitled to benefit from the
environment and natural resources that allow them to live well. Environmental services
are not subject to appropriationc their production, delivery, use and development are
regulated by the state.
Chapter Eight: Rights Protection
Article 75. Everyone has the right to free access to justice and effective protection,
impartial and prompt investigation of their rights and interests, subject to the principles of
immediacy and speedc and in no case shall be defenseless. Iailure to comply with court
judgments shall be punished by law.
Chapter Nine: Responsibilities
Article 83. @he duties and responsibilities of Ecuador and Ecuadorians, without prejudice
to any other under the Constitution and laws, include:
s
5. Respect human rights and fight for their compliance.
6. Respect the rights of nature, preserve a healthy environment, and use natural
resources rationally and sustainably.
@itle DDD: Constitutional Guarantees
Chapter One: Policy Guarantees
Article 84. @he National Assembly and any body with regulatory powers will be re_uired
to adapt, both formally and materially, the laws and other legal norms on the rights
provided in the Constitution and international treaties, and those necessary to ensure the
human dignity of communities, peoples and nationalities. Dn no case shall reform of the
Constitution, laws, other legal rules or acts of public authority prejudice the rights
guaranteed by the Constitution.
Chapter @wo: Public Policies, Public Services and Citizen Participation
Article 85. @he design, implementation, evaluation and control of public policies and
public services that guarantee the rights recognized by the Constitution shall be governed
in accordance with the following provisions:
1. Public policies and the provision of public goods and services will be geared
towards the realization of the good life and all rights, and will be formulated
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based on the principle of solidarity.
2. Notwithstanding the prevalence of general interest over particular interests,
when the effects of the implementation of public policies or the provision of
public goods or services infringe or threaten to violate constitutional rights,
policies or benefits shall be reformulated or alternative measures shall be adopted
reconcile the conflicting rights.
3. @he State shall ensure the e_uitable and supportive provision of the budget for
the implementation of public policies and the provision of public goods and
services. @he formulation, implementation, evaluation and control of public
policies and public services will ensure the participation of individuals,
communities, peoples and nationalities.
Chapter @hree: ?udicial Guarantees
Section One: Common Provisions
Article 86. @he judicial guarantees shall be governed generally by the following
provisions:
1. Any person, group of people, community, nation or nationality may propose measures
envisaged in the Constitution.
2. Dt shall be the judge or judge of where it originates the act or omission or which
produce their effects, and apply the following rules of procedure:
aQ @he procedure will be simple, fast and efficient. At all stages and levels it will
be oral.
bQ Access to judge will be available all days and hours.
cQ @hey may be oral or written proposals, no formalities, and without citing the
provision in _uestion. Hiring a lawyer is not necessary to propose action.
dQ Notification shall be by the most effective means that are available to the
judge, the interested parties, and the body responsible for the act or omission.
eQ Dt shall not apply the procedural rules that tend to slow its fast clearance.
3. Once the proceeding is initiated, the judge or judge shall immediately convene a public
hearing, and at any time during the proceedings may order the collection of evidence and
appoint committees to collect that evidence. @he grounds alleged by the plaintiff when
the public entity does not prove otherwise or does not report will be presumed to be true.
@he judge or judge shall decide the case, and if the violation is found, shall issue a
declaration, order reparation, tangible and intangible, and specify and identify the duties,
both positive and negative, to be met by the addressee of the judicial decision. @he
judgments of first instance may be appealed to the provincial court. Hegal proceedings
will end only with the full execution of the sentence or decision.
4. Df the decision or resolution is not met by servants or public servants, the judge or court
shall order his removal from office or employment, without prejudice to civil or criminal
liability that may arise. hhere an individual fails to comply with the decision or
resolution, they shall be given the responsibility determined in the law.
5. All judgments rendered shall be referred to the Constitutional Court, for the
development of its jurisprudence.
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Article 87. @he Court may order interim measures jointly or independently of the
constitutional actions to protect rights, with the aim of preventing or restraining the
violation or threatened violation of a right.
Section @wo: Protective Action
Article 88. @he protection action shall aim at the direct and effective defense of the rights
recognized in the Constitution, and may be brought where there is a violation of
constitutional rights by acts or omissions of any non-judicial public authorityc against
public policy when involving the deprivation of the enjoyment or exercise of
constitutional rightsc and when the violation comes from a particular person, if the
violation is capable of causing serious damage, if improper provision of public services,
if acting under delegation or grant, or if the person concerned is in a state of
subordination, powerlessness and discrimination.
Section Iour: Action for Access to Public Dnformation
Article 91. @he action of access to public information will aim at ensuring access to it
when it has been denied, expressly or impliedly, or when furnished is not complete or
reliable. @he action may be filed even if the refusal is based on secrecy, reserved, or any
other confidential classification of information. @he confidentiality of the information
must be declared prior to the re_uest by the competent authority and in accordance with
law.
Section Six: Enforcement Action
Article 93. @he remedy for breach shall be to ensure implementation of standards that
make up the legal system, enforcement of judgments or reports from international human
rights tribunals when the statute or decision under which compliance is sought contains
an explicit and enforceable obligation to act or not act. @he action shall be brought before
the Constitutional Court.
Section Seven: Extraordinary Action to Protect
Article 94. @he extraordinary protection action lies against definitive judgments or orders
that have violated rights under the Constitution by action or omission, and shall be
brought before the Constitutional Court. @he appeal shall have been filed after the
exhaustion of other legal remedies, unless the lack of filing of these cases is not
attributable to the negligence of the person holding the violated constitutional right.
@itle RD: Development Plan
Chapter One: General Principles
Article 276. @he development plan has the following objectives:
s
4. Recover and conserve nature and maintain a healthy and sustainable
environment that ensures local people e_uitable access, permanent air, soil, and
water _uality, and the benefits of subsoil resources and natural heritage.
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Chapter @hree: Iood Sovereignty
Article 281. Iood sovereignty is a strategic objective and a state obligation to ensure that
individuals, communities, peoples, and nations achieve healthy and culturally appropriate
food self-sufficiency permanently. @hese will be the responsibilities of government:
s
4. Promote redistributive policies that allow the access of peasants to land, water
and other productive resources.
Article 282 .- @he State will regulate the use and access to land for meeting social and
environmental functions. A National Hand Iund, established by law, will regulate the
e_uitable access of peasants to land. Dt prohibits the large estates and the concentration of
land and hoarding or privatization of water and its sources. @he State shall regulate the
use and management of irrigation water for food production, under the principles of
e_uity, efficiency and environmental sustainability.
Chapter Iive: Strategic Sectors, Public Services and Companies
Article 313. @he State reserves the right to manage, regulate, control and manage the
strategic sectors in accordance with the principles of environmental sustainability,
precaution, prevention and efficiency. @he strategic sectors are those which by their
magnitude are of decisive importance and economic influence, social or environmental
policy, and should be oriented to the full development of human rights and social interest.
Energy in all its forms, telecommunications, non-renewable natural resources, transport
and refining of hydrocarbons, biodiversity, genetic heritage, the radio-electric spectrum,
water, and others determined by law are considered strategic sectors.
Article 314. @he State shall be responsible for the provision of public services of drinking
water and irrigation, sanitation, electricity, telecommunications, roads, port and airport
infrastructures, and others determined by law. @he State shall ensure that public services
and their provision meet the principles of obligation, generality, consistency, efficiency,
accountability, universality, accessibility, continuity and _uality. @he State shall have the
prices and utility rates are fair, and establish its control and regulation.
Article 318. hater is a strategic national asset for public use, inalienable and
indefeasible. hater is a vital element in nature and the existence of human beings. All
forms of water privatization are prohibited. hater management will be exclusively public
or community. Public service sanitation, water supply and irrigation will be provided
only by state agencies or community. @he State shall strengthen the management and
operation of community initiatives around water management and provision of public
services by encouraging partnerships between public and community to provide services.
@he state, through the single water authority, will be directly responsible for the planning
and management of water resources to be used for human consumption, irrigation to
ensure food sovereignty, ecological flow, and production activities. State approval is
re_uired for water use for productive purposes by the public, private and popular
solidarity economy, according to the law.
Section @wo: Property @ypes
Article 321. @he State recognizes and guarantees the right to property in its public,
private, community, state, associative, cooperative, and mixed formsc and property must
fulfill its social and environmental functions.
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Article 322. Dntellectual property is recognized in accordance with the conditions
stipulated by law. All forms of appropriation of collective knowledge in the field of
science, technology and ancestral wisdom are prohibited. @he misappropriation of genetic
resources that contain biological diversity and agro-biodiversity is also prohibited.
Article 323. Dn order to implement plans of social development, sustainable management
of environment and collective welfare, state institutions, for reasons of public utility or
social and national interest, may declare the expropriation of property, with fair value,
compensation, and payment in accordance with law. All forms of confiscation are
prohibited.
@itle RDD: Rules of Good Hiving
Chapter @wo: -iodiversity and Natural Resources
Section One: Nature and Environment
Article 395. @he Constitution recognizes the following environmental principles:
1. @he State guarantees a sustainable model of environmentally balanced
development, respectful of cultural diversity, to conserve biodiversity and the
natural regeneration capacity of ecosystems, and to ensure the satisfaction of the
needs of present and future generations.
2. Environmental management policies will apply on a cross-cutting basis and
shall be binding on the part of governments at all levels and on all natural or legal
persons in the country.
3. @he State guarantees the active and permanent participation of individuals,
communities, peoples and nations involved in the planning, implementation and
monitoring of all activities that generate environmental impacts.
4. Dn case of doubt about the scope of laws on environmental matters, laws will be
applied in the manner most favorable to the protection of nature.
Article 396. @he State shall adopt appropriate policies and measures to prevent negative
environmental impacts when there is certainty of harm. Df in doubt about the
environmental impact of any action or omission, although there is no scientific evidence
of harm, the State shall take effective and appropriate protective measures. @he liability
for environmental damage is objective. Any damage to the environment, in addition to
the penalties, will also imply an obligation to fully restore the ecosystem and compensate
the affected individuals and communities. Each of the actors in the processes of
production, distribution, marketing and use of goods or services will assume direct
responsibility to prevent any environmental impact, mitigate and repair the damage he
has caused, and to maintain a permanent environmental control system. @he legal actions
to pursue and punish environmental damages cannot be barred.
Article 397. Dn case of environmental damage the state will act immediately and
effectively to ensure the health and restoration of ecosystems. Dn addition to the
appropriate sentence against the operator of the activity that produced the damage are the
obligations of reparation, under the conditions and procedures established by law.
Responsibility also lies with the server or servers responsible for performing
environmental monitoring. @o ensure the individual and collective right to live in a
healthy and ecologically balanced environment, the State will:
1. Allow any natural or legal person, community or human group, such legal
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action and recourse to the judicial and administrative bodies, subject to its direct
interest, for the effective protection of these environmental rights, including the
possibility of applying measures allowing interim injunctions halting the threat or
environmental damage in dispute. @he burden of proof regarding the absence of
actual or potential harm lies with the manager of the activity or the defendant.
2. Establish effective mechanisms for prevention and control of environmental
pollution, recovery of degraded natural areas, and sustainable management of
natural resources.
3. Regulate the production, importation, distribution, use and disposal of
substances that are toxic and hazardous to humans or the environment.
4. Ensure the inviolability of the natural protected areas, so as to ensure
conservation of biodiversity and maintaining ecological functions of ecosystems.
@he State will be in charge of the management and administration of natural
protected areas.
5. Establish a national system of prevention and risk management for natural
disasters, based on the principles of immediacy, efficiency, caution, responsibility
and solidarity.
Article 398. Any decision or state authority which may affect the environment must be
consulted with the community, producing a timely and comprehensive report. @he
individual consultant will be the State. @he law shall regulate the preliminary
consultation, citizen participation, time limits, the subject consulted, the evaluation
criteria, and objections to the activity subject to consultation. @he State values the
opinion of the community according to criteria set in law and international human rights
instruments. Df the consultation process results in the overwhelming opposition of the
respective community, the decision whether to execute the project shall be taken by a
duly reasoned decision of the superior administrative authority in accordance with law.
Article 399. @he comprehensive exercise of state supervision over the environment and
the responsibility of citizens in environmental preservation will be articulated through a
decentralized national system of environmental management, which will be responsible
for advocacy of the environment and nature .
Section @wo: -iodiversity
Article 400. @he State shall exercise sovereignty over biodiversity. @he administration
and management will be handled with intergenerational responsibility. @he conservation
of biodiversity and its components, including agricultural and wild biodiversity and the
genetic heritage of the country is declared to be in the public interest.
Article 401. Ecuador is declared free of transgenic crops and seeds. Exceptionally, and
only when national interests are duly substantiated by the Office of the President and
approved by the National Assembly, may genetically modified seeds and crops be
introduced. @he State shall regulate under strict biosecurity, the use and development of
modern biotechnology and its products, and their experimentation, use and marketing. Dt
prohibits the application of risky or experimental biotechnologies.
Article 402. @he State prohibits the granting of rights, including intellectual property,
related to natural or synthetic products, obtained from the collective knowledge
associated with the national biodiversity.
Article 403. @he State does not engage in cooperative agreements or agreements
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containing clauses that undermine the conservation and sustainable management of
biodiversity, human health, and the collective rights and rights of nature.
Section @hree: Natural Heritage and Ecosystems
Section 404. Ecuador~s uni_ue and invaluable natural heritage includes, inter alia,
physical, biological and geological elements whose value from the standpoint of
environmental, scientific, cultural or landscape re_uires their protection, conservation,
recovery and advocacy. Dts management is subject to the principles and guarantees
enshrined in the Constitution and will be conducted according to land use planning and
ecological zoning, in accordance with law.
Article 405. @he national system of protected areas ensures the conservation of
biodiversity and maintaining ecological functions. @he system is integrated with the state
subsystems, autonomous decentralized, community and private, and its stewardship and
control is exercised by the State. @he State will allocate the necessary financial resources
for the financial sustainability of the system and encourage the participation in
administration and management of communities, peoples and nations that have
ancestrally inhabited protected areas. @he foreign natural or legal persons may not
ac_uire title to any land or concessions in the areas of national security or in protected
areas, in accordance with law.
Article 406. @he State shall regulate the conservation, management, sustainable use, and
recovery of fragile and endangered ecosystems including, among others, moorland,
wetlands, cloud forests, tropical dry forests, humid mangroves, and marine and marinecoastal ecosystems.
Article 407. @he extraction of nonrenewable resources in protected areas and in areas
declared as intangible is prohibited, including logging. @hese resources may be exploited
in exceptional circumstances at the re_uest of the Presidency of the Republic and based
on a previous declaration of national interest by the National Assembly, which as it sees
fit, may convene a referendum.
Section Iour: Natural Resources
Article 408. Nonrenewable natural resources and, in general, subsoil products, minerals
and hydrocarbons, substances whose nature is different from the soil, including those
located in areas covered by the waters of the territorial sea and maritime areas, as well as
biodiversity and its genetic heritage and the radio-electric spectrum are property of the
state and are inalienable. @hese assets may be exploited only in strict compliance with
environmental principles enshrined in the Constitution. @he State will participate in the
benefits of exploiting these resources, in an amount not less than those of the company
that exploits them. @he State shall ensure that the mechanisms of production,
consumption and use of energy and natural resources preserve and recover natural cycles
and allow living with dignity.
Section Iive: Soil
Article 409. Hand conservation, especially topsoil, is of public interest and national
priority. @he State will establish a policy framework for its protection and sustainable use
that will prevent its degradation, particularly that caused by pollution, desertification and
erosion. Dn areas affected by degradation and desertification, the State shall develop and
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encourage afforestation, reforestation and re-vegetation to avoid monoculture and using,
preferably, native species adapted to the area.
Article 410. @he State will provide farmers and rural communities with support for
conservation, soil restoration, and development of agricultural practices that protect and
promote food sovereignty.
Section Six: hater
Article 411. @he State shall guarantee the conservation, restoration and comprehensive
management of water resources, watershed management, and ecological flows associated
with the hydrological cycle. Dt will regulate all activities that may affect the _uality and
_uantity of water and the e_uilibrium of ecosystems, especially in the water source and
recharge areas. @he sustainability of ecosystems and human consumption will be high
priorities in water management and use.
Article 412. @he authority in charge of water management will be responsible for
planning, regulation and control. @his authority shall cooperate and coordinate with the
agency responsible for environmental management to ensure water management with an
ecosystem approach.
Section Seven: -iosphere, Urban Ecology and Alternative Energy
Article 413. @he State shall promote energy efficiency, development and use of
environmentally clean technologies and practices, healthy and diversified low impact
renewable energy, that shall not endanger food sovereignty, ecological balance,
ecosystems and the right to water.
Article 414. @he State shall take appropriate and effective measures to mitigate climate
change by limiting emissions of greenhouse gases, deforestation, and air pollution and
will take steps to conserve forests and vegetation, and to protect the populations at risk.
Article 415. @he central State and autonomous decentralized governments will adopt
comprehensive policies for participatory urban land management and land use, to
regulate urban growth, management of urban wildlife and encourage the establishment of
green areas. @he decentralized autonomous governments will develop programs that
ensure rational water use, recycling, reducing waste, proper treatment of solid and li_uid
wastes, and will encourage and facilitate non-motorized land transport, particularly
through the establishment of bicycle routes.
@itle RDDD: Dnternational Relations
Chapter One: Principles of Dnternational Relations
Article 416. @he relations between Ecuador and the international community must
respond to the interests of the Ecuadorian people, and accordingly:
s
13. Promote the creation, ratification and observance of international instruments
for the conservation and regeneration of the life cycles of the planet and
biosphere.
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Chapter @wo: Dnternational @reaties and Dnstruments
Article 419. @he ratification and denunciation of international treaties re_uire the prior
approval of the National Assembly in the cases:
s
8. @hat compromise the natural heritage and in particular water, biodiversity and
genetic heritage.
Chapter @hree: Hatin American Dntegration
Article 423. Dntegration, especially with countries of Hatin America and the Caribbean
will be a strategic objective of the State. Dn all instances and integration processes, the
Ecuadorian State shall undertake:
s
2. @o promote joint strategies for sustainable management of natural heritage,
particularly the regulation of extractive activities, cooperation on sustainable
energy, the conservation of biodiversity, ecosystems and water, research,
scientific development and exchange of knowledge and technology, and
implementation of coordinated strategies of food sovereignty.
See http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Ecuador/ecuador08.html NOriginal version
in Spanish, translated by author, accessed November 14, 2009Q
Egypt (2007)
Part DDD: Public Rights, Ireedoms, and Duties
Article 57. Any violation of individual liberty or the inviolability of private life citizens
or on any other rights or liberties guaranteed by the Constitution and by the law shall be
considered a crime, whose criminal and civil prosecution is not subject to the statute of
limitations.
@he State shall grant a fair compensation to the victim of such violation.
Article 59. Safeguarding the environment is a national duty, and the law shall regulate the
right to a good environment and the measures necessary to safeguard it.
Part DR: Sovereignty of Haw
Article 68. @he right to litigation is inalienable and guaranteed for all, and every citizen
has the right to have access to his natural judge.
@he State shall guarantee accessibility of judicature for litigants, and rapid decision on
cases. Any provision in the law stipulating immunity of any act or administrative decision
from the control of the judicature is prohibited.
Iull text of constitution: http://constitution.sis.gov.eg/en/2.htm
Recent amendments: http://constitution.sis.gov.eg/en/14d.htm
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El Salvador (1983)
@itle DD: @he Rights and Iundamental Guarantees of the Person, Chapter DD: Social Rights,
Iirst Section: @he Iamily
Article 34. Every child has the right to live in familial and environmental conditions that
permit his integral development, for which he shall have the protection of the State.
@itle DD: @he Rights and Iundamental Guarantees of the Person, Chapter DD: Social Rights,
Iourth Section: Public Health and Social Assistance
Article 69. @he State shall be e_uipped with the necessary and indispensable resources
for permanent control of the _uality of chemical, pharmaceutical and veterinary products
through surveillance organisms. Hikewise the State shall control the _uality of food
products and the environmental conditions that may affect health and well-being.
@itle R: Economic Order
Article 117. Dt shall be the Stateis duty to protect the natural resources as well as the
diversity and integrity of the environment, and to guarantee sustainable development.
@he protection, conservation, rational development, restoration or replacement of natural
resources are of social interest and will be managed according to laws.
@he introduction of nuclear residues and toxic waste into the national territory is
prohibited.
@itle RD: Organs of the Government, Powers, and Competencies, Chapter DR: Public
Ministry
Article 194. @he Procurator for the Defense of Human Rights and the Attorney General
of the Republic shall have the following functions:
1. Dt falls to the Procurator for the Defense of Human Rights:
1st. @o guard for the respect and guarantee of Human Rightsc
2nd. @o investigate, officially or by a denouncement that has been received, cases
of Human Rights violationsc
3rd. @o assist alleged victims of Human Rights violationsc
4th. @o promote judical or administrative resources for the protection of Human
Rightsc
5th. @o maintain vigil over the situation of private persons with respect to their
freedom. He shall be notified of all arrests and shall take care that the legal limits
of administrative detention are respectedc
6th. @o carry out inspections, where he deems necessary, to secure respect for
Human Rights
7th. @o supervise the performance of the Public Administration
8th. @o promote reforms before Organs of State for the advancement of Human
Rights
9th. @o issue opinions on bills of law which affect the exercise of Human Rightsc
10th. @o promote and propose steps he deems necessary to prevent violation of
Human Rightsc
11th. @o publicly or privately formulate conclusions and recommendationsc
12th. @o elaborate and publish reportsc
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13th. @o develop a permanent program of promotion activities on knowledge of
and respect for Human Rightsc
14th. @he others assigned to him by the Constitution or the Haw.
@itle D|: Scope, Application, Reform and Repeal
Article 246. @he principles, rights, and obligations established by this Constitution may
not be altered by laws that regulate their exercise.
@he Constitution shall prevail over all laws and regulations. @he public interest shall
come before private interest.
Article 247. Any person may seek amparo before the Constitutional Division of the
Supreme Court of ?ustice for the violation of rights granted by this Constitution.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/ElSal/constitucion2003.pdf Naccessed 2008
Oct. 24Q
Equatorial Guinea (1982)
@itle D: Iundamental Principles of the State
Article 6. @he State shall encourage and promote culture, artistic creativity, scientific and
technological research, and shall assure conservation of nature, the cultural inheritance,
and the artistic and historical wealth of the Nation.
http://droit.francophonie.org/df-web/publication.doepublicationDd}4257 Naccessed 2008
Nov. 6Q
Eritrea (1997)
Chapter DD: National Objectives and Directive Principles
Article 8. Economic and Social Development
...
N2Q @he State shall work to bring about a balanced and sustainable development
throughout the country, and shall use all available means to enable all citizens to
improve their livelihood in a sustainable manner, through their participation.
N3Q Dn the interest of present and future generations, the State shall have the
responsibility to regulate all land, water, air and natural resources and to ensure
their management in a balanced and sustainable mannerc and to create the right
conditions for securing the participation of the people to safeguard the
environment.
Chapter DDD: Iundamental Rights, Ireedoms, and Duties
Article 24. Administrative Redress
1. Any person with an administrative _uestion shall have the right to be heard
respectfully by the administrative officials concerned and to receive _uick and e_uitable
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answers from them.
2. Any person with an administrative _uestion, whose rights or interests are interfered
with or threatened, shall have the right to seek due administrative redress.
Article 28. Enforcement of Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms
...
2. Any aggrieved person who claims that a fundamental right or freedom guaranteed by
this Constitution has been denied or violated shall be entitled to petition a competent
court for redress. hhere it ascertains that such fundamental right or freedom has been
denied or violated, the court shall have the power to make all such orders as shall be
necessary to secure for such petitioner the enjoyment of such fundamental right or
freedom, and where such applicant suffers damage, to include an award of monetary
compensation.
http://www.chr.up.ac.za/undp/domestic/docs/czEritrea.pdf Naccessed 2008 Sept. 22Q
Estonia (1992)
Chapter D: General Provisions
Article 5. @he natural wealth and resources of Estonia are national assets, which shall be
used economically.
Chapter DD: Iundamental Rights, Hiberties, and Duties
Article 53. Everyone shall be obligated to preserve the human and natural environment
and to compensate for damages caused by him or her to the environment. @he procedures
for compensation shall be determined by law.
http://www.president.ee/en/estonia/constitution.php Naccessed 2008 Sept. 22Q
Ethiopia (1995)
Chapter @wo: Iundamental Principles of the Constitution
Article 10. Human and Democratic Rights
1. Human rights and freedoms, emanating from the nature of mankind, are inviolable and
inalienable.
2. Human and democratic rights of citizens and peoples shall be respected.
Chapter @hree: Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms, Part @wo: Democratic Rights
Article 37. Right of Access to ?ustice
1. Everyone has the right to bring a justiciable matter to, and to obtain a decision or
judgment by, a court of law or any other competent body with judicial power.
2. @he decision or judgment referred to under sub-Article 1 of this Article may also be
sought by:
NaQ Any association representing the Collective or individual interest of its
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membersc or
NbQ Any group or person who is a member of, or represents a group with similar
interests.
Article 43. @he Right to Development
1. @he right of the peoples of Ethiopia collectively, or the nations, nationalities and
peoples in Ethiopia, individually, to improve their standard of living and to sustainable
development is guaranteed.
2. Citizens shall have the right to participate in national development, and in particular, to
demand that their opinions be heard on matters of policies and of projects pertaining to
the community of which they are members.
3. Dnternational agreements entered into or relations formed by the State shall be such as
to guarantee the right to the sustainable development of Ethiopia.
...
Article 44. Environmental Rights
1. Everyone has the right to a clean and healthy environment.
2. All persons who have been displaced or whose livelihoods have been adversely
affected as a result of State programmes have the right to commensurate monetary or
alternative means of compensation, including relocation with ade_uate State assistance.
Chapter @en: National Policy Principles and Objectives
Article 85. Objectives
1. Any organ of Government shall, in the implementation of the Constitution, other laws
and public policies, be guided by the principles and objectives specified under this
Chapter.
Article 90. Social Objectives
1. @o the extent the countryis resources permit, policies shall aim to provide all
Ethiopians access to public health and education, clean water, housing, food and social
security.
Article 91. Cultural Objectives
2. Government and all Ethiopian citizens shall have the duty to protect the countryis
natural endowment, historical sites and objects.
Article 92. Environmental Objectives
1. @he State shall have the responsibility to strive to ensure a clean and healthy
environment for all Ethiopians.
2. Any economic development activity shall not in any way be disruptive to the
ecological balance or damaging to the environment.
3. People have the right to give their opinions in the preparation and implementation of
environmental policies and projects that affect them directly.
4. @he State and citizens shall have the duty to protect the environment.
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Chapter Eleven: Miscellaneous Provisions
Article 93. Declaration of State of Emergency
s
4. NaQ hhen a state of emergency is declared, the Council of Ministers shall, in
accordance with regulations it issues, have all necessary power to protect the countryis
peace and sovereignty, and to maintain public security, law and order.
NbQ @he Council of Ministers shall have the power to suspend such political and
democratic rights contained in this Constitution to the extent necessary to avert the
conditions that re_uired the declaration of a state of emergency.
NcQ Dn the exercise of its emergency powers the Council of Ministers can not, however,
suspend or limit the rights provided for in Articles 1, 18, 25, and sub-Articles 1 and 2 of
Article 39 of this Constitution.
http://www.ethiopiafirst.com/Election2008/Constitution.pdf Naccessed 2008 Oct. 24Q
Finland (1995)
Chapter 2: -asic Rights and Hiberties
Section 20. Responsibility for the environment
N1Q Nature and its biodiversity, the environment and the national heritage are the
responsibility of everyone.
N2Q @he public authorities shall endeavour to guarantee for everyone the right to a healthy
environment and for everyone the possibility to influence the decisions that concern their
own living environment.
Section 21. Protection under the law
Everyone has the right to have his or her case dealt with appropriately and without undue
delay by a legally competent court of law or other authority, as well as to have a decision
pertaining to his or her rights or obligations reviewed by a court of law or other
independent organ for the administration of justice.
Provisions concerning the publicity of proceedings, the right to be heard, the right to
receive a reasoned decision and the right of appeal, as well as the other guarantees of a
fair trial and good governance shall be laid down by an Act.
Section 22. Protection of basic rights and liberties
@he public authorities shall guarantee the observance of basic rights and liberties and
human rights.
Section 23. -asic rights and liberties in situations of emergency
Such provisional exceptions to basic rights and liberties that are compatible with
Iinland~s international obligations concerning human rights and that are deemed
necessary in the case of an armed attack against Iinland or if there exists an emergency
that threatens the nation and which according to an Act is so serious that it can be
compared with an armed attack may be provided by an Act.
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Chapter 10: Supervision of Hegality
Section 108. Duties of the Chancellor of ?ustice of the Government
@he Chancellor of ?ustice shall oversee the lawfulness of the official acts of the
Government and the President of the Republic. @he Chancellor of ?ustice shall also
ensure that the courts of law, the other authorities and the civil servants, public
employees and other persons, when the latter are performing a public task, obey the law
and fulfil their obligations. Dn the performance of his or her duties, the Chancellor of
?ustice monitors the implementation of basic rights and liberties and human rights.
...
Section 109. Duties of the Parliamentary Ombudsman
@he Ombudsman shall ensure that the courts of law, the other authorities and civil
servants, public employees and other persons, when the latter are performing a public
task, obey the law and fulfil their obligations. Dn the performance of his or her duties, the
Ombudsman monitors the implementation of basic rights and liberties and human rights.
...
http://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/kaannokset/1999/en19990731.pdf Naccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
France (2005)1954
Preamble
@he Irench people solemnly proclaim their attachment to the Rights of Man and to the
principles of national sovereignty as defined by the Declaration of 1789, reaffirmed and
complemented by the Preamble to the Constitution of 1946, and to the rights and
obligations defined by the Charter of the Environment of 2004.

1954

Dn ?uly 2008, various amendments were made to the Irench Constitution, including
the addition of a Defender of Rights Nas followsQ. @he provision is not yet in force.
@itle |D A: @he Defender of Rights
Article 71. @he Defender of Rights shall ensure the due respect of rights and freedoms by
state administrations, territorial communities, public legal entities, as well as by all
bodies carrying out a public service mission or by those that the Institutional Act decides
fall within his remit.
Referral may be made to the Defender of Rights, in the manner determined by an
Institutional Act, by every person who considers his rights to have been infringed by the
operation of a public service or of a body mentioned in the first paragraph. He may act
without referral.
@he Institutional Act shall set down the mechanisms for action and powers of the
Defender of Rights. Dt shall determine the manner in which he may be assisted by third
parties in the exercise of certain of his powers.
@he Defender of Rights is accountable for his actions to the President of the Republic and
to Parliament.
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@itle R: On Relations between Parliament and the Government
Article 34. Statutes shall determine the rules concerning:
-civic rights and the fundamental guarantees granted to citizens for the exercise of
their civil libertiesc freedom, pluralism and the independence of the mediac the
obligations imposed for the purposes of national defence upon the person and
property of citizens.
...
Statutes shall also lay down the basic principles of:
...
the preservation of the environmentc
...
Charter of the Environment, 2004
@he Irench people, considering that:
-natural resources and ecosystems have contributed to the emergence of
humanityc
-the future and the very existence of humanity are intrinsically linked with its
natural environmentc
-the environment is the common heritage of all human beingsc
-mankind has a growing influence on the conditions of life and on its own
evolutionc
-biological diversity, personal fulfillment, and progress of human societies are
affected by certain types of consumption or production and by the excessive
exploitation of natural resourcesc
-the preservation of the environment must be achieved with the same devotion as
other fundamental national interestsc
-in order to ensure sustainable development, choices aiming to meet present needs
must not compromise the capacity of future generations and other peoples to
satisfy their own needsc
Hereby proclaim:
Article 1. Everyone has the right to live in an environment that is both well balanced and
favorable to his/her health.
Article 2. Every person has the duty to take part in the preservation and the improvement
of the environment.
Article 3. Every person must, in the conditions defined by law, prevent or, at a minimum,
limit the harm that it is susceptible to bring on the environment.
Article 4. Every person must contribute to the reparation of damages that it causes to the
environment, in the conditions defined by law.
Article 5. Upon the risk of damage, even when uncertain given current scientific
knowledge, that might impact the environment in a serious and irreversible manner,
public authorities will ensure, by application of the precautionary principle, the adoption
of appropriate provisionary measures aiming to avoid the risk of the damage and to
implement evaluation procedures to measure the level of risk.
Article 6. Public policies must promote sustainable development. @o this effect, they
must take into account the protection and the improvement of the environment and must
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reconcile these objectives with economic and social development.
Article 7. Every person has the right, under limited conditions defined by law, to access
information relative to the environment that is held by public authorities, and to
participate in the creation of public decisions that have an impact on the environment.
Article 8. Education and information on the environment must contribute to the
implementation of the rights and responsibilities defined by this charter.
Article 9. Research and innovation must bring their participation to the preservation and
improvement of the environment.
Article 10. @his charter inspires Irance into action within the European Union and
international community.
http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/english/8ab.asp Naccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
Gabon (1991)
Preliminary @itle: Iundamental Rights and Principles
Article 1. @he Gabonese Republic recognizes and guarantees the inviolable and
imprescriptible rights of Man, which obligatorily constrain public powers:
...
8Q the State, according to its possibilities, shall guarantee to all, notably to the
child, the mother, the handicapped, to aged workers and to the elderly, the
protection of health, social security, a preserved natural environment, rest and
leisure.
@itle DR: Relations -etween the Executive Power and the Hegislative Power
Article 47. Outside the cases expressly provided for by the Constitution, the law
establishes the rules concerning:
-the exercise of fundamental rights and duties of citizens
s
@itle RD: Constitutional Court
Article 83. @he Constitutional Court is the highest jurisdiction in the State in
constitutional matters. Dt is the judge of the constitutionality of laws and it guarantees the
fundamental rights of the human person and public liberties. . . .
Article 85. . . .
@he other categories of laws as well as regulatory acts may be deferred to the
Constitutional Court, either by the President of the Republic, or by the Prime Minister, or
by the presidents of the Chambers of Parliament or one-tenth the members of each
Chamber, or by the presidents of the ?udicial and Administrativ Courts and the Court of
Accounts, or by any citizen or moral person aggrieved by the law or contested act.
...
http://democratie.francophonie.org/DMG/pdf/Gabon.pdf Naccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
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Gambia (1996)
Chapter ||: Directive Principles of State Policy
211. @he principles of state policy in this chapter shall form part of the public policy of
@he Gambia for the establishement of a just, free, and democratic state. @hese principles
shall not confer legal rights or be enforceable in any court butNaQ subject to the limits of the economic capacity and development of @he
Gambia, the Executive, the Hegislature and all other organs of the State in taking
policy decisions, making laws and in the administration of the Gambia, shall
according to their respective functions be guided by and observe them with a view
to achieving by legislation or otherwise the full realisation of these principlesc and
NbQ the courts are entitled to have regard to these principles in interpreting any
laws based on them.
215. N3Q @he State shall pursue a policy of
...
NdQ protecting the environment of the nation for posterityc and
NeQ co-operating with other nations and bodies to protect the global environment.
216. s
N4Q @he State shall endeavour to facilitate e_ual access to clean and safe water, ade_uate
health and medical services, habitable shelter, sufficient food and security to all persons.
218. @he State and all the people of @he Gambia shall strive to protect, preserve and
foster the languages, historic sites, cultural, natural and artistic heritage of @he Gambia.
220. N1Q @he exercise and enjoyment of rights and freedoms are inseparable from the
performance of duties and obligations, and accordingly, every citizen shall
...
NjQ protect and conserve the environment of @he Gambia.
N2Q Dt shall be the duty of every citizen to abide by and conform with the provisions set
out in subsection N1Q, but such duties shall not, of themselves, render any person liable to
proceedings of any kind in any court.
http://www.ncce.gm/files/constitution.pdf Naccessed 2008 Sept. 22Q
Georgia (1995)
Chapter One: General Provisions
Article 7. @he state shall recognise and protect universally recognised human rights and
freedoms as eternal and supreme human values. hhile exercising authority, the people
and the state shall be bound by these rights and freedoms as directly acting law.
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Chapter @wo: Iundamental Human Rights and Ireedoms
Article 37. . . .
3. Everyone has the right to live in a healthy environment and enjoy natural and cultural
surroundings. Everyone is obliged to protect the natural and cultural surroundings.
4. hith the view to ensuring a safe environment, in accordance with the ecological and
economic interests of society, with due regard to the interests of the current and future
generations, the State shall guarantee the protection of the environment and the rational
use of nature.
5. A person shall have the right to receive a complete, objective and timely information
as to the state of his/her working and living environment.
Article 42.
1. Everyone has the right to apply to a court for the protection of his/her rights and
freedoms.
...
Article 43.
1. @he protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms within the territory of
Georgia shall be supervised by the Public Defender of Georgia who shall be elected for a
term of five years by the majority of the total number of the members of the Parliament
of Georgia.
2. @he Public Defender shall be authorised to reveal facts of the violation of human rights
and freedoms and to report on them to corresponding bodies and officials. @he creation of
impediments to the activity of the Public Defender shall be punishable by law.
3. @he authority of the Public Defender shall be determined by the Organic Haw.
Article 46.
1. Dn case of a state emergency or martial law, the President of Georgia shall be
authorised to restrict the rights and freedoms enumerated in Articles 18, 20, 21, 22, 24,
25, 30, 33 and 41 of the Constitution either throughout the whole country or a certain part
thereof. @he President shall be obliged to submit the decision to the Parliament for
approval within 48 hours.
Chapter R: ?udicial Power
Article 89.
1. @he Constitutional Court of Georgia on the basis of a constitutional claim or a
submission of the President of Georgia, the Government, not less than one fifth of the
members of the Parliament, a court, the higher representative bodies the Autonomous
Republic of Abkhazia and the Autonomous Republic of Ajara, the Public Defender or a
citizen in accordance with a procedure established by the Organic Haw:
...
f. consider, on the basis of a claim of a person, constitutionality of normative acts
in relation to fundamental human rights and freedoms enshrined in Chapter @wo
of the Constitutionc
http://www.parliament.ge/files/68z1944z951190zCONS@D@z27z12.06.pdf N25.10.2008Q
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Germany (1994, amended in 2002)
D. -asic Rights
Article 19N4Q. Should any personis rights be violated by public authority, he may have
recourse to the courts. Df no other jurisdiction has been established, recourse shall be to
the ordinary courts. @he second sentence of paragraph N2Q of Article 10 shall not be
affected by this paragraph.
DD. @he Iederation and the Hander
Article 20NaQ. Protection of the Natural -ases of Hife and Animals
Mindful also of its responsibility toward future generations, the state shall protect the
natural bases of life and the animals by legislation and, in accordance with law and
justice, by executive and judicial action, all within the framework of the constitutional
order.
D|: @he ?udiciary
Article 93. t?urisdiction of the Iederal Constitutional Courtu
N1Q @he Iederal Constitutional Court shall rule:
...
4a. on constitutional complaints, which may be filed by any person alleging that
one of his basic rights or one of his rights under paragraph N4Q of Article 20 or
under Article 33, 38, 101, 103 or 104 has been infringed by public authorityc
http://www.bundestag.de/interakt/infomat/fremdsprachigeszmaterial/downloads/ggEnzdo
wnload.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 7Q
Ghana (1992)
Chapter Six: @he Directive Principles of State Policy
Article 34
N1Q @he Directive Principles of State Policy contained in this Chapter shall guide all
citizens, Parliament, the President, the ?udiciary, the Council of State, the Cabinet,
political parties and other bodies and persons in applying or interpreting this Constitution
or any other law and in taking and implementing any policy decisions, for the
establishment of a just and free society.
N2Q @he President shall report to Parliament at least once a year all the steps taken to
ensure the realization of the policy objectives contained in this Chapter and, in particular,
the realization of basic human rights, a healthy economy, the right to work, the right to
good health care and the right to education.
Article 36. . . .
N9Q @he State shall take appropriate measures needed to protect and safeguard the national
environment for posterityc and shall seek cooperation with other states and bodies for
purposes of protecting the wider international environment for mankind.
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Article 41. @he exercise and enjoyment of rights and freedoms is inseparable from the
performance of duties and obligations, and accordingly, it shall be the duty of every
citizen
...
NkQ to protect and safeguard the environment.
http://www.parliament.gh/constitutionzrepubliczghana.html
Greece (1975)
Part @wo: Dndividual and Social Rights
Article 20.
1. Every person shall be entitled to receive legal protection by the courts and may plead
before them his views concerning his rights or interests, as specified by law.
2. @he right of a person to a prior hearing also applies in any administrative action or
measure adopted at the expense of his rights or interests.
Article 24.
1. @he protection of the natural and cultural environment constitutes a duty of the State
and a right of every person. @he State is bound to adopt special preventive or repressive
measures for the preservation of the environment in the context of the principle of
sustainability. Matters pertaining to the protection of forests and forest expanses in
general shall be regulated by law. Alteration of the use of forests and forest expanses is
prohibited, except where agricultural development or other uses imposed for the public
interest prevail for the benefit of the national economy. tAmended in 2002u
...
Article 25.
1. @he rights of man as an individual and as a member of the society and the principle of
the constitutional welfare state are guaranteed by the State. All agents of the State shall
be obliged to ensure the unhindered and effective exercise thereof. @hese principles also
apply to relations between private individuals to which they pertain. Restrictions of any
kind which, according to the Constitution, may be imposed upon these rights, should be
provided either directly by the Constitution or by the law, in case a reservation exists in
the latteris favour, and should respect the principle of proportionality.
2. @he recognition and protection of the fundamental and inalienable rights of man by the
State aims at the achievement of social progress in freedom and justice.
http://www.ministryofjustice.gr/eu2003/constitution.pdf NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
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Guatemala (1985)
@itle DD: Human Rights, Chapter DD: Social Rights, Section @wo: Culture
Article 64. Natural Heritage
@he conservation, protection, and improvement of the natural heritage of the Nation is
declared to be of national interest. @he State will promote the creation of national parks,
reservations, and natural sanctuaries, which are inalienable. A law will guarantee their
protection and that of the fauna and flora to be found in them.
@itle DD: Human Rights, Chapter DD: Social Rights, Section Seven: Health, Security and
Social Assistance
Article 96. Kuality Control of Products
@he State will control the _uality of food products, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, and of
everything that can affect the health and well-being of its inhabitants. Dt will see to the
establishment and programming of priorities to health and the improvement of the
conditions of the basic environmental guarantee of the communities that are least
protected.
Article 97. Environment and Ecological -alance
@he State, the municipalities and the inhabitants of the national territory are obliged to
promote social, economic, and technological development that would prevent the
contamination of the environment and maintain the ecological balance. @he State will
issue all the necessary regulations to guarantee that the use of the fauna, flora, land, and
water will be realized rationally, obviating their depredation.
@itle DD: Human Rights, Chapter DD: Social Rights, Section @en: Economic and Social
Regime
Article 119. Obligations of the State.
@he following are basic obligations the State:
...
c. @o adopt the means that may be necessary for the conservation, development
and exploitation of natural resources in efficient formc
Article 126. Reforestation
@he reforestation of the country and the conservation of forests is declared to be a matter
of national urgency. @he law will determine the form and re_uirements for the rational
exploitation of forestry resources and their renewal, including the resins, rubber, wild
forest botanical products and other similar products, and will promote their industrial use.
...
@he forest and vegetation on the banks of rivers and lakes and in the vicinity of water
sources will enjoy special protection.
Article 127. hater Regime
All the waters belong to the public domain and are inalienable and imprescriptible. @heir
exploitation, use, and enjoyment are granted in the form established by law in accordance
with the social interest. A specific law will regulate this matter.
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@itle RD: Constitutional Guarantees and Defense of the Constitutional Order, Chapter DD:
Amparo
Article 265. Proceeding of Amparo
Amparo is instituted for the purpose of protecting persons against the threats of violations
of their rights or to restore the rule of same should the violation have occurred. @here is
no area which is not subject to amparo, and it will always proceed whenever the acts,
resolutions, provisions, or laws of authority should imply a threat, restraint, or violation
of the rights which the Constitution and the laws guarantee.
Dn Spanish:
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Guate/guate93.html
Guinea (1990)
@itle DD: Hiberties, Duties, and Iundamental Rights
Article 5. @he person and the dignity of man are sacred. @he State has the duty to respect
and protect them.
@he rights and duties enumerated hereinafter are inviolable, inalienable and indefeasible.
@hey are the foundation of all humanity and guarantee peace and justice in the world.
Article 19. s
@hey tthe People of Guineau shall have the right to the preservation of their heritage,
culture and environment.
Article 22. @he law guarantees to all the exercise of fundamental rights and liberties. Dt
shall determine the conditions under which they shall be exercised.
@he law shall only set limits on these rights and liberties which are indispensable to the
maintenance of public order and democracy.
s
@itle R: Relations -etween the President of the Republic and the National Assembly
Article 59. s
@he law shall fix rules concerning:
-guarantees of liberties and fundamental rights, the conditions under which they
are exercised and the limitation imposed on themc
s
Dn Irench: http://droit.francophonie.org/df-web/publication.doepublicationDd}4279
NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
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Guyana (1980, as amended in 2003)
Preamble
he, the Guyanese people
...
Acknowledge the aspirations of our young people who, in their own words, have declared
that the future of Guyana belongs to its young people, who aspire to live in a safe society
which respects their dignity, protects their rights, recognises their potential, listens to
their voices, provides opportunities, ensures a healthy environment and encourages
people of all races to live in harmony and peace and affirm that their declaration will be
binding on our institutions and be a part of the context of our basic lawc
Demonstrate our commitment to protect our natural environment and endowmentc
...
Part 1: General Principles, Chapter DD: Principles and -ases of the Political, Economic,
and Social System
25. Every citizen has a duty to participate in activities designed to improve the
environment and protect the health of the nation.
36. @he well-being for the nation depends upon preserving clean air, fertile soils, pure
water and the rich diversity of plants, animals and eco-systems.
39. N1Q Dt is the duty of Parliament, the Government, the courts and all other public
agencies to be guided in the discharge of their functions by the principles set out in this
Chapter, and Parliament may provide for any of those principles to be enforceable in any
court or tribunal.
N2Q Dn the interpretation of the fundamental rights provisions in this Constitution a court
shall pay due regard to international law, international conventions, covenants and
charters bearing on human rights.
Part 2: Specific Rules, @itle D: Protection Of Iundamental Rights And Ireedoms Of @he
Dndividual
149?. N1Q Everyone has the right to an environment that is not harmful to his or her health
or well-being.
N2Q @he State shall protect the environment, for the benefit of present and future
generations, through reasonable legislative and other measures designed to NaQ prevent pollution and ecological degradationc
NbQ promote conservationc and
NcQ secure sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoting
justifiable economic and social development
N3Q Dt shall not be an infringement of a person~s rights under paragraph N1Q if, by reason
only of an allergic condition or other peculiarity the environment is harmful to that
person~s health or well-being.
153N1Q Subject to the provisions of paragraph N6Q, if any person, including a person acting
on behalf of another who is not acting in his or her own name, or a person acting on
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behalf of a group or an association acting on behalf of its members, alleges that any of the
provisions of articles 138 to 151 NinclusiveQ has been, is being, or is likely to be
contravened in relation to him or her Nor in the case of a person who is detained, if any
other person alleges such a contravention in relation to the detained personQ then, without
prejudice to any other action with respect to the same matter which is lawfully available,
that person or association Nor that other personQ may apply to the High Court for redress.
N2Q @he High Court shall have original jurisdiction NaQ to hear and determine any application made by any person in pursuance of the
preceding paragraphc
NbQ to determine any _uestion arising in the case of any person which is referred to
it in pursuance of the next following paragraph, and may make such orders, issue
such writs and give such directions as it may consider appropriate for the purpose
of enforcing or securing the enforcement of any of the provisions of articles 138
to 151 NinclusiveQ.
N3Q Df in any proceedings in any court subordinate to the High Court any _uestion arises
as to the contravention of any of the provisions of articles 138 to 151 NinclusiveQ, the
person presiding in that court shall refer the _uestion to the High Court unless, in his
opinion, the raising of the _uestion is merely frivolous or vexatious.
N4Q hhere any _uestion is referred to the High Court in pursuance of paragraph N3Q, the
High Court shall give its decision upon the _uestion and the court in which the _uestion
arose shall dispose of the case in accordance with that decision or if that decision is the
subject of an appeal under this Constitution to the Court of Appeal, in accordance with
the decision of the Court of Appeal.
N5Q Parliament may confer upon the High Court such powers in addition to those
conferred by this article as may appear to Parliament to be necessary or desirable for the
purpose of enabling the High Court more effectively to exercise the jurisdiction conferred
upon it by this article.
N6Q Parliament may make provision with respect to the practice and procedure NaQ of the High Court in relation to the jurisdiction and powers conferred upon it
by or under this articlec
NbQ of the High Court and the Court of Appeal in relation to appeals to the Court
of Appeal from decisions of the High Court in the exercise of such jurisdictionc
NcQ of subordinate courts in relation to references to the High Court under
paragraph N3Q,including provision with respect to the time within which any
application, reference or appeal shall or may be made or broughtc and, subject to
any provision so made, provision may be made with respect to the matters
aforesaid by rules of court.
Part 2: Specific Rules, @itle Da. Protection of Human Rights
154A. N1Q Subject to paragraphs N3Q and N6Q, every person, as contemplated by the
respective international treaties set out in the Iourth Schedule to which Guyana has
acceded is entitled to the human rights enshrined in the said international treaties, and
such rights shall be respected and upheld by the executive, legislature, judiciary and all
organs and agencies of Government and, where applicable to them, by all natural and
legal persons and shall be enforceable in the manner hereinafter prescribed.
N2Q @he rights referred to in paragraph N1Q do not include any fundamental right under this
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Constitution.
N3Q @he State shall, having regard to the socio-cultural level of development of the
society, take reasonable legislative and other measures within its available resources to
achieve the progressive realisation of the rights provided for in paragraph N1Q.
N4Q Df any person alleges that any of the rights referred to in paragraph N1Q, has been, is
being or is about to be contravened in relation to him or her, then, without prejudice to
any other action with respect to the same matter which is lawfully available, that person
may apply to the Human Rights Commission in such manner as the Commission may
prescribe, for redress.
N5Q Nothing contained in this article shall be construed so as to abrogate any human right,
not enumerated herein, which a person had at the time of the commencement of this
Article.
N6Q @he State may divest itself or otherwise limit the extent of its obligation under any of
the treaties listed in the Iourth Schedule, provided that two- thirds of the elected
members of the National Assembly have voted in favour of such divestment or limitation.
Iourth Schedule: Conventions
Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women.
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.
Convention Against Torture and Other Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence
against Women.
http://www.parliament.gov.gy/constitution/Content.html NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
Haiti (1987)
@itle DDD: -asic Rights and Duties of the Citizen, Chapter DD: -asic Rights, Section ?:
Right to Security
Article 42: No citizen, whether civilian or military, may be denied access to the courts
open to him under the Constitution and the laws.
@itle DDD: -asic Rights and Duties of the Citizen, Chapter DDD: Duties of the Citizen
Article 52.1: Civic duties are the citizen~s moral, political, social and economic
obligations as a whole to the State and the country. @hese obligations are:
...
NhQ @o respect and protect the environmentc
@itle D|: Economics, Agriculture, and the Environment, Chapter DD: @he Environment
Article 253. Since the environment is the natural framework of the life of the people, any
practices that might disturb the ecological balance are strictly forbidden.
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Article 254. @he State shall organize the enhancement of natural sites to ensure their
protection and make them accessible to all.
Article 255. @o protect forest reserves and expand the plant coverage, the State
encourages the development of local sources of energy: solar, wind and others.
Article 256. hithin the framework of protecting the environment and public education,
the State has the obligation to proceed to establish and maintain botanical and zoological
gardens at certain points in its territory.
Article 257. @he law specifies the conditions for protecting flora and fauna, and punishes
violations thereof.
Article 258. No one may introduce into the country wastes or residues of any kind from
foreign sources.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/constitutions/haiti/haiti1987.html NAcessed 2008 Dec. 2Q
Honduras (1982)
@itle DDD: Declarations, Rights, and Guarantees, Chapter D: Declarations
Article 62. @he rights of every man are limited by the rights of all others, of collective
security, and by the just demands of the general welfare and democratic development.
Article 64. Haws and governmental provisions or any other provisions that regulate the
exercise of rights and guarantees recognized by this Constitution shall not be enforced if
they diminish, restrict or evade such rights and guarantees.
@itle DDD: Declarations, Rights, and Guarantees, Chapter RDD: Health
Article 145. @he right to the protection of one~s health is hereby recognized.
Dt is everyoneis duty to participate in the promotion and preservation of individual and
community health.
@he State shall maintain a satisfactory environment for the protection of everyone~s
health.
@itle DR: Constitutional Guarantees, Chapter D: Habeas Corpus and Amparo
Article 183. @he State recognizes the guarantee of Amparo.
Conse_uently, every aggrieved person, or any other in his behalf, has the right to
interpose the recourse of Amparo:
1. @o have the enjoyment of his rights and guarantees under the Constitution
maintained or restoredc and
2. Ior a declaratory judgment in particular cases that a law or resolution or act of
authority does not bind the petitioner, and is not applicable because it
contravenes, limits, or restricts any of the rights recognized by this Constitution.
@he Recourse of Amparo shall be interposed in accordance with the Haw.
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@itle DR: Constitutional Guarantees, Chapter DD: Unconstitutionality and Review
Article 184. @he Haws may be declared unconstitutional by reason of form or content. . . .
Article 185. A declaration of unconstitutionality of a law and its inapplicability may be
petitioned by anyone who considers himself injured in his direct, personal, and legitimate
interest . . .
@itle DR: Constitutional Guarantees, Chapter DDD: Restriction or Suspension of Rights
Article 187. @he exercise of the rights established in Articles 69, 71, 72, 78, 81, 84, 93,
99, and 103 may be suspended in the event of an invasion of the national territory, serious
disturbance of the peace, an epidemic, or other general disaster, or by the President of the
Republic in agreement with the Council of Ministers, by means of a decree that shall
contain:
1. @he reasons justifying the suspensionc
2. @he guarantee or guarantees that are restrictedc
3. @he territory to be affected by the restrictionc and
4. @he duration of the restriction. s
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Honduras/hond05.html NAccessed 2008 Oct.
25Q
Republic of Hungary (1989)
Chapter D: General Provisions
Article 8. N1Q @he Republic of Hungary recognizes inviolable and inalienable
fundamental human rights. @he respect and protection of these rights is a primary
obligation of the State.
N2Q Dn the Republic of Hungary regulations pertaining to fundamental rights and duties
are determined by lawc such law, however, may not restrict the basic meaning and
contents of fundamental rights.
N4Q During a state of national crisis, state of emergency or state of danger, the exercise of
fundamental rights may be suspended or restricted, with the exception of the fundamental
rights specified in Articles 54-56, Paragraphs N2Q-N4Q of Article 57, Article 60, Articles 66
-69, and Article 70/E.
Article 18. @he Republic of Hungary recognizes and shall implement everyone~s right to
a healthy environment.
Chapter R: @he Parliamentary Ombudsman for Civil Rights and the Parliamentary
Ombudsman for the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities
Article 32/-.
N1Q @he Parliamentary Ombudsman for Civil Rights is responsible for investigating or
initiating the investigation of cases involving the infringement of constitutional rights
which come to his attention and initiating general or specific measures for their remedy.
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...
N3Q Everyone has the right to initiate proceedings by the Parliamentary Ombudsmen in
the cases specified by law.
N4Q @he Parliamentary Ombudsmen for Civil Rights and for the Rights of National and
Ethnic Minorities shall be elected by a majority of two-thirds of the votes of the Members
of Parliament, based on the recommendation made by the President of the Republic. @he
Parliament may also elect special Ombudsmen for the protection of individual
constitutional rights.
Chapter |DD: Iundamental Rights and Duties of Citizens
Article 70/D
N1Q Everyone living in the territory of the Republic of Hungary has the right to the highest
possible level of physical and mental health.
N2Q @he Republic of Hungary shall implement this right through institutions of labor
safety and health care, through the organization of medical care and the opportunities for
regular physical activity, as well as through the protection of the urban and natural
environment.
Article 70/j
Claims arising from infringement of fundamental rights, and objections to the decisions
of public authorities regarding the fulfillment of duties may be brought before a court of
law.
http://www.mkab.hu/en/enpage5.htm NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
India (1976)
Part DDD: Iundamental Rights
Article 32. Right to constitutional remedies
N1Q @he right to move the Supreme Court by appropriate proceedings for the enforcement
of the rights conferred by this Part is guaranteed.
N2Q @he Supreme Court shall have power to issue directions or orders or writs, including
writs in the nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo warranto and
certiorari, whichever may be appropriate, for the enforcement of any of the rights
conferred by this Part.
N3Q hithout prejudice to the powers conferred on the Supreme Court by clauses N1Q and
N2Q, Parliament may by law empower any other court to exercise within the local limits of
its jurisdiction all or any of the powers exercisable by the Supreme Court under clause
N2Q.
N4Q @he right guaranteed by this article shall not be suspended except as otherwise
provided for by this Constitution.
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Part DR: Directive Principles of State Policy
Article 37. @he provisions contained in this Part shall not be enforceable by any court,
but the principles therein laid down are nevertheless fundamental in the governance of
the country and it shall be the duty of the State to apply these principles in making laws.
Article 48A. @he State shall endeavour to protect and improve the environment and to
safeguard the forests and wild life of the country.
Part DR A: Iundamental duties
Article 51A. Dt shall be the duty of every citizen of Dndia:
...
NgQ to protect and improve the natural environment including forests, lakes, rivers
and wild life, and to have compassion for living creaturesc
http://indiacode.nic.in/coiweb/welcome.html NAccessed 2008 Dec. 2Q
Indonesia (2000)
Section |A : Human Rights
Article 28H.
N1Q Each person has a right to a life of well-being in body and mind, to a place to dwell,
to enjoy a good and healthy environment, and to receive medical care.
Article 28D.
N1Q @he rights to life, freedom from torture, freedom of thought and conscience, freedom
of religion, freedom from enslavement, recognition as a person before the law, and the
right not to be tried under a law with retrospective effect are all human rights that cannot
be limited under any circumstances.
N2Q Every person shall have the right to be free from discriminative treatment based upon
any grounds whatsoever and shall have the right to protection from such discriminative
treatment.
N3Q @he cultural identities and rights of traditional communities shall be respected in
accordance with the development of times and civilisations.
N4Q @he protection, advancement, upholding and fulfilment of human rights are the
responsibility of the state, especially the government.
N5Q Ior the purpose of upholding and protecting human rights in accordance with the
principle of a democratic and law-based state, the implementation of human rights shall
be guaranteed, regulated and set forth in laws and regulations.
Article 28?. s
N2Q Dn exercising his/her rights and freedoms, every person shall have the duty to accept
the restrictions established by law for the sole purposes of guaranteeing the recognition
and respect of the rights and freedoms of others and of satisfying just demands based
upon considerations of morality, religious values, security and public order in a
democratic society.
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Section |DR: National Economy and Social helfare
Article 33. . . .
N3Q @he land and the waters as well as the natural riches therein are to be controlled by the
state to be exploited to the greatest benefit of the people.
N4Q @he organization of the national economy shall be based on economic democracy that
upholds the principles of solidarity, efficiency along with fairness, sustainability, keeping
the environment in perspective, self-sufficiency, and that is concerned as well with
balanced progress and with the unity of the national economy. tAmended in 2002u
http://www.us-asean.org/Dndonesia/constitution.htm NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
Iran (1979, as amended)
Chapter DDD: @he Rights of the People
Article 34. Dt is the indisputable right of every citizen to seek justice by recourse to
competent courts. All citizens have right of access to such courts, and no one can be
barred from courts to which he has a legal right of recourse.
Article 40. No one is entitled to exercise his rights in a way injurious to others or
detrimental to public interests.
Chapter DR: Economy and Iinancial Affairs
Article 50. @he preservation of the environment, in which the present as well as the future
generations have a right to flourishing social existence, is regarded as a public duty in the
Dslamic Republic. Economic and other activities that inevitably involve pollution of the
environment or cause irreparable damage to it are therefore forbidden.
Chapter |D: @he ?udiciary
Article 156. @he judiciary is an independent power, the protector of the rights of the
individual and society, responsible for the implementation of justice, and entrusted with
the following duties:
1. investigating and passing judgement on grievances, violations of rights, and
complaintsc the resolution of litigationc the settling of disputesc and the taking of all
necessary decisions and measures in probate matters as the law may determinec
2. restoring public rights and promoting justice and legitimate freedomsc
...
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/ir00000z.html NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
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Iraq (2005)
Section One: Iundamental Principles
Article 2.
Iirst: Dslam is the official religion of the State and is a foundation source of
legislation:
A. No law may be enacted that contradicts the established provisions of Dslam
-. No law may be enacted that contradicts the principles of democracy.
C. No law may be enacted that contradicts the rights and basic freedoms stipulated in this
Constitution.
Section @wo: Rights and Hiberties, Chapter One: Rights, Iirst Part: Civil and Political
Hiberties
Article 19.
...
@hird: Hitigation shall be a protected and guaranteed right for all.
Section @wo: Rights and Hiberties, Chapter One: Rights, Second Part: Economic, Social,
and Cultural Hiberties
Article 33.
Iirst: Every individual has the right to live in a safe environment.
Second: @he State undertakes the protection and preservation of the environment and
biological diversity.
Section @wo: Rights and Hiberties, Chapter @wo: Hiberties
Article 46.
Restricting or limiting the practice of any of the rights or liberties stipulated in this
Constitution is prohibited, except by a law or on the basis of a law, and insofar as that
limitation or restriction does not violate the essence of the right or freedom.
http://www.unira_.org/documents/ira_izconstitution.pdf NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
Italy (1948)
Iundamental Principles
Article 9
N1Q @he republic promotes cultural development and scientific and technical research.
N2Q Dt safeguards natural beauty and the historical and artistic heritage of the nation.
Article 24
N1Q Everyone may bring cases before a court of law in order to protect their rights under
civil and administrative law.
s
http://servat.unibe.ch/icl/it00000z.html Naccessed 2008 Sept 23Q
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Kazakhstan (1995)
Section DD: Man and Citizen
Article 13. s
2. Everyone shall have the right to judicial defence of his rights and freedoms.
3. Everyone shall have the right to _ualified legal assistance. Dn cases stipulated by law,
legal assistance shall be provided free of charge.
Article 31.
1. @he State shall set objectives to protect the environment favorable for the life and
health of the people.
2. Officials shall be held accountable, in accordance with law, for the concealment of
facts and circumstances endangering the life and health of the people.
Article 38.
Citizens of the Republic of jazakhstan must preserve nature and protect natural
resources.
http://www.eicee.org/pix/pdf/kazakhstan.pdf NAccessed October 22, 2008Q
Kuwait (1962)
Part DD: Iundamental Constitutents of the juwaiti Society
Article 21. Natural resources
Natural resources and all revenues there from are the property of the State. Dt shall ensure
their preservation and proper exploitation due regard being given to the re_uirements of
State security and the national economy.
Part DR: Powers, Chapter R: @he ?udicial Power
Article 166. Recourse to the Courts
@he right of recourse to the Courts is guaranteed to all people. Haw prescribes the
procedure and manner necessary for the exercise of this right.
Article 173. Constitutional Review
N1Q @he law specifies the judicial body competent to deciding dispiutes relating to the
constitutionality of laws and regulations and determines its jurisdiction and procedure.
N2Q @he law ensures the right of both the Government and the interested parties to
challenge the constitutionality of laws and regulations before the said body.
N3Q Df the said body decides that a law or a regulation is unconstitutional, it is considered
null and void.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/ku00000z.html NAccessed 2008 Dec. 2Q
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Kyrgyzstan (1993)
Chapter D: @he jyrghyz Republic, Section 1: General Principles
Article 4N5Q. @he land, its underlying resources, airspace, water bodies, forests, flora and
fauna, and other natural resources shall be the property of the jyrgyz Republic, shall be
used as the basis of life and activity of the people of jyrgyzstan and shall enjoy special
protection from the State.
Chapter DD: Citizens, Section 2: @he Rights and Ireedoms of the Dndividual
Article 15.
1. Dignity of an individual in the jyrghyz Republic shall be absolute and inviolable.
2. @he basic human rights and freedoms shall belong to every person from birth. @hey
shall be recognized as absolute, inalienable and protected by law and the courts from
infringement by any other person.
3. All persons in the jyrghyz Republic are e_ual before law and the court. No person
shall be subject to any kind of discrimination, violation of his rights and freedoms on the
ground of ethnic origin, sex, race, nationality, language, religion, political and religious
convictions, as well as under other conditions and circumstances of private or social
nature.
4. Human rights and freedoms are valid in the jyrghyz Republic. Such rights shall
determine the meaning, content and application of the laws, shall be respected by
legislative and executive branches and local self-government, and shall be guaranteed by
the judicial system.
Article 17.
1. Dn the jyrghyz Republic no laws shall be enacted which abolish or infringe on human
rights and freedoms.
2. Restrictions on the exercise of rights and freedoms shall be allowed by the Constitution
and laws of the jyrghyz Republic only for the purposes of guaranteeing rights and
freedoms of other persons providing public safety and constitutional order. Dn such cases,
the essence of the constitutional rights and freedoms shall not be effected.
Chapter 2: Citizens, Section 3: @he Rights and Duties of a Citizen
Article 35.
1. Citizens of the jyrgyz Republic shall have the right to a healthy, safe environment and
to compensation for damage caused to one~s health or property by activities involving the
exploitation of natural assets.
Article 38.
1. Dt is the duty of the state and all its bodies and officials to provide for full, absolute and
immediate protection of the rights and freedoms of citizens, to prevent the infringement
of rights in this sphere and to restore the violated provision.
2. @he jyrghyz Republic shall guarantee judicial defence of all the rights and freedoms
of citizens established by the Constitution and laws.
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Article 40. Every citizen in the jyrgyz Republic shall be guaranteed effective legal
assistance and defence of the rights and freedoms provided for by the Constitution.
http://www.parliament.go.th/parcy/sapazdb/conszdoc/constitutions/data/jyrgyzstan/jyr
gyzstanx20Constitutionx20ofx20thex20jyrghyzx20Republic.htm NAccessed 2008
Oct. 25Q
Laos (1991)
Chapter DD: @he Socio-economic System
Article 17. All organizations and citizens must protect the environment and natural
resources: land, underground, forests, fauna, water sources and atmosphere.
http://sunsite.nus.edu.sg/apcel/dbase/laos/primary/laacons.html
Latvia (1998)
Chapter RDDD: Iundamental Human Rights
Article 92. Everyone has the right to defend his rights and lawful interests in a fair court.
Everyone shall be presumed innocent until his guilt has been established in accordance
with law. Everyone, where his rights are violated without basis, has a right to
commensurate compensation. Everyone has a right to the assistance of counsel.
Article 115. @he State shall protect the right of everyone to live in a benevolent
environment by providing information about environmental conditions and by promoting
the preservation and improvement of the environment.
Article 116. @he rights of persons set out in Articles ninety-six, ninety-seven, ninetyeight, one hundred, one hundred and two, one hundred and three, one hundred and six,
and one hundred and eight of the Constitution may be subject to restrictions in
circumstances provided for by law in order to protect the rights of other people, the
democratic structure of the State, and public safety, welfare and morals. On the basis of
the conditions set forth in this Article, restrictions may also be imposed on the expression
of religious beliefs.
http://www.saeima.lv/HapasEnglish/ConstitutionzRisa.htm NAccessed 2008 Nov. 18Q
Lesotho (1993)
Chapter DDD: Principles of State Policy
Article 25. Application of the principles of State policy
@he principles contained in this Chapter shall form part of the public policy of Hesotho.
@hese principles shall not be enforceable by any court but, subject to the limits of the
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economic capacity and development of Hesotho, shall guide the authorities and agencies
of Hesotho, and other public authorities, in the performance of their functions with a view
to achieving progressively, by legislation or otherwise, the full realisation of these
principles.
Article 27. Protection of health
N1Q Hesotho shall adopt policies aimed at ensuring the highest attainable standard of
physical and mental health for its citizens, including policies designed to:
...
NbQ improve environmental and industrial hygiene
Article 36. Protection of the Environment
Hesotho shall adopt policies designed to protect and enhance the natural and cultural
environment of Hesotho for the benefit of both present and future generations and shall
endeavour to assure to all citizens a sound and safe environment ade_uate for their health
and well-being.
http://www.lesotho.gov.ls/documents/HesothozConstitution.pdf NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
Lithuania (1992)
Chapter D: @he State of Hithuania
Article 6. @he Constitution shall be an integral and directly applicable act.
Everyone may defend his rights by invoking the Constitution.
Chapter DD: @he Human -eing and the State
Article 30. @he person whose constitutional rights or freedoms are violated shall have the
right to apply to court.
Compensation for material and moral damage inflicted upon a person shall be established
by law.
Chapter DR: National Economy and Habour
Article 53.
N1Q @he State shall take care of peopleis health and shall guarantee medical aid and
services in the event of sickness. @he procedure for providing medical aid to citizens free
of charge at State medical facilities shall be established by law.
N2Q @he State shall promote physical culture of the society and shall support sports.
N3Q @he State and each person must protect the environment from harmful influences.
Article 54.
N1Q @he State shall concern itself with the protection of the natural environment, its fauna
and flora, separate objects of nature and particularly valuable areas, and shall supervise
the sustainable utilization of natural resources as well as their restoration and
augmentation.
N2Q @he destruction of land and entrails of the earth, the pollution of waters and air,
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radioactive impacts on the environment, as well as the depletion of fauna and flora, shall
be prohibited by law.
http://www3.lrs.lt/home/jonstitucija/Constitution.htm NAccessed 2008 Dec. 2Q
Luxembourg (2007)
Art. 11.2
@he State guarantees the protection of the human and natural environment, working to
establish a sustainable balance between nature conservation, especially its capacity for
renewal, and satisfying the needs of present and future generations.
Dt promotes the protection and welfare of animals.
Art. 95.3
N1Q @he Constitutional Court decides on the conformity of laws with the Constitution.
Art.113.
Nothing in the Constitution can be suspended.
http://www.legilux.public.lu/leg/textescoordonnes/compilation/codezadministratif/ROHz
1/CONS@zDROD@SzHOMMES.pdf
Macedonia (1991)
Part D: -asic Provisions
Article 8. @he fundamental values of the constitutional order of the Republic of
Macedonia are:
...
- development based on proper urban and rural planning to promote and improve
social well-being and protection and promotion of the environment and nature
Part DD: -asic Ireedoms and Rights of the Dndividual and Citizen, 2. Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights
Article 43. Everyone has the right to a healthy environment to live in.
Everyone is obliged to promote and protect the environment and nature.
@he Republic provides conditions for the exercise of the right of citizens to a healthy
environment.
Part DD: -asic Ireedoms and Rights of the Dndividual and Citizen, 3. Guarantees of -asic
Ireedoms and Rights
Article 50. Every citizen may invoke the protection of freedoms and rights determined by
the Constitution before the regular courts, as well as before the Constitutional Court of
Macedonia, through a procedure based upon the principles of priority and urgency.
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?udicial protection of the legality of individual acts of state administration, as well as of
other institutions carrying out public mandates, is guaranteed.
A citizen has the right to be informed on human rights and basic freedoms as well as
actively to contribute, individually or jointly with others, to their promotion and
protection.
Article 54. @he freedoms and rights of the individual and citizen can be restricted only in
cases determined by the Constitution.
@he freedoms and rights of the individual and citizen can be restricted during states of
war or emergency, in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution.
@he restriction of freedoms and rights cannot discriminate on grounds of sex, race, colour
of skin, language, religion, national or social origin, property or social status.
@he restriction of freedoms and rights cannot be applied to the right to life, the
interdiction of torture, inhuman and humiliating conduct and punishment, the legal
determination of punishable offences and sentences, as well as to the freedom of personal
conviction, conscience, thought and religious confession.
Part DD: -asic Ireedoms and Rights of the Dndividual and Citizen, 4. Ioundations for
Economic Relations
Article 55. @he freedom of the market and entrepreneurship is guaranteed.
...
@he freedom of the market and entrepreneurship can be restricted by law only for reasons
of the defence of the Republic, protection of nature and environment, or public health.
Article 56. All the natural resources of the Republic of Macedonia, the flora and fauna,
the amenities in common use, as well as the objects and buildings of particular cultural or
historical value determined by law, are goods of common interest for the Republic and
enjoy special protection.
Part DDD: @he Organization of State Authority, 1: @he Assembly of the Republic of
Macedonia
Article 77.
@he Assembly elects the Public Attorney by a majority vote of the total number of
Representatives, within which there must be a majority of the votes of the total number of
Representatives who belong to communities not in the majority in the population of
Macedonia.
@he Public Attorney protects the constitutional and legal rights of citizens when these are
violated by bodies of state administration and by other bodies and organizations with
public mandates. @he Public Attorney shall give particular attention to safeguarding the
principles of non-discrimination and e_uitable representation of communities in public
bodies at all levels and in other areas of public life.
@he Public Attorney is elected for a term of eight years, with the right to one reelection.
@he conditions for election and dismissal, the sphere of competence and the mode of
work of the Public Attorney are regulated by law.
http://www.sobranie.mk/en/default.aspevidi}ustav NAcccessed 2008 Nov. 18Q
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Madagascar (1998)
Preamble
...
Aware, in the name of humanism, of the necessity to reconcile Man as much with his
creator and his kin as with nature and its environment, as well as of the exceptional
importance of the richness and the plant, animal, and mineral resources uni_ue to it,
which nature has endowed Madagascar with and that it is important to preserve for future
generationsc
...
@itle DD: Ireedoms, Rights, and Duties of Citizens, Section D: Civil and Political Rights
and Duties
Article 13. . . .
N6Q @he law shall assure everyone access to justicec lack of resources will not be an
obstacle.
@itle DD: Ireedoms, Rights, and Duties of Citizens, Section DD: Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights and Duties
Article 35. @he Iokonolona may take appropriate measures to prevent destruction of their
environment, loss of their land, seizure of herds of cattle, or loss of their ceremonial
heritage, unless these measures jeopardize the common interest or public order.
@he coverage and terms of these provisions shall be determined by law.
Article 37. @he State guarantees the freedom of enterprise within the limits of respect for
the general interest, the public order and the environment.
Article 39. Everyone shall have the duty to respect cultural values, the public good, and
the environment.
@he State shall, with the participation of the autonomous provinces, assure the protection,
conservation, and improvement of the environment through appropriate means.
English: http://www.servat.unibe.ch/law/icl/ma00000z.html NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
Minor revisions in 2007 Nin IrenchQ: http://www.primature.gov.mg/webfiles/Projet-RevConstitution.pdf
Malawi (1994)
Chapter DDD: Iundamental Principles
Article 13. @he State shall actively promote the welfare and development of the people of
Malawi by progressively adopting and implementing policies and legislation aimed at
achieving the following goals {
...
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(d) The Environment
@o manage the environment responsibly in order to i. prevent the degradation of the environmentc
ii. provide a healthy living and working environment for the people of Malawic
iii. accord full recognition to the rights of future generations by means of
environmental protection and the sustainable development of natural resourcesc
and
iv. conserve and enhance the biological diversity of Malawi.
Article 14. @he principles of national policy contained in this Chapter shall be directory
in nature but courts shall be entitled to have regard to them in interpreting and applying
any of the provisions of this Constitution or of any law or in determining the validity of
decisions of the executive and in the interpretation of the provisions of this Constitution.
Chapter DR: Human Rights
Article 15.
1. @he human rights and freedoms enshrined in this Chapter shall be respected and
upheld by the executive, legislature and judiciary and all organs of the Government and
its agencies and, where applicable to them, by all natural and legal persons in Malawi and
shall be enforceable in the manner prescribed in this Chapter.
2.
Any person or group of persons with sufficient interest in the protection and
enforcement of rights under this Chapter shall be entitled to the assistance of the courts,
the Ombudsman, the Human Rights Commission and other organs of Government to
ensure the promotion, protection and redress of grievance in respect of those rights.
Article 41.
1. Every person shall have a right to recognition as a person before the law.
2. Every person shall have access to any court of law or any other tribunal with
jurisdiction for final settlement of legal issues.
3. Every person shall have the right to an effective remedy by a court of law or tribunal
for acts violating the rights and freedoms granted to him by this Constitution or any other
law.
Article 43. Every person shall have the right to:
aQ lawful and procedurally fair administrative action, which is justifiable in relation to
reasons given where his or her rights, freedoms, legitimate expectations or interests
are affected or threatenedc and
bQ be furnished with reasons in writing for administrative action where his or her
rights, freedoms, legitimate expectations or interests if those interests are known.
Article 44.
1. @here shall be no derogation, restrictions or limitation with regard to:
aQ the right to lifec
s
2. hithout prejudice to subsection N1Q, no restrictions or limitations may be placed on the
exercise of any rights and freedoms provided for in this Constitution other than those
prescribed by law, which are reasonable, recognized by international human rights
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standards and necessary in an open and democratic society.
3. Haws prescribing restrictions or limitations shall not negate the essential content of the
right or freedom in _uestion, shall be of general application
Article 46.
1. Save in so far as it may be authorized to do so by this Constitution, the National
Assembly or any subordinate legislative authority shall not make any law, and the
executive and the agencies of Government shall not take any action which abolishes or
abridges the fundamental rights and freedoms conferred by this Chapter, and any law or
action in contravention thereof shall, to the extent of the contravention, be invalid.
2. Any person who claims that a fundamental right or freedom guaranteed by this
Constitution has been infringed or threatened shall be entitled:
aQ to make application to a competent court to enforce or protect such a right or
freedomc and
bQ to make application to the Ombudsman or the Human Rights Commission in
order to secure such assistance or advice as he or she may reasonably re_uire.
3. hhere a court referred to in subsection N2Q NaQ finds that rights or freedoms conferred
by this Constitution have been unlawfully denied or violated, it shall have the power to
make any orders that are necessary and appropriate to secure the enjoyment of those
rights and freedoms and where a court finds that a threat exists to such rights or
freedoms, it shall have the power to make any orders necessary and appropriate to
prevent those rights and freedoms from being unlawfully denied or violated.
4. A court referred to in subsection N2Q NaQ shall have the power to award compensation to
any person whose rights or freedoms have been unlawfully denied or violated where it
considers it to be appropriate in the circumstances of a particular case.
5. @he law shall prescribe criminal penalties for violations of those non-derogable rights
listed in subsection 44 N1Q.
Chapter |D: Human Rights Commission
Article 129. @here shall be a Human Rights Commission, the primary functions of which
shall be the protection and investigation of violations of the rights accorded by this
Constitution or any other law.
Article 130. @he Human Rights Commission shall, with respect to the applications of an
individual or class of persons, or on its own motion, have such powers of investigation
and recommendation as are reasonably necessary for the effective promotion of the rights
conferred by or under this Constitution, but shall not exercise a judicial or legislative
function and shall not be given powers so to do.
http://www.sdnp.org.mw/constitut/dtlindx.html NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
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Maldives (2008)
Chapter D: State, Sovereignty, and Citizens
Article 9. Citizens
NaQ @he following persons are citizens of the Maldives:
1. citizens of the Maldives at the commencement of this Constitutionc
2. children born to a citizen of the Maldivesc and
3. foreigners who, in accordance with the law, become citizens of the Maldives.
NbQ No citizen of the Maldives may be deprived of citizenship.
NcQ Any person who wishes to relin_uish his citizenship may do so in accordance with
law.
NdQ Despite the provisions of article NaQ a non-Muslim may not become a citizen of the
Maldives.
Chapter DD: Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms
Article 16. NaQ @his Constitution guarantees to all persons, in a manner that is not contrary
to any tenet of Dslam, the rights and freedoms contained within this Chapter, subject only
to such reasonable limits prescribed by a law enacted by the Peopleis Majlis in a manner
that is not contrary to this Constitution. Any such law enacted by the Peopleis Majlis can
limit the rights and freedoms to any extent only if demonstrably justified in a free and
democratic society.
NbQ @he limitation of a right or freedom specified in this Chapter by a law enacted by the
Peopleis Majlis as provided for in this Constitution, and in order to protect and maintain
the tenets of Dslam, shall not be contrary to article NaQ.
NcQ Dn deciding whether a right or freedom in this Chapter, has been limited in accordance
with article NaQ and NbQ, a court must be fully cognisant of and make reference to all the
facts, including:
1. the nature and character of the right or freedomc
2. the purpose and importance of limiting the right or freedomc
3. the extent and manner of limiting the right or freedomc
4. the relationship between the limitation of the right or freedom and the
importance of the right or freedomc
5. the extent to which the objective for which the right or freedom has been
limited could have been achieved by limiting the right or freedom to a lesser
degreec
6. the extent to which the right or freedom must be limited in order to protect the
tenets of Dslam, where the right or freedom has been limited pursuant to article
NbQ.
NdQ @he onus of establishing that the limitation to any extent, of a right or freedom
included in this Chapter is within the reasonable limitations prescribed in this
Constitution is on the State or the person asserting the limitation of the right or freedom.
Article 22. Protection of the Environment
@he State has a fundamental duty to protect and preserve the natural environment,
biodiversity, resources and beauty of the country for the benefit of present and future
generations. @he State shall undertake and promote desirable economic and social goals
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through ecologically balanced sustainable development and shall take measures
necessary to foster conservation, prevent pollution, the extinction of any species and
ecological degradation from any such goals.
Article 23. Economic and Social Rights
Every citizen has the following rights pursuant to this Constitution, and the State
undertakes to achieve the progressive realisation of these rights by reasonable measures
within its ability and resources:
NaQ ade_uate and nutritious food and clean waterc
NbQ clothing and housingc
NcQ good standards of health care, physical and mentalc
NdQ a healthy and ecologically balanced environmentc
NeQ e_ual access to means of communication, the State media, transportation
facilities, and the natural resources of the countryc
NfQ the establishment of a sewage system of a reasonably ade_uate standard on
every inhabited islandc
NgQ the establishment of an electricity system of a reasonably ade_uate standard on
every inhabited island that is commensurate to that island.
Article 43. NaQ Everyone has the right to administrative action that is lawful, procedurally
fair, and expeditious.
NbQ Everyone whose rights have been adversely affected by administrative action has the
right to be given written reasons.
NcQ hhere the rights of a person, a group or community has been adversely affected by
administrative action, every such person, group or every person who may be directly
affected by such action has the right to submit the matter to court.
Article 65. Application to Court to Obtain a Remedy
Anyone whose rights or freedoms, as guaranteed by this Chapter, have been infringed or
denied may apply to a court to obtain a just remedy.
Article 67. Responsibilities and Duties
@he exercise and enjoyment of fundamental rights and freedoms is inseparable from the
performance of responsibilities and duties, and it is the responsibility of every citizen:
NhQ to preserve and protect the natural environment, biodiversity, resources and
beauty of the country and to abstain from all forms of pollution and ecological
degradationc
s
Article 68. hhen interpreting and applying the rights and freedoms contained within this
Chapter, a court or tribunal shall promote the values that underlie an open and democratic
society based on human dignity, e_uality and freedom, and shall consider international
treaties to which the Maldives is a party.
Article 189. NaQ @here shall be a Human Rights Commission of the Maldives.
NbQ @he Human Rights Commission is an independent and impartial institution. Dt shall
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promote respect for human rights impartially without favour and prejudice.
NcQ @he Human Rights Commission shall function as provided by the statute governing
the Human Rights Commission. Such statute shall specify the responsibilities, powers,
mandate, _ualifications, and ethical standards of members.
Article 192. NaQ @he Human Rights Commissionis responsibilities and powers shall
include the following:
1. to promote respect for human rightsc
2. to promote the protection, development and attainment of human rightsc
3. to monitor and assess the observance of human rights.
NbQ @he Human Rights Commission shall have the following functions and powers, as
regulated by law:
1. to investigate and to report on the observance of human rightsc
2. to take steps to secure appropriate redress where human rights have been
violatedc
3. to carry out research, and to educate the publicc
4. to exercise such additional powers and functions prescribed by law.
Chapter |D: State of Emergency
Article 253. Dn the event of natural disaster, dangerous epidemic disease, war, threat to
national security, or threatened foreign aggression, the President may declare a state of
emergency in all or part of the country for a period not exceeding thirty days.
Article 254. @he declaration of a state of emergency shall specify the reasons for the
declaration of an emergency, and include measures to deal with the emergency, which
may include the temporary suspension of the operation of laws and infringement of
certain fundamental rights and freedoms guaranteed by this Constitution in Chapter 2.
Article 255. NaQ Measures adopted in an emergency shall not contravene this Article.
NbQ Measures adopted in an emergency shall not restrict the following rights and
freedoms contained in the following Articles of this Constitution:
1. Article 21 Nright to lifeQc
2. Article 25 Nno slavery or forced labourQc
3. Article 27 Nfreedom of expressionQc
4. Article 28 Nfreedom of the mediaQc
5. Article 42 Nfair and transparent hearingsQc
6. Article 48 NbQ Nrights on arrest or detentionQc
7. Article 51 Nrights of the accusedQc
8. Article 52 Nconfessions and illegal evidenceQc
9. Article 53 Nassistance of legal counselQc
10. Article 54 Nno degrading treatment or tortureQc
11. Article 55 Nno imprisonment for nonfulfilment of contractual obligationQc
12. Article 57 Nhumane treatment of arrested or detained personsQc
13. Article 59 Nretrospective legislationQc
14. Article 60 Nprohibition of double jeopardyQc
15. Article 62 Nretention of other rightsQc
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16. Article 64 Nnon-compliance with unlawful ordersQ.
NcQ Any infringement of rights and freedoms under this Constitution and the law shall be
only to the extent strictly re_uired by the emergency.
NdQ Measures adopted in an emergency shall be consistent with the obligations of the
Maldives under international law applicable to states of emergency.
http://www.majlis.gov.mv/pm/english/constitution-translation.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov.
18Q
Mali (1992)
Preamble
@he Sovereign people of Mali
...
undertake to assure the amelioration of the _uality of life, the protection of the
environment and cultural heritage
...
@itle D: @he Rights and Duties of the Human Person
Article 15. Every person has the right to a healthy environment. @he protection, defense
and promotion of the environment are an obligation for all and for the State.
@itle RD: Dnteraction -etween the Cabinet and National Assembly
Article 70. s
Haw shall establish regulations concerning:
-civic rights and fundamental guaranties provided to citizens so they may exercise
their public liberties, constraints imposed by the National Defense on themselves
and their possessionsc
@itle RDD: @he ?udiciary
Article 81: @he judicial power is independent of the executive and legislative powers. Dt
shall be exercised by the Supreme Court and the other Courts and @ribunals.
@he power of the judiciary is the guardian of the liberties defined by this Constitution.
Dt guards the rights and liberties defined by this Constitution.
@itle D|: @he Constitutional Court
Article 85: @he Constitutional Court is the judge of the constitutionality of the laws and it
shall guarantee the fundamental laws of the individual and public liberties. Dt is the
regulating body of the functioning of the institutions and the activity of the Public
Powers.
http://confinder.richmond.edu/admin/docs/Mali.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 19Q
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Malta (1964)
Chapter 2: Declaration of Principles
Section 9 tEnvironment, History, Artsu: @he State shall safeguard the landscape and the
historical and artistic patrimony of the Nation.
Section 21 tApplication of the Principles Contained in this Chapteru: @he provisions of
this Chapter shall not be enforceable in any court, but the principles therein contained are
nevertheless fundamental to the governance of the country and it shall be the aim of the
State to apply these principles in making laws.
http://www.legal-malta.com/law/constitution.htm NAccessed 2008 Nov. 19Q
Mexico (1992, amended in 1999)
Iirst @itle, Chapter 1: Dndividual Guarantees
Article 4.
...
Every person has the right to live in an environment ade_uate for his development and
wellbeing.
...
t@his was added to Art 4 on ?une 28, 1999u
Article 17. No person may take the law into his or her own hands or resort to violence in
the enforcement of his tor heru rights.
Every person has the right to have _uick, complete and impartial justice by courts, which
shall be open for the administration of justice at such times and under such conditions as
established by law. @he courtsi services shall be gratuitous and all judicial costs are,
therefore, prohibited.
Article 25. @he State is responsible for the direction of the national development, and
ensuring that it is complete and sustainable . . .
Economic enterprises of the social and economic sectors will be supported and
encouraged under criteria of social e_uality and productivity, subject to the methods
dictated by the public interest and the use to the general benefit, of all productive
resources ensuring both their conservation and the environment. tAmended in 1999u
Article 27. @he Nation shall at all times have the right to impose on private property such
limitations as the public interest may demand, as well as the right to regulate the
utilization of natural resources which are susceptible of appropriation, in order to ensure a
more e_uitable distribution of public wealth, look after their conservation, achieve a more
balanced development of the country and improvement of life for the rural and urban
populations. Conse_uently, necessary measures shall be taken to organize human
settlements and establish ade_uate provisions, uses, reserves, and end uses of lands,
waters, and forests with the purpose of carrying out public works and planning and
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regulating their construction, conservation, improvement, and growth of centers of
populationc to preserve and restore ecological balancec to divide up large estatesc to
manage, consistent with the terms of the applicable regulations and law, the organization
and collective functioning of common public lands and communitiesc to secure the
development of small rural propertyc to encourage agriculture, ranching, forestry, and
various economic activities in the rural setting, and to prevent the destruction of natural
resources, and to protect property from damage to the detriment of society.
@hird @itle, Chapter DR: ?udicial Power
Article 102. s
-. @he Congress of the Union and the legislatures of the federal entities, within the ambit
of their respective competences, shall establish organs to safeguard the human rights
guaranteed by the Mexican juridical order, which shall ac_uaint themselves with all
complaints against the acts or omissions of an administrative nature committed by any
public authority or official, with the exception of those of the ?udicial Power of the
Iederation, that violate these rights.
@he organs referred to in the preceding paragraph shall formulate non-binding public
recommendations and denunciations and complaints before the respective authorities.
@hese organs shall not be competent in any electoral, labor, or jurisdictional matters.
@he organ to be established by the Congress of the Union shall be known as the National
Commission on Human Rights, which shall be autonomous in its management and
budget, juridical personality, and its possessions.
s
Article 103. @he Iederal Courts shall resolve all controversies that arise:
D. Irom acts of the authority that violate individual guarantees.
Article 107. All controversies referred to in Article 103 shall be subject to procedures and
forms of the juridical order determined by law, in accordance with the following bases:
D. A trial for judicial relief NamparoQ shall always be held at the instance of the
injured party.
DD. @he judgment shall always be such that it affects only private individuals,
being limited to affording them redress annd protection in the particular case to
which the complainant refers without making any general declaration as to the
law or act on which the complaint is based.
s
http://www.diputados.gob.mx/Heyes-iblio/pdf/1.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 19Q
Micronesia (1978)
Preamble
hith this Constitution, we affirm our common wish to live together in peace and
harmony, to preserve the heritage of the past, and to protect the promise of the future.
. . . Our islands sustain us . . .
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Article |DDD: General Provisions
Section 2. Radioactive, toxic chemical, or other harmful substances may not be tested,
stored, used, or disposed of within the jurisdiction of the Iederated States of Micronesia
without the express approval of the national government of the Iederated States of
Micronesia.
http://fsmlaw.org./fsm/constitution/constitution.htm
Moldova (1994)
Preamble
...
CONSCDOUS of our responsibility and duties towards the past, present, and future
generations
...
@itle DD: Iundamental Rights, Ireedoms, and Duties, Chapter DD: Iundamental Rights and
Ireedoms
Article 20. Iree Access to ?ustice
N1Q Any individual person shall be entitled to obtain effective reparation from the part of
competent courts of law against actions infringing upon his/her legitimate rights,
freedoms and interests.
N2Q No law may restrict the access to justice.
Article 37. @he Right to Hive in a Healthy Environment
N1Q Every human being has the right to live in an environment that is ecologically safe for
life and health, to obtain healthy food products and safe household goods.
N2Q @he State guarantees every citizen the right of free access to truthful information
regarding the state of the natural environment, the living and working conditions, and the
_uality of food products and household goods.
N3Q Non-disclosure or falsification of information regarding factors detrimental to human
health constitute offenses punishable by law.
N4Q Private individuals and legal entities shall be held responsible before the law for any
damages they may cause to personal health and property due to an ecological offense.
Article 46. @he Right to Private Property and its Protection
N5Q @he right of private property carries with it the duty to observe the rules regarding the
protection of the environment, the maintenance of good neighbourly relations and the
observance of all the other duties that have to be fulfilled by owners of private property
under the law.
Article 54. Restriction on the exercise of certain rights or freedoms
N1Q Dn the Republic of Moldova no law may be adopted which might curtail or restrict the
fundamental rights and liberties of the person and citizen.
N2Q @he pursuit of the rights and freedoms may not be subdued to other restrictions unless
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for those provided for by the law, which are in compliance with the unanimously
recognized norms of the international law and are re_uested in such cases as: the defence
of national security, territorial integrity, economic welfare of the State, public order, with
the view to prevent the mass revolt and felonies, protect other persons~ rights, liberties
and dignity, impede the disclosure of confidential information or guarantee the power and
impartiality of justice.
N3Q @he provisions under paragraph N2Q shall not allow the restrictions of the rights
sanctioned in Articles 20-24.
N4Q @he restriction enforced must be proportional to the situation that caused it and may
not affect the existence of that right or liberty.
@itle DD: Iundamental Rights, Ireedoms, and Duties, Chapter DDD: Iundamental Duties
Article 59. Protection of Environment and Public Monuments
Dt is the duty of every citizen to protect the natural environment, and to preserve and
protect the country~s historical and cultural sites and monuments.
@itle DR: National Economy and Public Iinance
Article 126.
N2Q @he state must ensure
...
NfQ the restoration and protection of the environment and the maintenance of
ecological balancec
@itle RD: Revision of the Constitution
Article 142. Himits of revision
N1Q @he provisions regarding the sovereignty, independence and unity of the State, as well
as those regarding the permanent neutrality of the State may be revised only by
referendum based on a majority vote of the registered voting citizens.
N2Q No revision shall be performed, if it implies the infringement of fundamental rights
and freedoms of citizens, or their guarantees.
N3Q @he Constitution may not be revised under a state of national emergency, martial law
or war.
http://xiv.parlament.md/en/legalfoundation/constitution/toc.html NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
also found at http://www.legislationline.org/documents/section/constitutions
Mongolia (1992)
Chapter One: Sovereignty of Mongolia
Article 6.
N1Q @he land, its subsoil, forests, water, fauna, and flora and other natural resources are
subject to national sovereignty and state protection.
...
N4Q @he State has the right to hold landowners responsible regarding the manner the land
is used, to exchange or take it over with compensation on the grounds of special public
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need, or confiscate the land if it is used in a manner adverse to the health of the
population, the interests of environmental protection, or national security.
Chapter @wo: Human Rights and Ireedoms
Article 16. @he citizens of Mongolia shall enjoy the following fundamental rights and
freedoms:
1Q @he right to life. . .
2Q @he right to healthy and safe environment and to be protected against
environmental pollution and ecological imbalance.
...
14Q @he right to appeal to the court for protection if one considers the rights or
freedoms spelt out by the Mongolian law or an international treaty to have been
violatedc
Article 17. s
N2Q Dt is a sacred duty for every citizen to work, protect his or her health, bring up and
educate his or her children and to protect nature and the environment.
Article 19. N1Q @he State is responsible to the citizens for the creation of economic, social,
legal, and other guarantees ensuring human rights and freedoms, for the prevention of
violations of human rights and freedoms, and restoration of infringed rights.
N2Q Dn case of a state of emergency or war, the human rights and freedoms as defined by
the Constitution and other laws are subject to limitation only by a law. Such a law may
not affect the right to life, the freedom of thought, conscience, and religion, as well as the
right not to be subjected to torture or inhuman and cruel treatment.
N3Q Dn exercising one~s rights and freedoms, one may not infringe the national security or
rights and freedoms of others or violate public order.
Chapter Iive: @he Constitutional Court
Article 66. N1Q @he Constitutional Court examines and settles constitutional disputes at
the re_uest of the National Parliament, the President, the Prime Minister, the Supreme
Court, and the Prosecutor General, or on its own initiative on the basis of petitions and
information received from citizens.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/mg00000z.html NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
Montenegro (2007)
Preamble
Stemming from:
@he conviction that the state is responsible for the preservation of nature, sound
environment, sustainable development, balanced development of all its regions and the
establishment of social justicec
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Part One: -asic Provisions
Article 16. @he law, in accordance with the Constitution, shall regulate:
1Q the manner of exercise of human rights and liberties, when this is necessary for their
exercisec
2Q the manner of exercise of the special minority rightsc
s
Part @wo: Human Rights and Hiberties, Section 1. Common Provisions
Article 20. Everyone shall have the right to legal remedy against the decision ruling on
the right or legally based interest thereof.
Article 21.Everyone shall have the right to legal aid.
Hegal aid shall be provided by the bar, as an independent and autonomous profession, and
by other services.
Hegal aid may be provided free of charge, in accordance with the law.
Article 23. Everyone shall have the right to a sound environment.
Everyone shall have the right to receive timely and full information about the status of
the environment, to influence the decision-making regarding the issues of importance for
the environment, and to legal protection of these rights.
Everyone, the state in particular, shall be bound to preserve and improve the
environment.
Article 24.
Guaranteed human rights and freedoms may be limited only by the law, within the scope
permitted by the Constitution and to such an extent which is necessary to meet the
purpose for which the limitation is allowed, in an open and democratic society.
Himitations shall not be introduced for other purposes except for those for which they
have been provided for.
Article 25.
During the proclaimed state of war or emergency, the exercise of certain human rights
and freedoms may be limited, to the necessary extent.
@he limitations shall not be introduced on the grounds of sex, nationality, race, religion,
language, ethnic or social origin, political or other beliefs, financial standing or any other
personal feature.
@here shall be no limitations imposed on the rights to: life, legal remedy and legal aidc
dignity and respect of a personc fair and public trail and the principle of legalityc
presumption of innocencec defensec compensation of damage for illegal or ungrounded
deprivation of liberty and ungrounded convictionc freedom of thought, conscience and
religionc entry into marriage.
@here shall be no abolishment of the prohibition of: inflicting or encouraging hatred or
intolerancec discriminationc trial and conviction twice for one and the same criminal
offence Nne bis in idemQc forced assimilation.
Measures of limitation may be in effect at the most for the duration of the state of war or
emergency.
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Part @wo: Human Rights and Hiberties, Section 4: Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
and Hiberties
Article 59. Ireedom of entrepreneurship shall be guaranteed.
Ireedom of entrepreneurship may be limited only if so necessary in order to protect the
health of the people, environment, natural resources, cultural heritage, or security and
defense of Montenegro.
Article 78. Everyone shall be obliged to preserve natural and cultural heritage of general
interest.
@he state shall protect the natural and cultural heritage.
Part @wo: Human Rights and Hiberties, Section 6: Protector of Human Rights and
Hiberties
Article 81.
@he protector of human rights and liberties of Montenegro shall be independent and
autonomous authority that takes measures to protect human rights and liberties.
@he protector of human rights and liberties shall exercise duties on the basis of the
Constitution, the law and the confirmed international agreements, observing also the
principles of justice and fairness.
@he protector of human rights and liberties shall be appointed for the period of six years
and can be dismissed in cases envisaged by the law.
http://www.legislationline.org/documents/section/constitutions/country/57 NAccessed
2008 Nov. 19Q
Mozambique (1990)
Part D: -asic Principles, Chapter DR: Economic and Social Organization
Article 37. @he State shall promote efforts to guarantee the ecological balance and the
conservation and preservation of the environment for the betterment of the _uality of life
of its citizens.
Article 38. @hrough the participation of citizens and the efficient use of human and
material resources, the objective of State economic policy shall be to lay the fundamental
bases for development, to improve the living conditions of the people, to strengthen the
sovereignty of the State, and to consolidate national unity.
Part DD: Iundamental Rights, Duties, and Ireedoms, Chapter D: General Principles
Article 72. All citizens shall have the right to live in, and the duty to defend, a balanced
natural environment.
Part DD: Iundamental Rights, Duties, and Ireedoms, Chapter DD: Rights, Duties, Ireedoms
Article 81. All citizens may contest acts that violate their rights recognized under the
Constitution and other laws.
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Article 82. All citizens shall have the right of recourse to the courts against any act which
violates their rights recognized by the Constitution and the law.
Part DD: Iundamental Rights, Duties, and Ireedoms, Chapter DR: Guarantees of Rights
and Ireedoms
Article 96.
1. Dndividual rights and freedoms shall be guaranteed by the State and shall be exercised
within the framework of the Constitution and the law.
2. @he exercise of rights and freedoms may only be limited where the public order or
individual rights, freedoms and guarantees are endangered, or where force is used or
threatened.
Article 106.
1. Dndividual freedoms and guarantees may only be temporarily limited or suspended in
the event of declaration of a state of war, a state of siege, or a state of emergency.
2. A state of siege or state of emergency may not exceed six months and any extension
must be made in the terms of the law.
3. @he law shall define rules for a state of war, a state of siege and a state of emergency
and shall establish judicial guarantees to protect the rights of citizens which are to be
safeguarded.
Part DDD: Organs of State, Chapter RD: @he Courts, Section 1: General Principles
1. Dt shall be the function of the courts to guarantee and strengthen the rule of law as an
instrument of legal stability to guarantee respect for the laws, to safeguard the rights and
freedoms of citizens, as well as the juridical interests of other legal entities.
2. @he courts shall educate citizens in the voluntary and conscious observance of laws,
thus establishing a just and harmonious social community.
3. @he courts shall punish violations of the legal order and shall adjudicate disputes in
accordance with the law.
http://aceproject.org/regionsen/eisa/Mr/Constitutionx20ofx20Mozambi_uex201990.pdf/viewesetzlanguage}en
NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
Myanmar (2008)
Chapter D: -asic Principles of the Union
Article 45. @he Union shall protect and preserve the natural environment.
Chapter RDDD: Citizenship, Iundamental Rights and Duties of the Citizen
Article 390. Every citizen has the duty to assist the Union with the following duties:
s
N6Q environmental conservation
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Namibia (1990)
Chapter |: @he Ombudsman
Article 91. @he functions of the Ombudsman shall be defined and prescribed by an Act of
Parliament and shall include the following:
s
cQ the duty to investigate complaints concerning the over-utilization of living
natural resources, the irrational exploitation of non-renewable resources, the
degradation and destruction of ecosystems and failure to protect the beauty and
character of Namibiac
Chapter 11: Principles of State Policy
Article 95. tPromotion of the helfare of the Peopleu
@he State shall actively promote and maintain the welfare of the people by adopting, inter
alia, policies aimed at the following:
s
NlQ maintenance of ecosystems, essential ecological processes and biological
diversity of Namibia and utilization of living natural resources on a sustainable
basis for the benefit of all Namibians, both present and futurec in particular, the
Government shall provide measures against the dumping or recycling of foreign
nuclear and toxic waste on Namibian territory.
Article 101. tApplication of the Principles contained in this Chapteru
@he principles of state policy contained in this chapter shall not of and by themselves be
legally enforceable by any Court, but shall nevertheless guide the Government in making
and applying laws to give effect to the fundamental objectives of the said principles. @he
Courts are entitled to have regard to the said principles in interpreting any laws based on
them.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/wa00tzzz.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
Nepal (2006)
Part 3: Iundamental Rights
16. Right Regarding Environment and Health.
N1Q Every person shall have the right to live in clean environment.
N2Q Every citizen shall have the right to get basic health service free of cost from the State
as provided for in the law.
32. Right to Constitutional Remedy.
@he right to proceed in the manner set forth in Article 107 for the enforcement of the
rights conferred in this part is guaranteed.
Part 4: Responsibilities, Directive Principles and Policies of the State
33. @he State shall have the following responsibilities:
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...
NgQ @o follow a policy of protecting and promoting national industries and
resources.
...
NoQ @o use existing natural resources including water resources of the country for
the interest of the nation.
35. State Policies.
...
N5Q @he State shall make necessary arrangements to maintain clean environment. @he
State shall give priority to the protection of the environment, and also to the prevention to
its further damage due to physical development activities by increasing the awareness of
the general public about environmental cleanliness, and the State shall also make
arrangements for the special protection of the environment and the rare wildlife.
Provision shall be made for the protection of the forest, vegetation and biodiversity, its
sustainable use and for e_uitable distribution of the benefit derived from it.
36. Kuestions not to be Raised in Courts.
N1Q No _uestions shall be raised in any court as to whether provisions contained in this
Part are implemented or not.
N2Q @he State shall mobilize or cause to be mobilized the re_uired resources for the
implementation of the principles and policies contained in this Part.
Part 10: ?udiciary
107. ?urisdiction of the Supreme Court.
N1Q Any Nepali citizen may file a petition in the Supreme Court to have any law or any
part thereof declared void on the ground of inconsistency with this Constitution because
it imposes an unreasonable restriction on the enjoyment of the fundamental rights
conferred by this Constitution or on any other ground, and extraordinary power shall rest
with the Supreme Court to declare that law as void either ab initio or from the date of its
decision if it appears that the law in _uestion is inconsistent with the Constitution.
N2Q @he Supreme Court shall, for the enforcement of the fundamental rights conferred by
this Constitution, for the enforcement of any other legal right for which no other remedy
has been provided or for which the remedy even though provided appears to be
inade_uate or ineffective, or for the settlement of any constitutional or legal _uestion
involved in any dispute of public interest or concern, have the extraordinary power to
issue necessary and appropriate orders to enforce such rights or settle the dispute. Ior
these purposes, the Supreme Court may, with a view to imparting full justice and
providing the appropriate remedy, issue appropriate orders and writs including the writs
of habeas corpus, mandamus, certiorari, prohibition and quo warranto.
Part 15: National Human Rights Commission
132. Iunctions, Duties and Power of the National Human Rights Commission.
N1Q Dt shall be the duty of the National Human Rights Commission to ensure the respect,
protection and promotion of the human rights and its effective implementation.
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N2Q Dn order to perform the duty referred to in clause N1Q above, the Commission may
carry out the following functions:
NaQ to conduct in_uiries into, investigations of, and recommendation for action
against the perpetrator, on the matters of violation or abetment of human rights of
a person or a group of persons, upon a petition or complaint presented to the
Commission by the victim himself or herself or any person on his/her behalf or
upon information received from any source, or on its own initiative,
NbQ to forward a recommendation to the concerned authority for taking
departmental action against the authority, who has the duty or responsibility to
prevent the violations of the human rights, failed to perform such duty or
responsibility or show recklessness or negligence in performing his/her duty,
NcQ to make recommendation to lodge a petition in the court, if necessary, in
accordance with the law against the person who has violated human rights,
NdQ to work jointly and in a coordinated manner with the civil society to enhance
awareness on human rights,
NeQ to forward a recommendation to the concerned authority for taking
departmental action or imposing punishment against the violators of human
rights, mentioning clear reason and basis thereof,
NfQ to review prevailing laws relating to human rights in a periodic basis and to
recommend the Government of Nepal for necessary reforms and amendment
thereto,
NgQ to recommend with reasons to the Government of Nepal to become a party to
any international treaties and instruments on human rights, if it is re_uired to do
so, and to monitor the implementation of the international treaties and instruments
of human rights to which Nepal is a Party and if found not being implemented,
forward recommendations to the Government of Nepal for effective
implementation of such instruments,
NhQ to publicize the names of the official, person or bodies not following or
implementing the recommendations and directions furnished by the National
Human Rights Commission regarding the violations of human rights in
accordance with law, and to record them as human right violators.
N3Q @he National Human Rights Commission in performing its functions and duties may
use the following powers:
NiQ exercise the same powers as the court has in re_uiring any person to appear
before the Commission for recording his/her statement and information or
examining them, receiving and examining evidence, ordering for the production
of any physical proof,
NjQ enter, without prior notice, in case the Commission has received the
information by any source that the incidents of the violation of human rights is
occurred or going to be occurred, into any person or their residence or office,
conduct search and seize any documents and evidences relating to human rights
violations thereon,
NkQ enter any government premises or other places, without prior notice, in case
the Commission has received information that violation of human rights of a
person is happening thereon and immediate action is re_uired, to provide rescue,
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NlQ order for the compensation, in accordance with law, to the victims of human
rights violations,
NmQ exercise or cause to be exercised other power and abide its duties as
prescribed by law.
N4Q Notwithstanding anything contained in this Article, the National Human Rights
Commission shall not have its jurisdiction on any matter which falls within the
jurisdiction of the Army Act.
Provided that nothing shall be a bar to proceedings in respect to the cases of violation of
human rights and humanitarian laws.
Part 19: Emergency Power
Article 143. Emergency Power.
N1Q Df a grave crisis arises in regard to the sovereignty or integrity of Nepal or the security
of any part thereof, whether by war, external invasion, armed rebellion or extreme
economic disarray, the Council of Minister of the Government of Nepal may, by
Proclamation, declare or Order a state of emergency to be enforced in any specified part
or the whole of Nepal.
s
N7Q During the time of the Proclamation or Order of the State of Emergency made by the
Council of Ministers of the Government of Nepal, pursuant to clause N1Q, the fundamental
rights provided in Part 3 may be suspended so long as the Proclamation or Order is in
operation.
Provided that Articles 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 29, 30 and 31, and the rights
to constitutional remedy and habeas corpus relating to such Articles shall not be
suspended.
N8Q Dn circumstances where any Article of this Constitution is suspended pursuant to
clause N7Q above, no petition may be made in any court of law, nor any _uestion be raised
for the enforcement of the fundamental rights conferred by such Article.
N9Q Df, during the continuance of a Proclamation or Order pursuant to clause N1Q, any
damage is inflicted upon any person by an act of any official done in contravention of law
or in bad faith, the affected person may, within three months from the date of termination
of the Proclamation or Order, file a petition for compensation for the said damage, and if
the court finds the claim valid, it shall cause the compensation to be delivered.
http://www.worldstatesmen.org/NepalzDnterimzConstitution2007.pdf NAccessed 2008
Nov. 20Q
Netherlands (1983)
Chapter 1: Iundamental Rights
Article 17. No one may be prevented against his will from being heard by the courts to
which he is entitled to apply under the law.
Article 21. Dt shall be the concern of the authorities to keep the country habitable and to
protect and improve the environment.
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Chapter 5: Hegislation and Administration, Section 2: Miscellaneous Provisions
Article 103.
N1Q @he cases in which a state of emergency, as defined by Act of Parliament, may be
declared by Royal Decree in order to maintain internal or external security shall be
specified by Act of Parliament. @he conse_uences of such a declaration shall be governed
by Act of Parliament.
N2Q Such a declaration may depart from the provisions of the Constitution relating to the
powers of the executive bodies of the provinces, municipalities, and water control boards,
the basic rights laid down in Article 6, insofar as the exercise of the right contained in this
article other than in buildings and enclosed places is concerned, Articles 7, 8, 9, 12N2Q, 13
and 113N1Q and N3Q.
Chapter 6: @he Administration of ?ustice
Article 120. @he constitutionality of Acts of Parliament and treaties shall not be reviewed
by the courts.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/nl00000z.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
Nicaragua (1986)
@itle DR: Rights, Duties and Guarantees of the Nicaraguan People, Chapter D: Dndividual
Rights
Article 45. Persons whose constitutional rights have been violated or are in danger of
being violated have the right to present the writ of habeas corpus or of amparo,
depending on the circumstances of the case and in accordance with the Haw of Amparo.
@itle DR: Rights, Duties and Guarantees of the Nicaraguan People, Chapter DDD: Social
Rights
Article 60. Nicaraguans have the right to live in a healthy environment. Dt is the
obligation of the State to preserve, conserve, and recover the environment and the natural
resources.
@itle RD: National Economy, Hand Reform, and Public Iinances, Chapter D: National
Economy
Article 102. @he natural resources are national patrimony. @he preservation of the
environment and the conservation, development, and rational exploitation of the natural
resources are responsibilities of the statec the State may formalize contracts for the
rational exploitation of these resources when re_uired by the national interest.
@itle RD: National Economy, Hand Reform, and Public Iinances, Chapter DD: Hand
Reform
Article 106. @he land reform is the fundamental instrument for the democratization of
ownership and the just distribution of landc it is a means constituting an essential part for
the global promotion and strategy of ecological reconstruction and the sustainable
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economic development of the country. @he land reform shall take into account the
socially necessary man-land relationship. s
@itle RDDD: @he Organization of the State, Chapter R: ?udicial -ranch
Article 160. @he administration of justice guarantees the principle of legalityc it protects
and safeguards human rights through the application of the law in cases and proceedings
falling within its jurisdiction.
Article 164. the Supreme Court of ?ustice has the following functions:
s
3. @o consider and determine amparo proceedings brought for violations of the
rights established in the Constitution in accordance with the Haw of Amparo
4. @o consider and determine applications for the judicial review of the
constitutionality of laws
s
@itle |: Supremacy of the Constitution, Dts Reform, and Constitutional Haws, Chapter D:
Of the Political Constitution
Article 185. @he President of the Republic, in the Council of Ministers, can decree, for
the totality or for part of the national territory and for a given time subject to extension,
the suspension of rights and guarantees when the security of the nation, the economic
conditions, or some national catastrophe demend it. @he Haw of Emergency shall regulate
its modalities.
Article 186. @he President of the Republic may not suspend the rights and guarantees
established in Articles 23c 24c 25, no. 3c 26, no. 3c 27c 29c 33, nos. 2.1 Nfinal partQ, 3 and
5c 34, except nos. 2 and 8c 35c 36c 37c 38c 39c 40c 41c 42c 43c 44c 46c 47c 48c 50c 51c 56c
57c 58c 59c 60c 61c 62c 63c 64c 65c 67c 68, first sectionc 69c 70c 71c 72c 73c 74c 75c 76c 77c
78c 79c 80c 81c 82c 84c 85c 87c 89c 90 and 91.
@itle |: Supremacy of the Constitution, Dts Reform, and Constitutional Haws, Chapter DD:
Constitutional Control
Article 187. An application for judicial review of any law, decree or regulation that is
inconsistent with the Political Constitution may be brought by any citizen.
Article 188. @he writ of Amparo may be used to challenge any provision, act or
resolution and more generally any act or omission of any official or authority or one of
the agents of the latter who is violating or trying to violate the rights and guarantees
affiremed in the Political Constitution.
Article 190. @he Haw of Amparo shall regulate the remedies established in this Chapter.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Nica/nica05.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
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Niger (1996)
@itle DD: On Rights and Duties of the Human Person
Article 27. Each person has the right to a healthy environment. @he State shall be charged
with protecting the environment.
Everyone is obligated to preserve and improve the environment where he/she lives.
@he stockpiling, handling and evacuation of toxic wastes, whether pollutants from
factories or from other industrial or artisanal organizations situated in the national
territory, are regulated by law.
@he transit, importation, stocking, burial, dumping on the national territory of toxic
wastes or foreign pollutants as well as any agreement concerning it constitutes a crime
against the Nation punishable by law.
Article 33. s
A National Commission shall supervise the promotion and the effectiveness of the above
declared rights and liberties, if necessary, in accordance with the international agreements
to which Niger is a signatory.
@itle R: On the Relationship -etween the Executive and Hegislative Powers
Article 81. @he law establishes the regulations concerning:
-citizenship, civic rights and the fundamental guarantees granted to citizens for
the exercise of their public liberties
s
@itle RD: @he ?udicial Power, Section D: @he Constitutional Court
Art 104. @he Constitutional Court consists of seven N7Q members of at least forty N40Q
years of age.
@he Court consists of:
s
-a representative of the Associations of Defense of Human Rights recognized for
his expertise in public law
Article 113. Any person who is party to a lawsuit may invoke the unconstitutionality of a
law before any jurisdiction by means of exception. @he jurisdiction must stay
proceedings until the decision of the Constitutional Court, a decision which must be
given within thirty N30Q days.
A provision declared unconstitutional on the basis of the paragraph above is null and void
as of right.
http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/documents/CAIRAD/UNPAN002961.pdf
NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
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Nigeria (1999)
Chapter D: General Provisions, Part DD: Powers of the Iederal Republic of Nigeria
6. N1Q @he judicial powers of the Iederation shall be vested in the courts to which this
section relates, being courts established for the Iederation.
N6Q @he judicial powers vested in accordance with the foregoing provisions of this
section:
NcQ shall not, except as otherwise provided by this Constitution, extend to any
issue or _uestion as to whether any act of omission by any authority or person or
as to whether any law or any judicial decision is in conformity with the
Iundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy set out in
Chapter DD of this Constitutionc
Chapter DD: Iundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy
Environmental Objectives
20. @he State shall protect and improve the environment and safeguard the water, air and
land, forest and wild life of Nigeria.
http://www.nigeria-law.org/ConstitutionOf@heIederalRepublicOfNigeria.htm NAccessed
2008 Nov. 20Q
North Korea (1998)
Chapter 3: Culture
Article 57. @he State shall adopt measures to protect the environment in preference to
production, preserve and promote the natural environment, and prevent environmental
pollution so as to provide the people with a hygienic environment and working
conditions.
http://www.novexcn.com/dprkzconstitutionz98.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
Norway (1992)
E. General Provisions
Article 110NbQ. Every person has a right to an environment that is conducive to health and
to natural surroundings whose productivity and diversity are preserved. Natural resources
should be made use of on the basis of comprehensive long-term considerations whereby
this right will be safeguarded for future generations as well.
Dn order to safeguard their right in accordance with the foregoing paragraph, citizens are
entitled to be informed of the state of the natural environment and of the effects of any
encroachments on nature that are planned or commenced.
@he State authorities shall issue further provisions for the implementation of these
principles.
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Article 110NcQ. Dt is the responsibility of the authorities of the State to respect and ensure
human rights.
Specific provisions for the implementation of treaties thereon shall be determined by law.
http://www.stortinget.no/en/Dn-English/About-the-Storting/@he-Constitution/@heConstitution/ NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
Oman (1996)
Chapter @wo: @he Principles Guiding the Stateis Policies
Article 12. Social Principles
@he social principles are
...
@he State cares for public health and for the prevention and treatment of diseases
and epidemics. Dt endeavours to provide health care for every citizen and to
encourage the establishment of private hospitals, clinics and other medical
institutions under State supervision and in accordance with the rules laid down by
Haw. Dt also works to conserve and protect the environment and prevent pollution.
Chapter @hree: Public Rights and Duties
Article 25. Right to Hitigation
@he right to litigation is sacrosanct and guaranteed to all people. @he Haw defines the
procedures and circumstances re_uired for exercising this right and the State guarantees,
as far as possible, that the judicial authorities will reconcile the litigants and settle cases
promptly.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/law/icl/mu00000z.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
Palau (1981)
Article RD: Responsibilities of the National Government
@he national government shall take positive action to attain these national objectives and
implement these national policies:
-conservation of a beautiful, healthful and resourceful natural environmentc . . .
Article |DDD: General Provisions
Section 6. Harmful substances such as nuclear, chemical gas, or biological weapons
intended for use in warfare, nuclear power plants, and waste materials therefrom, shall
not be used, tested, stored or disposed of within territorial jurisdiction of Palau without
the express approval of not less than three-fourths N3/4Q of the votes cast in a referendum
submitted on this specific _uestion.
http://www.palauembassy.com/Documents/ConstitutionE.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
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Panama (1983)
@itle DDD: Dndividual and Social Rights and Duties, Chapter 1: Iundamental Guarantees
Article 17. @he authorities of the republic are established for the purposes . . . of ensuring
the effectiveness of individual and social rights and duties, and of observing and
enforcing the Constitution and the Haw.
@he rights and guarantees recognized by this Constitution must be considered as
minimum standards that do not exclude others which are related to fundamental rights
and the dignity of the individual.
Article 54. Every person against whom a public servant shall issue a mandatory order or
an injunction violating the rights and guarantees established by this Constitution, shall
have the right of the order being revoked upon his/her petition or the petition of any other
person.
@he writ for protection of constitutional guarantee Namparo de garantias constitucionalesQ
to which this Article refers, shall be subject to summary proceedings and the cognizance
of Courts of Haw.
Article 55. Dn case of foreign war or internal disturbance that threatens peace or public
order, all, or a part, of the Republic may be declared in a State of Emergency, and the
guarantee of Articles 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 29, 37, 38, and 44 of this Constitution may be
temporarily suspended, partially or totally.
s
@itle DDD: Dndividual and Social Rights and Duties, Chapter 6: Health, Social Security and
Social helfare
Article 110. Dn matters of health, the State is primarily obliged to develop the following
activities, integrating the functions of prevention, cure and rehabilitation in the:
1. Establishment of a national policy of food and nutrition, ensuring optimal nutritional
conditions for the entire population, by promoting the availability, consumption and
biological benefit of suitable foodc
2. @raining of individuals and social groups by means of educational actions concerning
individual and collective rights and responsibilities, with respect to personal and
environmental healthc
...
4. Combating of contagious diseases through environmental health, development of
potable water availability, and adopting methods of immunization, prophylaxis, and
treatment to be provided collectively and individually to all the populationc
@itle DDD: Dndividual and Social Rights and Duties, Chapter 7: @he Ecology
Article 118. @he State has the fundamental obligation to guarantee that its population
lives in a healthy environment, free of contamination NpollutionQ, and where air, water,
and foodstuffs satisfy the re_uirements for proper development of human life.
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Article 119. @he State, and all the inhabitants of the national territory, have the obligation
of promoting economic and social development that prevents environmental
contamination, maintains ecological balance, and avoids the destruction of ecosystems.
Article 120. @he State shall regulate, supervise, and apply, at the proper time, the
measures necessary to guarantee rational use of, and benefit from, land, river and sea life,
as well as forests, lands and waters, to avoid their misuse, and to ensure their
preservation, renewal, and permanence.
Article 121. -enefits gained from non-renewable natural resources shall be regulated by
law, to avoid social, economic and environmental abuses that could result.
@itle DDD: Dndividual and Social Rights and Duties, Chapter 9: Office of the Ombudsman
Article 129. @he Office of the Ombudsman monitors the protection of the fundamental
rights and guarantees recognized in this Constitution as well as of those which are
provided for by international human rights conventions and the law through the nonjudicial control of the facts, acts, and omissions of public servants and provides of public
services and makes sure that they are observed.
@itle RDD: @he Administration of ?ustice, Chapter 1: @he ?udicial -ranch
Article 206. Among the constitutional and legal functions of the Supreme Court of ?ustice
shall be the following:
1. @o guard the integrity of the Constitution. Ior this purpose, and after hearing
the opinion of the Attorney General of the Nation or the Solicitor General of the
Administration, the Court in plenary session shall try and rule on cases
concerning the unconstitutionality of laws, decrees, decisions, resolutions and
other acts that for reason of form or substance are challenged before it, by any
person.
hhen during the proceedings of a case, the public official entrusted with the
Administration of ?ustice considers, or it is observed by one of the parties, that the
legal or regulatory provision applicable to the case is unconstitutional, he/she
shall submit the _uestion to the cognizance of the Court in plenary session, and
shall order a continuance of the case, until the _uestion of constitutionality is
decided. s
2. s
Persons affected by the act, resolution, order or decision in _uestion may resort to
administrative litigationc and any natural or juridical person domiciled in the
country may exercise popular action.
@itle |: National Economy
Article 296. Hunting, fishing, and exploitation of forests shall be regulated by law, with
special care in protecting and conserving the flora and fauna of the country.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/constitutions/panama/panama.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
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Papua New Guinea (1975)
Preamble: National Goals and Directive Principles
4. Natural resources and environment.
he declare our fourth goal to be for Papua New Guinea~s natural resources and
environment to be conserved and used for the collective benefit of us all, and be
replenished for the benefit of future generations.
he accordingly call for N1Q wise use to be made of our natural resources and the environment in and on
the land or seabed, in the sea, under the land, and in the air, in the interests of our
development and in trust for future generationsc and
N2Q the conservation and replenishment, for the benefit of ourselves and posterity,
of the environment and its sacred, scenic, and historical _ualitiesc and
N3Q all necessary steps to be taken to give ade_uate protection to our valued birds,
animals, fish, insects, plants and trees.
Preamble: -asic Social Obligations
he hereby declare that all persons in our country have the following basic obligations to
themselves and their descendants, to each other, and to the Nation:
...
NdQ to protect Papua New Guinea and to safeguard the national wealth, resources
and environment in the interests not only of the present generation but also of
future generations.
http://www.paclii.org/pg/legis/consolzact/cotisopng534/ NAcessed 2008 Oct. 25Q
Paraguay (1992)
Part D: About -asic Principles, Rights, Duties, and Guarantees, @itle DD: Rights,
Guarantees and Duties, Chapter D: About Hife and the Environment, Section D: About
Hife
Article 6.
N1Q @he State will promote the _uality of life through plans and policies that are focused
on conditioning factors, such as extreme poverty and of impediments stemming from
disability or age.
N2Q @he State will also promote research on population factors and their links with socioeconomic development, the preservation of the environment and the _uality of life of the
people.
Part D: About -asic Principles, Rights, Duties, and Guarantees, @itle DD: Rights,
Guarantees and Duties, Chapter D: About Hife and the Environment, Section DD: About the
Environment
Article 7. About the Right to a Healthy Environment
N1Q Everyone has the right to live in a healthy, ecologically balanced environment.
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N2Q @he preservation, recovery, and improvement of the environment, as well as efforts to
reconcile these goals with comprehensive human development, are priority objectives of
social interests. @he respective laws and government policies will seek to meet these
objectives.
Article 8. About Environmental Protection
N1Q @hose activities that are likely to cause environmental changes will be regulated by
law. @he law may also restrict or prohibit those activities that are considered hazardous.
N2Q @he manufacturing, assembly, import, commerce, possession or use of nuclear,
chemical, or biological weapons, as well as the introduction of toxic waste into the
country are hereby prohibited. @he law may be extended to other hazardous elements. Dt
will also regulate the trafficking of genetic resources and related technologies to protect
national interests.
N3Q @he law will define and establish sanctions for ecological crimes. Any damage to the
environment will entail an obligation to restore and to pay for damages.
Part D: About -asic Principles, Rights, Duties, and Guarantees, @itle DD: Rights,
Guarantees and Duties, Chapter DD: About Ireedom
Article 16. About Defense in Court
Everyone has the inalienable right to defend himself and his rights in court. Everyone has
the right to have his case heard by competent, independent, and impartial judges and
courts.
Art‡cle 38. About the Right to Defend Common Dnterests
Everyone has the right, either individually or within a group, to demand that public
officials adopt measures to defend the environment, the preservation of the habitat, public
health, national cultural heritage, the interests of consumers, and other areas that, because
of their legal nature, pertain to the community and are related to the _uality of life and to
property belonging to the community.
Article 39. About the Right to ?ust, Ade_uate Dndemnification
Everyone has the right to just, ade_uate indemnification for damage or prejudice he may
have sustained as a result of actions by the State. @he law will regulate this right.
Part D: About -asic Principles, Rights, Duties, and Guarantees, @itle DD: Rights,
Guarantees and Duties, Chapter DDD: About E_uality
Article 47. About Guarantees for E_uality
@he State will guarantee every inhabitant of the Republic:
s
4Q E_ual opportunities to participate in the benefits of nature, in material assets,
and in culture
Part D: About -asic Principles, Rights, Duties, and Guarantees, @itle DD: Rights,
Guarantees and Duties, Chapter 12: Constitutional Guarantees
Article 131. About Guarantees
@he guarantees established in this chapter, which will be regulated by law, are designed
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to enforce the rights contained in this Constitution.
Article 132. About Unconstitutionality
@he Supreme Court of ?ustice has the power to declare any legal provision or decision by
the courts unconstitutional, within the manner and scope establishd by this Constitution
and the law.
Art‡cle 134. About Amparo
Anyone who considers himself seriously affected by a clearly illegitimate act or omission
of an individual or government official, or who may be in imminent danger that the rights
and guarantees of this Constitution or the laws may be curtailed, and who in light of the
urgency of the matter cannot seek remedy through regular legal channels, may file a
petition for amparo before a competent judge. Proceedings will be brief, summary, and
free of charge, and will include actions in those cases established by the law.
@he judge is empowered to safeguard rights, guarantee, or immediately restore the legal
situation that existed prior to the violation.
...
A petition for amparo cannot be filed in relation to a case that is already being heard by
the courts, against actions taken by judicial organizations, or in the process of discussion,
approval, and promulgation of the laws.
@he law will regulate the respective proceedings. Court rulings in amparo cases will not
be final.
@itle DD: About the Organization and Structure of the State, Chapter DR: Other State
Organizations, Section D: @he Public Defender
Article 276. About the Public Defender
@he Public Defender is a congressional commissioner charged with defending human
rights, channeling popular complaints, and with protecting community interests. Dn no
case will he perform any judicial or executive function.
Article 279. About His Duties and Powers
@he Public Defender has the following duties and powers:
1Q @o receive and investigate reports or complaints of human rights violations, as
well as other actions as established by this Constitution and the lawc
2Q @o obtain information from officials at all levels, including police and security
organizations in general, without any kind of restrictions, so that he may
ade_uately discharge his functions. He will have access to places where human
rights violations have been reported. He may also act ex officioc
3Q @o publicly criticize behavior or actions that are contrary to human rightsc
4Q @o submit an annual report on his activities to the two chambers of Congressc
5Q @o prepare and to communicate reports on the status of those human rights
that, in his opinion, re_uire urgent public attentionc and
6Q Other duties and powers established by law.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/constitutions/paraguay/para1992.html NAcccessed 2008 Nov.
20Q
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Peru (1993)
@itle D: @he Dndividual and Society, Chapter D: Iundamental Rights of the Person
Article 2 Every person has the right
...
N22Q @o peace, tran_uility, the enjoyment of leisure time, and to rest, as well as to
enjoy a harmonious environment ade_uate for the development of life.
@itle DDD: @he Economic System, Chapter DDD: @he Environment and Natural Resources
Article 66. Natural resources, renewable and non-renewable, are the patrimony of the
Nation. @he State is sovereign in their utilization.
@he conditions of their use and specific allotments are determined by organic law. @he
concession of natural resources grants their title-holders an unencumbered right subject to
the said legal regulations.
Article 67. @he State determines national environmental policy. Dt promotes the
sustainable use of its natural resources.
Article 68. @he State is obligated to promote the preservation of biological diversity and
of natural protected areas.
Article 69. @he State promotes the sustainable development of Amazonia with ade_uate
legislation.
@itle DR: @he Dnstitutional Structure of the State, Chapter RDD: @he State of Exception
Article 137. Dn agreement with the Council of Ministers, the President of the Republic
can decree, for a specific period, across the entire national territory or in part of it, and
giving an accounting to Congress or its Standing Committee, states of exception
mentioned in this article, namely:
1. State of emergency in case of a disturbance of the peace or of the internal order,
catastrophe, or grave circumstances affecting the life of the nation. Dn this
eventuality, the exercise of constitutional rights may be restricted or suspended as
they relate to personal freedom and security, the inviolability of the home, and the
freedom of assembly and movement in the territory included in clauses N9Q, N11Q
and N12Q of Article 2 and in clause 24, section NfQ of the same article. Under no
circumstances can anyone be exiled.
@he period of emergency may not exceed 60 days. Dts extension re_uires a new
decree.
s
@itle DR: @he Dnstitutional Structure of the State, Chapter |D: @he Ombudsman
Article 161. @he office of the Ombudsman is autonomous. @he public organs are obliged
to cooperate with the Ombudsmanis Office when the latter re_uires it.
s
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Article 162. Dt is the duty of the Ombudsman to defend the constitutional and
fundamental rights of individuals and the community and to oversee the performance of
the duties of the State administration and the delivery of public services to the citizenry.
s
@itle R: Constitutional Guarantees
Article 200. @he following are constitutional guarantees:
...
2. @he Action of Amparo that may be filed against the commission or omission by
any authority, functionary, or peson of an act that injures or threatens the other
rights recognized by the Constitution, with the exception of those identified in the
following paragraph. Dt cannot be filed against legal rules or judicial decisions
resulting from normal judicial proceedings.
...
4. @he Action of Unconstitutionality which may be filed against norms that have
the rank of law: laws, legislative decrees, urgency decrees, treaties, congressional
rules of procedure, regional regulations of a general nature, and municipal
ordinances which violate either the formal or substantial provisions of the
Constitution.
5. @he Popular Action which may be filed to prevent violations of the
Constitution and the law by regulations, administrative rules and resolutions, and
decrees of a general nature regardless of the authority from which they emanate.
6. Action of Compliance which may be filed against any authority or functionary
unwilling to comply with a legal norm or an administrative act, without prejudice
to the liability established by the law.
...
@he exercise of the actions of Habeas Corpus and Amparo is not suspended during the
emergency situations to which Article 137 of the Constitution refers.
hhen actions of this nature are filed with respect to restricted or suspended rights, the
competent judicial organ examines the reasonableness and the proportionality of the
restriction. @he judge is not competent to _uestion the declaration of the state of
emergency or siege.
Article 201. @he Constitutional Court is the organ that oversees adherence to the
Constitution. Dt is autonomous and independent.
s
Article 202. @he Constitutional Court has the following responsibilities:
1. @o adjudicate, as the uni_ue instance, actions of unconstitutionality.
2. @o adjudicate, as the court of last resort, decisions denying habeas corpus,
amparo, habeas data, or an executory order.
s
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Article 205. hhoever feels injured in his constitutionally recognized rights may, after the
exhaustion of all domestic remedies, appeal to international tribunals or bodies
established under treaties or agreements to which Peru is a party.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Peru/per93reforms05.html NAcccessed 2008
Nov. 20Q
Philippines (1987)
Article DD: Declaration of Principles and State Policies
Section 16. @he State shall protect and advance the right of the people to a balanced and
healthful ecology in accord with the rhythm and harmony of nature.
Article DDD: -ill of Rights
Section 11. Iree access to the courts and _uasi-judicial bodies and ade_uate legal
assistance shall not be denied to any person by reason of poverty.
Article RDDD: ?udicial Department
Section 5. @he Supreme Court shall have the following powers:
s
N5Q Promulgate rules concerning the protection and enforcement of constitutional
rights, pleading, practice, and procedure in all courts, the admission to the practice
of law, the integrated bar, and legal assistance to the under-privileged. Such rules
shall provide a simplified and inexpensive procedure for the speedy disposition of
cases, shall be uniform for all courts of the same grade, and shall not diminish,
increase, or modify substantive rights. Rules of procedure of special courts and
_uasi-judicial bodies shall remain effective unless disapproved by the Supreme
Court.
Article |DD: National Economy and Patrimony
Section 2. . . .
@he State shall protect the nation~s marine wealth in its archipelagic waters, territorial sea,
and exclusive economic zone . . .
Section 3. . . .
@aking into account the re_uirements of conservation, ecology, and development, and
subject to the re_uirements of agrarian reform, the Congress shall determine, by law, the
size of lands of the public domain which may be ac_uired, developed, held, or leased and
the conditions therefor.
Section 4. @he Congress shall, as soon as possible, determine by law the specific limits of
forest lands and national parks, marking clearly their boundaries on the ground.
@hereafter, such forest lands and national parks shall be conserved and may not be
increased nor diminished, except by law. @he Congress shall provide, for such period as
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it may determine, measures to prohibit logging in endangered forests and watershed
areas.
Section 7. @he State shall protect the rights of subsistence fishermen, especially of local
communities to the preferential use of the communal marine and fishing resources, both
inland and offshore. . . . @he State shall also protect, develop, and conserve such
resources.
Article |DDD: Social ?ustice and Human Rights
Section 1. @he Congress shall give highest priority to the enactment of measures that
protect and enhance the right of all the people to human dignity, reduce social, economic,
and political ine_ualities, and remove cultural ine_uities by e_uitably diffusing wealth
and political power for the common good.
@o this end, the State shall regulate the ac_uisition, ownership, use, and disposition of
property and its increments.
Section 17. N1Q @here is hereby created an independent office called the Commission on
Human Rights.
s
Section 18. @he Commission on Human Rights shall have the following powers and
functions:
N1Q Dnvestigate, on its own, or on complaint by any party, all forms of human rights
violations involving civil and political rightsc
N2Q Adopt its operational guidelines and rules of procedure, and cite for contempt for
violations thereof in accordance with the Rules of Courtc
N3Q Provide appropriate legal measures for the protection of human rights of all persons
within the Philippines, as well as Iilipinos residing abroad, and provide for preventive
measures and legal aid services to the under-privileged whose human rights have been
violated or need protectionc
N4Q Exercise visitorial powers over jails, prisons, or detention facilitiesc
N5Q Establish a continuing program of research, education, and information to enhance
respect for the primacy of human rightsc
N6Q Recommend to Congress effective measures to promote human rights and to provide
for compensation to victims of violations of human rights, or their familiesc
N7Q Monitor the Philippine Governmentis compliance with international treaty obligations
on human rightsc
N8Q Grant immunity from prosecution to any person whose testimony or whose possession
of documents or other evidence is necessary or convenient to determine the truth in any
investigation conducted by it or under its authorityc
N9Q Re_uest the assistance of any department, bureau, office, or agency in the
performance of its functionsc
N10Q Appoint its officers and employees in accordance with lawc and
N11Q Perform such other duties and functions as may be provided by law.
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Section 19. @he Congress may provide for other cases of violations of human rights that
should fall within the authority of the Commission, taking into account its
recommendations.
Article |RD: General Provisions
Section 9. @he State shall protect consumers from trade malpractices and from
susbstandard or hazardous products.
http://www.thecorpusjuris.com/laws/constitutions/8-philippineconstitutions/70-1987constitution.html NAcccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
Poland (1997)
Chapter D: @he Republic
Article 5. @he Republic of Poland shall safeguard the independence and integrity of its
territory and ensure the freedoms and rights of persons and citizens, the security of the
citizens, safeguard the national heritage and shall ensure the protection of the natural
environment pursuant to the principles of sustainable development.
Chapter DD: Ireedoms, Rights, and Duties of Persons and Citizens, General Principles
Article 31. s
N3Q Any limitation upon the exercise of constitutional freedoms and rights may be
imposed only by statute, and only when necessary in a democratic state for the protection
of its security or public order, or to protect the natural environment, health or public
morals, or the freedoms and rights of other persons. Such limitations shall not violate the
essence of freedoms and rights.
Chapter DD: Ireedoms, Rights, and Duties of Persons and Citizens, Economic, Social, and
Cultural Ireedoms and Rights
Article 68.
N1Q Everyone has the right to health protection.
...
N4Q Public authorities shall combat epidemic illnesses and prevent the negative health
conse_uences of degradation of the environment.
Article 74.
N1Q Public authorities shall pursue policies ensuring the ecological safety of current and
future generations.
N2Q Protection of the environment shall be the duty of public authorities.
N3Q Everyone shall have the right to be informed of the _uality and protection of the
environment.
N4Q Public authorities shall support the activities of citizens to protect and improve the
_uality of the environment.
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Chapter DD: Ireedoms, Rights, and Duties of Persons and Citizens,
Means for the Defense of Ireedom and Rights
Article 77. N1Q Everyone shall have the right to compensation for any harm done to him
by any action of an organ of public authority contrary to law.
N2Q Statutes shall not bar the recourse by any person to the courts in pursuit of claims
alleging infringement of freedoms or rights.
Article 79. N1Q Dn accordance with principles specified by statute, everyone whose
constitutional freedoms or rights have been infringed, shall have the right to appeal to the
Constitutional @ribunal for its judgment on the conformity to the Constitution of a statute
or another normative act upon which basis a court or organ of public administration has
made a final decision on his freedoms or rights or on his obligations specified in the
Constitution.
Article 80. Dn accordance with principles specified by statute, everyone shall have the
right to apply to the Commissioner for Citizens~ Rights for assistance in protection of his
freedoms or rights infringed by organs of public authority.
Article 81. @he rights specified in Article 65, paras. 4 and 5, Article 66, Article 69,
Article 71 and Articles 74-76, may be asserted subject to limitations specified by statute.
Chapter DD: Ireedoms, Rights, and Duties of Persons and Citizens,
Duties
Article 86. Everyone shall care for the _uality of the environment and shall be held
responsible for causing its degradation. @he principles of such responsibility shall be
specified by law.
Chapter D|: Organs of State Control and for Defence of Rights
Article 208. N1Q @he Commissioner for Citizens~ Rights shall safeguard the freedoms and
rights of persons and citizens specified in the Constitution and other normative acts.
N2Q @he scope and mode of work of the Commissioner for Citizens~ Rights shall be
specified by statute.
Chapter |D: Extraordinary Measures
Article 228. N1Q Dn situations of particular danger, if ordinary constitutional measures are
inade_uate, any of the following appropriate extraordinary measures may be introduced:
martial law, a state of emergency or a state of natural disaster.
N2Q Extraordinary measures may be introduced only by regulation, issued upon the basis
of statute, and which shall additionally re_uire to be publicized.
N3Q @he principles for activity by organs of public authority as well as the degree to which
the freedoms and rights of persons and citizens may be subject to limitation for the
duration of a period re_uiring any extraordinary measures shall be established by statute.
N4Q A statute may specify the principles, scope and manner of compensating for loss of
property resulting from limitation of the freedoms and rights of persons and citizens
during a period re_uiring introduction of extraordinary measures.
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Article 233. N1Q @he statute specifying the scope of limitation of the freedoms and rights
of persons and citizens in times of martial law and states of emergency shall not limit the
freedoms and rights specified in Article 30 Nthe dignity of the personQ, Article 34 and
Article 36 NcitizenshipQ, Article 38 Nprotection of lifeQ, Article 39, Article 40, Article 41,
para.4 Nhumane treatmentQ, Article 42 Nascription of criminal responsibilityQ, Article 45
Naccess to a courtQ, Article 47 Npersonal rightsQ, Article 53 Nconscience and religionQ,
Article 63 NpetitionsQ, as well as Article 48 and Article 72 Nfamily and childrenQ.
N2Q Himitation of the freedoms and rights of persons and citizens only by reason of race,
gender, language, faith or lack of it, social origin, ancestry or property shall be
prohibited.
N3Q @he statute specifying the scope of limitations of the freedoms and rights of persons
and citizens during states of natural disasters may limit the freedoms and rights specified
in Article 22 Nfreedom of economic activityQ, Article 41, paras. 1, 3 and 5 Npersonal
freedomQ, Article 50 Ninviolability of the homeQ, Article 52, para. 1 Nfreedom of
movement and sojourn on the territory of the Republic of PolandQ, Article 59, para. 3 Nthe
right to strikeQ, Article 64 Nthe right of ownershipQ, Article 65, para. 1 Nfreedom to workQ,
Article 66, para. 1 Nthe right to safe and hygienic conditions of workQ as well as Article
66, para. 2 Nthe right to restQ.
http://www.sejm.gov.pl/prawo/konst/angielski/kon1.htm NAccessed 2008 Nov. 20Q
Portugal (1976)
Iundamental Principles
Article 9. @he fundamental responsibilities of the State shall be:
s
d. @o promote the peopleis well-being and _uality of life and real e_uality
between the Portuguese, as well as the effective implementation of economic,
social, cultural and environmental rights by means of the transformation and
modernisation of economic and social structuresc
eQ @o protect and enhance the Portuguese peopleis cultural heritage, defend nature
and the environment, preserve natural resources and ensure proper town and
country planningc
Part D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, @itle D: General Principles
Article 18.
1. @he constitutional provisions relating to rights, freedoms and guarantees shall be
directly applicable to, and binding on, both public and private bodies.
2. Rights, freedoms and guarantees may be restricted by law in only those cases expressly
provided for in this Constitutionc restrictions shall be limited to the extent necessary to
safeguard other rights or interests protected by this Constitution.
3. Haws restricting rights, freedoms and guarantees shall be general and abstract in
character, shall not have retroactive effect and shall not limit, in extent or scope, the
essential content of the constitutional provisions.
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Article 19.
1. @he organs with supreme authority shall not, jointly or separately, suspend the exercise
of rights, freedoms and guarantees, except where a state of siege or a state of emergency
has been declared in the manner laid down by this Constitution.
2. A state of siege or a state of emergency may be declared in all or any part of the
national territory, but only in the event of actual or imminent aggression by foreign
forces, of serious threat to, or disturbance of, the democratic constitutional order or of a
public disaster.
3. A state of emergency may be declared where the circumstances mentioned in
paragraph 2 are of a less serious naturec it shall at the most give rise to the suspension of
some of the rights, freedoms and guarantees that are capable of suspension.
4. hhen the choice is made between a state of siege and a state of emergency, the
principle of proportionality shall be respected in making the decision in favour of one or
other state and in giving effect to that decisionc in particular, the extent of application, the
duration and the measures provided for shall be limited to those strictly necessary for the
prompt restoration of the constitutional normality.
5. A declaration of a state of siege or a state of emergency shall be based on properly
substantiated grounds, and shall specify those rights, freedoms and guarantees, the
exercise of which is to be suspendedc it shall be in force for a period of not more than 15
days or, where the declaration results from a declaration of war, for the period laid down
by law, but it may from time to time be renewed subject to the same time limits.
6. A declaration of a state of emergency or a state of siege shall in no case affect the
rights to life, personal integrity and identity, civil capacity, and citizenship, of the person,
the non-retroactivity of criminal law, the defence rights of accused persons and the
freedom of conscience and religion.
7. A declaration of a state of siege or a state of emergency may affect constitutional
normality only within the limits set out in this Constitution and in lawc in particular, it
may not affect the enforcement of the constitutional provisions with respect to the powers
and operation of the organs with supreme authority and the organs of self-government of
the autonomous regions, nor the rights and immunities of their members.
8. A declaration of a state of siege or a state of emergency shall vest the authorities with
the powers to take the action necessary and appropriate for the prompt restoration of the
constitutional normality.
Article 20. Access to law and effective judicial protection
1. Everyone is guaranteed access to law and to the courts in order to defend his or her
rights and legally protected interestsc justice shall not be denied to a person for lack of
financial resources.
2. Everyone has the right, in accordance with the law, to legal advice and information, as
well as to legal aid, and the right to be assisted by a lawyer before any authority.
3. @he law shall provide for the definition and proper safeguarding of the secrecy of the
investigation in the criminal proceedings.
4. Everyone shall have the right to have a cause which affects him determined in a fair
trial within a reasonable time.
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5. Dn order to defend personal rights, liberties and guarantees, the law shall provide
citizens with legal procedures that are characterised by swiftness and priority, so that
there is effective and timely protection against threats or violations of these rights.
Article 23.
1. Citizens may present complaints concerning acts or omissions on the part of public
bodies to the Ombudsman, who shall undertake a review, without power of decision, and
shall make such recommendations to the competent organs as are necessary to prevent or
make good injustice.
2. @he actions of the Ombudsman shall be independent of any acts of grace or legal
remedies provided for in this Constitution or the law.
3. @he office of the Ombudsman shall be an independent organc the harden of ?ustice
shall be appointed by the Assembly of the Republic, for a term established by law.
Part D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, @itle DD: Rights, Ireedoms, and Guarantees,
Chapter DD: Rights, freedoms and guarantees concerning participation in politics
Article 52. NRight to petition and right to popular actionQ
s
3. Everyone shall be granted the right of actio popularis, to include the right to apply for
the appropriate compensation for an aggrieved party or parties, in such cases and under
such terms as the law may determine, either personally or via associations that purport to
defend the interests in _uestion. @he said right shall particularly be exercised in order to:
aQ Promote the prevention, cessation or judicial prosecution of offences against
public health, consumer rights, the _uality of life or the preservation of the
environment and the cultural heritagec
bQ Safeguard the property of the state, the autonomous regions and local
authorities.
Part D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, @itle DDD: Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
and Duties, Chapter DD: Social Rights and Duties
Article 64. Health
1. Everyone has the right to have his or her health safeguarded and the duty to defend and
foster it.
2. @he right to the safeguarding of health shall be met by:
a. A national health service available to all and free of charge to the extent that the
economic and social conditions of citizens re_uirec
b. @he creation of economic, social, cultural and environmental conditions that
guarantee, specifically, the protection of children, the young and the oldc the
systematic improvement of living and working conditionsc the promotion of
physical fitness and sports in schools and among the peoplec the development of
health education for the people and practices of healthy living.
Article 66. Environment and Kuality of Hife
1. Everyone has the right to a healthy and ecologically balanced human environment and
the duty to defend it.
2. Dn order to ensure enjoyment of the right to the environment within an overall
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framework of sustainable development, acting via appropriate bodies and with the
involvement and participation of citizens, the state shall be charged with:
aQ Preventing and controlling pollution and its effects and the harmful forms of
erosionc
bQ Conducting and promoting town and country planning with a view to a correct
location of activities, balanced social and economic development and the
enhancement of the landscapec
cQ Creating and developing natural and recreational reserves and parks and
classifying and protecting landscapes and places, in such a way as to guarantee
the conservation of nature and the preservation of cultural values and assets that
are of historic or artistic interestc
dQ Promoting the rational use of natural resources, while safeguarding their ability
to renew themselves and maintain ecological stability, with respect for the
principle of inter-generational solidarityc
eQ Acting in cooperation with local authorities, promoting the environmental
_uality of rural settlements and urban life, particularly on the architectural level
and as regards the protection of historic zonesc
fQ Promoting the integration of environmental objectives into the various policies
of a sectoral naturec
gQ Promoting environmental education and respect for environmental valuesc
hQ Ensuring that tax policy renders development compatible with the protection of
the environment and the _uality of life.
Part DD: Economic Organization, @itle D: General Principles
Article 81. Primary Duties of the State
Dn economic and social matters the primary duties of the State are:
s
m. @o adopt a national policy for energy that is in keeping with conservation of
natural resources and a balanced ecology, while promoting international cooperation in this field.
n. @o adopt a national water policy, with rational use, planning and management
of water resources.
Part DD: Economic Organization, @itle DD: Planning
Article 90. Planning Objectives
@he objectives of the plans for economic and social development shall be the promotion
of economic growth, harmonious and integrated development of the sectors and the
regions, a just division of the national product among individuals and among the regions,
coordination of economic policy with social, educational and cultural policies, protection
of rural life, conservation of the ecological e_uilibrium, and the protection of the
environment and the _uality of life of the Portuguese people.
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Part DDD: Organization of Political Power, Section R: @he Courts, Chapter D: General
Principles
Article 202.
1. @he courts are the organs with supreme authority that have the power to administer
justice in the name of the people.
2. Dn administering justice, the courts are under a duty to safeguard the rights and
interests of citizens that are legally protected, to punish breaches of democratic legality
and to resolve public and private disputes.
http://www.portugal.gov.pt/Portal/EN/Portugal/SistemazPolitico/Constituicao/ NAccessed
2008 Oct. 25Q
Qatar (2003)
Chapter DD: @he -asic Pillars of the Society
Article 29. Natural wealth and resources are the property of the State. Dt shall preserve
these and maintain an optimal utilisation from them in accordance with the provisions of
the law.
Article 33.@he State shall work to protect the environment and ecological balance so as to
achieve comprehensive and sustainable development for the generations to come.
Chapter DR: Organization of Authorities, Part R: ?udicial Authority
Article 135. Hitigation is a right secured and preserved for the people. @he law shall
define procedures and situations of practising this right.
Article 140. @he law shall define the judicial agency that is authorised to settle disputes
related to constitutional validity of laws and regulationsc define its authority, and means
of appeal and regulations that should be followed before this agency. @he law shall also
define the effect of a sentence declaring an act as unconstitutional.
http://www._atarembassy.net/constitution.asp NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
Romania (2003)
@itle DD: Iundamental Rights, Ireedoms, and Duties, Chapter D: Common Provisions
Article 21.
N1Q Every person is entitled to bring cases before the courts for the defence of his
legitimate rights, liberties and interests.
N2Q @he exercise of this right shall not be restricted by any law.
N3Q All parties shall be entitled to a fair trial and a solution of their cases within a
reasonable term.
N4Q Administrative special jurisdiction is optional and free of charge.
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@itle DD: Iundamental Rights, Ireedoms, and Duties, Chapter DD: Iundamental Rights and
Ireedoms
Article 35. Right to a Healthy Environment
N1Q @he State recognizes the right of every person to a healthy, well-preserved and
balanced environment.
N2Q @he State shall provide the legislative framework for the exercise of such right.
N3Q Natural and legal persons have a duty to protect and improve the environment.
Article 44. Right to Private Property
s
N7Q @he right to own property implies an obligation to comply with duties relating to
environmental protection and ensuring good neighborliness, as well as of other duties
incumbent upon the property owner, in accordance with the law or tradition.
Article 53. Restriction on the Exercise of Certain Rights or Ireedoms
N1Q @he exercise of certain rights or freedoms may only be restricted by law, and only if
necessary, as the case may be, for: the defence of national security, of public order,
health, or morals, of the citizens~ rights and freedomsc conducting a criminal
investigationc preventing the conse_uences of a natural calamity, disaster, or an
extremely severe catastrophe.
N2Q Such restriction shall only be ordered if necessary in a democratic society. @he
measure shall be proportional to the situation having caused it, applied without
discrimination, and without infringing on the existence of such right or freedom.
@itle DD: Iundamental Rights, Ireedoms, and Duties, Chapter DR: Advocate of the People
Article 58. Appointment and role
N1Q @he Advocate of the People shall be appointed for a term of office of 5 years, in order
to defend the natural persons~ rights and freedoms. @he Advocate of the People~s deputies
shall be specialized per fields of activity.
N2Q @he Advocate of the People and his/her deputies shall not perform any other public or
private office, except for teaching positions in higher education.
N3Q @he organization and functioning of the Advocate of the People institution shall be
regulated by an organic law.
Article 59. Exercise of powers
N1Q @he Advocate of the People shall exercise his powers ex officio or at the re_uest of
persons aggrieved in their rights and freedoms, within the limits established by law.
N2Q Dt is binding upon the public authorities to give the Advocate of the People the
necessary support in the exercise of his powers.
Article 60. Report before Parliament
@he Advocate of the People shall report before the two Parliament Chambers, annually or
at the re_uest thereof. @he reports my contain recommendations on legislation or
measures of any other nature for the defence of the citizens~ rights and freedoms.
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@itle DR: Economy and Public Iinance
135.2 @he state is expected to secure:
s
NdQ the exploitation of natural resources in accordance with the national interest
NeQ the restoration and protection of the environment, as well as the preservation
of ecological balancec
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/dic/site.pageeid}371 NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
Russian Federation (1993)
Preamble
...
proceeding from a sense of responsibility for our Iatherland before the present and future
generations . . .
Chapter D: @he Ioundations of the Constitutional Order
Article 9. @he land and other natural resources shall be used and protected in the Russian
Iederation as the basis of the life and activity of the peoples living on their respective
territories.
Chapter DD: Rights and Ireedoms of Man and Citizen
Article 18. @he rights and freedoms of man and citizen shall be directly operative. @hey
determine the essence, meaning and implementation of laws, the activities of the
legislative and executive authorities, local self-government and shall be ensured by the
administration of justice.
Article 36.
1. Citizens and their associations shall have the right to have land in their private
ownership.
2. @he possession, use and management of the land and other natural resources shall be
freely exercised by their owners provided this does not cause damage to the environment
or infringe upon the rights and interests of other persons.
Article 42. Everyone shall have the right to a favorable environment, reliable information
about its condition and to compensation for the damage caused to his or her health or
property by violations of environmental laws.
Article 46.
1. Everyone shall be guaranteed judicial protection of his rights and freedoms.
2. Decisions and actions Nor inactionQ of bodies of state authority and local selfgovernment, public associations and officials may be appealed against in court.
3. Everyone shall have the right to appeal, according to international treaties of the
Russian Iederation, to international bodies for the protection of human rights and
freedoms, if all the existing internal state means of legal protection have been exhausted.
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Article 48.
1. Everyone shall be guaranteed the right to _ualified legal assistance. Dn cases envisaged
by law the legal assistance shall be free.
s
Article 55.
1. @he listing in the Constitution of the Russian Iederation of the fundamental rights and
freedoms shall not be interpreted as a rejection or derogation of other universally
recognized human rights and freedoms.
2. Dn the Russian Iederation no laws shall be adopted cancelling or derogating human
rights and freedoms.
3. @he rights and freedoms of man and citizen may be limited by the federal law only to
such an extent to which it is necessary for the protection of the fundamental principles of
the constitutional system, morality, health, the rights and lawful interests of other people,
for ensuring defence of the country and security of the State.
Article 56.
1. Dn conditions of a state of emergency in order to ensure the safety of citizens and the
protection of the constitutional system and in accordance with the federal constitutional
law certain limitations may be placed on human rights and freedoms with the
establishment of their framework and time period.
2. A state of emergency may be introduced in the whole territory of the Russian
Iederation and in its certain parts in case there are circumstances and according to the
rules fixed by the federal constitutional law.
3. @he rights and freedoms envisaged in Articles 20, 21, 23 Nthe first partQ, 24, 28, 34 Nthe
first partQ, 40 Nthe first partQ, 46-54 of the Constitution of the Russian Iederation, shall
not be liable to limitations.
Article 58.
Everyone shall be obliged to preserve nature and the environment, and to treat natural
resources with care.
Chapter 7: ?udicial Power
Article 125. s
4. @he Constitution Court of the Russian Iederation, upon complaints about violations of
constitutional rights and freedoms of citizens and upon court re_uests shall check,
according to the rules fixed by the federal law, the constitutional of a law applied or
subject to be applied in a concrete case.
http://www.constitution.ru/en/10003000-01.htm NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
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Rwanda (2003)
@itle DD: Iundamental Rights of the Person and the Rights and Duties of the Citizen,
Chapter D: Iundamental Human Rights
Article 43. Dn the exercise of rights and enjoyment of freedoms, every person shall only
be subjected to the limitations set by the law in order to ensure the recognition and
respect of othersi rights and freedoms, good morals, public order and social welfare
which characterize a democratic society.
Article 44. @he judiciary as the guardian of rights and freedoms of the public ensures
respect thereof in accordance with procedures determined by law.
@itle DD: Iundamental Rights of the Person and the Rights and Duties of the Citizen,
Chapter DD: @he Rights and Duties of the Citizen
Article 49. Every citizen is entitled to a healthy and satisfying environment.
Every person has the duty to protect, safeguard and promote the environment. @he State
shall protect the environment.
@he law determines the modalities for protecting, safeguarding, and promoting the
environment.
@itle RDDD: Special Commissions and Organs, Chapter DD: @he National Commission for
Human Rights
Article 177. @he National Commission for Human Rights shall be an independent
national institution. Dts responsibilities shall include the following:
-educating and mobilizing the population on matters relating to human rightsc
-examining the violations of human rights committed on Rwandan territory by
State organs, public officials using their duties as cover, by organizations and by
individualsc
-carrying out investigations of human rights abuses in Rwanda and filing
complaints in respect thereof with the competent courtsc
-preparing and disseminating an annual and other reports as may be necessary on
the situation of human rights in Rwandac
@he National Commission for Human Rights submits each year its program and activity
report to the Parliament and provides copies thereof to such State organs as may be
determined by a law.
www.cjcr.gov.rw/eng/constitutionzeng.doc NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
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San Marino (1974)1955
Declaration of Citizen Rights
@he Republic protects the historic and artistic heritage and the natural environment.
http://www.consigliograndeegenerale.sm/new/index.php3 NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
Sao Tome and Principe (1990)
Part D: Principles and Objectives
Article 10 Prime Objectives of the State
Prime objectives of the state are:
s
cQ Preserve the harmonious balance of nature and of the environment.
Part DD: Iundamental Rights and Social Order, @itle D: General Principles
Article 17. Scope and Meaning of Rights
1. @he rights consecrated in this Constitution do not exclude any which might be foreseen
in laws or rules of international law.
s
Article 18. Restriction and Suspension
1. @he exercise of fundamental rights only can be restricted in cases foreseen in the
Constitution and suspended during the validity of a state of siege or state of emergency
declared in the terms of the Constitution and of the law.
2. No restriction or suspension of rights may be established for longer than is strictly
necessary.
Article 20. Access to the Courts
Every citizen has the right of resorting to the courts against acts which violate his rights
recognized by the Constitution and by the law, justice not being deniable for
insufficiency of economic means.
Article 21. Obligations and Himits to Rights
@he citizens have obligations with respect to society and the State, not being able to
exercise their rights through violation of the rights of other citizens, and not respecting
the just demands of morality, of public order, and of national independence defined in the
law.

1955

@he Constitution of San Marino is distributed over a number of legislative
instruments of which the most significant are the Statutes of 1600 and the Declaration of
Citizen Rights of 1974, as amended in 2002.
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Part DD: Iundamental Rights and Social Order, @itle DDD: Social rights and economic,
social, and cultural order
Article 49. Housing and environment
1. All have the right to housing and to a healthy environment and the duty to defend it.
Article 50. Right to health care
s
2. Dn accordance with the National System of Health, it is incumbent upon the State to
promote the Public Health which has as objectives the physical and mental well-being of
the population and their balanced fitting into the socio-ecological environment in which
they live.
Part DDD: Organization of Political Power, @itle R: @he Courts
Article 103. ?urisdictional Iunction
1. @he courts are sovereign organs with competence to administer justice in the name of
the people.
2. Dn the administration of justice it is incumbent upon the courts to assure the defense of
the legally protected rights of the citizens, to settle public and private conflicts of interest
and to repress the violation of the laws.
Article 107. Participation of the People
@he law presupposes and stimulates appropriate forms of popular participation in the
administration of justice.
Portuguese: http://www.parlamento.st/ NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q

Saudi Arabia (1992)
Chapter R Rights and Duties
Article 32. Environment, Nature
@he state works for the preservation, protection, and improvement of the environment,
and for the prevention of pollution.
Article 43. Royal Courts
@he jing~s Court and that of the Crown Prince shall be open to all citizens and to anyone
who has a complaint or a plea against an injustice. Every individual shall have a right to
address the public authorities in all matters affecting him.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/sa00000z.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
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Senegal (2001)
@itle DD: @he Public Ireedoms and Ireedoms of the Human Person, Economic and Social
and Collective Rights
Article 8. @he government of Senegal guarantees to all citizens the fundamental
individual liberties, economic and social rights, as well as collective rights. @hese
liberties and rights include:
s
the right to a healthy environment s
@hese freedoms and these rights are exercised within the conditions provided by the law.
@itle RDD: Relations -etween the Hegislative Power and the Executive Power
Article 67. @he National Assembly holds the legislative power. Dt alone votes the law.
@he law establishes the rules concerning:
-civil rights and the fundamental guarantees accorded to citizens for the exercise
of public freedomsc s
Article 70. @he declaration of war is authorized by the National Assembly. @he rights and
duties of citizens, during the war or in case of invasion or attack of the national territory
by forces from the exterior, are the object of an organic law.
@itle RDDD: ?udicial Power
Article 91. @he judicial power is the guardian of the rights and freedoms defined by the
Constitution and the law.
http://www.gouv.sn/textes/constitution.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
Serbia (2006)
Part DD: Human and Minority Rights and Ireedoms, Section 1: Iundamental Principles
Article 18. Human and minority rights guaranteed by the Constitution shall be
implemented directly.
@he Constitution shall guarantee, and as such, directly implement human and minority
rights guaranteed by the generally accepted rules of international law, ratified
international treaties and laws. @he law may prescribe manner of exercising these rights
only if explicitly stipulated in the Constitution or necessary to exercise a specific right
owing to its nature, whereby the law may not under any circumstances influence the
substance of the relevant guaranteed right.
Provisions on human and minority rights shall be interpreted to the benefit of promoting
values of a democratic society, pursuant to valid international standards in human and
minority rights, as well as the practice of international institutions which supervise their
implementation.
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Article 20. Human and minority rights guaranteed by the Constitution may be restricted
by the law if the Constitution permits such restriction and for the purpose allowed by the
Constitution, to the extent necessary to meet the constitutional purpose of restriction in a
democratic society and without encroaching upon the substance of the relevant
guaranteed right.
Attained level of human and minority rights may not be lowered.
hhen restricting human and minority rights, all state bodies, particularly the courts, shall
be obliged to consider the substance of the restricted right, pertinence of restriction,
nature and extent of restriction, relation of restriction and its purpose and possibility to
achieve the purpose of the restriction with less restrictive means.
Article 22. Everyone shall have the right to judicial protection when any of their human
or minority rights guaranteed by the Constitution have been violated or denied, they shall
also have the right to elimination of conse_uences arising from the violation. @he citizens
shall have the right to address international institutions in order to protect their freedoms
and rights guaranteed by the Constitution.
Article 36. E_ual protection of rights before courts and other state bodies, entities
exercising public powers and bodies of the autonomous province or local selfgovernment shall be guaranteed.
Everyone shall have the right to an appeal or other legal remedy against any decision on
his rights, obligations or lawful interests.
Part DD: Human and Minority Rights and Ireedoms, Section 2: Human Rights and
Ireedoms
Article 74. Healthy Environment
Everyone shall have the right to healthy environment and the right to timely and full
information about the state of environment.
Everyone, especially the Republic of Serbia and autonomous provinces, shall be
accountable for the protection of environment.
Everyone shall be obliged to preserve and improve the environment.
Part DDD: @he Economic System and Public Iinances, Section 1: Economic System
Article 83. Ireedom of Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship shall be permitted.
Entrepreneurship may be restricted by the Haw, for the purpose of protection of peopleis
health, environment and natural goods and security of the Republic of Serbia.
Article 88. Hand
Utilisation and management of agricultural land, forest land and municipal building land
on private assets shall be permitted.
@he Haw may restrict the models of utilisation and management, that is stipulate terms of
utilisation and management, in order to eliminate the danger of causing damage to
environment or prevent violation of rights and legally based interests of other persons.
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Article 89. Protection of Heritage
Everyone shall be obliged to protect natural rarities and scientific, cultural and historic
heritage, as well as goods of public interest in accordance with the Haw.
Part R: Organization of Government, Section 5: Civic Defender
Article 138. @he Civic Defender shall be independent state body who shall protect
citizens~ rights and monitor the work of public administration bodies, body in charge of
legal protection of proprietary rights and interests of the Republic of Serbia, as well as
other bodies and organisations, companies and institutions to which public powers have
been delegated.
@he Civic Defender shall not be authorised to monitor the work of the National
Assembly, President of the Republic, Government, Constitutional Court, courts and
Public Prosecutor~s Offices.
@he Civic Defender shall be elected and dismissed by the National Assembly, in
accordance with the Constitution and Haw.
@he Civic Defender shall account for his/her work to the National Assembly.
@he Civic Defender shall enjoy immunity as a deputy. @he National Assembly shall
decide on the immunity of the Civic Defender.
@he Haw on the Civic Defender shall be enacted.
http://www.parlament.sr.gov.yu/content/eng/akta/ustav/ustavz1.asp NAccessed 2008
Nov. 27Q
Seychelles (1993)
Preamble:
he, the people of Seychelles,
GRA@EIUH to Almighty God that we inhabit one of the most beautiful countries in the
worldc
ERER MDNDIUH of the uni_ueness and fragility of Seychellesc
s
SOHEMNHM DECHARDNG our unswaying commitment, during this our @hird Republic,
to
s
help preserve a safe, healthy and functioning environment for ourselves and for posterity.
s
Chapter DDD, Part D: Seychelloise Charter of Human Rights and Ireedoms
Article 38. Right to safe environment
@he State recognises the right of every person to live in and enjoy a clean, healthy and
ecologically balanced environment and with a view to ensuring the effective realisation
of this right the State undertakes:
NaQ to take measures to promote the protection, preservation and improvement of
the environmentc
NbQ to ensure a sustainable socioeconomic development of Seychelles by a
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judicious use and management of the resources of Seychellesc
NcQ to promote public awareness of the need to protect, preserve and improve the
environment.
Chapter DDD, Part DD: Iundamental Duties
Article 40. Iundamental duties
Dt shall be the duty of every citizen of Seychelles\
s
NeQ to protect, preserve and improve the environment.
Chapter DDD, Part DDD: State of Emergency and Savings
Article 41.
1. @he President may, where the President has reason to believe that a. a grave threat to national security or public order has arisen or is imminentc or
b. a grave civil emergency has arisen or is imminent,in Seychelles or in any part of
Seychelles,
by a Proclamation published in the Gazette, declare that a state of emergency exists in
Seychelles or that part of Seychelles, as the case may be.
Article 43.
1. @his Article shall apply during any period of public emergency.
2. Notwithstanding this Chapter but subject to clause N3Q, a law may provide for the
taking during a period of public emergency of such measures. as are strictly re_uired to
meet the exigencies of the situation.
3. A law referred to in clause N2Q shall not provide for the taking of measures that are
inconsistent with Article s 15, 16, 17, 18N3Q, 19N2Q to N6Q and N11Q, 21 and 27.
Chapter DDD, Part DR: Remedies
Article 46.
1. A person who claims that a provision of this Charter has been or is likely to be
contravened in relation to the person by any law, act or omission may, subject to this
Article, apply to the Constitutional Court for redress.
2. An application under clause N1Q may, where the Constitutional Court is satisfied that
the person whose right or freedom has been or is likely to be contravened is unable to do
so, be made by another person acting on behalf of that person, with or without that
person~s authority.
3. @he Constitutional Court may decline to entertain an application under clause N1Q
where the court is satisfied that the applicant has obtained redress for the contravention
under any law and where the applicant has obtained redress in the Constitutional Court
for any matter for which an application may be made under clause N1Q, a court shall not
entertain any application for redress for such matter except on appeal from a decision of
such court.
4. hhere the Constitutional Court on an application under clause N1Q is satisfied that
ade_uate means of redress for the contravention alleged are or have been available to the
person concerned in any other court under any other law, the Court may hear the
application or transfer the application to the appropriate court for grant of redress in
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accordance with law.
5. Upon hearing of an application under clause N1Q the Constitutional Court may a. declare any act or Omission which is the subject of the application to be a
contravention of the Charterc
b. declare any law or the provision of any law which contravenes the Charter voidc
c. make such declaration or order, issue such writ and give such directions as it may
consider appropriate for the purpose of enforcing or securing the enforcement of the
Charter and disposing of all the issues relating to the applicationc
d. award any damages for the purpose of compensating the person concerned for
any damages sufferedc
e. make such additional order under this Constitution or as may be prescribed by
law.
6. hhere the Constitutional Court makes a declaration under clause N5QNbQ the Court
shall, subject to any decision in appeal therefrom, send a copy of the declaration to the
President and the Speaker.
7. hhere in the course of any proceedings in any court, other than the Constitutional
Court or the Court of Appeal, a _uestion arises with regard to whether there has been or is
likely to be a contravention of the Charter, the court shall, if it is satisfied that the
_uestion is not frivolous or vexatious or has already been the subject of a decision of the
Constitutional Court or the Court of Appeal, immediately adjourn the proceedings and
refer the _uestion for determination by the Constitutional Court.
8. hhere in an application under clause N1Q or where a matter is referred to the
Constitutional Court under clause N7Q, the person alleging the contravention o r risk of
contravention establishes a prima facie case, the burden of proving that there has not been
a contravention or risk of contravention shall, where the allegation is against the State, be
on the State.
9. @he court in which the _uestion referred to in clause N7Q arose shall dispose of the case
in accordance with the decision of the Constitutional Court, or if that decision is the
subject of an appeal to the Court of Appeal, in accordance with the decision of the Court
of Appeal.
10. @he Chief ?ustice may make rules for the purpose of this Article with respect to the
practice and procedure of the Constitutional Court in relation to the jurisdiction and
power conferred upon it by or under this Article, including rules with respect to the time
within which an application or a reference may be made or brought.
Chapter DDD, Part DR: Principles of Dnterpretation
Article 47. hhere a right or freedom contained in this Charter is subject to any limitation,
restriction or _ualification, that limitation, restriction or _ualification a. shall have no wider effect than is strictly necessary in the circumstancesc and
b. shall not be applied for any purpose other than that for which it has been
prescribed.
Chapter |: Ombudsman
Article 143.
1. @here shall be an Ombudsman who shall be appointed by the President from
candidates proposed by the Constitutional Appointments Authority.
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s
5. Schedule 5 shall have effect with regard to the Ombudsman.
Schedule 5. Ombudsman
1. Subject to this Schedule, the Ombudsman may
a. investigate an action taken by a public authority or the President, Minister,
officer or member of the public authority, being action taken in the exercise of the
administrative functions of the public authority in the circumstances specified in
subparagraph N2Qc
b. investigate an allegation of fraud or corruption in connection with the exercise by
a person of a function of a public authorityc
c. assist an individual complainant in respect of legal proceedings in relation to a
contravention of the provisions of the Charterc
d. with leave of the Court hearing proceedings relating to a contravention of the
provisions of the Charter, become a party to the proceedingsc
e. initiate proceedings relating to the constitutionality of a law or of the provisions
of a law.
Irench: http://droit.francophonie.org/df-web/publication.doepublicationDd}4303
English: http://www.cmseducation.org/wconsts/seychelles.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
Slovak Republic (1992, amended in 2001)
Part 1: General Provisions
Article 4. Raw materials, underground water, natural and thermal springs and streams are
the property of the Slovak Republic.
Part 2: -asic Rights and Ireedoms, Chapter One: General Provisions
Article 11. Dnternational instruments on human rights and freedoms ratified by the Slovak
Republic and promulgated under statutory re_uirements shall take precedence over
national laws provided that the international treaties and agreements guarantee greater
constitutional rights and freedoms.
Article 13. N1Q No obligations shall be imposed on individuals unless such obligations are
in accordance with the law and respect fundamental rights and freedoms.
N2Q Himitation of fundamental rights and freedoms shall be imposed only under the
conditions set forth in this Constitution.
N3Q Restrictions of constitutional rights and freedoms shall be applied e_ually and
consistently in all similar cases.
N4Q hhen imposing restrictions on constitutional rights and freedoms, respect must be
given to the essence and meaning of these rights and freedoms and such restrictions shall
be used only for specifically defined purposes.
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Part 2: -asic Rights and Ireedoms, Chapter @wo: -asic Human Rights and Ireedoms
Article 20.
N1Q Everyone has the right to own property. . . .
...
N3Q Ownership obligates. Property may not be used to cause injury to another person or in
contradiction to the other public interests protected by law. @he exercise of ownership
must not be detrimental to human health, wildlife, cultural monuments, or the
environment beyond the standards set by law.
Article 23.
N1Q Ireedom of movement and residence shall be guaranteed.
N2Q Everyone residing legally in the Slovak Republic has the right to leave the country.
N3Q Ireedoms defined in sections N1Q and N2Q of this Article may be limited by law only if
such limits are necessary in order to protect national security, public order, the health,
rights and freedoms of other people, or in order to protect the environment in designated
areas.
Part 2: -asic Rights and Ireedoms, Chapter Six: Environmental Rights and Cultural
Heritage
Article 44.
N1Q Everyone has the right to a favourable environment.
N2Q Everyone is obliged to protect and enhance the environment and the cultural heritage.
N3Q No one must endanger or damage the environment, natural resources, and the cultural
heritage beyond the extent established by law.
N4Q @he State shall be responsible for the economical use of natural resources, an
ecological balance and an effective environmental policy and safeguarding the protection
of certain kinds of plants and wildlife.
Article 45.
Everyone has the right to timely and complete information about the state of the
environment and the causes and conse_uences of its condition.
Chapter 2: -asic Rights and Ireedoms, Section Seven: Right to ?udicial and Other Hegal
Protection
Article 46.
N1Q Every person may claim his or her right by procedures established by law at an
independent and impartial court of law or other public authority of the Slovak Republic in
cases specified by law.
N2Q Any person who claims to have been denied his or her rights through a decision made
by a public authority may turn to a court of law to have the legality of the decision
reviewed, unless otherwise provided by law. @he review of decisions in matters of
fundamental rights and freedoms shall not be excluded from the jurisdiction of courts of
law.
N3Q Every person shall have the right to recover damages for a loss caused by an unlawful
decision of the court, a governmental or public authority or by improper official
procedure.
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N4Q Details and terms of the judicial and other legal protection shall be regulated by law.
Chapter 2: -asic Rights and Ireedoms, Section Eight: Common Provisions for Chapters
One and @wo
Article 51.
N1Q @he rights referred to in Article 35, Article 36, Article 37, paragraph 4, Articles 38 to
42, and Articles 44 to 46 of this Constitution may be claimed only within the confines of
the laws implementing these provisions.
Chapter 7: ?udical Power, Section One: @he Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic
Article 127.
N1Q @he Constitutional Court decides on complaints by natural persons or legal entities
alleging a violation of their basic rights and freedoms, or of their basic rights and
freedoms resulting from an international treaty ratified by the Slovak Republic and
promulgated in a manner laid down by law, unless another court is competent to make a
determination on the protection of these rights and freedoms.
N2Q Df the Constitutional Court grants the complaint, it shall state in its decision that the
disputed final decision, measure, or other act violated the rights or freedoms pursuant to
paragraph 1, and shall annul such decision, measure, or other act. Df the violation of rights
or freedoms pursuant to paragraph 1 has arisen due to the inactivity of the other party, the
Constitutional Court may order it to act on the issue. @he Constitutional Court may at the
same time return the case for reconsideration, prohibit further violations of basic rights
and freedoms or human rights and fundamental freedoms resulting from an international
treaty ratified by the Slovak Republic and promulgated in a manner laid down by law, or,
if possible, order the restoration of the situation which existed prior to the violation.
N3Q @he Constitutional Court may in its decision on the merits award an appropriate
financial compensation to the person whos rights pursuant to paragraph 1 were violated.
N4Q Hiability of the party that violated the rights or freedoms pursuant to paragraph 1, for
damage or other harm, is not affected by the decision of the Constitutional Court.
Article 130. s
N3Q @he Constitutional Court may commence proceedings upon the information presented
by an individual or a corporation claiming to have rights violated.
http://www-8.vlada.gov.sk/9714/the-constitution-of-the-slovak-republic.php NAccessed
2008 Nov. 27Q
Slovenia (1991)
@itle DD: Human Rights and Iundamental Ireedoms
Article 15. Exercise and Himitation of Rights
Human rights and fundamental freedoms shall be exercised directly on the basis of the
Constitution.
@he manner in which human rights and fundamental freedoms are exercised may be
regulated by law whenever the Constitution so provides or where this is necessary due to
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the particular nature of an individual right or freedom.
Human rights and fundamental freedoms shall be limited only by the rights of others and
in such cases as are provided by this Constitution.
?udicial protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the right to obtain
redress for the violation of such rights and freedoms, shall be guaranteed.
No human right or fundamental freedom regulated by legal acts in force in Slovenia may
be restricted on the grounds that this Constitution does not recognise that right or freedom
or recognises it to a lesser extent.
Article 16. @emporary Suspension and Restriction of Rights
Human rights and fundamental freedoms provided by this Constitution may exceptionally
be temporarily suspended or restricted during a war and state of emergency. Human
rights and fundamental freedoms may be suspended or restricted only for the duration of
the war or state of emergency, but only to the extent re_uired by such circumstances and
inasmuch as the measures adopted do not create ine_uality based solely on race, national
origin, sex, language, religion, political or other conviction, material standing, birth,
education, social status or any other personal circumstance.
@he provision of the preceding paragraph does not allow any temporary suspension or
restriction of the rights provided by Articles 17, 18, 21, 27, 28, 29 and 41.
Article 23. Right to ?udicial Protection
Everyone has the right to have any decision regarding his rights, duties and any charges
brought against him made without undue delay by an independent, impartial court
constituted by law.
Only a judge duly appointed pursuant to rules previously established by law and by
judicial regulations may judge such an individual.
Article 25. Right to Hegal Remedies
Everyone shall be guaranteed the right to appeal or to any other legal remedy against the
decisions of courts and other state authorities, local community authorities and bearers of
public authority by which his rights, duties or legal interests are determined.
Article 26. Right to Compensation
Everyone has the right to compensation for damage caused through unlawful actions in
connection with the performance of any function or other activity by a person or body
performing such function or activity under state authority, local community authority or
as a bearer of public authority.
Any person suffering damage has the right to demand, in accordance with the law,
compensation also directly from the person or body that has caused damage.
@itle DDD: Economic and Social Relations
Article 67. Property
@he manner in which property is ac_uired and enjoyed shall be established by law so as
to ensure its economic, social and environmental function.
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Article 72. Healthy Hiving Environment
N1Q Each person shall have the right in accordance with the law to a healthy environment
in which to live.
N2Q @he State shall be responsible for such an environment. @o this end, the conditions
and the manner in which economic and other activities shall take place shall be regulated
by law.
N3Q @he conditions under which any person damaging the environment shall be obliged to
make compensation shall be determined by law.
N4Q @he protection of animals from cruelty shall be regulated by law.
Article 73. Protection of Natural and Cultural Heritage
Everyone is obliged in accordance with the law to protect natural sites of special interest,
rarities and cultural monuments.
@he state and local communities shall promote the preservation of the natural and cultural
heritage.
@itle RDD: Constitutionality and Hegality
Article 157. ?udicial Review of Administrative Acts
A court having jurisdiction to review administrative acts decides the legality of final
individual acts with which state authorities, local community authorities and bearers of
public authority decide the rights or obligations and legal entitlements of individuals and
organisations, if other legal protection is not provided by law for a particular matter.
Df other legal protection is not provided, the court having jurisdiction to review
administrative acts also decides on the legality of individual actions and acts which
intrude upon the constitutional rights of the individual.
Article 159. Ombudsman for Human Rights and Iundamental Ireedoms
Dn order to protect human rights and fundamental freedoms in relation to state authorities,
local self-government authorities and bearers of public authority, the office of the
ombudsman for the rights of citizens shall be established by law.
Special ombudsmen for the rights of citizens may also be established by law for
particular fields.
@itle RDDD: @he Constitutional Court
Article 162. Proceedings before the Constitutional Court
Proceedings before the Constitutional Court shall be regulated by law.
@he law determines who may re_uire the initiation of proceedings before the
Constitutional Court. Anyone who demonstrates legal interest may re_uest the initiation
of proceedings before the Constitutional Court.
@he Constitutional Court decides by a majority vote of all its judges unless otherwise
provided for individual cases by the Constitution or law. @he Constitutional Court may
decide whether to initiate proceedings following a constitutional complaint with fewer
judges as provided by law.
http://www.us-rs.si/en/index.phpesvzpath}3583,3519,3520 NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
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Somalia (2004)1956
@ransitional Iederal Charter
Chapter D: Sovereignty and @erritory
Article 4. Dnterpretation of the Charter
2. A person may bring an action in the Supreme Court for a declaration that any Haw or
action of the state is inconsistent with, or is in contravention of this Charter.
3. @he Supreme Court shall determine all such applications on a priority basis.
Chapter |D: Hand and Property
Article 67. Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
1. @he natural resources of the country such as the minerals, water, flora and fauna shall
be public property and a law shall be enacted which defines the manner of exploitation
for the common good.
2. @he @ransitional Iederal Government shall give priority to the protection,
conservation, and preservation of the environment against anything that may cause harm
to the natural biodiversity and ecosystem.
3. Every person in the Somali Republic shall have a duty to safeguard and enhance the
environment and participate in the development, execution, management, conservation
and protection of the natural resources and environment.
4. @he @ransitional Iederal Government shall adopt urgent measures to clean up the
hazardous waste dumped on and off shores of the Somali Republic. Compensation shall
be demanded of those found liable for such crimes.
5. @he @ransitional Iederal Government shall take urgent steps to reverse the trend in
desertification, deforestation, environmental degradation, illegal charcoal burning and
export of endangered wildlife species.
http://www.iss.co.za/AI/profiles/Somalia/charterfeb04.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
South Africa (1996)
Chapter 2: -ill of Rights
7. Rights
1. @his -ill of Rights is a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. Dt enshrines the
rights of all people in our country and affirms the democratic values of human dignity,
e_uality and freedom.
2. @he state must respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the -ill of Rights.
3. @he rights in the -ill of Rights are subject to the limitations contained or referred to in
section 36, or elsewhere in the -ill.

1956

@here is currently no Constitution in force in Somalia. However, a Transitional
Federal Charter was established in Iebruary 2004 and is expected to serve as the basis
for a future constitution in Somalia.
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24. Environment
Everyone has the right:
NaQ to an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-beingc and
NbQ to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future
generations, through reasonable legislative and other measures that NiQ prevent pollution and ecological degradationc
NiiQ promote conservationc and
NiiiQ secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural
resources while promoting justifiable economic and social development.
27. Health care, food, water, and social security
N1Q Everyone has the right to have access to\
s
NbQ sufficient food and water
s
N2Q @he state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available
resources, to achieve the progressive realization of each of these rights.
33. ?ust administrative action
1. Everyone has the right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable and
procedurally fair.
2. Everyone whose rights have been adversely affected by administrative action has the
right to be given written reasons.
3. National legislation must be enacted to give effect to these rights, and must:
aQ provide for the review of administrative action by a court or, where
appropriate, an independent and impartial tribunalc
bQ impose a duty on the state to give effect to the rights in subsections N1Q and N2Qc
and
cQ promote an efficient administration.
34. Access to courts
Everyone has the right to have any dispute that can be resolved by the application of law
decided in a fair public hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another independent
and impartial tribunal or forum.
36. Himitation of rights
N1Q @he rights in the -ill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of general
application to the extent that the limit is reasonable and justifiable in an open and
democratic society based on human dignity, e_uality and freedom, taking into account all
relevant factors, including
a. the nature of the rightc
b. the importance of the purpose of the limitationc
c. the nature and extent of the limitationc
d. the relation between the limitation and the purposec and
e. less restrictive means to achieve the purpose.
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N2Q Except as provided in subsection N1Q or in any other provision of the Constitution, no
law may limit any right entrenched in the -ill of Rights.
37. States of emergency
1. A state of emergency may be declared only in terms of an Act of Parliament, and only
when
aQ the life of the nation is threatened by war, invasion, general insurrection,
disorder, natural disaster or other public emergencyc and
bQ the declaration is necessary to restore peace and order.
s
4. Any legislation enacted in conse_uence of a declaration of a state of emergency may
derogate from the -ill of Rights only to the extent that
aQ the derogation is strictly re_uired by the emergencyc and
bQ the legislation
iQ is consistent with the Republic~s obligations under international law
applicable to states of emergencyc
iiQ conforms to subsection N5Qc and
iiiQ is published in the national Government Gazette as soon as reasonably
possible after being enacted.
5. No Act of Parliament that authorizes a a declaration of a state of emergency and no
legislation enacted or other action taken in conse_uence of a declaration may permit or
authorise
aQ indemnifying the state, or any person, in respect of any unlawful actc
bQ any derogation from this sectionc or
cQ any derogation from a section mentioned in column 1 of the @able of NonDerogable Rights, to the extent indicated opposite that section in column 3 of the
@able tsections 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 28, and 35u.
38. Enforcement of Rights
Anyone listed in this section has the right to approach a competent court, alleging that a
right in the -ill of Rights has been infringed or threatened, and the court may grant
appropriate relief, including a declaration of rights. @he persons who may approach a
court are:
a. anyone acting in their own interestc
b. anyone acting on behalf of another person who cannot act in their own namec
c. anyone acting as a member of, or in the interest of, a group or class of personsc
d. anyone acting in the public interestc and
e. an association acting in the interest of its members.
39. Dnterpretation of -ill of Rights
1. hhen interpreting the -ill of Rights, a court, tribunal or forum
aQ must promote the values that underlie an open and democratic society based on
human dignity, e_uality and freedomc
bQ must consider international lawc and
cQ may consider foreign law.
2. hhen interpreting any legislation, and when developing the common law or customary
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law, every court, tribunal or forum must promote the spirit, purport and objects of the -ill
of Rights.
3. @he -ill of Rights does not deny the existence of any other rights or freedoms that are
recognised or conferred by common law, customary law or legislation, to the extent that
they are consistent with the -ill.
Chapter 7: Hocal Government
152. Objects of Hocal Government
1. @he objects of local government are:
s
NcQ to promote social an economic developmentc
NdQ to promote a safe and healthy environment
NeQ to encourage the involvement of communities and community
organisations in the matters of local government.
2. A municipality must strive, within its financial and administrative capacity, to
achieve the objects set out in subsection N1Q.
Chapter 9: State Dnstitutions Supporting Constitutional Democracy
184. Iunctions of South African Human Rights Commission
1. @he South African Human Rights Commission must
aQ promote respect for human rights and a culture of human rightsc
bQ promote the protection, development and attainment of human rightsc and
cQ monitor and assess the observance of human rights in the Republic.
2. @he South African Human Rights Commission has the powers, as regulated by
national legislation, necessary to perform its functions, including the power
aQ to investigate and to report on the observance of human rightsc
bQ to take steps to secure appropriate redress where human rights have been
violatedc
cQ to carry out researchc and
dQ to educate.
3. Each year, the South African Human Rights Commission must re_uire relevant organs
of state to provide the Commission with information on the measures that they have taken
towards the realisation of the rights in the -ill of Rights concerning housing, health care,
food, water, social security, education and the environment.
4. @he South African Human Rights Commission has the additional powers and functions
prescribed by national legislation.
http://www.info.gov.za/documents/constitution/1996/index.htm NAcccessed 2008 Nov.
27Q
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South Korea (1987)
Chapter DDD: Rights and Duties of Citizens
Article 35.
N1Q All citizens have the right to a healthy and pleasant environment. @he State and all
citizens shall endeavor to protect the environment.
N2Q @he substance of the environmental right is determined by law.
N3Q @he State endeavors to ensure comfortable housing for all citizens through housing
development policies and the like.
Article 37. ! !
1. Ireedoms and rights of citizens shall not be neglected on the grounds that they are not
enumerated in the Constitution.
2. @he freedoms and rights of citizens may be restricted by Act only when necessary for
national security, the maintenance of law and order or for public welfare. Even when
such restriction is imposed, no essential aspect of the freedom or right shall be violated.
Chapter RD: @he Constitutional Court
Article 111.
1. @he Constitutional Court shall have jurisdiction over the following matters:
1. @he constitutionality of a law upon the re_uest of the courtsc
2. Dmpeachment
3. Dissolution of a political party
4. Competence disputes between State agencies, between State agencies and local
governments, and between local governmentsc and
5. Constitutional complaint as prescribed by Act.1957
! !
Chapter D|: @he Economy
Article 120.
N2Q @he land and natural resources are protected by the State, and the State establishes a
plan necessary for their balanced development and utilization.
http://english.ccourt.go.kr/home/english/welcome/republic.jsp NAccessed 2008 Oct. 25Q

1957

South joreais Constitutional Court Act establishes a procedure whereby citizens can
file petitions with the court when their rights have allegedly been infringed by
unconstitutional state action and they have exhausted all available legal remedies. @.
Ginsburg. 2003. ?udicial Review in New Democracies: Constitutional Courts in Asian
Cases. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 206-246.
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Spain (1978)
@itle D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter DD: Rights and Ireedomsc Division 1:
Iundamental Rights and Public Ireedoms
Article 24.
N1Q All persons have the right to the effective protection of the judges and courts in the
exercise of their rights and legitimate interests, and in no case may there be a lack of
defense.
s
@itle D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter DDD: Guiding Principles of Economic and
Social Policy
Article 45.
N1Q Everyone has the right to enjoy an environment suitable for the development of the
person, as well as the duty to preserve it.
N2Q @he public authorities shall concern themselves with the rational use of all natural
resources for the purpose of protecting and improving the _uality of life and protecting
and restoring the environment, by relying on an indispensable collective solidarity.
N3Q Ior those who violate the provisions of the foregoing paragraph, criminal or
administrative sanctions, as applicable, shall be established and they shall be obliged to
repair the damage caused.
@itle D: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter DR: Guarantee of Iundamental Rights
and Ireedoms
Article 53.
N1Q @he rights and liberties recognized in the second chapter of the present @itle are
binding on all public authorities. Only by law, which in every case must respect their
essential content, could the exercise of such rights and liberties be regulated, and they
shall be protected in accordance with the provisions of Article 161N1QNbQ.
N2Q Any citizen may make a claim to the liberties and rights recognized in Article 14 and
the first Section of the Second Chapter before the regular courts through a preferential
and summary procedure and, when appropriate, by launching an individual appeal for
constitutional protection Nrecurso de amparoQ to the Constitutional Court. @his latter
procedure shall be applicable to conscientious objection as recognized in Article 30.
N3Q Recognition, respect and protection of the principles recognized in Chapter DDD shall
guide legislation, judicial practice and actions by the public authorities. @hey may only
be invoked before the ordinary courts in accordance with the legal provisions
implementing them.
Article 54. An organic law shall regulate the institution of the Defender of the People as
the High Commissioner of the Parliament, appointed for the protection of the rights
contained in this @itle, for which purpose he may supervise the activity of the
administration, informing the Parliament of it.
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Chapter R: Suspension of Rights and Hiberties
Article 55.
N1Q @he rights recognized in Articles 17, 18N2Q and N3Q, 19, 20N1QNaQ and NdQ and N5Q, 21,
28N2Q, and Article 37N2Q may be suspended when a state of emergency or siege is declared
under the terms provided in the Constitution. Article 17N3Q is exempted from that which
was established previously in the event of the declaration of a state of emergency.
N2Q An organic law may determine the manner and the cases in which, in an individual
manner and with the necessary judicial intervention and ade_uate parliamentary control,
the rights recognized in Article 17N2Q and 18N2Q and N3Q may be suspended for certain
persons with respect to investigations having to do with the activities of armed bands or
terrorist elements. @he unwarranted or abusive utilization of the powers recognized in
said organic law will result in criminal responsibility as a violation of the rights and
liberties recognized by the laws.
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/sp00000z.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
Sri Lanka (1978)
Chapter RD: Directive Principles of State Policy and Iundamental Duties
Article 27. Directive Principles of State Policy.
...
N14Q @he State shall protect, preserve and improve the environment for the
benefit of the community.
Article 28. Iundamental Duties
@he exercise and enjoyment of rights and freedoms is inseparable from the performance
of duties and obligations, and accordingly it is the duty of every person in Sri Hanka
...
NfQ to protect nature and conserve its riches.
Article 29. Principles of State Policy and fundamental duties not justiciable
@he provisions of this Chapter do not confer or impose legal rights or obligations, and are
not enforceable in any court or tribunal. No _uestion of inconsistency with such
provisions shall be raised in any court or tribunal.
http://www.priu.gov.lk/Cons/1978Constitution/Dndex.html NAccessed 2008 Nov. 27Q
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Sudan (2005)1958
A. Interim National Constitution of the Republic of Sudan, 2005
Part D: @he State, the Constitution and Guiding Principles, Chapter DD: Guiding Principles
and Directives
11. Environment and Natural Resources
N1Q @he people of the Sudan shall have the right to a clean and diverse environmentc the
State and the citizens have the duty to preserve and promote the countryis biodiversity.
N2Q @he State shall not pursue any policy, or take or permit any action, which may
adversely effect the existence of any species of animal or vegetative life, their natural or
adopted habitat.
N3Q @he State shall promote, through legislation, sustainable utilization of natural
resources and best practices with respect to their management.
22. Saving
Unless this Constitution otherwise provides, or a duly enacted law guarantees the rights
and liberties described in this Chapter, the provisions contained in this Chapter are not by
themselves enforceable in a court of lawc however, the principles expressed herein are
basic to governance and the State is duty-bound to be guided by them, especially in
making lawsc
Part D: @he State, the Constitution and Guiding Principles, Chapter DDD: Duties of the
Citizen
23. Duties of the Citizen
N2Q Dn particular every citizen shall:
s
NhQ preserve the natural environment
Part DD: @he -ill of Rights
35. Right to Hitigation
N1Q @he right to litigate shall be guaranteed for all persons and no one shall be denied the
right to suec
N2Q Everyone has the right to have any dispute, that can be resolved by the application of
law, decided in a fair public hearing before a court of law or, where appropriate, before
any other independent and impartial tribunal or forum specified by law or agreement.
48. Sanctity of Rights
No derogation from the rights and freedoms enshrined in this -ill shall be made except in
accordance with the provisions of this Constitution and only with the approval of the
1958

@he Dnterim National Constitution of the Republic of the Sudan, adopted ?uly 6, 2005
will last for a six-year interim period, until a permanent constitution is adopted in 2011.
At that time, Southern Sudan will hold a referendum on independence. @he Draft
Constitution of Southern Sudan includes environmental rights and responsibilities.
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National Hegislature. @his -ill of human rights and fundamental freedoms shall be
upheld, protected, applied and enforced by the Constitutional Court and other competent
courtsc the Human Rights Commission shall monitor its application and enforcement.
Part DDD: @he National Executive, Chapter DD: @he Presidency
61. Contesting Acts of the President
Any person aggrieved by an act of the President of the Republic or of the Dnstitution of
the Presidency, may contest such act:
NaQ -efore the Constitutional Court, if the alleged act involves a violation of this
Constitution, the -ill of Rights, the decentralized system of government, or the
Comprehensive Peace Agreement,
NbQ -efore the competent court of law if the allegation is on other legal groundsc
Part DDD: @he National Executive, Chapter DR: @he National Council of Ministers
78. Contesting Ministerial Acts
An aggrieved person may contest an act of the National Council of Ministers or a
National Minister:
NaQ -efore the Constitutional Court if the alleged act involves a violation of this
Constitution, the -ill of Rights, the decentralized system of government or the
Comprehensive Peace Agreement,
NbQ -efore the competent authority or court of law if the allegation is on other
legal grounds.
Part R: @he National Dnstitutions of ?ustice, Chapter DDD: Public Attorneys and Advocacy
134. Advocacy
N1Q @he profession of advocacy shall promote, protect and advance the fundamental rights
of citizens. Advocates shall serve to fend off injustice, defend the legal rights and
interests of their clients, seek conciliation between adversaries and render legal aid for the
needy according to lawc
N2Q @he law shall regulate the profession of advocacyc
Part RDD: Dndependent National Dnstitutions and Commissions
142. Human Rights Commission
N1Q A Human Rights Commission Act shall be promulgatedc it shall, among other things,
specify the powers, procedures and terms of service of the Commissionc
Part |DDD: State of Emergency and Declaration of har
211. Powers of the President in the State of Emergency
@he President of the Republic, with the consent of the Iirst Rice President, may during
the state of emergency take, by virtue of law or exceptional order, any measures that shall
not derogate from the provisions of this Constitution and the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement except as may be provided herein:
NaQ to suspend part, or all, of the -ill of Rights of this Constitution. However,
there shall not be infringement on the right to life, freedom from slavery, torture,
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the right of non-discrimination on basis of race, sex or religious creed, the right in
litigation or the presumption of innocence and legal representation
http://www.sudantribune.com/DMG/pdf/20050316zSUDANzDRAI@zCONS@D@U@DON
AHz@E|@.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
B. Interim Constitution of Southern Sudan, 2005
Part DDD: Iundamental Objectives and Guiding Principles, Chapter D: Objectives and
Principles
Article 44. @he Environment
N1Q Every person or community shall have the right to a clean and healthy environment.
N2Q Every person shall have the right to have the environment protected for the benefit of
present and future generations, through reasonable legislative action and other measures
that:
NaQ prevent pollution and ecological degradation
NbQ promote conservationc and
NcQ secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources
while promoting rational economic and social development so as to protect
genetic stability and biodiversity of Southern Sudan.
N3Q All levels of government in Southern Sudan shall promote energy policies that will
ensure that the basic needs of the people are met while protecting and preserving the
environment.
Part DDD: Iundamental Objectives and Guiding Principles, Chapter DD: Citizenship, Rights,
and Duties
Article 49. Duties of the Citizen
N2Q Every citizen in Southern Sudan shall
s
NhQ protect the environment and conserve natural resources
Suriname (1987)
Chapter DDD: Social Goals
Article 6: @he social objectives of the State shall aim at:
s
NgQ creating and improving the conditions necessary for the protection of nature
and for the preservation of the ecological balance.
Chapter R: -asic Rights, Dndividual Rights, and Ireedoms
Article 12N1Q Everyone has the right to legal assistance before the courts
N2Q @he law shall provide regulations with regard to legal aid for the financially weak.
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Chapter |R: @he Hegal System, Iourth Section: @he Constitutional Court
Article 144.
N1Q @here shall be a Constitutional Court which is an independent body composed of a
President, Rice-President and three members, who\as well as the three deputy
members\shall be appointed for a period of five years at the recommendation of the
National Assembly.
N2Q @he tasks of the Constitutional Court shall be:
a. to verify the purport of Acts or parts thereof against the Constitution, and against
applicable agreements concluded with other states and with international organizationc
b. to assess the consistency of decisions of government institutions with one or more
of the constituional rights mentioned in Chapter R.
N3Q Dn case the Constitutional Court decides that a contradiction exists with one or more
provisions of the Constitution or an agreement as referred to in paragraph 2NaQ, the Act or
parts thereof, or those decisions of the government institutions shall not be considered
binding.
N4Q Iurther rules and regulations concerning the composition, the organization and
procedures of the Court, as well as the legal conse_uences of the decisions of the
Constitutional Court, shall be determined by law.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Suriname/english.html NAccessed 2008 Nov.
28Q
Swaziland (2005)
Chapter R: Directive Principles of State Policy and Duties of the Citizen
Section 56. General Objectives
N1Q @he Directive Principles of State Policy contained in this Chapter shall guide all
organs and agencies of the State, citizens, organizations and other bodies and persons in
applying or interpreting this Constitution or any other law and in taking and
implementing any policy decisions for the establishment of a just, free and democratic
society.
N2Q @he Prime Minister shall report to Parliament at least once a year on all the steps
taken to ensure the realization of the Directive Principles contained in this Chapter.
N3Q @he provisions of sections 57 to 63 inclusive are not enforceable in any court or
tribunal.
Section 60. Social Objectives
N11Q @he State shall endeavour to preserve and protect places of historical interest and
artifacts and the environment.
Section 63. Duties of the Citizen
@he exercise and enjoyment of rights and freedoms is inseparable from the performance
of duties and obligations, and accordingly, it shall be the duty of every citizen to
s
NiQ protect and safeguard the environment.
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Chapter |DD: Hand, Minerals, hater and Environment
Section 210. Declaration of land, minerals and water as national resources
N1Q Subject to the provisions of this Constitution or any other law, land, minerals and
water are national resources.
N2Q Dn the interests of the present and future generations, the State shall protect and make
rational use of its land, mineral and water resources as well as its fauna and flora, and
shall take appropriate measures to conserve and improve the environment.
Section 215. hater
@here shall be no private right of property in any water found naturally in Swaziland.
Section 216. Environment
N1Q Every person shall promote the protection of the environment for the present and
future generations.
N2Q Urbanisation or industrialization shall be undertaken with due respect for the
environment.
N3Q @he Government shall ensure a holistic and comprehensive approach to
environmental legislation and shall put in place an appropriate environmental regulatory
framework.
http://www.gov.sz/home.aspepid}2998 NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
Sweden (1987)1959
Instrument of Government
Chapter 1: -asic principles of the form of government
Article 2. s
@he personal, economic and cultural welfare of the private person shall be fundamental
aims of public activity. Dn particular, it shall be incumbent upon the public institutions to
secure the right to health, employment, housing and education, and to promote social care
and social security.
@he public institutions shall promote sustainable development leading to a good
environment for present and future generations.
Chapter 2: Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms
Article 18. @he property of every citizen shall be so guaranteed that none may be
compelled by expropriation or other such disposition to surrender property to the public

1959

@he Constitution consists of four fundamental laws: the Instrument of Government,
the Act of Succession, the Freedom of the Press Act and the Fundamental Law on
Freedom of Expression. @he Instrument of Government contains the most important rules
regarding the organization of Swedish society and the major constitutional principles.
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institutions or to a private subject, or tolerate restriction by the public institutions of the
use of land or buildings, other than where necessary to satisfy pressing public interests.
A person who is compelled to surrender property by expropriation or other such
disposition shall be guaranteed compensation for his loss. Such compensation shall also
be guaranteed to a person whose use of land or buildings is restricted by the public
institutions in such a manner that ongoing land use in the affected part of the property is
substantially impaired, or injury results which is significant in relation to the value of that
part of the property. Compensation shall be determined according to principles laid down
in law.
@here shall be access for all to the natural environment in accordance with the right of
public access, notwithstanding the above provisions.
Chapter 11: Administration of ?ustice and General Administration
Article 14. Df a court or other public body finds that a provision conflicts with a rule of
fundamental law or other superior statute, or finds that a procedure laid down in law has
been disregarded in any important respect when the provision was made, the provision
shall not be applied. Df the provision has been approved by the Riksdag or by the
Government, however, it shall be waived only if the error is manifest.
http://www.riksdagen.se/templates/RzPagezzzz6357.aspx NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
Switzerland (1971, amended in 1999)1960
Preamble
@he Swiss People and Cantons s
are conscious of our common achievements and our responsibility towards future
generationsc
s
@itle D: General Provisions
Article 2. Purpose
N1Q @he Swiss Iederation protects the liberty and rights of the people and safeguards the
independence and security of the country.
N2Q Dt promotes common welfare, sustainable development, inner cohesion, and cultural
diversity of the country.
N3Q Dt ensures the highest possible degree of e_ual opportunities for all citizens.
N4Q Dt strives to safeguard the long-term preservation of natural resources and to promote
a just and peaceful international order.

1960

@he Swiss Constitution of 1874 governed, with extensive amendments, until a new
constitution was drafted in the late 1990s. Provisions related to the environment began
appearing in the Swiss Constitution of 1874 in 1971.
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@itle DD: -asic, Civil, and Social Rights, Chapter D: -asic Rights
Article 29. General Procedural Guarantees
N1Q Dn judicial and administrative proceedings, every person has the right to e_ual and fair
treatment as well as adjudication within reasonable time.
N2Q @he parties have the right to be heard.
N3Q Every person lacking the necessary means has the right to free legal assistance,
provided the case does not seem to lack any merit. @o the extent necessary for the
protection of one~s rights, the person also has the right to free legal counsel.
@itle DDD: @he Confederation, Cantons and Municipalities, Section 4: Environment and
roning
Article 73. Sustainable Development
@he Iederation and the Cantons shall strive to establish a sustainable e_uilibrium
between nature, in particular its capacity to renew itself, and its use by man.
Article 74. Protection of the Environment
N1Q @he Iederation shall legislate on the protection of humans and the natural
environment against damaging and harmful influences.
N2Q Dt shall ensure that such influences are avoided. @he polluters shall pay for the costs of
avoidance and removal.
N3Q @he federal regulations shall be implemented by the Cantons, insofar as the law does
not reserve this for the Iederation.
Article 75. roning
N1Q @he Iederation shall establish principles on zoning. roning falls to the Cantons, and
shall serve to achieve an appropriate and moderate use of the land and its ordered
inhabitation.
N2Q @he Iederation shall encourage and coordinate the efforts of the Cantons, and shall
collaborate with them.
N3Q Dn fulfilling their tasks, the Iederation and the Cantons shall take the needs of zoning
into account.
Article 76. hater
N1Q hithin the limits of its powers, the Iederation shall ensure the moderate use and the
protection of water resources, and fight against harmful effects of water.
N2Q Dt shall establish principles on the preservation and use of water reserves, on the use
of water for the production of energy and for cooling purposes, and on other interventions
into the water cycle.
N3Q Dt shall legislate on water protection, on securing sufficient residual water, on
hydraulic engineering, on the safety of dams and on interventions to influence
precipitation.
N4Q @he Cantons shall dispose of their water resources. hithin the limits of federal law,
they may levy dues for water use. @he Iederation shall have the right to use water for its
traffic enterprisesc it shall pay dues and compensation for this.
N5Q On rights concerning international water resources and dues connected with them, the
Iederation shall decide in consultation with the Cantons concerned. Df the Cantons
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concerned cannot agree on rights to intercantonal water reserves, the Iederation shall
decide.
N6Q Dn fulfilling its tasks, the Iederation shall take into account the interests of the
Cantons from which the water originates.
Article 77. Iorests
N1Q @he Iederation shall ensure that forests may fulfill their protective, economic and
social functions.
N2Q Dt shall establish principles for the protection of forests.
N3Q Dt shall encourage measures for the conservation of forests.
Article 78. Nature and Cultural Heritage
N1Q @he protection of nature and cultural heritage is a cantonal matter.
N2Q Dn fulfilling its tasks, the Iederation shall take into account the objectives of the
protection of nature and cultural heritage. Dt shall protect scenery, localities, historical
sites, and natural and cultural monumentsc it shall preserve them untouched if public
interest so re_uires.
N3Q Dt may support efforts towards the protection of nature and cultural heritage, and may,
by contract or by expropriation, ac_uire or secure objects of national importance.
N4Q Dt shall legislate on the protection of animal and plant life, and on the preservation of
their natural environment and diversity. Dt shall protect endangered species from
extinction.
N5Q Moors and marshland of special beauty and national importance shall be protected.
No installations may be built on them, and no alterations of any kind may be made to the
land. An exception is made for installations serving to ensure their protection or
continuation of existing agricultural use.
Article 79. Iishery and Hunting
@he Iederation shall establish principles on the exercise of fishery and hunting, in
particular to preserve diversity of fish, game, and birds.
Article 80. Protection of Animals
N1Q @he Iederation shall legislate on the protection of animals.
N2Q Dt shall regulate in particular:
a. the keeping and care of animalsc
b. experiments and intervention on live animalsc
c. the use of animalsc
d. the importation of animals and animal productsc
e. trade in animals and transportation of animalsc
f. the slaughter of animals.
N3Q @he federal regulations shall be implemented by the Cantons, insofar as the statute
does not reserve this for the Iederation.
Section 5: Public horks and @ransportation
Article 84. Alpine @ransit
N1Q @he Iederation shall protect the alpine regions from the negative effects of transit
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traffic. Dt shall limit the nuisance caused by such traffic to a level which is not harmful to
persons, animals, or plants, or their environment.
N2Q @ransalpine freight in border-to-border transit is to be transported by rail. @he Iederal
Government takes the necessary measures. Exceptions are permitted only if they are
inevitable. @hey have to be specified by law.
N3Q @he transit route capacity in the alpine area may not be increased. Excluded from this
restriction are by-pass roads, which relieve localities of the transit traffic.
Article 85. Charge on Heavy Goods @raffic
N1Q @he Iederation may levy a duty on the heavy goods traffic dependent on motor power
or consumption, as far as the heavy traffic causes costs for the public, which are not
covered by other services or duties
N2Q Net proceeds of the duty are used for the covering of costs in connection with road
traffic.
N3Q @he Cantons have a share in the net proceeds. @he shares are calculated by
considering the special effects of the duty on mountainous and peripheral areas.
Article 86. Iuels Consumption tax and other @raffic Charges
N1Q @he Iederation may levy a consumption tax on hydrocarbon fuels.
N2Q @he Iederation levies a duty for the use of the national highways by motor vehicles
and trailers, which are not subordinated to the heavy traffic delivery.
s
Article 88. Iootpaths and Hiking @rails
N1Q @he Iederation establishes principles on networks of footpaths and hiking trails.
N2Q @he Iederation may support measures of the Cantons to establish and keep such
networks, and to coordinate them.
Section 6: Energy and Communication
Article 89. Energy Policy
N1Q hithin their powers, the Iederation and the Cantons shall strive to ensure a sufficient,
diversified, reliable, and economical energy supply compatible with the protection of the
environment, and the economical and efficient use of energy.
N2Q @he Iederation establishes principles on the use of domestic and renewable energies
and on economical and rational energy consumption.
N3Q @he Confederation legislates on the use of energy for buildings, vehicles and
appliances. Dt promotes the development of energy techni_ues, particularly in the fields of
energy saving and renewable energy.
...
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Section 7: Economy
Article 104. Agriculture
...
N3Q Dt shall conceive the measures in such a way that agriculture may fulfill its multiple
functions. Dts powers and tasks shall particularly be the following:
a. Dt shall complement agricultural revenues by direct payments, to secure a fair
and ade_uate remuneration for the services rendered, provided that compliance
with ecological re_uirements is provenc
b. Dt shall promote, by way of economic incentives, forms of production which are
particularly close to nature and friendly to the environment and the animalsc
c. Dt shall legislate on the declaration of origin, _uality, production and processing
methods for foodstuffsc
d. Dt shall protect the environment against pollution due to excessive use of
fertilizers, chemicals and other auxiliary substancesc
Article 120. Gene @echnology in the Non-Human Iield
N1Q Persons and their environment shall be protected against abuse of gene technology.
N2Q @he Iederation shall legislate on the use of the reproductive and genetic material of
animals, plants, and other organisms. Dn doing so, it shall take into account the dignity of
creation and the security of man, animal and environment, and shall protect the genetic
diversity of animal and vegetal species.
English: http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/sz00000z.html‚A002z NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
Syrian Arab Republic (1973)
Part 2: Economic Principles
Article 14. @he law regulates ownership, which is of three kinds:
N1Q Public ownership includes natural resources, public utilities, and nationalized
installations and establishments, as well as installations and establishments set up by the
state. @he state undertakes to exploit and to supervise the administration of this property
in the interest of the entire people. Dt is the duty of the citizens to protect this property.
s
http://www.damascus-online.com/history/documents/constitution.htm
Tajikistan (1994)
Preamble
he, the People of @ajikistan
s
Realizing our debt and our responsibility to the past, present, and future generations
s
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Chapter 1: Ioundations of the Constitutional System
Article 13. @he land, its resources, water, the atmosphere, flora, fauna, and other natural
resources are the exclusive property of the state, and the government guarantees their
effective utilization in the interests of the people.
Chapter 2: Rights, Ireedoms, and -asic Duties of the Person and Citizen
Article 19. Every person is guaranteed judicial protection. Every person has the right to
demand review of her or his case by a competent and non-partisan court. hithout lawful
grounds, no one may be subjected to detainment, arrest, or deportation. Irom the moment
of detainment, a person has the right to employ the services of a lawyer.
Article 38. Everyone has the right to protection of health. Everyone within the framework
determined by law enjoys free medical assistance in the State healthcare establishments.
@he State adopts measures to improve the environment, develop mass athletics, physical
culture, and tourism.
Other forms of medical assistance to be provided are determined by law.
Article 44. Everyone is obligated to protect nature and historic and cultural monuments.
Chapter 8: Courts
Article 92. Hegal assistance is guaranteed at all stages of investigation and court
proceeding. @he organization of and work procedures of the bar and other forms of legal
assistance to be provided are determined by constitutional law.
http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/documents/untc/unpan003670.htm NAccessed
2008 Nov. 28Q
Tanzania (1977)
Part DD: Iundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy
7. N1Q Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-article N2Q, it shall be the duty and
responsibility of the Government, all its organs and all persons or authorities exercising
executive, legislative or judicial functions to take cognizance of, observe and apply the
provisions of this Part of this Chapter.
N2Q @he provisions of this Part of this Chapter are not enforceable by any court. No court
shall be competent to determine the _uestion whether or not any action or omission by
any person or any court, or any law or judgment complies with the provisions of this Part
of this Chapter.
9. @he state authority and all its agencies are obliged to direct their policies and programs
toward ensuring\
s
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NcQ that public affairs are conducted in such a way as to ensure that the national
resources and heritage are harnessed, preserved, and applied for the common
good s
Part DDD: -asic Rights and Duties
27. N1Q Everyone has the responsibility of conserving the natural resources of the United
Republic, property under the care of the State and all properties collectively owned by the
people, and also to respect the property of others.
N2Q Everyone is expected to protect with care properties under care of the State, and of
collective nature, to combat all forms of destruction, and to participate in the economic
development of the country in an orderly manner as if they are the future decision makers
of their nation.
http://www.chr.up.ac.za/undp/domestic/docs/cz@anzania.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
Thailand (2007)1961
Chapter DDD: Rights and Hiberties of @hai People, Part 1: General Provisions
Section 27. Rights and liberties recognised by this Constitution explicitly, by implication
or by decisions of the Constitutional Court shall be protected and directly binding on the
National Assembly, the Council of Ministers, the Courts, the Constitutional organisations
and all State organs in enacting, applying and interpreting laws.
Section 28. A person can invoke human dignity or exercise his rights and liberties in so
far as it is not in violation of rights and liberties of other persons or contrary to this
Constitution or good morals
A person whose rights and liberties recognised by this Constitution are violated can
invoke the provisions of this Constitution to bring a lawsuit or to defend himself in the
Courts.
A person may bring a lawsuit against the State directly so as to act in compliance with the
provisions in this Chapter. Df there is a law enforcing the exercise of any right and liberty
as recognised by this Constitution, the exercising of that right and liberty shall be in
accordance with such law.
A person shall have the right to be enhanced, supported and assisted by the State in
exercising of right under this Chapter.
Section 29. @he restriction of such rights and liberties as recognised by the Constitution
shall not be imposed on a person except by virtue of the law specifically enacted for the
purpose determined by this Constitution and only to the extent of necessity and provided
that it shall not affect the essential substances of such rights and liberties.
@he law under paragraph one shall be of general application and shall not be intended to
1961

@he @hai Constitution was abrogated by a military junta/coup in 2006. @here was an
Dnterim Constitution stating that all rights under old Constitution would be upheld. Dn
2007, a new Constitution was proposed and passed a public referendum.
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apply to any particular case or personc provided that the provision of the Constitution
authorising its enactment shall also be mentioned therein.
@he provisions of paragraph one and paragraph two shall apply mutatis mutandis to rules
or regulations issued by virtue of the law.
Chapter DDD: Rights and Hiberties of @hai People, Part 5: Right in Property
Section 41. @he property right of a person is protected. @he extent and the restriction of
such right shall be in accordance with the provisions of law. Succession is protected.
@he right of succession of a person shall be in accordance with the provisions of law.
Section 42. @he expropriation of immovable property shall not be made except by virtue
of the law specifically enacted for the purpose of public utilities, necessary national
defense, exploitation of national resources, town and country planning, promotion and
preservation of _uality of the environment, agricultural or industrial development, land
reforms, or other public interests, and fair compensation shall be paid in due time to the
owner thereof as well as to all persons having the rights thereof, who suffer loss by such
expropriation, as provided by law.
s
Chapter DDD: Rights and Hiberties of @hai People, Part 6: Occupational Rights
Section 43. A person shall enjoy the freedom to engage in an enterprise or an occupation
and to undertake a fair and free competition.
@he restriction on such liberties under paragraph one shall not be imposed except by
virtue of the law specifically enacted for . . . preserving natural resources or the
environment, s
Chapter DDD: Rights and Hiberties of @hai People, Part 10: Right @o Receive Dnformation
and Ireedom of Petition
Section 56. A person shall have the right to receive information, explanation and
justification from a government agency, state agency, state enterprise or local
government organization before permission is given for implementation of any project or
activity which may affect the _uality of environment, health, and sanitary conditions,
_uality of life or other material of interest to him or her or a local community and shall
have the right to express his or her opinion on such matters to agencies concerned for
consideration.
Chapter DDD: Rights and Hiberties of @hai People, Part 12: Community Rights
Section 66. Persons assembling so as to be a traditional community shall have the right to
conserve or restore their customs, local knowledge, arts or good culture of their
community and of the nation and participate in management, maintenance, preservation
and exploitation of natural resources, the environment and biological diversity in a
balanced and sustainable fashion.
Section 67. @he right of a person to participate with state and communities in the
preservation and exploitation of natural resources and biological diversity and in the
protection, promotion and preservation of the _uality of environment for usual and
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consistent survival in the environment which is not hazardous to his or her health and
sanitary conditions, welfare or _uality of life, shall be protected appropriately.
Any project or activity that may seriously affect the _uality of environment shall not be
permitted, unless its impacts on the _uality of environment and on the health of the
people in the communities have been studied and evaluated and consultation with the
public and interested parties have been organized, and opinions of an independent
organization, consisting of representatives from private environmental and health
organizations and from higher education institutions providing studies in the field of
environment, natural resources or health, have been obtained prior to the operation of
such project or activity.
@he right of a community to sue a government agency, state agency, state enterprise,
local government organization or other state authority which has the jurisdiction to
perform the duties under this section shall be protected.
Chapter DR: Duties of @hai People
Section 73. Every person shall have a duty to serve in the armed forces, render assistance
in providing public calamity prevention and rehabilitation, pay taxes, render assistance to
the official service, receive education and training, protect, preserve and pass on the
national arts and culture and local wisdom and conserve natural resources and the
environment as provided by law.
Chapter R: Directive Principles of Iundamental State Policies, Part 1: General Provisions
Section 75. @he provisions of this Chapter are intended to serve as directive principles for
legislating and determining policies for the administration of State affairs.
Dn stating its policies to the National Assembly, the Council of Ministers which will
assume the administration of State affairs shall clearly state to the National Assembly the
activities and their implementation period intended to be carried out for the
administration of State affairs in implementation of the directive principles of
fundamental State policies provided in this Chapter and shall prepare and submit to the
National Assembly an annual report on the result of the implementation, including
problems and obstacles encountered.
Chapter R: Directive Principles of Iundamental State Policies, Part 8: Hand Use, Natural
Resources, and Environment Policy
Section 85. @he state shall implement the land use, natural resources, and environment
policy as follows:
N1Q preparing and applying the rules on the use of land throughout the country with due
regard for environmental conditions, nature of land and water and the way of life of local
communities, the efficient measures for preservation of natural resources, the sustainable
standards for land use and opinion of the people in the area who may be affected by the
rules on the use of landc
N2Q distributing the right to hold land fairly, enabling farmers to be entitled to the
ownership or the right in land for agriculture thoroughly by means of land reform or by
other means, and providing water resources for the distribution of water to farmers for
use in agriculture ade_uately and appropriatelyc
N3Q preparing town and country planning, and developing and carrying out the plan
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effectively and efficiently for the purpose of sustainable preservation of natural
resourcesc
N4Q preparing a systematic management plan for water and other natural resources for the
common interests of the nation, and encouraging the public to participate in the
preservation, conservation, and exploitation of natural resources and biological diversity
appropriatelyc
N5Q conducting the promotion, conservation, and protection of the _uality of the
environment under the sustainable development principle, and controlling and
eliminating pollution that may affect health and sanitation, welfare and _uality of life of
the public by encouraging the public, the local communities and the local governments to
participate in the determination of the measures.
Chapter R: Directive Principles of Iundamental State Policies, Part 9: Science,
Dntellectual Property, and Energy Policy
Section 86. @he state shall implement the Science, Dntellectual Property and Energy
Policy as follows:
s
N3Q @he state shall consistently and systematically promote and support research,
development, and use of natural alternative energies which are beneficial to the
environment.
Chapter |: @he Courts, Part 2: @he Constitutional Court
Section 212. A person whose rights and liberties recognised by this Constitution are
violated, has the right to submit a motion to the Constitutional Court for its a decision as
to whether the provisions of the law are contrary to or inconsistent with the Constitution.
@he exercise of right under paragraph one must be unable to exercise the right by other
means as provided in the organic law on rules and procedure of the Constitutional Court.
Chapter |D: Constitutional Organizations, Part 2: Other Organizations, Section 2: @he
National Human Rights Commission
Section 257. @he National Human Rights Commission has the powers and duties as
follows:
N1Q to examine and report the commission or omission of acts which violate human rights
or which do not comply with obligations under international treaties to which @hailand is
a party, and propose appropriate remedial measures to the person or agency committing
or omitting such acts for taking action. Dn the case where it appears that no action has
been taken as proposed, the Commission shall report to the National Assembly for further
proceedingc
N2Q to submit the case together with opinions to the Constitutional Court in the case where
the Commission agrees with the complainant that the provisions of any law are
detrimental to human rights and beg the _uestion of the constitutionality as provided by
the organic law on rules and procedure of the Constitutional Courtc
N3Q to submit the case together with opinions to the Administrative Courts in the case
where the Commission agrees with the complainant that any rule, order or administrative
act is detrimental to human rights and begs the _uestion of the constitutionality and
legality as provided by the law on establishment of Administrative Courts and
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Administrative Court Procedurec
N4Q to bring the case to the Courts of ?ustice for the injured person upon re_uest of such
person if it deems appropriate for the resolution of human rights violation problem as a
whole as provided by lawc
N5Q to propose to the National Assembly and the Council of Ministers policies and
recommendations with regard to the revision of laws, rules or regulations for the
promotion and protection of human rightsc
N6Q to promote education, research and the dissemination of knowledge on human rightsc
N7Q to promote co-operation and co-ordination among government agencies, private
organisations and other organisations in the field of human rightsc
N8Q to prepare an annual report for the appraisal of situations in the sphere of human
rights in the country and submit it to the National Assemblyc
N9Q other powers and duties as provided by law.
Dn the performance of duties of the National Human Rights Commission, regard shall be
had to interests of the country and the public.
@he National Human Rights Commission has the power to demand relevant documents or
evidence from any person or summon any person to give statements of fact including
other powers for the purpose of performing its duties as provided by law.
Chapter |R: Constitutional Amendments and @ransitory Provisions
Section 303. At the initial period, the Council of Ministers taking office after the first
general election under this Constitution shall cause a preparation or amendment to laws
in the matters and within the specific period as follows:
N1Q laws related to the determination of measures for supporting and protecting rights and
liberties under section 40, section 44, Ireedom of Expression of Dndividual and the Press
in Part 7, Rights and Hiberties in Education in Part 8, Rights to Public Health Services
and helfare in Part 9 and Rights to Dnformation and Petition in Part 10 as well as laws on
personal data under section 56, Community Rights in Part 12, law establishing
autonomous consumer protection organisation under section 61 paragraph two, law on
political development council under section 78 N7Q, law establishing organisation for
reforming the judicial process under section 81 N4Q, law establishing farmer council under
section 84 N8Q, law establishing civil politics development fund under section 87 N4Q and
law on National Human Rights Commission under section 256c within one year as from
the date its policies are stated to the National Assembly under section 176c
http://www.asianlii.org/th/legis/const/2007/1.html‚C03P12 NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
Togo (1992)
@itle DD: Rights, Ireedoms and Duties of Citizens, Subsection D: Rights and Duties
Article 10. Every human being has intrinsically inalienable and imprescriptible rights.
@he safeguarding of these rights is the aim of any human community. @he State has the
obligation to respect, guarantee, and protect these rights.
s
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Article 14. @he exercise of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by this Constitution shall
only be subjected to the restrictions expressly provided by the law and necessary for the
protection of national security or public order, public health, morality, or the fundamental
rights and freedoms of others.
@itle DD: Rights, Ireedoms and Duties of Citizens, Subsection D: Rights and Ireedoms
Article 41. Every person shall have the right to a healthy environment.
@he State shall oversee the protection of the environment.
@itle DR: @he Relationship -etween the Government and the Parliament
Article 84. @he law shall set the rules concerning:
-citizenship, civic rights and the exercise of public freedoms
@itle RD: @he Constitutional Court
Article 99. @he Constitutional Court is the highest jurisdiction of the State in
constitutional matters. Dt shall judge the constitutionality of the law and it shall guarantee
the fundamental rights of the human person and of public freedoms. Dt shall be the
regulatory organ for the functioning of the institutions and of the activity of the public
powers.
@itle RDDD: @he ?udicial Power, Subsection D: General Provisions
Article 113. s
@he ?udicial Power protects individual freedoms and the fundamental rights of citizens.
@itle |R: @he National Commission of Human Rights and the Mediator of the Republic,
Subsection D: @he National Commission of Human Rights
Article 152. @he National Commission of Human Rights is created. Dt shall be
independent. Dt shall only be subjected to the Constitution and the law.
@he composition, organization and functioning of the National Commission of Human
Rights shall be set by an organic law.
Article 153. No member of the Government or the Parliament or any other person may
interfere with the exercise of the functions of the National Commission of Human Rights,
and all other State organs shall give it the assistance it may need to preserve its
independence, dignity, and efficacy.
Irench: http://www.assemblee-nationale.tg/charpente/index-fr.htm NAccessed 2008 Nov.
29Q
Turkey (1982)
Part @wo: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter One: General Provisions
Article 13. Iundamental rights and freedoms may be restricted only by law and in
conformity with the reasons mentioned in the relevant articles of the Constitution without
infringing upon their essence. @hese restrictions shall not be in conflict with the letter and
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spirit of the Constitution and the re_uirements of the democratic order of the society and
the secular Republic and the principle of proportionality.
Article 15. Suspension of the Exercise of Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms
Dn times of war, mobilization, martial law, or state of emergency, the exercise of
fundamental rights and freedoms can be partially or entirely suspended, or measures may
be taken, to the extent re_uired by the exigencies of the situation, which derogate the
guarantees embodied in the Constitution, provided that obligations under international
law are not violated.
Even under the circumstances indicated in the first paragraph, the individualis right to
life, and the integrity of his or her material and spiritual entity shall be inviolable except
where death occurs through lawful act of warfare . . .
Part @wo: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter @wo: Rights and Duties of the
Dndividual, |DDD. Provisions Relating to the Protection of Rights
Article 36. Ireedom to Claim Rights
Everyone has the right of litigation either as plaintiff or defendant and the right to a fair
trial before the courts through lawful means and procedures.
No court shall refuse to hear a case within its jurisdiction.
Part @wo: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter @wo: Rights and Duties of the
Dndividual, |R. Protection of Iundamental Rights and Ireedoms
Article 40.
Everyone whose constitutional rights and freedoms have been violated has the right to
re_uest prompt access to the competent authorities.
@he State is obliged to indicate in its transactions, the legal remedies and authorities the
persons concerned should apply and their time limits.
Damages occurred by any person through unlawful treatment by holders of public office
shall be compensated for by the state. @he state reserves the right of recourse to the
official responsible.
Part @wo: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter @hree: Social and Economic Rights
and Duties, DDD. Public Dnterest
Article 43. Utilisation of the Coasts
@he coasts are under the sovereignty and disposal of the State.
Dn the utilization of sea coasts, lake shores, or river banks, and of the coastal strip along
seas and lakes, public interest shall be taken into consideration, with priority. s
Article 44. Hand Ownership
@he state takes the necessary measures to maintain and develop efficient land cultivation,
prevent its loss through erosion, and to provide land to farmers with insufficient land of
their own, or no land.
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Part @wo: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter @hree: Social and Economic Rights
and Duties, RDDD. Health, the Environment and Housing
Article 56. Health Services and Conservation of the Environment
Everyone has the right to live in a healthy, balanced environment.
Dt is the duty of the State and the citizens to improve the natural environment, protect
environmental health, and to prevent environmental pollution.
Article 57. Right to Housing
@he state shall take measures to meet the need for housing within the framework of a plan
which takes into account the characteristics of cities and environmental conditions and
supports community housing projects.
s
Article 63. @he State shall ensure the conservation of the historical, cultural and natural
assets and wealth, and shall take supporting and promoting measures towards this end.
Any limitations to be imposed on such assets and wealth which are privately owned and
the compensation and exemptions to be accorded to the owners of such, as a result of
these limitations, shall be regulated by law.
Part @wo: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Chapter @hree: Social and Economic Rights
and Duties, |DDD. @he Extent of Social and Economic Duties of the State
Article 65. @he State shall fulfill its duties as laid down in the Constitution in the social
and economic fields within the capacity of its financial resources, taking into
consideration the priorities appropriate with the aims of these duties.
Part Iour: Iinancial and Economic Provisions, Chapter DD: Economic Provisions
Article 169. @he State shall enact the necessary legislation and take the necessary
measures for the protection of forests and the extension of their areas. Iorest areas
destroyed by fire shall be reafforestedc other agricultural and stock-breeding activities
shall not be allowed in such areas. All forests shall be under the care and supervision of
the State.
@he ownership of State forests shall not be transferred to others. State forests shall be
managed and exploited by the State in accordance with the law. Ownership of these
forests cannot be ac_uired through prescription, not shall servitude other than that in the
public interest be imposed in respect of such forests.
Acts and actions which might damage forests shall not be permitted. No political
propaganda which might lead to the destruction of forests shall be madec no amnesties or
pardons to be specifically granted for offences against forests shall be legislated.
Offences committed with the intention of burning or destroying forests or reducing forest
areas shall not be included within the scope of amnesties or pardons on other occasions.
http://www.anayasa.gov.tr/images/loaded/pdfzdosyalari/@HEzCONS@D@U@DONzOIz@
HEzREPU-HDCzOIz@URjEM.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov. 29Q
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Turkmenistan (1992, amended in 2008)
Section D. Iundamentals of the constitutional system of @urkmenistan
Article 11. @he State is responsible for the safety of the national historical and cultural
heritage, natural environment, ensuring e_uality between social and ethnic communities.
@he State encourages scientific and artistic creativity and distribution of its positive
results, promote the development of international relations in the field of science, culture,
upbringing and education, sports and tourism.
Section DD. Rights, freedoms and duties of man and citizens of @urkmenistan
Article 18. Human rights and freedoms are inviolable and inalienable. No one can
deprive a person of any rights and freedoms, or restrict the rights and liberty save in
accordance with the Constitution and laws. @he enumeration in the Constitution and the
laws of certain rights and freedoms cannot be used to deny or diminish other rights and
freedoms.
Article 36. Everyone has the right to a healthy environment. @he state exercises control
over the management of natural resources in order to protect and improve living
conditions, as well as protect and restore the environment
Article 43. Citizens are guaranteed legal protection of honor and dignity, personal and
political rights and freedoms of man and citizen by the Constitution and laws. Citizens
have the right to appeal the court decisions and actions of state bodies, public
associations and officials.
Article 44. Citizens have the right to seek redress in the courts of the material and moral
damage caused by the unlawful actions of government agencies and other organizations,
their employees, as well as individuals.
Article 47. Dmplementation of the present Constitutionis rights and freedoms may be
suspended only in emergency or martial law in the manner and within the limits
established by the Constitution and laws.
Section RD. ?udiciary
Article 99. ?udicial power in @urkmenistan belongs only to the courts. @he judiciary is
intended to protect the rights and freedoms protected by law, public and community
interests.
http://www.turkmenistan.gov.tm/zru/info/ NOriginal version in Russian, translated by
author using Google @ranslate, accessed November 13, 2009Q
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Uganda (1995)
National Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy
D. General Objectives
NiQ @he following objectives and principles shall guide all organs and agencies of the
State, citizens, organisations and other bodies and persons in applying or interpreting the
Constitution or any other law and in taking and implementing any policy decisions for the
establishment and promotion of a just, free and democratic society.
NiiQ @he President shall report to Parliament and the nation at least once a year, all steps
taken to ensure the realisation of these policy objectives and principles.
R. Iundamental and other human rights and freedoms.
NiQ @he State shall guarantee and respect institutions which are charged by the State with
responsibility for protecting and promoting human rights by providing them with
ade_uate resources to function effectively.
NiiQ @he State shall guarantee and respect the independence of nongovernmental
organisations which protect and promote human rights.
|DDD. Protection of Natural Resources.
@he State shall protect important natural resources, including land, water, wetlands,
minerals, oil, fauna and flora on behalf of the people of Uganda.
|DR. General Social and Economic Objectives.
@he State shall endeavour to fulfill the fundamental rights of all Ugandans to social
justice and economic development and shall, in particular, ensure that\
NaQ all developmental efforts are directed at ensuring the maximum social and
cultural well-being of the peoplec and
NbQ all Ugandans enjoy rights and opportunities and access to education, health
services, clean and safe water, work, decent shelter, ade_uate clothing, food
security and pension and retirement benefits.
||D. Clean and Safe hater.
@he State shall take all practical measures to promote a good water management system
at all levels.
||RDD. @he Environment .
NiQ @he State shall promote sustainable development and public awareness of the need to
manage land, air, water resources in a balanced and sustainable manner for the present
and future generations.
NiiQ @he utilization of the natural resources of Uganda shall be managed in such a way as
to meet the development and environmental needs of present and future generations of
Ugandansc and in particular, the State shall take all possible measures to prevent or
minimize damage and destruction to land, air and water resources resulting from
pollution or other causes.
NiiiQ @he State shall promote and implement energy policies that will ensure that people~s
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basic needs and those of environmental preservation are met.
NivQ @he State, including local governments, shallNaQ create and develop parks, reserves and recreation areas and ensure the
conservation of natural resourcesc
NbQ promote the rational use of natural resources so as to safeguard and protect the
bio-diversity of Uganda.
Chapter @hree: Citizenship
Duties of a Citizen
17. N1Q Dt is the duty of every citizen of Uganda\
s
NjQ to create and protect a clean and healthy environment
Chapter Iour: Protection and Promotion of Iundamental and Other Human Rights and
Ireedoms
Right to a clean and healthy environment.
39. Every Ugandan has a right to a clean and healthy environment.
42. Right to just and fair treatment in administrative decisions.
Any person appearing before any administrative official or body has a right to be treated
justly and fairly and shall have a right to apply to a court of law in respect of any
administrative decision taken against him or her.
43. General limitation on fundamental and other human rights and freedoms.
N1Q Dn the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms prescribed in this Chapter, no person
shall prejudice the fundamental or other human rights and freedoms of others or the
public interest.
N2Q Public interest under this article shall not permit\
NaQ political persecutionc
NbQ detention without trialc
NcQ any limitation of the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms prescribed by this
Chapter beyond what is acceptable and demonstrably justifiable in a free and
democratic society, or what is provided in this Constitution.
44. Prohibition of derogation from particular human rights and freedoms.
Notwithstanding anything in this Constitution, there shall be no derogation from the
enjoyment of the following rights and freedoms\
NaQ freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishmentc
NbQ freedom from slavery or servitudec
NcQ the right to fair hearingc
NdQ the right to an order of habeas corpus.
46. Effect of laws enacted for a state of emergency.
N1Q An Act of Parliament shall not be taken to contravene the rights and freedoms
guaranteed in this Chapter, if that Act authorises the taking of measures that are
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reasonably justifiable for dealing with a state of emergency.
N2Q @he provisions of any enactment other than an Act of Parliament dealing with a state
of emergency declared under this Constitution shall apply only to that part of Uganda
where the emergency exists.
N3Q hithout prejudice to clause N1Q of this article, an Act enacted in accordance with that
clause may make provision for the detention of persons where necessary for the purposes
of dealing with the emergency.
50. Enforcement of rights and freedoms by courts.
N1Q Any person who claims that a fundamental or other right or freedom guaranteed under
this Constitution has been infringed or threatened, is entitled to apply to a competent
court for redress which may include compensation.
N2Q Any person or organisation may bring an action against the violation of another
personis or groupis human rights.
N3Q Any person aggrieved by any decision of the court may appeal to the appropriate
court.
N4Q Parliament shall make laws for the enforcement of the rights and freedoms under this
Chapter.
51. Uganda Human Rights Commission.
N1Q @here shall be a commission called the Uganda Human Rights Commission.
s
52. Iunctions of the Human Rights Commission
N1Q @he commission shall have the following functions\
NaQ to investigate, at its own initiative or on a complaint made by any person or
group of persons against the violation of any human rightc
NbQ to visit jails, prisons, and places of detention or related facilities with a view to
assessing and inspecting conditions of the inmates and make recommendationsc
NcQ to establish a continuing programme of research, education and information to
enhance respect of human rightsc
NdQ to recommend to Parliament effective measures to promote human rights,
including provision of compensation to victims of violations of human rights or
their familiesc
NeQ to create and sustain within society the awareness of the provisions of this
Constitution as the fundamental law of the people of Ugandac
NfQ to educate and encourage the public to defend this Constitution at all times
against all forms of abuse and violationc
NgQ to formulate, implement and oversee programmes intended to inculcate in the
citizens of Uganda awareness of their civic responsibilities and an appreciation of
their rights and obligations as free peoplec
NhQ to monitor the Governmentis compliance with international treaty and
convention obligations on human rightsc and
NiQ to perform such other functions as may be provided by law.
N2Q @he Uganda Human Rights Commission shall publish reports on its findings and
submit annual reports to Parliament on the state of human rights in the country.
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53. Powers of the commission.
N1Q Dn the performance of its functions, the commission shall have the powers of a
court\
NaQ to issue summons or other orders re_uiring the attendance of any person
before the commission and the production of any document or record relevant to
any investigation by the commissionc
NbQ to _uestion any person in respect of any subject matter under investigation
before the commissionc
NcQ to re_uire any person to disclose any information within his or her knowledge
relevant to any investigation by the commissionc and
NdQ to commit persons for contempt of its orders.
N2Q @he commission may, if satisfied that there has been an infringement of a human right
or freedom, order\
NaQ the release of a detained or restricted personc
NbQ payment of compensationc or
NcQ any other legal remedy or redress.
N3Q A person or authority dissatisfied with an order made by the commission under clause
N2Q of this article has a right to appeal to the High Court.
N4Q @he commission shall not investigate\
NaQ any matter which is pending before a court or judicial tribunalc
NbQ a matter involving the relations or dealings between the Government and the
Government of any foreign State or international organisationc or
NcQ a matter relating to the exercise of the prerogative of mercy.
Chapter Iifteen: Hand and Environment.
245. Protection and preservation of the environment.
Parliament shall, by law, provide for measures intended\
NaQ to protect and preserve the environment from abuse, pollution and degradationc
NbQ to manage the environment for sustainable developmentc and
NcQ to promote environmental awareness.
http://www.ugandaonlinelawlibrary.com/files/constitution/constitutionz1995.pdf
NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
Ukraine (1996)
Chapter D: General Principles
Article 8. Dn Ukraine, the principle of the rule of law is recognised and effective.
@he Constitution of Ukraine has the highest legal force. Haws and other normative legal
acts are adopted on the basis of the Constitution of Ukraine and shall conform to it.
@he norms of the Constitution of Ukraine are norms of direct effect. Appeals to the court
in defence of the constitutional rights and freedoms of the individual and citizen directly
on the grounds of the Constitution of Ukraine are guaranteed.
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Article 14. Hand is the fundamental national wealth that is under special state protection.
s
Article 16. @o ensure ecological safety and to maintain the ecological balance on the
territory of Ukraine, to overcome the conse_uences of the Chernobyl catastrophe \ a
catastrophe of global scale, and to preserve the gene pool of the Ukrainian people, is the
duty of the State.
Chapter DD: Human and Citizensi Rights, Ireedoms and Duties
Article 22. Human and citizens~ rights and freedoms affirmed by this Constitution are not
exhaustive.
Constitutional rights and freedoms are guaranteed and shall not be abolished.
@he content and scope of existing rights and freedoms shall not be diminished in the
adoption of new laws or in the amendment of laws that are in force.
Article 41. Everyone has the right to own, use and dispose of his or her property, and the
results of his or her intellectual and creative activity.
s
@he use of property shall not cause harm to the rights, freedoms and dignity of citizens,
the interests of society, aggravate the ecological situation and the natural _ualities of
land.
Article 50. Every person has the right to a safe and healthy environment, and to
compensation for damages resulting from the violation of this right.
Every person is guaranteed the right of free access to information about the
environmental situation, the _uality of food and consumer goods, and also the right to
disseminate such information. No one shall make such information secret.
Article 55. Human and citizens~ rights and freedoms are protected by the court.
Everyone is guaranteed the right to challenge in court the decisions, actions or omission
of bodies of state power, bodies of local self-government, officials and officers.
Everyone has the right to appeal for the protection of his or her rights to the Authorised
Human Rights Representative of the Rerkhovna Rada of Ukraine.
After exhausting all domestic legal remedies, everyone has the right to appeal for the
protection of his or her rights and freedoms to the relevant international judicial
institutions or to the relevant bodies of international organisations of which Ukraine is a
member or participant.
Everyone has the right to protect his or her rights and freedoms from violations and
illegal encroachments by any means not prohibited by law.
Article 59. Everyone has the right to legal assistance. Such assistance is provided free of
charge in cases envisaged by law. Everyone is free to choose the defender of his or her
rights.
Dn Ukraine, the advocacy acts to ensure the right to a defence against accusation and to
provide legal assistance in deciding cases in courts and other state bodies.
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Article 64. Constitutional human and citizens~ rights and freedoms shall not be restricted,
except in cases envisaged by the Constitution of Ukraine.
Under conditions of martial law or a state of emergency, specific restrictions on rights
and freedoms may be established with the indication of the period of effectiveness of
these restrictions. @he rights and freedoms envisaged in Articles 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 40,
47, 51, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 and 63 of this Constitution shall not be restricted.
Article 66. Everyone is obliged not to harm nature, cultural heritage and to compensate
for any damage he or she inflicted.
Chapter DR: Rerkhovna Rada of Ukraine
Article 101. @he Authorised Human Rights Representative of the Rerkhovna Rada of
Ukraine exercises parliamentary control over the observance of constitutional human and
citizens~ rights and freedoms.
Chapter |DDD: Dntroducing Amendments to the Constitution of Ukraine
Article 157. @he Constitution of Ukraine shall not be amended, if the amendments
foresee the abolition or restriction of human and citizens~ rights and freedoms, or if they
are oriented toward the li_uidation of the independence or violation of the territorial
indivisibility of Ukraine.
@he Constitution of Ukraine shall not be amended in conditions of martial law or a state
of emergency.
http://www.rada.gov.ua/const/conengl.htm NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
United Arab Emirates (1971)
Part @wo: @he Iundamental Social and Economic -ases of the Union
Article 23. @he natural resources and wealth in each Emirate shall be considered the
public property of that Emirate. Society shall be responsible for the protection and
proper exploitation of such natural resources and wealth for the benefit of the national
economy.
Part @hree: Ireedoms, Rights and Public Duties
Article 41. Every person shall have the right to submit complaints to the competent
authorities, including the judicial authorities, concerning the abuse or infringement of the
rights and freedom stipulated in this Part.
http://www.helplinelaw.com/law/uae/constitution/constitution01.php
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Uruguay (1996)
Section DD: Rights, Duties, and Guarantees
Article 47. @he protection of the environment is of general interest. Persons should
abstain from any act that may cause the serious degradation, destruction, or
contamination of the environment. @he law shall regulate this disposition and may
provide sanctions for the transgressors.
hater is a natural resource essential for life. Access to potable water and access to
sanitation constitute fundamental human rights.1962
Section |R: @he ?udicial Power
Article 256. Haws may be declared unconstitutional by reason of form or content, in
accordance with the provisions of the following articles.
Article 258. @he declaration of the unconstitutionality of a law and the inapplicability of
the provisions affected thereby, may be re_uested by any person who considers that his
direct, personal, and legitimate interest is injured:
1Q -y means of lawsuit, which must be filed before the Supreme Court of ?usticec
2Q -y plea of exception, which may be made in any judicial proceeding.
http://pdba.georgetown.edu/Constitutions/Uruguay/uruguay04.html NAccessed 2008 Nov.
28Q
1962

Dn 2004, extensive provisions related to water were added to Uruguayis Constitution,
in Article 47, including:
1Q National policies governing water and sanitation will be based on
aQ el ordenamiento del territorio, conservación y protección del Medio Ambiente y la
restauración de la naturaleza.
bQ la gestión sustentable, solidaria con las generaciones futuras, de los recursos h‡dricos y
la preservación del ciclo hidrológico _ue constituyen asuntos de interés general. Hos
usuarios y la sociedad civil, participarpn en todas las instancias de planificación, gestión
y control de recursos h‡dricosc estableciéndose las cuencas hidrogrpficas como unidades
bpsicas.
cQ el establecimiento de prioridades para el uso del agua por regiones, cuencas o partes de
ellas, siendo la primera prioridad el abastecimiento de agua potable a poblaciones.
dQ el principio por el cual la prestación del servicio de agua potable y saneamiento,
deberp hacerse anteponiendo las razones de orden social a las de orden económico.
@oda autorización, concesión o permiso _ue de cual_uier manera vulnere las
disposiciones anteriores deberp ser dejada sin efecto.
2Q Has aguas superficiales, as‡ como las subterrpneas, con excepción de las pluviales,
integradas en el ciclo hidrológico, constituyen un recurso unitario, subordinado al interés
general, _ue forma parte del dominio p†blico estatal, como dominio p†blico hidrpulico.
3Q El servicio p†blico de saneamiento y el servicio p†blico de abastecimiento de agua
para el consumo humano serpn prestados exclusiva y directamente por personas jur‡dicas
estatales.
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Uzbekistan (1992)
Preamble
@he people of Uzbekistan,
s
aware of their ultimate responsibility to present and future generations s
Part D: Iundamental Principles, Chapter 10: Guarantees of Human Rights and Ireedoms
Article 44. Everyone shall be entitled to legally defend his rights and freedoms, and shall
have the right to appeal any unlawful action of state bodies, officials and public
associations.
Part D: Iundamental Principles, Chapter 11: Duties of Citizens
Article 50. All citizens shall protect the environment.
Part DDD: Society and the Dndividual, Chapter 12: @he Economic Ioundation of Society
Article 54. A property owner, at her or his own discretion, owns, uses, and disposes of
property belonging to her or him. @he use of property may not cause harm to the
ecological environment or violate the rights or legally protected interests of citizens, legal
persons, or the government.
Article 55. @he land, its minerals, waters, flora, fauna, and other natural resources
constitute the national wealth, and are subject to rational use and protection by the state.
Part DDD: Society and the Dndividual, Chapter 21: Iundamental Principles of Hocal -odies
of State Authority
Article 100. @he local authorities shall:
s
protect the environmentc
http://www.umid.uz/Main/Uzbekistan/Constitution/constitution.html NAccessed 2008
Nov. 28Q
Vanuatu (1980)
Chapter 2: Iundamental Rights and Duties, Part 2: Iundamental Duties
7. Every person has the following fundamental duties to himself and his descendants and
to others
s
NdQ to protect the Republic of Ranuatu and to safeguard the national wealth,
resources and environment in the interests of the present and future generationsc
http://www.vanuatugovernment.gov.vu/government/library/constitution.html NAccessed
2008 Nov. 28Q
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Venezuela (1999)
Preamble
@he people of Renezuela, exercising their powers of creation and invoking the protection
of God, the historic example of our Hiberator Simon -olivar and the heroism and
sacrifice of our aboriginal ancestors and the forerunners and founders of a free and
sovereign nationc to the supreme end of reshaping the Republic to establish a democratic,
participatory and self-reliant, multiethnic and multicultural society in a just, federal and
decentralized State that embodies the values of freedom, independence, peace, solidarity,
the common good, the nation~s territorial integrity, comity and the rule of law for this and
future generationsc guarantees the right to life, work, learning, education, social justice
and e_uality, without discrimination or subordination of any kindc promotes peaceful
cooperation among nations and furthers and strengthens Hatin American integration in
accordance with the principle of nonintervention and national self-determination of the
people, the universal and indivisible guarantee of human rights, the democratization of
imitational society, nuclear disarmament, ecological balance and environmental resources
as the common and inalienable heritage of humanityc exercising their innate power
through their representatives comprising the National Constituent Assembly, by their
freely cast vote and in a democratic Referendum, hereby ordain the following:
@itle DD: Geographic Space and the Political Division, Chapter D: @he @erritory and other
Geographical Spaces
Article 15. @he State has the responsibility of establishing an integral policy in the
terrestrial bordering spaces, insular and maritime, preserving territorial integrity,
sovereignty, safety, defense, national identity, diversity and the environment . . .
@itle DDD: Duties, Human Rights and Guarantees, Chapter D: General Provisions
Article 26. Everyone has the right to access the organs comprising the justice system for
the purpose of enforcing his or her rights and interests, including those of a collective or
diffuse nature to the effective protection of the aforementioned and to obtain the
corresponding prompt decision. @he State guarantees justice that is free of charge,
accessible, impartial, suitable, transparent, autonomous, independent, responsible,
e_uitable and expeditious, without undue delays, superfluous formalities or useless
reinstating.
Article 27. Everyone has the right to be protected by the courts in the enjoyment and
exercise of constitutional rights and guarantees, including even those inherent individual
rights not expressly mentioned in this Constitution or in international instruments
concerning human rights. Proceedings on a claim for constitutional protection shall be
oral, public, brief, free of charge and unencumbered by formalities, and the competent
judge shall have the power to restore immediately the legal situation infringed upon or
the closest possible e_uivalent thereto. All time shall be available for the holding of such
proceedings, and the court shall give constitutional claims priority over any other matters.
@he action for the protection of liberty or safety, may be exercised by any person and the
physical custody of the person of the detainee shall be transferred immediately to the
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court, without delay. @he exercise of this right shall not be affected in any way by the
declaration of a state of exception or restriction of constitutional guarantees.
Article 30. @he State will have the obligation to indemnify entirely the victims of
violations of human rights which are imputable to them and to the rightful claimants,
including the payment of damages.
@he State will adopt the legislative measures and those of other nature, in order to make
effective the indemnities established in this article.
Article 31. Everyone has the right, on the terms established by the human rights treaties,
pacts and conventions ratified by the Republic, to address petitions and complaints to the
intentional organs created for such purpose, in order to ask for protection of his or her
human rights. @he State shall adopt, in accordance with the procedures established under
this Constitution and by the law, such measures as may be necessary to enforce the
decisions emanating from international organs as provided for under this article.
@itle DDD: Duties, Human Rights and Guarantees, Chapter RD: Cultural and Educational
Rights
Article 107. Environmental education is obligatory in the various levels and modes of the
educational system, as well as in informal civil education.
@itle DDD: Duties, Human Rights and Guarantees, Chapter D|: Environmental Rights
Article 127. Dt is the right and duty of each generation to protect and maintain the
environment for its own benefit and that of the world of the future. Everyone has the
right, individually and collectively, to enjoy life and a safe, healthy and ecologically
balanced environment. @he State shall protect the environment, biological and genetic
diversity, ecological processes, national parks and natural monuments, and other areas of
particular ecological importance. @he genome of a living being shall not be patentable,
and the field shall be regulated by the law relating to the principles of bioethics.
Dt is a fundamental duty of the State, with the active participation of society, to ensure
that the population develops in an environment free of contamination, in which the air,
water, soil, coasts, the climate, the ozone layer and living species receive special
protection, in accordance with law.
Article 128. @he State shall develop a zoning policy taking into account ecological,
geographic, demographic, social, cultural, economic and political realities, in accordance
with the premises of sustainable development, including information, consultation and
citizen participation. An organic law shall develop the principles and criteria for this
zoning.
Article 129. Any activities capable of generating damage to ecosystems must be preceded
by environmental and sociocultural impact studies. @he State shall prevent toxic and
hazardous waste from entering the country, as well as preventing the manufacture and use
of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons. A special law shall regulate the use,
handling, transportation and storage of toxic and hazardous substances.
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Dn contracts into which the Republic enters with natural or juridical persons of
Renezuelan or foreign nationality, or in any permits granted which involve natural
resources, the obligation to preserve the ecological balance, to permit access to, and the
transfer of technology on mutually agreed terms and to restore the environment to its
natural state if the latter is altered, shall be deemed included even if not expressed, on
such terms as may be established by law.
@itle DR: Public Power, Chapter DR: Public Municipal Power
Article 178. A Municipality has competence to govern and administrate its interests, as
well as over the management of those matters which are assigned to it by this
Constitution and national laws as regards local life, in particular the ordering and
promotion of economic and social development, the e_uipping and providing of
household public utility services, the application of policy with respect to these matters
on a basis of fairness, justice and social interest content, according with delegation
established on law related to this matter, the promotion of participation and improvement,
in general, of living conditions in the community, in the following areas:
s
N4Q Protection of the environment and cooperation with environmental sanitation
effortsc urban and household sanitation, including cleaning, waste collection and
treatment and civil protection.
@itle R: Organization of National Public Authority, Chapter DR: Citizen Power, Section
@wo: People Defender~s Office
Article 280. @he People Defender~s Office is charged with the furtherance, defense and
oversight of the rights and guarantees established under this Constitution and
international treaties on human rights, in addition to defending the legitimate, collective
and diffuse interest of the citizens. @he People Defender~s Office shall act under the
direction and responsibility of the People Defender, who shall be designated to serve for
a single seven-year term. @he People Defender must be a Renezuelan national over the
age of 30 years, with manifest and proven competence in the field of human rights, and
must meet with such re_uirements as to honesty, ethics and morality as may be
established by law. Df the People Defender is temporarily or permanently unavailable to
serve, the vacancy shall be filled in accordance with applicable provisions of law.
Article 281. @he following are functions of the People Defender:
N1Q @o see that the human rights provided for in this Constitution and in the international
treaties, agreements and conventions on human rights ratified by the Republic are
effectively respected and guaranteed, investigating either on his own initiative or at the
re_uest of any denunciation of which he or she becomes aware.
N2Q @o see to the proper functioning of public servicesc protect and defend the legitimate,
collective and diffuse rights and interests of persons against arbitrary acts, abuse of
authority and errors committed in the providing of such public services, filing when
appropriate, any actions to demand that the State compensate parties subject to its
administrative actions for any damages that may have been caused them in connection
with the functioning of such public services.
N3Q @o file unconstitutionality actions, summary constitutional remedies, habeas corpus,
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habeas data and any other actions or motions necessary in order to exercise the powers
indicated above, where proper in accordance with law.
N4Q @o urge the General Prosecutor of the Republic to pursue any appropriate actions or
motions against public officials responsible for violations of or encroachment upon
human rights.
N5Q @o ask the Republican Ethic Council to take the appropriate measures with regard to
public officials responsible for violations of or encroachment upon human rights.
N6Q @o ask the competent authority to apply appropriate corrective and punitive measures
in cases involving violations of the rights of consumers and users, in accordance with
law.
N7Q @o submit to legislative organs at the municipal, state or national levels, bills or other
initiatives for the progressive protection of human rights.
N8Q @o protect the rights of native peoples and take such action as may be necessary to
guarantee and protect such rights effectively.
N9Q @o visit and inspect the dependencies and establishments of State agencies, to prevent
or protect human rights.
N10Q @o place before the appropriate organs recommendations and observations as
necessary in the interest of providing optimum protection for human rights, to which end
shall develop mechanisms for remaining in constant communication with national and
international public and private organs for the protection and defense of human rights.
N11Q @o promote and implement policies for the expansion and effective protection of
human rights.
N12Q Such other functions as may be established by the Constitution and by law.
Article 282. @he People Defender shall enjoy immunity in the exercise of his functions,
and therefore shall not be subject to pursuit, arrest or prosecution for acts relating to the
performance of his official functions. Dn any such case, exclusive competence shall be
vested in the Supreme @ribunal of ?ustice.
@itle RD: Socioeconomic System, Chapter D: Socioeconomic Order and the Iunction of
the State in the Economy
Article 299. @he economic regime of the -olivarian Republic of Renezuela is based on
the principles of social justice, democratization, efficiency, free competition, protection
of the environment, productivity and solidarity, with a view to ensuring overall human
development and a dignified and useful existence for the community. @he State, jointly
with private initiative, shall promote the harmonious development of the national
economy, to the end of generating sources of employment, a high rate of domestic added
value, raising the standard of living of the population and strengthen the economical
sovereignty of the country, guaranteeing the reliability of the lawc the solid, dynamic,
sustainable, continuing and e_uitable growth of the economy to ensure a just distribution
of wealth through participatory democratic strategic planning with open consultation.
Article 304. All waters are property in the Nation~s public domain, essential to life and
development. @he necessary provisions shall be established by law to guarantee the
protection, use, and recuperation, respecting the phases of the hydrological cycle and the
criteria of planning of the territory.
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Article 305. @he State shall promote sustainable agriculture as the strategic basis for
overall rural development, and conse_uently shall guarantee the population a secure food
supply, defined as the sufficient and stable availability of food within the national sphere
and timely and uninterrupted access to the same for consumers. A secure food supply
must be achieved by developing and prioritizing internal agricultural and livestock
production, understood as production deriving from the activities of agriculture,
livestock, fishing and a_uaculture. Iood production is in the national interest and is
fundamental to the economic and social development of the Nation. @o this end, the State
shall promulgate such financial, commercial, technological transfer, land tenancy,
infrastructure, manpower training and other measures as may be necessary to achieve
strategic levels of self-sufficiency. Dn addition, it shall promote actions in the national and
international economic context to compensate for the disadvantages inherent to
agricultural activity. @he State shall protect the settlement and communities of nonindustrialized fishermen, as well as their fishing banks in continental waters and those
close to the coastline, as defined by law.
@itle RDD: National Security, Chapter DD: Principles of National Security
Article 326. National security is based on shared responsibility between the State and
civil society to implement the principles of independence, democracy, e_uality, peace,
freedom, justice, solidarity, promotion and conservation of the environment and
affirmation of human rights, as well as on that of progressively meeting the individual
and collective needs of Renezuelans, based on a sustainable and productive development
policy providing full coverage for the national community. @he principle of shared
responsibility applies to the economic, social, political, cultural, geographical,
environmental and military spheres.
@itle RDDD: Protection of the Constitution, Chapter DD: States of Exception
Article 337: @he President of the Republic, at a meeting of the Cabinet of Ministers, shall
have the power to decree states of exception. Expressly defined as such are circumstances
of a social, economic, political, natural or ecological nature which seriously affect the
security of the Nation, institutions and citizens, in the face of which the powers available
to cope with such events are insufficient. Dn such case, the guarantees contained in this
Constitution may be temporarily restricted, with the exception of those relating to the
right to life, prohibition of incommunicative detention or torture, the right to due process,
the right to information and other intangible human rights.
English: http://www.misionvenezuela.org/espanol/Constitutionofthe-olivarianingles.pdf
NAccessed 2008 Nov. 28Q
Vietnam (1980)
Chapter DD: @he Economic System
Article 18. @he State assumes the unified administration of land according to overall
planning and in conformity with the law and ensures its appropriate and effective use.
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Hand is allocated by the State to organisations and individuals for stable long-term use.
Organisations and individuals who use the land are duty-bound to ensure its protection,
replenishment, rational exploitation and economical utilisation. @hey are also entitled by
law to transfer the right to use the land allocated by the State.
Article 29. State organs, units of the armed forces, economic and social bodies, and all
individuals must abide by State regulations on the rational use of natural wealth and on
environmental protection.
All acts of depleting natural resources and causing damage to the environment are strictly
prohibited.
Chapter RDDD: @he Government
Article 112. @he Government has the following duties and powers:
s
5. @o take measures to protect the legitimate rights and interests of citizens and create
conditions for them to exercise their rights and fulfil their obligationsc to protect the
property and interests of the State and societyc and to protect the environment.
http://www.vietnamlaws.com/freelaws/Constitution92Naa01Q.pdf NAccessed 2008 Nov.
28Q
Yemen (1978)
Part D: @he Ioundations of State, Chapter DD: @he Economic Ioundations
Article 8. All types of natural resources and sources of energy, whether above ground,
underground, in territorial waters, on the continental shelf or the exclusive economic zone
are owned by the State, which assure their exploitation for the common good of the
people.
Part D: @he Ioundations of State, Chapter DDD: @he Social Ioundations
Article 35. Environmental protection is the collective responsibility of the state and the
community at large. Each individual shall have a religious and national duty to protect
the environment.
Part DD: @he -asic Rights and Duties of Citizens
Article 51. Citizens have the right of recourse to the courts to protect their rights and
lawful interests. @hey also have the right to submit their complaints, criticisms, and
suggestions to the various government bodies directly or indirectly.
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/category,HEGAH,,,MEM,3fc4c1e94,0.html
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Zambia (1991)
Preamble
hE, @HE PEOPHE OI rAM-DA
s
PHEDGE to ourselves that we shall ensure that the State shall respect the rights
and dignity of the human family, uphold the laws of the state and conduct the
affairs of the state in such manner as to preserve, develop, and utlise its resources
for this and future generations
s
Part D|: Directive Principles of State Policy and Duties of a Citizen
110. Application of Directive Principles of State Policy
N1Q @he Directive Principles of State Policy set out in this Part shall guide the Executive,
the Hegislature and the ?udiciary, as the case may be, in the -NaQ development of national policiesc
NbQ implementation of national policiesc
NcQ making and enactment of lawsc and
NdQ application of @he Constitution and any other law.
N2Q @he application of the Directive Principles of State Policy may be observed only in so
far as State resources are able to sustain their application, or if the general welfare of the
public so unavoidably demands, as may be determined by Cabinet.
Article 111. Directives Not to -e ?usticiable
@he Directive Principles of State Policy set out in this Part shall not be justiciable and
shall not thereby, by themselves, despite being referred to as rights in certain instances,
be legally enforceable in any court, tribunal or administrative institution or entity.
Article 112. Directive Principles of State Policy
@he following Directives shall be the Principles of State Policy for the purposes of this
Part:
...
NdQ the State shall endeavour to provide clean and safe water, ade_uate medical
and health facilities and decent shelter for all persons, and take measures to
constantly improve such facilities and amenitiesc
s
NhQ the State shall strive to provide a clean and healthy environment for allc
NiQ the State shall promote sustenance, development and public awareness of the
need to manage the land, air and water resources in a balanced and suitable
manner for the present and future generation
http://www.zamlii.ac.zm/const/1996/const91.htm
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APPENDIX 2. TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PROVISIONS IN NATIONAL CONSTITUTIONS

Country
Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria
Andorra
Angola
Antigua and -arbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
-ahamas
-ahrain
-angladesh
-arbados
-elarus
-elgium
-elize
-enin
-hutan
-olivia
-osnia and Herzegovina
-otswana
-razil
-runei Darussalam
-ulgaria
-urkina Iaso
-urundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Rerde
Central African Republic
Chad

Substan.
Procedil Dndiv.
Govit
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Right
Right
Respiy
Duty
No
No
No
Mes
M
M
N
M
N
N
M
N
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
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Country
Chile
China
Colombia
Comoros
Congo--razzaville
Congo-Democratic Republic of
Costa Rica
Cote diDvoire
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
East @imor
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
E_uatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Ethiopia
Iiji
Iinland
Irance
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Grenada
Guatemala
Guinea
Guinea--issau
Guyana
Haiti

Govit
Substan.
Procedil Dndiv.
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Respiy
Duty
Right
Right
M
M
N
M
N
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
M
M
M
N
M
M
M
N
M
M
M
M
N
M
M
N
M
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
N
N
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
M
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
M
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
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Country
Honduras
Hungary
Dceland
Dndia
Dndonesia
Dran
Dra_
Dreland
Dsrael
Dtaly
?amaica
?apan
?ordan
jazakhstan
jenya
jiribati
jorea, North
jorea, South
juwait
jyrgyzstan
Haos
Hatvia
Hebanon
Hesotho
Hiberia
Hibya
Hiechtenstein
Hithuania
Huxembourg
Macedonia
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Dslands
Mauritania
Mauritius

Govit
Substan.
Procedil Dndiv.
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Respiy
Duty
Right
Right
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
M
N
M
M
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
N
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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Country
Mexico
Micronesia
Moldova
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Mozambi_ue
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
New realand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Katar
Romania
Russia
Rwanda
Saint jitts and Nevis
Saint Hucia
Saint Rincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao @ome and Principe
Saudi Arabia

Govit
Substan.
Procedil Dndiv.
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Respiy
Duty
Right
Right
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
M
M
M
N
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
M
N
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
M
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Country
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Heone
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Dslands
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Hanka
Sudan
Suriname
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
@ajikistan
@anzania
@hailand
@ogo
@onga
@rinidad and @obago
@unisia
@urkey
@urkmenistan
@uvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United jingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Ranuatu
Renezuela
Rietnam
Memen

Govit
Substan.
Procedil Dndiv.
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Respiy
Duty
Right
Right
M
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
M
N
M
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
M
M
M
M
M
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
N
M
M
M
M
N
N
M
M
N
N
M
M
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Country
rambia
rimbabwe
@otal Environmental Provisions
in Constitutions

Govit
Substan.
Procedil Dndiv.
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Envtl
Respiy
Duty
Right
Right
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
86

28

78

132

Y=Yes
N=No
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APPENDIX 3. ON-LINE SURVEY OF LEGAL EXPERTS ON
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS RELATED TO
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (IN ENGLISH, SPANISH, AND
FRENCH)
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Expert Survey on Environmental Protection in Constitutions
Dntroduction
@he purpose of this survey is to gather insights into the impacts of constitutional
provisions intended to protect the environment, including environmental rights and
responsibilities. More than eighty national constitutions now refer to the individualis
right to live in a clean or healthy environment. More than 120 constitutions impose a duty
on governments to protect the environment. Dn total, more than 130 constitutions
worldwide now contain provisions related to protection of the environment.
Completing this survey should take between 15 and 25 minutes. @he results will be
incorporated into a forthcoming book about constitutions and the environment.
Please indicate your preferred language:
English
Francais
Espanol
1. Please identify the nation that you are the most knowledgeable about in terms of
constitutional provisions related to environmental protection. Dt does not have to be the
nation where you currently reside.
Blank box
2. hhat type of environmental protection provisions are found in this nationis
constitutione
(Check all that apply)
zzindividualis right to live in a healthy/clean environment
zzindividualis responsibility to protect the environment
zzgovernmentis duty to protect the environment
zzother Nplease specifyzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
3. Dn your opinion, are these constitutional environmental provisions having a significant
impacte
Rery significant
Significant
Dnsignificant
Donit know
IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS VERY SIGNIFICANT OR SIGNIFICANT,
PROCEED TO QUESTION 4A
IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS INSIGNIFICANT OR DON’T KNOW, PROCEED
TO QUESTION 16
4A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have contributed to the
development of stronger environmental laws and policies.
zzstrongly agree
zzagree
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zzdisagree
zzstrongly disagree
zzdonit know
4-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have influenced or failed to influence environmental laws and/or policiese
Blank box
5A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection are contributing to
more rigorous implementation and enforcement of environmental laws and policies.
strongly agree
agree
disagree
strongly disagree
donit know
5-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have influenced or failed to influence the implementation and enforcement of
environmental laws and policiese
Blank box
6A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have increased the role
of the courts in environmental decision-making.
zzstrongly agree
zzagree
zzdisagree
zzstrongly disagree
zzdonit know
6-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have affected or failed to effect the role of the courts in environmental decision-makinge
Blank box
7A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection are contributing to
improvements in environmental _uality.
zzstrongly agree
zzagree
zzdisagree
zzstrongly disagree
zzdonit know
7-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have influenced or failed to influence environmental _ualitye
Blank box
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8A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have contributed to
reduced risks to human health from environmental hazards.
zzstrongly agree
zzagree
zzdisagree
zzstrongly disagree
zzdonit know
8-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have affected or failed to affect risks to human health from environmental hazardse
Blank box
9A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have addressed
environmental injustices Ni.e. reduced the ine_uitable distribution of environmental
hazards and benefitsQ.
zzstrongly agree
zzagree
zzdisagree
zzstrongly disagree
zzdonit know
9-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have affected or failed to affect environmental injusticese
Blank box
10A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have contributed to
greater public support for protecting the environment.
zzstrongly agree
zzagree
zzdisagree
zzstrongly disagree
zzdonit know
10-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have influenced or failed to influence public support for protecting the environmente
Blank box
11A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have negatively
affected economic growth or competitiveness.
zzstrongly agree
zzagree
zzdisagree
zzstrongly disagree
zzdonit know
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11-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have affected or failed to affect economic growth or competitivenesse
Blank box
12A. Constitutional provisions related to environmental protection have had a negative
effect on the exercise of other rights.
zzstrongly agree
zzagree
zzdisagree
zzstrongly disagree
zzdonit know
12-. Can you provide one or more specific examples of how constitutional provisions
have affected or failed to affect the exercise of other rightse
Blank box
13. Has constitutional protection for the environment had any other effectse
Blank box
14. hhat have been the most important outcomes or surprises produced by constitutional
protection of the environmente
Blank box
15. hhich type of constitutional environmental provision is having the largest impact in
advancing a nation toward a sustainable futuree Please rank from 1-4, with 1 indicating
the largest impact.
-individualis right to live in a healthy/clean environment
-individualis responsibility to protect the environment
-governmentis duty to protect the environment
-other Nplease specifyzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
RESPONDENTS SKIP FORWARD TO 19A
THE ‘NOT SIGNIFICANT’ PATHWAY (FROM QUESTION 3)
16. hhat factors have prevented constitutional environmental provisions from having a
larger impacte Please rank the three most important factors, where 1}most important,
2}second in importance, 3} third in importance
Not enough time since constitutional provisions came into force
Symbolic nature of constitutional provisions
heak constitutional provisions
Environmental concerns outweighed by economic considerations
Environmental concerns outweighed by other social priorities
Hack of political will
Dnade_uate enforcement
Dnade_uate resources
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Hack of public support
Other Nplease specifyzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
17A. Df these obstacles could be overcome in the future, which of the following effects
would you expect to result from the implementation of constitutional provisions related to
environmental protectione
Please evaluate each option, using the following five point scale: 1-Rery likely 2Somehat likely 3-Somewhat unlikely 4-Rery unlikely 5-Donit know
Stronger environmental laws and policies
More rigorous implementation and enforcement
Dncreased role for courts in environmental decision-making
Dmprovements in environmental _uality
Reduced risks to human health from environmental hazards
Iewer environmental injustices Ni.e. ine_uities related to the distribution of environmental
hazards and benefitsQ
Greater public support for protecting the environment
Negative effect on economic growth or competitiveness
Negative effect on the exercise of other rights
17-. hould constitutional protection for the environment have any other effectse
Blank box
18. hhich type of constitutional environmental provision is likely to have the greatest
positive impact in advancing a nation toward a sustainable futuree Please rank from 1-4,
with 1 indicating the largest impact.
-individualis right to live in a healthy/clean environment
-individualis responsibility to protect the environment
-governmentis duty to protect the environment
-other Nplease specifyzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
-none of the above
TWO PATHWAYS CONVERGE FOR FINAL QUESTIONS
19A. Dn the future, what do you expect will be the impact of constitutional provisions
related to environmental protectione
-Rery significant positive impact on efforts to achieve a sustainable future
-Significant positive impact on efforts to achieve a sustainable future
-Dnsignificant impact on efforts to achieve a sustainable future
-Negative impact on efforts to achieve a sustainable future
-Donit know
19-. hhye
Blank box
20. Please rank the three most important approaches to environmental protection, where
1}most important, 2}second in importance, and 3}third in importance
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Constitutional re_uirements
Stronger laws and regulation
Stricter enforcement
Greater use of economic instruments Ne.g. incentivesQ
Ecological tax reform Ntax shiftingQ
Roluntary approaches
Environmental education
Advances in technology
Eliminating poverty
21. Dn your opinion, what is the status of the right to live in a healthy environment at
international lawe
-hell established, legally binding principle
-Partially established, but not yet legally binding principle
-Not established, not legally binding
-Donit know
22. Constitutional provisions regarding environmental protection have the potential to
-Significantly advance a nationis progress toward a sustainable future
-Moderately advance a nationis progress toward a sustainable future
-Have no effect on a nationis progress toward a sustainable future
-Adversely affect a nationis progress toward a sustainable future
-Donit know
23. Are there any other observations that you would like to make regarding the impact of
constitutional environmental provisionse
Blank box
24. Please select the statement that best reflects your legal practice
-D work primarily for government
-D work primarily for business
-D work primarily in the academic sector
-D work primarily for non-government organizations
-Other Nplease specifyzzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
25. Please identify the nation where you currently reside.
Blank box
@hank you very much for participating in this survey. Df you have any _uestions or would
like to receive a copy of the results, please send an email to drboyd“uvic.ca
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Encuesta Experta sobre Protección Ambiental en las Constituciones
Dntroducción
El propósito de esta investigación es recoger información sobre el impacto de las
disposiciones constitucionales destinadas a proteger el medioambiente, incluyendo los
derechos y las responsabilidades ambientales. Actualmente, mps de 80 constituciones
nacionales se refieren al derecho del individuo a vivir en un medioambiente limpio o
saludable, y mps de 120 constituciones imponen la obligación a los gobiernos a proteger
el medioambiente. En total, actualmente hay mps de 130 constituciones en el mundo _ue
contienen disposiciones sobre los derechos y/o responsabilidades relacionados a la
protección del medioambiente.
Completar esta encuesta toma aproximadamente 15 a 20 minutos. Hos resultados serpn
incluidos en una próxima publicación sobre constituciones y medioambiente.
Antes de proceder con la encuesta, por favor revise el formulario de consentimiento _ue
se entrega a continuación. Su participación es completamente voluntaria.
El formulario de consentimiento debe ser chequeado para proceder con la encuesta.
Por favor indi_ue su idioma preferido:
Inglés
Francés
Español
1. Por favor identifi_ue el pa‡s sobre el cual mps conoce en cuanto a disposiciones
constitucionales relacionadas con la protección medioambiental. Puede no
necesariamente ser el pa‡s donde usted reside actualmente.
Blank box
2. ”Kué tipo de disposiciones para la protección ambiental se encuentran en la
constitución nacional de este pa‡se
(Marque todos los que corresponda)
El derecho de todo individuo a vivir en un ambiente saludable y limpio
Ha responsabilidad de todo individuo de proteger el medioambiente
El deber del Estado de proteger el medioambiente
zzOtro Npor favor especifi_uezzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
3. En su opinión, ”tienen estas disposiciones ambientales constitucionales un impacto
significativoe
Muy significativo
Significativo
Dnsignificante
No sabe
Si el encuestado responde ‘muy significativo’ o ‘significativo’, proceda con la
pregunta 4. Si el encuestado responde ‘insignificante’ o ‘no sabe’, proceda con la
pregunta 16.
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4A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental han
contribuido al desarrollo de leyes y pol‡ticas mps solidas
Muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
4-. ”Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos de cómo las disposiciones constitucionales
han influido o no en las leyes y/o pol‡ticas ambientalese
Blank box
5A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental
contribuyen a una mejor implementación y cumplimento de las leyes y pol‡ticas
ambientales
Muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
5-. Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos de cómo las disposiciones constitucionales
influyen o no en la implementación y el cumplimiento de las pol‡ticas y leyes ambientales
Blank box
6A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental le han
otorgado un rol mps activo a los tribunales en la toma de decisiones sobre temas
ambientales
Muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
6-. ”Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos de cómo las disposiciones constitucionales
relacionadas con la protección ambiental han influido, o dejado de influir, en el actuar de
los tribunales frente a la toma de decisiones ambientalese
Blank box
7A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental
contribuyen al mejoramiento de la calidad ambiental.
Muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
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7-. ”Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos espec‡ficos de cómo las disposiciones
constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental influyen o no en la calidad
ambientale
Blank box
8A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental han
contribuido a la disminución de riesgos a la salud humana asociados a peligros
ambientales.
Muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
8-. ”Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos espec‡ficos de cómo las disposiciones
constitucionales influyen o no en los riesgos a la salud humana asociados a peligros
ambientalese
Blank box
9A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental han
abordado el tema de las injusticias ambientales Npor ej. Reduciendo la distribución
ine_uitativa de riesgos y beneficios ambientalesQ.
muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
9-. ”Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos espec‡ficos de cómo las disposiciones
constitucionales han influido o no en materia de injusticias ambientalese
Blank box
10A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental han
contribuido a un mayor apoyo p†blico en la protección del medioambiente.
muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
10-. ”Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos espec‡ficos de cómo las disposiciones
constitucionales han influido o no a un mayor apoyo p†blico en la protección del
medioambientee
Blank box
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11A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental han
tenido un impacto negativo en el crecimiento económico o la competitividad.
muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
11-. ”Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos espec‡ficos de cómo las disposiciones
constitucionales han afectado o no el crecimiento económico y/o la competitividade
Blank box
12A. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental han
tenido un impacto negativo en el ejercicio de otros derechos.
muy de acuerdo
de acuerdo
en desacuerdo
muy en desacuerdo
no sabe
12-. ”Puede proporcionar uno o mps ejemplos espec‡ficos de cómo las disposiciones
constitucionales afectan o no el ejercicio de otros derechose
Blank box
13. ”Ha tenido la protección ambiental en el marco constitucional alg†n otro efectoe
Blank box
14. ”Cuples han sido las consecuencias o imprevistos mps importantes derivados de la
protección ambiental en el marco constitucionale
Blank box
15. ”Kué tipo de provisión ambiental en el marco constitucional es la _ue ha tenido el
mayor impacto para _ue la nación avance hacia un futuro mps sustentablee Por favor
indi_ue de 1 a 3, siendo 1 el _ue corresponde a un mayor impacto.
- El derecho de todo individuo a vivir en un ambiente saludable y limpio
- Ha responsabilidad de todo individuo de proteger el medioambiente
- El deber del Estado de proteger el medioambiente
-otro Npor favor especifi_uezzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
ENTREVISTADOS AVANZAN DIRECTO A LA PREGUNTA 19A
LOS QUE RESPONDIERON ‘NO SIGNIFICATIVO – INSIGNIFICANTE’ (EN LA
PREGUNTA 3)

16. ”Kué factores han impedido _ue las disposiciones constitucionales tengan un mayor
efectoe Por favor indi_ue los tres factores mps importantes, siendo 1 } el mps importante,
2 } segundo en importancia, 3 } tercero en importancia.
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No ha pasado suficiente tiempo desde _ue las disposiciones constitucionales entraron en
efecto.
Ha naturaleza simbólica de las disposiciones constitucionales
Has disposiciones constitucionales son débiles
Has consideraciones económicas priman sobre las preocupaciones ambientales
Has prioridades sociales superan las preocupaciones ambientales
Ialta de voluntad pol‡tica
Ialta de fiscalización
Ialta de recursos
Ialta de apoyo p†blico
Otro Npor favor especifi_uezzzzzzzzzzzzQ
17A. Si estos obstpculos se pudiesen vencer en el futuro, ”cuples de los siguientes efectos
esperar‡a Ud. como resultado de la implementación de las disposiciones constitucionales
relacionadas con la protección ambientale
Por favor evalúe cada opción, usando la siguiente escala de 5 puntos: 1= es muy posible,
2 = posible, 3 = casi imposible, 4 = no hay posibilidad, 5 = - no sabe
Heyes y pol‡ticas ambientales mps sólidas
Una implementación y fiscalización mps rigurosa
Rol mps activo de los tribunales en la toma de decisiones
Mejoramiento de la calidad ambiental
Disminución de los riesgos a la salud humana generados por peligros ambientales
Menos injusticias ambientales Npor ej. desigualdad en relación a la distribución de los
costos y beneficios ambientalesQ
Mayor apoyo p†blico para la protección del medioambiente
Efectos negativos para el crecimiento económico y la competitividad
Efectos negativos en el ejercicio de otros derechos
17-. ”Podr‡a la protección del medioambiente a nivel constitucional tener alg†n otro
efectoe
Blank box
18. ”Kué tipo de disposición ambiental constitucional podr‡a tener el mayor impacto
positivo en el avance del pa‡s hacia un futuro mps sustentablee Por favor indi_ue de 1 a 4,
siendo 1 el _ue corresponde a un mayor impacto
El derecho de todo individuo a vivir en un ambiente saludable y limpio
Ha responsabilidad de todo individuo de proteger el medioambiente
El deber del Estado a proteger el medioambiente
Ninguno de las anteriores
Otro Npor favor especifi_uezzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
LAS DOS SERIES DE PREGUNTAS CONVERGEN EN PREGUNTAS FINALES
19A. En el futuro, ”cual espera _ue sea el impacto _ue tengan las disposiciones
constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambientale
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Un impacto positivo muy significativo en los esfuerzos _ue se llevan a cabo para alcanzar
un futuro sustentable.
Un impacto positivo significativo en los esfuerzos _ue se llevan a cabo para alcanzar un
futuro sustentable.
Un impacto poco significativo en los esfuerzos _ue se llevan a cabo para alcanzar un
futuro sustentable.
Un impacto negativo en los esfuerzos _ue se llevan a cabo para alcanzar un futuro
sustentable.
No sabe.
19-. ”Por _uée
Blank box
20. Por favor indi_ue los tres propuestas mps importantes para la protección ambiental,
siendo 1 } el mps importante, 2 } segundo en importancia, 3 } tercero en importancia.
Re_uerimientos constitucionales
Heyes y regulaciones mps estrictas
Una fiscalización mps rigurosa
Un mayor uso de instrumentos económicos Npor ej. incentivosQ
Reformas tributarias ecológicas Nimpuesto ambientalQ
Enfo_ues voluntarios
Educación ambiental
Avances tecnológicos
Supuración de la pobreza
21. En su opinión, ”cupl es el status del derecho a vivir en un ambiente saludable a nivel
de derecho internacionale
- -ien establecido, de carpcter legalmente vinculante
- Parcialmente establecido, pero aun sin carpcter legalmente vinculante
- No establecido, sin carpcter jur‡dicamente vinculante
-No sabe
22. Has disposiciones constitucionales relacionadas con la protección ambiental tienen el
potencial de:
- Hacer _ue el pa‡s avance significativamente hacia un futuro mps sustentable
- Hacer _ue el pa‡s avance moderadamente hacia un futuro mps sustentable
- No tienen ning†n efecto sobre la capacidad de progreso del pa‡s hacia un futuro mps
sustentable
-@iene un efecto adverso en el progreso del pa‡s hacia un futuro mps sustentable
-No sabe
23. ”Hay alguna otra observación _ue Ud. desee hacer con respecto al impacto de las
disposiciones ambientales constitucionalese
Blank box
24. Por favor seleccione la afirmación _ue mejor refleje su prpctica legal.
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@rabajo principalmente para el gobierno
@rabajo principalmente en el sector privado
@rabajo principalmente en el sector académico
@rabajo principalmente para organizaciones no-gubernamentales
Otro Npor favor especifi_uezzzzzzzzzzzzzzQ
25. Por favor se•ale el pa‡s en el _ue Ud. reside actualmente.
Blank box
Muchas gracias por participar en esta encuesta. Si tiene alguna duda o _uiere recibir una
copia de los resultados, por favor env‡e un email a drboyd“uvic.ca
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Enquête auprès de juristes spécialisés

L’impact des dispositions constitutionnelles
sur la protection de l’environnement
Dntroduction
Hiobjectif de cette en_u‘te est de colliger des données sur liimpact des dispositions
constitutionnelles destinées y protéger lienvironnement, notamment en ce _ui concerne
les responsabilités et les droits environnementaux. On retrouve aujourdihui des
références au droit des individus de vivre dans un environnement sain dans les textes
constitutionnels de _uel_ue 80 pays. On compte plus de 120 constitutions _ui définissent
des obligations gouvernementales en mati•re de protection de lienvironnement. Au total,
plus de 130 constitutions y travers le monde contiennent des dispositions relatives y la
protection de lienvironnement.
Dl faut compter de 15 y 25 minutes environ pour répondre aux _uestions. Hes résultats
seront présentés dans un livre _ui portera sur les constitutions nationales et
lienvironnement.
Avant de commencer y répondre, svp cochez la case ci-dessous pour signifier votre
consentement. Rotre participation est enti•rement volontaire.
Vous devez cocher la case avant de commencer
Dndi_uer la langue de votre choix
English
IranŒais
Espa•ol
1. Indiquez le pays que vous connaissez le mieux en matière de dispositions
constitutionnelles relatives à la protection de l’environnement (RPE). Il peut s’agir
d’un pays différent de celui où vous vivez.
Blank box
2. Indiquez le type de dispositions RPE que l’on retrouve dans la constitution de ce
pays.
(Cocher plus d’une case au besoin)
zz droit des individus de vivre dans un environnement sain / propre
zz responsabilité des individus en mati•re de protection de lienvironnement
zz obligations du gouvernement envers la protection de lienvironnement
zz Autre NpréciserQ: zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
3. À votre avis, quel est l’impact de ces dispositions?
@r•s important
Dmportant
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Minime
Ne sait pas
IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS VERY SIGNIFICANT OR SIGNIFICANT,
PROCEED TO QUESTION 4A
IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS INSIGNIFICANT OR DON’T KNOW, PROCEED
TO QUESTION 16
4A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont favorisé l’émergence de lois et de
politiques plus sévères en matière de protection de l’environnement.
zz @out y fait diaccord
zz Diaccord
zz En désaccord
zz Nettement en désaccord
zz Ne sait pas
4B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur les lois
et politiques environnementales?
Blank box
5A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont contribué à l’implantation et à
l’application plus rigoureuse des lois et politiques environnementales.
@out y fait diaccord
Diaccord
En désaccord
Nettement en désaccord
Ne sait pas
5B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur
l’implantation et l’application des lois et politiques environnementales?
Blank box
6A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont accentué le rôle des tribunaux dans
le processus de prise de décisions en ce qui concerne la protection de
l’environnement.
@out y fait diaccord
Diaccord
En désaccord
Nettement en désaccord
Ne sait pas
6B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur le rôle
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des tribunaux dans le processus de prises de décisions en ce qui concerne la
protection de l’environnement?
Blank box
7A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont contribué à améliorer la qualité de
l’environnement.
@out y fait diaccord
Diaccord
En désaccord
Nettement en désaccord
Ne sait pas
7B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur la
qualité de l’environnement?
Blank box
8A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont contribué à réduire les risques pour
la santé humaine qui découlent des dangers environnementaux.
@out y fait diaccord
Diaccord
En désaccord
Nettement en désaccord
Ne sait pas
8B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur les
risques pour la santé humaine qui découlent des dangers environnementaux?
Blank box
9A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont permis de réduire les injustices
environnementales (comme la répartition inéquitable des dangers et des bénéfices
reliés à l’environnement).
@out y fait diaccord
Diaccord
En désaccord
Nettement en désaccord
Ne sait pas
9B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur les
injustices environnementales?
Blank box
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10A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont contribué à augmenter l’appui du
grand public envers la protection de l’environnement.
@out y fait diaccord
Diaccord
En désaccord
Nettement en désaccord
Ne sait pas
10B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur l’appui
du grand public envers la protection de l’environnement?
Blank box
11A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont nui à la croissance économique ou
à la compétitivité du pays.
@out y fait diaccord
Diaccord
En désaccord
Nettement en désaccord
Ne sait pas
11B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur la
croissance économique ou la compétitivité du pays.
Blank box
12A. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont affecté de façon négative l’exercice
d’autres droits.
@out y fait diaccord
Diaccord
En désaccord
Nettement en désaccord
Ne sait pas
12B. Pouvez-vous donner un ou plusieurs exemples spécifiques qui démontrent
l’impact, ou l’absence d’impact, des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE sur
l’exercice d’autres droits.
Blank box
13. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE ont-elles eu d’autres répercussions?
Blank box
14. Quels ont été les principaux effets ou les principales surprises qui ont résulté des
dispositions constitutionnelles RPE?
Blank box
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15. Quels sont les types de dispositions constitutionnelles qui ont eu l’impact le plus
important pour faire avancer le pays sur la voie du développement durable? Svp,
classer de 1 à 4 (1 = l’impact le plus important).
zz le droit des individus de vivre dans un environnement sain / propre
zz la responsabilité des individus en mati•re de protection de lienvironnement
zz les obligations du gouvernement envers la protection de lienvironnement
zz Autre NpréciserQ: zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
RESPONDENTS SKIP FORWARD TO 19A
THE ‘NOT SIGNIFICANT’ PATHWAY (FROM QUESTION 3)
16. Quels sont les 3 principaux facteurs qui ont empêché les dispositions
constitutionnelles RPE d’avoir un impact plus important? Svp, classer en ordre
d’importance de 1 à 3 (1 = facteur le plus important)
Hes dispositions ne sont en vigueur _ue depuis peu de temps
Hes dispositions niont _uiune valeur symboli_ue
Hes dispositions sont peu contraignantes
Hes considérations économi_ues ont eu préséance sur les considérations
environnementales
Diautres considérations sociales ont eu préséance sur les considérations
environnementales
Man_ue de volonté politi_ue
Mise en application déficiente
Man_ue de ressources
Man_ue diappui du public
Autre facteur NpréciserQ : zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
17A. Si ces obstacles pouvaient être surmontés à l’avenir, quelles seraient alors à
votre avis les répercussions des dispositions constitutionnelles RPE?
Svp, évaluer chaque répercussion possible ci-dessous en fonction de l’échelle qui suit :
1=Très probable, 2=Plutôt probable, 3=Plutôt improbable, 4=Très improbable, 5=Ne
sait pas.
Hois et politi_ues environnementales plus sév•res
Dmplantation et application plus rigoureuses
R–le accru des tribunaux dans les prises de décision relatives y lienvironnement
Amélioration de la _ualité de lienvironnement
Réduction des ris_ues pour la santé humaine découlant des dangers environnementaux
Réduction des injustices environnementales Ncomme la répartition iné_uitable des
dangers et des bénéfices reliés y lienvironnementQ.
Meilleur appui du public envers la protection de lienvironnement
Dmpact négatif sur la croissance économi_ue ou la compétitivité
Dmpact négatif sur liexercice diautres droits
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17B. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE auraient-elles d’autres répercussions?
Blank box
18. Quels types de dispositions constitutionnelles seraient susceptibles d’avoir
l’impact le plus important pour faire avancer le pays sur la voie du développement
durable? Svp, classer de 1 à 4 (1 = l’impact le plus important).
zz le droit des individus de vivre dans un environnement sain / propre
zz la responsabilité des individus en mati•re de protection de lienvironnement
zz les obligations du gouvernement envers la protection de lienvironnement
zz Autre NpréciserQ: zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
zz Aucune des réponses ci-dessus
TWO PATHWAYS CONVERGE FOR FINAL QUESTIONS
19A. À l’avenir, quel sera selon vous l’impact des dispositions constitutionnelles
RPE sur le développement durable?
- @r•s importantes répercussions positives
- Dmportantes répercussions positives
- Répercussions minimes
- Répercussions négatives
- Ne sait pas
19B. Pourquoi?
Blank box
20. Quelles sont à votre avis les 3 approches les plus importantes pour favoriser la
protection de l’environnement. Svp, classer de 1 à 3 (1 = approche la plus
importante)
Exigences environnementales contenues dans la constitution
Hois et réglementation plus sév•res
Application plus stricte des lois
Utilisation accrue des outils économi_ues Nles incitatifs financiers, par exempleQ
Réformes fiscales axées sur liécologie Ntranslation de liassiette fiscale, par exempleQ
Mesures volontaires
Žducation et sensibilisation en mati•re dienvironnement
Développements technologi_ues
Žlimination de la pauvreté
21. À votre avis, quel est le statut du droit de vivre dans un environnement sain en
droit international?
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- Principe bien établi et juridi_uement contraignant
- Principe partiellement établi, mais non juridi_uement contraignant
- Principe non établi et non juridi_uement contraignant
- Ne sait pas
22. Les dispositions constitutionnelles RPE peuvent permettre à un pays de :
- Siengager clairement sur la voie du développement durable
- Siengager modérément sur la voie du développement durable
- Elles sont sans effet sur le développement durable
- Elles nuisent y liengagement du pays sur la voie du développement durable
- Ne sait pas
23. Aimeriez-vous faire d’autres observations sur les répercussions des provisions
constitutionnelles RPE?
Blank box
24. Svp, cochez la case qui définit le mieux votre pratique du droit
- ?e travaille surtout pour le gouvernement
- ?e travaille surtout pour des entreprises
- ?e travaille surtout dans le secteur universitaire
- ?e travaille surtout pour des organismes non gouvernementaux
- Autre NpréciserQ : zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
25. Svp, indiquez dans quel pays vous résidez.
Blank box
Merci beaucoup diavoir pris le temps de participer y cette en_u‘te. Si vous avez des
_uestions ou si vous désirez recevoir une copie des résultats, svp écrivez y
drboyd“uvic.ca.
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APPENDIX 4. CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL FROM UBC
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH ETHICS BOARD
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APPENDIX 5. INDICATORS USED IN SFU’S ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPARISON OF OECD NATIONS
Energy consumption\tonnes of oil e_uivalent per capita annually
Energy intensity\tonnes of oil e_uivalent per ˆ US 1,000 of GDP
hater consumption\cubic meters per capita annually
Environmental pricing\environmental taxes as x of GDP
GHG emissions\tonnes of carbon dioxide e_uivalent/capita annually
Renewable energy including hydro\percent of electricity supply
Renewable energy excluding hydro\percent of electricity supply
Sulfur oxides\kilograms per capita emitted annually
Nitrogen oxides\kilograms per capita emitted annually
Rolatile Organic Compounds\nonmethane kilograms per capita emitted annually
Carbon monoxide\kilograms per capita emitted annually
Ozone-depleting substances\kilograms per capita released annually
Municipal waste\kilograms per capita produced annually
Recycling of municipal waste\percent of municipal waste
Nuclear waste\kilograms per capita produced annually
Pollution abatement and control expenditures\percent of GDP1963
Municipal sewage treatment\percent of population served by treatment
Pesticide use\kilograms per s_uare kilometer of arable land
Iertilizer use\tonnes per s_uare kilometer of arable land
Hivestock\sheep e_uivalent per s_uare kilometer of arable and grassland
Number of species at risk
Percent of species at risk
Protected areas\percent of land base
@imber harvest\cubic meters per s_uare kilometer of forestland
@imber harvest to forest growth ratio
Capture fisheries\kilograms per capita
Iisheries as x of world catch
Distance traveled\vehicle kilometers per capita
Official Development Assistance\percent of Gross National Dncome

1963

Under the OECDis definition, total pollution and control expenditures include
qprotection of ambient air and climate, wastewater management, waste management,
protection and remediation of soil, groundwater and surface water, noise and vibration
abatement, and protection against radiation.m PACE excludes expenditures on: resource
management, including natural disaster prevention and hazard mitigationc nature
protectionc drinking waterc workplace protectionc energy savingc or improvement of
production processes for commercial or technical reasons. OECD horking Group on
Environmental Dnformation and Outlook. 2007. Pollution Abatement and Control
Expenditures in OECD Countries. Paris: OECD.
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/37/45/38230860.pdf
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APPENDIX 6: INDICATORS USED IN THE CONFERENCE BOARD
OF CANADA’S ENVIRONMENTAL RANKINGS
1. Urban particulate matter concentration NPM 10Q\measured in micrograms per cubic
metre
2. Urban nitrogen dioxide concentration\measured in micrograms per cubic metre and
weighted by population
3. Urban sulphur dioxide concentration\measured in micrograms and weighted by
population
4. Rolatile organic compounds\emissions per capita NkgQ
5. hater consumption\hater consumption is measured by annual water withdrawals,
measured in million cubic metres. hithdrawals refer to the gross amount of water
extracted from any source, either permanently or temporarily, for a given use.
6. hater Kuality Dndex\@he hater Kuality Dndex measures dissolved oxygen, pH,
conductivity, total nitrogen, and total phosphorus. Dt is an indicator of eutrophication,
nutrient pollution, acidification, and salinization. @he index ranges from 0 Nlowest
_ualityQ to 100 Nhighest _ualityQ.
7. Municipal waste generated per capita NkgQ\According to the OECD, municipal waste
includes qwaste from households, including bulky waste, similar waste from commerce
and trade, office buildings, institutions and small businesses, yard and garden waste,
street sweepings, the contents of litter containers, and market cleansing waste.m
8. Greenhouse gas emissions per capita\@otal CO2 e_uivalent emissions measured in
tonnes of CO2 e_uivalent per capita. Ranking calculations include the offset effects of
land use, land-use change, and forestry NHUHUCIQ.
9. Energy Dntensity\@he change in total primary energy supply per unit of gross
domestic product NGDPQ from 2000 to 2005, measured by the change in tonnes of oil
e_uivalent NtoeQ per USˆ1,000 GDP.
10. How-Emitting Electricity Production\@he share of low-emitting electricity
production in total domestic electricity production. How-emitting electricity production
includes nuclear, hydro, geothermal, wind, solar, and other renewables.
11. @hreatened species\@hreatened species of mammals, birds, and vascular plants as a
proportion of known species. Dncluded are those listed by the Dnternational Union for
Conservation of Nature NDUCNQ as critically endangered, endangered, or vulnerable.
12. Use of forest resources\@imber harvest as a percent of the forestis annual growth. Dt
is a measure of the intensity of use of forest resources.
13. Iorest cover change\Change in the percent of land area covered by forest between
2000 and 2005.
14. Organic farming\Share of organic agricultural land out of total agricultural land.
15. Marine trophic index\@he Marine @rophic Dndex measures the degree to which
countries are qfishing down the food chain,m with fish catches increasingly consisting of
smaller fish that are lower in the food chain. @o calculate the Marine @rophic Dndex, each
fish or invertebrate species is assigned a number based on its location in the food chain.
Carnivores are assigned high numbers, and herbivores lower ones. @he index is
calculated from datasets of commercial fish landings by averaging trophic levels for the
overall catch.
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